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Royal Commission on the Courts 

ELIZABETH THE SECOND. by the Grace of God Queen of New Zealand and 
Her Other Realms and Territories, Head of the Commonwealth, 
Defender of the Faith: 

To Our Trusty and Well-beloved the Honourable DAVID STUART 
BEATTIE, of Wellington, a Judge of the Supreme Court of New 
Zealand, IAN HUGH KAWHARU, of Palmerston North, University 
Professor, RITA MARY KING, of Wellington, Married Woman, JOHN 
DONALD MURRAY, of Dunedin, Stipendiary Magistrate, and JOHN 
HAMIL TON WALLACE, of Auckland, One of Our Counsel Learned in 
the Law: 

GREETING.: . 

KNOW YE· that We, reposing trust and confidence in your integrity, 
knowledge, and ability, do hereby nominate, constitute, and appoint you, 
the said · 

The Honourable DAVID STUART BEATTIE, 
IAN HUGH KAWHARU, 
Rrh MARY KING, 
JOHN DONALD MURRAY, and 
JOHN HAMILTON WALLACE 

to be a Commission to inquire into the structure and operation of the 
judicial system of New Zealand, comprising the Court of Appeal, 
Supreme Court, Magistrates' Courts, and Children and Young Persons 
Courts, and to report on what changes are necessary or desirable to secure 
the just, humane, prompt, efficient, and economical disposal of the civil, 
criminal, and domestic business of the Courts and to ensure the ready 
access of the people of New Zealand to the Courts for the determination of 
their rights and the remedying of their grievances now and in the future; 
and to ensure that the Courts are as well equipped as possible to adapt to 
changing social needs: 

And, in particular, to inquire into and report on: 

I. The jurisdictions of the existing Courts and divisions thereof, 
whether any new all-purpose or specialist Courts or divisions are 
necessary or desirable, and what functions and jurisdictions the several 
Courts or divisions should have, whether exclusive or concurrent: 

2. The constitution of the Court of Appeal, in each of the following 
circumstances-

( a) That the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council remains the final 
appellate tribunal for New Zealand: 

(b) That the Court of Appeal becomes the final appellate tribunal for 
New Zealand in all cases: 

3. The constitution of the Courts (including any new Courts or, 
divisions recommended) with particular reference to: 

(a) The qualifications for, the methods of appointment of, and the 
promotion of, judicial officers: 

(b) The degree of specialisation on the part of judicial officers• that is 
desirable .and practicable in the conduct of the business of the 
Courts: 
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(c) The manner in which the number of judicial officers required to 
dispose of the business of the various Courts and divisions is 
determined, the manner in which those officers are allocated to 
the various places where sittings of the Courts are held, and 
what person or body should perform this function: 

(d) Whether, in respect of Courts other than the Supreme Court or 
Court of Appeal, it is necessary or desirable to appoint chief 
judicial officers of the various Courts or divisions or senior 
judicial officers at any place where there is more than one 
judicial officer and, if so, what duties or powers such a chief or 
senior judicial officer should perform or exercise: 

(e) Whether, and if so in what circumstances, there should be a power 
to investigate the conduct of judicial officers and, if so, what 
person or body should exercise that power and in what manner: 

(f) Whether it is desirable to hold conferences and refresher courses for 
judicial officers of the various Courts and divisions and, if so, the 
nature and extent of such courses: 

(g) The extent to which it is proper and expedient to make use of the 
services of Justices of the Peace as judicial officers in the lower 
Courts, and what special provision should be made for the 
selection and training of Justices of the Peace to exercise the 
jurisdiction of such Courts: 

4. The obligations and responsibilities of barristers and solicitors to the 
Courts and to their clients to aid in securing the just, prompt, efficient, 
and economical disposal of the business of the Courts: 

5. Whether, and if so, to what extent, the Courts or any of them should 
exercise greater supervision over the progress of proceedings and the 
making of appropriate interlocutory orders, and what judicial officer 
should exercise such supervision: 

6. The role of Registrars of the several Courts, whether and to what 
extent it is proper or desirable and practicable that Registrars perform 
judicial functions and whether the appointment of legally qualified officers 
of any Court to exer,i;;ise subordinate judicial functions would be desirable, 
practicable, or convenient: 

7. The administrative procedures and the organisation and the 
management of the several Courts and divisions, including the· places 
appointed and the frequency and times of sittings for the dispatch of 
business and the arrangement of the business thereof: 

8. The relation between the Courts and officers thereof and persons who 
attend the Courts as applicanis, or as parties to any proceedings, or as 
witnesses, or jurors, or otherwise and the extent to vvhich changes in the 
facilities and administrative procedures of the Courts are necessary or 
desirable to meet the convenience of such persons: 

9. Any associated matters that may be thought by you to be relevant to 
the general objects of the inquiry: 

And We hereby appoint you the said 

The Honourable DAVID STUART BEATTIE 

to be the Chairman of the said Commission: 

And for the better enabling you to carry these presents into effect you 
are hereby authoris>t:,d and empowered to make and conduct any inquiry 
or investigation under these presents in such manner and at such time and 
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olace as you think expedient, with power to adjourn from. time to time and 
~-Jlac.J:, to place ;;:,s yott th,in_k fit, and so<cha,r t:h.ese pr;:;1:;,ents .3h2Jl contin.ue in 
force and ,any such irtquiry rnay- at a.ny tirne and placf: 1:,e r~~su:o:;_ed 
aithtn..~gb. net 11~,gulari~:1 ~u ... ijcru:cn~ed Lro.rE tirn.e ro tir.oe or frcd:11 p.il:a.ce to place: 

Pt.nd )IOU .:ire here!Jy :::,trictly_ c1:1argt~d ·and d2r\~ctcd fhat yoi1 ::;l1aH not at 
any tirx1e publish oi~ othe.n.vise d.iscJr:,se~ sa.ve to Flis :Exct".Ueney· the 
(}~v ernot·~(;en(':ral~ h1 Jrur:~ru-ance cJ the.se pres,,::rrr~s or 'by I-:Iis _'Excelleru.::y' s 
d'r, ·-,1·o[]·r1 '0 ec,n'· 0 " 1·,c '" 1 ~r .. , 'Ppor·'· ~. rr1°·d·> ~1·· r·r- 't·,, ·r1·,r' .• , 1-,- "OU ,·i·· •.s•csr J..1.c e_c, ..... J:.~ ~-H~ •,..:· ·~- l.C1..l ·': ,.)). rr.,:, -~ ~- -: _ _, . ~ <s)u .. U, ~__, u . ~ ',.,. _,.._. ;_,._ .··-•:'-"'14_. -.1 / }' ;l ., L -.-UJL) 

e,ndence or m.fcnnauon obrn.mul oy yov m tne excTc1s,:: of the povv;,rs 
hereby conferred. 017. Y,OlI, excep,~: such c-.;_1ide11,L~t: or infor:rn.adcrn as is 
received in the cou.rse of a sitting open to th.e p1.1b1ic: 

And lt is h,=reby deda1·ed, ;:h;i.t the power's hereby conferred c,haH be 
e;r.ercisable nos,,,,ithstanding the absence at :i.ny dme of any one or any two 
of the :nembc:rs her~by appointed so long as ;:he Chairman or a member 
d,::puted 6y d:1: Chairman to ac~ in his ste3,d, and tiNO other members, 21.re 
present ancl concur in the exe.rcise of the p,owers: 

And ,A/ e do furti:1er ordain that yov have liberty to report your 
prc,ceedings and findings under this Our Commission from time to time if 
;OU shall judge it expedient to do so: 

And, using all due diligence, )'OU are required to report to His 
.2.:xcellency the Governor~General in writing under your hands, not later 
than the 31st day of December 1977, your findings and opinions on the 
m,nters aforesaid, together with such recommendations as you think fit m 
make in respect thereof: 

i1rnd, lastly, it is hereby declared that these presents are issued under 
the authority of the Letters Patent of His Late Majesty King George the 
Fifth, dated the 11th day of May 1917, and under the authority of and 
subject to the provisions of the Commissions of Inquiry Act 1908, and 
with the advice and consent of the Executive Council of New Zealand. 

In witness whereof We have caused this Our Commission to be issued 
,md the Seal of New Zealand to be hereunto affixed at Wellington this 4th 
day of October 1976. 

Vl/itness Our Right Trusty and 'Well-beloved Sir Edward Denis 
Blundell., Knight Grand Cross of Our Most Distinguished Order of 
Saint Michael a11d Saint George, Knight Grand Cross of Our Royal 
Victorian Order, Knight Commander of Our Most Excellent Order 
of the British Empire, Governor-General and Commander-in-Chief 
in and over New Zealand. 

DENIS BLUNDELL, Govemor-GeneraL 

[1..s.] 
By His Excellency's Ccm,rnand--

BRIAN T ALBOYS, Acting Prime Minister. 

Approved in Council--

P. G. MILLEN, Clerk of the Executive CounciL 
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Extending the Time Within Which the Royal Commission on the Courts 
May Report 

ELIZABETH the Second, by the Grace of God Queen of New Zealand and 
Her Other Realms and Territories, Head of the Commonwealth, 
Defender of the Faith; 

To our Trusty and \VeH-beloved The Honourable DAVID STUART 

BEATTIE, of ·wellington, a Judge of the Supreme Court of New 
Zealand, IAN HUGH KAWHARU, of Palmerston North, University 
Professor, RnA MARY Kum, of Wellington, j\,farried i/Voman, JOHN 
DONALD MURRAY, of Dunedin, Stipendiary Magistrate, and JOHN 
HAMILTON WALLACE, of Auckland, One of Our Counsel Learned in 
the Law; 

GREETING; 
'vVHEREAS by Our Warrant dated the 4th day of October 1976* We 
nominated, constituted, and appointed you the said The Honourable 
DAVID STUART BEATTIE, IAN HUGH KAWHARU, RITA MARY KING, JOHN 

DONALD MURRAY, and JOHN HAMILTON WALLACE to be a Com.mission to 
inquire into and report on the structure and operation of the judicial 
system in New Zealand: 

.And whereas by Our said Warrant you were required to report to His 
Excellency the Governor-General, not later than the 31st day of December 
1977, your findings and opinions on the matters aforesaid, together with 
such recommendations as you think fit to make in respect thereof; 

And whereas it is expedient that. the time for so reporting should be 
.extended as hereinafter provided: 

Now, therefore, We do hereby extend until the 30th day of June 1978, 
the time within which you are so required to report, without prejudice to 
the liberty conferred on you by Our said Warrant to report your 
proceedings and findings from time to time if you should judge it 
expedient so to do: 

And we do hereby confirm Our said Warrant and the Commission 
thereby constituted save as modified by these presents: 

And, lastly, 1t is }1ereby declared that these presents arc issued under 
the authority of the Letters Patent of His Late Majesty King George the 
Fifth, dated the 11th day of May 1917, and under the authority of and 
subject to the provisions of the Commissions of Inquiry Act 1908, and 
with the advice and consent of the Executive Council of New Zealand. 

In witness whereof 'We have caused these presents to be issued and the 
Seal of New Zealand to be hereunto affixed at Wellington this 21st day of 
November 1977. 

Witness The Right Honourable Sir Keith Jacka Holyoake, Knight 
Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and 
Saint George, Niember of the Order of the Companions of Honour, 
Principal Companion of the Queen's Service Order, Governor
General and Commander-in-Chief in and over New Zealand. 

[Ls.] KEITH HOLYOAKE, Govemor-GeneraL 
By His Excellency's Command-

BRIAN T ALBOYS, Acting Prime Minister, 
Approved in Council-

P. G. MILLEN, Clerk of the Executive Council. 
*Gazette, 1976, p. 2276 
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Further Extending the Time Within Which the Royal Commission on the Courts 
May Report 

ELIZABETH the Second, by the Grace of God Queen of New Zealand and 
Her Other Realms and Territories, Head of the Commonwealth, 
Defender of the Faith: 

To our Trustv and Well-beloved The Honourable DAVID STUART 

BEATTIE, of 'wellington, a Judge of the Supreme Court Of New 
Zealand, IAN HUGH KAWHARU, of Palmerston North, University 
Professor, RITA MARY KING, of Wellington, Married '\Noman, JOHN 

DONALD MURRAY, of Dunedin, Stipendiary Magistrate, and JOHN 

HAMILTON WALLACE, of Auckland, One of Our Counsel Learned in 
the Law: 

GREETIJ\TG: 

VVHEREAS by Our VI/arrant dated the 4th day of October 1976* We 
nominated, consti.tuted, ai:id appointed you the said The Honourable 
DA•/!D STUART BEATTIE, IAN HUGH KAWHARU, RITA l\lIARY KING, ToHN 

DoNALD MURRAY, and JoHN HAMILTON V\TALLACE to be a Commissi~n to 
inquire into and report on the structure and operation of the judicial 
system in New Zealand: 

And ·whereas by Our said 'Warrant dated the 4th day of October 1976 
you were required to report to His Excellency the Gove1·nor-General, not 
later than the 31st day of December 1977, your findings and opinions on 
the matters aforesaid, together with such recommendations as you 
thought fit to make in respect thereof: 

And whereas by Our Vvarrant dated the 21st day of November 1977t 
tne time within which you were so required to report was extended until 
the 30th day of June 1978: 

And whereas it is expedient that the time for so reporting should be 
farther extended as hereinafter provided: 

J\J ow, therefore, We do hereby extend until the 31st day of August 1978, 
th,e time within vvhich you are so required to report, without prejudice to 
the liberty conferred on you br Our said VVarrnnt dated the 4th day of 
Dctober l 976 to report your proceedings and findings from time to time if 
you should judge it expedient so to do: 

And ·we do h'creby confirm Our said Warrant dated the 4·th day of 
October 1976 and the C:01,nmission the,·eby constituted, save as modified 
by Our s;;,.id Vli'arrnnt dated the 21st day of r,fovember 1977 and by these 
preseni:s: 

And, lastly, it fa hereby declared i:h,H these presents are issued under 
the authority of the Letters Paten,, of Hi.s Late j\fajesty King George <:he 
fifth, dated the l l th day o[ May 1917, and under the authority of and 
subj,ect to the provisions of the Commissions of Inquiry Act 1908, and 
w1th the advice and consent of the Executive Cour1cil of New Zealar:,d. 

In "vitness whereof VJ e have c,rnsed these presents to be issued and the 
Seal of New Zealand to be hei-eunto affixed at Vldlington this 26th day of 
June 1978. 

"'Ga,:.ette, 1976, p, 2276 
)'Ga,:.ette, 1977, p. 3088 
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Witness The Right Honourable Sir Keith Jacka Holyoake, Knight 
Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and 
Saint George, Member of the Order of the Companions of Honour, 
Principal Companion of the Queen's Service Order, Governor
General and Commander-in-Chief in and over New Zealand. 

KEITH HOL YOAKE, Governor-General. 
[Ls.] 

By His Excellency's Command'--

R. D. MULDOON, Prime Minister. 
Approved in Council--

P. G. MILLEN, Clerk of the Executive Council. 
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Letter of Transmittal 

To His Excellency The Right Honourable Sir Keith Jacka Holyoake, 
Knight Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished Order of Saint Michael 
and Saint George, Member of the Order of the Cornpanions of Honour, 
Principal Companion of the Queen's Service Order, Governor-General 
and Commander-in-Chief in and over New Zealand. 

fvfA Y IT PLEASE YOUR EXCELLENCY 

Your 0 Excellency by Warrant dated 4 October 1976 appointed us the 
undersigned DAVID STUART BEATTIE, IAN HUGH K.AWHARU, RITA MARY 

KING, JoHN DONALD MURRAY, and JOHN HAMILTON WALLACE, to report 
under the terms of reference stated in that Warrant. 

We were originally required to present our report by 31 December l 977 
but this date was extended by Your Excellency to 30 June 1978 and later 
to 31 August 1978. 

We now humbly submit our report for Your Excellency's consideration. 
Dated at Wellington this 10th day of August 1978. 

We have the honour to be 

Your Excellency's most obedient servants, 

,4. ~., · Chairman. 
·--4~ /-- . 
\, v~~A/o--""Z/\.___.tl'~---- Member. 

"~~~~~ Member. 
& :;;: /1' 

fti~~1 Member. 

---v. I -r I I , 
_L, /1 /A./ w--ll4""";:i Member. 
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The appo:i:rttment of the Commission, its terms of reference, and the 
procedure to be followed by allpersons:and or.ganisatfonswishing to make 
submissions, were given wide publicity in the weeks prior -to the first 
public hearing. Public notice of all hearings was given in the press and on 
radio. The Commission's proceedings were formally opened on 
Wednesday, 17 November 1976. At this hearing the Chairman outlined 
the procedures which the Commission proposed to follow. One 
requirement was that 30 copies of written submissions should be filed. 
However, it was made clear. that all persons and organisations would be 
given every help in this regard and, if they so desired, would have an 
opportunity to present submissions orally. 

The Commission made every effort to interest all groups, particularly 
those of Maori or Pacific island descent, in the issues raised in our terms of 
reference. The Secretary addressed the New Zealand Maori Council, the 
Pacific Women's Council, and other national groups, and wrote over 300 
letters to various ethnic groups and other people concerned, in the hope 
that they would be encouraged to present their points of view on the 
operation of the court system in this country. As a result, a fairly 
considerable volume of evidence was heard from those sources. Although 
many areas for concern and possible reform lie outside the terms of 
reference of this Commission, nevertheless, throughout our deliberations 
we have been conscious of the needs of all groups in the community and 
we hope this is reflected in the report. As an example, some submissions 
focused on the Maori Land.Court. We were initially puzzled why that 
court was not mentioned in the courts described in the terms of reference 
but we came to the conclusion that this omission was deliberate and we 
were obliged to rule that the Maori Land Court did not fall within the 
terms of reference. However, from what has been said to us in evidence 
and subn:iissions, and from what we have read, we are able to support the 
view exifressed to us by the Minister of Maori Affairs that a need exists for 
some examination of the structure of the :Maori Land Court. We 
respectfully agree that this should be the subject of a separate inquiry. 
Before leaving this matter we should mention that a member of this 
Commission, Professor I. H. Kawharu, was concerned that the Maori 
Land Court should be readily identifiable in the context of the total New 
Zealand court system. To· many Maori people the word "court" 
immediately connotes the :Maori Land Court. We record that appeals lie 
from that court to the Supreme Court, the Court of Appeal, and the Privy 
Council. We welcome the prospect of a separate inquiry. 

Two clauses of our terms of reference gave us special concern. Clause 4 
obliged us to inquire into, and report on, the obligations and 
responsibilities of barristers and solicitors to the courts and to their clients 
to aid in securing the just, prompt, efficient, and economical disposal of 
the business of the court. A number of submissions by individuals touched 
upon the dissatisfaction of clients with the manner in which their cases 
had been handled by barristers and solicitors. We noted that this issue 
had been made the subject of separate commissions of inquiry in the 
United Kingdom and New South Wales. We have, however, endeavoured 
to deal with it, although by our terms of reference we were bound to do so 
in general rather than specific terms. A number of complaints raised 
before us were resolved when the New Zealand Law Society became 
aware of them. 
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Clause 7referred to "the places appointed and the frequency and times 
of sittings" for the various courts. This was open to different 
constructions. We have considered the need Jor fixture systems in. city 
courts, whether night courts should be introduced, suggestions that the 
courts (especially the Family Courts) should sit in suburban areas, and 
other matters of this kind, with particular reference to the larger centres of 
population. We did not consider we were called on to undertake a review 
of circuit courts in country areas. In any event, in the time available to us 
it was impossible to make a detailed investigation of the desirability of 
retaining, or closing, or establishing courthouses. Moreover, suggestions 
that courthouses in certain townships should be closed produced strong 
opposition from county and local body sources. The hearing of the merits 
of these objections would not oNly have postponed the production of this 
report but ,would have called for a major demographic study. We have, 
therefore, been obliged to limit our recommendations to matters of general 
principle. 

Early arrangements were made for the lay members of the Commission 
to see the practical functioning and administration of both the Supreme 
Court and the Magistrates' Courts. The experience and the skills which 
the lay members brought to the consideration of matters before the 
Commission more than compensated for their lack of detailed knowledge 
of the law and the administration and operation of the courts. In 
acquainting themselves with these matters they were greatly assisted by 
the judiciary, the magistracy, and the staff of the courts. In connection 
with the proposal for a Family Court some members examined 
counselling services in Auckland and Wellington. 

Because of the type of reforms suggested to us, and the claims that some 
of these reforms were working well in other countries, the Commission 
applied for permission for members to travel overseas. The Chairman and 
Mr Murray, accompanied by the Research Officer, Mr Vickerman, were, 
over a period of 7 weeks, able to visit Australia, Singapore, the United 
Kingdom, Canada, and the United States of America. While on a private 
visit to Australia, Mrs King took the opportunity to examine many 
aspects of the court systems of Queensland and New South Wales. In each 
of the countries visited, members of the Commission received the utmost 
co-operation from the .Governments and members of the judiciary, law 
officers, and numerous other people connected with the court systems in 
those places. We were able to see at first hand how the court systems work 
in these countries and to hear from members of the Bench and Bar their 
appraisal of those systems. Besides the information the Commission was 
able to glean from its overseas travel, a great deal of additional material 
was obtained from reports and correspondence received from each of 
those countries and certain European nations. At every level, from 
diplomats, members of Government and the judiciary, senior public 
officials, academics, lawyers, and many other persons, we received the 
greatest assistance. To every one of those persons concerned we express 
our grateful thanks. It is apparent that our problems are not unique and 
we hope our association has been of mutal benefit. 

We must record our appreciation of the work of those who on behalf of 
the Department of Justice, the New Zealand Law Society, the Police 
Department, the magistracy, and the Royal Federation of New Zealand 
Justices' Associations attended most of our public hearings and by skilful 
examination greatly assisted in seeing that all relevant facts were brought 
to our attention. On many occasions we asked representatives who were 
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appearing before us to make furtherinquiries which they did unstintingly. 
From the beginning we were concerned to make the widest possible 
investigations, Where it seemed necessary we invited people to make 
comments or submissions to us. We are indebted to counsel who appeared 
before us, particularly those many members of the Bar who went to a 
great deal of trouble to analyse and record their experiences before the 
courts and to suggest many improvements both in structure and 
operation. 

The former Chief Justice, the Rt. Hon. Sir Richard Wild, presented a 
memorandum on behalf of the judges of the Supreme Court at a public 
sitting. Judges of the Court of Appeal (past and present), judges of the 
Supreme Court, and many stipendiary magistrates gave us the benefit of 
their suggestions and experience. Over a considerable period we had 
many informal discussions with people connected with the functioning of 
the courts, and we express our gratitude to all those persons. We also 
acknowledge with appreciation the mass of statistical information 
prepared, most of it at our behest, by the Secretary for Justice and his 
staff. 

As the hearings of the Commission developed it soon became apparent 
that ·there was a great deal of common ground in the submissions, 
particularly to up-grade. the Magistrates' Courts as a unit in the court 
system, to create a specialist Family Court, to relieve the Supreme Court 
judges of some of the burden of their work (including lesser crime, 
divorces, and certain civil jurisdictions), and to improve the overall 
facilities in the courts. The quality of the submissions has been high and 
the Commission acknowledges that it has freely borrowed and quoted 
from the text of the submissions from the Department of Justice and the 
New Zealand Law Society in compiling this report. We intend no 
discourtesy if we fail to attribute specific passages to their original 
authors. We can say that in approaching our task we have been able to 
reproduce and accept a large number of factual matters without making 
any significant alteration thereto. 

One of fie first documents received by us was "An account of the 
development of the judicial system in New Zealand" presented to us in 
December 1976 by the Department of Justice.* It was said in this 
document that: 

The findings of this Commission are likely to set a pattern not only 
for the immediate future but for many years to come. The 
constitution of our courts does not and should not change frequently; 
a regular and accepted court system is an important element in the 
stability of a rapidly changing and mobile society, as New Zealand is 
today. This makes it all the more important that the review to be 
undertaken by this Commission should be thorough and unsparing 
and should not balk at awkward or fundamental issues. 

For his part, the Solicitor-General, in addressing the Commission on the 
opening day of its public hearings, said: 

... I think it can be said to be the proud boast of our Courts (that the 
community expects and) has received, a steadiness and even
handedness which reflects a recognition of one fixed standard; that of 
justice, which finds its solemn formulation in the judicial oath: ' (to) 
do right to all manner of people after the laws and usages of New 
Zealand, without fear or favour, affection or ill-will'. 

*A condensed version of this document forms Part I, "The Past: History of the Courts". 
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During its term, the Commission held public hearings in Auckland, 
Hamilton, Wellington, Christchurch, and Dunedin. It received 184 
formal submissions, numbering 2988 pages. Persons appeared before the 
Commission either in public or in chambers. The transcription of the 
hearing of these submissions totalled 2243 pages. In addition to formal 
submissions, letters, articles, books, etc., were submitted by 109 persons 
or organisations who are included among those listed in Appendices 9 and 
10. 

Professor I. H. Kawharu was obliged to leave ~ew Zealand at the 
beginning ot February 1978 to take up a fellowship at Oxford University. 
Thereafter Professor Kawharu was consulted, as preparation of the report 
continued, and the final draft was r:aade available for his consideration 
2,nd approval. 

The Coµunission expresses appreciation and gratitude to the Secretary, 
~vlr KM. Basil-Jones; the Assistant Secretary, Mr C. S. Slade; Mr J. D. 
Rabone, counsel assisting the Commission; our editorial assistant, Mrs R. 
Corney; the staff who supported the Commission; the shorthand 
reporters; and the news media. We also wish to pay tribute to our 
Research Officer, Mr ::vi. W. Vickerman; and to the Chairman's 
A.ssociate, Miss P. Root; both of whom have made an outstanding 
contribution to the work of the Commission. 
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PART I 

'T'h JL .i1 e Past: History of the Courts* 

EVOLUTION OF THE JUDICIAL SYSTE1H 

1. Development of the judicial system of New Zealand may be said to 
begin with annexation of this ,country to the British Crovvn in 1840, 
originally as an extension of the colony of New South \Vales. For some 
years prior to annexation there had been isolated European settlement, 
governed· only by informal, self-made law. By 1840 about half the white 
t;ihabitants were concentrated in the Bay of Islands area, where more 
explicit methods of maintaining law and order had been developed: to 
protect respectable European society from its enemies in the)ocality, the 
Kororareka Vigilants' Association imposed and administered such 
sanctions as tarring and feathering and confinement in an old sea chest. 

2. Letters Patent of 16 November 1840 (usually known as the Royal 
Charter) constituted New Zealand a colony separate from New South 
~N ales, and conferred on a nominated Legislative Council, in what were 
then the standard terms, power to make laws for the peace, order, and 
good government of New Zealand. The Royal Charter specificaily 
ernpowered the Governor to constitute and appoint judges, and, if 
cecessary, Commissioners of Oyer and Terminer, Justices of the Peace, 
and any other officials required for the administration of justice. Not 
suprisingly, the power to set up courts was promptly exercised. In the first 
days of the new colony, justice had been administered among the 
European settlers by police magistrates and justices of the peace 
appointed as officers of New South Vvales; the first Ordinance made by 
the Legislative Council in June 1841 took pains to validate all acts done by 
them after the date of the Royal Charter. Two of the five other Ordinances 
made at that session were concerned with establishing courts: Ordinance 
IV established Criminal Courts of General and Quarter Sessions and 
Ordinance VI constituted Civil Courts of Request, to be presided over by 
commissioners. Six months later, on 22 December 1841, a Supreme Court. 
was set up by Ordinance I of the second session of the Legislative Council. 

3. During subsequent years of early European settlement in New 
Zealand, many lower courts with many names were experimented with. 
On the other hand, the Supreme Court established nearly 140 years ago 
has continued to the present day, with widening jurisdiction and without 
change of identity. By the 1860s there emerged on both the civil and 
criminal side an essentially three tier system of courts of first instance: 
Resident l\fagistrates' Courts; District Courts; and the Supreme Court, 
together with a Court of Appeal whose personnel was identical with that 
of the Supreme Court until 1957. The later nineteenth century saw this 
three tier system evolve into a two tier one by successive extensions in 
jurisdiction of the Resident Magistrates' Courts (known after 1893 simply 
a,, Magistrates' Courts). The key to such evolution was a growing 

*This 0 Part of our Report has been prepared from a paper by Mr B. J. Cameron, Deputy 
Secretary for Justice, which we acknowledge with thanks. 



practice, hardened into a statutory obligation in 1913, of appointing 
qualified lawyers as magistrates. 

4. The other principal thread of development during the nineteenth 
century involved a difficult question of whether special tribunals, judicial 
officers, and rules should govern disputes involving the. Maori people; 
particularly in.districts where the Maori formed a majority population. By 
the end of the century this issue had been settled, if not resolved. Except in 
respect of Maori land and certain related matters, the Maori people were 
to be governed almost completely by the English.derived law. We now 
trace in more detail development of each of the three courts of general 
jurisdiction. 

THE COURT OF APPEAL 
5. The first body known by the title "Court of Appeal" was constituted 

on 12 Oc.tober 1846 by the Supr.eme Court Amendment Ordinance. It was 
felt desirable to provide a right of appeal within New Zealand from certain 
Supreme Court decisions but, with only two judges of the Supreme Court, 
to whom could one appeal? The solution, following a South Australian 
precedent, .was to constitute the Governor and members of the Executive 
Council, other than the Attorney-General, to be a Court of Appeals for the 
colony with power and authority to receive and hear appeals from the 
judgments of the Supreme Court, where the sum or matter in issue 
amounfod to £100 or upwards. The court could "affirm or ·reverse such 
judgments ... or ... dismiss the said appeal with costs as may be just". 
The court's jurisdiction was limited to an error of law apparent on the 
record, where any judgment of the Supreme Court upon the verdict of a 
jury of 12 men was appealed. Whether this court ever sat is doubtful: it 
came to an end in 1861 with the commencement of the Supreme Court Act 
1860 and had no effect on the right of appeal to the Privy Council. 

6, The Court of Appeal Act 1862 constituted a Court of Record to be 
styled the Court of Appeal of New Zealand. The judges of the Supreme 
Court were the,judges of the Court of Appeal, and any two or more such 
judges formed l quorum. If only two judges sat they had to agree on the 
decision of. the court. Where more than two sat the judgment was the 
opinion of the majority. 

7. The Court of Appeal had original jurisdiction in civil cases over 
questions of special difficulty, or over questions arising in the course of 
proceedings in the Supreme Court, and removed by consent to the Court 
of Appeal. It had appellate jurisdiction over certain final orders of the 
Supreme Court, such as orders made on a point reserved at the time; or 
over motions for a new trial, specific performance, or injunction. In 1870, 
this jurisdiction was extended to permit appeals on the ground that 
evidence adduced at trial was not legally sufficient to support the verdict. 
Any judgment of the Supreme Court could also be appealed. Procedure 
was along the lines of the old writ of error which is to remove a judgment 
into ,a higher court to examine the record, and for that court to affirm or 
reverse it according to law; a contrast with the modern appeal by way of 
rehearing. There was a further appeal from the decision of the Supreme 
Court on an appeal from a District Court. Provision also existed for points 
of law, or the exercise of a discretionary power arising in the course of 
Supreme Court proc<eedings, to be referred to· the Court of Appeal for its 
opinion. 
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8. Appellate jurisdiction of this court was limited in criminal cases. Any 
bill of indictment of extraordinary importance or difficulty could be tried 
.before the judges at the Bar, with a common or special jury. This power 
seems never to have been invoked. Convictions and orders of inferior 
courts removed into the Supreme Court, whether on appeal or otherwise, 
could be removed into the Court of Appeal with the consent of the parties.· 
There was also a right of appeal against any order made on such 
proceed_ings i? the Supreme Court. A case stated on a que~ti<~n of law 
arising m a tnal before the Supreme Court, or a case from a D1stnct Court 
to the Supreme Court, could be .referred to the Court of Appeal for its 
opinion. The usual appeal in criminal cases, however, was by way of 
error; and this appeal lay to the Court of Appeal upon the judgment of the 
Supreme Court, or any inferior court, on ·any indictment, inquisition, 
information for any treason, felony, or misdemeanour. The leave of the 
Attorney--General had to be obtained. 

9. In 1882 a new Court of Appeal Act was passed very much along the 
lines of the earlier Act, . with the major exception that the appeal in 
criminal matters by way of error was not re-enacted. The other major 
change saw bills of exception and civil proceedings in error abolished, 
while henceforth all civil appeals were to be reheard on a notice of motion. 

10. The Court of Appeal was re-organised in 1913 in two divisions 
consisting of five judges; any judge could be a member of both divisions. 
Either division could exercise the jurisdiction of the court and the quorum 
was three judges, except that any two judges could deliver any judgment 
or hear applications for leave to appeal to the Privy Council. The Supreme 
Court judges acted as, judges of the Court of Appeal until 1957, despite 
dissatisfaction and periodic attempts to establish a separate court. When 
the court was reconstituted in 1957, a permanent body of judges 
specialising in appeal work was established for the first time. We shall 
refer to the new court in Part II of this report. 

THE SUPREME COURT 
11. The Supreme Court was constituted by Ordinance of the 

Legislative Council made on 22 December 1841. The first Chief Justice, 
William Martin, had been appointed by Royal Warrant on 5 February 
1841 and arrived in New Zealand in September 1841, but it was not until 
10 January 1842 that he took his oaths of office as the Chief (and only) 
Justice. The new Chief Justice had a courthouse built in Queen Street, 
Auckland. Gallows, stocks, and a jail were nearby. In 1852 a newspaper 
said of the courthouse, "It is really too bad to pen up a Judge, jury and 
bar in such a wretched barn as our present courthouse ... ". This was by 
no means the last criticism of court buildings in New Zealand. 

12. Under the Supreme Court Ordinance 1841, amplified by its 
successor, the Supreme Court Ordinance 1844, the Supreme Court had 
the jurisdiction of the common law and equity courts in England, as well 
as a testamentary, lunacy, vice-admiralty, and criminal jurisdiction. 
Jurisdiction in vice-admiralty matters was withdrawn in 1846. One may 
note that from the beginning, the Supreme Court fused the functions of 
both common law and equity jurisdictions in a single tribunal of general 
jurisdiction. Jurisdiction of the court was to be exercised by a Chief Justice 
and such other judges as might be appointed. Following standard practice 
for colonial territories, every judge was t6 hold office at Her Majesty's 
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establishing Courts of Requests as civil courts. Criminal jurisdiction was 
also exercised by justices of the peace, apparently without any statutory 
foundation, and by police magistrates, whose powers were extended in 
1844. 

21. The Courts of Requests, as reconstituted by Ordinance VIII of 
1844, were designed primarily for the recovery of small debts. Their 
jurisdiction was exercised by commissioners who were required to be 
barristers or solicitors of the Supreme Court and who held office at 
pleasure. These courts had excl.usive jurisdiction "of all suits where the 
debt or sum alleged to be due" did not exceed £20. There was a consent 
jurisdiction for disputes involving more than that sum, and proceedings 
within the court's jurisdiction could be commenced by consent in the 
Supreme Court. The commissioner's judgment was not subject to appeal, 
although an opinion of the Supreme Court could be obtained on.a point of 
law. No advocate was permitted to appear on behalf of the parties and the 
parties could not examine or cross-examine witnesses. One may detect, in 
these courts and their procedures, some anticipation of the most recent 
jurisdictional innovation in New Zealand, the tribunals set up under the 
Small Claims Tribunals Act 1976. 

22. Courts of Sessions were re-established in 1846. They were presided 
over by two or more justices of the peace and had the powers, authority, 
and jurisdiction of the Courts of General and Quarter Sessions of the 
Peace in England. In particular, they could hear and determine all 
felonies and indictable misdemeanours except treason, murder or other 
capital felony, felony punishable on a first conviction by transportation, 
and certain other felonies such as perjury, forgery, bribery, and arson. 
Offences were tried by a jury and appeals lay to the Supreme Court. 

23. Courts of Petty Sessions were abolished by the District Courts Act 
1858, but revived in 1865. The Governor constituted districts and sittings 
were to be held monthly. The quorum comprised the chairman (who was 
elected annually at a meeting of justices) and one justice of the peace or, in 
the absence of the chairman, three. Every Court of Petty Sessions 
possessed the criminal and civil jurisdiction of the Resident Magistrates' 
Courts. These courts fell into disuse and were formally abolished in 1891. 

Resident Magistrates 
24. In 1846 the office of resident magistrate was established for the 

purpose of "the more simple and speedy administration of justice in New 
Zealand and for the adaptation of the law to the circumstances of both 
races" (1846, Ordinance No. 16). The office was held during pleasure and 
filled by fit persons, namely justices of the peace. One may discern the 
germ of the present l'vfagistrates' Courts in this office. A resident 
magistrate had all the powers of two justices to deal summarily vvith cases 
of assault, to admit to bail persons charged with felony, and to act under 
any local ordinance. He could also deal summarily with theft of property 
not exceeding 20 shillings, and he had power to sentence a person to 12 
months' imprisonment for theft of property not exceeding £5, on a plea of 
guilty. He could dismiss trivial cases of theft up to 20 shillings, even 
though the case was proved. 

25. His most striking powers related to the Maori people. He was given 
exclusive jurisdiction over summary offences against members of the 
l\,faori race, and a summary jurisdiction in civil cases between "Native 
and European"; i:riduding the power to give such judgment as he "shall 
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fir,d to stsmd with equity and good con5dence",, cl precursor of the equity 
~irtt1 JTO'Vd cons<:ience· 1:n•o·~.rision in section 59 of the J\,1agistr;::rtes' CcnJ.rts i\~ct 
·i 94.7~? J?ari ~,,/· ·o{ ,Q,rdinance N-o, 1 G estabHshed (Jaurts- of. l1-.rbitr:itio1! to 
;,;ttlr: disr,nt::s an.cl diff~::rences of a ci\d-1 natur!i:".. betvvee11 the Ivla-ori peonle. 
n:~siiient .i. i-na.gistratcs, togethf:r 'Vii th tvif> fvtac1r}, asses:s:or:::, chos-e-:n .. by ... the 
rxffti,::s, estnlly chiefs, ba,d "pm,ver to hear zmd de~ermine s:nnmarily all 
~,.l;;tin1s an.d den1.axicls ·\vb.atft(;:.e.'ve:c of a c:hri] 11..atu.re ar:l8ing ])(~t·\v{::en perfo:n.s 
of the rlFitive- race,,. In ,ri,:;.il ca~Jes not invoJ,;.ring the :tv1aori peo:ple, a 
resident 1-:rr.agistrate or any t;vo justices covJrl deter1nine an:y clairn or 
rkman,:I 0f a civil natHre, wh.~n the ckht oir daE:1ag,e daimed did noL e;~c:::ed 
c<n)_ aw:I provided the cidendr,nt resided 1nore rhan XO mil,es froxn a Court 
0.{ Reques,ts. 

26. In H358 N'ativ{'. Cin::uit Cour1:s were established by an Act of the 
3a,m,~ mmi.e "to m2,kc i:nore effectual provision for the, kc:eping of the 
-:}t."!erc's peace and the adminhrtradon of justice 'Within the districts over 
which Native title has not been extinguished". Such courts were presided 
0 ver by a resideni: magistrate and at least one nativ,c assessor, and had 
both criminal and civil jurisdiction. This ,Act was a companion piece to 
tiH: Nai:iv,c: Districts Reg;:.la!ion Act wbkh ;:,ttempted to provide for a 
degree of minor self-government in such areas. Both i\cts ,,,vere !"epealed as 
obsolete in 189L 

"27, Meanwhile, the Resident Magistrates' Courts irn::teased their 
powers and jurisdiction. In 1856 resident magistrates were empowered to 
1mpri:son for up to 2 months any offender convicted of assault and to 
srnnmons witnesses. They were p:rohibited, however, from hearing d,aims 
GV'~r disputed wills, or settlements, or certain torts. The civil jurisdiction 
o{ proclaimed Resident Magistrates' Counts was extended in 1862 to 
claims where the debt or damages did not exceed £100. A right of appeal 
to t.be Supreme Court was dso given in claims exceeding £20. In 1865 
crin1inal jurisdiction was extended, in theft cases, to those where the 

, property stolen did not exceed £5; to sentencing a person on a plea of 
guilty to theft involving property up to the value of £10; and to ordering a 
male thief under the age of 15 years to be once whipped. 

28. The law relating to resident magistrates was consolidated in the 
Resident Magistrates' Act 1867, This Act continued the office of resident 
magistrate, who had the powers of two justices and sat in Resident 
Eviagistrates' Courts constituted by the Governor, A prohibition against 
practising as a solicitor, attorney, or proctor was continued. A justice 
could sit with a resident magistrate and any rwo justices could act in place 
of the magistrate. 

'29. The court's civil jurisdiction in contract and tort was identical to 
that of the District Court, except that the claim or demand had to be £20 
or less; like that court it had a consent jurisdiction. A Resident 
lvfagistrate's Court could also entertain a claim for recovery of specific 
chattels where their value did not exceed £20, and further had jurisdiction 
iGr recovery of possession of property vvhere rent payable did not exceed 
£50 a year. The power to give an extended jurisdiction to cenab 
proclaimed courts contincied. Provision was made for removing cases into 
the Supreme Court for rehe;:,xing any case; also for appeals to the Supreme 
Court in tenancy cases, and in other cases where the sum claimed 
exceeded £20 (or £5 with leave). 

30. Special jurisdiction in relation to the Maori people was continued in 
a modified form, No Maori outside the main provincial towns could be 
apprehended or imprisoned, except by the authority of a resident 
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magistrate or chairman of Petty Sessions. A Maori confessing to a charge 
of theft or receiving stolen goods could be dealt with summarily by a 
resident magistrate and sentenced to up to two years' imprisonment, 
unless he paid four times the value of the property stolen when he was 
discharged. A resident magistrate (or chairman of Petty Sessions) and two 
assessors (being "aboriginal Natives of the greatest authority and best 
repute") had exclusive jurisdiction to determine civil cases between the 
Maori (other than disputed wills or title to land) according to equity and 
good conscience. Both assessors had to concur in a decision, otherwise the 
case had to be reheard. Where the case was between Maori and 
European, the court consisted of the resident magistrate and, unless the 
court had extended jurisdiction, one or more justices. The debt or 
damages claimed could not exceed £100. A chairman of Petty Sessions 
was able to exercise the powers of a resident magistrate where one or both 
of the parties were Maori. 

31. Resident magistrates' powers as police magistrates were continued 
and, in addition, they were given power to enforce judgments of abolished 
District Courts. They could also exercise their jurisdiction (but not an 
extended jurisdiction) outside their district, in parts of the colony not 
falling in any district of a Resident Magistrate's Court or Court of Petty 
Sessions. (As noted above, a Court of Petty Sessions could exercise the 
same powers and jurisdiction in all civil and criminal cases as a Resident 
Magistrate's Court.) In 1868 resident magistrates were given jurisdiction 
over absconding debtors where the amount claimed was within the civil 
jurisdiction. The power to take evidence at a distance, or where a witness 
was about to go beyond 20 miles, was given in 1870. 

District Courts 
32. The District Courts Act 1858 abolished Courts of Requests, Courts 

of Sessions, and Courts of Petty Sessions. In place of the first two courts, 
Courts of Record were established possessing civil and criminal 
jurisdiction, and called District Courts: such courts were to be held in 
such districts as the Governor appointed from time to time. These courts 
were presided over by district judges appointed during the pleasure of the 
Governor from fit ~nd proper persons, namely barristers or solicitors of 
the Supreme Court Lay judges could also be appointed to exercise civil 
jurisdiction, in respect of a claim or demand between £20 and £100, and 
for the recovery of the possession of tenements. . · 

33. The court had jurisdiction in all cases of a civil nature, whether 
legal or equitable, with the consent of the parties; otherwise only those 
cases in which the claim or demand exceeded £20, but did not exceed £100 
(increased to £200 in 1888 and to £500 in 1893); excluding title to real 
estate, disputed wills, and certain torts. In 1866 an extended jurisdiction 
was given to prescribed courts in civil cases, where the claim or demand 
exceeded £20 but did not exceed £200. This extension appears to have 
been limited to the goldfields. The court could grant and dissolve· any 
injunctions in the absence of a Supreme Court judge; grant probate of 
wills and letters of administration in the absence of a Supreme Court 
judge; and act in cases for recovery of possession of property where the 
rent payable did not exceed £50 per year. Jurisdiction of the court was 
extended to absconding debtors and to partnership accounts in 1888. 

34. Criminal jurisdiction of the courts embraced all crimes and offences 
(except perjury) punishable by fine, or imprisonment, or transportation 
for any, period not exceeding 7 years, or penal servitude not exceeding 4 
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ars. The reference to transportation reads,oddly, since that penalty had 
en abolished in 1854 (if it ever was valid: R. V. Gleich [1879] Oliver Bell 

and Fitzgerald 39 (S.C.) ). In 1870 general criminal jurisdiction was 
,removed and proclaimed District Courts were given jurisdiction t.o hear 
'ii.41 cases of felony and mi&demeanour except treason, murder or other 
:capital felony, felony punishable on a first conviction by penal servitude 
'f@r more than 7 years, and certain other felonies. Proclamations were 
made in respect of Hawke's Bay, Otago Goldfields, Taranaki, Timaru, 
and Westland. 
' .t 35. The District Court had concurrent jurisdiction with the Supreme 
,{}ourt to hear appeals against summary convictions, except where the 
,00nvicting magistrate was also a District Court judge. To facilitate 
iproceedings in the Supreme Court, a District Court judge could be 
cleputed to ex;ercise certain powers under the Supreme Court Rules in the 
:absence of .the Supreme Court judge. 

36. Civil trials were heard by a judge alone unless either party required 
taf,jury. Barristers or solicitors of the Supreme Court could represent a 
:party and, in speci~l circumstances, any other person could appear on 
JJ§ehalf of a party with the leave of the Judge. An appeal by way of case 
''.&tated lay to the Supreme Court whenever a party was dissatisfied with 
:jfue court's decision on any point of law, or with the admission or rejection 
!of any evidence. 

37. Criminal cases were tried by a jury of 12 men on an indictment 
fsigned by the Attorney-General or a Crown prosecutor; an interesting 
precursor of the procedure devised for the Supreme Court on abolition of 
grand juries in 1961. Prosecutions could be removed into the Supreme 
Court for trial, and points of law could be referred to the Supreme Court 
for its opinion. · . 
:., 38. District Courts gradually ceased to function, and in 1909 .all 
lremaining court districts were abolished by proclamation, though the 
Iempowering legislation was not repealed until 1925. As the Hon. Sir 
l;James Parr said on that occasion, District Courts possessed no powers 
,that were not provided for by the Acts constituting the Supreme and 
·Magistrates' Courts. 

·Justices of the Peace 
39. The various Acts and ordinances reguiating proceedings before 

justices were repealed in 1866 and a new Justices of the Peace Act enacted. 
It provided a detailed code of procedure on the laying of an information, 
securing the attendance of the offender, bail, and the hearing and 
enforcement of sentences in summary p1;oceedings. Complaints l:J-nd the 
preliminary hearing of indictable offences were also dealt with. There 
were special provisions dealing with assaults, larceny, and riots. 

40. The Appeals from Justices Act 1867 consolidated the law relating to 
appeals from justices acting in their summary jurisdiction. Appeals by 
way of case stated on a point of law lay to the Supreme Court. There was a 
general right of appeal to the Supreme Court or a District Court, when the 
penalty exceeded £5 or imprisonment exceeded one month. The justice 
whose decision was appealed had a right to be heard on the appeal, but 
this provision was not re-enacted in 1882. Gener.al appeals were by way of 
rehearing. There was also a procedure of prohibition, where any person 
aggrieved by a summary conviction or order could apply ex parte to the 
Supreme Court for an order calling on the prosecutor and convicting 
justices to show cause why they should not be prohibited from proceeding. 
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Jfa.1:1¥.:eJ1;()r.,9r,iniS:{a.ke•9n th;e pa.rt of the justice was shown, the court 
. could mnendthe conviction or rnake such other order as the court thought 

proper.·.. .. · . . 
{l. The Justices of the Peace Act 1882 consolidated the law relatmg to 

justic_es ofth~ _peace;}t was again coi:solidated in 1908 and 19~7. I~ 1957 
certam prov1s10ns 01 the Act were mcorporated and modermsed n1 the 
Summary Proceedings Act, which contains the code on criminal 
procedure in the Magistrates' Courts. 

42. The Summary Proceedings Act 195 7 revolutionised the law relating 
to the criminal jurisdiction of justices of the peace. Hitherto, apart from a 
few cases in which jurisdiction was specificaily vested in one justice, two 
justices of the peace had power to try every summary offence, unless it was 
specifically provided otherwise by statute; and in a few instances they had 
jurisdiction to hear indictable charges. By the Act of 195 7 the jurisdiction 
of justices in indictable cases was taken away and it was provided that 
justices of the peace should have jurisdiction in summary cases only where 
it was expressly conferred by statute. An amendment made at the same 
time to the Police Offences Act 1927 (which contains most of the more 
common summary offences), gave one justice jurisdiction in respect of 
charges of drunkenness, and two justices jurisdiction over a few other 
minor offences. They also have, and frequently exercise, jurisdiction over 
many traffic offences. The power to pass sentences of borstal training and 
periodic detention is not vested in justices of the peace. Preliminary 
hearing of an indictable charge to be tried in the Supreme Court may be 
taken before two justices; they are often called upon for this task. 

Magistrates' Courts 
43. The Magistrates' Courts Act 1893 repealed the earlier Acts relating 

to Resident Magistrates' Courts, establishing in their place Courts of 
Record with civil jurisdiction to be called Magistrates' Courts, and 
presided over by a stipendiary magistrate or (in very limited 
circumstances) two justices. The special provisions relating to the Mapri 
people were not re-enacted, and remaining Maori assessors lost their 
functions. 

44. The Governor appointed fit and proper persons as magistrates to 
exercise the ordinary, extended, or special jurisdiction of the Court. Only 
barristers or solicitors of the Supreme Court or resident magistrates of 5 
years' standing, could be appointed to exercise the extended jurisdiction; 
and barristers or solicitors only could be appointed to exercise the special 
jurisdiction. All appointments were expressed to be at pleasure, except 
that the Governor might remove a magistrate appointed to exercise 
extended jurisdiction on the grounds of his absence from New Zealand 
without leave, or incapacity, or neglect of duty, or misbehaviour, or upon 
the address of both Houses of Parliament. This somewhat inconsistent 
proviso was dropped in 1913 but it was not until 1947 that magistrates 
acquired secure tenure of office, subject to removal by the Governor
General for inability or misbehaviour. Every magistrate, by virtue of his 
office, was a justice of the peace, had all the powers of two justices, and 
was a coroner. 

45. Civil jurisdiction Ordinary and extended jurisdiction of the 
Magistrates' Courts was the same except for the monetary limits of 
claims, and disputes and proceedings under the Building Societies Act 
1880 were part of the extended jurisdiction. In the following summary, 
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where extended jurisdicti?n _is ~n~icated in brackets, we show that the 
:'.8:{agistrates' Courts had 1unsd1ct10n ov_er: 
· (a) Breach of contract, or tort, where the amount claimed did not 

exceed £100 (£200), excepting in actions for false imprisonment, or 
for illegal arrest, or for malicious prosecution, or for libel or slander, 
or for seduction, or for breach of promise of marriage. 

(b) Debt, where the sum claimed did not exceed £100 (£200), whether 
such sum be the original amount of the debt, or a balance after 
allowing payment on account, or credit for goods supplied, or the 
amount of any other admitted. set-off. 

(c) Recovery of any demand not exceeding £100 (£200) which was the 
whole or part of the unliquidil,ted balance of a partnership account. 

(d) Attachment of debts not exceeding in amount the sum of £100 
(£200).' 

( e} Enforcement of claims upon, and the recovery of posses~ion of, some 
specific moval>le property, the value whereof did not exceed £100 
(£200). 

(f) Recovery of possession of tenements1 with or_ without arrears of rent 
dr mesne profits: . ... . . 

· (i) where the claim was alleged to have arisen _oil the 
determination of a tenancy, or on occupation at a_.rental not 
exceeding the rate .of £105 (£210) by the year; . 

(ii) in other cases, where the value of the tenement did not 
exceed £100 (£200). · 

(g) Interpleader cases generally, where the value of the subject matter 
in dispute did not exceed £100 (£200). 

(h) A party agreement, by writing signed by them or their solicitors, 
that, whatever the amount or value of the subj<':ct matter, but not in 
excess of £200 (£500)' (provided the case was otherwise.within the 
jurisdiction), the court should have jurisdiction. . ·· 

(i) Granting of a writ of arrest for holding to bail any person about to 
-quit . the colony leaving unsettled a claim within the ordinary 
(extended) jurisdiction 9f the court. 

The special jurisdiction included claims where the amount claimed or in 
dispute did not exceed £200 for: partnership accounts; some .torts, for 
example, illegal arrest, libeJ, slander, false impr,isonment; and recovery of 
a specific or pecuniary legacy. Therewas also power to grant and dissolve 
injunctions, and the court could exercise all the powers of a. Supreme 
Court judge in relation to absconding debtors. 

46. -In the magistrate's absence, two justices could preside to hear and 
determine minor civil cases where the amount involved did not exceed 
£20. This power remained until 1948. 

4 7. Provision was made for rehearings; for removing actions into, and 
for appeals to, the Supreme Court. Appeals on a pointof law were by way 
of case stated and lay with leave of the court, if the amount involved did 
not exceed £20. Appeals on a matter of fact were by way of rehearing and 
lay, if the amount involved exceeded £50. · 

48. The Magistrates' Courts Amendment Act 1913 · requfred all 
appointees to the magistracy to be barristers or solicitors of 5. years' 
standing (increased to 7years in 1947); or the clerk (riow registra'r) of a 
Magistrate's Court for at least 10 years. This last qualification, slightly 
altered in 1922, still remains, although it is over 30 years since anyone 
other than a barrister and solicitor in private practice has been appointed 
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to the magistracy. A retiring age of 65 was prescri~e~ in_ 1~20, extended to 
68 in 1924. The 1913 Act merged the extended iunsd1ct10n of the court 
with rhe ordinary jurisdiction, no provision being made for "special" 
jurisdiction. The monetary limit of jurisdiction was enlarged from £200 to 

£300 in 1927. 
4-9. Successive consolidations of the Magistrates' Courts Act took place 

in 1908 and 1927. In 194 7 this legisiation was replaced by a new Act, 
produd of a careful revievv nrnde u:-ider the auspices of the Lavi Revision 
Committee. Constitution of Magistrates' Cou:::ts remained the s2.me as 
under earlier \::gislation, except that the lack of any ColJTt of Record to 
exercise Sl:rnm.my cri1ninal jm·isdiction, after Petty Session.s ';tlere 
abolished in 1891, was remedied by the nevi/ Act. r,1o:re recently, the SrnaH 
Claims Tribunals Act l 976 empowered th1: M:inister of Justice to 
establish, as divisions of the .Magistrates' Cm;rts, srnall claims tribunals. 
'\/Ve examine the jurisdiction oI those tribunals in Part IL 

50. CN·iminal jurisdiction The category of indictable offences triable in 
a Magistrate's Court was radically enlarged by the Summary Jurisdiction 
Act 1952. Prior to this Act, magistrates had power to try specified 
indictable cases, subject to the consent of the defendant where the 
maximum penalty for the offence exceeded 3 months' imprisonment. The 
l952 legisiation gave them jurisdiction to try almost all indictal::le ofienceB 
against property, and all but the ;nost serious of other indictable offences, 
such as murder, manslaughte1, rape, and aggravated robbery. On 
conviction, the court could impose a sentence up to the maximum 
prescribed for the o.ifence or 3 years' imprisonmem, vvhichever was the 
lesser. These powers were ,mbject to three q uaiifications: the prosecution 
must decide to proceed summarily rather than by way of indictment) the 
defendant could elect to be tried by jury, and the magistrate him.self might 
decline to deal with the case. Enactment of this legislation had a marked 
effect on the number oi crirninal cases coming before the Supreme Court; 
in the 25 years since its passing, a quite intolerable bL'.rden has been 
prevented from falling to the judges. 

51. The Summary Proceedings Act 1957 altered the procedural basis of 
appeal from convictions in Magistrates' Courts. Until that time such 
appeals to the Supreme Court were by way of rehearing in the full sense; 
that is, the evidence was heard de novo. This contrasted with the law 
relating to civil appeals from ,iboth the Magistrates' Courts and the 
Supreme Court, and with criminal appeals from a finding of guilty by a 
jury. The broad effect of the Act was to apply the la,v relating to civil 
appeals to criminal appeals by a person convicted in the Magistrates' 
Courts. The appeal is heard on the notes of evidence made by the 
magistrate, but the Supreme Court may, in its discretion, rehear the 
whole or any part of the evidence; and must do so in respect of any 
testimony where the judge considers that the magistrate's note oi the 
evidence may be incomplete in any particular. 

52. The "standard fine" procedure, introduced in 1955 and retained in 
the 1957 Act, was supersed~d by the ~,inor offences procedure provided in 
the Summary Proceedings Amendment Act 1973. This procedure is rather 
more souhisticated rha.n its standard fine predecessor. It will be treated in 
more d~tail in Part IL -

53. Domestic jurisdiction The original Destitute Persons Ordinance 
was made in 1846. Its purpose, as recited in the preamble, was to provide 
for the maintenance of destiture persons and illegitimate children by 
r9aking the relatives of such persons, and the putative fathers of such 
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children, liable for their support. Jurisdiction was vested in tvvo justices of 
tb:': peace, with a right of appeal to Quarter Sessicn1s. A number of further 
enactments followed during the nineteenth century; an Act of 1894, for 
instance, first provided for separation order,s. 

5ft. The la,,v was consolidated and considerably revised by the Destitute 
Persons Act 1910, which gave jurisdiction to magistrates. This .Act dealt 
wir,h the maintenance of destitute persons, illegitimate children, and 
deserted ,Nives and children, and also provided for: 

(a) affiliation orders adjudging a man to be the father of a child; 
(b) separation orders which had the same effect as a decree of judicial. 

separation under the Divorce and Matrimonial Causes Act; 
(c) guardianship orders giving the mother sole custody of the children 

of the IT1arriage. · 

55. The Domestic Proceedings Act 1968 replaced the Destitute Persons 
Act by a new code governing domestic proceedings in Magistrates' 
Courts. This Act radically altered substantive law in many respects, and 
aho contained a number of important jurisdictional and procedural 
innovations aimed at improving and humanising family cases in the 101,,ver 
courts" Special conciliation proceedings distinct from the seeking of other 
relief were introduced; provisions introduced in 1939 for the reference of 
applications to conciliation were tightened; the court was given greater 
pov>1ers to obtain reports and call witnesses of its own motion; in the 
parallel Guardianship Act 1968, provision was n1ade for the court to 
appoint counsel to represent any children involved; and an attempt was 
made to specialise by limiting jurisdiction under the Act to magistrates 
appointed to exercise iL This latter attempt proved abortive, however, 
partly because of the need for mobility of magistrates, the number of one
m,:1gistrate centres, and the demands of circuit work. 

THE MiiORI PEOPLE AND THE COURTS 
56. In th:is historical outline of New Zealand's judicial system we record 

s,'Jme of the special provisions for adaptation of laws, institutions, and 
procedures to accommodate the Maori people, 

5 7. In the 1840s the Maori people were largely beyond control by the 
en1bryonic colonial administration, with much of the country seldom 
seeing an officiaL '\/\There possible, however, British authorities were ready 
to assert police power over the Maori people when the need arose. Soldiers 
were called our for the first time in !-A:arch 1840, at the Bay of Islands, 
when a Maori war party held up the trial of'°'· fellmv tribesman accused of 
stealing a blanket; an incident typical of others that occurred when 
immigrants felt their law was not being upheld. 

580 Where enforcement was possible, ~aori and colonist alike were 
subjected to the same restraints. The case o:f Pake•Na fa in point. He was 
:::hai:ged with steo.ling a blanket arid the case was heard before the first 
Court oi Quarter Session held at vi! ellington. The court explained at 
length the principle of equality before the law, and went on to say: 

Sig 2 

.. in order that they may be shielded frorn the consequence of their 
ignorance, or presumed ignorance, of our laws, cc:unsel will be 
assigned to then:1. by the Cou:·t and a sworn interpreter 1;vUl faithfully 
translate all that is important for them to k:io,v; t:his ptocc:eding will 
have the effect c£ impressing them and th,:: entire native population 
v,rith the justice, the protection, ci.nd above all, the equality of the laws 
under vvhich they are now placed. 
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That .was in October 1841. . . . 
59, In . the ear'ly 1840s, , settler justices of th~· peace had limited 

jurisdiction in cases involving_. the. Maori . people. George Clark, Chief 
Protector of Aborigines, and i,ome of his sub-protectors appointed in other 
districts, were made justices of the peace withjurisdiction:over the Maori 
people. They were instructed: 

In your magisterial capacity, where natives are concerned, there. are 
many minor offences or disputes which you may compromise or 
adjust in accordance with their custom,· which if brought before the 
Court of Justice, and judged according t6 the strict and rigid 
interpretation of the law, might subject them to grievous 
punishments. 

Clark found this too, vague and asked for an enactment to clarify and 
legitimise the instn1ction, or for native customs .to beJegalised. Neither 
request.was gr,anted., Fitzroy,, who. succeeded Hobson as Governor, had 
re&ervations about.imposing the laws of one culture.upon another; When 
the Legislative ,Council .met in 1844 he sought authority :for some of the 
native chiefs to act,. in a· qualified manner, as magistrates· in their own 
tribes. and to be granted small salaries. 

60. Under the Native Exemption Ordinance 1844 (Session 3, No. 18), 
no IX1agistrate could is.sue a summons• in disputes ,involving. the Maori 
alone except on -the complaint of two chiefs from thetribe.of the aggrieved 
party, and the summons was served, on two chiefs from the. tribe of the 
offending party. Ita Maori offended against a European, and lived outside 
a town, the -warrant again went to two chiefs from the offender's tribe for 
execution. If the chiefs delivered the offender they received a small 
payment. In criminaJ. ca5:es, other than rape or.murder, the paymerit of a 
£20 deposit allowed a Maori offender to go free, and if he did not appear at 
the trial the deposit could be paid to the victim. A,Maori convicted of theft 
was able to. avoid sentence by. paying four times the value of the goods 
stolen; this fine also could be paid to the victim. The Ordinance further 
provided that no .Maori could be imprisoned by virtue of any,judgment 
obtained against him in <1-ny action. or civil prr,:,ceeding. 

61. English law was further· modified to rrieet the situation of the Maori 
with the passing of three . other i!Ordinances in .the same year. The 
Unswo.rn Testimony Ordinance a1lowed non-Christian Maoris to give 
unsworn evidence in court. The Jurors Ordinance allowe.d capable 
Maoris to serve on a mixed race jury when one party to <1:n action was a 
Maori, although there is no evidence of Maori jurors beiµg eµrolled. The 
Cattle Trespass Ordinance of 1842 was amended to ·allow owners of 
unfenced land (who in practice were usually Maoris) to claim damages for 
crops harmed by waildering stock. This last amendment upset English 
immigrants wl?.o preferred that crops should be fenced and cattle left to 
wander freely.\ , . 

62. The Native Exemptism Ordinance provoked a ~torm of criticism 
from settlers. By the time thefr objections reached London, Grey had been 
named to replace Fitzroy, and he was instructe.d to confine the Ordinance 
to relations between the Maori people only. 

63. As we ha\ve seen, the Resident Magistrates' Courts Ordinance of 
1846 gave resid~nt magistrates summary jurisdiction in disputes between 
Maori and Eurbpean. The resident magistrate and two men "of the 
greatest authority and best repute" in their. respycti:ve tribes; appointed as 
assessors, constituted a Court of Arbitration. This Ordinance 
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incorporated Fitzroy's device of allowing persons convicted of theft to pay 
into court four times the value of the property stolen, which sum could be 
used to compensate the victim. Such a payment prevented the court 
sentencing the person. The Ordinance also allowed the Maori people to 
recover debts and claim damages in a Resident Magistrate's Court, as an 
alternative to the more expensive and less accessible Court of Requests. 
Reports in the 1850s disclosed that in cases between the Maori people and 
Europeans, Maoris were most frequently the complainants; these reports 
also suggested that they always appeared satisfied with decisions of the 
courts, even when they were losers. The practice of settling debts through 
resident magistrates soon became well established in New Zealand. The 
role of assessors was essential to the system as they helped to identify the 
court with the local community. 

64. The Na:tive District Circuit Courts Act 1858 authorised the 
appointm~n't of resident magistrates as Circuit Court judges, with 
jurisdiction slightly wicler than the ordinary jurisdiction of resident 
magistrates, to sit. with Maori assessors and juries to administer the civil 
and criminal Jaw, together with· by-laws made pursuant to the Native 
District Regulations .Act of the same year. The Act also empowered the 
Governor-General in Council to make regulations empowering Maori 
assessors to hear civil cases involving u.p to £5, and to impose a £1 fine in 
criminal cases.. · 

65. The Resident Magistrates' Act 1867 again aroused settler hostility 
at the almost exclusive involvement of the resident magistrate in 
administering justice among the Maori people. Many members of 
Parliament sought to have the Maori subject to the same legal code and 
courts as the settlers, ·including the petty jurisdiction of justices of the 
peace. The Government overcame their resistance by pointing out the 
difficulty in enforcing the law in outlying districts. The provisions in the 
Act, which retained the earlier exemptions, could be applied only to 
districts proclaimed by the Governor in Council. The 1867 Act required 
an order of a resident magistrate or a superior court to apprehend a Maori 
offender outside the main towns. It re-enacted earlier provisions allowing 
a Maori convicted of theft to avoid sentence by paying four times the value 
of the goods stolen into court; empowered the court to compensate a 
victim for his loss with some of this money; provided for the appointment 
of assessali; and provided for the hearing of all civil disputes between the 
Maori people ( excluding those affecting land title) by a resident 
magistrate with assessors. 

66. There were some concessions to settlers in the Act: chairmen of 
Petty Sessions were given the same powers as resident magistrates in cases 
involving the Maori people; the Maori assessors' independent £5 
jurisdiction was dropped; and disputes involving land title now had to be 
heard by the Native Land Court. Provision in the Native District Courts 
Act 1858 for civil cases between the Maori people to be heard before a 
Maori jury was not re-enacted, despite its success in some districts. 

67. By 1893, after the passing of the Magistrates' Courts Act of that 
year, and the repeal of the special provisions of the 1867 Act, the Maori 
people were generally subject to the same laws and legal machinery as the 
colonists. We record, in this context, the vestigial provision in the Justices 
of the Peace Act 1927, carried into the Police Offences Act in 1952, where 
on conviction of any person for assault the court might award half the fine 
to the victim. This provision was enlarged in 1975 to apply to any 
conviction on an offence causing physical harm (section 45A, Criminal 
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Justice At:t 1'95f1 as inserted by section 16, Crimin,a:IJustice AmeJ:Idment 
Act 1975). 

68. In Supreme Court proceedings, there was provision from 1867 for 
civil cases between Maoris to be tried by a Maori jury if both parties 
concurred. In criminal cases, a Maori tried for an offence committed 
against another Maori could likewise claim to be tried by a Maori jury. 
These provisions endured until 1962 as one of the last vestiges of the 
notion of separate procedures for "purely Maori" cases. But they equally 
presented the appearance of gross discrimination in that, if either party 
(in civil cases), or either the accused or the victim (in criminal cases), was 
non-Maori the case was to be dealt with by a jury from which all Maoris 
were excluded by law. In 1962, therefore, the special provisions for Maori 
juries were eliminated and the Maori people made eligible for service on 
ordinary juries . 

. . CHILDREN AND THE JUDICIAL SYSTEM 
69. The passing of the Child Welfare Act 1925 firstestablished separate 

courts for the hearing of matters affecting young people. Until that time, 
,charges against children (other than for indictable offences) were heard in 
a Magistrate's Court, although the practice had developed for the 
magistrate to hear the case in his room. We note that at this time, and 
until 1961, the age of criminal responsibility was as low as eight. As the 
Minister, the Hon. Sir James Parr, observed when moving the second 
reading (206 N.Z.P.D. 676): 

; .. there is no special waiting-room at the courts for young children, 
and it is impossible to keep from these children the view of the sordid 
details of the Police Court ... 

70. The Act provided for Children's Courts and for the appointment of 
stipendiary magistrates or justices of the peace to exercise jurisdiction in a 
Children's Court. It also authorised the appointment of associate 
members from persons with special knowledge of, or experience in, the 
matters coming before the court. They were deemed to be members of the 
court, but the decision of the court was not dependent on their views. The 
specialisation envisaged in the Act was not achieved.in practice, however. 
All magistrates were automatically appointed to sit in the Children's 
Court, and in the later years of the court, no associate members sat. 
Proceedings of the court were not ope'A to the public and could not be 
published. 

71. A Children's Court had jurisdiction in respect of offences committed 
by persons under the age of 16 years (increased to 17 in 1927), and in 
proceedings for the committal of a child to the care of the Superintendent 
of Child Welfare. The Supreme Court and Magistrates' Courts were given 
a discretion to refer cases involving a person over 16 ( 1 7 from 1927), but 
not older than 18 years of age, to a Children's Court. 

72. The Child Welfare Amendment Act 1927 required that, as far as 
practicable, persons attending sittings of a Children's Court should not be 
brought into contact with those attending sittings of any other court. With 
a similar proviso, Children's Courts were not to be held in a room where 
another court ordinarily sat, or in the same building at the same time as 
any other court. It did not always prove "practicable" to adhere strictly to 
these desirable principles. 

73. The 1927 Act also provided that proceedings on charges of 
manslaughter and murder were not to be heard in a Children's Court. 
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Other th.an th2.t, the court could deal ~Nith any indictable offence, but its 
._, 0 wers in respect oi purely indictable offences were lirnit.ed. It cc,uld 
impo~,e only tht ~pecial sanctions proYided by the Cbild Wdfare Act, such 
as ,cc,mmit~al to the care oJ: th>: ~Iuperintendent of Child 1vV elfa:re. Ha rnore 
scrior,s penaJty vvas to be conternphrted, ·d.:e child had to, be cornn1.itted for 
trial J.x1 the ordinary 1/vay, 

74, 1/Vh.ere 21. child ·vvas charged ,1vith an offence, it v,_721.s not nrigina11y 
neces.s:,ary for the court to hear and detern1ine the cha.rge. This e,bligatior1 
wz,s Impo.sed in i9LHJ. Th1·0,,1ghout the A.ct's operation, however, trie 
(::hildrer:.'s C~:ourt ,vas required t() ()Dn.sicler r.•'·di.1~ paren'ta.ge of the child, its 
envir,Jnment, history, education, mentality, disposition and any other 
rc:le-,1ant matters" before making any 0rdcr. In 1954 Children's Courts 
-Nere empuwer.ed to compel the parent~ or persons having custody of any 
chilri charged with sm offence to appez,r before the court to be examined in 
respect ohhe child's upbringing and control. In 196 ! tr.e jurisdiction of 
Children's Courts to deal with traffic offences other than those punishable 
by imprisonment was withdrawn. Children charged with such offences 
were (and are) dealt with in the ordinary way by the ordinary courts. 
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PART II 

The Present: The Courts Todav 
,( 

INTRODUCTIOl'i 
75. All courts in New Zealand are established by statute and the 

jurisdiction of inferior courts is prescribed and circumscribed in the 
em.powering legislation. The Judicature Act 1908 brought together the 
various Acts dealing with establishment and constitution of the Supreme 
Court and Court of Appeal. In 194 7 a new enactment was passed 
governing the ]\,fagistrates' Courts. The ordinary courts, so called to 
distinguish them from special purpose courts such as the 1\/!aori Land 
Court and the Industrial Court, exercise a general civil and criminal 
jurisdiction. These courts are our concern in the present inquiry. 

76. The hierarchy of New Zealand courts consists of the Judicial 
Committee of the Privy Council, the Court of Appeal, the Supreme Court, 
and Magistrates' Courts; later in Part II we examine the functions of each 
of these courts in more detail. The Supreme Court and the l\1a!listrates' 
Courts are the courts of first instan~e, although both have ~ppellate 
functions. They also exercise an equitable jurisdiction. Equity is the body 
of rules formulated and administered in England by the Court of 
Chancery to supplement the rules and procedures of the common law. 
The Court of Chancery was amalgamated with the common law courts in 
the United Kingdom in 1873 to form the Supreme Court, and the rules of 
equity are administered in all divisions of that court. They are likewise 
administered in our Supreme Court and are used in the Magistrates' 
Courts. According to the nature of proceedings they are more likely to be 
invoked. in the Supreme Court. Where there is any conflict between the 
rules of equity and common law, equity should prevail (s.99 of the 
Judicature Act 1908). 

77. It is convenient to examine the jurisdiction of the ordinary courts in 
terms of the branches of law administertd in those courts: the main 
divisions are civil, criminal, and domestic. Domestic law includes the la,vs 
relating to marriage, children, paternity, separation, divorce, mainten
ance, and property rights. The Supreme Court has exclusive jurisdiction 
in cases relating to the validity of the niarriage and to divorce. It shares 
with the Magistrates' Courts questions of guardianship, custody, 
maintenance, separation, paternity, and matrimonial property. The 
Magistrates' Courts have exclusive jurisdiction to make adoption orders. 

78. General civil and criminal jurisdiction of our courts is set forth in 
the following broad survey: 

(a) Contract and commercial law Contract law concerns a dispute arising 
out of agreement or alleged agreement, that is to say, a contract 
between parties, which is justiciable in the courts. The Magistrates' 
Courts have concurrent jurisdiction with the Supreme Court over 
all such actions where the amount in dispute or the value of the 
chattels claimed does not exceed $3,000.- The law of contract is 
largely founded on the common law, with a number of statutes 
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modifying or extending the old rules. Commercial or mercantile law . 
is primarily contract law specifically relating to com.mercial 
dealings. Within this heading is included the law relating to 
a:-bitration, agency, partnerships, companies, insurance contracts 
and insurance companies, chattels securities and other interests in 
chattels, banking, commercial bills, and liens. 
Torts Actions for wrongs not arising out of contract may be brought 
in the Supreme Court or Magistrates' Courts, though in the latter 
case the claim must not exceed $3,000. Here again, the action in tort 
is a creature of the common .law, modified by statute law. The most 
far-reaching m.odification of the law of torts, achieved by the 
.A.ccident Compensation 1-\ct 1972, abolishes the action for personal 
injury by accident. The oniy jurisdiction of the ordinary courts in 
this class "of case is appellate jurisdiction on a question of law, vested 
in the Administrative Division of the Supreme Court and the Court 
of Appeal. 

( c) Trusts and wills These are part of the equity jurisdiction of the 
Supreme Court and are almost wholly coYifined to that court. 

(d) Landlord and tenant This area of the law is more commonly dealt with 
2.s part of land law but, for the purposes of this survey, it is 
convenient to refer to it separately. The subject comprises creation 
o:f the relationship of landlord and tenant: the rights, duties, and 
obligations of eash; renewals, determination, and forfeiture of 
tenancy; and recovery of possession of premises. The rights and 
liabilities of landlord and tenant are based in contract, although 
subject to a number of statutory provisions, and any disputes or 
breaches in this area must fall within the jurisdiction in contract of 
either court. A Magistrate's Court ~iso has jurisdiction in 
proceedings for the specific performance or for the rectification, 
delivery up, or cancellation of any agreement for the lease of any 
nropertv valued at not more thirn, or for sale where the purchase 
doe; nbt exceed, $3,000 (s.34( 1 )(b) Magistrates' Courts Act). 
Proceedings for the recovery of land may also be brought in a 
Magistrate's Court, where the rent does not exceed $2,000 per year 
'.)r, if no rent is payable, the value of the land does not exceed 
$25,000 and the other provisions of section 31 of the Magistrates' 
Courts Act 194 7 are met. Disputes concerning the rental of 
dwelling-houses are heard before Rent Appeal Boards established 
under the Rent Appeal Act 1973. 
Land The remaining aspects of land law cover the transfer of land; 
the creation, extinguishment, and effect of various estates; and other 
interests in land including mortgages, boundary disputes, and the 
taking of land for public purposes. In the main, the Supreme Court 
exercises an exclusive jurisdiction, although the IVIagistrates' 
Courts have a limited jurisdiction. 

([) Admiralty The adrn.iralty jurisdiction of the Supreme Court is 
concerned ,vith civil matters connected with shipping, for exampie, 
ownership and mortgages of ships, damages tb,ough collision or 
foundering, and salvage. It is now set out ir:. the Admiralty Act 
1973. The Magistrates' Courts have jurisdiction in claims in 
persor:am up to $3,000. 

(g) Administrativ; law This is particularly concerned wirh the executive 
and judicial powers conferred by Parliament on the odministration, 
and with the effect of the exercise of those powers on the individual. 
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Apart from otdfoary remedies in tqrt, other.remedies available are 
habeas corpus, mandamus, certiorari, injunction, prohibition, 
declaratory judgments, and applications for, review. 

(h) Industrial law Industrial law is contained in ·a number of Acts of 
Parliament; the chief of which is the Industrial Relations Act 1973. 
The Industrial Relations Amendment Act 1977 chariged the 
Industrial Court into the Arbitration Court and abolished the 
Industrial Commission. · Disputes arising in ·this field are now 
determined by the Arbitration Court. This branch of the law is 
concerned with conditions of employment, relations between 
employer and employee, and the le"ga'l position of trade unions and 
employers' unions. · 

(i) Military law This governs the,.conduct of members of the armed 
forces and is administered within those forces. The ultimate appeal 
authority is the Courts Martial Appeal Court which consists of, 
inter alia; the judges of the Supreme Court. The registrar of the 
court is the registrar of. the Court of Appeal; 

(k) Maori land The Maori Land Court, constituted under the Maori 
Affairs Act 1953, has jurisdiction to determine claims between the 
Maori people as to ownership, or possession, or. other interest in 
Maori freehold land, or to determine the proceeds of alienation of 
the land. 

(1) Miscellaneous jurisdiction A number of Acts provide for a variety of 
applications to be made to. the Supreme Court; the Magistrates' 
Courts are vested with ancillary jurisdiction under the Magistrates' 
Courts Act and other statutes. 

(m) Criminal law Although there is no specific classification by statute, 
we consider that a convenient grouping of criminal offences is as 
follows: 

(i) Indictable or Class One offences These may be heard only in 
the Supreme Court before a judge and jury, and include such 
offences as treason, perjury, rape, murder, manslaughter, 
aggravated robbery, and kidnapping. 

(ii) Electable or Class Two offences These may be heard either in 
the Supreme Court before a judge and jury or in a Magistrate's 
Court before a magistrate. Anyone charged with an offence 
carrying a maximum penalty greater than 3 months' 
imprisonment (not being an Indicta'IJ.e or Class One offence) 
may elect to be tried before a judge and jury or before a 
magistrate. This category of offence includes arson, drug 
offences, burglary, theft, riot, aggravated assault, and unlawful 
assembly. Also included in Class Two are offences under the 
Accident Compensation Act 1972 (s.180(1)); and the Shipping 
and Seaman Act 1952, where the maximum penalty is a fine 
only; and offences under the Crimes Act 1961 where the 
maximum penalty does not exceed three months' imprisonment, 
namely, theft, obtaining by false pretence a thing capable of 
being stolen, receiving where the value of the goods does not 
exceed $10, and contempt. 

(iii) Summary or Class Three offences For the purposes of 
classification according to forum, summary offences are all those 
offences where the maximum penalty do~s not exceed 3 months' 
imprisonment (except those that fall into Class Two, above); 
also common assault, and assault on a police, prison, or traffic 
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officer which carry a maximum penalty of 6 months' 
imprisonment or a fine not exceeding $400. 

There are a small number of offences which may fall into the 
Class One (Indictable) or Class Two (Electable) category. 
Which category these fit depends on the prosecution who may 
decide to proceed indictably, that is, before a jud'ge and jury or 
summarily, so that the offence takes on the characteristics of a 
Class. Two offence and the accused may elect trial before a 
magistrate or before a judge and jury. We may conveniently 
term these offences "hybrid offences". These categories may be 
simplified in diagrammatic form (see Figure 1). 

A· defendant convicted in the Magistrates' Court may be 
sentenced to not ri-iore, than 3 years' imprisonment on any one 
charge, or fined no more than $1,000 (although this figure is 
jncreased. for some offences). Often a defendant may be tried for 
an e:rectable offence where the maximum penalty prescribed by 
statute exceeds 3 years (for instance, the maximum penalty for 
arson of 14 years). If in such a case the magistrate, having found 
the defendant guilty, considers a penalty in excess of three years 
is necessary, the defendant is committed to the Supreme Court 
to be sentenced by a Supreme Court judge. . 

(n) Appellate jurisdiction The major aspect of the Supreme Court's 
appellate jurisdiction is to hear and determine criminal, civil, and 
domestic appeals from the l\lfagistrates' Courts. In addition there 
are miscellaneous appeais under a number of statutes. l\1agistrates' 
Courts, or a magistrate, are also appellate bodies under a variety of 
statutes. 

THE PRJESEl"•IT COURT STRUCTURE 

The Privy CoundJ. 
79. In this country appeals to the Judicial Committee of the Privy 

C'.ouncil are governed by Orders in Council, made in the United Kingdom 
in 1910 and 1957. Appeal may lie by leave of the court appealed from, ot 
by special leave of the Privy Council itseli. Leave is granted as of right 
£r01:1 any final judgment of the Court of Appeal Vihere the matter in 
dispute amounts to the value of $5,000 or more or involves directly or 
indirectly some claim to, or question respecting, property m· some civil 
right of, or exceeding, thac value. Leave rnay be granted at the discretion 
of du, Court of Appeal from any judgment, whether final or interlocutory, 
i: me court considers i: proper ,o do so hu:ause of the great general or 
public importance of the appeal, or otherwi,,e. H the Supi·ern.e Couri. 
deci,:;,<:s it:s linal iudgment sho1..clci be consldeJ'l::d by ~he Privv •Council 
he,-•<ffi'''' ···f •o-1·"eai .. :e· 11era-l ff" rt1h11',, imtpor··Lan "P 01·• -•·- ,•.~c•-[1;,. ,·,I 1-1·'·1n :,..I) 'L,.,.,.,...,_,:<,,._, V- 0:,, " O ~ ,,_,i !J ,J.t ..., ..1.LL• , __ LI!_.,..___, ..._,~_,._.4 u'v ,_,1 IL 1-., 

~11agnitu.de of the iitte_~"ests aH 1~cted, CH' for any other reasi)n, then ltave 
1n.ay aJ.so be given to 2ppe£1J direct to the Privy (JouncJL 'I'here are fe\iv 
re;;>orted cc2.ses of such lea":/e having b~::en given . .i..i\. iorrner Su.prt1ne t~:ourr 
judgt _has ata.ted: 

!t is surprising tL) rearl that ir: !h,e 1 ?-70s the Cou:~t o.f A.p})eal in It;l e·r~ 
Zealand of those y,~ars ·wa~ crrnosec; by our public :or [l1e delaye, a•,,_d 
expem;c entailed in its hearing5, and 0;1 occ2.sio•1, des:Jite the greate;r 
rtistance a,nd tbe problems of oversea:': tran.-;port, it was reputed to be 
less costly for appellants to proceed by le8,ve from i:he Suprerr.e c:ourt 
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direct to the Privy Council. (New Zealand Jurist (1876) VoL II PL 
III p. 44, Vol. I Pt. IV p. 30.) 
'This curious situation is unlike:y to recur, and there is no availabre 
e'1idence of an attempt during the last 50 years to leap-frog an appeal 
from the Supreme Cour, to the Judicial Committee.~, 

,1ve note that the rule governing appeals from the Supreme Court was 
for:-r,ulated in 1910. We now have a permanent Court of Appeal. 

S(). V/ith regard to crlrninal cases, there is no legislative provision for 
appeals, but for many years the Privy Couucil has regarded itself as 
entitled tmder the prerogative power to grant special leave to appeal in 
crL1,inal. cases. The Judicial Committee exercises its discretionary power 
to grant special leave sparingly; it declines to act as a general court of 
criminal appeal for the Commonwealth and grants leave only where to 
refuse wouJ.a be to countenance serious irregularities or injustice. The 
New Zealand Court of Appeal has held that it is competent under powers 
conferred by local legislation to grant leave to appeal to the Judicial 
Con:mittee in a criminal matter, although, as we have stated, the Judicial 
Committee entertains appeals in criminal matters only by special leave 
and could not legally be obliged to hear the appeal in question. 
(W:1olworths (New Zealand), Limited v. Wynne [1952] N.Z.L.R 496.) 
· 3L A judgment of the committee takes the form of a report to Her 
Majesty of its opinions on the case submitted; effect is given to the report 
by means of an Order in Council, which, by constitutional convention, 
Her Majesty is bound to make. The Judicial Committee is 
Commonwealth tribunal, not an English court, and it is only for 
convenience that it sits in London. The tribunal at present comprises 
jurlsts of the highest standing from countries of the CommonweaJth, 
although appointments are made primarily from the Lord High 
Chancellor, the Lord President, Ex-Lords President, the Lords of Appeal 
in Ordinary, and the Lords Justices of the English Court of Appeal. 

82. The number of cases taken from New-Zealand to the Privy Council 
over the period 1961-1976 was 28. The number of appeals allowed was l 2. 
Tlh.e former Chief Justice, Sir Richard Wild, and some members of the 
Cour~ of Appeal have sat on the Judicial Committee, mainly during 
oeriods of sabbatical leave. 

The Court of Appeal 
83. The primary function of such a court is to settle the law of the 

country and to reconcile conflicting decisions of the lm-ver courts. With a 
thn::e-tier system of courts, and the middle tier exercising an original 
jurisdiction, the Court of Appeal must also be an appellate court for 
decisions of the court below on both fact and law. 

84, As mentioned in Part I, the constitution of this court was changed in 
1957 when a permanent body of judges specialising in appeal work was 
established for the first time. The Court of Appeal now consists of: 

(a) the Chief Justice, by virtue of his office; 
(b) a judge of the Supreme Court appointed by the Governor-General 

as a judge of the Court of Appeal and as President of that court; 
( c) three other judges of rhe Suprellle Court appointed by rhe 

Governor-General as judges of the Court of Appeal. 

*"The Judicial Committee-Past Influence and Future Relationships" (1972) ~.Z.L.J. 542, 
p. 544, the Hon. Sir Alec Haslam. 
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frdact, a judge of the Court of Appeal continues tc/be" a Judge of the 
Supreme Court and may sit in that court. The Judicature Amendment 
Act 1977 provides for the appointment of an additional judge or judges, in 
certain circllmstarices, but this provisioµ is purely short term; we refer to 
the desirability of making it permanent in Part III of this report. The 
same Act permits the court to sit in divisions. At least one judge in each 
division must be a permanent member of the Court of Appeal. 

85. Jurisdiction-civil While this court's jurisdiction is almost wholly 
appellate,the Supreme Court may remove some aspects of certain civil 
proceedings into the Court of Appeal, which may then exercise original 
jurisdiction. The court has power to he.ar and determine appeals from any 
judgments, decrees, or orders of the Supreme Court, subject to the rules 
gov:erning the terms and conditions on which appeals may be made. 
Determination of the Su1preme Court on app:ea:ls £tom lower courts is final 
unless .leave to appeal to the Court· of Appeal is given, ahhbugh when a 
most difficult or important question oHaw is involved, appeals may be 
made directly from .a lower courct to .. the Court of.AppeaJ: The decision of 
the Court of Appeal is final in respect.of th½'.tt;iquµals of.New Zealand, 
except that in some cases leave may be given to appeal to the Judicial 
Committee .,of, the Privy Coun.ciL ... • . . . 

86. Juris4iction~cr.iminal. Al though the; J udicatm;·e Act 1908 . allows 
the Qourt oL Appeal to .conduct ,a "trial at barH if tl,ie ca~e is one. "of 
extraorcliIIary importan,c.e or diffic;Ul,ty", the provision has. never l:ieen 
invoked. The court has appellate jurisdiction ove;r judgments of the 
Supr~me Court rela.ting to ;:my .c;onviction or. '.order removed into that 
court, or taken there on. appe,al from an inferior court. The Crimes Act 
1961 (re-enacting the Criminal Appeal Act 19,45) proyides that any 
person convic.ted on indicti;neilt, or .sentenced .on committal, to the 
Supreme Court for sentence, may appeal to the Court of Appeal: 

(a) against his conviction on any ground of appeal which involves a 
question of law alone; or 

(b) with the leave of the Court of Appeal, or ufion the certificate of the 
judge who tried him that it is a fit case for appeal, against his 
conviction on any ground of appeal which involves a 'luestion of fact 
alone, or a question of mixed law and fact, or on anyother ground 
which appears to the Court of Appeal to be a sufficient ground of 
appeal; or 

( c) with the leave of the Court of Appeal, against the sentence passed on 
. his conviction, unless the sentence is one fixed ~ law. 

An appeal against conviction may be allowed on the grounds that the 
verdict was unreasonable, that there was an error of law, or that there was 
a miscarriage of justice. The court, on allowing an appeal, may either 
direct a new trial or enter a judgment and verdict of acquittal. A majority 
of successful appeals result in a new trial being ordered. On an appeal 
against sentence, the Court of Appeal may either dismiss the appeal or 
quash the sentence and pass another sentence warranted by law, whether 
more or less severe. Pursuant to s. 383 (2) of the Crimes Act 1961, the 
Crown may seek leave to appeal to the Court of Appeal against a sentence 
passed on the conviction of any person on indictment. The court has 
stated that it will not consider increasing a sentence unless on a review of 
the facts and circumstances it is clearly of opinion that the sentence 
imposed was manifestly inadequate, or the Crowr1 is able to point to some 
error of principle into which the sentencing judge has faUen. (R. v. Pue and 
Another [1974] 2 N.Z.L.R. 392.) . 
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37 0 The prerogative of mercy The Governor-General may seek 
assistance of the court in his exercise of the prerogative of mercyo H the 
aoplication relates to conviction on indictment, or to sentence passed on a 
p~r3on so convicted, the Governor-General in Council

0
may eirher refer the 

;; uestion to the Court of Appeal to be heard or dctermmed by the court, as 
J1 the case of an appeal against conviction, or merely ask the Court of 
Appeal for its opinion on a point arising in the caseo 

The Supreme Court 
880 Section 3 of the Judicature Act 1908 provides that "There shall 

continue to be in and for New Zealand a High Court of Justice, called as 
heretofore the Supreme Court, which shall be a Court of record, for the 
administration of justice throughout New Zealand". The Governor
General in Council appoints Supreme Court judges from the Baro Their 
number is at present limited by statute to 220 There is also provision for 
appointment of temporary judgeso 

890 Jurisdiction-civil The court's jurisdiction includes: 
(a) actions in contract and tort 
(b) equity 
( c) supervisory powers over inferior courts and tribunals 
( d) wills and administration of the estates of deceased persons 
(e) dissolution of partnerships and the taking of partnership accounts 
(f) the sale and distribution of the proceeds of any property subject to a 

lien or charge 
(g) proceedings relating to mortgages, leases, sale or partition of land, 

including specific performance of contract 
(h) execution of trusts, charitable or private 
(i) rectification, or setting aside, or cancellation of deeds or contracts 
(j) proceedings relating to the insolvency of persons and companies 
(k) family law: divorce, separation, guardianship of infants, matri-

monial property, and proceedings under the Family Protection Act 
and Age and Infirm Persons Protection Act 

(1) electoral petitions 
(m) Admiralty 
(n) absconding debtorso 

The court was given power to issue declaratory judgments by the 
Declaratory Judgments Act 19080 

900 In addition, the Supreme Court has jurisdiction to hear appeals 
from Magistrates' Courts and from a nmnber of administra.tive tribunals. 
The latter appeals are usually heard by the Administrative Division of the 
court. 

91. Most civil proceedings are heard before a judge alone; though in 
actions in debt, or for damages, or for the recovery of chattels where the 
amount claimed or the value of the chattels exceeds $1,000, the action 
iuay be tried before a judge and a special or common jury of 120 The 
ach1ent in 1972 of the accident compensation scheme, which has had the 
effect of removing personal injury {:asc:o from the cognisance of the court, 
greatly reduced the number of civil jury trialso The Judicature 
A.rnendn1ent 1\.ct 1977 provided for abolitit)n of the jury of four a,nd raised 
the threshold figure for jury trialn frorn $100 to $1,0000 

9L The .Adriiini.dn,i:fo1: Divisitm :For the hi,,.tory of this division vve 
,:lraw from notes for a lecture given by Sir Richard 'Wild at 1:he Faculty of 
Law, University of Torqnto, j\farch 19730 



93. In 1965 there were at least 60 administrative tribunals in this 
country. That number excluded tribunals which regulated professions or 
other occupations. The number continued to grow. There was a 
bewildering variety of appeal rights, procedures, and jurisdictions. 
Anomalies abounded as to where. the appeals lay and the parties 
sometimes considered they were receiving second-rate justice. 

94. r.4r G. S. Orr, then a Crown. counsel, researched administrative 
justice at Harvard University. He proposed an Administrative Court, 
based on the French system, with the judges of the court dealing solely 
with administrative matters and thus gaining as specialised a knowledge 
as the tribunals themselves. The court would adopt a more flexible and 
informal procedure than the ordinary courts. There were a number of 
objections to the establishment of a separate Administrative Court from 
Sir Richard Wild and the New Zealand section of the International 
Commission of Jurists. The latter, together with the New Zealand Law 
Society, favoured appeals to the Supreme Court rather than to any other 
body. 

95. A report on the subject vvas made by the Public and Administrative 
Law Reform Committee which was established in 1966. The members of 
the committee (Mr Orr dissenting) :rejected the concept of a separate 
Administrative Court. They saw its status coming to be regarded as 
inferior to the Supreme Court, and also the difficulty of having more than 
one high court in this country with the possibility of conflicting decisions 
between the two courts. They were not prepared to recommend that the 
prerogative writ jurisdiction be taken away from the Supreme Court and 
given to the Ad1ninistrative Court. This finding assumes some i1nportance 
when we deal with proposals for the future in Part III. The members of 
the committee did, however, consider that an Administrative Division of 
the Supreme Court was the logical and acceptable solution for New 
Zealand. They also set down a proposed structure. 

96. In 1968 the Judicature Amendment Act was passed. It provides for 
the establishment of an Administrative Division in the Supreme Court, to 
consist of not more than four judges of the Supreme Court, being judges 
assigned to the division from time to time by the Chief Justice. They 
remain judges of the Supreme Court. Although the committee (and 
submissions made to us) recommended that the judges should be assigned 
by the Governor-General, the Act provides for assignment by the Chief 
Justice. Sir Richard Wild commented that such a P.rovision is more in 
keeping with the long established tradition that the Jndiciai:y should be 
independent from the Executive. The Act gives the di.vision jurisdiction to 
hear only such prerogative writ applications as are referred to it by the 
Chief Justice. Power is also vested in the Chief Justice to direct, in certain 
circumstances, that an appeal which would otherwise lie to the 
Administrative Division be heard by a judge who is not a member of the 
division" Cases on circuit afford examples. This provision has also been 
criticised and we consider that criticism in Part III. Lay assessors may sit 
with the judges in certain classes of cases. In addition a new set of rules 
has been drawn up. These place the court in the same position as the 
original tribunal as far as the receipt and admissibility of evidence are 
concerned" "l,,\/ide pmNers are given as to the manner in which proceedings 
of the division may be conducted. 

97. There is no appeal on fact or law from the decisions of the 
Administrative Division unless the statute conferring the right to appeal 
itself so provides. 
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98. Jurisdiction-<;riminal Asmeritioned in Part I, .in its criminal 
. jJrisdiction the Supreme Court. tries all indictable offences and electable 
offences where the accused has elected trial by jury. Trials are before a 
judge and a common juryof 12 or,in special circumstances~ before a 
special jury. A judge sitting alpne hears and determines criminal appeals 

· from the Magistrates' Courts. · ·· 
99. Administratfon All the judge& are stationed in Wellington, 

Auckland, or Christchurch., ,The Supreme Court travels on circuit to 
Whangarei, Hamilton, Rotorua, Gisl;>orne, Napier, New Plymouth, 
Wanganui, Palmerston North, Blenheim, Nelson, Greymouth, Timaru, 
Dunedin, and Invercargill. There is a Supreme Court office at Masterton 
5ut the court does not sit there .. The Chief Jµstice determines from time. to 
ti~e where ju,dg,es will· be stationed,. who. will preside at sittings in the 
{,arious circuit towns, and, where more than one judge sits. at any one 
place, the- allocation of cases to the various judges. 

The Magistrates' Coqrts . . . 
,, 100. Unlike the Supreme Court, which is one court for New Zealand, 
Magistrates' Courts are established as separate entities i11 various 
tocalities. There are 88 such courts. The Governor-General appoints 
Flaces in which courts may be held for tpe exercise qf civil. or criminal 
iurisdiction, pr botp. The Minister of Justice determines in what town a 
magistrate shall be stationed and in which cputts he. or she shall sit. The 
fi:umber of magistrates is ljmited to 65 (that figure having been .increased 
from 60 by the Magistrates' Courts Amendment Act 1977) although of 
that number, five magistrates are presently engaged on .other dutie&, 
fiamely, as chairman of the Licensing Control Commission, chairmen of 
the divisions of the Planning Tribunal, Director of the Security 

_Intelligence Service, and chairmaI1 of the Taxation Appeal· Authority. 
Eurthermore, magistrates perform a large number of part-time duties 
such as chairmen of land valuation tribunals, licensing committees, and 
Borstal Parole Boards. The chairman of the Police Appeal Board is a 
magistrate, as is the chairman of the Abortion Supervisory Committee. 
Where two or more magistrates are stationed in the same town, the one 
who is senior by length of service is responsible for the administrative co
ordination and the allocation of work between the magistrates. There is no 
Chief Magistrate in New Zealand. The magistrates sit in 21 towns and 
travel on circuit to a further 70. 

101. Jurisdiction-civil Within. defined monetary limits, civil jurisdic
tion covers almost the whole field of civil law: contract, tort, recovery of 
possession of land, equity jurisdiction including proceedings for specific 
performance and rectification of contracts, and general ancillary 
jurisdiction and powers. However, a Magistrate's Court has no 
jurisdiction to determine the validity of any devise or bequest, or the 
limitations under any will or settlement. Likewise, under section 59 of the 
Magistrates' Courts Act 1947 a court may give judgment, according to 
equity and good conscience, where the amount involved is less than $200. 
Since 1971 the general level of the Magistrates' Courts' monetary 
jurisdiction has been $3,000 and, by consent, a court can hear cases 
beyond this amount. One of the features of the Act is the powers given to 
registrars. We deal with their jurisdiction under a separate heading 
(paragraph 134). · · 

102. Provision exists for the removal of proceedings from, or to, the 
Supreme Court. There is a general appeal to the Supreme Court against 
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any nonsuit, or final determination, or direction: .. without leave, 'Nhere the 
amount involved exceeds (no"v) $200; arid whh '.Ie,vi,:: where the amount is 
less tlnn that figure. 

103. Jmrisdictfon-·crimiru::d The lav.,, ,.·elating to criminal proceedings 
of the lvfagi.strates' Courts was consolidated in the Surnmary Proceedings 
Act 1957. The only remaining part of the Justices oI the reace .Act 1927 
(relating to appointments and removals) now appears in the Jmtices ot 
the Peace Act 195 7. The Summary Proceedings Act created a procedural 
code for exercising the criminal jurisdiction of the Magisirates' Courts. 
Under the Act a court has jurisdiction: 

(a) to conduct the preliminary hearing of an indictable offence; 
(b) to hear in a sumrrnuy way the indictable offences set out in the First 

Schedule; · 
(c) in respect of every summary offence; 
(d) in respect of fugitive offenders; 
(e) to bind persons over to keep the peace. 

A magistrate may exercise all the jurisdiction of the courts. Two justices 
may act under pa.ragraph (a) and paragraph (c), where the statute 
creating the offence so provides, or where the offence is c: traffic o:lfence as 
defined. The provision in the Summary Jurisdiction Act 1952 giving 
justices jurisdiction in respect of certain indictable offences was not re
enacted. One justice may act only when specifically authorised. 

104. Nothwithstanding the wide jurisdiction given to the courts, the 
rights of the accused are preserved by section 66 of the Summary 
Proceedings Act 1952 under which any person who is charged with an 
offence punishable by imprisonment of over three months may elect to be 
tried by a jury. 

105, As stated in Part I, a "minor offences" procedure was introduced 
by the Summary Proceedings Amendment Act 1973, Essentially, vvhere a 
person is charged with an offence with a maximum penalty of a fine not 
exceeding $500, the prosecutor, instead of filing an information, proceeds 
on the basis of a notice in which the offence and the relevant 
circumstances are set out, together with a full statement of the accused's 
rights. If the person charged pleads not guilty, the matter is tried in the 
ordinary way. If he pleads guilty he may make any representations he 
wishes, either orally in open court, or in vvriting; and the matter will be 
disposed of by the imposition of a fine or such order as may be appropriate 
in the circumstances (including disqualification from driving for some 
motoring offences), or he may be discharged without conviction. H he 
enters no plea or takes no steps in the ma.teer, the court may deal with it in 
any appropriate manner, as if he had pleaded guilty. Under tb.{s 
procedure applications for rehearing are readi:ty granted. 'There is also 
power to state a case for the opfrcion of the Supreme Co,_irt. on 2, question of 
law arising in the proceedings. Such questions may be removed i,m'.:' the 
Court of Appeal. Appeals lie to the Supreme Court on poiras of law 
decided by the court DY cm a general appeal2,gainst c;::rGviction or sente:1ce, 
or both. All general appeals are by the way of rehea,·ing. All appe2Js to the 
Court of Appeal reqt1ire th,:; leave oi the Supreme Cour.t or the Comt d 
Appeal. 

106. Procedure for preliminary hearing of indictable offences remained 
substantially unchanged over the years until the Summary Proceedings 
Amendment Acr 1976 prescribed that written statemen,:s nciay be accepted 
instead of the usual oral evidence on oath, and that the defendant may be 
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committed for trial by consent provided he is represented by a lawyer. 
The written statements must conform to safeguards set out in the Act and 
may also be introduced by consent in any preliminary hearing in which 
evidence is given orally. 

107. The procedure for enforcement of penalties was much amended in 
1973. The amendment made provision for a person defaulting in payment 
of a fine to be examined as to his means in a hearing before a registrar. 
Where such a hearing has been held, the registrar may report to a 
magistrate that the defendant has no present means to pay the fine, or he 
may allow further time to pay, or issue a warrant of distress, or make an 
order attaching wages. Where a report is made, a magistrate may among 
other things, remit the fine or a part of it, or sentence the defendant to 
detention cent.re or periodic detention, or release him on. probation. By 
more recent! legislation, detention centres will be abolished and provision 
made for sentences of corrective training. The registrar is given power to 
issue a warrant to seize and detain a motor vehicle if the fine remaining 
unpaid was incurred in respect of an offence wholly or phttly relating to 
use of a motor vehicle. In essence a magistrate .and a registrar have the 
fullest powers tb ensure that every appropriate avenue is explored. to 
enforce payment of a fine, with imprisonment as the ultimate sanction. 

108. Domestic proceedings When the Domestic Proceedings Act 1968 
replaced the Destitute Persons Act 1910 with a new code governing 
domestic proceedings in the Magistrates' Courts, the classes of relatives 
entitled to claim for ·maintenance were re-defined. Special magistrates 
were to be appointed to exercise the domestic jurisdiction of the court, 
though this aim has not been achieved in practice. The Act placed greater 
emphasis on conciliation procedures, with the aim of endeavouring to 
effect a reconciliation between the parties. The grounds for.a separation 
order were widened and a non-molestation order was introduced, its aim 
being to prevent or dissuade a husband from molesting or harrassing his 
separated wife. The old affiliation o.rder became a paternity order, and the 
obligations of a father to maintain a child born out of wedlock were 
strengthened. Under both the Guardianship Act 1968 . and the 
Matrimonial Property Act 1976 the Magistrates' Courts have a 
jurisdiction broadly concurrent with that of the Supreme Court. They 
have exclusive jurisdiction in adoption proceedings; indeed, the only 
important jurisdiction which they lack in the field of family law is power to 
grant divorces. 

109. Other jurisdiction The court or a magistrate has power to 
determine proceedings brought under a number of Acts. In some cases a 
concurrent jurisdiction is exercised with the Supreme Court. The 
following list shows some of the more important Acts: 

Admiralty Act 1973 
Adoption Act 1955 (including, since 1962, Maori adoptions) 
Aged and Infirm Persons Protection Act 1912 
Alcoholism and Drug Addiction Act 1966 
Electoral Act 1956 
Fencing Act 1908 
Guardianship Act 1968 
Hire Purchase Act 1971 
Illegal Contracts Act 1970 
Insolvency Act 1967 
Mental Health Act 1969 
Minors Contracts Act 1969 
Penal Institutions Act 1954. 
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Magistrates also have licensing povvers in respect o: motor vehicle dezJers, 
real estate ag".:nts (although this is soon to pass to a board), secondhand 
dealers, sharebrokers, pawnbrokers, moneylenders, and auctioneers. /1,s 
already mentioned, they are chairmen of Licensing Committees and Land 
Valuation Committees. They also exercise the jurisdiction of the Children 
and Young Persons Courts. 

110. S1nall Claim.r, Tribiuu:tls As mentioned, the Sm.all Ch1ims 
Tribunals Act 1976 empowered the Minister of Justice to establish, as 
divisions of the Magistrates' Courts, small claims tribunals. The 
jurisdiction of the tribunals can be exercised by a referee or by a 
magistrate so the new Act brings back the lay magistrate in civil 
proceedings. A referee, appointed by the Governor-General's warrant, 
must be a barrister or solicitor of not less than 3 years' practice, or a 
person who by reason of his special knowledge or experience is capable of 
performing the functions of a referee. A referee holds office for a term of 3 
years. At present, one referee is a practising barrister and solicitor; one is a 
former court registrar who is also a justice of the peace; and two are 
justices of the peace. Three tribunals have been set up on a pilot basis at 
Rotorua, New Plymouth, and Christchurch. Tribunals have jurisdiction: 

(a) in respect of a claim founded on contract or quasi-contract; 
(b) to dedare that a person is not liable on an alleged claim in contract 

or quasi-contract; 
(c) in respect of a dai.m in tort for damage to property resulting from 

negligent use of a motor vehicle. 

The monetary limit to the tribunal's jurisdiction is $500, and undisputed 
claims in debt are excluded. The primary function of a referee is to 
attempt to bring the parties in a dispute to an agreed settlement. If this is 
not possible the tribunal has power to determine the dispute according to 
the substantial merits and justice of the case. In doing so, the referee shall 
have regard to the law but shall not be bound to give effect to strict legal 
rights or obligations, or to legal forms or technicalities. There is a wide 
range of orders which a tribunaI may make and such orders m.ay be 
enforced through the IVfagistrates' Courts. The procedure is much 
simplified. There are no general appeal rights, :md legal representation is 
not allowed. 

11 L Chi.id.rem;, and Yumig Pers@'/1JS The Children and Young Person<(, 
Act 197,1 introduced a number of di.stincti::ms between a child (under the 
age of 14) and a young person (between 14 and 17 years). ·The most 
important change brought about by the AcI was the constitution of 
Children's Boards. A police officer or social worker is obliged to report 
details of every offence alleged to have been committed by a child to the 
appropriate Children's Board, if he considers proceedings should be taken 
under the Act in respect of the child. Such a person may report to the 
board on any other n1.atter in v1hich a child has been involved and which 
he considers should be dealt with by the board. Boards are established. by 
the Minister of Social VV elfare and consist of: 

(a) a police officer appointed by the Commissioner of Police; 
(b) an officer of the Department of Social Welfare appointed by the 

Director-General; 
( c) an officer of the State Services appointed by the Secretary for Maori· 

Affairs; 
( d) a local resident. 
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The Minister appoints a panel of up to six residents for each board and 
one of the panel attends each meeting. If, in any case reported· to the 
board, the child, or either of his parents or his guardian, does not admit 
the alleged offence or disputes any fact that is material to the substance of 
the report, then the board is precluded from acting. This is also the 
situation if any question of compensation or restitution is unresolved, The 
police officer or social worker who initially reported may then make a 
complaint to the Children and Young Persons Court. Meetings of a board 
are to be conducted as informally as possible and a child will be 
accompanied by his or her parent(s) or guardian. 

112. In determining its course of action, the board must bear in-mind 
the needs and rights of the child, his parents or guardians, and 9f the 
community; also the degree of co-oper.ation -offered by the child and his 
parents or guardians to prevent the child from committing offences in the 
future. The 'board may make such preliminary inquiries into each case as 
it thinks flt. It may seek reports from the police, social workers, Maori 
welfare officers, school teachers, .medical practitioners, and other persons. 
In any case where the board determines to take action it may warn, or 
counsel, or arrange for a person to counsel the child or its parents or 
guardians. Medical, psychological, or psychiatric assistance may be 
arranged. The board may also recommend that the matter proceed to the 
Children and Young Persons Court. _ , 

113. The Children's Courts were replaced by Children and Young 
Persons Courts. The Governor-General may est.ablish as many of these 
courts as he deems necessary and appoint magistrates to them. The Act 
provides that a magistrate "with special interest, experience or 
qualifications" may be appointed to exercise jurisdiction primarily in 
those courts. No such appointment has yet been made and all maghitrates 
at present holding office have power to exercise the jurisdiction of 
Children and Young Persons Courts. Thus the goal of specialised judges 
for these matters has, as in the case of the domestic jurisdiction, proved 
illusory. The former provisions covering segregation of Children's Courts 
from Magistrates' Courts have been tightened. As far as practicable, 
persons attending a Children and Young Persons Court are not to be 
brought into contact with persons attending any other court; with the 
same proviso sittings must be arranged to ensure, that the association of 
children and young persons awaiting hearing, and the extent to which 
parents are required to congregate, are both reduced to a minimum. The 
public are not entitled to be present at hearings of this court. Reporters 
may attend hearings but they are restricted in what they may publish. 
Reports of criminal proceedings may be published but particulars of the 
person involved or of his school may not be. 

114. Every complaint under the Act relating to the care, protection,.or 
control of a child or young person must be heard by the court. Where a 
child of, or over, the age of IO years is alleged to have committed an 
offence other than murder or manslaughter, proceedings may not be 
commenced against him under the Summary Proceedings Act 1957. Every 
young person (that is, a person between 14 and 17 yeax:s of age) charged 
with an offence other than murder, or manslaughter, or (at the other 
extreme) a traffic offence'not punishable by imprisonment, must be dealt 
with by a Children and Young Persons Court irrespective of whether the 
offence is punishable on summary conviction or on indictment. The 
preliminary hearing of a murder or manslaughter charge against a child 
takes place before a Children and Young Persons Court. If the comt finds 
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that a child or young person is in need of c;a:re; protection, or control,.. it 
can do one or more of a number of things: These include placing the 
person under the guardianship of the Director-General of Social Welfare 
or under the supervision of. a social worker; The Act also empowers the 
court to appoint a barrister or solicitor of the Supreme Court to assist its 
deliberations or to represent the child or young person in proceedings 
involving a complaint that a child or young person is in need of care, 
protection, or control. 

115. Justices of the Peace A single justice may perform a variety of 
functions, particularly the taking of declarations, swearing of affidavits, 
and the issuing of summonses, warrants, and search warrants. A justice 
also possesses a large number ·of miscellaneous powers and functions 
under various statutes, and may preside over a court where the enactment 
creating the offence expressly so provides or where, by any other 
enactment,' jurisdiction is expressly given to one justice; but in no other 
case. 

116. Two justices may exercise a large number of miscellaneous powers 
and functions. They may preside at the preliminary hearing of an 
indictable offence,. They may also. presi,de over a court exercising 
summary jurisdiction, where the enactment creating the offence expressly 
provides that jurisdiction may be exercised. byjustices, or where, by any 
enactment, jurisdiction is expressly .. given to, justices. Justices may also 
deal with children•and young persons for the purpose o! adjourning cases 
and remanding the child or young person. With.the.introduction of the 
Summary Proceedings Amendment Act 1973 and the creation of the 
"minor offence", the part played by jm~tices in the .courts has markedly 
increased and the work of the magistrates had . been correspondingly 
re.lieved. 

JUDICIAL APPOINTM:ENTS 
Judges 

117. By provision of the Judicature Act. 1908 the Supreme Court 
consists of one judge as the Qhief Justice and 22 other judges appointed by 
the Governor-General, in the naipe of, and on behalf of, Her Majesty. 
Their ,commissions continue during good behaviour though they must 
retire from office on attaining the age of 72 years. Temporary judges may 
be appointed by the Governor-General on a certificate given by. the Chie~ 
Justice; also when no fewer than three other permanent judges certify it is 
necessary for due conduct of the court's business that one or more 
additional judges should be temporarily appointed. 

118. In practice, the appointment of Chief Justice is made on the 
recommendation of the Prime Minister to the Governor-General, and the 
appointment of all other judges of the Supreme Court and the Court of 
Appeal, including the President, upon recommendation of the Attorney
General. There is no prescribed process of consultation on such 
appointments: for some time it has been customary for the appointment of 
both judges and magistrates to be mentioned in the Cabinet by the 
Minister concerned, before formal advice is tendered to the Governor
General. The appointments are therefore open to Cabinet discussion and 
there is a nice distinction between opportunity for Cabinet discussion and 
necessity for Cabinet approval. It can safely be assumed that if any section 
of the Cabinet strongly opposes appointment of any judical officer, that 
appointment would not be made. No outside consultations are made as of 
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right: the Minister responsible for the recommendation is free to seek the 
o;Jinic,u of any person he wi3hes, or to decline to consult anyone at ,l_ll; 
there anc no set rule:s. A.s a matte:: of cornrnoH sense, the ,1:ews of cc:rtain 
pernon.s are invariably obtain,~d. Sugge~.tionc for the appointment o[ a 
pa.rticu.lar legal -practitioner as a judge rnay cor.n,e frcn11. ar1y of several 
:- uanern ?.nd tbe vcews 0[ the Chief T ustice ':!.:nd th,e ].~,;al 'J>rofession would. 
be sought, if not alr,~ady known: Th'.': precise a~bit" of cos;su1taticm 
do-u.bt1~ss varies frorn o:1e J\,,fin:ister to another. The SoHci-tor-General, as 

1 ,, ' • • l ,. . 11 1 d ' ' ]1 l 1 ,n? 1,,-::rown i; P.r~n<::1pa_ .non-p01~t1ca ega a vrner, 1s gen;;-a ... y con,~u tee. '?:1 
smtalik ~ract1t1oner~ iur ai:,poii11ment c_o ,he_ ~upre

0
r:n:- i:-;ourt Bench, as ~s, 

on eccas10ns, the ~iecretary for .Justice. JVJost .rv1m1sten observe cne 
practice of co,1sulting the presider,t of the :New Zealand Law Society. The 
onl.y statutory requirement for qualification as a judge of the Supreme 
Court is tb'!t such a person shall have been a. ba,-rister or solicitor of not 
!,c3S than 7 years' practice in the Supreme Court, ot a barrister or advocate 
oi not less that 7 years' practice in the United Kingdom. 

119. In making a new appointment the Government obviously looks 
further than the mere fact oi a prospective appointee's years of practice as 
a barrister or solicitor. Personal character is of the first importance since 
the standing and independence of the judiciary derives its strongest 
safeguard from the personal integrity of those who hold office. Reputation 
a,; a lawyer, which may or may not be reflected in the holding of offices in 
2. District Law Society or the New Zealand Law Society, is likewise·an 
important consideration: In Inodern times, a Minister would regard high 
standing in the legal profession as essential for. appointment to the 
Supreme Court or the Court of Appeal. However, it cannot be said that 
legal eminence alone is the test; the personal qualities of an appointee, and 
the respect in which he or she is held, are clearly important factors. Little 
emphasis falls on political affiliations or activities of a prospective judge or 
magistrate. The only important consideration is suitability for the Bench. 

120. Under the Judicature Act, judges of the Supreme Court hold office 
during good behaviour and may only be removed or suspended on ·an 
address of the House of Representatives. If Parliament is not sitting, the 
Governor-General in Council may suspend a judge until the end of the 
next ensuing session. The salaries of judges may not be diminished during 
continuance of their office. Under the Judicature Amendment Act 1970 
salaries paid to judges of the Court of Appeal and the Supreme Court were 
fixed at such rates as the Governor-General determined from time to time 
by Order in Council, following a recommendation by the Minister of 
Justice after consulation with the Chief Justice. Today the salaries of 
judges and magistrates are considered by the Higher Salaries 
Commission; this three-man body, constituted under the Act of the same 
name in 1977, fixes the salaries of members of Pariiament, the highest 
paid executive officers of statutory corporations and other public bodies, 
and academics. The commission, under section 12, is required to 
"consider and make recommendations to ... The Minister of Justice with 
tespect to the salaries and allowances (and superannuation) of Judges of 
the Court of .AppeaJ, Judges o[ the Supreme Court, and Magistrates". 

21. Until recently in Nc:w Zealand, conventioa held that appcintmeJ't 
to the Supreme CoL,!'t Bench offered no hope of advancement to any 
:1:gher office, }1ence no temptation co seek parronage or favour. Since 1957 
i'.: has been the practice for judges of t:1e Cour~ oJ: 1\ppeal to be appoimed 
from the Supreme CoJJrt but judges of the Coun of Appeal, othe1 than che 
Pre5ident, receive the s.ame salary as those of the Supreme Court and they 
are a.JI still. judges cf th.at court. 
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· 122. Judges who are· Privy Gouncillors·rarik a:head:•.of aU other judges of 
the Supreme Court except the Chief· Justice• ot the· acting· Chief Justice. 
Otherwise seniority is ?etermined by• date of •appointment.· Court of 
Appeal judges remain judges of tli:at court as long a:s they are.judges of the 
Supreme Court, although they may, with the Governor-General's 
consent; resigri the former office while retaining the latter. Should any 
vacancy exist in the office of Chief Justice) or during the absence of the 
Chief Justice from New Zealand, the senior judge, not being a judge of the 
Court of Appeal, is .deemed to be the principal 'judicial officer of New 
Zealand and has all the powers and duties of that office. No magistrate 
has been appointed a judge of the Supreme Court although some have 
recently been appointed temporary Supreme Court judges. The Chief 
Justice has almost invariably been appointed from the Bar, and not from 
the Bench. 

123. At common la'Y, judges are exempt from all civil liability for acts 
done byth~m in the exercise of their judicfal functions even if they have 
acted corruptly, . :q1aliciotisly,. oppressiyely, .or without jurisdiction. 
(Thomas v .. ~ichardson [1925] N.Z.L.R. }49; Nakhla v. McCarthy [1978] f 
N.Z.L.R. 291.) . . . ·. ' 

124. Under. the Goverµment Superannuation Fund· Act 1956, as 
amended .in 1964, jl1dges are required to make a contribution for the 
purpose~ of their' own superannuation. A judge .is entitled to 12 months' 
sabbatical after each IO years of service, and. by administrative 
arrangement, 6 m.onths' leave may be taken after each 5 years of service. 

Masters 
125. We do not have, in our system, persons styled "Masters". Their 

duties in the United Kingdom and Australia comprise judicial work in 
chambers and is,suip.g directions on practice anq procedure. The line 
between a judge's function and that of the master. can. be kept 
intentionally vague so they may work as a team without .technical 
barriers. The Commission members who travelled overseas made a close 
examination of the role of these judicial officers . and . "'e deal . with the 
proposal concerning masters for New Zealand in Part HI of this report. 

Magistrates 
126. Appointment of magistrates is upon the recommendation of tJie 

Minister of Justice. As with judges, suggestions for appointment of a 
particular legal practitioner as magistrate may come from any of several 
quarters; the views of the legal profession would be sought, also those of 
the senior magistrate in the district where a prospective appointee 
practices. Persons appointed to the magistracy must have been barristers 
or solicitors of the Supreme Court of not less than seven years' standing. If 
employees of the Justice Department for at least 10 years, they must also 
have been employed for not less than 7 years as the clerk or registrar of a 
Magistrate's Court, and have qualified for admission as barristers or 
solicitors or have been admitted as such for not less than 7 years. Names of 
legal practitioners who might be suitable for appointment are either 
drawn to the attention of the Secretary for Justice, or he initiates inquiries 
of his own volition. Some lawyers let it be known, directly or indirectly, 
that they are interested in being considered for appointment. The 
Secretary for Justice consults as he thinks. appropriate and, if there is 
general support for the appointment, he will recommend to the Minister 
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of Justice tqat the person under consideration sh.ould be appointed, . 
Occasionally the Minister may discuss suitability of the proposed 
appointee with people other than those consulted by the Secretary for 
Justice. The appointment itself is made by the Governor-General on the 
recommendation of the Minister of Justice. Magistrates, unlike judges, 
can be removed by the Governor-General for inability or misbehaviour. 
The di~tinction in procedure affecting judges and magistrates appears to 
be an historical one; it follows the English provisions which distinguish 
between judges of the High Court and County Court judges. In theory at 
least, magistrates do not have the same security of tenure as judges, but in 
practice it would be most unlikely for a government to advise removal of a 
magistrate in circumstances which would be insufficient to justify a 
resolution of Parliament. • 

127. The extent to which magistrates are protected by the common law 
is not clear '(Sirros v. Moore and Others [1975] 1 Q.B. 118) although the 
position has been dealt with by statute. Under ss. 193-197 of the 
Summary Proceedings Act 1957, no action can be brou.ght against any 
magistrate for any act done by him. in the exercise of his criminal 
jurisdiction, unless he has exceeded his jurisdiction or acted without 
jurisdiction. The onus is on the plaintiff to prove the excess or warit of 
jurisdiction and he may also be required to give security for costs. If the 
magistrate can satisfy a: judge of the Supreme Court that he acted in good 
faith under the belief that he had jurisdiction and that in all the 
circumstances he ought fairly to be excused, the Crown is bound to 
indemnify the magistrate for the amount of any judgment or settlement. 
Under the Magistrates' Courts Act 1947 the foregoing provisions .are 
made applicable to magistrates acting in their civil jurisdiction. 

128. The salaries paid to magistrates are now the subject of 
recommendation by the Higher Salaries Commission (paragraph 120). 
Magistrates bave seniority amongst themselves according to the date of 
their appointment. Retirement age is 68 years. Under the Government 
Superannuation Fund Act 1956, as amended in 1964, magistrates are 
required to make a contribution for the purposes of their own 
superannuation. The contribution is 1 % higher than that of a judge. 
Magistrates are entitled to 6 months' furlough on completion of each 10 
years of service and by administrative arrangement, 3 months of this leave 
may be taken after each 5 years. 

Justices' Clerks 
129. This office, which is an integral part of the judicial system in 

England and Wales, has no counterpart in New Zealand. The 
Commission will later examine proposals for creating career opportunities 
for clerks of court qualified in law. 

Justices ?f the Peace 
130. Nominations for appointment are accepted from a member of 

Parliament only. The nominee must be resident in the electorate of that 
particular member. We were told by the Secretary for Justice that two 
matters are important in considering a person for appointment: first, the 
nominee's personal suitability for appointment; and secondly, the need for 
the services of additional justices in the nominee's residential district, or in 
the .business area where. he or she spends th~ working day. Persons. 
norriinat9d !!1u.st have ari~dequa.te stand~rd of.education,a e;opd standing 
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in the community, and a genuine desire.to serve the public. Appointments 
are not considered where (other than in exceptional circ:umstances) the 
nominee is younger than 30 or older than. 68 years .of age. Notwith
standing a person's character and standing, appointments are made only 
where there are insufficient justices to meet the requirements of the public. 
The purpose of appointment is not to besto.w an honour on a deserving 
citizen but to serve the community. 

I 31. '"fhe Secretary for Justice informed us that the practice has been 
established of considering nominations at three-monthly intervals, at the 
end of :February, May, August, and November. Reports are obtained from 
the local magistrate, who usually consults with the local branch of the 
Royal Federation of New Zealand Justices' Associations, and the Police 
Department. The Security Intelligence Service may also be consulted. If 
the reports show that the nominee is suitable and the appointment 
necessary, the appointment is recommended to the Governor-General. 
'We were told that occasionally a person has been appointed as a justice 
who has been qualified in other respects but whose presence on the Bench 
might militate againstjustice being seen to be done. Two recent examples 
given us were the appointment of a newly retired traffic officer and a 
newly retired police officer. In such instances it is arranged that the justice 
concerned will not be called for court service. Similarly, the Justices of the 
Peace Act 1957 exempts from attendance at a Magistrate's Court justices 
who are over the age of 72 years, n1.embers of Parliament, practising 
barristers or solicitors, medical practitioners, and employees of the 
Crown. 

132. There are long settled policies towards appointment of members of 
certain occupational groups as justices of the peace: 

(a) _Members of Parliament Since 1926 it has been agreed that members of 
Parliament should not be appointed justices of the peace. However, 
they \Vere given direct authority to take statutory declarations and 
their power to do so is contained in section 9 of the Oaths and 
Declarations Act 195 7. 

(b) Clergymen and prrsons in religious orders The personal and confidential 
relationships that often exist between lay members of a church and 
their clergy could make it difficult for clergymen to maintain the 
detachment necessarv to pedorm some of the functions of a iustice 
of the peace. M:o;eover, many people ,voukl regard . it as 
inappropriate for a clergyman or person in religious orders to 
preside over court sittings to convict and to pass sentence on 
offenders. We were advised that fcir those reasons it has been the 
polic,y to ,~~dine ,.n?minadons o.f< cle,:gy_men. 

(c) Legat practitwners H has been ~ettled pohcy over a number of years 
not to appoint b·~.rristers or soEcitors, while they ;ise practising, as 
justices of the peace. Ban:faters and solicitoTs are officers of the court 
with a particul,u· part to pb.y .in the administration of justice. 
]\,iedica.f jJractitioners _Pra,~tis}r~g medical pr~1c.titio~1ers -, a,r:.~, n.ot, as 2. 

general rule, appcmted.. fne reisons wlnch Jed JParhament to 
exclude medica.! prac6tioners frorn liability for jury service are 
~·1" 0,l]v "0Gcle0 1;,p1' ,i, r 0'laJion tn 1"hei'" arc"•,-,in"i"rn~nt as j1·, 0,'·icP"' d the ;;·e;~·~, j I;,~ i~ -~ :;:~P;.;:1_~~,~n~t -. t_{:.at ~ ~ -d:J,{j~~~;~- ~ ::.;;·:~.1~1~;ibi.ii;jl~;·~~i~L tb·.; 
ccffn.1i.n1u1ity are se, dernanding arid so irr1p-ortant that .additional 
obhgations should not be imposed upoD hirn. 

( e) Stall servan.ts '-Ale 1/Jere inforrned the ~-i:::n.eral pr.ct•cti 1ct i~· rHJt to a;)P,fJint 
State servants unless there are spe.Zial circumstances.; fol" example, 
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there is no-one else available or qualified who could meet the public 
need. The office of a justice is partly of a judicial nature; in order 
that justice . be dearly independent of any bias in favour of the 
Crown it is best that the presiding justice is not an officer in the 
State employ. The Oaths and Declarations Act 1957 enables State 
servants to be given power to take statutory declarations where that 
would be a convenience to the public or to a Government 
department. A public servant so authorised is able to provide to the 
public the service most frequently sought from justices of the peace. 

(f) Officers of Local Authorities The Oaths and Declarations Act makes 
provision for local body officers to take statutory declarations. An 
appointment under this Act is normally sufficient to meet the 
requirements of a district. Nomination of local body officers for 
appointment as justices of the peace are only made when there are 
sperial reasons for the appointment. 

133. In their very comprehensive submissions, to which we later refer, 
the Royal F'ederation of New Zealand Justices' Associations (Inc.) 
suggested a new system of appointment of justices of the peace to be 
integrated with a new system. of training (paragraph 447). 

COURT ADMINISTRATION 
Registrus 

134. In December 1976 the administrative staffing of the Courts 
Division of the Department of Justice (including executive, clerical and 
typing staff, and bailiffs) was 924, servicing 61 full-time offices. In 
addition there were 16 courts where a police officer was the registrar or 
deputy registrar and received assistance from time to time from 
departmental civilian staff. The offices range in size from the Magistrates' 
Courts in Auckland, with a staff of 139 and a magisterial Bench of 12, to 
:;;mall Magistrates' Courts staffed only by a registrar who performs a wider 
range of functions, such as that of Registrar of Births, Deaths and 
:t.,l[a:rriages. Some courts combine both Supreme and Magistrates' Courts 
and the registrars generally hold a number of other appointments. In 
A:Jckland, "\Nellington, and Christchurch there are Suprerne Courts not 
combined with Magistrates' Courtso All courts are Courts of Record: the 
jurisdiction may va1-y but the maintenance and pre:;ervation d the actual 
rec:ord.E of the court is an ir:nportant function vested in th,:: registrar as the 
chief administrative officer. 

13.5. S11zjwenie {Jou:rt regii:tY'!lY'S Section 27 of the Judicature Act 1908 
provides i:hat the Governor-General may from time to time appoint such 
registrars, deputy registrars, clerks, criers, 2,nd other officers as may be 
requi.rc:d for the conduct of the business of the couc, throughout New 
r, 1 d B . t f . • 2 ,) (" ., f t1 co I ' e ' A t 1 qr r,- ll 1 Lea ~n« . ,y v1r ue Ch secn~:n .,.£ .. ,~1 ; o_::. He ,,::,,zare" ~1erv1ce3 r1.~ .... o.~ z; _ suc~,n 
appo1nt:cr1ent:; are nov1 r~iadc b·y Ult: :~Tate Services CotTtrGJf,SJ!OIL There 1s 
rro p_r'?v:ision :req_u.iring any prof~ss~onal_ or o~hrcT qualifica6t)n_ as ~· pre-
1.·eouw1 te w 3.ppmntmeru altboui;:[n tnen, have oeen a number 1.}f re12;1sti·a1.·s 
who held legal or other prnfessio--::.at qualificatiom. Urrd.er sec6.on 29 0£ the 
Judicature Act every registrar is z.lso .,, shedfL 

136o Th.e judic:.ci.1 p,a'wers of registrars ai'e prescribed in the Code -:::f (;ivi] 
1?rDccd1u1r1t. I{egistrars in i\uckland, Han1ilton, 'V\lellin.gton, (~hristchurch, 
and J)unedi:n have, 1J.nd.cr certain. legislative prov:isions, the j·ur_isrliction 
~w.d power of z, judge sitting in ch,Hnbers. The mosit irnport:u-it a:1d 
significant of these pmve1'S is the jurisdiction to grant probate or letters of 
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adrmmstration. A registrar has, various administrative responsibilities 
relating to the procedures of the court, ranging from validation and issue 
of documents such writs, subpoenas, and orders of the court, to the 
organisation and control of the lists of cases for hearing and trial, and the 
fixing of costs after a case has been heard. A registrar also exercises 
statutory reponsibilities under a wide range of legislative provisions such 
as those contained in the Property Law Act 1952 (mortgagee sales), the 
Rating Act 1967, the Law Practitioners Act 1955 (taxations), the 
Offenders Legal Aid Act 1954, and the Legal Aid Act 1969. We were 
informed that the latter is now an important and time-consuming 
function. 

137. In his capacity as sheriff, the registrar has statutory functions 
under the Juries Act, in the execution of writs of sale, and in other 
processes which may be directed to him. 

138. Magistrates' Courts rregistrars Sections 12 et seq. of the 
Magistrates' Courts Act 1947 provide for the appointment of registrars, 
deputy registrars, and bailiffs. Each appointee holds office under, and is 
subject to, the provisions of the State Services Act 1962. As in the 
Supreme Court, there is no requirement for any professional qualification 
as a prerequisite to appointment. 

139. In some respects, registrars of the Magistrates' Courts have a 
broader jurisdiction than registrars of the Supreme Court. In the civil 
jurisdiction, the scope of registrars' work was considerably increased by 
the Magistrates' Courts Act 194 7 and the rules under that Act. Regi~trars 
were given special powers to perform acts such as the entry of judgment in 
default actions and, by consent or default, in ordinary actions; the fixing of 
security for appeal; fixing of costs. In the absence of the magistrate a 
registrar may adjourn proceedings and suspend or stay judgment or 
execution. He also has power to deal 1-vith various interlocutory 
proceedings and may conduct the examination of witnesses out of court or 
at a distance. The magistrate may refer certain matters to the registrar for 
inquiry and report. Under Rule 333 of the Magistrates' Courts Rules 
1948, the registrar shall, within the limits of his authority, and subject to 
any right of appeal or review by the magistrate, have all the powers of the 
magistrate: any order made by him shall have the same effect, and be 
enforceable in the same manner as if it were an order of the magistrate. He· 
has authority under various enactments to consider applications for, or 
the renewal of, licences and permits. He may also be appointed a 
supervisor of a summary instalment order under the Insolvency Act 1967. 
In the criminal jurisdiction, he exercises judicial powers in such areas as 
the issue of summonses. He has many of the powers a magistrate 
possesses, including those of issuing search warrants and warrants to 
arrest in lieu of summons. A recent and significant addition to his function 
is contained in the 1973 Amendment to the Sunimary Proceedings Act 
1957, relating to the collection and enforcement of fines. This provision 
allows for the registrar to give extended time to pay, to summons or arrest 
defaulter~, for examination, and to impose a· comprehensive range of 
sanctions short of im.prisomnent. 

140. Genera-¥ In addition, many registrars exercise a wide range of 
functions under other legislation, for cxaniple, the registration of births 
and deaths, the making of final adoption orders, acting as clerks to 
Licensing Committees, and granting second-hand dealer;; licences. 
Registrars at \Vhangarei, Gisborne, New Plymouth, Ha,Nera, Wanganui, 
Palmerston North, Blenheim, Nelson, Greymouth, Timaru, and 
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Jnvercargill liold tlie appointment of official assignee and undertake tlie 
administration of bankrupt estates and tlie liquidation of companies. 

141. As well as preparing for actual court sittings, a registrar lias tlie 
responsibility of cliecking and signing rriost documents that issue from tlie 
court. Considerable administrative and procedural work is necessary to 
support judicial proceedings. Tliis work forms a_n integral part of tlie due 
process of law: As._ controlling officers· responsible for staff and 
accommodation, most registrars also have a substantial management 
responsibility. Tliey also liave a responsibility for tlie maintenance and 
security of tlieir courts. Wlien we corrie to deal witli proposals for 
administration of tlie various courts it will be seen as vital to tlie success of 
tlie new structure tliat a liigli standard of staff training is provided. 

Juries . 
142. Tlieriglit to a judgment by oneis peers, especially wliere liberty of 

tlie individual is at stake, is an important and .central part of tlie 
administration of justice. If tliis riglit does not flow from the Magna Carta 
at least its existence supports and gives effect to tlie ideal contained in the 
cliarter. Accordingly, no discussion of tlie disposition of court business 
would be complete witliout considering tlie role of tlie jury in the 
administration of justice. The forerunner of tlie modern jury was tlie petty 
jury of Henry II, summonsed to settle disputes over land in the twelftli 
century. Tliis was composed of men drawn from tlie neiglibourliood wlio 
liad knowledge of tlie facts and wlio were bound to answer upon tlieir 
oatli, and according to tlieir knowledge, wliicli of the two disputants was 
entitled to tlie land. Wlien a party got 12 oaths in liis favour, lie won. 
Hence tlie notion tliat liability was to be determined by 12 of one's peers. 
Tlie same idea could be seen in tlie Grand Jury wliicli liad 23 members, 
and wliere, to present an indictment, 12 or more liad to agree. 

143. The advantage of being tried by one's peers is usually said to be 
tliat 12 minds are more likely tlian one to arrive at tlie trutli wlien tlie 
credibility or reliability of a witness is in issue. Precisely because they are 
untutored in tlie law, tlie jury may be better placed to see tlie situation 
witli fresli-eyes. Tlie lay view can usefully ameliorate tlie precision of legal 
tliouglit and judgment. It is also said tliat a cross-section of tlie 
community is able to express tlie values of tliat community and to keep tlie 
law in toucli witli tlie common facts of life-wliat Holdswortli .called tlie 
"touchstone of contemporary common sense". A judge is more confined 
by tlie law. We also mention tlie additional role of tlie jury in criminal 
cases to stand between tlie Crown and tlie accused. As tlie Morris 
Committee on Jury Service (1965 Cmnd. 2627, para. 6) put it: 

Tliere is we tliink a fundamental conviction in tlie minds of tlie public 
tliat a jury is in a real sense a safeguard of our liberties. 

Lord Denning ( Ward v. James [1966] 1 Q.B. 273) reiterated tliis view wlien 
lie said, at p. 295: 

(Tlie jury) lias been tlie bulwark of our liberties too long for any of us 
to seek to alter it. Wlienever a man is on trial for serious crime, or 
wlien in a civil case.a man's lionour or integrity is at stake, or wlien 
one or otlier party must be deliberately lying, tlien trial by jury lias 
no equal. 

Tlie disadvantages are said to lie in tlie cost and lengtli of jury trials, tlie 
uncertainty. of jury verdicts, tlie lack of reasons, and, possibly, tlie 
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~ifr&\1ll{y:i~a;ii~z;Af~yrdltMe'i.i:i reaching h'sound conclusion in a case 
rh\!'.~l:tiiJJfg;~ ;mass of' facts· or complex legal i~sues. . 

"tf445 Under s: · 66 · of· the 'Summary Proceedmgs Act 195 7, any person 
¢harged ;~ith a1?- offen~e punishable ?Y impriso1;1ment f~r a term excee~ing 
tliree months 1s. entitled to be tried by a Jury, with the except10ns 
mentioned in paragraph 78 (m). It has long been a fundamental principle 
of English law that a person should not be deprived of his liberty unless 
adjudged guilty "by the country" as represented by a jury; The three 
months rule probably arose frorn expediency. When the rule was 
introduced, delays in bringing prisoners to trial, even for quite minor 
offences, amounted to about three months: thus, whether guilty or not; 
some accused persons were being cleprived of their liberty for that period. 
The argument was that no great harm would befall the guilty but for the 
innocent or less culpable .offenders, substantial benefit would accrue if 
minor offences were dealt with summarily and the period of imprisonment 
limited to 3 months:· • , 

145,. From , time· to time; <wniern has .beew\roiced · that the Supreme 
Court is too much engaged-with what is described as minor crime.· One 
suggested answer. to this problem is tolimit the right:to jury triaL We 
agree with the S.ecretary for Justice that this·simplistic solution •should be 
strongly resisted. As he said, the right to jury trial is too important to be 
lightly set aside ancl .there is, contrary Jo widely held opinions,/ little 
evi<;lence tha.t. any substantial part; 0;£ the judges'. time is spe:tft deali,ng with 
"minor·''. <::rime: Statistics produced to us sh9~ that less tha11. ie% of all 
trials ~elate to offences wherethe m~ximum. penalty .is L year or less. We 
cannot describe qffences carrying If months',' .or even 6 months', 
imprisonment as minor. Moreover, to give ;my significant.relief to the 
SupreTT1e qourt, the dght to jury trial would• have to be limited to an 
offep.ce punishable by at least 5 years' imprisonment·or more, instead of 
the present 3 months. The. S.ecretary for Justice believes this would be 
unacceptable to all except doctrinaire oppq11ents of jury trial. 

146. It is sometimes suggested that the right to trial by jury should be 
abridged because of a supposed greater acquittal rate by juries. We are 
satisfied", after allowing for the greater number of guilty pleas in the 
Magistrates' Courts, that there is :riot a great difference between the 
acquittal rates in the two courts. The statistics produced by the 
Department of Justice show that since 1975 the conviction rate has 
exceeded 70% in the Supreme Court. In the Magistrates' Courts (arrest 
cases) the conviction rate is nearer to 80% but this figure includes guilty 
pleas. We consider this ground does riot support the argument for 
restricting trial by jury. The answer, in our opinion, lies not in limiting or 
restricting the right to jury trial but in matching judicial quality to the 
seriousness of the case. We discuss this important question in Part III of 
this report. 

14 7. The right to jury trial in civil cases is governed by section 2 of the 
Judicature Amendment Act No. 2 1955. Where the only relief claimed is 
payment of a debt or pecuniary damages, or the value of chattels exceeds 
$1,000, any party may apply to have the action tried before a judge and 
jury of 12 persons. There are no jury trials in admiralty actions. In 
probate and divorce matters, contested issues of fact may be tried before a 
jury if the judge so orders. In 1960, 36% of all civil trials were heard 
before a jury but by 1975 this had fallen to 15%. 

148. The reason why 12 persons constitute a jury (the jury of four for 
minor civil cases was abolished in 1977) is lost in history. Certainly it was, 
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and is, ( the more so before decimalisation) a common unit of 
measurement in England and New Zealand. In 1970 the United States 
Supreme Court had occasion to study the supposed sanctity of the number 
12, including Lord Coke's explanation that it is "much respected in Holy 
Writ as twelve apostles, twelve stones, twelve tribes, etc.". The court 
concluded that the reasons given in support of the number 12 rest on little 
more than mystical or superstitious insights. We hold the view that a 
verdict should be given by a number of citizens large enough to create a 
formidable body of opinion in favour of the side that wins. What that 
number should be is a matter of opinion. One of the most lucid 
affirmations of trial by jury was given by G. K. Chesterton in 
"Tremendous Trifles", and we record our gratitude to the Otago District 
Law Society for reminding us of. it. It reads, in part, as follows: 

•Now, it .is a terrible business to mark a man out for the vengeance of 
men. But it is a thing to which a man can grow accustomed, as he can 
to other terrible things; he can even grow accustomed to the sun. And 
the horrible thing about all legal officials, even the best, about all 
judges, magistrates, barristers, detectives, and policemen, is not that 
they are wicked (some of them are good), not that. they are stupid 
(several of them are quite intelligent), it is simply that they have got 
used to it. 

Strictly they do not see the prisoner in the dock; all they see is. the 
usual man in the usual place. They do not see the awful co.urt of 
judgment~ they only see their own workshop. Therefore, the instinct 
of Christian civilisation has most wisely declared that into their 
judgments there shall upon every occasion be infused fresh blood and 
fresh· thoughts from the streets. Men shall come in who can see the 
court and the Crowd, and coarse faces of the policeman and the 
professional criminals, the wasted faces of .the wastrels, the unreal 
faces of the gesticulating counsel; and see it all as one sees a ·new 
picture or a. play hitherto unvisited. 
Our civilisatioh has decided,· aq.d ve.fr justly decided, that 
determining the guilt or innocei;ice of rrien is a thing too important to 
be trusted to tfained men. It wishes for light µpoq that awful m,atter, 
it. asks men who know no more law than I know, but who feel the 
things that I felt in the jury box. When it wants a library catalogued, 
or the solar system discovered, or any trifle of that kind, it uses up its 
specialists. But when it wishes anything done.which is really serious, 
it collects twelve of the ordinary mei;i standing round. The s.ame thing 
was done, if I remember right, the by the Founder of Christianity. 

The Commission is firmly of opinion that the right to elect trial by jury 
should remain. 

149. In the important matter of incapacity or disability of a juror, we 
consider it necessary to cite the relevant sections of the Crimes Act 1961 in 
full. We will refer to section 374 (3), (4), and (5) in Part III, where an 
amendment is proposed. The provisions for criminal trials are as follows: 

(3) If, before the jury retire to consider their verdict, any juror 
becomes in the opinion of the Court incapable ,of continuing to 
perform his duty, or it becomes known to the Court that he is 
disqualified or that his wife or a member of his family is ill or has 
died, the Court may, in its discretion, discharge the jury and direct 
that a new jury be empanelled during the sitting of the Court, or 
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pOstpOne :the trial, or proceed with the remaining jurors and take 
theit • verdict: 

Provided that the Court shall not proceed with less than eleven 
· jurors unless the prosecutor and the accused both consent. 

( 4) It shall not be lawful for any Court to review the exercise of any 
discretion under this section. 

(5) Where pursuant to this section the Court proceeds with less 
than twelve jurors, their verdict shall have the same effect as the 
verdict of the whole number. 

150. No similar position obtains in a civil trial. There is only Rule 261 of 
the Code of Civil Procedure which reads as follows: 

Disability of juryman-If during any trial before a Judge and jury a 
juryman is taken ill, or becomes incapable of performing his duty, or 
proves to be beneficially interested in the result of the action, the 
Judge may discharge the jury, and direct another to be called. 

In 1977 the Rules Committee of the Supreme Court resolved that the 
Juries Act should be amended by adapting the provisions of section 3 7 4 
(3) of the Crimes Act 1961 to civil jury trials to apply "at any stage of the 
trial" instead of only before the jury retires. This would mean that if at 
any stage of a civil trial a juror became "incapable" in any of the 
circumstances at present stated in section 374 (3) of the Crimes Act, the 
court might, at its discretion: 

(a) discharge the jury and direct that a new jury be empanelletj. during 
that sitting; or 

(b) postpone the trial; or 
(c) proceed with the remaining jurors and take their verdict; 

but with the proviso that the court should not proceed with the trial with 
fewer than 11 jurors unless the parties both consented. This would not, of 
course, affect the court's power to accept a three-fourths verdict under 
section 152 of the Juries Act. 

151. Later in Part III of this report we canvass the arguments for and 
against criminal trials being heard before a judge alone, at the option of 
the accused. We also examine the Crown's power to stand aside jurors in 
crin1.inal trials as the Department of Justice suggests this is an historical 
anomaly vested in the Crown. In addition we examine the present 
situation concerning majority verdicts in civil cases and the suggestion by 
the New Zealand Law Society that majority verdicts be introduced in 
criminal cases. V✓ e also give attention to the proposal that reserve jurors 
be provided for lengthy trials. 

RECENT INQUIRIE:S INTO THE BUSINESS OF THE COURT§ 

152. In this section we review the main i,nvestigations of recent years 
into court structure in New Zealand. This review is historical onlv. Our 
cornments on the recommendations of the several investigatory 
committees follow in l.ater sections of this report. 

The 1962 Commhtoee on the Crh:::o.ina1 B1.rnine:.s o:11: the §upireme 
Court (the Barrowdough Report) 

153. In September 1962 the M'.inister of Justice appointed a committee 
comprising the Chief Justice, a judge oi the Supreme Court, three 
barristers, the Solicitor-General, the Secretary for Justice, and the 
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registrar of the Court of Appeal to ~nquire_ into the state. of the cr~m~nal 
business of the Supreme Court and, m particular, whether some cnmmal 
cases should be heard before persons other than judges of the Supreme 
Court. The commiftee's report was published in 1965. It was agreed that 
the maximum penalty for certain minor offences (for example, vagrancy) 
should be reduced. On .. the central issues, however, there. was not 
unanimity. Four' members of the committee (which had reduced to seven) 
considered· that merely increasing the numerical strength of the Bench 
would be unsatisfactory, and recommended the introduction of an 
intermediate court, initially in Auckland and Hamilton, This court would 
sit with a jury and hear cases where the maximum penalty did hot exceed 
seven years' imprisonment. Its civil jurisdiction would comprise actions 
founded on contract or tort where the amount claimed did not exceed 
$7,000 (mainly · negligence actions. before juriesi now abolished) but 
excluding defamation,, seduction, and breach of promise to marry. There 
would be concurrent juris~iction, and tht1s power to tra~sfer appropriate 
cases between the Suprem~ C~urt ,md the interajediate court, and appeals 
would lie to the Court of Appeal. .. 

154. This prpposal · was advanced to solve. the problems , of an 
overburdened Supreme Court, which were said to h~ve resulted in delay, 
arrears of work, and a tendency towards appointing too many judges for a 
country of New Zealand's population. The majority found it significant 
that intermediate jury courts existed in England (now merged with the 
High Court), Queensland, New South Wales, and Victoria. (Western 
Australia and South Australia have since introduced intermediate courts.) 

155. On the question of recorders (barristers sitting part-time as 
judges), the majority felt that the office was unlikely to be sought by 
lawyers or to appeal to the public. 

156. The minority were firmly opposed· to establishing an 
intermediate court on the grounds that there was no such demand from 
the public or the legal profession; it would detract from the simplicity of 
the present system and public confidence in it; delays in civil litigation 
would decrease; the criminal work proposed for the new court properly 
belonged in the Supreme Court, which was not overburdened by it; the 
new court would savour of second best for those districts where it 
operated; and a court which spent the bulk of its time on crime would 
come to be unfavourably regarded as a "police court". The minority 
considered that changes in civil and criminal procedures already made, 
the appointment of masters, increased powers for registrars, reduction of 
penalties, and an increase in the numerical strength of the Supreme Court 
(when that was warranted) would cumulatively relieve the situation. 

157. The committee reported in February 1965 but the majority's main 
recommendations were not implemented. 

The Judges Committee on Court Business 1972 
158. In 1972 the judges of the Supreme Court expressed the opinion 

that an increasing number of criminal trials were coming before the 
Supreme Court which in previous times would have been heard in the 
Magistrates' Courts,· and which incurred penalties of only minor severity. 
Two judges (the Rt. Hon. Mr Justice Woodhouse and the Hon. Mr 
Justice Speight) were deputed to examine the situation: they reported in 
December 1972. 

159. This committee affirmed the role of the Supreme Court in 
conducting the more serious criminal trials. However, it contended that 
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t.he · bicirden of conducting all criminal jury trials was overtaking the 
cap,acity of the court and could only be n1et by annual and progressive 
increa3es in the number of judges. It was said that: 

In a country w'ith a population of only three millions continual 
ir,creases in the numbers of the higher judiciary is far from the ideal 
way of coping merely ,,vith growth in the numbers of relatively 
straight forward but statistically numerous lesse, crime. 

Any limitation of the right to elect trial by jury was recognised as 
unacceptable but a review of penalties "in the light of modem attitudes to 
penology and the treatment that can and should be made available to 
different types of offenders" would afford some relieL It was stated, 
hovvever, that significant relief would only be afforded by a restructuring 
of the judicial system, either by appointing barristers as commissioners to 
sit part-time in the Supreme Court on crime, or by the creation of a 
"Crown" Court. The former approach was not favoured. It was felt that 
commissioners would not help the flow of work or relieve the pressure on 
physical facilities. The committee commented that with such a small 
population it would be difficult for a man to act as barrister one day and 
as judge the next; moreover such persons would be hard to recruit. 

160. The Judges Committee was strongly in favour of a Crown Court 
for criminal work. The court would be manned by two judges stationed in 
Wellington and two in Auckland, all travelling on circuit throughout New 
Zealand. In addition, the Crown Court would deal with all undefended 
and most defended divorces, ancillary applications, and straightf01:ward 
matrimonial property cases. When considering what cases would be heard 
in the Crown Court, the committee suggested that the Chief Justice would 
control the allocation of cases, but would be assisted in Auckland by a 
judge appointed for that purpose. Eventually this work could be 
performed by an experienced deputy registrar. The committee considered 
that, although magistrates could and should be appointed to the new 
court, "care should be taken to avoid any impression that it was a 
stepping stone to the Supreme Court or alternatively that appointments to 
it would be made subsequently from among the magistrates". 

The 1974 Committee on Court Business (the Speight Report) 

161. Following the report of the Judges Committee and its endorsement 
by other judges, the Minister of Justice established a committee under the 
chairmanship of Mr Justice Speight. It comprised a stipendiary 
magistrate, the Solicitor-General, the Secretary for Justice, a barrister, 
and a retired senior civil servant. This committee was directed: 

To consider and report upon the state of criminal civil and 
matrimonial bG.siness in the Supreme Court . , . lNhether it is 
desirable and approp:riate that any of the ... jurisdiction of the 
Supreme Court should be exercisable by any persons other th.an 
Judges of the Court ... ·whether it is desirn.ble and appropriate that 
any of the , .. jurisdiction of the Suvreme Court should be 
tr~nsferred ... To a Court or Cou:ri.s to be establ{sheci ... To the 
Magistrates' Courts ... (and if so wh,:ther) any nev,; Court or Courts 
should be established for rcoinor criminal or civil cases ... Generally, 
what changes in the judicial system of New Zealand (other tnan the 
Court of Appeal and the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council) 
are necessary or desirable to ensure the ready access of the people of 
~Tew Zealand to the Courts for the determination of their rfghts and 
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~he rern~~dy of _{~,e:ir &rievan~es,. a~1d 0.1.e efficien.t, speedy and 
1nexpens1·ve adn1.1n.1strat1on o.f Just1c,e. 

162. rfhe cor:n:r:nittee's attention. I:ocu.sed. on three aspects CJii CCH.l:Ct 

busiz1esI;.: the I1ature of th,~ crirninal trials ';,,vhich pass through the Supren1e 
(Jourt; the lan;~e v(1h.1rr1e of divDrce and rr1atri1nonial litigation. ·iN.b.ich 
occupied the Si:i'preme CJoart's fr::i.e; and the: possibility or providinb relief 

. . 1 1 ' h . . . .. . T' . ,. ' 
f?r nu~g1.stratc_s at th~ 01N1:x enr~ ok _;t ,..,e1r JUr:1s°,1ct1on. n,e c?n\n11r~ee ~ountJ 
that tne ever 1ncreas1:ng volu.nne (li ~11prern.e Court v?ork .tiad lea. to greaJ.: 
pres:mre on the •~onduct of business with ihe result that not ,~nough time 
for ddiberation was always 2,v2ila,l::,ie. Court s1tting•-time in cri.mi.nal cases 
had increased by 24% since 197 i and the increase had accelerated in 
197·!; for example, comrnittals in Audda; 1 d had increased over 50% in the 
first 2 months.of 19'H compared with the previous year. Overz,11 court 
3itting days had in.creas1::d by 17 ,5°/o, Vvitb an average time frmn 
committal ,o trial of abom 4 weeks, New Zealand was infinitely better 
placed than any comparable Comrn,::mwealth country, However, the 
priority accorded criminal c2,ses could only be ;;;ustained at the cost of 
delay in civil cases: the commhtee was of the view that "in the civil 
jurisdiction there are substantiai delays encountered from tirne to time" 
Another feature noted by the r2ommittee was the high percentage of time 
3pent on judge alone work This cannot be avoicied as judge alone trials 
cover an infinite variety of litigation, but, notably, the largest individual 
category ·.vas divorce, maintenance, custody, and matrimonial property, 
approaching some 20% of total judge alone time, 

163. Revision of penalties The committee commented that a person 
tried summarily today for theft of $100 ·would in practice be in less 
jeopardy than a man so charged for £5 in 1908, yet the 1908 figure still 
stands, The committee recommended a reduction of penalty to 3 months' 
iwprisonment for: 

(a) All offences of dishonesty; namely, theft, receiving, obtaining by 
false pretence, credit by fraud, and forgery of an instrument of 
specific value or uttering the sarne, where the amount in issue or the 
value of the property does not exceed (say) $200. 

(b) Unlawful interference with 2. motor vehicle, 
(c) Car conversion, 
( d) Indecent exposure, 
( e) An indecent act or performance for gain. 
(f) Unlawful sexual int~rcourse with a female under 16 where the 

offender is under 2 l , 
(g) VVilful damage. 
(h) A wide variety of (regulatory) offences where penalties of 

substantial imp;-isonn1,:;nt are Ested as t.b.e rnaximum but vvould 
never be imposed: cases under these J\cts seldom come before the 
courts but for the sake of consistency it might be thought desirable 
to extend any review c.f penalties to rhem, 

It vias suggesteo that these offences, triable summarily, ,should be s11bject 
tc, the magiscrate's discretion, either on bis own motion or after 
application by the accused, to dedine j,1risdiction a1~d direct that the 
rnaUer be proceeded with i11dictably ,Nith consequent liability for a higher 
penalty. The comn-:i.ttee observed that if current trends cor.tinued, this 
rneasure vvou].,d re:Eeve tht court of .abou.t 5S,,~ of its then total sitting: 
bt1siness. 1\ nurnber o,f CDrr1n1ittee rnen1bers considered th.at 'tNith 
i'1creasing use of legal aid, and v,rith the deve'.oprneilt of the daty solicitor 
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concept (both of ·.vhkh were ,endorsed), the irnmber of comparativdy 
~ninm offences tried by ,i jury under the p1·es:en.t kgic.la:tion would 
increase, 

1G4, li/foch of the committee'.•s time was taken up with propornb relating 
to trial b~r jury. One suggestion was an inten:nediac,:: courL i\,1:odeBcd o::, 
Cian.adlari and /\JJ.stralian S"ysten1s, this solution envisagec1 District (Jou:rt 
judges presiding with juries ln a sepa.rate intennedia:te court jurisdiction 
dealing vvhh cri.r::-~es of mjnor to moderate grnvity; this would l.eave only 
murder, rape, and other major offences to be tried before a Supreme Court 
judge. The committee pointed out disadvantages in this proposaJ: in 
particular, administrative difficulties ,vith b:.1ildings and staff, and the 
consequential downgrading of our magistrates who exercise a "wider 
jurisdiction than their counterparts in either Australia or Canada. The 
committee did not recommend intermediate courts. 

165. It was also proposed that some magistrates could sit with juries. 
The committee decided that this suggestion wouid create invidious 
distinctions between magistrates, and between areas where the 
intermediate court sat <1.nd areas where ail jury trials v,ere before a 
Supreme Court judge. 

166 . .4.n aitenuJtive Supnrme Court system The committee took the 
view that: administration o! criminal lavv was the most important task 
undertaken by the courts and that jury trials should be in th: superior 
court, The chai.rrna.n fo!t this principle oJuld be retained, an.cl the 
inefficiem application of judicial talent to rninor or straightforward cases 
avoided, by creation of a Crown CourL (Later in Part II we refer to the 
Beeching Reporr. v,rhich recommen,::k:d the Cn:rwn Court system for 
England and \'Vales.) Thi:s court would exerche the criminal jurisdiction 
o:( the Supreme Court and would be presided ove~ by judg,r.s o[ the 
Supreme Court and special judges lo be c;2cHed Crown Court judges. Cases 
would be assigned to either typ~ of judge according m pre-determined 
categories and published criteria or on an :ad bee basis by a judge havin.g 
n~gard to factors such as gravity, complexity, publi:c concern, and no;;elty. 
Crown Court judges (initially one in Auckland and one i.n Wellington) 
v,ould be 1·ecruited by promotion from the magistrncy, or direct from the 
Bar. It was stated that som.e other judicial work as a form of variety wcu!d 
be desirable, The court would use existing Supreme Court facilities, staff, 
2nd procedure. It was anticipated that the public would noc be concerned 
to differentiate between the two types of judges in the Crown Court. 
Ffowever, other members of the committee felt there was a need for closer 
examination of the proposed system and its implications, and that a 
careful watch should be kept on growth 0£ the time taken by crhninal 
trials, the effect o:f proposed changes in family jurisdiction, and the 
suggested increase in civil jurisdiction of the Magistrates' Courts from 
$3,000, to $5,000 or $10,000. 

167. The committee recognised that "If die proposed alteration ire the 
present Court division in minor crime and matrimonial litigation is 
implemented, it would mean am incr<:::ase in the work load of the 
J\/fagistrate's Court". Noting delays and too heavy workloads in many 
~,1:agis:trates' Courts, a majority of the committee recommended creation 
of a Court of Petty Sessions within the framework of the M:agistrates' 
Couns and having jurisdiction in respect of: 

(a) summary oHences within the jurisdiction of two justices of the peace 
(s.9 Summary Proceedings Act 1957); 
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the structure of the courts in this country should be based and the existing 
system remodelled to meet modern conditions. 

OVERSEAS COMMISSIONS AND REPORTS 
170. In this section we summarise the findings of some of the 

commissions and other bodies which have recently been engaged on an 
exercise similar to ours. We have limited our attention to those situations 
which are comparable with our own and where the findings are, therefore, 
relevant to New Zealand conditions. 

Royal Commission on Assizes and Quarter Sessions 1966-69 ( the 
Beeching Report) 

171. Before the establishment of this commission under Lord Beeching, 
the court system in England and Wales provided separate courts for the 
trial of criminal and civil cases, with three levels of courts dealing with 
criminal work (Magistrates' Courts, Quarter Sessions, and the criminal 
side of Assizes) and two levels with civil (County and High Courts). 
Within each tier, and in each division, there was a multiplicity of 
individually administered courts (the responsibility of local authorities, 
the Home Secretary, the Lord Chancellor, and the Minister of Public 
Buildings and Works) with their own geographical areas of jurisdiction, 
but with a considerable amount of overlapping. The commission 
concluded that this system was devised for circumstances which no longer 
existed and that in spite of very great changes in the life of the country, i'!i 
the distribution of population, in the mobility of people, and in national 
and local government, far too much had been retained only because it was 
traditional. As a result the courts were overloaded and delay was endemic. 
The commission criticised the system as being rigid and.inefficient. The 
commission proposed the complete separation of the criminal and civil 
business of the higher courts and the reconstitution of the Supreme Court 
to consist of the Court of Appeal, the High Court with civil jurisdiction, 
and a single court, to be called the Crown Court, for criminal work above 
the level of the magistrates' court. The commission recommended that the 
Crown Court would have jurisdiction throughout England and Wales. It 
would absorb the criminal jurisdiction previously exercised by Courts of 
Assize, the Central Criminal Court, the Lancashire Crown Courts, and 
the courts of Quarter Sessions, all of which would cease to exist as 
separate courts. The commission proposed that the judges of the Crown 
Court would consist of High Court judges and a new Bench of judges to be 
called Circuit judges, supported by a limited number of part-time 
appointments. Circuit judges would comprise the County Court judges 
and all whole-time judges (other than High Court judges) exercising 
criminal jurisdiction in the courts to be replaced by the Crown Court; also 
that their number would be supplemented by recorders (barristers sitting 
part-time as judges). Two High Court judges would be assigned special 
administrative responsibility for each of six circuits, and these persons 
would be known as Presiding Judges. 

172. Under this scheme, the Lord Chancellor would be made 
responsible for the administration of all the higher courts and the County 
Courts. There would be a unified court administrative service, appointed 
and paid by the Lord Chancellor, and organised on a circuit basis, under 
a senior officer for each circuit, called the circuit administrator. 

173. Offences within the jurisdiction of the Crown Court would be 
divided into three categories or bands: 
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(a) Upper Band Offences which would only be tried before a High 
Court judge (for example, murder, treason, spying), or would 
normally be tried before such a judge but which may, where the 
circumstances of the case did not warrant that level of judicial 
talent, be released by a High Court judge for trial by a Circuit 
judge. 

(b) Middle Band Offences which could be tried either before a Circuit 
judge or a High Court judge. The assignment of each particular 
case would be the responsibility of the listing officer, in consultation 
with the High Court judge, after considering whether the offence 
involved death or serious risk to life, widespread public concern, 
serious violence, dishonesty in respect of a substantial sum of 
money, novel or difficult' issues of law, circumstances of unusual 
gravi.ty · other than those mentioned, or where the accused held a 
puli>lic position or was a professional or other person owing a duty to 
the public. Offences suggested for this category included perjury, 
reckless or dangerous driving causing death, aggravated burglary, 
arson, and robbery. 

(c) Lower Band Offences which would normally be tried before a 
Circuit judge but if the prosecution, the defence, or the committing 
magistrates took the view that the offence should be tried before a 
High Court judge then it would be treated as a middle band offence. 

174. The commission's recommendations were implemented, substan
tially, by the Courts Act (U.K.) 1971. A sensible rationalization and 
centralized administration were achieved. Lord Beeching anticipated that 
58 Circuit judges and 120 recorders would be needed to implement the 
commission's proposals. However, we understand that the judge power 
now at the disposal of the Lord Chancellor is far greater than that 
envisaged by the Beeching Commission. 

The Interdepartmental Committee on the Distribution of Criminal 
Business Between the Crown Court and Magistrates' Courts 1975 
(the James Report) 

175. By 1975 the number of Circuit judges had risen to 260 and 
recorders to 338. As at 1 January 1978 the figures were 285 and 360 
respectively. Even so, the Crown Court was in danger of becoming 
overburdened unless the numbers of judges and staff and capital 
expenditure were all much increased. A committee was appointed under 
the chairmanship of Lord Justice James to investigate means of 
reallocating the criminal business between the Crown and Magistrates' 
Courts. The committee concluded that the advantages of trial in the 
Crown Court, with a professional judge presiding, the parties being 
represented by specialists in advocacy, and proceedings moving at a 
slower pace, were that the trial was able to proceed to a conclusion 
without interruption so that the issues were brought out more clearly and 
examined more thoroughly than was possible in a busy Magistrate's 
Court with a crowded list. There was also a somewhat higher acquittal 
rate in the superior court, but it could not be said whether this was due to 
juries acquitting the guilty or lay magistrates convicting the innocent. 

176. Confronted with at least four categories of electable offences and 
three methods of dealing with them, the committee recommended the 
creation of""'a single intermediate category of offence to which one 
procedure would be applicable. It then proceeded to discuss whether the 
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choice of forum should be made by the court, by the prosecution, or by the 
accused. It affirmed the right of the accused to make the election. It was 
considered wrong for the authority that had investigated the offence, 
apprehended the accused, and decided what charge to bring, also to 
decide the mode of trial. The committee recognised inherent difficulties in 
the court having to decide the importance, and hence mode of trial, of the 
case without hearing it; and also in obtaining consistency between the 
various courts. It would not be acceptable to the public for the same court, 
although differently constituted, to refuse jury trial and then proceed to 
hear the case. It would be a potential cause of delay and create an 
additional task for both courts. Moreover, because jury trial must be 
available where the defendant is placed in greater peril than the penalty 
alone, such as loss of job or reputation, the court could be obliged to make 
invidious distinctions on the basis of standing in the community and 
character. Finally, although few jurisdictions have found it necessary to 
give defendants a choice of forum, the historical background of the right of 
election and its intrinsic importance strongly militated against its 
removal. Such a course would undermine the trust and support which the 
criminal justice system commands among the general public. 

177. The committee concluded: 

There is in our view one valid and desirable method of encouraging 
defendants to consent to summary trial in cases for which that ~e 
of trial is appropriate. This is by making summary trial more 
attractive. 

The committee sought ways to up-grade summary jurisdiction. It noted 
that shortcomings in the quality of magisterial justice, when they 
occurred, were due to a lack, in some areas, of adequate staff and 
accommodation to cope with the ever increasing volume of business. 
Various indictable offences were reviewed and some recommended to be 
reallocated to the intermediate category (burglary, unlawful sexual 
intercourse, bigamy, reckless or dangerous driving causing death, forgery 
and uttering, and some rarely invoked offences). It was also suggested 
that theft and criminal damage, except arson, should be divided, with 
threshold figures of £20 and £100 respectively, before a right to jury trial 
obtained. This proposal did not find legislative approval. The committee 
recommended that for all intermediate offences there would be a uniform 
procedure: the accused could elect trial by jury but could not insist on 
summary trial. Summary trial could occur only with the consent of the 
court, the defendant, and the Director of Public Prosecutions (where that 
office was involved). A greater measure of advance disclosure by the 
prosecution and the provision of the statements of prosecution witnesses 
to the defence were also recommended. To ensure that the new deposition 
procedure (where there is no preliminary hearing but a perusal of the 
papers followed by committal) was not abused, the committee considered 
that counsel for the defence and prosecution should be required to certify 
that the papers disclosed a proper case for trial by jury. It further 
recommended that the Crown Court, in sentencing on an indictable or 
intermediate offence, should also have power to s~ntence the defendant for 
any summary offence to which he pleaded guilty. A special preliminary 
conference procedure (a criminal summons for directions) in the Crown 
Court, and the removal of certain quasi-judicial functions from the 
magistracy were also recommended. 
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1Tl1t ·vv.b.ite l 11a:per OU!. «::!"JltlA'tI:S ltd,:r:rrnlu..istt\Stf~io:n (O.r~.tar·io) 1~r;tcy3 
181, F·ollowing the ()ntaric, I_Jav\1 !teforrr1 (;orn.rnission.~s report~ a ro.ode1 

court ridrninistrati';,re structure ':f;Jas estEblished to test the propo~ais for 
refo.rrn in ::-t region of ()ntario ·•,Nhich 1!,vas a n1icn:;.ccs:r.n oJ the ·1Arholr. In 
Octob1er 1'976 the .,.i\.ttor·ney (i·eneral published a 1i/Vhite :Paper presenting 
proposals for court n=forrn. bsised on tlo.e resuJts oJ thi~i pilot study. ']r'he 
funda:mental principle of con.rt ctdrr.1.inistratl.on. 1vasJ as stated in fbe \i\Th:1-u~ 
Paper, th,;.t: 

the courts tnust in so stc:uctur,::d as to avoid any possibility that any 
elcrnent of society cotdd influence or interfere or even ha 1-:1e the 
appeztrance of being able to infiuence or interfere ·•Nith the judici2J,1 
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determination of a case. The bulwarks of individual liberty under the 
law must, of course, always be vigilantly guarded. 

The pilot project had revealed that a divided administrative structure 
prevented any real progress in the key areas of organisation of the flow of 
cases through courts and the allocation of court resources, including 
judges, to meet predetermined standards; it was concluded that: 

The attempt to introduce the case-flow management system brought 
into sharp focus the fundamental management weakness of dividing 
between the judiciary and the Ministry the overall authority for 
courts administration. The Central West experiment proved that 
divided management is detrimental to any effective court reform, 
cumbersome i~ practice and functionally impractical. 

Because effective case-flow management requires the exercise of a 
measure of control over the actions of judges, Crown attorneys, court 
officials, defence counsel, police, and those members of the public who 
serve as jurors and witnesses; and because only the judge is vested with 
the necessary power to exercise effective control, only those in the judicial 
hierarchy can develop and apply policies, guidelines, and directions to 
assist the individual judges in the disposition of cases. 

182. Noting that both England and the United States had unified 
control at the top of the system in the hands of senior judicial officers, and 
that an increased presence by the Government in the administration ohhe 
courts would raise the spectre of Executive interference in the judicial 
process, the White Paper proposed that the responsibility for court 
administration should vest in the judiciary. The White Paper 
recommended establishment of a Judicial Council consisting of the Chief 
Justice of Ontario as Chairman, the Chief Justice of the High Court, the 
three Chief Judges and a judge of the County Court appointed by the 
Lieutenant Governor in Council. The council was envisaged as having 
power to set case-flow management standards for individual courts and 
for the court system as a whole, including the power to assign cases and 
judges to various courts, and to set working standards for the judiciary. 
The council would have disciplinary power over judges and be responsible 
for the hiring and firing of all court staff, pursuant to the provisions of the 
Public Service Act. It would report annually to Parliament. Under the 
Judicial Council there would be an Office of Courts Administration 
charged with the day-to-day administration of the courts and headed by a 
Director of Courts Administration responsible to the Judicial Council. 

183. The White Paper also recommended establishment of an Advisory 
Committee comprising the Chairman of the Judicial Council, the Depu,ty 
Attorney General, the Deputy Minister of Government Services, the 
Treasurer of the Law Society of Upper Canada, and two lay members. 
This committee would monitor the overall administration of the courts 
and look into any matter referred to it by the Attorney General. It would 
have access to all information developed within the Office of Courts 
Administration. 

New South Wales Law Reform Commission: Working Paper on the 
Courts 1976 

184. In New South Wales the Law Reform Commission was confronted 
with problems similar to those that prompted the Ontario government to 
produce the White Paper. While the commission was concerned with 
differences in procedure and jurisdictional complexity between the 
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various courts, it was also concerned with fragmented administrative 
organisation of the courts. To remedy the latter problem, the Law Reform 
Commission recommended appointment of a State Court Administrator 
with the status of a permanent department head and responsible for all 
aspects of court administration. He would perform such duties as directed 
by the Chief Justice but, in conformity with the doctrine of ministerial 
responsibility, he would be subject to a final power of direction residing in 
the Attorney-General. A Courts Administration Committee without any 
formal powers, and equivalent to the Ontario Judicial Council, but 
including two lawyers and one person appointed by the Attorney-General, 
was suggested. This committee would adopt an informal, supervisory role. 

185. The commission was strongly in favour of professional court 
administrators. It drew an analogy with administration of hospitals where 
professional administrators manage and employ highly trained 
professional staff. The commission stated that a small number of courts 
might operate satisfactorily under the joint administrative direction of the 
judiciary, but as numbers increased and the system became more 
complex, the need for professional administration would become 
apparent. The Law Reform Commissiorr firmly believed that without 
professional administration the advantages of court unification and of 
modern business method,s and technology would not be fully achieved. 

THE PRESENT WORKLOAD OF THE COURTS 

186. In this section we refer to statistical data to illustrate the 
tremendous increase in court business over the last 16 years. The 
Department of Justice, which supplied us with a great deal of relevant 
data, was careful to point out that both time and resources imposed 
limitations on their ability to gather the information. The department also 
provided material specially for this Commission from research it carried 
out in the Supreme Courts at Auckland, Hamilton, Palmerston North, 
Wanganui, Wellington, Christchurch, and Dunedin. The department 
expressed confidence that this information had definite statistical 
significance for all Supreme Courts. Put another way, the sample was 
sufficient for the conclusions to be accepted as nationally indicative. We 
were also helpfully provided with further data relating to particular 
problems of the Supreme Court at Auckland by the senior resident judge 
there. Information relating to delays over fixtures in the Hamilton 
Supreme Court was furnished by the Hamilton District Law Society. 

The Business of the Magistrates' Courts 
187. Criminal jurisdiction In 1960 the total number of charges which 

actually came before the courts for determination was 124 796, 
representing a rate per 1000 mean population of 52.50. By 1976 the 
number of charges had jumped to 404 526, representing a rate per 1000 
mean population of 129.81. Thus almost 105 persons (as distinct from 
charges) out of every 1000, or more than one in 10, are involved in a 
criminal prosecution as defendants in any one year. (Table 1 shows that 
1976 had the largest annual increase since 1960 (16.23% over 1975) and 
occurred when the mean population figures rose by less than 1 %.) In 
addition to those charged, there are many others involved in the criminal 
justice system as victims, witnesses, or jurors. 

188. Traffic prosecutions form a considerable proportion of the high 
prosecution rate. The total traffic charges in 1960 were 82 893, as 
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may not have taken into account the fact that magistrates sit si1:'gly 
whereas justices sit in pairs and rnust confer, and that, generally speakmg, 
because of familiarity with the work a magistrate may deal with cases 
more efficiently. Over the same period, the percentage oI sitting .time on 
traffic cases by both magistrates and justices of the peace has not shown 
any marked increase. One of the factors reducing the number of traffic 
prosecutions which go to hearing appears to be the success of the m.inor 
offeEce scheme. Another important development has been increasing use 
of infringement fees fixed by regulation. Later v,e deal with these matters 
and the projected increase in present 11:agistrates' Courts' jurisdic,:ion. 

195. The Secretary for Justice mentioned m us dnt the OOfftt p,·oce:is 
may contribute towards delay in the courts but it is noi: the sol.e .factor. 
.Apart from difficulties in serving docurrn::nts \Nithin a reas«mable time, and 
fixing dates for hearing of cases, there is al.so difficulty v,rith rostered staff 
(such z,:, Minist1-y of Transport pfficern). In additioil, refo,ence should be 
made to the effect v:rh:ich extended legal aid and the duty soiicitor schen1es 
have had. The very opportunity for legal representation, of itself, tends to 
increase the time taken by an average case, The merits of t:hese forms of 
:?.id pk,inly outweigh consequential delay, although care needs to be taken 
that the right w legal aid is not abused. Overall, we 'Nere led to the 
conclusion that progran:uning o± court l::msin,c:ss is c.ne of the maj:lr a,0eas 
for reform. VVe deal with this subject in Part HI. 

196, It wiU be seen from Tabl.e 3 that the number of persons indic~,,;d is 
a very small percentage of the total persons charged in the Magistrates' 
Courts. We also produce as Table 4, the number of persons who elected 
trial by jury for each of the years betvveen 1960 and 1976. In 1976, 
approximately 98%, of ,::iff:enden; entitled to elect trial by jury chose to be 
tried summarily in the Magistrates' Coucts, 

197. Age group of offenden For the year 1976 the number of offenders 
( distinct cases, arrest only) and their ages are set out hereunder. 

.AGE GROUPING OF OFFENDERS: DISTINCT CASES, ARRESTS 
ONLY, CONVICTIONS ONLY 

Rate per !000 
Percentage total population 

Age* Number ol total per age group 

0-16 286 0.8 0.27 
17-20 13 635 38,8 59.29 
21-24 7 610 21.7 37.26 
25-29 4 671 13.3 18.75 
30-39 4 297 l.2.3 11.40 
40-49 2 469 7.0 7.80 
50-59 581 4.5 5.40 
60+ 566 l.6 L40 

*I\I ote diHeren t size of age ca tego:ries. 

These figures reveal that the greatest prnportion of offenders fa, in the 
[ 7-20 year-old group. HowtYer, the Commission was informed that in 
cities such as Vancouver and Los Angeles tbe proportion of persons in this 
age group was decreasing and one result of this 'NZS that the rate of 
increase in offending was also falling. 

198. Some further figures of interest rdate to persons cc,mmiued for 
trial and the manner in which their cases were completi:d. \Ve reproduce 
these as Table 5, subject ::o the caveat that the figures 2rc: bas-ed on a 
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Department of Justice research sample and are not taken from their 
annual statistics. In broa,d terms, 60.2% of those committed for trial Jn 
1968 were found guilty. This figureincreased to 75.7% in 1976. For the 
same years, 25. 7% and 17 .4% respectively were found not guilty. The 
method of disposal of the balance of the cases is also set out in the table. 

199. Another interesting set of figures compiled by the Department of 
Justice deals with offences which might be handled outside the criminal 
justice system. 1976 was taken as a model year. The sample covered 
certain traffic offences, drunkenness and vagrancy, breach of maintenance 
orders, sale of liquor offences, and failure to pay certain fees such as 
television licence fees, fishing licence fees, and library fees. It was 
estimated that 60.23% of total prosecutions related to offences which 
could be removed from the coµrt system. (Later, when we come to 
examine the increased burden that will fall upon the proposed District 
Courts if ~ considerable part of the High Court work is removed to them, 
we shall discuss in more detail the merits of this proposal (paragraph 
435).) 

200. Civil jurisdiction We produce as Table 6 a record of the 
Department of Justice's statistics on civil work of the Magistrates' Courts 
between the years 1960 to 1976. In 1960, 81 185 plaints were entered; the 
total amount sued for was $6,296,000; the number of judgments entered, 
or where the final order of the court was issued totalled 49 499. These 
figures contrast with the 1976 position: 144 005 plaints were entered (an 
increase of 77.4% over 1960); the total amount sued for was $33,851,000 
(an increase of 437.6%); and the number of judgments entered, or where 
the final order of the court was issued, totalled 84 388 (a 70.5% increase). 
The full table shows fluctuations in the civil business of these courts which 
seem to defy logic. The average amount claimed in 1960 was $77. It 
increased to $114 by 1970, and in 1976 had risen to $235. In 1975 there 
were 2191 civil actions requiring formal proof heard in Magistrates' 
Courts, and 1742 defended cases requiring more than formal proof. In 
1976 these figures had increased to 2666 for formal proof and 2057 
defended cases. The increase no doubt reflects the increase in actual 
proceedings between 1975 and 1976. The great bulk of civil actions in 
Magistrates' Courts are for liquidated sums, and within registrars' 
jurisdiction to enter judgment by default. Some 80 000 such judgments 
were entered by registrars in 1976. The number of defended actions 
(2057) determined by magistrates is, however, significant. We also note· 
there were only 52 civil appeals filed in the Supreme Court in 1976. This is 
only 2.5% of defended civil cases. The increase in volume of cases and the 
number for defended hearing is reflected in the increase in magisterial 
sitting time for civil business. In 1975 this amounted to 5566 hours and 
increased to 7829 hours in 1976. These figures include sitting time for 
domestic proceedings cases. 

201. Waiting time At 19 August 1977 the average (mean) waiting time 
for defended civil cases was 6. 7 weeks and for domestic proceedings 5._6 
weeks. The longest delays were 14 a_nd 11 weeks, respectively, in one 
particular court district, and the shortest as little as 2 weeks. The 
Secretary for Justice considered that delays in domestic proceedings cases 
are far from acceptable in many courts, although it may well be that 
delays are not solely attributable to the courts themselves. Periods of up to 
11 weeks' delay in domestic matters concern this Commission. 

202. Dom.estic jurisdiction In 1970 the total number of do;:nestic 
proceedings applications (including applications for variation of 
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agreements and the registration of agreements) amounted to 10 717. By 
1976 that figure had grown by 18.3% to 12 679. Of that total 9162 were 
originating applications under the Domestic Proceedings Act 1968. We 
reproduce hereunder a breakdown of those 9162 applications: 

Relief sought 

Separation ... 
Maintenance 
Custody 
Guardianship 
Non-molestation 
Tenancy 
Matrimonial home 

*795 conciliation dispensed with. 

Applications 

5 856 
6 731 
5 490 

315 
2 774 

512 
3 475 

tl84 in favour of wife; 6 in favour of husband. 
t746 in fav01.tr of wife; 61 in favour of husband. 

Orders made 

2 381 * 
2 934 
2 397 

77 
234 
190t 
807! 

Applications filed in 'the Magistrates' Courts in 1976 seeking a paternity 
order or maintenance, where the parties were not married, numbered 
2735 in addition to the above. The majority of these applications were for 
both maintenance and paternity; however, 27 applications for paternity 
only were filed and 121 for maintenance only. Overall 1205 orders for 
extra-marital maintenance or paternity were made in the Magistrates' 
Courts in 1976. In the same year 33 applications for consent ,o marry 
were received and 87 minors contracts were approved. 

The Business of the Supreme Court 
203. We have already noted, with reference to the Barrowclough and 

Speight Reports (paragraphs 153 and 161), previous concern over the 
state of Supreme Court business. We can state unequivocally that civil 
business of this court has suffered because of priority given to trial of 
criminal cases throughout the country. We later produce figures 
supporting""our conclusion that the number of persons who are indicted or 
who elect trial by jury in the Supreme Court is such that if present trends 
continue and no extra judges are appointed the civil work of the court will 
further suffer. 

204. Criminal jurisdiction In 1960 the number of persons indicted was 
378. In 1976 the number was 801, an increase of 111.9%. Of these, the 
number of persons who elected trial by jury in 1960 was 312, and in 1976, 
541, representing a percentage increase of 73.4%. One factor contributing 
to increase in the number electing trial by jury is an increase in drug 
offences from nil in 1960 to 87 in 1976. Table 7 removes those tried with 
drug offences from the number who elected trial by jury and shows that 
the percentage of persons electing trial by jury, of those charged with 
electable offences, has declined from 5.4% in 1960 to 2.2% in 1976. This 
trend is contrary to the impression generally held. Nevertheless, because 
of the growth in prosecutions, there has been a significant increase in the 
number of persons electing trial by jury. 

205. In the first half of 1977, the proportion of persons appearing in the 
Supreme Court charged with offences where they had a right of election 
was 75.6%. This was higher than in any of the previous 5 years, and 
contrary to the 1972-76 trend, where the proportion remained fairly 
stable at around 70%. (See Tables 8 and 9.) However, the 1977 
proportion of persons indicted with electable offences is still not as high as 
it was in 1968. An analysis of the Auckland business is interesting in this 
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regard. During the first half of 1977, 82% of the Auckland accused were 
indicted with electable offences only. Compared with this, Wellington has 
a proportional 75% and Christchurch a relatively low 69%. This explains 
the variation in the proportion of time spent in these centres on electable 
trials compared with trials involving indictable only offences (see Figure 
2, paragraph 208). As the estimates in this figure show, 79% of 
Auckland's sitting time is apportioned to trials of electable offences 
compared with 67% and 66% for Wellington and Christchurch 
respectively. An analysis of the information received shows that counts of 
receiving, burglary, and assault with intent to injure, contribute to the 
higher rate of trials of electable offences in Auckland. 

206. We received submissions that legal aid was a causal factor in 
growth of criminal jury trials, but we agree with the Secretary for Justice 
that it is dif{icult to establish any direct relationship between the number 
of persons.indicted and the provision of legal aid. There are no statistics 
available for legal aid in the early sixties when. as Tables 4 and 7 show, 
the percentage of persons electing trial by jury was higher than it is now, 
but there were very few persons legally aided in those years. 

207. We cite, as Table 10, the number of persons committed for 
sentence to the Supreme Court from the Magistrates'· Courts. In 1960 
there were 75, and 118 in 1976. Of the 118 committed for sentence in 1976 
the distribution among the 3 committal provisions was: 

Section 24(3) Criminal Justice Act Nil 
Section 44(2) Summary Proceedings Act 57 
Section 168 Summary Proceedings Act 61 

There is no conclusive explanation for the rather incoherent pattern of 
committals for sentence disclosed in Table 10. We can only speculate that 
one of the reasons for the increase in section 44 (2) committals might be a 
growth in, or high incidence of, offending of a particular type in a given 
locality, which has led magistrates to conclude that deterrent penalties 
over and above their jurisdiction should be considered. Another reason 
might be that a sentencing pattern by the judges for a particular type of 
offence, for example, supply of narcotics, has emerged; and the magistrate 
considers that to achieve consistency in that pattern, and to minimise 
injustices between individuals, it is desirable for a judge to consider the 
appropriate penalty. 

208. Sitting time The percentages of sitting time devoted to criminal 
trials in 1976 for the main Supreme Court centres were: 

Auckland 
Wellington 
Christchurch 
Dunedin 
Hamilton 

Percent 

42.9 
25.9 
37.9 
40.2 
35.8 

The average for all Supreme Court centres was 31.1 %. However, an 
analysis of sitting time for the first 6 months of 1977 reveals that 39.7% of 
the total sitting time was devoted to criminal trials. The average number 
of judges sitting during that period was 15. Figure 2 illustrates, in 
diagrammatic form, an example of sitting time in the Supreme Court on 
crime. When we examined estimated time for hearing criminal trials in 
Auckland, Wellington, and Christchurch for the same period, we deduced 
that approximately 29% of judge time goes to trials where the accused is 
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Days 
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5 hours = 1 judge dav 
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{include:; jur\/ deliberation 2.G hours} 
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6G 

Total 

280.0 

116.8 
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indicted with an electable offence only, and approximately 11 % to trials 
where at least one of the counts is for a purely indictable offence. The 
Commission would observe, at this point, that it does not favour leaving 
Supreme Court judges with only 11 % of their sitting time given to crime. , 
We think it undesirable to entirely remove 29% of their total sitting time. 
Some foundation for this point of view was laid when the Commission 
spoke to High Court judges in other Commonwealth countries. In one 
country, judges deprecated the fact that they were losing touch with crime 
because only 8%-9% of their time was engaged in hearing criminal trials. 
We recognise the importance of this observation and when we deal with 
the section on Court Administration under Part III we shall pay 
particular attention to it. 

209. Waiting time Looking at sample years, namely, 1968 and 1972-76 
inclusive, the · total time for Supreme Court trials from the first 
Magistrate:s Court appearance to final disposition has increased over the 
years concerned. As will be seen from Table 11,. the increase has been 
more apparent from 1974 to 1976, culminating in 17.8 weeks in 1976. In 
the James Report it was said that a much shorter waiting period is 
desirable, and the maximum waiting period between committal and trial 
should be 8 weeks. Table 11 shows that in: this country in recent years this 
suggested maximum waiting period was exceeded. Further, in 1976a jury 
trial lasted an average of 10.8 hours (11.3% longer than in 1968). 
Included in that time was the average jury deliberation of 2.3 hours, a 
15% increase over 1968. (These figures bear remarkable similarity to the 
data in the James Report which mentions 10.9 hours average per jury 
trial.) 

210. In 1968, 54.8% of persons convicted in the Supreme Court 
received non-custodial. sentences; of those, 28.0% had been held in 
custody pending trial. The percentage of persons receiving non-custodial 
sentences has remained fairly constant (52.4% in 1976). The percentage 
of persons in custody awaiting trial who did not receive custodial 
sentences decreased to 19.5% in 1976. 

211. Other figures produced indicate that at least l 7 .1 % of all those 
committed for trial in 1976 pleaded guilty on arraignment. It will readily 
be appreciated that lack of knowledge as to how a person intends to plead 
causes problems for those arranging court programming and 
organisation. In the Supreme Court, preparations are made on the 
expectation of the plea of not guilty and a last-minute change on 
arraignment to a plea of guilty means that witnesses, jurors, and others 
can be considerably inconvenienced. 

212. It is too early to assess the effect which the new committal 
procedure, provided for bys. 16 of the Summary Proceedings Amendment 
Act 1976, will have on the number of committals for trial by jury. There 
have been indications in the United Kingdom that a similar procedure 
has resulted in an increase in the number of committals to the Crown 
Court. We Qoted with inter.est the comment of the Secretary for Justice 
that if summary trial can be made more acceptable by avoiding delay, 
that would be advantageous. 

213. Table 12 shows that there has been a significant increase between 
1960 and 1976 in the number of persons charged with purely indictable 
offences. The mean for the years 1973-1976 inclusive, compared with the 
previous years, has substantially increased; indicating, in the 
department's view, a higher rate of prosecutions for serious offending. A 
research sample from the Department of Justice amplifies the same point: 
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SITTING TIME IN DAYS FOR ELECTABLE AND INDICTABLE 
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WN 

CH 

Days Total 

220.8 280.0 

78.7 116.8 

63.4 96.0 

Electable [;!@A Indictable 

5 hours = 1 judge day 
Average length of indictable trial= 13.6 hours 
(includes jury deliberation 2.6 hours) 
Average length of electable trial = 9.6 hours 
(includes jury deliberation 2.2 hours) 

Figure 2 
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indicted with an electable offence only, and approximately 11 % to trials 
where at least one of the counts is for a purely indictable offence. The 
Commission would observe, at this point, that it does not favour leaving 
Supreme Court judges with only 11 % of their sitting time given to crime .. 
We think it undesirable to entirely remove 29% of their total sitting time. 
Some foundation for this point of view was laid when the Commission 
spoke to High Court judges in other Commonwealth countries. In one 
country, judges deprecated the fact that they were losing touch with crime 
because only 8%-9% of their time was engaged in hearing criminal trials. 
We recognise the importance of this observation and when we deal with 
the section on Court Administration under Part III we shall pay 
particular attention to it. 

209. Waiting time Looking at sample years, namely, 1968 and 1972-76 
inclusive, the · total time for Supreme Court trials from the first 
Magistrate's Court appearance to final disposition has increased over the 
years concerned. As will be seen from Table 11,. the increase has been 
more apparent from 1974 to 1976, culminating in 17.8 weeks in 1976. In 
the James Report it was said that a much shorter waiting period is 
desirable, and the maximum waiting period between committal and trial 
should be 8 weeks. Table 11 shows that in this country in recent years this 
suggested maximum waiting period was exceeded. Further, in 1976 a jury 
trial lasted an average of 10.8 hours (11.3% longer than in 1968). 
Included in that time was the average jury deliberation of 2.3 hours, a 
15% increase over 1968. (These figures bear remarkable similarity to the 
data in the James Report which mentions 10.9 hours average per jury 
trial.) 

210. In 1968, 54.8% of persons convicted in the Supreme Court 
received non-custodial. sentences; of those, 28.0% had been held in 
custody pending trial. The percentage of persons receiving non-custodial 
sentences has remained fairly constant (52.4% in 1976). The percentage 
of persons in custody awaiting trial who did not receive custodial 
sentences decreased to 19.5% in 1976. 

211. Other figures produced indicate that at least 17.1 % of all those 
committed for trial in 1976 pleaded guilty on arraignment. It will readily 
be appreciated that lack of knowledge as to how a person intends to plead 
causes problems for those arranging court programming and 
organisation. In the Supreme Court, preparations are made on the 
expectation of the plea of not guilty and a last-minute change on 
arraignment to a plea of guilty means that witnesses, jurors, and others 
can be considerably inconvenienced. 

212. It is too early to assess the effect which the new committal 
procedure, provided for bys. 16 of the Summary Proceedings Amendment 
Act 1976, will have on the number of committals for trial by jury. There 
have been indications in the United Kingdom that a similar procedure 
has resulted in an increase in the number of committals to the Crown 
Court. We Q.Oted with inter~st the comment of the Secretaryfor Justice 
that if summary trial can be made more acceptable by avoiding delay, 
that would be advantageous. 

213. Table 12 shows that there has been a significant increase between 
1960 and 1976 in the number of persons charged with purely indictable 
offences. The mean for the years 1973-1976 inclusive, compared with the 
previous years, has substantially increased; indicating, in the 
department's view, a higher rate of prosecutions for serious offending. A 
research sample from the Department of Justice amplifies the same point: 
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'Ta,ble 8 T,eveab that since 1968, there has bcer1 a rmirl:.:scd decreas.:c in 
electable offences as a proportion of the toal. nun:-,ber of cTimiral jury 
t:riab·, and a .:orn:2.pondi.ng increase in the proportion of purely indictable 
trials, 'Ne en:phasise thz,t the:,,e two cabk~, read together, indicate that 
proportionately more Supreme Court judge cirnc: if now taken by t:·ials of 
n1ajor crirnes, 

214 .. Ta.hle 13 demonstrates the increase in nurnbers of indictment& and 
also shows (hat, proi:ortio1~.l!tely, the increases a:,·e attributable 1.o cffences 
against the: pen:on and drug offending. The proportion represented by 
offences againsr the person has ci.lmost doubled between 1970 and 1976 
.and now totals more than J.1.1 °/o of aU indictments. The figur,e for drug 
offences ;"" particularly significant: from three cases in 1970, representing 
only 0J3% of indictments, these have increased to 37 in 1976 which 
represents 10.9% of all indictments. Indictments for burglary formed a 
lesser proportion of total indictments in each year from l.970 until 1976. 
The offences of theft and receiving (which, with fraud and false pretences, 
and car conversion, formed the bulk of offences considered by the Speight 
Cornn,ittee to be of a "minor" nature), ,tlso now form a lesser percentage 
of the total indictments. In 1970 there were 79 in.dictmems in respect of 
these offences, 2L6'"/o of die total. In 1976, although the number had 
increased to 149, this represented only 18.6% of all indiS'.tments. 
Nonetheless, this category of offence still forms the largest single group in 
the criminal busines~ calendar and, in the light of the concern expressed 
about relatively minor crime occupying the time of ~he Supreme C:ouri:, 
farther examination i5 necessary. 

2150 It has been subrnitted tha', the threshold in value should be 
increased from $10 to, say, $200 in Circler to reciuce the number of trials 
where people can elecr trial by jury. 5tati3tics v,e obtained for a sarn.ple of 
l W ddend,mts, taken dnrirn;r the first haH of 1977. indicate that with 8 
dde1.,dant& (or 7.3% of the ;;mpk) ch,uges related,to oi:fences ,;1,here the 
amount involved did not exceed $40; l<l, defonciamc. (or 12.7% of the 
sample) •NeP: charged with oHer:cces ',vh-ere the valu,: was between $40 and 
$100; and 12 defendants (or 10.9% of lhe sample), wheie th,~ value w~,s 
betv,-een $100 and $200. This ldi 76 defendants (or 69.1%) vvhere the 
value v1;;.s at least $20 L The great majority of theft, recei,,1ing, and false 
preiences offences ir;.volved property of sub3tantial value. Although it 
could. be argued that, from the sample taken, 34 defendants elected jury 
trial over minor property crimes, the perception of an offence as "serious" 
or "minor" or "trivial" must develop according to particular viewpoints. 
Society may perceive an offence to be minor or trivial but the 
consequences of a ccnviction may be serious to the offender. V\fe consider 
we are justified, however, in saying Lhat a,though these offences may 
v;arrar!t trial by jury, i1 does not follow that the trial should be presided 
over by a Supreme Court judge. The British Parliament has rejected the 
notion that a threshold should even be established, let alone increased. 
We deal with the question ourselves in Part III of this report. 

216. The Commission vvas given information about cmT-f·iat distribution 
of prosecutions between the courts, disregarding the proposed ultimate 
structure of those courts, Table 14 reveals that in 1968, for example, only 
1.9% (5 persons out of 264 in the sample) received a Sfi1tence in excess of 
a magistrate's jurisdiction while in 1976 the figure vvas 3% (9 persons out 
of 299). If magistrates are given the right to preside over jury trials for 
electable offences, only rarely would they need to sentence outside their 
present jurisdiction. In 1968, of those convicted, 75% received a custodial 
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sentence whereas the corresponding figure for 1976 is 63.9%. Greater use 
has been made of other sanctions such as periodic detention and fining. 
The whole topic of District Court judges' criminal jurisdiction is discussed 
in Part III. 

21 7. Figures presented to us demonstrate a dramatic increase in the 
number of trials for offences under the Misuse of Drugs Act 1975 and its 
predecessor, the Narcotics Act 1965. In 1968, for offences other than 
under the Crimes Act, narcotics offences accounted for only 13.6%. By 
1972 this had become 48.5%; by 1975, 80.2%; and based on the figures for 
the first 6 months of 1977, the figure for that year will be 84.8%. 
Excluding narcotics offences, trials for offences other than under the 
Crimes Act are relatively few and minor. We would mention that in the 
first 6 months qf 1977 there were' a total of 67 narcotics charges which 
went to trial•in the various Supreme Courts of this country. 

218. Apart from the increase in narcotics offences, there was an increase 
in both the percentage and number of the more serious crimes over the 
period 1968-76. This is illustrated by the number of persons accused of 
offences such as murder, wounding with intent, aggravated robbery, and 
rape. The increase in the number of indictments carrying higher 
maximum penalties has been the trend since 1968, except for a lower 
figure for 1974. Table 15 illustrates these trends. We are able to say that, 
excluding theft, receiving, and false pretences, approximately 80% of the 
offences carried a maximum penalty of at least 7 years' imprisonment. 
This percentage increased slightly from 82.6% in 1976, to 82.9% in the 
first half of 1977. Although there has been an increase in the proportion of 
offences carrying a penalty in excess of 7 years, the bulk of the sentences 
actually imposed in the Supreme Court were for less than 3 years. As a 
typical example, we have taken the year 1976. Figure 3 illustrates the 
percentage distribution of offences according to the maximum penalty 
carried by those offences; Figure 4 illustrates the frequency with which the 
maximum penalties were actually imposed, and the manner in which 
cases were otherwise disposed of. Approximately 70% of persons found 
guilty in the Supreme Court had a record of previous convictions. 

219. Re-trials As earlier indicated, the Commission will be considering 
in Part III, the question of majority verdicts. One argument in favour of 
this is the number of jury disagreements and cost of re-trials. The 
Department of Justice has told us that re-trials because of jury 
disagreement constituted 4.7% of all criminal jury trials between 1974 
and 1976. We note that of the 90 disagreements during this period, 25 (or 
28%) eventually resulted in an acquittal, 14 (or 16%) in a stay of 
proceedings, and 10 ( or 11 % ) were discharged under section 34 7 of the 
Crimes Act 1961. In other words, where in the first trial there was a 
disagreement, over half the re-trials did not result in a finding of guilty. 
The department's view is that the incidence of disagreements is not 
sufficient, in terms of its impact on the organisation and cost of court 
business, to justify abrogation of the old established principle of 
unanimity. The records do not show whether a disagreement resulted 
from, say, the intransigence of a juror or a substantial division of opinion. 
Overseas research on civil juries has shown that where the jury intially 
disagrees by a small margin there is a tendency for unanimity eventually 
to develop. 

220. Appeals under the Summary Proceedings Act When related to the 
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number of persons convicted in the Magistrates' Courts, the percentage of 
appeals to t_he Supreme Court is very low. In the years 1973 to 1975 
inclusive, appeals represented 0.4% of convictions for each year.'Table 16 
refers. In 1976, 64.8% of appeals were heard within 3 weeks of filing; 
78.2% within 4 weeks; and 96. 7% within 13 weeks. We note the comment 
of the Secretary for Justice that there is considerable administrative work 
in both the Supreme and Magistrates' Courts in preparing documentation 
for appeals. Abandonment or withdrawal compounds the problem and 
adds to delay. We would add ourselves that there is considerable cost in 
typing the notes of evidence taken in the Magistrates' Courts, for use in 
the Supreme Court. 

221. Civil jurisdiction We set out, as Table 17, a synopsis of the civil 
actions commenced, the amount claimed, and the mode of trial, between 
the years 1960-76 inclusive. The most significant feature is substantial 
reduction in the number of actions commenced in 1976 and the main 
reason for this is the accident compensation legislation which came into 
force in April 1974. It is obvious the effect of this legislation is now being 
felt, but equally importantly, there has been a very large increase in the 
number of actions not arising from personal injury. That figure increased 
by almost 100% between 1973 and 1975, and has been especially 
significant in the Auckland and Hamilton Supreme Courts. The 
Department of Justice submitted that one could only speculate on rtasons 
for this increase, but it would seem possible that some claims are now 
being litigated which were previously disposed of in another way. Table 
18 demonstrates the extent of the increase in the 3 years referred to. The 
percentage increase of actions commenced in 1976, compared with 1960, 
is 66.6%. The total amount claimed in 1976 was $70,274,000; an increase 
over 1960 of 566%. The number of judge alone actions heard in 1976 was 
435; an increase of 75.4% over 1960~There were 63 civil jury trials heard 
in 1976 compared with 138 in 1960. Relatively few jury actions are now 
proceeding to trial, and in 1976 civil jury trials occupied only 6.23% of the 
total Supreme Court sitting time. In 1973, of all civil claims filed in the 
Supreme Court, 53.7% were for amounts under $10,000. A departmental 
research sample indicated that by 1976 this percentage had reduced to 
46.6%, and that of the actions filed in that year, 27.9% were in excess of 
$10,000 and 25.5% were for specific performance, orders, or other 
remedies. In Table 18 we draw attention to the number of actions 
transferred from the Magistrates' Courts for the enforcement of a 
judgment. While acknowledging that, in practice, such cases have little 
impact on court sitting time, we consider these transfers of proceedings to 
be an anachronism. 

222. In its submissions, the Department of Justice also pointed out the 
anachronism of the bill writ procedure. The Revision Committee of the 
Rules Committee of the Supreme Court intends to recommend this 
procedure be abolished and replaced by a summary judgment procedure 
similar to that in use in the United Kingdom and New South Wales. We 
commend such a reform. 

223. Table 19 is, in our opinion, a vital one. It shows that more than 
70% of proceedings commenced in the Supreme Court are never set down 
for trial. It must be presumed that a large number of settlements are 
reached, but whatever the method of disposal, there is a great deal of 
administrative work involved in recording, issuing, and storing the 
documents concerned. Of civil actions filed in the Supreme Court, only 
29% are set down for trial and less than 50% are heard. Like the 
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228. Figures .su.ppl.ied to tl1e c:o:rnrr.ij::.;si,0:..-1 sug:gest ·d1e Su.r-re!TiC c:r)urt 
.;pi:-:,d.:.. -:q:;~~'lY);drnate'; .~ ?~{j r,i l1s lotaJ :~1r(i1tg d:ne o:--( 2{)0::>~-30,.l~:i 
in hearin,g electz:.ble offences, ;::;,nci Sr~:-~,---11 ~;{( in hearing 1=n1n~ly indictable 
,--.f-fenc,)·s 1.::...-r.,,,inq ar,r·,r·,,, .. ,·,{irn'1t~0,l:i ~d ~ .. ;,_k// 0,·~~ ,-:,f i"o1·.a1 s--i,·tt·inc:· i·jn1•"" ·fnr l"'-e'."1ftr1r·· 
;;1:~~i1 . (;,{~:i;;~:3 :· .Lr/:~ ~;;i~:;·;;J i,;j ( }~l:.c: p~f'( ;;~ }~~~;ti{; n:, , o~'.~rnp~:;. ;;; ~~O ~;•~~-,~1 ~~ t:;:;:11~~•t'~:p~~'.:; 
:t:!\c1~~;,-}/~~1~11~!-~:~~:1 ~:~c~r.,~~~~:~'t~.~,;r;f:i~·t}::.,c\;~~ii:~;T;e::~~'~1:.~f'[~~j,1t~;~:21~i~11~) 
file:cl i:n. 1973 ;:_ind .hea,:fd sul;sequen:dy, 53 cyo ,:,~r,e:n~ t)r $10/)00 or less. I-!o 
cioubt th,e decr·ta[,ing- -value of r_r:1.o:r1cy v1tou:.-d ha_.;;,re n.::tL.1c,e,d th.at percentage 
/J)day, Ln.1.t 1 !)73 ,.v~1s take:r.1 ~t1·.:1 [t.z1 eJ~c:.n}plc sc~ th.at th,e ct:1.irns '-:/lt)tdd ha.ve 
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been heard by now. The percentage of claims heard for amounts under 
$10,000 does not equate with the percentage of time spent hearing them 
because smaller claims generally make shorter cases. Therefore, the actual 
sitting time spent hearing claims under $10,000 would be less than 53% of 
the total sitting time on civil actions. A rough estimate is that no more 
than 35% of sitting time on civil actions (or 17.85%-19.95% of total 
sitting time) is spent hearing claims under $10,000. Therefore, if divorce, 
electable crime, and claims under $10,000 are removed from the 
jurisdiction of the Supreme Court, something like 51 %-58% of that 
court's sitting time will be freed. However, experience with the 
introduction of the Accident Compensation Act suggests that the removal 
of areas of jurisdiction, while affording some relief, is soon off-set by an 
increase in cases Within the jurisdiction. 

229. To keep, the matter in proper perspective, these comments must be 
viewed again~t the background of excessive workloads being undertaken 
by our judges. Indeed, the sitting times of our Supreme Court judges 
compare unfavourably with those of members of the judiciary exercising 
comparable jurisdictions in other Commonwealth countries. Our judges 
are virtually called on to sit in court continuously. They nearly all travel 
f>n circuit, and are expected to be available to sit in the circuit court from 
/the start of business on Monday morning until the completion of the 
'week's work, which may be late on Friday afternoon or evening. It seems 
to be taken for granted that judges should travel from their homes on 
Sunday, returning late on Friday or Saturday. The New Zealand Law 
Society and several District Law Societies told us that the present system 
placed unreasonable demands upon the judges. The Law Society 
submitted that judges should have sufficient time off the Bench to give 
consideration to legal argument and completion of reserved judgments. 
We agree that justice should not be done in haste. The complaint that the 
court is proceeding with undue speed is heard all too frequently, 
particularly in the circuit centres. From some of those centres we heard 
adverse comment on the demands which society unthinkingly makes of 
the judges of the Supreme Court at the present time. Exacting timetables 
also make demands on judges' associates and court staff. We think it 
undesirable, and in the long-run unproductive, that several judges work 
on reserved judgments in most of their vacation time. 

230. We regard it as both necessary and desirable that judges have the 
opportunity to read widely in the law and related subjects, and the time to 
pause arid reflect on developments in the law and trends in the society 
which the law is intended to serve. While the proposals we are making 
should give substantial relief to the Supreme Court, so far as judge sitting 
time is concerned, we nevertheless consider all Supreme Court judges will 
still be very busy and that there will not be an over-provision of judge 
power. 

The Business of the Court of Appeal 
231. Criminal There has been a considerable change in emphasis in the 

work of the Court of Appeal. We produce Tables 23 and 24 which indicate 
that from the time of its inception as a permanent court until 1974, the 
preponderance of sitting time was devoted to civil business. This trend 
was reversed in 1975, becoming much more marked in 1976 and 1977. 
The figures in Table 23 demonstrate that up to 1966 the court was able to 
contain its business within a sitting year. From then on (with the apparent 
exception of 1973), the court has not been able to keep pace with the 
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volume of criminal appeals. In 1976, when faced with an increase of 
30.3% in the number of appeals lodged, there were upward of 80 criminal 
appeals still to be heard when the court opened the 1977 year's sittings. 

232. The Commission discussed the increased workload with the Court 
of Appeal. The President of that court provided the Commission with 
further statistics as follows: 

Criminal appeals filed 1977 
Criminal appeals dealt with 1977 

Cases awaiting hearing: 
February 1975 
February l 976 
February 1977 
February 1978 

210 
168 ( 52 allowed; 

116 dismissed) 

32 
50 
80 

114 

The department calculated the percentage of appeals against number of 
persons indicted, and we set out this information for the years 1970 to 
1976: 

1970 .. . 
1971 .. . 
1972 .. . 
1973 .. . 
1974 .. . 
1975 .. . 
1976 .. . 

Percent 

)18.7 
30.2 
30.1 
25.4 
17.7 
19.2 
25.2 

These figures reveal that though there is a substantial increase in the 
number of criminal appeals, these have not increased out of proportion to 
the number of persons indicted. Urgent measures were taken in 1977 to 
cope with the backlog of work. We deal with specific recommendations in 
this regard under a separate heading in Part III. The Commission is 
concerned that despite the measures taken last year by increasing the 
permanent membership of the court and by greater use of Supreme Court 
judges on criminal appeals, appeals are still having to wait an 
unreasonable length of time to be determined. We also deal with this 
problem in Part III. 

233. Civil Table 25 shows the growth in the number of civil appeals 
lodged since the permanent court was established. The percentage 
increase between 1958 and 1976 is 164%, but because of the heavy 
increase in criminal appeals little additional sitting time has been 
available for the hearing of civil appeals: 44 days in 1976 as against 40.5 
days in 1958. The figures provided for the Commission by the President of 
the Court of Appeal are as follows: 

Civil appeals filed 1976 
Civil appeals dealt with 1976 

Cases awaiting hearing: 
February 1975 
February 1976 
February 1977 
February 1978 
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131 
52 (24 allowed; 

28 dismissed) 

15 
18 
40 
60 



Overseas Comparisons 
234. We reproduce in Table 26 comparative prosecution rates for New 

Zealand, England and Wales, and Scotland for 1976. This table reveals 
that the rate of prosecutions per 1000 population in the Magistrates' 
Courts is more than twice that of England and Wales, and Scotland. We 
realise that comparison between our country and the others mentioned is 
subject to variables, such as the age at which driving licences may be 
granted: in New Zealand there is one vehicle for every 2.3 persons 
contrasted with one vehicle for 3.6 persons in the United Kingdom. The 
Department of Justice submitted that this table places in stark perspective 
the pressure under which our criminal justice system is operating-no 
doubt to the detriment of its true and proper role. The department claims 
this data suggests !hat in contrast to overseas countries our courts may be 
overloaded with relatively trivial matters. We think there is some 
substance in this submission and we shall subsequently examine methods 
of relieving the lower court of some traffic offences which, as Table 26 
demonstrates, form by far the greater proportion of the caseload in the 
Magistrate's Courts. 

Future Projections 
235. Dr J. H. Darwin, of the Applied Mathematics Division of the 

Department of Scientific and Industrial Research, was commissioned to 
prepare a series of projections on likely workloads of the courts in the 
future. These projections are based upon the statistics for past workload of 
the courts supplied by the Department of Justice. Statistical forecasting is 
not, of course, an exact science. The projections, reproduced as Tables 27 
to 34, must be read with caution. In our view they are useful as indicators 
of probable trends. In particular, we note the following points. 

236. There is a large number of variables which may affect the accuracy 
of the projections. For example, two variables, useful in interpreting the 
past, were the size of the police force and the rate of urbanisation: 
however, because of their future uncertainty, these variables have not 
proved useful in the projections. Other variables that will affect the 
predictions presently unknown, include changes in policy, the law, and 
social conditions. Two variables which in the past have had a calculable 
effect on the rate of offending, and hence on the criminal workload of the 
courts, are the proportion and number of persons in the 15-24 year-old 
age group (paragraph 197) and the proportion and number of Maori 
people. As far as possible, these two factors were incorporated into the 
projections. One difficulty in this regard is that in most cases the age and 
race of persons appearing before the courts have not been recorded, so 
that it is difficult to make a sound estimate of likely changes in the 
incidence of prosecutions for such significant groups as the Maori and 
non-Maori 15-19 and 20-24 year-old age groups. It was nevertheless 
necessary to estimate the relative effect of the size and proportion of 
different age groups in relation to the rate of prosecutions. The result is a 
pronounced uncertainty in the forecasts, but this is expressed in the 
graphs by drawing two broken lines between which the court load may be 
expected to lie. The figures for the years 1971-1976 are also given, 
connected by solid lines. The upper broken line in each graph is based on 
the assumption that the relationship between the workload of the courts 
and certain variables relating to age and race will have the same pattern 
in relation to the size of the population in the future as they did in the 
period from 1952 to 1976. Put another way, the upper line indicates the 
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projected workload of the courts ·if the estimates for the total population, 
the Maori population in the 15--19 and 20-24 year age groups, and the 
non-:&!i:aori population for the same groups, have the same relationship to 
the workload as they did in the years 1952--1976. The shape of t.hfa line is 
mainly determined by changes in. the 15-24 year-old age groups, and is 
,1ot greatly affected by varia_tions in the population. 

237. The lower broken line ignores any changes in the proport10n or the 
population in the 15--24 year--old age groups. h is based on -che 
assumption that the relationship between the workload of tl1e courts and 
the size of the population ·wm be the same in the foture as i.t wa:;; between 
t~e ye2,rs 1~.52-1976. Or~in_arily the boundiD:g I\nes for p~ojections wiH 
diverge.as time goe:, by. l hrn does not occur m truese grapns because, as 
v,,e have indicated, different methods were used for eith,er line, It is the 
shape of the upper curve as rnuch as its actual pm1itim1 that i.s significant. 
Thos,e who will be in the 1. 5-24· year-old age grnup in Llie 1990s are mostly 
alive today so that changes in this age g.roup in proportion io the total 
p~•pulation may be accurately forecast Current population proje,:::tions 
as5ume low fertility and immigrntion rat,~s, and in particular a declining 
birth rate, which ha5 only recently become discernible amongst the :Maori 
people. 

238. In presenting these projections to the Commission, D, Darwin 
said: 

fo thinking about these lines it is probably best to expect the actual 
outco:::ne suggested by past records to be closer to the upper Hn.e than 
to the lovver line. Should the apparent upward trend in rates continue 
in the next fow years, as could happen with some large race-age 
groups growing up througi1 the difficult years, the anuaJ outcome 
could be up to or over the upper line. The prnjections v,;iH of course, 
become increasingly suspect if there are substantial social changes 
arising for instance from unemployment, that make the background 
for the future different from that in the past. 

The figures on the vertical axis of the graphs :refer to counts or charges not 
persons. Because in some instances the available statistics do not 
distinguish different offences within the sarne ca;:egory, fo:r example, theft, 
all of-fences within that category have been placed in the sentence range 
where most of the offences would pwbabl.y fall. In the case of theft, this 
was the 3-7 year category. The sentence categories themselves refer to the 
sentences prescribed by law rather than the actual sentence imposed. 
Finally, where a change in the law has in the past produced a jump in the 
number of charges within a particular category, fr1e trend since that 
change has been used rather than the overall paitern. 

239. In spite of these factors the Department of Justice subn1itted that 
the picture can only be described as gloomy and. that positive mez.sures 
will need to be ta!~en if the criminal justice system is to cope, VVe share 
that foreboding. 

240. 1Nith the exception of the Traffic No!l-imprisouable category, 
substantial increases are projected, at least until l )136, for aU o:ffences, The 
basis f'.:lr both lines in the Traffic N on-imprisonable category is the 1976 
number of vehides per thousand population, multlplied by 150 for the 
upper line with a high population estinvue, and 134 for the lower line with 
a low populatior. estimate. The figures 15-0 and. 134 are the highest, and 
the average number, of coun appearances per tbousand registered 
vehicleE; for the last 5 years, Fa,etors such as .an increaaing shortage of oiJ 
are to som.e extent accoc,,nted for by tl1.e selection of d,cse figures. 
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24L Because the Child:ren's and Young Pernonf, Boards have only been 
in operation in the last 3 years, no dear pattern of change In numb~rs in 
this category ha"l emerged. 'Ihe fo11ver line is, therefore, bas<c:d on the 
assumption that the relationship between the num.b,cr of cases and the 
nu:mbe:rs in the ::;viaori l.5-19 and non-IVtao:ri 1.5---19 year-old dasses win 
i;:,ersist in the future, The upper line is based on a:1 a:::sumed high rate per 
;~hous,;.nd, that is, about 20 perce.at higher 'than the 1976 rate per 
thou:3and. The fall off after 1981 correspond8 to a projected decrease in the 
proporfr:.111 of person3 within this age class. The lines for the over one year 
and up to three yea:·s c:o.tegory are bas,:d on data whi.db. effectively is only 
,wailabk from. 1955. 

242- The fa.ll-ofi indicated in ,mme of the graphs after 19136 should nm 
be a cause for undue optimism. Tbe reliability oii the proj,::ctions is ica 
i1nv:or:3,e proporliort to inc1·eases i,1 the length 'J'i: tirnc projected. Thus the 
projee6ons fo,~ the ne;rt 10 yeaIT, wh,ire substr-,ntial incres,ses ;;,re fon:c:Jst 
for d1e more serious oifonc.es, are more reliable than the predictions for the 
yearn follov,icng. Notwith2tanding the diffk:ulti.es h1herent in predictions of 
this .CTature, the need. to maintain an e.fficjent and l:mmanc~ co1.wt s.ystem, 
,::apabie oI responding to all but the IJto1t sav~ige increases in workload, :i3 
amnifesL 
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PART III 

Future: Proposed ~~ ' 0 nJ ct ur· ~ •··-' I,,_ . . l, C 

.243. ()ne of the px-i1nary purposes of governrnent is the Jnaintenance oi 
peace and order whhin the community by settling dispcttes betv.'een 
citizens fJr citizens anr.:l the State a.ccording; to lavv. In ou.r country the 
att2.inrneu 0£ this goal is vested in the court~. To carry out ,his role tbe 
courts nu~st be inckpendtnc o{ the Executive and Parliaro~ent, mus[ havC:: 
suHicient :resources) and rnust have an approp:c-iate organisation. The 
court·i n1]j_st, ir, the words of ,he judicial oath, "do right to all manner of 

• . • 1 d • 1\T ~ l ' . , t r p;opl: alter ~1/Jt ,l?,~'~~s ~;- usages ci J..~evv Zea ~1!ct vvJtil~Jllf_/ear ,~r 1~vour; 
mfecu.on or 111-vvill ·. l l1e sa:me concepr2 are mnerent m me principle 0£ 
the rule of la,N to vv.b.ich this cc;untry s1~bscribes. 

~24~~. '\Ale consicier that there a..re sever:: criteria vvhich are es,3ential tor a 
court stru.ct11re in ~:[ evv Ze:.:da:nd. 'I'hese are: 

Suitabilitv to con:t1].ti(H1S in !\Je~v ZeaJa..nd 
Economic: fc::i.sibility 
~Service to- the pi..i'blic 
Preservation of the independence oJ th-s judiciary 
Be~rt v.se of judici~d. a~1d .~egaJ talent 
Sirnplici ty 
ELGc:j.eni: 2,drninistrati(:.r:;. 

VVe turn to consider each cif these criter·i.a. 

Su.itabiiity tn (~'.D1:llctltirH1t; in_ ~Je1N Zea?a.!11.d. 

24-5 .. '111e cor1rt str1..L-:.tu.re rnust be apprrJpriate to conditic.HJ.3 in }"~e·vv 
7°-11'~r·r:1 T}·,,,,-~ a··•~trno f",.:., ·'··a -•c-1•·· "h'"T 1'P""""'··r r-,d ,·•-~i·•e cin 'Lt'"illP' ~.,vc -~,. L-,o ..._ .cl.•~.-·l..- .l.>, ".,.,: "''''.:>,.".S~L _/_,u:..L,~l,l~ ,~ t~~tc.l1._ - ~·"-~-:- .. h,._ ,:::.L, - :,J..(CL~.: ,.,,1 ,.Y C \'·--- -_i_,[ 

~~1;;~~~,~~:~1c C[:~fr;r:1r:~;1~"~r~~!C~\,t ,:~:~~~\'~:/ Ic:/~1~' :,~~.1;;,~;x~~ I/': ~~~~l~S 3tl~,1 

~~~:i':,,~:~~(ld ?" r~~.~~~:-~E~~d i ~\st~:~1
\
1r~;,i~t:g ~·!::s:;s;''itt:~-~-,:~i;r~:~~ ,:~1,~~~,!~~~f 

tal-cnts, inrJi_JcEng :tp=cialistd knov,_rJet_:ige and sI:\J-18., a.s v1eU as b·uildings 
a..nd ad.r.n.in:istra.ti·•;/e st2J£: contr:;tsted "//.ith the need t-;:) sho\,v the face of 
ju~:tice tb.roughout the cc-t1.r:i.t.ry to _r;Jeet t.J:.1;': need~; of tf;_e l,).cziJ. cornrnunity 
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ty the Solicitoc•_,Gene·al on che opening day of th,": bearir;gs of the 
c.:·o:rc.rrission: 

In the field of justicx: p;::ixticularly, we cannot afford lig;-itly to cast 
aside v✓hat h,ts been found to bave stood Lhe test of time, On tl1e other 
h,rnd, howe_ver,_ :~e c;,.nn_ot ,aiford to cling stub\ic:rn_ly to v,hat ,is no 
longer worth while mereJy beecmse vve have hact 1t tor a long tune. 

Cor::sequently, this Comniission has examined the total court system to 
-;ee how well it is performing the task 0f administering justice in ,:he 
co1m:n:unity In d~is part of !he report we Wf~g,;st improvernents which v1e 
,_ons1cler should oc effected. 

E<.::onom:k FeasibHity 
246. To some, .adrninis tration of: justice should not be limited by any 

auestion of cost. In our opfr1ion, such a vi.~-w is unre3.Jistic. The court 
/ystem in New Zealand 1nust be economically feasible for there are 
r{ecessary limits on the sum avaifa.ble for expenditure. Proposals relating 
to court structure should take due account of t:he costs of administration 
and provision of buildings and fa.cilities necessary for the com·ts to 
fonction efficiently. There is much to commend proposals which fall 
v1ithin the existing administrative framework and avoid the cost of 
expansion and duplication of court buildings. In this context New 
Zealand,s currem adverse economic situation cannot be ignored, Yet 
n;commendations based on curn~nt econornic conditions should not 
prejudice changes which wodd benefit the long-te"·m administration of 
justice in this countq. 

St,Tvke :to the PuhHc 

247. It is irc.perative that tl1e judicial system of t~iis country sen1es the 
public and that it should be adminisi:ered to ach',eve that end. h follows 
that the courts must be readily accessibJ.e to all; that recourse to the court3 
must not be unduly expen,sive; and that the business of per:ions before the 
court should be despatched with prnrnptness and efficiency. Justice 
administered in the courts should be of a high stand.:ud. h 21,:so means that 
the couns must be capable of adjusting to developrn.ents ancl trends "N1thin 
society and of meeting the needs of all groups. While, in our view, 
generally there should not be special rules for special groups, we must 
emmre that all persons who come before the courts are in a position to 
both understand and participate in the proceedings. No person should be 
disadvantaged. In a democratic society the courts exist to serve the needs 
of the people. There is a danger that in ?rnctice, and over long periods of 
time, courts, as with other organised institutions, come to regard 
themselves as ends rather than means a::id. prefer the needs and 
convenience of the institution and its rn.embers to those of the people who 
use it. Accordingly, it is salutary that the courts should periodically 
undergo scrutiny. 

Pn:~§e:rvatfon of the Independence of the Judiciary 
248. Independence is an essential quality in a judge and it is imperative 

that the independence of the judiciary be respected and maintained, 
Without that independence, the just determination of proceedings cannot 
be assured and public confidence in the integrity of d1e judicial process is 
destroyed. The tradition of judicial independence, freedom frorn favour as 
well as from fear, is of fundamental constitutiona1 importance in 
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maintaining a proper balance in the continuing relationship between the 
State and the citizen. In revising the structure of the courts this basic 
principle must not be eroded. 

Best Use of Judicial and Legal Talent 
249. The court system should make best use of the judicial talent 

available within the court hierarchy. Different judicial talents are required 
at the various levels and, given the size of the profession in this country, 
the number of practitioners who would be proficient in the work of the 
Court of Appeal or the Supreme Court is necessarily restricted. It follows 
that simply to increase the number of Supreme Court judges as the work 
of that court increases is not the answer. Supreme Court judges should not 
be burdened with routine and mundane matters. We should re-define the 
roles of various courts and carefully analyse their jurisdictions with a view 
to re-allocating the work. We strongly believe that to make best use of 
judicial talents the greatest possible degree of flexibility is both necessary 
and desirable. In approaching this task, two premises should be applied: 
first, that courts of summary jurisdiction should deal with the bulk of the 
work; and secondly, adopting a principle from the theory of management, 
that disputes should be resolved at the appropriate com;eetent level. 
Judicial attributes should be matched to case importance ancl difficulty. 

Simplicity 
250. The court system should also have the advantage of simplicity and 

uniformity. It should appear logical and have practical meaning to the 
man in the street. In a country with a population of three million people, 
the present structure of three tiers of courts (summary court, high court, 
and appellate court) appears to be sound and quite sufficient to meet the 
needs of the citizens. As a general principle, proliferation of courts is 
undesirable. 

Efficient Administration 
251. We can do no better than adopt the remarks of the former Chief 

Justice, the Rt. Hon. Sir Richard Wild, when he said: 

If the law itself is bad the Courts may yet manage in many cases to 
achieve justice. But if the administration of the Courts is bad then, 
even though the law is sound, injustices will be done. The smooth 
working of the Courts is therefore essential to justice. 

252. Before turning to consider our proposals in detail, we make 
particular reference to ethnic minorities in ~ew Zealand. 

253. Ethnic minorities The Commission heard a number of 
submissions concerning the problems encountered by members of 
minority groups who use our courts. Some submissions came, not from 
members of the minority groups, but from those who sought to assist 
them. Throughout this report there are many recommendations made by 
the Commission designed to meet the needs of minority groups. It is well, 
however, to remember that attempts to develop different laws for different 
sections of the community, or to develop a multi-lingual society, would 
involve considerable cost and at least be potentially divisive. The goal, if 
the law is to be seen to be just, must be the even handed application of the 
law to all members of our community. We therefore consider it is of great 
importance to retain one law for all our people, while making every effort 
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to ensure that the law is understandable to all, and that adequate 
allowance is ll}ade for the special needs and problems of minority groups. 
We appreciate that fostering different cultures increases the self-respect of 
citizens from those cultures and that they are likely to be better and 
happier citizens in such circumstances. Enhancement of New Zealand's 
cultural groups should, however, be combined with a process which 
ensures that all our citizens are taught to speak and read English well and 
to understand the law, it being made clear that there is one law for all. 

Our Proposals for Change 
254. We have tested all our proposals against the seven criteria: to which 

we previously refer; bearing in mind that while there should be no change 
for the sake . of change, we • should firmly recommend whatever 
improvements we are satisfied are required. 

255. Both the Department of Justice and the New Zealand Law Society 
agreed in their submissions that administration of justice in New Zealand 
can best be effected now, and in the future, by a three-tier structure of 
courts comprising summary courts (to be called "the District Courts"), a 
superior court (to be called the "High Court"), and a Court of Appeal. 
Althoug~~eare changes to names in this proposal, it is to. all intents 
and ~01:gs tne::~e structur,e ~e now have, and we agree that for a 
country-with ©iffl:,Jif~uf~fron,, the present three-tier court system is sound; 
We have found no persuasive argument in favour of a substantial ch::ttige 
to the basic structure. We are, however, recommending many chang'~, 
within the basic structure, the cumulative result of which will have a 
profound and radical effect on the business of the courts. 

256. The most important change we recommend concerns the 
administration of our courts. OuF aim is to weld the courts of New 
Zealand into a coherent and well-administered whole. To achieve this we 
do not consider it necessary to create what was, in some submissions, 
referred to as a unified court. In our view, the proposals to create one 
court for the whole of New Zealand, though attractive, have certain 
inherent difficulties with which we deal at a later juncture. We consider 
that our proposals avoid such difficulties. 

257. We consider that a Judicial Commission, comprising representa
tives of the High Court and the District Courts, the Government, and the 
New Zealand Law Society, should exercise overall supervision of court 
administration together with other aspects of the judicial function such as 
appointments, complaints, and study programmes. In the courts 
themselves we recommend the division of the country into four regions 
and the appointment of list judges and regional court administrators for 
the efficient management of the courts. A key aspect of our changes 
concerns flexibility, enabling not only the best use of time and availability 
of judges, but providing maximum service to the public. Our sfruc~µte 
will allow for the degree of specialisation which is appropriate for'New 
Zealand's needs at the present time. One of the factors which impedes the 
administration of our courts is lack of satisfactory court procedures; we 
have therefore considered suggestions for procedural requirements. Some 
of these lie outside our terms of reference but, where possible, we have 
drawn attention to procedural matters which should assist the smooth 
running of the courts. 

258. We are satisfied that, as submissions from many quarters have 
demonstrated, a disproportionate amount of Supreme Court judges' time 
is being devoted to criminal trials, to the detriment of the civil work of that 
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court. A further submission which we endorse is that Magistrates' Courts 
currently exercise wide general jurisdiction, requiring a high degree of 
judicial competence, that is not reflected in the term "magistrate". In our 
opinion, these courts should be named "District Courts" and presided 
over by judges. We recommend accordingly. We see advantages to 
recruitment by improving the court's standing and extending its 
jurisdiction, and in relieving pressure upon the High Court. In 
recommending these changes we are anxious not to destroy the essential 
nature of the Magistrates' Courts: we see the proposed District Courts as 
local courts readily accessible to the people, equipped and staffed to 
provide justice speedily with a minimum of formality and expense. We see 
these courts exercising a wide jurisdiction. All sections of the community 
should be able to approach the court without apprehension or mistrust, 
and with the minimum of fuss. 

259. A great number of submissions have persuaded us that there 
should be a Family Division of the District Courts with a wide jurisdiction 
in all aspects of family law. We have given very detailed consideration to 
the needs of the Family Court and have made comprehensive 
recommendations. 

260. Implicit in our recommendation for newly constituted District 
Courts is the belief, following one of the criteria we have set our~lves, that. 
the best possible use should be made of available judicial talent. In broad 
terms, we agree with the proposal that the civil jurisdiction of the District 
Courts should be increased to $10,000. We are also persuaded that small 
claims tribunals and the jurisdiction of justices of the peace should remain 
within the administration of the District Courts. The extent of the 
criminal jurisdiction of this court has been one of the vexed problems 
which the Commission was obliged to consider, and we later x;ecommend 
that lesser criminal jury trials should be heard by certain District Court 
judges warranted for that purpose. · 

261. The terms "superior court" or "High Court" have been used to 
indicate a court of first instance with jurisdiction above that of a summary 
court. Although the Supreme Court has borne that name for over 100 
years, we consider the name. is better changed to that of "High Court" 
through the legislative practice of constituting a Supreme Court consisting 
of a Court of Appeal and a High Court. Precedent for this practice 
appears in the Courts Act 1971 (U.K.) and the Supreme Court Act 1970 
(N.S.W.). The High Court's jurisdiction should be appropriate to a 
superior court in respect of both its original jurisdiction and its appellate 
and review functions. It follows that we support retention and 
development of the Administrative Division of the High Court. While not 
generally considering that the creation of other specialist divisions of the 
High Court is yet necessary, we accept that specialisation on the part of 
individual judges is desirable where this can be practically achieved. We 
discuss the effect of removing lesser jury criminal cases, a substantial 
amount of matrimonial and divorce work, as well as certain other civil 
business, upon the workload of High Court judges. We recommend that 
there be provision for trial by judge alone of indictable offences, but only 
at the option of the accused. Having regard to the present complement of 
the Supreme Court Bench we are satisfied it is reasonable to increase the 
number that can be appointed under the Judicature Act from 22 to 25. 

262. Item 2 of the terms of reference requires us to stipulate an 
alternative constitution for the Court of Appeal, depending upon whether 
the existing right of appeal to the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council 
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1s Tetain,::d. o:r abolished, V\.Te a.ttend_ to this rnattcr in rJH)nc: detaiJ but 
c~bse:t'\1e that ""0.re clo n.ot recornrnend a:ny cha.n .. rre in the ·jtiriscliction of the 
C~~,.~rt 1?f Appea~. ,.1Ve do recoro.,:nend.~ ht~\ve~/er/~iinrneclic{te app_~'J:i.v.t1ne1.~t of 
si .. b.tth Judge to t11e cour:\ reserving our n::'c~sons lot the appropn.ate scct.i.on. 
VVe a.iso recornn1end that th.e (:ourt of .. A .. ppeal continnEs to be able VJ .sit in 
divis.1-r)ns. 

26,3. \/v/e no-vv ;::xanrln.e the cou.rts and r:rtake our proposa]s and 
Tecmnmenda,:ion.s ia more detalL 

THE COURT O]F APPEAL 
2frt We are required to consider the constitution of the Court uf Appeal 

in each of the following circumsta;1ces: 

(a) that the Judicial Commi ti:ee of the Privy Council ;:emaim; the final 
appellate tribunal for New Zealand; 

(b) that the Court of Appeal becomes the final appellate tribumJ for 
Nev, Zealand in all cases, 

265, 'Nhether or not the right of appeal to the Judicial Committee of the 
Privy Council should be abolished is outside our terms of reference. We 
have, however, received many submissions concerning the right of appeal 
to the Judicial Committee, some of the submissions being from people well 
equipped by knowledge and experience to speak on the subject, and 
almost all indicating a very careful consideration of the issues, Ivforeover, 
it appears to us that the issue should not be regarded simply as a political 
one, for a decision to abolish the right of appeal to the Judicial Committee 
will have very important consequences for the whole of our judicial system 
and will not merely affect the constitution of the Court of AppeaL Bearing 
this in mind, and since the matter has been canvassed so exhaustively 
before us, we have come to the conclusion that we should accede to the 
request made by the New Zealand Law Society to summarise the 
arguments both for and against retention of the right of appeal. It appears 
to us that we can properly do this without straying outside our terms of 
reference and that in due time such a summary may be of assistance to 
those who come to make a decision on the matter. We accordingly 
summarise the arguments for and against the right of appeal as follows 
(freely acknowledging our indebtedness to those who have made 
submissions), 

Arguments in Favour of the Right of Appeal to th1c, Privy Counc:H 
266, The existence of the right of appeal to the J udidal Committee acts 

as a check upon the New Zealand Court of Appeal, that is, the further 
right of appeal has a beneficial effect upon the quality of judgrnents given 
in the Court of AppeaL 

267, The right of appeal to the Judicial Committee enables New 
Zealand to maintain a two-tier appellate system. It is suggested that this 
is a significant advantage in thar a second right of appeal is necessary to 
provide the opportunity for iegal argumen~ to develop ar:d mature, with 
the issues being crystallised and refined. It is aJso said that New Zealand 
does not itself h2ve the resources or the volume of litigat:0:1 to warrant tht: 
establishmeat of a two-tier appel:atc system. 

268. The right oi apped to the Judicial Cornmirtee rnake3 available to 
N ev1 Ze:c.land lidgants a court of ~he bighest calibre, at nc coGt lo tne ~'frw 
Zealand taxpayer, It :s ,mggeBted that the I<,Jew Zealand judiciary, because 
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0£ the inevitably lirnited numbers fron, wbich tbe judges must be drawn, 
can:rnt aspiie to the sra.ndard 0£ legal excellence found. amongst the judges 
of the J1..:dici2J Committee. 

269. The judges of the Judicial C:ommittee, because they 2,re ,·e:inoved 
from the loc2.l scene a~1d local pressures, are likdy to provide a gn,:ner 
rneasure of :d,~tachrnent~ ,Nhereas ~\.Jevv Zealanrl is a ~,rnall :nation ,v11b_ o_ 
sma!J populari.on so it may on occasions he difficult for ~vd,2:es to ciivorcc: 
tl:Ierm:d-,;es from iocal issues. j n suppott of this arg1:rne;rr it 1§ ofte,1 
su.ggested that, particularly in. recent years "Nhen judg·es frc·-n1 }lcdJst.rBJia 
and :,r e·N Zealand have been sitting in rhe Judicial Cornmittee, the quality 
of :he judgments of the CO'}cft J, a,, been of a vcr,,c hir.d1 order i.ndeed. with 
the judge,5 showing a real ability w under:stand· :'.\Te~v Z,::afand conditions 
and c:ocial policy. Frequently quoled examples in thi3 connection are the 
de,:faions in Haldane u. Flald,me [ 1'976] 2 ~,~ .Z.L.R. 715 and Ji'1·a~er v. Waiktr 
and Oth;;:rs [1966] N.Z.L.R. 331. Supponers oi: the appeal to the Judicial 
Con:1rnittee suggest 1hat r.nuch criticised judgn1ents like l1Vallis and Others v. 
SoliciLor-Gmeral [1903] :,i.z.P.(J.C. '23 are ancient history. 

270. Sometimes linked v,,rith the above argument is the sL:ggestion that 
che practice ,.,vhereby 1\Jew Zealand judges sit from tiE1e to time on the 
J vdicial Corn.mittee provides for our judges the benefit of associating with 
other judges of the highest ability, the;eby improving th': quality of 
decisions of our own judges. 

2 71. It is said that it is important to retain common law links ar,d that 
so long as bo1:h the British and ;'\Jew Zealand comrnon law continue rn run 
on somewhat parallel lines (with :·iew Zealand sourts frequently referring 
w United K.ingdom authorities), there is no reason to remove the right of 
appeal to the Judicial Committee. It is argued that this is not inconsistent 
with our national identity in that we use overseas expertise in n12.ny areas 
such as education, health, defence, economics. It is sometimes also 
m1ggesced that the existence of the right of appeal preserves the unity of 
the Commonwealth, although this argument is or limited contemporary 
importance. 

272. The cost of taking an appeal to the Judicial Committee, while high, 
does not necessarily greatly exceed the cost of taking an appeal to the 
Court of Appeal (if the counsel come from outside the Wellington area)o 
The main difference in ,rn appeal to t:1e Judicial Comrnittee is the air fare 
plus sornewhat lengthier accoml'wdatim~ costso It is said th;;it, wharever 
the extra cost, this is justified by the value of the appeal and that the 
problem of cosc could, in any event, be alleviated by n10re generous 
provision of legai aid for a.ppeais to the Judicial Comn1ittee. 

Arr;umeu.ts Agaim,t tlru: Right of Appe2l to the P:riY:t Cou.m.:H 
273. The exi::ltence oi the right of appeal m the Judicial Committee ln.s 

i2~1hibited the grovv'th of :"~evv Z.ealat1d lcrv•l. rfhere is a body of opinion 
which holds ~hat until the :"~ew Z~alarHl Co'.ut ?.i Appeal is f~ee io act in a 
c'.C,I'.1pletely auto.:10iT,ous marinfi\ IL c,c.nnct llJ 2 .. 11 c2.se2. eifec,1vel)' de1dop 
~\I ev1 Zealand l.av.r for ::.'✓-e71N Zealar.:.d oc)nt:liti;::-_·(nS. ·This ... ;iev\.rooir1.t bas been 
express-eel by a past :P:resJ.denr of ·-ch.t~ (Jocrct of -~•-ppeclJ 1

:~ and he repeated his 
1Jievls to the FtoyaJ Ciotn:cnis.s.ion. Sorr1e 1a1/,,.1ye·cs ati.,d i:n.divid-;Ja} citizens also 

f :~:} t~L::~~~;~~~};2i' :~~f ~:f r::i;~ec~t~~'.:i l.,Jl[l~f i~~i~s~~lrB:~,:~11~ i~~Tl!~Ii~~~~'rf 
¥~~vfcC2crthy P. (1976) J.~.Z.L.J. 376 at 3E\0. 
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274. The claim that a two-tier appellate system necessarily results in 
better justice is disputed by those who oppose retention of the right of 
appeal to the Judicial Committee. While acknowledging that it may not 
be practicable in the New Zealand context to provide a two-tier appellate 
system, opponents of the right of appeal take the view that by the time 
most cases involving an important legal principle reach the level of the 
Court of Appeal, there are two equally valid sides, with the decision in 
many cases really being a matter of social policy or judicial philosophy. It 
is suggested that in such circumstances, the final decision should 
preferably be made by a New Zealand court. It is also argued that a 
certain percentage of cases will always be reversed so that, in all 
probability, a three-tier appellate system would provide a similar 
percentage of decisions which wei:e reversed in the final instance; and, in 
any event, there must be compromise between, on the one hand, perfect 
justice, anp 'on the other hand, the cost and delay associated with 
continuing appeals. In relation to a two-tier system of appeal, opponents 
of appeals to the Judicial Committee point out that at the present time, 
decisions of the Court of Appeal in criminal cases are, for most practical 
purposes, final. Although our courts have paid considerable regard to the 
decisions of the United Kingdom courts in criminal matters, the Judicial 
Committee has not itself played any significant part in the development of 
our criminal law and normally declines to act as a court of criminal 
appeal. It is said that since we accept a single appeal in criminal cases, 
where the liberty of the subject is often at stake, it is difficult to contend 
that there should be two appeals in a civil case. 

275. In relation to the quality of judicial talent, opponents of the right of 
appeal to the Judicial Committee tend to concede that, generally 
speaking, decisions of the Judicial Committee are of the highest calibre 
(although unfamiliarity with the increasing number of statutes which 
have no United Kingdom counterpart is a disadvantage). As against this, 
however, it is pointed out that judgments of our own Court of Appeal are 
of the highest standard and that scrutiny in the Judicial Committee 
should be unnecessary. It is also suggested that sound and uniform 
adjudication by judges whose social thinking is attuned to that of those 
whom they are judging is preferable to top quality in the strictly legal 
sense. 

276. In relation to detachment from local pressures, opponents of the 
appeal to the Judicial Committee claim this to be a disadvantage, rather 
than a merit, and suggest that the very question of aloofness and inability 
to understand the New Zealand scene is one of the real criticisms of the 
Judicial Committee, which is not remedied by sending a New Zealand 
judge to London from time to time. It is also said that the inference that 
New Zealand Supreme Court judges are incapable of sufficient 
detachment is both unfair to the judges and incorrect, there being no 
reason to suggest that New Zealand judges are in any way open to 
criticism in this regard. 

277. It is conceded there may be some benefit to New Zealand judges 
who sit on the Judicial Committee but opponents of appeal point out that 
like benefit can readily be obtained by judges who keep in contact with 
their English and other overseas counterparts through sabbatical leave, 
attendance at legal conferences, and other such means. 

278. The argument based on the value of links with overseas opinions 
and the unity of the Commonwealth is said to be weak, inasmuch as most 
of the Commonwealth countries have now abandoned the Judicial 
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Committee. It is also urged that in so far as a special relationship exists 
between the United Kingdom and New Zealand,, form.al institutions are 
neither necessary nor sufficient for its preservation and that the entry of 
the United Kingdom into the European Economic Community will 
further diminish any such relationship. In this context, it is stressed by 
opponents of the right of appeal that there is no indication that any 
country which has abandoned the appeal would vvish to reinstate it, or 
that the standard of jurisprudence in such countries has declined. It is 
urged that cross-pollination of vinvs inevitably occurs today between all 
judicial systems. 

279. Those who oppose retention of the right of appeal particularly 
stress the disadvantages of cost and delay. It is suggested that the cost of 
an appeal prices the great majority of .:'iew Zealanders out of the market 
and that only the Crown, substantiaJ corporations, or wealthy individual 
litigants can sustain such an appeal. It was suggested that there are 
specific instances where litigants have been forced to compromise in the 
face of the threat of an appeal to the Judicial Committee. The Otago 
branch of the !\Tew Zealand Legal Association pointed out that some claim 
"the right of appeal is ... an unnecessary luxury for the wealthy, and a 
denial of justice for the ordinary citizen". 

280. VI/ e hope we have done justice to both sides of the argum,ent in the 
above summary. We have endeavoured to state, in each case, the 
substance of the argument rather than enter into matters of detail. 1N e 
should also mention that at the 1972 ;\Jew Zealand Law Conference a 
paper was presented which lucidly dealt with many of the arguments.* 
Further discussion ensued at the 1978 New Zealand Law Conference and 
reports of this discussion will be available in due course. We think it 
appropriate to record that there is clearly a genuine difference of opinion 
and that there are meritorious points on both sides of the argument. 
Bearing in mind that, taken over all, the existence of the right of appeal to 
the Judicial Committee has been of real value to development of ::',Jew 
Zealand jurisprudence, we are of the opinion that this right should not 
lightly be abolished, and that the sole criterion must be whether abolition 
of such appeals will be beneficial to ~'IT ew Zealand's judicial system in the 
widest sense. 

Th,e C:on@titution of the Court of Appeal in the Even\1: that the 
Judicial Committee Rem.airi.s the Final A.ppeUate TTibunal 

•.. •.•.:C·t·· •. ·.·•t~i1. -f,'.l/, ---:':)i 
"'--","--' ? 

.. •.·.·······.:•.·., .• ·1 
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28L '11ie funct:ion of the court The statistics provided for us make it 
cl.ear that judges ot the Court of Appeal luwe for some time past been 
carrying an unacceptably high workload. Indeed, of recent )'ears, the 
workload ha.s been intolerable :ln an 2..ppellate court. As a result, despite 
the judges· most .strei;nieus efforts, a considerable lx•.cklog of '.:ases has 
developed.A.sat Septem.ber 1977 there ·were 10"1 crimi1:1al, 55 6vii, and 3 
miscellaneous appeals a-vvai~ing he.:i.ring, J·epr-~senting, in l 97fi figures, 
sornething !ike 8 rnonths of criminaj ":Nork. ,3_nd a year's civil vJork. rfhese ,fJ 
;;,rrears exisi:ed even though ia 1976 the Comt of Appeal .sat on 139 days 1' 
a,nd. disposed of l 6~t crirr1inal appeals .:1nd 52 ,:-_ivil appeals. its a result of 
the pressure of "\ivork in {he C'.otxrt of 1i\.ppeal, tb.e (}ove:rnn:.ent passed. the 
1977 Judica.-cure i'unendrnet1t Act. Thi~; i\.cr ir1,creased the rrur:nber of 
judges ( other rhan the President) frm:1 2 t,) 3; enabk:J a single ;ud.ge of 1.b e 
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Court of Appeal to make certain orders; and made prov1s1on for 
temporary judges to be assigned to the Court of Appeal (any such 
appointment to be for a period not exceeding three months). This last 
provision expires after two years. The Amendment Act also provided that 
the Court of Appeal might sit in divisions: we recommend that provision 
be retained. 

282. Although it is hoped that the Amendment Act will partly correct 
pressure of work and delays, it is at best an interim solution passed as an 
emergency measure. Cases coming before the Court of Appeal, both civil 
and criminal, have shown a steady growth, with the increase in numbers 
becoming more rapid over recent years. We agree with the Secretary for 
Justice that sitting time for each judge of the Court of Appeal should be 
about 120 days a year, ·amounting to a little over half the judge's available 
time. It is also necessary to make allowance for sabbatical leave, illness, 
and the occasional absence of a judge on other duties such as 
chairmanship of a Royal Commission or sitting on the Judicial 
Committee. We are anxious to see the Court of Appeal placed in a 
position where it can fulfil its proper role in our system, a role well 
summarised by the Secretary for Justice: 

The Court of Appeal has a place in the judicial system going beyond 
the mere correction of wrong decisions. Its unique role as I 
understand it is to act as a custodian of the spirit of the common law 
and to develop that law in a harmonious, consistent and rational 
way. This is of great importance even if for the time being New 
Zealand preserves the present right of appeal to the Privy Council. 
The number of such appeals are and are likely to remain few. If the 
appeal to the Privy Council is done away with the importance of the 
Court of Appeal becomes ever greater. It will require to become, as 
indeed in some measure it already has, an independent source of 
development of the law, contributing to other common law 
jurisdiction as well as receiving from them, preserving a unity of 
spirit and principle with others of the common law family while 
taking into account without inhibition the particular conditions, 
circumstances and values of New Zealand. 
In order to achieve this the Judges of the Court of Appeal must not be 
wholly enslaved to the pressures of day to day work. If their decisions 
are to be of the highest quality they cannot afford to spend too much 
of their time sitting in court. They must have the opportunity to 
reflect, to consider and to discuss. They must have some leisure for 
reading in the law and indeed beyond it, over and above the needs of 
the particular case they are called on to decide. Moreover, not only 
should the judges of the Court of Appeal be lawyers of high quality, 
but the court should have that collegiate character that can come 
only if the same judges are sitting together over a substantial period. 

283. The number of judges required We are agreed that, for the court 
to function in the above manner, a minimum of five permanent judges 
(together with the Chief Justice ex officio) is required at the present time. 
In this connection, differing views were expressed to us by past and 
present judges of the Court of Appeal and by members of the Bar who 
made submissions. These views were, however, expressed before the 
appointment of the fourth permanent judge to the court, and before 
passing of the Judicature Amendment Act 1977, as a result of which the 
court has recently sat in two divisions with the assistance of two SupremP 
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Court judges. Despite these measures the backlog of work has not been 
eliminated. As at April 1978 there were still 76 criminal, 5 7 civil, and 4 
miscellaneous appeals awaiting hearing. ~faking full allowance for the 
fact that in early 1978 there was an exceptionally lengthy hearing of 
certain appeals arising out of one criminal case, we have nevertheless 
concluded that a permanent court of five is now required. We consider it 
vital that the Court of Appeal should not again be,placed in the difficult 
position which has developed over the past few years. It should also be 
kept in mind that, so long as the appeal to the Judicial Committee is 
retained, it is desirable to enable Court of Appeal judges to sit regularly on 
the Judicial Committee and that the complement of Court of Appeal 
judges should be sufficient to permit this. 

284. Temporary judges of the Court of Appeal Civil appeals. We are of 
the opinion that appointment of temporary judges to the Court of Appeal 
to hear civil appeals is inconsistent with proper functioning of the court 
and should be confined to truly extraordinary and emergency 
circumstances. This was the viewpoint both of the Secretary for Justice 
and the ~ew Zealand Law Society. The Law Society in particular set out 
i:elevant reasons, and we record our entire agreement with what was .said. 
We particularly point out the need for permanency and continuity, both of 
which aspects were referred to by a former President of~ the Court of 
Appeal.* We also consider that Court of Appeal judges s6ould not sit in 
the High Court except in cases of emergency or other exceptional 
circumstances. For emergency purposes it appears necessary to retain 
appropriate power to appoint a High Court judge to the Court of Appeal, 
for example, when one of the regular judges is obliged to disqualify himself 
because of knowledge of the parties or the litigation. Temporary illness 
would be another reason. 

285. Criminal appeals. Somewhat different considerations apply to 
criminal appeals. A Supreme Court judge suggested that criminal appeals 
might be heard on a peripatetic basis in each of the main centres with the 
court being composed of one judge of the Court of Appeal and two High 
Court judges (not, of course, being the trial judge). The judge pointed out 
that this would be of "double benefit" both to the Court of Appeal judges 
and to the judges of first instance. In his opinion, knowledge of the local 
area is important in relation to appeals. He also noted a further potential 
advantage in that the same counsel would appear before the Court of 
Appeal as appeared in the High Court, whereas at the present time in 
criminal cases different counsel frequently appear in the Court of Appeal. 
The matter having been raised, the Solicitor-General has informed the 
Commission that all Crown solicitors have been advised on more than one 
occasion to notify the Crown Law Office if they think there is particular 
reason for the counsel who conducted the trial to appear on the appeal. If 
practicable, arrangements would then be made for that counsel to appear. 
The Solicitor-General told us that not many such applications are made 
and he could not think of any case in recent years where the counsel who 
conducted the prosecution had been refused authority to appear on the 
appeal when he sought it. 

286. The viewpoint of "double benefit" expressed by the judge in his 
submissions is supported by the Secretary for Justice, who suggested a 
similar system for criminal appeals (without advocating that they should 
necessarily be heard in centres outside Wellington). The Secretary for 

*Turner P. (1973) ?-,.Z.L.R. at 322. 
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Justice also considered it desirable to make provision for any importam 
case to be heard before the permanent judges of the Court of Appeal and 
that if a major question of law emerged in the course of an ordinary 
appeal, the procedure of the court should be flexible enough for rhe appeal 
to be re-argued before the permanent Bench, if this appeared desirable, 
For a variety of reac:0ns, these vievvs did not meet with the approval of 
cert2cin other judges. In particular, it was suggested that hearing criminal 
appeals in such a manner might lead to inconsistency a~1d that tbe 
presence of one permarient Court of A.ppeal judge was not sufficient to 
c~uard cHrainst this. In addition, it w2,s suggested that such a procedure 
~ight i;;-duce an 1ncorrect pul;iic belief that the Court of Appeal was 
weighted in favour of upholding the decision at firsL instance There are 
also problem:; in connection with sittings. of che court outside Wellington 
(paragraph 292). 

287, On ·balance we prefer the view c:xpressed to us by the :;\Tevv Zealand 
Law Society and the Criminal Law Reform Com:-nittee that i,_ is normally 
preferable if only one judge from the High Court joins the Court of Appeal 
for the hearing of a criminal appeal. All the evidence which we have from 
overseas sources indicates that this procedure is of "double benefit" to 
both the Court of Appeal and the~ High Court, and we accordingly 
recommend that it should be follovved vvhen appropriate in the future. If 
this is done, we do not consider it necessary to constitute a criminal 
division of the Court of Appeal. On the contrary, we think it desirable fm 
all judges of the Court of Appeal to sit regularly upon criminal appeals in 
order to bring to those appeals the required breadth of judgment. 

288. In relation to appointment of Hign Court judges to the Court of 
Appeal for hearing criminal appeals, it appears desirable to avoid any 
inference that the Court of Appeal can be influenced by appointment of a 
particular trial judge. For that reason, the President of the Court of 
Appeal should have some say in the appointment (as we understand 
happens under the present system) and we recornmend that the relevant 
provisions of the 1977 Judicature Amendment Act should be retained, 
with such amendments as may be necessary. It will also be important, if 
the court sits in divisions, to ensure th.at there is no tendency for the 
divisions of the court to develop different policies or attitudes. This may 
best be achieved by regular rotation of the judges, which will also assist in 
prese1~ving the collegiate <1spect of the courr, 

289. Finally, we mention that one way of saving substantial judge time 
in relation to criminal appeais rnz.y be the apointment of a suitably 
qualified master ·who would carry out such time-consuming ta.sks as 
consideration of applications for legal aid. It appears to us that a Il1<1Ster 
could assist the judges o1 the Court of Appeal in a va1·iety of ways, with his 
work always subject ':o co1stroI and direction bv the P~-esideat of the covrt. 

290. A.fipointmer,t o.f the Presid.•1nd of 1he'Couri of Ap_penl The New 
Zealand. La,.N Soci,ety sugg~•":sted to us that the rnost senlor mernber of t!1e 
Court of Apperil should not a.utcmatically become the I'resic'.ent. In 
making this wbmis.sion the L<tW SC(;,ety empha,,;i~ed it was not 
"cot1t".mfr1g that th,~ p1·inciple 01 Eeniority shcmld be entirdy discarded" 
rather tha1: the pr2.ctice "should not b-~com.:: so firm.ly entrend.ed ;1s to 
b 1 . - , , l . '" ''!' ., . . ·1 - , p . , .. _ t_con1e t.1e 1nvar1ao ~ rul:: :~·· v\ .n.1J~ we a.gree rt zs :vrta~ tor tne 

0
1·cs10.-~n t o1 

tt.as COlJ.rt to poBsess the atJ1llty to fn:nT1. the court into an effective u:n1t~ v1e 
consider fr ~nlikely that any judg;e appointed to 1he t::OE,t wovld lack this 
capacity, VVe also see considerable 111erlt in a convention \Vh.ereby the 
senior rnonber bf:c:omes the PresideJ1t, although we appreci.ate th::i.t 
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unforeseen or unusual circumstances might necessitate occasional 
departure from this convention. 

291. Appointment of judges to the Court of Appeal We agree with 
views expressed to us that appointments should continue to be made 
mainly from the High Court Bench. Although there may be occasions 
when it is desirable to make an appointment direct from the Bar, if an 
outstanding candidate is available, we see these occasions as relatively 
rare. Generally, wide experience as a judge at first instance should be a 
prerequisite for appointment to the Court of Appeal. 

292. Sittings outside Wellington As already mentioned, suggestions 
have been made that the Court of Appeal should sit outside Wellington on 
a peripatetic basis. In the past this has happened very infrequently. We 
are of the view that administrative efficiency dictates the need for the 
court to sit for the most part in Wellington. We agree, however, that from 
time to time it is desirable for the court to sit in other main centres as 
happened recently when a complex series of appeals required appearances 
by a number of counsel from the Auckland area. In this event, adequate 
library facilities for judges and cbunsel are desirable. 

293. Appeals to the Judicial Committee: Amendments required Civil 
appeals. If the right of appeal to the Judicial Committee remains, the 
present monetary limit should be abolished. Instead ot'.treplacing the 
existing limit with a higher figure, we favour the replacement of appeals as 
of right with appeals by leave of the Court of Appeal; a similar system to 
appeals from the English Court of Appeal to the House of Lords. The 
Judicial Committee would also retain the right to grant special leave. The 
Court of Appeal should have the ability to impose appropriate conditions, 
particularly as to costs. 

294. Criminal appeals. As a reflection of the foregoing view, we consider 
there should be modification of the right to appeal in criminal matters. We 
suggestthe Court of Appeal should be permitted to give leave in criminal 
matters on a similar basis to leave in civil cases (thereby avoiding in most 
cases the expense of a preliminary petition to the Judicial Committee). 

295. As a corollary to these suggestions, we consider that provisions 
relating to legal aid for appeals to the Judicial Committee should be 
liberalised. On Jihe assumption that only substantial claims or difficult 
matters of law are likely to proceed to the Judicial Committee, it is 
desirable that a litigant should not be driven to the point of bankruptcy in 
order to pursue or defend an appeal. In such circumstances we consider 
legal aid could be granted with reasonable liberality. We have not 
endeavoured to define suitable limits, and would leave this to 
consideration of the Legal Aid Board. We also refer to· our later 
recommendations regarding a Suitors' Fund (paragraphs 942 et seq.). 

296. Finally, we mention a possible innovation submitted by a leading 
barrister to amend the rules to permit the Court of Appeal to certify on the 
application of either party that the appeal should be "a New Zealand 
judge appeal", in which event a New Zealand judge would automatically 
sit in the Judicial Committee (obviously not being a judge who had heard 
the appeal in New Zealand). We considered this to be an interesting 
suggestion but, on reflection, have concluded that it would involve 
considerable practical difficulties and might also be anomalous. 

The Constitution of the Court of Appeal in the Event that it 
Becomes the Final Appellate Tribunal 

297. Much that we have said of the Court of Appeal in the event that 
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the Judicial Committee remains the final appellate tribunal is also 
relevant if the Court of Appeal becomes the final appellate tribunal and 
we do not repeat such matters. 

298. A two-tier system of appeals? It must be remembered that New 
Zealand is a country of small population: as a result there are great 
practical difficulties in creating a two-tier appellate system if the right of 
appeal to the Judicial Committee is abolished. By way of example, we 
mention the cost involved in constituting a completely new final court 
and the strain of manning the same with five judges who would hear only 
a very limited number of appeals; possibly only five to ten per annum, 
assuming a growth in the number of appeals (in each of the last two years 
there have been four appeals and this number is an increase over previous 
years). These difficulties raise squarely for decision the value of, or need 
for, a two-tjer· appellate system (it is interesting to note that for some time 
certain A,µstralian State appeals have proceeded direct from State courts 
to the Judicial Committee in only a one-tier appeal). 

299. We have concluded that if a decision is made to abolish the appeal 
to the Judicial Committee, it will be so difficult as to be impractical to 
create a completely new final court (or, alternatively, a completely new 
Court of Appeal). With a view to meeting the problem, the Secretary for 
Justice mentioned a possible appeal from the High Court to a full court of 
the High Court with a further right of appeal to the Court of Appeal. He 
suggested such double appeals could be limited to cases where an 
unusually important legal issue arose or a previous decision of high 
authority was in question. We have given careful consideration to this 
proposal and have concluded it is not desirable to reintroduce into our 
system the type of appeal abandoned when the permanent Court of 
Appeal was established in 1958. We do not, however, see any objection to 
a full court of the High Court sitting in those cases where such a court is 
now constituted (for example, contempt of court). 

300. We also point out that, whether or not New Zealand wishes to 
retain the appeal to the Judicial Committee, there may come a time when 
such appeals cease to be available to us. It would therefore seem wise to 
use the intervening period to structure our court system to enable the best 
possible solution to be implemented in due course. Although at present we 
consider a single appeal would have to be accepted in many instances, this 
situation could well change as New Zealand's population and legal 
profession increase in numbers. If, as the result of recommendations made 
elsewhere in this report, the District Courts' jurisdiction is increased, with 
the High Court adopting more of a supervisory role, it may happen that in 
many cases a two-tier appeal will be possible. An appeal from the District 
Courts to a three-man Bench of High Court judges and thence to a five
man Court of Appeal might prove of value in cases which are complex or 
involve an important point of law. The difficulty will be in providing a 
two-tier system for cases which originate in the High Court, and to this we 
cannot see any present alternative to a single right of appeal, if the appeal 
to the Judicial Committee is abolished in the near future. 

301. One future possibility may be a regional or Pacific court. We do 
not necessarily oppose formation of some form of regional or Pacific court, 
but see no practical possibility of this at present. Should a proposal for 
such a court eventuate, we believe it must be investigated with great care 
if it is not ultimately to lack the advantages of the Judicial Committee but 
have ·manifest disadvantages of its own. It was also suggested to us that, 
by arrangement with other countries having a similar common law 
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background, it might be possible to make provision for judges from those 
countries to sit from time to time in the New Zealand Court of Appeal, 
where their knowledge and expertise would be of value. There are 
practical difficulties in such a proposal: we think it preferable for our 
judges to continue to have regard to decisions of courts in other countries, 
rather than bring the judges to our courts. 

302. The number of judges required We consider that should the 
Court of Appeal become the final appellate tribunal for New Zealand, it is 
essential that five permanent judges should be available to hear important 
appeals. Often it will be sufficient for the appeal to be heard by three 
judges. The decision in this connection could initially be made on an 
administrative basis, but the parties should have the right to make 
application for a hearing before a court of five. On rare occasions it may 
be necessary for a three judge Court of Appeal to determine (at any stage 
before final decision) that a point of law of unexpected importance has 
arisen, requiring an adjournment and re-argument before a five judge 
court (including the three judges who originally constituted the court). 
Assuming that a five-man court is required, it will be necessary to have a 
complement of seven Court of Appeal judges (together with the Chief 
Justice ex officio) to make allowance for the time required for writing 
reserved decisions, illness, sabbatical leave, and other such matters. 

303. The role of the Chief Justice and the President of the Court of 
Appeal Some consideration may also need to be given to the respective 
roles of the Chief Justice and the President of the Court of Appeal. It 
appears to us that at present these roles (whatever the name given to 
them) should be kept distinct, with administration of the Supreme Court 
remaining under the supervision of the Chief Justice, who should be 
appointed with this aspect of his work in mind. If our recommendations 
for a Judicial Commission are accepted, the Chief Justice may in future be 
less involved in detailed administrative matters but, as chairman of that 
Commission, he will have an even more important and central role. 
Traditionally, the Chief Justice has also been spokesman for the judiciary 
in relation to the Government; the person regarded throughout the 
country as head of the judiciary, able to keep in close touch with the 
public and the legal professio11 because of his wide-ranging duties both as 
an administrator and as a judge of first instance, especially in major 
criminal trials. It may be arguable that the President of the Court of 
Appeal should be the Chief Justice, but the present role of the Chief 
Justice is well understood and we incline to the view that both this role 
and the title are best left with him as at present. 

Conclusion 
304. In conclusion, we reiterate our opinion that the right of appeal to 

the Judicial Committee should not be abolished until an enlarged 
appellate court of at least five judges (together with the Chief Justice ex 
officio) is working effectively in New Zealand, with the confidence of the 
legal profession and the general public. We also express our agreement 
with the view of the Secretary for Justice that judges sitting in the Court of 
Appeal must not only be learned in the law but should also be keenly 
aware of the social effects of their decisions so that they reflect the 
prevailing social attitudes of the community in their judgments and thus 
keep the law (so far as a court can) in harmony with the needs and 
aspirations of the people. We believe that only so long as the court fulfils 
this function will it retain the confidence of the people. We also believe it 
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essential to ensure that cases on appeal are dealt with in a dispassionate 
and carefully considered manner, and that a two-tier appellate system is a 
desirable ideal. Against these needs, however, there must be balanced the 
need for speedy and inexpensive judicial decisions. Perfect justice (if there 
is such a thing) may be sought at too great a price. We believe that our 
system must continue to enable justice to be done without unnecessary 
delay and that appellate rights which are too refined or too extensive may 
ultimately lead to the breakdown of the system. In this regard, we 
commend to the Rules Committee a review of the Court of Appeal Rules, 
particularly in relation to cost and delay. By way of example, we question 
whether it is really necessary to require preparation of a printed case on 
all civil appeals. 

Recommendations 
Right ofAppeal to the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council 

1. The right of appeal to the Judicial Committee should not lightly be 
abolished. The sole criterion must be whether the abolition of such 
appeals will be beneficial to the New Zealand judicial system. 

2. In any event the right of appeal to the Judicial Committee should not 
be abolished until an enlarged appellate court of at least five judges, 
together with the Chief Justice ex officio, is working effectively in New 
Zealand with the confidence of the legal profession and the general _public. 

3. Bearing in mind that the time may come when appeals to the Judicial 
Committee cease (for whatever reason), any intervening period should be 
used to structure our court system to enable the best possible appellate 
system to be implemented in due course. 

The Constitution of the Court of Appeal in the Event that the 
Judicial Committee Remains the Final Appellate Tribunal 

4. The Court of Appeal should consist of a President and four other 
members, together with the Chief Justice ex officio; that is there should 
forthwith be an increase of one member. 

5. The Court of Appeal should be able to sit in divisions, both criminal 
and civil. 

6. For civil appeals, High Court judges should not, except in cases of 
emergency and other unusual or special circumstances, be appointed as 
temporary judges of the Court of Appeal. 

7. For criminal apP,eals, judges of the High Court should join the Court 
of Appeal. Normally one High Court judge should join the court for any 
given case: he should be selected by the Chief Justice after consultation 
with the President of the Court of Appeal. 

8. Normally, the senior member of the Court of Appeal will become the 
President thereof. 

9. Normally, wide experience as a judge at first instance should be a 
prerequisite for appointment to the Court of Appeal. 

10. Administrative efficiency requires the Court of Appeal to sit for the 
most part in Wellington. 

11. There should be no monetary limit on appeals to the Judicial 
Committee. Both civil and criminal appeals should be by way of leave of 
the Court of Appeal, with the Judicial Committee retaining the right to 
grant special leave. Legal aid should be granted with reasonable 
liberality. 
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The Constitution of the Court of Afpeal in the Event that it 
Becomes the Final Appellate Tribuna Ior New Zealand 

12. For cases originating in the High Court it is impracticable to create 
a two-tier appellate system at the present time. 

13. Wherever practicable, endeavours should be made to enable a two
tier system to operate. This may be possible in a significant number of 
cases when the jurisdiction of the District Courts is increased. 

14. For important or difficult cases it is essential that the Court of 
Appeal should consist of five judges, which will render it necessary to have 
a complement of seven judges of the Court together with the Chief Justice 
ex officio. 

THE HIGH COURT 
305. It was common ground in submissions that an examination of the 

place of the High Court in our judicial system is required. Both the New 
Zealand Law Society and the Department of Justice submitted that this 
court should fulfil a more substantial appellate and review function than it 
presently performs. We accept that this court should be freed from the 
task of handling the more routine matters, jurisdiction for which could be 
transferred. to the proposed District Courts. It is not suggested that the 
High Court should cease to be a court of original jurisdiction, but we 
consider that one of its principal functions should be the oversight of lower 
courts and tribunals; the review of their decisions; and the upholding of 
the rule of law, the freedom of the individual, and basic principles of law 
and justice. It follows that the High Court should be primarily concerned 
with more important litigation. Civil cases, whether in contract, tort, or 
some other branch of law which involve large sums of money or important 
questions of law or principle should continue to be heard in the High 
Court. We think there is a great deal of force in the Law Society's 
suggestion that the High Court's jurisdiction in respect of criminal jury 
trials should generally be restricted to more serious charges, remembering 
that jurisdiction should extend to lesser offences whenever there is a good 
reason for the trial to be heard in the High Court. For this reason the 
Commission urges particular flexibility in handling criminal jury trials. 
The High Court also has a vital function in the area of administrative law. 
We consider that this role will assume increased importance in years to 
come. We make certain recommendations later in Part III covering 
transference of a large part of matrimonial and divorce law to the District 
Courts (Family Division), but we recognise the value of the submissions 
made by the Law Society and several of the judges, that the District 
Courts should not be given exclusive jurisdiction in this respect. The 
Department of Justice considered that the District Courts should have this 
exclusive jurisdiction over proceedings within their jurisdicJion, though 
the power to transfer appropriate cases to the superior court should be 
retained. Our proposal for a Family Court considers these competing 
arguments under the section relating to the District Courts. 

Specialisation 
306. The relevant item of our terms of reference reads as follows: 

3(b) The degree of specialisation on the part of judicial officers that is 
desirable and practicable in the conduct of the business of the Courts. 

This subject attracted a number of submissions which we found to raise 
issues rather more complex than we at first anticipated. The submissions 
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evidenced sharp divisions of opinion and it is clear that it is possible to put 
forward arguments both for and against a greater degree of specialisation. 
Generally speaking, judges and magistrates are quite strongly opposed to 
a greater degree of specialisation (with certain qualifications concerning 
particular types of work). On the other hand, those members of the public 
who made submissions on this matter were almost unanimously in favour 
of a greater degree of specialisation. Individual members of the legal 
profession expressed differing views, but we have the impression that the 
New Zealand Law Society submissions, which advocated greater 
specialisation coupled with flexibility, accurately reflect the view of the 
majority of members of the profession. 

307. One difficulty may be that the term "specialisation" is somewhat 
imprecise, mt;aning different things to different people. For that reason we 
consider it•appropriate to define the meaning which we place upon the 
term. Our discussion of the need for "specialisation" under the above 
term of reference is limited to a consideration of the extent to which judges 
should deal exclusively or principally with particular classes of litigation 
or fields of law (this, we apprehend, being the meaning of the question 
asked). There is a wider issue which is of concern to the public; that is, the 
degree to which the judicial system should take particular account of the 
specialised needs of different groups and races .. We have endeavoured to 
deal with this question in paragraphs 253,870 et seq. Nor do we here refer 
to the creation of divisions in the courts and the need for new specialised 
courts, these topics being dealt with elsewhere in our report. In our 
opinion, the principal factors which affect the desirability and 
practicability of specialisation are the size of our country and its judiciary, 
together with the degree of specialisation which at present exists in the 
legal profession. It is clear that the question cannot be considered in static 
terms, and that the tide is running towards a greater degree of 
specialisation. We therefore cpmmence our discussion by noting that a,ny 
recommendations must be considered in the above light. 

308. Family law It would appear desirable, if there are to be District 
Court judges who specialise to a very real extent in family matters, for 
there to be judges who similarly specialise in the High Court. We are of 
the opinion that judges of the High Court need to have experience in 
dealing with family cases if they are to act as appeal judges on appeals 
from the District Courts. This is one of the reasons why we consider it 
important to ensure a reasonable number of familylaw cases are removed 
to the High Court under the relatively liberal provisions we have 
elsewhere suggested. Moreover, some judges show an aptitude for family 
work and we consider that those judges, on an administrative basis, 
should be allocated the family work wherever it is practicable to do so. 

309. Administrative law At the present time there is, in the Supreme 
Court, a degree of specialisation in relation to the Administrative 
Division. Here again, we have received varying submissions ranging from, 
on the one hand,· those seeking abolition of the division to, on the other 
hand, those seeking an even greater degree of specialisation. Submissions 
favouring a greater degree of specialisation have gone as far a,,s urging the 
creation of a new court of record to be called the Administrative Court. 
This submission, which was made by several practising lawyers, raises 
issues of a far reaching nature. To determine the questions involved we 
would need to consider and review all the arguments which were . 
canvassed at the time the Administrative Division was created (some of 
these arguments are mentioned in our summary of the history of the 
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Adrninistrative Division, paragraphs 92 et seq.). V./e have not heard 
adequate evidence on thes,e fam1es because they fall outside our terms of 
reference. ,Ne therefore record that we cannot deal with these matters in 
this report. No doubt the issues involved will be kept under continuing 
review by the Public and Administrative Lav,1 Reform Committee. 

310. Assuming that the Administrative Division is retained in its 
present form, there are a number of matters which require consideration. 
The New Zealand Law Society has pointed out that, when the creation of 
the Administrative Division was proposed by the Public and 
Administrative Law Reform Committee in 1968, the expectation was that 
a greater degree of specialisation and consistency would result. The New 
Zealand Law Society continues to support the view expressed by this 
committee, and favours further moves towards specialisation in this area 
of the law. Thus it is suggested that the provisions of s.25(2) of the 
Judicature Act (under which the Chief Justice may assign judges to the 
Administrative Division) are not fully in accord with the aim of 
specialisation, that assignments . should be made by the Governor
General, and that administrative lawyers would best be appointed to the 
Bench direct from practice. It is also suggested that the limit of four judges 
imposed by s.25(2) should .be abolished, and that all applications for 
prerogative writs, declaratory judgments, or injunctions against a public 
authority which involve a question of administrative law should 
automatically be referred to the division (this last suggestion also being 
supported by the Secretary for Justice in his submissions to us). Finally, it 
was suggested by the New Zealand Law Society that the Chief Justice's 
ability to refer appeals to judges not assigned to the division should be 
exercised only where a judge of the division could not reasonably be made 
available for the hearing of the appeal. 

311. These recommendations of the New Zealand Law Society conflict 
with other recommendations which we have received, particularly from 
the judiciary. It has even been suggested that the Administrative Division 
is unnecessary. Then again, the Hamilton District Law Society, in 
disagreement with the New Zealand Law Society, has suggested to us that 
the flexibility inherent in the present system for the Administrative 
Division, and in particular, the power given to the Chief Justice to appoint 
judges from outside the division, has proved valuable in avoiding 
unacceptable delays. 

312. On the above issues, we record our views as follows: 

(a) Vie do not consider it is necess2.ry for administrative judges to be 
appointed directly fro:Tr the ranks of those specialising in that field 
at the Bar, aithough vie accept this may on occasions be desirable. 
Any judge so appointed should have the requisite ability to carry 
out all the duties of a judge of the High Court. 

(b) W/e belie;e that oderly and comistent devdopi:nent of I 

administrafr,1,: fa,w is fostered by a real d.~gree of specialisation. iN e 
acco.rd.in.g}y ,:;;upport rhe concept cd: the _/-\.drninisttative Di,;,;j.si,)n a:c.d A:~ 
,':onsid,~r that the m1mber of jmlge3 aE,igned to th:: division should ~ 
be adequate to e:ct:;ure th.at adn1ii1istrati·ve la·v.1 c.:asi::s are hea'rd b:/ 
judge.s sp1~cialising in th.at v\rc,rk. :For this reasc-n s,,ve agr1:e that the 
Ji.rnita.t:!on :b1 s.25(2) cf. the Ju.d.icature.f\..e:t 1908 should bf; rern{)ve:el. 
A,.~ •Ne hav.e n1.enLLor.1et::1 eist":t,/h~rc iP our report, ~.:;,rt ccn1si.der that 
judges shonld be assig-r1.ed to tb.e division_ by {b.e C:hief J~.12tice on the 
recor:ri1nenda t5.on of the Tud.i::ial 1C~orr1:_rniss:lon. \;\Te COiiSider t}1c: t 
Pl'Q\;"~dFd Jl1,0 ::1s.;,in·11Yr1er1'l" is nn 1·1-,.p '(f"Ct'o"rT1rn{•:-:c·,,.::;s(1c•,ri nt: f"·1P ·1·•u<l1-' 1--·•i,.-~11 
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Commission, this is preferable to appointment by the Governor
General. The ability of the Chief Justice to appoint judges from 
outside the division to hear an administrative law case in special 
circumstances should be retained, but should only be exercised in 
special circumstances, for example, to avoid unacceptable delay or 
expense. 

(c) The issue which we have found the most difficult to resolve is 
whether all applications for prerogative writs, declaratory 
judgments, or injunctions against a public authority involving a 
question of administrative law should be heard solely by judges of 
the Administrative Division. This suggestion is strongly opposed by 
many judges who hold that their jurisdiction .in relation to the 
prerogatjve writs is an essential and vital part of the jurisdiction of 
every ·judge. While we accept the force of this argument we also 
believe, as we have said, that the orderly development of 
administrative law is best fostered if cases having an administrative 
law content are dealt with by specialist judges. We have therefore 
concluded that, while all judges should retain their jurisdiction in 
relation to the prerogative writs, it is preferable for such cases to be 
directed where practicable to judges of the Administrative Division. 
This would require consequential amendment to s.26( 1) (c) of the 
Judicature Act 1908. 

(d) The tendency to ensure that appeals on matters of law, and, in 
suitable cases, other final appeals from administrative tribunals go 
to the Administrative Division of the High Court should be fostered. 
We consider that a specialist division of the High Court is well 
equipped to appreciate and administer the policy, spirit, and intent 
of the various Acts creating the numerous tribunals, while at the 
same time ensuring a fair and consistent development of the law. 
We believe the High Court has a vital and important role to play in 
this regard. We appreciate that, to some extent, this may involve 
the court in matters of policy as well as law, and that in theory there 
are some risks involved. We believe, however, that the protection of 
the citizen is of paramount importance and that the successful 
operation of the Administrative Division to date has demonstrated 
how well the judges are able to cope with the problems. 

313. Other litigation In relation to other divisions of the Supreme 
Court, there is also a very considerable conflict of view on specialisation. 
It has been pointed out to us that specialisation may affect the legal 
system in a number of ways, and that a proper degree of specialisation can 
enhance the respect which the community gives to the court. The case for 
specialisation was perhaps best put by the New Zealand Law Society, who 
pointed out that more lawyers today, whether by deliberate choice or 
otherwise, are working and claiming expertise in narrower and more 
closely defined fields of law. The New Zealand Law Society takes the view 
that it is both inevitable and desirable that this greater degree of 
specialisation should extend to the High Court. The Society stressed the 
gains in efficiency and proficiency which specialisation brings; pointed out 
that at present some highly competent lawyers refuse judicial 
appointment (or are not considered for such appointment) because they 
work only in defined areas of the law; and also drew attention to the 
converse situation, where judges find themselves called upon to handle 
work with whith they are not conversant. The Society suggested that, 
rather than creating formal divisions, the approach which should be 
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follo,ved was for judge3 having z: known expertise in a particular field, to 
be sdected on an administrative basis for the hearing and determination 
of matters arising in that field. The Society considered that no definite 
divisions of rhe Supreme Court need be created, particularly as this might 
exacerbate the difficulties already encountered in circuit centres. 

314. Other facets of the issue were raised by a number of judges, and 
also by the Otago District Law Society. The case against over
specialisation was perhaps most strongly put by one of the Supreme Court 
judges, who said: 

Throughout several submissions I have detected a cry for 
specialisation. In my view specialisation is to be avoided at all costs. 
All the work done by Judges and :'.\!fagistrates relates to the problems 
of citizens. The whole of our training from the time we enter law 
school is directed at the marshalling of facts, acquiring an 
understanding of difficult fact material and ascertaining the law in 
order to apply it to the facts. 

The judge then pointed to the manner in which specialist witnesses tend 
to succumb to notions of their own infallibility and suggested that this 
ultimately becomes the fate of the specialist judge. Drawing on his own 
experience at the Bar, where he had specialised in particular fields of law, 
the judge stressed that no-one should be appointed to the Bench if he or 
she lacks the ability to comprehend the more difficult branches of the law. 
He concluded his submission by saying: 

In my v1ew if 'We have a separate Family Law Division, a separate 
Commercial Causes Division, a separate Crown Court doing nothing 
but crime, the quality of justice will decline. It follows that I do not 
approve of the special position of the Administrative Division to 
which one particular Law Reform Committee continually recom
mends the reference o{ appeals--now even appeals from the 
Disciplinary Committee of the profession. 

Like·wise, another judge stated: 

Although in New Zealand there is certainly SOJ".le gmwth of 
specialisation at the Bar, it is, in my view, nowhere near the point of 
developrnent where the English system is called for. I believe that 
many possfoJ.e appointees of worth would decline appointment if, for 
the grea rer part of their Judicial lives, they were condemned to 
preside over one kind of dispute. 

31.5, Similar semiments were expres~ed by the Otago District Law 
Society who said: 

The District Society has some reservations about rhe submission 
made by the ~I.Z.L.S. on the subject of specialisation in the Supreme 
Court. Ir is obviously true that no lawyer can nowadays hope to 
master all aspects of the law and that the tender2cy toward 
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specialisation among lawyers will increase. It does not follow that the :, 
attributes required of a Judge are developed t,y a career devoted to a '1 
narrow field of practice, yet, if the argument for more judicial 'l 
spec:ialisation is adopted, the specialise judges will naturaliy be I 
appointed from the ranks of the specialist lawyers ... (The New 
Zealand Law Society) suggested that the development of the law to 
meet the changing needs of society through frie vigour and perception 
of the Judges is likely to be facilitated through greater specialisation. 
11\Tirh respect, the District Society is inclined to the view that the most 
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vigorous and. percepd:'/e jucfgn-1erits are Ekely to ernana;t,~ :h~o:-:n jrrdges 
vvhose sound u1.1dersta/·1ding oi socitty and its needs 112-s been built up 
on a l;road. :frarne..-.,vrYrk cd experience th.rs:=n-1gh a "V1ide ra~_ge of practice. 
111e role 0£ t3peci3.lisi la'Vvycrs is an ir::1F0ortant one but technical 
expercis,~ should noi- be confr,sed with l::-te art d i Jd~·n1e·nr. 
Tl~e f)istrict Society's concern tl1at specialisa·1joJ1 should not b1= 
r·a·••";,0 r1 t···•u· 1''•.,r 1·s :r1fluPnr,ud bv t'·1"P nra(·l;'"ar rons•· .. air,ts. o' '11P (';',CLIJ·, 
0 ,,~,,,1..l.J .• ;L~ ,._{.;r u.- . _l.,_ ,_ ,,- •• ~,_,,..,. ) .l.J.,., r- ,.J,.l, •. ·_,·, -.Ji,l ~ .u.,-"' ·

0
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system. . . . If the,:e 2:re areas where more sr::iec1a.hsed JUC11cial 
~,ten::ion i2 requi.t"ed i:bey are probably the are::i s o! Cornmfi·cial, 
Equity, and Matrimonial/Family law. V'le do not agree that the field 
01 Criminal law requires judicial specialisation; the experier::ce of -i:he 
District Society ha~ been that many judges who have had little 
experience of crin1inal trials bdore appointmem are as competent to 
preside over criminal trials 2,s those with much • ore experience. The 
main legal problems in this field are in the law of Evidence, the 
principles of which are familiar enough to all judges, of whatever 
background. 

Finally, we also record the submission of Hamilton District Law Society 
which referred in particular to the problems of the smaller centres and 
said: 

We do not accept as a solution to this problem that the specialisation 
policy should be adopted in Auckland, Wellington and perhaps 
Christchurch, and the rest of the country should operate as at 
present. We strongly believe that this Commission should not permit 
one system of justice in the metropolitan centres and a different 
system elsewhere. Equality before the law must be a reality. Unless, 
therefore, the separate divisions can be set up in a way that would 
ensure that their services would be available equally expeditiously in 
the provincial. centres as they would be in the metropolitan centres, 
then we believe the concept should be rejected. 

316. As we said at the outset, the issues are many sided. We regard the 
move tm,vards greater specialisation as inevitable, and, in the form we 
indicate, as desirable. In this context, we point out that specialisation to a 
reasonable degree appears to be accepted as advantageous in most 
judicial systems. We emphasise the words "to a reasonable degree", since 
there is also evidence that over-specialisation is not advantageous. VVe 
consider the Secretary for Justice summed up the situation well when he 
said: 

In the past New Zealand has been a small and not particularly 
complex community without rnuch need for judicial specialisation. 

There has moreover been little specialisation within the legal 
profession itself, except perhaps with criminal work in the Supreme 
Court which has always tended to be concentrated in a few hands. 
The prevalence of "general practitioners" in the legal profession has 
reduced both :he need and the opportunity for specialisation in 
judicial work. 

Both ihcse situa-6cns are changing. :\Jot onlv are manv more lawyers 
now practising solely as barriscers, but the1'.c ha:, bee;1 an increasing 
tendency for practitioners ,1n the mil.jar centres to spec:,aiise in 
ps.rticu!ar are2s c£ }aw. Iio;1ethekss I do y10_[ t~ink ,:7e _have yet 
reacher\ the stage 'Nnere fortner fonnzJ spec1ahsat10n w1thm .s.ny of 
our cour.;s i:c, appropriate. Gre2<.ter specialisaxion is likely to oc,:ur as 
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1:he law and the legal profession develop greater sophistication, and 
the time n1qy cm11e when it should be put on a regul.ar basis. 
Meanwhile, it can be ldt 1:0 cevelop oatura.Uy in an inforrnal fashim.,. 
'"fhis can be aic-:led }n larg-er c~ntrcs; by the 2.ppoint1nent of J u.dges and 
r~r1agj_stra:~es <i//ith a variety of professional. bac-'i.cgrounds. It is oJso an 
arg11n1.ent for 2,:voiding, ',1vhe.re practic:a.:J1,~.\ one or tvvo Judge Courts, 
Coupled with a ,vise policy 0£ aHoca ting jvdicial officers b;,1 ·Nhoever 
h.as that responsibiEty, thi.s cou.ld sec·v_re rnuch of the b,enefit of 
sp,=cialisacion while pre,,ervin~ flexibility. 

317. In our ·1iew, it i3 appropriate 10 fo~ 1er specialis2.tion in the above 
marmer. A reasonable degree of specialisati.on slvmld be em::om·aged 
wherev-er practicable on an admi11istrative b2.sis, :'0 that 'lie u.se oul
judicia! talent effectively and effici~ntly, bringing expertise to bear vvhere 
it is rnost r,•~quired. v¾le 1do not see it as desirable to create, at pTesen.t., 
separate civil, criminal, eguiry, commercial, family, and adrniEistrative 
divisions (apart from the Adrninisrrative Division in its present form); 
though these divisions may well become desirable in tl::e fumre. However, 
we see no reason why a judge with an aptitude for a particular type of 
work should not spend a greater proportion cf his time on that work, 
provided this does nc;,t place an unfair burden on his colleagues. Flexibility 
is obviously desirable while the population and ::iumber of lawyers remain 
at their present level. The needs of circuit and smaller centres will also 
require to be conside.r0~c' carefully. Vife suggest, for example, that on an 
adrninistrati"ve basis it should be possible to arrnnge for a judge ·with 
special expertise to vi.sit a circuit are.::: to try a case ·which appears to 
requfre such expertise. A.s far as practicable our system should be 
reasonably uniform, with no one pan of the country appearing to be better 
served than any other. 

318. VVe think it appropriate to add a particufar word concerning 
commercial causes. The New Zealand Lav, Society submitted that there is 
a need for more specialised handling of commercial causes. It referred to 
the Comn1ercial Court now established under the Administration of 
JEstice Act 1970 in the United Kingdom, as part of the Queens Bench 
Division. It was said to us that, in :"fow Zealand, the twin evils of delay 
and expense in hearing commercial matters cause frequent complain cs 
from businessmen who divert their disputes to arbitration. Thes•:c reasons, 
together with the complexiry of cases, led to the fonnation of a com
men::ial. list in Engl.and. Vic also mention that commercial causes in 
;\few South \Vales are governed by the Comrnercial Causes Act 1903-
196.5. In our country, the Contracts and Cornrnercial Law Reform 
Committee in 1974 recommended that ,;peciaI provision should be r,c1ade 
ior the_ speedy de::errninati01~ of commercial ca_u~es. Submissions 
supportu1g the creanon. of ,special rules J.or O'..)rnmerc.La.l. cau.se:; 1Nere n_ot 
favc,m·ed by i:hc Secreta17 for J ustlce. He s;;;id: 

VVe b,e!ieve that sorne effDrts n1t1~rt be rnade to s;atisfy the de1nand of 
the co:rnrcercial cun1munity for rear1y acc.ess to the cottrts. I-Io1ivever 
v,.1e are not pers11a;Jed that the clain1s of thi3 section :foi' ~,peedy and 
in:forrna] justice a1~e a.ny lTtore :n:1~:;ritnr:ioe.s than those oJ either sectio:n.s 
of the public. In o·: .. :r sut)1T1.issior1, the a:t1sv-1e.r rr1ust liic.· .i:n the crea.tio:n. 
c.,:~ a procedure "Lei enal)le a:'"ly claris l)I ;a.cticrt to ·be speedily brnught o.n 
for }!taring 10,vhere ap;.n\)priate . 

.A.'..lthough th . .:: Sec.reta.ry's vic.vv i:::; ctttractivt, it rnay- be difficuJt to clevise 
procedures ,.v}·1ich can be a.ppli~d in practice tc:: all classes 1.:)£ c:..:L3t:. ·vvl:::.:iJe it 
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i~ o_bvlou~\Y de~.irab.~? for t}1e c;o?ru1. to_ ha?e the machiru::r>:_ av~dlz,b!e to 
clcaJ sp~td1~y TN1th a}l cases 'vvh1,~h~ :cequ1re an urgent de,t•~rrnE1at1on, tnese 
ca01.es v11U often be 01 a co1T1.ro.erc1.a1 n.atu.re. In co:cnn2erc1aJ cases there rnay 
also need to be s11'ecial o:ocedures oi a sirr,p,le nature, counled with powe'r 

.l - , ... .. 

on. t}:e pa._rt. of. _the co~rct to alJbreviatc ir~tt~rlocutory proced.ures, v,it."hout 
v./ork1ng 1nJasnct. ~i/ioreov~r, cornr:nerc1al ca?i 1::;;., often tense xssues of 
considerat.,le ccn-r1,plexity and difficulty. S:peedy detierrnin.ation of: such 
cases vJouJ.d abTtost certainly be assiste:d H they are assigned to jud.ges 1,,i/ith 
cornrr:uercial experience. Speed '\AlOuld. also be assisted H persons sirn.ilar to 
-ch,~ United Kingdom's oifidal referees arc available. T'.c::e Engiish 
(~cnru11.ercial Court has vtro:;:ked. so ·,Nell that \Ne find it harcl to believe th.at 
tht: eEtablishrnent of soxne special procedures for c.or:nrnerc}al ca~:es in I1.T ei;,v 
Zealand w·c ulcl not be advantageous. 

319. V1!e also draw attention to one: och:.;r possible change, in the 
c.re,nion oh, lengthy causes l.ist. Vve understand th;;.t this procedure h:1s 
beiE:n ~ucc,:ssful :in }i.ustralia., particularlv in :celation to cornp1ex cases 
vvh_tre one ju,.:::lge is assigned. :o ·the case fr~rn the outset and deils vvith. all 
inttr.locutory and other nJ.atters, 

320. It goes without say1ng th2, c prompt dr:termin3 tion oi issues 1s 
desirable throeghout the ''dhole conf:fact field. 'We beiieve the ne11v Code of 
Civi't Procedure wiJJ help in this re,,pecL It may also well prove possible to 
appl.y rules adapted to commercial cam.es i:o all classes of co~1,tract cas::s. 

c l. rfhe pr~sent Suprem~ Court sh~m_ld be :·e~r:-:rned "J;Egh Covrt", 1:0 
IonTt p;:,rt 01 a SLJ.preme t,ourt cons1s1:m,g of the Court oi Appeal ;omc! a 
Ei.gh Court. 

2. ·The lirnitadon on the nun1ber ol 
Admi:r:istrative Division comained in s.25(2) 
should be rerrtovcd. 

judges assigned to the 
o{ the Judicature Act 1908 

3. The Chief Justice, on the cecorr:mendation of the Judicial 
Commission, should assign judges to the Administrative Division but he 
should retain his power to make temporary appointments to that division. 

4. Vvhile all High Court jltdges should retain their jurisdiction in 
relation to the prerogative writs, it is preferable for such casf:s to be 
directed, where practicable, to judges of the Administrative Division. 

5, 'The tendency to ensure that appeals on matters of law and, in 
suitable cases, other final appeais from administrative tribunals to the 
Administrative Division of the High Court, should be fostered. 

6. 'While it is not desirable to create separa~e divisions Ol tbe High 
Court (apart from the Administrative Division), a reasonable degree of 
specialisation shouid be encouraged wherever practicable on an 
2.dministrative basis. 

7, The establishment of special procedures for comn,ercial cases would 
be advantageous, 

(~rh:1f!iniali B 1u1§i:ITT1.e§s 

32L Jury i;riafa Vve are satisfied that at the present time there is an 
insuHici!".nt number of judges to cope with the increasi~1g vobrne of all 
business in tl:1e Supreme Court. In additio,1, s,n in-creas,:d volume of work 
at the lower cm:rl level ar:d expou,sion of the j 1risdiction and volume of 
v,,rork of the .A-.dn1ini2.t.radve l")ivision of the Supre1ne (jor,.rt 1.NiH cause 
a:pp.elLz~te and revievI \,vork to irtcreasc in quanti-Ey as \,veH as irnportance. 
Tt\e statistical iniorrnation. 'Ne .b.ave L:1clu.ded in Pa1't II den1onstrates a 



substantial increa,Y~ in judge time so far as criminal trials are concerned, 
There i1as also been a steady increase over tbe years in dvil actions, It is 
time that some solution was found. We consider it can now be said that a 
disproportionate amount of Supreme Court judges' time is being devoted 
to criminal trials. This coach,sion does not denigrate the importance of 
crin1inal work, but highlights the fact that other equally important 
Supreme Court work i~ being unduiy deferred to the detriment of the 
parties: it is generally the law-abiding citizen who pay2 the higliest 
proportion of taxes vihich enabk our legal system to frmction, The Report 

, 

of the Committee er, Court Business ( 1974) fecorded that, in the years I 

1971-1973_, over 80% of z, i'udge's tin,e was spent sitting in court. Late· 
information from at least one judge who had kept careful records reveals j 
that this figure may now be ln excess of 85%. We consider such a figure is l 
far too high a proportion of a judge's working time, 

322. The Law Society agrees that the long-term answer cannot be to 
appoint more and more judges to cope with the increasing workload. of the 
court, although it is satisfied that enlarging the Supreme Court Bench to 
25, as suggested, would not damage the status or prestige of this court or 
its judges, Vl/e n':comrnend that the maximum number of Supreme Court 
judges that can be appoimed under the Judicature Act 1908 should be 
increased from 22 to 25. Although we believe this increase is necessary to 
deal with the present workload, the full complement of 25 may not need to 
be maintained in the future. VVe consider the real solution is ( to adopt the 
words of one of our criteria) best use of judicial talent. This would mean 
reallocation of the workload of the High Court and the District Courts so 
that judicial attributes mat!2h case importance. The Commission 
members who travelled oversea:s were satisfied that the number of judges 
with an equivalent status and function to a Supreme Court judge in :'-Jew 
Zealand is far higher per head of population, 

Recomme:mlation 
The maximum number of Supreme Court judges that can be appointed 

under the Judicature Act 1908 should be increased from 22 to 25. 

323. Being agreed there is an urgent need to change the system over 
criminal jury trials, we now turn to examine the various proposals, 

324. Crown Court or intennediate court In a memorandum 
submitted on behalf of the Supreme Court Judges the then Chief Justice, 
Sir Richard Wild, reminded the Commission that the problem of keeping 
court work running smoothly requires ceaseless attention. He mentioned 
that about ten years ago the j-c1dges effected a number of improvements in 
administration, the possibilities of which were alluded to in the Report of 
the 1962 Cornrnictee 011 the Cr-iminal Business of the Suprem,: Court. 
'\Totable :,,mongst these improvements we,·e aboli.tion of traditional 
quarterly hearings in the main centres, provision of continuous crirninal 
sittings tn Auckland, arrangernem of a more flexible system oI sittings iE 
the provincial oentres, and institutior~- of a readyulist systexn for civil cases. 
Sir Richard VVild said th.at these cl2a:::.~es were welcorned by the practising t 
proiessicn and the rernlts, !Xuticularly in despatch of criminal work, were .! 
quite drarnatico I-Ie ga•;e exar.ttples oJ certain prosecutions v\1hcre the total 
JJeriod crf dn1e elapsing fro;n the actual con1rnission_ of the offence, 
covering r:h,c police enquiries, the fn"eliminary hearing, and th.~ trial, r:igiH 
dcrv1n to the jury's verdict and se1:tence, Tvva.s Jess than six "\1veeks, T'he 
C~id Justice said that in his o~ini.on the despr,tch 0£ criminal work in this 
coumry could not be surpassed ,clsev1here. VVe thir,k this is a valid 
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,:o:T.unenL Ile rnendon,ed that desp:ite· these irfJ.prov,r.:111.ents, the overaU. 
dficie11<:y wbich che _iucges strove to .m2.int.9ix,. wa,1 j~o:Jarc1ized by a i,ev.-

l 1 11· . . . . 1 • 1 1 ' 1 1 deve C:}HT~~r~t:. tn.e ~"Ale 1.ng vo1un!~ ot crll.1;°~1.n2u ;n.ais urougirt aoout part.iy 
bv a worlu.,v.r1cie pnenotnenm1 oi mcreasrng cnme ,:end partly by a nc:0ivly 

' I .. f 1·· ,, ' 1 I 'd 1 • l h acceptea po!Icy o:.. ~lberau)r grantea __ ega a1 : \Alr:u.c 1. 1T1ean.t t .. at n-iany 
offend,er~ who would for'neriy have l::ee:'1 deaJt ,vid1 s1-,mmarily by a. 
rDagistrat,~ elected trial by ju:ry in th,t Suprerne Ciourt, as they are entitled 
to do H liable to imprisonment e;cceeding three months. Sir Richard gave 
the Con1rnission iig;ures frorn tbe \Veekly returr.;.s ::ier)t ·to hin1 l)etv1/een 1 ~,!7 l 
6.nd J 976 demonstrating the increase of work in the five main centres of 
New Z,~ah:.nd (Auckiand, H2,milton, \,Vellingto'1, Christdrnrch, and 
Dunedin). vVe pro.::Juce these figures as Table '27. The really signific,mt 
fact is that in these five centres the total number of criminal jury trials 
r:onducted in .. the Supreme Court jumped from 43'2 in 1974, to 596 in l 975, 
ac1c'. to 615 i,n 1976. There were equivalent increase~ for the whole of :New 
Zealand (Table '.3). The Chief Justice n1z1,de t:hree points to the 
C:\0111rnission: 

(i) The pressure un the Supreme Court is too grea.t. De~pite the 
unceasing and de·,1oted efforts to nrnintain their record the judges 
are steadily losing ground. 

(ii) L is the increase in crirninal prosecutions, particularly in the 
lesser cases, that is the root of the problem, lt is quite wrong that 
the Supreme Court should be cluttered up with crime of 
comparacively mi.nor imFortanct while ordinary citizens 2.re 
deprived of ready access co the coert. 

(iii) If the Supreme Court were relieved of the lesser criminal 
prosecutions it would, with its present establishment, be able to 
conduct all its other work ,Nich proper despatch. 

Sir Richard then subrnitted that there were se-veral possible solutions. V\1e 
quote him as follows: 

(a) A continuing increase in the establishment ol the Supreme Court, 
At first sight this is an obvious solution, But it is necessary to 
consider the consequences of continuing this policy. V\lhen the 
Court of Appeal was set up in 195 7 the full es'.:ablishment 0£ c:1e 
judiciary was fixed at l 4, being the Chief Justice ami 13 Judges. The 
13 was increased to 14 in 1959 and to 15 in 1961. It was held at 15 
Pniil 1969 when, with the establishment of the Administrative 
division, it was increased to 16. Then rn 17 in 1972 and to 19 in l 9'H 
aDd to 21 in 1976. This is a11 increase of owT 50 per cent, in 19 
years. 
· The Judges generally and successive :vi:inisters and many leader~ 
in the profession have long hdd the ,;ievv that increases in the 
merr:.bership c,f the Court must be very carefully controlled. Thi& 
goes beyond the mere matier of preserving rhe q·.1a1ity and the 
status of the Court and its Judges. It i, a question of ensuring the 
pro.pe: an~ r;1ost 2dvaatag~ous use ?i tl~e hur~~n. resource~ 
available. 1 a lllG.strate the point, take a nosp1tal vvlncnj because or 
an i;1crease in the urb,rnisal:ion and inciustr{:disation of the area it 
serves, is required to treble its en:-:i.ergency and accident departn1f~nL 
It does nm need oecesgarily to ffeble its co'Cnplernem of skilLcd 
surgeor1s. ·vvhat it rnust do first is ti:, ide:ntify the natu.re ol the 
change :1nd alter its syste,r. z,ccc,rdingly, adapting the qEaliDed 
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human resources to the new reqairements. So, in regard to our 
Courts. the pressures mentioned coJl for the same kind of apuroach. 
It is a {natteir 0f changing the structure to fit the nature of the work 
demanding attention. 

, 
(b) Restriction of right of trial by jury. On first impression this also 

appears a logical step but in so far ::is it would involve curtailment of 
long established rights it presents obvious difficulties. Ii is 
noteworthy that, while a Criminal La,v Bill recently introduced in 
the Cnited Kingdom provided for offences of thdt of a ,1alue below 
£'20 and for criminal damage, except arson, to be entirely summary 
offences triable without a jury in the Magistrate's Court, thai: 
proposal has since been dropped. 'fvfore0ver, the report of \fr. ~ 
Justice Speight's committee showed rhat the practical effect of such 1 
a change here would be minin,aI 

( c) Vesting jurisdiction for trial by jury in the :vfagistra te's Court. As to 
this suggestion there are two obvious difficulties: 

(i) It would simply not be practicable, or indeed necessary, to 
provide the staff, accommodation and administrative 
machinery to enable trial )Jy jury to be conducted in every 
place where Magistrates sit. 

(ii) It is no disrespect to the Yfagistra!:es as a group to say that 
some do not have (though some do have) the necessary 
experience and aptitude to preside at a trial by jury. It has 
been said that since every Magistrate has to consider both 
the law and the facts in forming and giving his decision on a 
sun-unary prosecution he already has the experience to 
preside over a trial by jury. Despite the apparent logic of this 
the Judges know from hard experience and the Law Reports 
show that conducting a trial and giving a proper summing
up to a jury is a very different matter from giving a 
conclusion of one's own. Nor would it be right to attenuate 
the very important safeguards in trial by jury on indictment 
by vesting jurisdiction to preside in some 50 Magistrates" 
They were simply not chosen to carry out that function. 

To confer the jurisdiction permanently on a few selected 
Magistrates would virtually be to establish a new Court 
which is the solution the Judges put forward four years ago. 

( d) Crown _Court. There ha~ b:een mucl~_;11isund-::rsta~ding in the l~gal 
profess10n as to what this mvoives. 1 he essence or the proposal as 
envisaged in the report of ~,1:r Justice Speight's commiq.ee is that the 
crimincil jurisdiction of the Supreme Court would be' vested in th;~ 
Crown Cov.l·t oJ 'vvhich tl1e judges v1ould be aU the Judges of the 
Supre1ne Court togetl1e:c viit}1 such nurnl:.H::r of Cro'vvn Court Judges 
as are from dme to tin-1e required. Those latter v10uld be selecte,I by 
prorr.otion from d,e N1agi3trau~s Cocirt c,1 appointed from tl1e EaL 
Four or five ·vvould be required to start the Bystern, st.2tioned. 
probably in At'.ckland cm.cl 'ii\fellington but circuiting as reqeired. JI! 
1/1/ith cur sircui t syst:c:m working as flexibly as tI does, the allocation ~j 
of cases 1:0 Judges would be a straig·htforward administn:tive matter 
but, brnadly speak:ng, S1-1Freme Court Judges ,voulci alw,qs preside 
over n111rd'C:r, rna.ns.la~J_:g·ht1:.r, £'~12:g.:--avate/'i robbery._ rap1::: and the 1nost 
',0 ·1·1°01' 0 d·1·110- ,·1•ar•,·e·s' ·t~d ',-.::C~"!1", r,0,11·, ·1·11•·i;.,.;s cv1=" ·;·he r,1-hPr" :S· -· ,_.,i-,;::i _.._ • 0 ._...._1_ _._ C> ,.._ ~ C ,._.IL ~•- ..__,!_l v. ,. ll.,I ~. ._ '-" , •\---6 ,_,,_ \ ·'--'.t ~----- J ,-~--•''-' ,:i, 

·' · 1 ' · ' 1 11' ,· · · u· · · · · Lfornr:rutta /~~ tr1a1, Lne ca /-ng 01. j:1~1~s, cnnce act~11n1str:at1on_, cor_:Lrt 
rooT.ns, ano tll.e conduct or rhe tr1al 1tsel£, vvcr,uld cont1nue ,rust a.s 
n1.)l/Vo 
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( e) Intermediate Court. Such a Court would be esta.blished on the 
general pattern of the District Courts in the States of Australia, with 
jurisdiction to conduct trial by jury of the less serious criminal cases, 
and with an appropriate civil and domestic jurisdiction. 

From his enquiries, the then Chief Justice was able to tell us that a 
majority of the judges did not favour increasing the establishment of the 
Supreme Court. They did, however, favour the formation of some type of 
Crown or intermediate court to conduct trial by jury of lesser criminal 
offences. They were not in favour of vesting jurisdiction to conduct trial by 
jury of lesser offences in all, or some, of the magistrates. 

325. As the hearings progressed in front of us, it became clear that the 
term "Crmvn Court" meant different things rn different people when 
applied to the :_\Tevv Zealand situation. To the !974 Committee on Court 
Business (a.s inentioned by the then Chief Justice) it meant a division of 
rhe Supreme Court presided over by Supreme Court judges and "such 
other special judges as are from time to time appointed, to be called 
Crown Court Judges". This Crown Court would exercise the criminal 
jurisdiction of the Suprern.e Court. Crown Court judges ,,vould travel on 
circuit but would not hear the most serious cases; these would be reserved 
for a Supreme Court judge sitting in the Crown Court. Appointments 
would be from the magistracy and the Bar, and promotion could occur to 
the Supreme Court. In answering questions, the then Chief Justice 
informed us that some other judicial work as a form of variety would be 
desirable. The Commission agrees that a balanced workload is desirable 
and this sentiment has been echoed by many other organisations or 
individuals who made submissions to the Commission. Furthermore, 
restricting a judge exclusively to criminal work might make it difficult to 
attract suitable appointees. It seemed to the Commission, with all respect, 
that when the Chief Justice made this statement he was in effect 
suggesting the creation of an intermediate court because he considered 
that the Crown Court judges who were not Supreme Court judges should 
have a limited civil jurisdiction up to a certain value, in addition to doing 
certain divorces. Apart from the judges' views on this topic, some support 
for the establishment of a Crown Court came from submissions presented 
by the Police Department and individuai barristers. -

326. We see disadvantages in the proposal in that it would widen the 
gap between the Supreme Court and the :Magistra.tes' Courts and thereby 
downgrade the magistracy. VVe think this would be a retrograde step. 
:3econdly, because of the improbability of the Crov,n Court operating in 
aH centres (for practical reasons), invidious cEsti.nctions n"light result. 
:'.\;one oi rhe historical reason:, which led Lord Beechirnr to recornmend a 
Crown Court for England, in our opinion, exist ·to any e;tenc here. '\Jot the 
least of the differe11ces is the wide jurisdiction and the standing of our 
rnagisrrates. "lt\!i>'.h aU respect to arguments ~o the coD.trary, we ,.hink it 
illogical to deprive sorn.e of Olff magistrates of an extended criminal 
J urisdictio:n when their preseni: Civil jurisdiction is gready in excess of that 
possessed oy C:om~ty Court judges in the L;tfr.ed Kingdom, v-rho 'WEre 
granted an e;:tended crimfoal jurisdiction as Circuit judges cmder the 
Beeching scheme 

327. The Crovvn c;_ourt h-1 E1ngland there{ore does n.ot constitute a 
relevant precedent. Prii:narily;, hcn,vever) vve cor1sider that a C:rotNn Court 
vvould in-1111.ediately be seen as an inter:rnediate conrt bt::tvvcen the 
:Magistr,,tes' Couri:s anci the High Court. Far from bridging- the gap 
between those ('WO conrts, 1Jo.e gap would be wiclewccd 2.nd this -.vould, 'Ne 
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believe, have a serious effect on the morale of the magistracy. Nothing we 
have seen overseas would cause us to alter this view. Lowering the public 
esteem for the Magistrates' Courts would be most unfortuna,te for it is 
these courts which must continue to be responsible for handling the bulk 
of the criminal work in this country. The Magistrates' Executive informed 
us it was definitely opposed to any possible intermediate or Crown Court 
system: It favoured the New Zealand Law Society's proposal which we 
later examine. 

328. Apart from strong opposition to the Crown Court proposal from 
the New Zealand Law Society, several District Law Societies, and the 
Department of Justice, to which the Commission must give due weight, 
we also consider that when measured against the criteria for reform which 
we have enunciated, the proposal is unconvincing. First, it is not suitable 
to conditions in New Zealand in that the factors which led to setting up 
the Crown Court in England do not apply. Secondly, the establishment of 
a Crown Court in addition to Magistrates' Courts and the Supreme Court 
in some centres could not be justified economically. We say this because, 
undoubtedly, with the addition of civil work proposed for it, it would 
amount overall to an intermediate court requiring additional staffing and 
facilities. Thirdly, in looking to public service we agree that establishment 
of a Crown Court would not improve the services provided by the 
Magistrates' Courts. As the Secretary for Justice submitted: 

Once established it is not unreasonable to fear that new jurisdictions 
would, over a period of time, accrue to a Crown Court. It would tend 
to develop a life of its own. If this occurred, and in my opinion it is 
not a fanciful notion, the jurisdiction and status of the District Court 
would be correspondingly adversely affected. 

Fourthly, we consider the best use of judicial talent can be made in a more 
flexible system, which also bears on the criterion of efficient 
administration. Fifthly, the proposal lacks the simplicity of the present 
three-tier system. 

329. While rejecting the Crown Court proposal as such, we later 
indicate certain of its features we have seen operating in the United 
Kingdom, which can usefully be adopted without the creation of another 
tier of courts. 

330. It follows that the Commission also rejects the notion of any 
intermediate court to deal with lesser crime and to have some civil 
jurisdiction. In this respect the Commission also agrees with submissions, 
of the Criminal Law Reform Committee. Because at an early stage of our 
hearings we were fortunate to have discussions with a former supervising 
stipendiary magistrate of the South Australian court, the Commission 
members when in Adelaide closely examined the intermediate court 
system which operates in that State. We also observed the operation of 
intermediate courts in other Australian States. In New South Wales the 
maximum civil jurisdiction is $20,000; in Victoria, $12,000; in 
Queensland, $10,000; in South Australia, $20,000; in Western Australia, 
$10,000. From these figures it will be seen that the civil jurisdiction of the 
Australian intermediate courts is in excess of that presently vested in the 
Magistrates' Courts of New Zealand. However, when making our 
comparisons with Australia, if we remove the personal injury action 
(abolished in New Zealand), none of the intermediate courts in Australia 
exercises an overall jurisdiction in excess of the civil jurisdiction we 
propose for reconstituted Magistrates' Courts in this country. There are 
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otl~er factorn particular to the Austr2Jian situation v1hich in our opinion 
are not valid for ::\Tew Ze2Jand: firsc, the qualifications of those 1;<,1ho 
preside in the summaq courts, and, secondly, the ccncencration of the 
population. In. several States great reliance is placed m-:; the use of lay 
persons and career public serv,n:ts to dispose of the bulk uI ~he work in the 
summary juri~1diction. :'.\Ieither of these groups possesses the same 
qualifications or experience as the :'-Jew Zealand magi~.trates. Generally 
ipeaking, the Amtraforn population is concentrated in iarge cities. There 
:J.re relatively few substantial centres outc,ide the State capitals. The first of 
these populadon factors rendered establishment of an intermediate court 
desirable; the second made it practical. On the otl;.er hand, this col,ntry's 
Supreme Court sits in 18 towns and cities, and the Magistrates' Courts in 
91. 

33L Although it was suggested that an intermediate court could be 
restricted to the niain centres, we con3ider that uniform justice would only 
be ad,ieved if the court sat throughout the country so that the same 
quality of justice was available to all. 'We abo mention the additional cost 
which would be involved in establishing a further tier of courts. Later in 
this report we deal with the proposal for a unified court, and we note in 
this context that many common law jurisdictions are moving towards 
unification, particularly in the area. of adrninistra6on, VVe were able to 
observe that the trend is strongly against any proliferation of courts and 
tentatively towards fusion of existing courts. This was particularly 
:ioticeable in Canada. 

332. Proponents of an intermediate court argued that because there are 
three categories of criminal offences, three levels of courts and judges are 
required. While we have divided criminal offences into three categorie5, it 
is difficult to see how the intermedi,:tte category (electable offences) can be 
said to require an intermediate court. Electable offences are either tried 
summarily or before a jury: they form a separate category only in so far as 
they may be either one or the other at the option of the accused. 

333. For these reasons we think introduction of an intermediate court in 
:\Jew Zealand would be a retrograde step. It would also carry with it many 
of the disadvantages we consider flow from the Crown Court proposal and 
we reiterate that an intermediate court, like the Crown Court, would 
ur,doubtedly downgrade the Magistrates' Courts. 

334. The Departinent of Justice's proposal The department believes 
that public confidence in criminal jury trials would best be maintained if 
they continued to be heard in and under the aegis of the Supreme Court. 
To relieve Supreme Court judges of their present heavy burden, the 
department cecor:nrnend':"d that a sufficient Lumber of suitably qualified 
District Court judges should be appointed to preside in the Supreme 
CourL over criminal jury rrials, 01:her i:;1an in rc;spec1 of purely indictable 
offences" These trials vvould conceni: 

(i) ,Elect,ible offences: 
su2r1.rnary oHi:n.ces carrying a lial:iility of rnore than. 3 n1onths' 
i1np-riso::in1ent 'vvhere the offender elected iurv trial; 
incli.ctal:::ile offences triable surr1rr1arily \vhe:/e ti-._e oHender elected 
j ury tri2, l; a.nd 

(ii) Hybrid of/wees: 
indictable 0Hei1ces wn.ich would otherwic;e b:c: Lriabk sumrnariJ,; 
bui v.-hcre the prcsecucion had fai.d the charge indictably. ' 

335, The department n,brnitted tha: this solutio:rl v.rould have 
nun1enJus advantages becau.se it v.Tould corita.in in one forurn all crirninal 
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jufy trials, ,,,vith the atl:ernfant administr,cti.ive bendit~ .. It v1as SL1ggested 
that public ,confidence in the sys.tern v1ouJ.d be m.ziintained, 8-f; tria]s vvould 
Ulke ·phtce in :c, Supreme Coun s1:tting. The need. Ix a forther rier in the 
court stn.1cture ,would be a:voided. l)istrict (Jourt iudQ"es apoointecl to sit 

, ., • • • 1 r " • - ,, u - .L ~· 

w1tn Junes would wmen tneir- expenenc,~. ln the large metropolltan 
centres a pan.el nif su.ch j-udgts \Novld. b-e available tel sit in rotc~tion. It ~Nas 
suggested that sole re1:;iden t Di.strict Court judge in a prov;ncial centre 
zhovld preferably be appointed to sit in znother circuit, when p1esiding 
over jury trials. The dl"partmenr suggestec1 that r, regional court 
administ~a tor ( a nevv appoin.tee \.vhc~.se functions vve Ia ter discuss), in 
commltation wi':11 the fn1preme Coun judgc2 a:1ii 1:he regi.onal Distri::t 
Ciourt judges, v.,rou]d allocate I)istrict c,:ou.rt judges to sit -r,vith j-u.ries as the 
need arose. It wz.s further submitted that District Cimrt juclge3 presidin6 
over criminal jury tri.als in tbe ,~up.reme Court should have the same 
jurisdiction in impo~ing sentences as would a judge of the Supreme Court. 
·we know that this is the position that obtains ::werseas, ir:c thz,t District 
Court judges sitting ,.vith jtJ.ries b their own jurisdiction (as in Australia 
and C:urnda), or as Circuit judges in the Crown Court (in the T;nited 
Kingdom), are able to impose the sentence pri::scribed by law. (So far as 
summary hearings are concerned, the clepar1..n,ent proposed that the 
District Courts would ex,ercise the criminal jurisdiction currently 
ex1:rcised by the _Magistrates' Courts.) Appeals from crin1in2d jury trials 
heard by ;:; Gistric.: Court judge would lie direct to the Court ef A.ppeal, 
but appeals from the District Court itself would lie to the High Court, and 
a further appeal with 11,·ave, ore questions of law, to the Court of AppeaL 
vVe make the obvious comment that in his o•,vr, couri: the District Court 
judge i~ a judge of fact as well as law, but in the proposed jury jurisdiction 
the jury would have the re8ponsibility of finding the facts. 

336_ -we must say th;:,.t some members o'i the Commission were at first 
attracted to this proposal. It has the immediate advantagl':s of ostensibly 
2.voiding another tier in rhe court s:n1cture and of continuing in one 
setting all crimirlal jury trials. It also has the advantage of flexibility for 
the allocation of work which we consider to be a very important teiJ,ture: 
the courts could adapt to variations in rhe caseload very simply and 
effectively. Furthermore, vlith District Court judges sitting in the High 
Court, a collegiality, which would benefit both courts, would develop. "vVe 
should add that in many respects it is a similar type of operation to the 
Crown Court system in the United Kingdom. In London, for example, 12 
metropolita11 rr1agistrates rake tum as Circuit judges in the Crown Court 
system, returning in due course to their normal magisterial duties. 

337. Pervading a great many of the submissions we heard was the 
objective of up-gnding the Ivfagistrates' Courts. As we have indicated, we 
endorse that aim. VVe consider that no effort should be spared co make the 
nev,, District Courts strong, autonomous, effective uufrs. VVe have seen 
overseas, more particularly in Australia and Canada, rhs.t where the 
District Courts are autonomous and where they have been up-graded in 
their jurisdictions, they attract considerable legal talen, '3,nd in some cases 
':_. nurn~e: uf ,Queen'.s Counsel preside as judges in i.hose C?'Jrts._ '1:his 
Cornr:uss1on looks rnrvvard to the day \Vhen pcrso:ns vvlth su1ular 
qualifications a,ccept appoimmenr to the District Cov.rts oi Ne~v Zealand. 
'Ne haw~ observed at first hand, net only througr discu:,-siorn; ·with District 
Court judges bo.t ~vith rnernbers of the ~Bc-.r and court adr:'1inistrators in 
AusttcJia ,and (Jana.de.., the standin~r and n:sDect that thosf: judges enioy . 

., J ' ·1 ._, . .t • • • - • 

1 o us, the dep:crtment s solut10n na;; the ap_!)eaLrnce of a rdat1vely short 
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term expedient; moreover, given an inexorably increasing criminal 
caseload it can reasonably be expected that the demand for District Court 
judges presiding over jury trials would increase, and the occasional would· 
tend to become permanent, thus creating an intermediate tier of judicial 
officer with an adverse effect on the status of the lower court. Despite the 
most resolute intention to the contrary, the department's solution could 
well develop into a Crown Court or at least exhibit some of the features of 
a Crown Court. The department itself criticised the Crown Court 
proposal. 

338. By contrast, we agree that the New Zealand Law Society's solution 
proposing that the District Courts should hear lesser jury criminal trials 
involves a significant long-term change in the structure of the courts. It 
provides for the development of local courts capable of future expansion in 
this country ;with its relatively scattered population. In other words, the 
proposal m.eets the test of suitability for New Zealand conditions. Looking 
ahead, we consider there will be centres other than those in which 
criminal jury trials are at present held, that is, which are not Supreme 
Court centres, where lesser criminal offences should be heard by juries, 
with a consequent saving in expense and inconvenience to those members 
of the public involved. We mention as examples Tauranga and Mount 
Maunganui with a combined population of 48,000, and Upper Hutt with 
a population of 35,000; two possible areas where jury courts could be 
arranged. 

339. We deal next with the suggestion that commissioners and 
recorders could be appointed from the Bar to serve on a part-time basis 
and relieve the High Court judges of some of the criminal jury work. The 
New Zealand Law Society submitted there was nothing significantly 
different in the Department of Justice's proposal detailed above, from the 
concept of commissioners or recorders, except that in the former case 
appointees would come from the District Courts. Commissioners, 
recorders, and District Court judges hearing certain criminal cases would 
all effectively be part-time, temporary Supreme Court judges. While, as 
we have mentioned, there is the precedent of stipendiary magistrates 
sitting as Circuit judges in the Crown Court in London, and also 
acknowledging that commissioners and recorders have been part of the 
English legal system for many years, nevertheless we think that public 
confidence in New Zealand's court system would be weakened if 
temporary or part-time appointments were introduced. As to the view 
expressed by the department that public confidence in criminal jury trials 
would best be maintained if they continue to be heard under the aegis of 
the Supreme Court; we say, first, that it is just as plausible, and no more 
persuasive, to argue that confidence would be weakened by confusion over 
a system which takes judges from one jurisdiction and temporarily puts 
them in another. Secondly, there could equally be confusion because 
minor criminal offences were heard in the Supreme Court but civil cases 
involving substantial sums of money were not. Finally, we observe that 
each court is entitled to its proper status. We think that can best be 
achieved by enabling the best qualities of each set of judges to be seen and 
heard in the courts to which they are appointed. 

340. Commissioners or recorders The New Zealand Law Society 
informed us that in 1975, it tentatively considered the possibility of 
appointing lawyers or magistrates as commissioners or recorders to hear 
criminal jury trials. It said this proposal was made solely in an effort to 
find an immediate solution to the pressure of criminal work in the 
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Sur,,,ren:1:.: (]ottrL It did not, ho·;Ne·ver~ support th,e idea frcn2 a lo:1g-te:cn 
poinr of \r]e\v. Th-e Society rnade lt clear tc us that it -.c:ou.ld s-ee IJO pls.ce for 
either C-t:)rr111:1issi,oners. or recorders in. tl;e hi1v.re ::true.tu.re o:f tbe rq e·v11 

~-~1
2~~~:at~•~l:;ti~:h; ~1::i~tr~~Jc~/~:~i~:i~:~\,,~; :~i~:r~~~~~\!;~~;~~s;~t~~~e::l,~r:f:~ 

Suprerne (Jo?LCt. It sterr1ed tc, us that this propossJ ·vvas lltde different-frorn 
that of the .Departn1cnt of Justice. Frorn th.e It:J.r carne the Iurtb:er 
suggestion that v~le should consider the use :of recorders in the vva.y they 
function in the United Kingdom. Thr .Barrowclough Committee 
specifically considered such a proposal in 1962-196.5. The recorder is a 
part-time judge vvho may sit on the Bench for a period and then resurne 
pr,ictice at the Bar. The New Zealand Lavv Society considered that thia 
proposal would have the disadvantages of being detrimental to the image 
and standing of the magistracy and of creating potential embarrassment 
at the Bar because a lawyer might not feel comfortable pressing an issue 
with a colleague knowing that he could shortly be in a position of judicial 
influence over him. Being a part-time appointment, it would dmvngrade 
the administration of the criminal law, and finally, the Society thought it 
would be undesirable and impracticable in the New Zealand situation. 
We do not favour the use of commissioners or recorders. 

341. A. criminal division of the High Court We heard several. 
interesting proposals from the Criminal Law Reform Committee. This 
committee, which is chaired by the Solicitor-General, has as its members 
representatives of the Bar, the Government, the universities, and the 
police. The committee submitted that the time has come to establish a 
separate Criminal Division in the High Court. They contend common 
experience indicates the more skilled a person becomes in a particular 
field of endeavour, the more quickly he can do the work involved. It was 
said that because of the size of our population and the volume of criminal 
business, specialisation in this area is now a practical possibility. The 
committee considered that increased familiarity with the criminal law and 
current decisions should make the task of the specialist judge easier, and 
more rapid decisions on procedure and legal questions should cause 
criminal trials to flow more quickly. The committee acknowledged the 
danger ( to which we have already referred) of complete specialisation 
vvithout a degree of variety in other fields, but suggested that if counsel of 
experience and skill in the criminal lavir could be assured of that variety, 
appointment to the Bench would become more attractive than the present 
system by which judges are required to exercise their jurisdiction in every 
field from probate in solemn form, to patents, copyright, and the 
intricacies of judicial review of administrative decisions. 

342. On this argument, the contrary view was expressed by a former 
President of the Court of Appeal. He considered, as a general rule, New 
Zealand's judges should not be appointed because they had special 
knowledge in 3ome particular field. It was his opinion, which vve 
respectfully adopt, that people of good experience and sense were 
required, and he was sure that wide experience and 0wide education were 
mon: important than knowledge in a special field. The judge added, 
q 'rfhe rarest Jorm of 1,t\/isclom, which is a1.isnan1ed co1nrnc,n sense\ is in a, 
large part the product of experience and it is important that people should 
be selected for appointment vvho have evidenced that sort of basic 
principle of comrnon sense".* 
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343. After hearing cross-examination, and having regard to the criteria 
we have adopted, we are not in favour of the Criminal Law Reform 
Committee's proposal. As we have stated, we consider that judicial 
attributes should be matched to case importance and difficulty, and we 
prefer the solution that High Court judges should be substantially relieved 
of lesser crime. As noted of other proposals, New Zealand's scattered 
population would make it difficult to provide a judge from the proposed 
Criminal Division for virtually every session in every small town. We 
reiterate that proposals made elsewhere in this report for some criminal 
jury trials to be conducted in District Courts and for a greater degree of 
flexibility in administration, should, in our opinion, afford a better 
solution than the creation of a specialist Criminal Division. 

344. SpecUil summary procedure The Criminal Law Reform 
Committee u~efully reminded us of both the value of jury trial and certain 
disadvantages in time taken, cost, inconvenience to jurors, and delays in 
procedure. The committee sought to rationalise the whole question of 
right to jury trial with a specific aim of removing relatively minor matters 
from the Supreme Court, which has traditionally been thought of as the 
forum for major crime. The committee suggested that perception of the 
relative importance of some offences (and therefore of the appropriate 
forum for trial) has been affected by changing social attitudes to 
imprisonment as an appropriate sanction, and by the effects of inflation on 
monetary thresholds governing maximum sentences for crimes such as 
theft and receiving. It further argued that imprisonment, when imposed, 
is a total invasion of an individual citizen's liberty, meriting the 
co_mpensatory right to jury trial, even if the offence involved is relatively 
mmor. 

345. The committee considered various possibilities such as a major 
revision of penalties prescribed by the Crimes Act and other relevant 
statutes, also heavier penalties for second and subsequent offences, in an 
effort to limit availability of jury trials and so direct the Supreme Court's 
attention more fully to major matters. It was felt that both these measures 
fell short of a'solution in that they could unduly limit the court's discretion 
in sentencing, or produce anomalous results. 

346. The committee's solution proposed that for electable-and summary 
offences (paragraph 78) where the defendant is liable to imprisonment, 
the prosecution should evaluate each case and decide whether to 
prosecute before a judge and jury or to use a special summary procedure 
before a magistrate. The suggested criterion on which such a decision 
should be based was whether, on the prosecution's assessment of the case, 
including the accused's previous criminal history, he faced any real 
prospect of being sentenced to imprisonment if convicted. The proposal 
was that if prosecution was completed in the Magistrate's Court by this 
special procedure the accused could not be sentenced to imprisonment. 
The committee suggested, however, that if a magistrate hearing such a 
case considered that circumstances potentially warranted imprisonment, 
he could, at any time up to the end of the prosecution case, decline to deal 
with it by the special procedure. The defendant would then be asked to 
elect whether he wished the hearing to continue in the Magistrate's Court 
by the ordinary procedure, or to be tried by a judge and jury. The 
committee also suggested that in certain limited circumstances, the 
defendant should have the right to apply for trial by jury even when the 
prosecution had commenced proceedings by way of the special summary 
procedure, for example, where a conviction for theft of a relatively small 
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sum of money could lead to specially grave consequences for the person 
concerned. It ,,vas further proposed that a lower court should have the 
power to direct that the special summary procedure should be applied 
even though the prosecution had chosen to bring the charge under the 
ordinary procedure. 

347. Any proposal designed to relieve the Supreme Court of 
comparatively minor criminal trials deserves careful consideration. In 
theory, the committee's proposal would afford a measure of relief by 
removing from the Supreme Court those cases where a sentence of 
imprisonment was not seriously in contemplation. Any reduction of 
caseload by this means would be cancelled by a massive increase in the 
number of jury trials because all those electable offences otherwise triable 
summarily if the defendant so chose, but where the prosecution 
considered imprisonment a likely sentence, would be withheld from trial 
before a Magistrate's Court for trial before a judge and jury; also those 
summary cases where defendants are liable for the sentence of three 
months' imprisonment or less, since loss of liberty is again involved. The 
number of additional cases which would come before the Supreme Court 
under such a system would obviously be large: analysis of statistics 
supplied in the committee's submission gives an approximate figure for 
197 5 of 6,000 additional trials. 

348. There are further unsatisfactory aspects of this proposal. One 
point needing clarification was whether, as the Criminal Law Reform 
Committee stated in their proposal, ordinary summary trial of electable 
offences would disappear, or ·whether this would remain, with the special 
procedure as an additional option" The committee's chairman confirmed 
the latter position was preferred" 

349. The proposal also involves consideration of a person's previous 
convictions as a factor in determining mode of trial. Reference to an 
accused's criminal. history is not normally permitted until a jury has 
considered its verdict. With one or two exceptions such as disqualified 
driving and bookmaking (and these have created their own procedural 
problems), the fact of previous convictions has no relevance to an accused 
person's right to elect trial by jury. Under the committee's proposal it is 
not inconceivable that the jury, observing the minor nature of the charge, 
might deduce that the accused had a history of convictions. 

3500 Revision of certain statutes 'Would also· be necessary. Of the 1,346 
persons sentenced in the Magistrates' Courts in 1976 to sentences of three 
months' imprisonment or less, a substantial portion would have been 
charged v,ith summary offences for ·which they are not presently entitled 
to the right to elect jury trial, for example, driving with excess blood 
alcohol, disorderly behaviour, first offences of driving vvhilst disqualified, 
and breaches of probation and periodic detention orders. All(wrnnce 
sj10uld also be made for charges of_ °i:hese k;inds ~vh~chresult_ed ir,i ac_q_uitt~L 
J, urthennore, sentences of probat1011 and per10d1c det•cnt1on (re3IC1ential 
or non.-residential) rn.ay only be irnp-osed •yvhen ·the 1Jersc,n charged is Eable 
"to ir-:tprison1ne11t. The pJc~ce of periodi,;: detention in th:= per1.al s.ysten1 has 
been stated as an alternative to ie1p1.isonn1ent and it in\.rolve~; suhsta~.'}tia.1 
invasion in.to {b.e Hbtri:y of tht: p~:cson cl~ic~rged .. If ii: is intenc:,ed that 
sentences c,f probati.on and period:i.c detention c:o:ritir:-:ue to Lie a\.1aHa1)1t 
ur:_1:ler a sp~cial stunr:nciry procedt~re, o_ revisior:1 ry( pen~d po-J.icy and of tl-1:::: 
relevant sections of ti1-e (Jrirnir1al .!\ct '>vou.Id be required. 

35 l. It is also relevant to point ('Jut tha.t the {~ffect of th~.:: special 
stunrnary pri:Jct~1dt1re vvo1.1.l.d: be to lJring cases conE:·lclered by tl1.e 
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out, we do not consider this limit should be revised, at least until the effect 
of our other prop03a]s has been assessed. 

3.55. Unified Court The general S'1bmissions we received concerning 
th,~ need for a unified court are dealt with elsev,rhere. In so far as these 
bear upon the criminal business of the courts, we consider that the 
recommendations we are making meet that need. The more flexible the 
total administration of the courts becomes, the greater unity is achieved. 
Some wam to achieve it administratively; some want to create a different 
type of structure. Our criminal procedure is already unified to a 
substantial extent in that every criminal matter is commenced in the 
Magistrates' Courts by way of filing an information. The steps which have 
to be taken to dispose of that information are then specified in our 
procedure. There must inevitably be widely differing specific procedures 
for dealing with a parking offence and murder, and they must be 
channelled to the appropriate place. 

356. New Zealand Law Society proposal The prime suggestion of the 
Law Society for crimimi.l work of the High Court is that the proposed 
District Courts should be given jurisdiction to hear criminal jury trials of 
lesser offences. While conceding that the simplest way of handling present 
problems of court congestion in New Zealand would be to allow someone 
else, whether from the Bar or from the Magistrates' Court Bench, to 
preside over criminal cases in the Supreme Court, the Society's proposal 
was intended not merely to provide a solution for problems of the next 
decade, but to devise a basic structure to carry fonvard for many years to 
come. The Society is strongly motivated to ensure that all people in all 
areas receive the same justice and are not disadvantaged. There is also the 
key problem of endeavouring to ensure that the Magistrates' Courts are 
not downgraded. The Society's scheme would obviously relieve the 
presem burden on High Court judges and simultaneot:sly up-grade what 
will be rhe District Court Bench. The enlarged jurisdiction of the lower 
court frees the High Court to folfil its more appropriate superior 
functions. Y.!e consider the scheme would be more readily adaptable than 
others proposed to meet future expansion and developments. We 1-:ave 
earlier indicated our preference for giving the nevv District Courts 
complere a 1Jtonomy wherever possible. For these reasons, we consider the 
forum in 'which a District Court judge presides with juries should be the 
District Court itself rather than the High Courc (although, as a matter of 
practical expediency, the same courtroom may often be used). 

357. The Commission's re,r:or,rurnen.dntfon While we concur in the 
choice of forum, we do not agree 'Nith a.11 the other submissions of the Law 
Society on rhe jurisdicrion to be exercised by Dist,kt Court judges. We 
accept as fundamental th'.': submission that purely indictable offences 
should be tried in the High Court. W c do not think that the jurisdiction of 
District Court judges with juries should cover only certain electable 
crimes. We prefer the Department of Justice's proposal th:H the judge 
should be entitled to preside in his court over all criminal jury trials other 
than for purely indictable offences. 1//e have carefully perused the nature 
and type of offences v,hich fall into the two categories of indictable and 
electable. Statistical information confirms the submission that onlv a 
srnall proportion of electable offences has attracred sentences in exces~ of 
three years' imprisonment: as we have previously mentioned, a sample 
taken by the Department of Justice in the year i976 showed that only 3% 
(9 persons out of 299) received a sentence in excess of a magistrate's 
jurisdiction of three years (Table 14). 
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358. Our recommendation, therefore, is that District Courts should be 
given jurisdiction to hear all electable crimes. Some judges of that court 
will therefore sit with a jury. We think such judges should be selected by 
the Appointments Committee of the Judicial Commission. While the Law 
Society conceded that not all present magistrates would be suited to 
preside over jury trials, we consider the required number may be found 
from within their ranks and from new appointees. We consider that as 
with their counterparts in District Courts overseas, our District Court 
judges who sit with a jury should have jurisdiction to impose the full 
sentence prescribed for the particular offence, that is, the same 
jurisdiction a judge of the High Court would have if he were dealing with 
the same offence. (So that those who peruse this report may have a clearer 
understanding of the classification of offences as summary, electable, and 
indictable, )Ve· produce Appendix 1.) 

359. In 'achieving our recommendations on the way a District Court 
judge will be given jurisdiction, either with or without juries, we have not 
been persuaded by any single proposal from any particular quarter. The 
Commission has been able to gather a synthesis of what we consider the 
better and more practical ideas. The Law Society suggested there should 
be a limit placed on the District Court's jurisdiction for electable crimes, 
having regard to the maximum sentence prescribed for any offence. At 
present, if a magistrate considers the sentence might be in excess of his 
jurisdiction of three years, the accused person is committed for sentence to 
the Supreme Court. It was said to us that that three years could be made 
five, seven, or ten years as the Commission thought fit; the Department of 
Justice, on the other hand, placed no limit on sentencing for a District 
Court judge sitting with a jury other than the sentence prescribed for the 
offence. It did propose that the District Court judge sitting without a jury 
should exercise the current criminal jurisdiction of the Magistrates' 
Courts. We have not found this an easy matter to resolve because of 
potential anomalies concerning tht, appropriate forum for appeal but we 
think the best solution is to propose that the sentencing jurisdiction of 
District Court judges sitting with a jury should be that provided by statute 
for the crime. We consider appeals in this class of case against conviction 
or sentence should go directly to the Court of Appeal. On the other hand, 
we have decided to recommend that when District Court judges sit 
without a jury, the maximum sentence should remain at three years' 
imprisonment and any appeal should lie to a single judge of the High 
Court. In accordance with the desirability of increasing District Court 
judges' jurisdiction over a period of time, we think that after three years, 
the Judicial Commission should review the sentencing limits of District 
Court judges sitting without a jury. Should the sentencing jurisdiction be 
increased beyond three years' imprisonment, we recommend that appeals 
against conviction and sentence, where the sentence is in excess of three 
years' imprisonment, should then go direct to the Court of Appeal. 

360. We have mentioned anomalies earlier. We need only point out that 
a District Court judge sitting alone may, at the election of the accused, try 
a serious crime and the appeal, under our proposals (or at present), goes 
to the High Court; whereas on another occasion he might, at the election 
of the accused, try a lesser criminal offence with a jury and the appeal, 
under our proposal, would lie to the Court of Appeal. We have given 
anxious thought to the apparent difficulties, and bearing in mind the 
criteria we have set ourselves, we conclude it is desirable for our 
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permanent appellate court to be entrusted with overali superv1S1on of 
directions to juries and, likewise, the reviewing of lengthier sentences. 

361. Allocation of cases between High Court and District Courts 
Although the Crown Court system in England provides for a High Court 
judge to refer what would be an indictable case in New Zealand for 
hearing by a Circuit judge, and we were urged to adopt such a provision, 
we believe that the legislature has reserved indictable offences for the 
highest trial court in the land to reflect the serious nature of the particular 
offence. We also recommend that the High Court should be able to grant 
leave to an accused person whose charge is within the jurisdiction of the 
District Courts to have his case tried in the High Court. The grounds 
might well be that an important point of law is involved, or that the facts 
are exceptionally complicated, or that a matter of widespread public 
concern is in issue. Like the members of the Beeching Commission, we a.re 
not disposed to specify the criteria precisely, but considerations which 
could be expected to influence a decision towards a trial in the High Court 
include those referred to in a practice direction by Lord Widgery L.C.J. 
dated 14 October 1971, namely: 

(i) the case involves death or serious risk to life ( excluding cases of 
dangerous driving, or causing death by dangerous driving, having 
no aggravating features); 

(ii) widespread public concern is involved; 
(iii) the case involves violence of a serious nature; 
(iv) the offence involves dishonesty in respect of a substantial sum of 

money; 
(v) the accused holds a public position or is a professional or other 

person owing a duty to the public; 
(vi) the circumstances are of unusual gravity in some respect other 

than those indicated above; 
(vii) a novel or difficult issue of law is likely to be involved, or 

prosecution for the offence is rare or novel. 
We also think it may prove administratively expedient for a High Court 
judge to try certain electable offences; for example, when the judge is .on 
circuit with his scheduled programme completed earlier than anticipated 
because of settlements or pleas of guilty, and a jury, counsel, and 
witnesses are readily available to hear an electable trial awaiting hearing. 

362. Therefore, in accordance with the proposed administrative 
structure for the courts, we recommend that cases should be allocated to 
either a High Court or a District Court judge sitting with a Jury in the 
following manner: 

(a) Indictable offences: All cases in this category will be committed for 
hearing before a High Court judge. 

(b) Electable offences: Cases of this nature would normally be committed 
for trial before a District Court judge sitting with a jury but, in 
accordance with the special criteria already stated, if the 
prosecution, the defence, or those responsible for committing the 
accused for trial take the view that the case should be tried by a 
High Court judge, then the regional court administrator shall 
consult a High Court judge for directions. We recommend that the 
High Court judge should not refuse the transference without 
hearing counsel or the accused in person. Examples of the type of 
offence where the prosecution might seek a hearing before a High 
Court judge would be a case of dealing with controlled drugs under 
the Misuse of Drugs Act 1975 or dealing with narcotics under the 
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Narcotics Act, ·1965, both of which offences carry up to 14 years' 
imprisonment. (A simple solution would be to make serious drug 
offences indictable.) 

363. We also point out that our proposal avoids a new administrative 
section, District Court jury trials being handled as part of the existing 
administration. We consider that the provision of courtrooms or court 
facilities for District Court jury trials is presently economically feasible. It 
is expected that when new District Courts are constructed, full facilities 
for jury trials will be incorporated in the design. It will be possible to 
adapt some older Magistrates' Court buildings as they fall due for 
reconstruction or renovation: other existing courtrooms could be suitably 
modified with a minimal amount of work (we refer, for example, to the 
Tauranga courthouse). In mariy registries, existing Supreme Court 
courtrooms could be used for jury trials for the High and District Courts. 
(Dunedin -affords an example.) This is a matter which can be decided 
administratively. We believe that Christchurch presents no real problem 
as the senior judge for that area has informed us that flexibility in the use 
of jury courtrooms can be arranged. Perhaps the only two places that need 
special consideration at present are Auckland and Wellington. With the 
former, we have inspected the facilities in Princes Court: there are jury 
courtrooms available which could be used by the District Court judges, 
leaving the jury courtrooms in the High Court for the High Court judges. 
We envisage one jury roll for both courts: this is the position overseas. 
Likewise, in Wellington, we have inspected the Magistrates' Court 
building and consider the courthouse could be converted to accommodate 
juries. We refer in particular to the courtroom which was previously the 
Arbitration Court. 

364. All the above matters to do with allocation of cases illustrate one of 
our prime concerns that successful operation of our proposed court 
structure will largely depend upon close co-operation of the regional 
judges or list judges who are responsible for administration, in 
conjunction with the regional court administrators. 

365. Having considered all the proposals, we would make the following 
recommendations: 

Recommendations 
I. All indictable offences should be heard in the High Court. 
2. Jury trials for electable offences should no longer be exclusively heard 

in the High Court but substantially in the District Courts. 
3. Jurisdiction to preside over jury trials of electable offences in the 

District Courts should be exercised by selected District Court judges 
specially recommended for that purpose by the Judicial Commission. 

4. High Court judges should be empowered to hear electable offences. 
5. Where a High Court judge is of the opinion that an electable offence 

should be tried in the High Court, he should be empowered to so order. 
6. Where the parties apply to have an electable offence tried in the High 

Court, the High Court judge should not order trial in the District Court 
without giving the parties an opportunity to be heard. 

7. District Court judges sitting with a jury should be empowered to 
impose the sentence prescribed by law, and in such cases appeals would 
lie direct to the Court of Appeal. 

8. District Court judges sitting without a jury should, until a review is 
carried out by the Judicial Commission, be restricted to imposing a 
sentence of no greater than three years' imprisonment. 

9. In all other respects, appeal procedures will remain unaltered. 
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366. Majority verdicts It has been a fundamental principle of New 
Zealand law that the jury's verdict should be unanimous in a criminal 
trial. Appearing before us, the Police Department initially suggested that 
the time had arrived to follow the new English practice of allowing for 10:2 
or 11: 1 verdicts, if the jury had at least two hours for deliberation, or any 
longer period the court thought reasonable having regard to the nature 
and complexity of the case. Under s.13 of the Criminal Justice Act 1967 
(U.K.), the verdict need not be unanimous if: 

(a) in a case where there are not less than eleven jurors, ten of them 
agree on the verdict; and 

(b) in a case where there are ten jurors, nine of them agree on the 
verdict. 

There is also the provision that a court shall not accept a majority verdict 
of guilty unless the foreman of the jury has stated in open court the 
number of jurors who respectively agreed to and dissented from the 
verdict. So, although an Englishman may be convicted by a majority he is 
able to assume that, if he is acquitted, the decision has been unanimous. 

367. The Police Department received some support from the New 
Zealand Law Society and a minority of the Supreme Court judges. The 
Law Society stated that it was not strongly of the view that the unanimity 
rule should be preserved. It would be prepared to entertain majority 
verdicts on the basis of an 11: 1 verdict for either a conviction or an 
acquittal. However, the Society was strongly of the opinion that, if 
introduced, a majority verdict of 11: 1 should operate for an acquittal 
because if 11 out of 12 jurors are not convinced beyond reasonable doubt 
of an accused person's guilt then it would be wrong to require him to face 
trial on a second occasion. It was said that in such a situation the Crown 
case would have failed to fully establish the allegations and that it was 
hard to see any justification for the expense and trauma of a second trial. 
In contrast to the views cited above, the Department of Justice and the 
Criminal Law Reform Committee submitted that, in the absence of any 
clear evidence on the need for a change, the unanimity rule should stand. 

368. Bearing in mind that any reform we recommend must be either 
necessary or desirable, we will now proceed to examine evidence and 
arguments in more detail. First, we record the number of disagreements 
leading to re-trials. It appears that the national average from 1974-1976 
was approximately 4.7% of the total number of trials. We have been 
informed that over half of the re-trials following a disagreement in the first 
trial did not result in a finding of guilty. These re-trials were mainly 
necessary in Auckland and Wellington. In Auckland, for the years 1969 to 
1977 inclusive, there were 1,559 trials producing 122 disagreements, viz. 
7.8%. 

369. We have studied a report on the English system* and we have 
considered the arguments for and against majority verdicts in an excellent 
article by D. M. Downiet. Several Australian States have also broken 
with the tradition of unanimity. The main reasons advanced for change in 
the United Kingdom were to check the abuse of the jury system by 
corruption of jurors, or attempts to corrupt; and to reduce the frustration 
and waste which is caused when a jury is prevented from reaching 
agreement by the perversity of one or two jurors!. It was claimed that, in 
an age of highly organised crime, there was evidence of bribery and 

*"Criminal Justice Act", A. Samuels (1968) 31 :M.L.R. 16, p. 24. 
t"And Is That the Verdict of You All?", D. M. Downie (1970) 44 A.L.J. 482. 
+Par!. Debs.-Commons, 5th Series, Vol. 738, p. 203. 
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intimidadon ("nobbling") of jurnrs leading to disagreements i.n important 
cases involving professional crimfoab ("the big fish"). Complaints had 
been made by judges, barr;sters, and !;he police. 

370. The opposition to majority verdicts in England was equally strong. 
~ . d 1 l 'd r " • ' 1· " . .. . . l . it was_ pomte out t 1~t Ue e:v1 .ence ~~ n.obo Inf; was mt1~1te:,1ma ; SlX 

cases m three years m Lonaon and nve cases m the provmces over a 
similar period. Also, the number of disagreements was few. The 
opponents argued that 1.he unanimity concept had been of immense value 
in promoting public confidence in English criminal justice and that to 
sacrifice this in the absence of overwhelming need for change wa'.l 
unfor'2;iveable. 

37( Recently, the Home Office in the United Kingdom informed us of 
the number of persons who, on ,any one or more of the charges on an 
indictment, were~, respectively: 

Year 

1968 
i969 
]970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1974· 
I975 
1976 

Found Guilty 
after Pleading 

No, Guilty 

5 747 
5 650 
6 886 
7 059 
8 273 

12 589 
13 132 
M 831 
15 18:2 

Found Guilty Column 3 
by Majority as Percentage 

Verdi.ct of Column 2 
444 7.7 
,1-70 83 
627 9,l 
697 9.9 
4-79 5.8 
859 7.0 
680 5.0 
B55 6.0 

I 793 12,0 

.,vVe were given this iniorrnarion subject tc fr1e caveat there is reason to 
believe the figures for rhe year~ preceding 1976 may not be wholly 
accurate. 

3 72. V\le have not been 3upplied with compelling evidence from thfa 
country that supports [he proposal for majority verdicts Indeed, 
follm•'iing ;;;.n article that appeareci iE the "New Ze~land Herald" of 24, 
August 1977 titled "Jmors Facing Underworld Intimidation", the 
i\.ssistant Cornrnissioner of Police at A .. uck::!.a:nd ,,A.rrote to the registra:r of the 
Supreme Court at A.uckl:a.nd stating tba: his e:1guiries had failed to 
disclose any interfr.rence whh the judicial system, either ict.imida~ion of 
jurors or of witness:::,. No E.pecific example~ of "no:0b,ing" have beei1 gi.vr:n 
us bi.it it is fair to ackno1Nledge _;:ha~ surc:e judges, frtc police, ~nd, ce1~t:iin 
prosecutors art uneasy concernrng Jury 1nterference by c,rgan12tn c:nn~:~e, 
especially involving: drugs" It is thi.s lack of actual, cogent -c:vidence of 
intirnidatlon th.at causes us not to recomrr:.end ct change at the present 
time. Vv e of course recognise ,he other ca.1:egories of dissenting juror 
mentioned by the Secret2ry for J ustice-!he occasicmal eccentric, the 
stubborn, the intransigent, or the pncjudiced, who take cleEgh t in 
disagreeing; b:_1t the rnr:,jority of judges in this coumry h,w,~ accep':ed that 
occasional disagreernent rnust b·i expected o,nd r-nay b,e evidence of a 
conscientious p•~rforr11ance. It is ob';_1.ious1y hard to esta.blish. the pre{:isc 
ntunbers. 1NhG vote on.e \ivay or another on a jury· tha,t dis2.grees. 

373. ,.1ve ha~ie not found this a sirr1ple issue to resolve. "\N_b.ile it is Vt6se to 
look at ()ther s·vsterns, 1Nt n:n.1st n1eaSure the proposal against the criteri2. 
'\1Ve h:ave set 0·~1.rseJves, As Lord JfJevU.r. JJ.as s2.i~d: .._ 

The sense of satis.fa.ct.ion obtainable :from. co1nplete 1:a1a:rrLn1ity· is itseH 
a valuable thing and it ;vot1ld be sacrificed if even one disser..tie:nt v;as 
overruJ-ecL Since no-one really knovvs. lvJ'N the jury ~¥VOI'ks or indeed 
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can satisfactorily explain to a theorist why it works at all, it is wise 
not to tamper with it until the need for alteration is shown to be 
overwhelming.* 

On the other hand, it is said that the unanimity principle should not 
command blind acceptance. Elsewhere in this section we have urged more 
careful checks upon lists of jurors in order to render the challenge process 
more effective. We therefore say that, should there be proof that organized 
crime in this country induces jurors to hold out for verdicts of not guilty, 
or should the percentage of disagreements substantially increase, then 
would be the time for law reformers to consider abolishing the rule of 
unanimity. We recommend no change at present. 

374. Reserve jurors We have earlier referred to the provisions of 
s.374(3), (4) and (5) of the Crimes Act 1961 in paragraph 149 of this 
report. This section enables a criminal trial to proceed with fewer than 12 
jurors in specified circumstances. The Commission members who 
travelled overseas learned that in certain countries provision was made for 
reserve jurors. Either on application of the Crown or the defence, or on the 
judge's own motion, especially where there were long complex trials, up to 
three reserve jurors are sworn in and sit alongside the jury panel. In the 
event of illness, death, or other reasons which would prevent the panel 
from continuing the trial and which might otherwise have rendered the 
trial void, one or more of the reserve jurors takes part in the deliberations 
of the jury from that point on. Some Australian judges we interviewed 
were very much in favour of this provision. In Perth, Western Australia, 
reserve jurors were provided for in a 1975 amendment to the Juries Act. 
Up to three reserve jurors are sworn in if the trial judge decides they are 
needed; they sit in or beside the jury box and listen to the evidence; they 
stay with the other jurors during adjournments and, if necessary, replace 
ill jurors in the order which they were called; they are discharged when 
the jury retires to consider its verdict. 

375. The New Zealand Law Society representatives saw some 
advantage in the proposition but in light of the views adopted by the 
Society on the issue of majority verdicts, did not make any positive 
recommendation. The Commission then took the opportunity of referring 
this matter to the judges, a majority of whom did not support the proposal 
for additional jurors. The judges considered that s.374 of the Crimes Act 
1961 should be broadened so that it applied "at any stage of the trial". We 
also think that s.374(3) should be further amended to apply not only to 
the death of a juror's wife or a member of his family but the death of a 
member of his wife's family as well. For example, a juror should be 
entitled to attend the funeral of his mother-in-law. On the whole we do not 
think the evidence is sufficiently compelling to alter the law to make 
provision for reserve jurors. We think we can substantially achieve the 
same effect by the suggested amendments to the Crimes Act. 

Recommendations 
1. Section 374(3) of the Crimes Act should be broadened by deleting the 

words, "If, before the jury retire to consider their verdict", and 
substituting the words, "If, at any stage of the trial", etc. 

2. Section 374(3) of the Crimes Act should provide for the discharge of a 
juror where his wife or a member of his family or a member of his wife's 
family is ill or has died. 

376. Crown's rig~t to stand aside jurors Both the prosecution and the 

*Hamlyn Lectures, "Trial by Jury", 55, p. 57. 
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defence have, pursuant to ,ss.120-122 of the Juries Act 1908, the right to six 
peremptory challenges. Both the Crown and the defence have an 
unlimited chaUenge for cause, pursuant to s.363 of the Crimes Act 1961. 
The Crown has an additional power under s.363(7) of the Crimes Act 
1961 to stand aside any number of jurors. The Department of Justice's 
subrnissions suggested a.bolition of the latter power. The history of the 
right is stated in Adams "Crimi.nal Law and Practice", 2nd Ed. p.753 
para. 2947 as follows: 

The right of the Crown to stand jurors by first arose in practice after 
an Act of the year 1305 had abolished a previously existing right of 
the Crown to challenge peremptory to an unlimited extent--a right 
which enabled the Crown to prevent a trial and keep the accused in 
prison ... In England rhe Crown can sti11 challenge only for cause 
having, at no stage any right of peremptory challenge ... The right of 
the Grown to stand jurors by is additional to its right of peremptory 
challenge given in ;\few Zealand. 

In R. v. Bourke (1901) 19 NLL.R. 335, C. A. Connolly J. at 339, 
questioned whether it had been intended to leave the Crown with the 
power to stand aside, once it had been given the power of peremptory 
challenge. However, the other members of the Court oi Appeal did not 
regard the two powers as inconsistent, nor did they suggest that the power 
of peremptory challenge made the power to stand aside either superfluous 
or unfair. The position has remained undisturbed ever since. It has been 
said that an advantage of the right is that the Crown exercises the power 
where otherwise a challenge for cause might be made and thus avoids 
delays in the drawing of a jury (R. v, Greening [1957] N.Z,L.R. 906, 914). 
The department's objection is that the Crown's right to stand a juror aside 
may suggest to the accused that the Crown has a greater opportunity to 
influence composition of a jury. This particular submission was supported 
by several barristers who are prominent counsel in the criminal field. 

377. During our hearings, we were told that the Crown's power under 
s.363(7) of the Crimes Act 1961 to stand jurors aside was often utilised to 
avoid embarrassment to disqualified jurors by challenging for cause. We 
were also told by Crown prosecutors from larger cities that the 
justification for the continued right to stand aside would be better 
understood if the system of selecting jurors were examined. The 
Commission accordingly invited representatives from the Police 
Department, the Department of Justice, the New Zealand Law Society, 
and the ,Nellington Crown prosecutor, to consider the problem. In due 
course they presented us with a paper and vve thank those who took part 
in its preparation. In addition, the Solicitor-General gave us his views of 
the proposal to abolish the stand aside procedure. 

378. Before turning to the present system of selecting jurors, we observe 
chat s.5 of the Juries Act 1908 establis}:ed fom categories of persons who 
are not qualified to be _jurors: 

(a) any one who is not a British subject; 
(b) any one who has Th':en convicted of an offence punishable by death 

or by i1nprisor1n1ent for a terrx:•_ of three yearf: or more; 
(c) any one vr~o i.s an undi~charged bankrupt; 
(d) any one vmo 1s of bz,c.l tame or repute. 

vVe were informed thzt c1:itevories (a1 ,rnd (c':i do not often. arise, but (b) 
occur,; consistently. The S~licitor-(;ener,J 'submitted that if a bctie~ 
syster:a of selecting the pa:riel of jurors could be devised, then categories 
(a), (b), and (c) could well be dealt with before the panel. v,1a5 settled. 
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Until now, however, the police have been the only organization possessing 
the information on previous convictions which would enable category (b) 
to b~ purged from the panel. Contrary to certain views expressed, we were 
informed that the only information available to the Crown prosecutor is a 
jury list on ,which are marked the names of jurors whose names are similar 
to those of persons with recorded convictions, particulars of vV:hich are 
supplied. In fact, these jurors may have unblemished records. It was 
submitted thci.t the only way presently available to ensure categories (a), 
(b), and (c) are excluded from a jury is exercise of the power to stand 
aside. It was also said that category ( d) repn:sents a particular difficulty 
wh3.tever is done, as it involves a partially subjective judgment, evidence 
might be necessary to establish what is alleged, and that the power to 
stand aside is preferable to a hearing for such a purpose, as the jury should 
be empanelled wholly in public. 

379. In the course of our enquiries we were informed that reasons for 
standing aside by Grown prosecutors include: previous convictions of a 
sufficient significance; at the request of defer,ce counsel to conserve his 
challenge; the avoiding of an impasse where a jurnr fails to respond to his 
name; the situation where a juror before taking his seat says he kmnvs the 
accused or compiainant (this could well save a defel1ce challenge); when a 
judge suggests tliat the Crown might stand a~ide a juror; f.naliy, for the 
reasons tha1, 1Nould 2Jrornpt counsel to chaUenge. 

380. V'/e summarize the present system of selecting jurors as follows. 
Prospective jurors .:1re sel.ected by ballot from electoral rnHs viffrhin each of 
the 17 jury dis1ricts. These main lists are drawn up in the y1:,u- following 
each general electi.crL (V.fe ,,,ve.re told that in 1976 ',he Governrn,c:h1 
postponed this task for 12 months for ecm1orni,::: reasons;.Jt vras exp1::cted 
that the 1:otal number of prospective jurorn on these lis-cs would be in the 
region of l.50 000, of which only 20%-25% would actually sit on a jury.) 
These prospective jurors are sent a nctice frorn tlie Department of Justice 
advising them of 1hefr selection as pro~.pective jurn,·s. Thi~ notic,e provides 
such people with suHident information ~o enable them to indicate their 
eligibility and qualification to sit on a jury. The rolls are then prepa;·cd by 
the jury officer and copies are se:n.tto the sher~iff who h1 turn sends one to 
the ~olic:e (s.l~ (~) 1uries Act_ 190_8). The l~s~:J c:rr:: finalised 2.t a P'.1~lic 
meetmg m each d;stn.cc, at v,h1c.h tune any c1 t,zen may atteicd and ohJect 
1:0 the inclusion of any aame en tht Est, OE thi g,·ounds that that perJon is 
not ouaEfied or is not liable to Scfve as a juror. Prior to 195 l the li~i:s vve.·e 

J. "' • ~ " " • ' ,,. "'ll ~ 1 c 

vetted by ~he pohce nut tl1,,: mcrease: n1 s1ze 01 ro,19 and the i;eav1er 
pressure~ on the police have made this neitht:: possible nor praccicable. 
Not only would individual j1J.ry panel3 have tD he :·e-checked fo:r each 
S'.1prem:e. C:.ourt sessioE to ent:u:·e !!mt :per3ons on (~1at panel had not been 
drnquahfiec\ 611 reason o:t conviction smce the mam 1rnc<: were prepared, 
• .& ' ~ • ✓ • " ., 0 • ' --, • ,; • • , 

but the ph)ts1cal ·vettn1g oi tne m.an1 .hsts v1ouJ.rJ. 1n1lo.1.ve approx1mate1y 
4· 000 houn, D1: cornpute,· 'drne plus che adrninist.•·ative work necess2uir to 
strike the di.squaiified oernons from the lfarn. Aibout six weeks nrior ro each 
;~, '"" · • '· • t " 'I ~ , r F .., , . 
~·)upre1ne (Jourt fless1on, a . . Jury pane1 ~s t 1~ 1!J:o,ten troxn th~e J1:1ry ,11st and 
those persons s1J-:.1rtn-1.onsed. for p.1ry service, l i11s panel 1.1;~tr1es n1 :Inze frorn 
di.strict to di,,:rict, i:mt normally rmmbers betwn:::en 1.50 w 200 pernons. A 
copy of th.is pan-el i~} imsr:r.ediatel"y 1nade avail:?tble to the pol:lce i:ti a::lriance 
of its z-~vailability tD accu,sed or their cotnlf:H::L (I}1e panel i~, checli::ed by the 
1:,.olice and the resuJts handed to the Crovvn pro~'H~cutor. rfhere :l~. no 
pn,vi 0 in-·, in +h,- Tu .. ies 0· c" 1 qn,;:; to vc-t [11e i·.11--v \Y·•·,,,1~ prior ···o ··1u· J'tn·v 
·'- - ,, c) ,_,!.-. .L-, i '~ .'-' J . .i '-: .1 .1.,.,,.., ..1. '-·,'--1;..J ... .,_, ~ ->,' - J ;.'"'•-~•·•-' ""• o• • ' • 1. L.l .., ,.._ ,. 

stunrnon.ses oeing 3e:nt crrxt1 \Vlttl the result tnat ct1squaLrhed. ;uror~; rnus t 
eithe.T be challenged for cause ,_)r stoc1d a3id.e Dy the (JrovvT1 J_)rosecuto:r. 
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381. The special committee that helped us consider the problem of 
standing jurors aside also informed us that the q..iestion of more reliable 
checking w,ts studied. It is understood that jurors' dates of birth will be 
available for vetting purposes by 1930-Bl. This ·will lessen the problems in 
matching jurors to several possible criminal histories. The committee 
further informed us drn.t b,ecause of difficultie.~ involved in vetting jury list:: 
the only reliable method of preventing disqualified jurors being 
s1m1.rnonsed {or jury service was to vet the individual jury panels 
immediately prior to the jury summonses being prepared. Such a check 
would enable the sheriff to strike from the list any person who vvas 
disqualified by reason oi previous convictions and thus prevent such 
persons being called for jury service. Vetting jury panels at this stage is 
common to both the Australian States of Victoria and South Australia. 
The question pf which department should be responsible for the vetting 
was considered by representatives of the Police Department and 
Department of Justice but agreeraent could not be reached in the time 
available, although the basic premise that juror vetting should be 
completed before jury summonses are sent out is accepted. Further 
negotiations will continue in the near future. One difficulty is that 
computer checking will not isolate disqualifications under s.5 ( c) or 5 ( d) 
of the Juries Act 1908 and therefore the police would continue to 
undertake these checks. 

382. As we have stated, there is no present provision in the Juries Act to 
enable jury panels to be checked before the surr..monses are posted out to 
the jurors. We consider an amendment to the Juries Act 1908 is required 
to enable: 

(a) the necessary enquiries as to the qualification of any person on the 
jury panel to be made before the jury summonses are prepared; 

(b) the sheriff to strike out an~1 name for the jury panel if he was 
satisfied that that person ·was not qualified in term.s of s.5 of the 
Juries Act 1908 to~ serve on a juryt 

(c) any person to provide sufficient proof as required by the sheriff to 
establish whether such a person was in fact disqualified. 

Having observed that the problem of disqualified jurors being summonsed 
for jury service may be remedied in due course, the matter of the Crown's 
right to stand jurors aside was further considered by members of the 
committee but they were divided on the issue. 

383. The Police Department shares the view of the Auckland and 
Wellington Crown prosecutors thac no amendment should be made to the 
Crown's power to stand aside jurors. Nearly every judg·e of the Supreme 
Court supports retention of the right. In turn, the Council of the New 
Zealand La,,-r Society has invited us to be cautious in any approach to 
abolition as it seems there could b,~ advant,tges (to both sldes) in retaining 
the right. Vv e think from the wide enquiries ·we have rnade that the present 
system is reasonably fair and efiectiv,~ and there is no significant 
dissatisfaction. Indeed, it can be said that in most parts of New Zealand, 
Crown prosecutors use the right to stand aside sp,tringly and perceptively. 
V-1/,:; ,,ve,:e told oy the Solicitor-General th::;t he suggests iss:..ting a standing 
ins~ruction t~ Clrov,rn. solicitors to e:1sure that th:s ccnti.1:cues, namely: 

( a) when as~ed by the deferice, lo s_t~Fv:I, a ju;·or Eside for good rea5or:; 
(b) to us,~ tne µower to stand asme £or a,leged bm:l. character vnth 

discreti.on; 
(c) not to stand aside rncrre than. six ju.rt)rs for reasons ·vvb.ich vvould 

ordinariiy come v/ithin the categor1 of peren,pcory chalienge; 
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(d');to,temembet that the <?ro~n is concerned to empa~el a jury of 
· · ·people who would ord_manly reflect the. c1;1rrent attitude of the 

community without trymg to ensure that 1t IS composed of people 
from particular groups or likely to reflect particular attitudes 
favourable to the prosecution: in other words to ensure that the jury 
empanelled is one in keeping with the words the registrar uses to 
address a jury upon an arraignment, "The accused has put himself 
upon his country, which country you are". 

384. We support this suggestion. We also recommend that the Juries 
Act 1908 should be amended to allow any jury panels to be checked by 
either the Department of Justice or the Police Department so that 
disqualified persons may be deleted from the panel before prospective 
jurors are summonsed. Because the present system has the appearance of 
unfairness, we think at the stage when the Department of Justice has the 
means to provide a list of properly qualified jurors, the whole position 
should be reappraised with a view to making a change, We have also 
considered the suggestion that a trial judge should be empowered to direct 
that a particular juror should not take his sea:t on the jury. There is 
authority of the Court of Appeal that a judge has such a power to be 
exercised judicially when the circumstances are such that a fair trial 
cannot be had if the particular juror is allowed to become one of the jury 
to try the case (R. v. Greening supra). 

Recommendations 
1. The Juries Act 1908 should be amended to allow any jury panels to 

be checked by either the Department of Justice or the Police Department 
so that disqualified persons may be deleted from the panel before 
prospective jurors are summonsed. 

2. The sheriff should be empowered to strike out any name for the jury 
panel if he is satisfied that that person is not qualified in terms of s.5 of the 
Juries Act 1908 to serve on a jury. 

3. At a future stage when the Department of Justice has the means to 
provide a list of properly qualified jurors, the position should be 
reappraised with a view to abolishing the stand aside procedure. 

JURY SERVICE 

385. We received several submissions from both national organisations 
and individuals over the selection, instruction, duties, exemption and 
disqualification of jurors. We offer brief comment on several issues. 

386. Exemption and disqualification The National Council of Women 
urged that women have the same terms for service or exemption as men. 
More specifically they sought repeal of s.6 (2A) of the Juries Act 1908. 
That repeal has now occurred and save for a parent, or a person in the 
position of a parent, who has the continuous responsibility for the day-to
day supervision of a child under the age of six years and who notifies the 
jury officer or sheriff in writing that he or she does not wish to serve as a 
juror, men and women are on an equal footing. . 

387. It was further suggested that the number of occupations exempted 
from jury service was too wide and, as a result, a true cross-section of the 
community is seldom involved. Full-time teachers were mentioned as an 
example. But teachers generally might have to leave classes of as many as 
30 pupils unattended for perhaps several days. Even with the use of 
relieving teachers, programmes could be disrupted. Having given the 
matter careful consideration, we make no recommendation for any change 
of exempted classes. 
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388. We were informed by several organizations, including the New 
Zealand Federation of University Women and the National Council of 
Women, that their country members were disappointed the limit of 15 
miles for the jury district from which the jurors' list is prepared had 
recently been extended to only 30 kilometres. Several persons told us that 
people in the country would welcome the opportunity to play a fuller part 
in the life of the community. They considered the new limit was still 
unrealistic in this motorized age and it should be abolished, subject to the 
right of anyone who resided more than 30 kilometres from the court to 
have automatic exemption by advising the jury officer in writing. We 
realise there are geographical distinctions: 30 kilometres from the 
Dunedin or Hamilton courts would include a large proportion of rural 
land, but the same could not.,be said of Auckland or Wellington. If, 
however, Qta'huhu or Upper Hutt courts were authorized to have jury 
sittings, then a wider spread of people from rural or semi-rural areas 
would result. Although mindful of the standing of those organisations 
making submissions on this point, we think it is premature to recommend 
a change. We consider that, generally speaking, the present limit of 30 
kilometres does provide a fair range of choice of persons and occupations. 
We would also observe that some juries deliberate until late at night when 
public transport may not be available. If our recommendation for District 
Courts sitting with juries is accepted, there will need to be an appraisal of 
the places where jury trials are held. Any extension of the jury court to 
new places will mean more persons will be enrolled as jurors, including 
more from rural areas. 

389. Information for jurors The suggestion was made that jurors 
would be helped by an informative leaflet being sent with the notice to 
prospective jurors. In fact this procedure has been carried out for several 
years. A document published by the Department of Justice, styled 
"Information for Jurors" is sent. It has a great deal of useful material. 
Indeed, it answers several other criticisms of the system and clearly tells 
jurors the exact nature of their duties. Most of the suggestions for 
improvement made to us are covered by the questions and answers in the 
leaflet. 

390. Rape cases There was a strong feeling among members of the 
National Council of Women that there should always be women on a jury 
in a rape trial. We have made enquiries from Supreme Court judges on 
this topic. Apart from one area where the jury roll was defective, we were 
informed that it has been very rare in recent years, to have an all-male 
jury. As more women are eligible for jury service, more should be on 
juries. 

391. Notice of selection as a juror We were also told that the wording 
on the jury form is unsatisfactory; many classes of people are listed under 
the heading "may be exempt" while a very few are said to be 
"disqualified". It was submitted that the difference should be made quite 
plain between those who may claim exemption as of right by virtue of 
their occupation and those who are disqualified along with the criminals, 
the mentally defective, those over 65; and those residing too far away from 
the courthouse. We have perused the form which is styled "Notice of 
Selection as a Juror'\ It informs the addressee that he or she has been 
selected by ballot from the electoral rolls as a representative juror and that 
every person between the ages of 20 years and 65 years who is of good 
fame and character and who resides in New Zealand is liable and 
qualified to serve as a juror within the jury district in which such person 
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re~d.d.res. ~fhe notic,e thei:i- :te.1:.:'o1rds- that ,r:ert~1,in r:1r1ten :.11.nd )'t7C:mt:!J are 
disqu<i.lif~ed_ e;,r :cn-ay bf;·· t:x.t:_HJ:p/tl!·d Jit~cJ11-a j1.~,ry ~e.r·\dce ?,nd thaJ: i:~ the per:;;on 
~~1•<-•,~,, ,,,,, •}1 1 - "l ' . . ' '1 G ,,, '"!~ 1,-=-·• ·,~. C'')'•'f'"'l '"''"' ,, ,,.,.ph, ~ . ..,,·ud!.1,::,,~ ,,:~u ...... !.~. I!_,. J.GiSf;_ ete.S_(;·r1ptJons.· t1e or 2;~,.'-,~ .~,'a.I ,:'-1·,.r1J,_;.;~J'- 11.U ( ... . :'J.> ·-=·~,\,.~ ,~,., : .. !_, .. • .. .,,,_~ 

portion and return it to the jtff,r oHieu ;,v1thm one mon:th. On du:' back or 
d1e fr.H"'Tin .r.ure 2~ cl.as~.es 1o.f p;ers~n11 ·tAd:ACJ shaH he e:i.(err1p't 0 \.Ale think iter:til. 1 ~~
could need correction. It refrrs to r,egistered rrnrseil " ... employed full 
time ln any public or privat'-'.: school". The wora,_ '_'hos,pi.::aI" shoukI _he 
snbstituted for "school". Those: persons not quaufoed to sc:rve are ;,.mo 
recorded. Thev incude "anvone who is of bad fame <1.nci n~putc". We find 
, • • • ' • 1 • • "f'" 1 • • d. "d 1 ' trns sti.bJfi;t1ve tI:st a htt"e dL11c1.ut to impose on an m. 1v1 n:a, out no 

doubt. i.t is policed. by the challenge procedures. in crn.iict. Overall, we 
consider that the for:m is siatisfactory, except that on the front page the 
vt1ords "ma.y daim exemption" d.o not 1·eflect the wording c•f the st:;;:.tute 
and. shouid read "are exempted". 

392. Spouns of juror, We were asked to consider whether the 
occupations of the husbands of women jurors should be recorded on the 
jury lists. VVe do not favour this proposal. First, it would tend to make 
¥/omen appear subservient to their husbands and not persons in their own 
right. Secondly, the list would not state whether husband and wifo were 
separated. Thirdly, it would be necessary, equitably, for a working wife's 
occupation to be given alongside the name oI her husband when his name 
is on the list. For these reasons, we consider that those concerned with any 
such matter should be left to make their own enquiries. 

393. AU-Maori juries Before leaving the topic of jury service, we record 
a proposition made to us that there should be a return to all-Maori juries. 
Apart from our belief that Maori opinion is against all-Maori juries, we do 
not consider that the Maori people should be singled out as a class 
requiring special treatment under our system of justice. 'There are many 
people from Pacific islands and elsewhere who should receive similar 
treatment if this argument is valid. This we th.ink would undoubtedly 
create a divided society and cause insuperable administrative and other 
problems. By way o:f example we mention the difficulty of accurately 
determining race or group membership; the problems which arise as a 
result of sub-groups (for example, Maori tribes or the various national 
groups which comprise the United Kingdom); problems created by joint 
trials where defendants are of different ethnic groups; and &o forth. In our 
view, what can and should be done, is to see the Maori people occupy a 
due proportion of the jury rolls. Since there are only two electoral rolls. 
one for "Europeans" and one for Maori people, identifying other minority 
groups by electoral roll is impossible. 

TRIAL WITHOL"T A JURY 

394. In the Magistrates' Courts a person accused of an electable offence 
may choose to be tried without a jury. A similar choice is sought for those 
charged with indictable offences, namely, trial before a High Court judge 
without a jury. VVr;; heard submissions on this point from the Criminal 
Law Refonn Committee and certain members of the New Zealand Bar. 
Some mer,1bers of the Commission ex:a,mJned the effectiveness of overseas 
systems which zJ.Io_,;,ed accused pe,:sons to elicct triaI before a judge of the 
High Court without a jury. Kn o:ae province of Canada this right applied 
w all cases, but other pm·;inces excluded murder and cert.'.lin offonc:es v1e 

' I' 1 . f "I "f" b . 0 
• " • ' • 

0 h sna . .i.~ ~c as~!:-Y · J•i10~ spec1 1c s1~i rrufis1ons on this topic vv~re n1~10.e by e1LJl.er 
the l"iew .Lealand Law Soc1ety or the Depa,·tment ot Justice. 
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395. It is accepted that in New Zcahmd most olfenders are dealt with by 
magistrates, Of all the persons v,ho had the right to be tried before a jury 
in 1976 (but excluding drug offences), only 2.2% elected trial in that way, 
We were told, hnweve.r, that there are some highly complicated cases 
where the trial has lasted several weeks or, indeed, months. Company 
frauds or commercial conspiracy cases are examples. This form of "white 
collar" crime, though rare in New Zealand, does take a great deal of tii:ne 
if heard before a judge and jury. The ordinary risks of illness or death 
could mean that a jury must be discharged and a new trial ordered, for a 
jury cannot continue with fewer than 11 persons sitting, unless the 
accused consents. It is also possible that a complicated case may result in 
jury disagreement with much expense to all concerned. These factors 
respectively bear on the issue of the use of reserve jurors, particularly for 
this type of trial, and also on the debatable question of majority verdicts, 
where these might prevent a new trial if the jury is 10:2 or 11: 1 for 
conviction or acquittal. Both these issues have received our detailed 
consideration above. 

396. Those who supported the proposal for judge alone trial put their 
case this way. First, as we have already stated, an accused may elect trial 
before a magistrate for some quite serious offences: why not before a judge 
of the High Court? Secondly, little civil jury work remains in the High 
Court: most civil actions are before a Judge alone. Thirdly, provided the 
choice remains with the accused, it is argued that he should be able to 
have his trial before a judge without a jury where there are difficult or 
technical questions of law or the facts may be exceptionally involved. 
Fourthly, as we were told in other countries, some "white coUar" crime 
renders the judge's directions to the jmy and the jury's comprehension of 
the intricacies of company law, an exceptionally difficult task. 

397. In Australia, the Chief Justice of New South ·wales supported the 
idea of judges sitting alone, more particularly for "vvhite collar" crime. He 
considered that matters of this description were unintelligible to the 
majority of juries, particularly when not provided with a transcript. Such 
trials may be unnecessarily protracted and make considerable inroads 
into jurors' private lives, The Ch.ief Justice of Nev\1 South Wales thought 
:he 1Nould like to s,ee a High Court judge sitting with two assessors but not 
two District Court judges, as this vmuld only constitute a legal hydra and 
add nothing to the expertise of the presiding judge. In other parts of 
Austrnlia °'.1/e spoke to judges '!vho had had experience of "vvhite collar" 
crin"le, They comrne11ted on the ciifficulties for a trial judge and for juries. 
In the United I(ingdmn, the former chairman of the Industrial Cou,t novv 
presiding over the Commercial Court, was strongly in favour of the 
aboiition of juries for "·white coHar" crime. He had reservations, however, 
as to whether it was right for one rr:.an to dedde a major issue of guilt. He 
also considered that ;,,ssessors from the tn1sinesf> community might prove 
to be an adv,mtage. He further cm1sidered that both the prosecutfon and 
the defence shouid have !he right to objecr to trial before a judge alone 
where there are accused jointly indicted. The main assistance we received 
in our researches came from Canada. Under federal law, at the option or 
election of the accused, a choice may be made bet\veen trial before' a judge 
and jury m· before a judge or magistrare without cJ_ jury. Except in Alberta, 
certain offences are excluded from the option: they are, for l'.xample, 
murder, treason, hijacking, bribery of judicial officers, or conspiracy 
(limited to murder, treason, and hijacking); s.427 of the Criminal Code 
R.S.C. 1970 of Canada. The Province of Alberta stands on a separate 
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footing. There is no class of offence that is excluded fromjudge alone trial 
in that province. We learned of the safegua:rd that on any crime carrying 
five years' or more imprisonment the Crown may require that the trial 
should be heard before a judge and jury. There is also provision that in 
cases in which there are joint indictments or eonspiracy charges, the 
Crown should be heard as to the forum. It seems desirable to us that if any 
one of several joint accused wants a jury trial, unless it is a proper case for 
severance, then the trial should be before a jury. We would emphasise that 
the proposal does not mean any lessening of an accused's right to elect 
trial by jury. It is his choice for trial before a judge alone. 

398. The Criminal Law Reform Committee suggested that it would not 
be appropriate to inhibit the accused's right to trial by judge alone on the 
authority of the Attorney-General (as in Canada): they would prefer that 
the Crown should be represented by individual Crown prosecutors and be 
entitled to be heard on any application for trial by judge alone. The 
decision would be made by the presiding judge. We were told that in 
Canada the tendency is for accused persons to choose trial by judge alone. 

399. These are the opinions and submissions on which we had already 
formed our views in favour of the proposal. It was perhaps propitious that 
while we were compiling this report, the Court of Appeal delivered its 
judgment in R. v. Jeffs and others (Court of Appeal, 28 April 1978). This 
was a case which occupied a great deal of time of the courts and the jurors 
concerned. In his concluding remarks, the President said: 

This brings us to the end of a task which has demanded our exclusive 
attention for a period of three months. As a Court of three Judges we 
have enjoyed many advantages which were not shared by the 
members of the jury·who tried the case in the Supreme Court. Unlike 
the jury we have had constant access to the transcript of the evidence 
which, as we earlier noted, comprises nearly 1800 pages. On hearing 
the appeals, in order to follow counsels' arguments we had constantly 
to compare passages in the notes of evidence with material in the 
exhibits and to study these and ask clarifying questions. These 
exhibits actually copied for the purposes of the appeal were contained 
in some 11 volumes, each of about 500 pages. Even with the 
advantages of being able to peruse the notes of evidence and ask 
counsel questions and with easier access to the exhibits than was 
enjoyed by the jury, we found this process as difficult as it was time 
consuming. The jury's problems would have been immeasurably 
greater and we are very conscious of that fact. We add that one of the 
matters currently under study by the Royal Commission on the 
Courts is whether trial by jury is an effective machinery for trying the 
sort of issues that arose in the present case. Our own difficulties have 
left us in no doubt that this is a question deserving of full 
consideration. 
It may be that some way can be found of permitting trial by Judge 
alone, either at the election of an accused person or by special order 
the Court. 

400. We would reiterate that in making our recommendations we are 
not removing the basic and fundamental right of trial by jury; we are 
providing persons accused of indictable offences with an option. Many 
accused will no doubt continue to use their right of trial by jury; if our 
proposal is accepted, others may, in what could at first be special 
categories of cases, exercise their choic:e for a trial by a judge alone. While 
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\Ve recognise ttat trial before a jury B cme ·v,·ay of ensuri:111: la'y 
partisipation in the administration of ju2itice, we as a Commission at:e 
i·equired to look at any proposal that fo said trJ be necessary or desirable to 
secw·e ,he jus.t., prompt, efficient, and economk.2!1 disposal of: [he businesf: 
of the courts. It seems to us that this c.uggestion satisfies all those criteria. 

l. Except as provided hereunder, every accused who is charged with an 
,ndictable offence shall be tried by a court composed of a judge and jury. 

2. The Crin1es Act 1961 should be amended to permit accused persons 
charged 1,vith indictable offences ( excluding treason, piracy, hijacking, 
!nurder, accessory after the fact to any of those offences, attempting to 
commit those crimes other than murder, or a conspiracy to commit any of 
those crhnes) 'to elect trfal before a High Court judge sitting without a 
jury. 

3. In any case 'Where the accused elects trial before a judge a!one, the 
Attorney-Generai may apply to a High ''.Jourt judge for the trial to be 
before a judge and jury, 

1t. H any one of several accused jointly incli.cted dects trial by jury, then 
nnless it is a proper case for severance, ,he trial shall be before a judge and 
jury. 

(;iwH Bu;,;Ines'm 

t,Q L 'Ne consider d:.at the H~gh Court s!iould e,u~rc1se an original 
jur~sd~c1.!on aubstantially equal to the ;,upren1e Court's pre2ent 
1unsd1ct1011. namely, "all judicial juri'.,diction which m.ay be necessary to 
ad:rninister the ht\VS of :N·e\,V Zeaiand". In Iran1ir~g 01.1r proposa1.s ,-ve have 
given fuH co11sid.eration as to '/Jhether certain clr:isr1,es of ci ... ..ril 'f.vork shou.ld 
b-:~ transferred to the ])istrict C.iourt[l. VVe hz;;ve dccid.ed. to recorn.r.nend th.at 
ccmpany h,v and the hw of bar,b:T,ptcy, which can prnduce extensive 
::nd diEicult pmbk~ins, sLo;.,ild Btay in the High Court. The san,.e 
considerations influenced 11s o·ver tru.sts. 5 1/.1iHs :?Lnd ad.rrlinist:ration oI 
esta:e6, 2,nd jurisdiction '_mder the Property Lav.s 1',,ct 1952 ,md the Land 
Trarn,fer A.ct 1952. Although we l1ea:rd some submission:; to the contrary, 
vve have also decided to recon:1m.end that 1ncttter3 Ender tb.e :Familv 
Protection Act 1955, ,he Fl,biic Trust Office A,ct 1957, the CharitabI~ 
Trusts Act 1957, the Law H.eforn] (Tesr,unentclry Prornises) Act 1949, the 
Estat,e and Gift Duties Act 1968, and the Inalienabie LHe Annuities An 
1,910, :chouid appropriately be heard in the High Court. Thcsc 
recornmendations are, oi courne, subject to the proposed withdrawal of 
original jurisdiction, in the field of matrimonlal and brr,iiy lavv frorn t:':1e 
High Cou,.t and placirig th:1.t in i:he District Ccmrts. lvforc e:q:.,licitly, th«c 
High Cm.irt would lose its original jurisdiction under the Guardi,mship 
Act 1968, the Jvfatrimonial Proc.:oedings Act 1963, and the 1\1:attimonial 
Propr~rty Acts 1965' a.w:l 1976. Fmthermore, ,,v,:: tLink 1:hat, subject 1.c> a11y 
right of re1r1c-vaI:1 those co,ses ·1,Nldc.h faE ,,,,vithin dii:'; jurisdicticrn of. tht: 
Dl8trict C!ottrts should he exclud~:d fro1Ti the High (Jourt, ex(·.ept V'Ihere a 
right of trial by iw-y is ailcvved. 

1t02 . . fi,-ry t: .. 'i'crls '\,\le co::.1c::Jider th.at all civil jury trial8 shov.Jd ·_be hclC. in 
the High CourL Tl,.r~ exe"-dse oi thr right to civil j ucy ~rials in the }-li;;:,'[1 
(;ourt has been dirninishing ·'tvith the ;:~bo1ition of pt:J'.'~•onal ir1~iury trjalf:;, In 
.,t96?~ E~~vil jury trials accotn~t~d for 35.7f,~"~) n,f ~h.e ~ota}. civil_~ction,'s hea_rd. 
By 1• 9 ib,. after three yearn ct the ope:cat1on ::il 'i:nf' Acnden:: C:0mpensat10n 
Act 1972, the nmTaber 1-:ad fallen m 12.65%, of the tctat fr, terms of total 
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Supreme Court sitting time, in 1976, civil jury trials comprised 6.23%. As 
we have already mentioned, however, between 1973 and 1975 there has 
been a 100% increase in actions arising other than from personal injury. 

403. The Department of Justice submitted that because of the greater 
length and cost of jury trials with little real advantage from that forum to 
the parties in the bulk of cases, and having regard to the abolition of 
actions for personal injury, the time is opportune to review the right to 
jury trial in civil cases. The test it proposed is that of Lord Denning in 
Ward v. James [1966] 1 Q.B. 273 at 295, namely, whether the case involves 
a person's honour or integrity or one or other party must be deliberately 
lying. On this basis, the Department of Justice suggested that appropriate 
cases for civil trial by jury should simply be defamation, malicious 
prosecution, false imprisonment, and fraud cases. The department 
mentioned that some commentators would include professional 
negligence, but it submitted the inclusion of this class of action would be 
illogical and arbitrary as there is no distinction between professional 
negligence and other cases where the defendants' standing in their 
profession, trade, or calling is in question. The example given is whether 
or not a person has performed at a competent level; as in the collapse of a 
bridge due to faulty design, where difficult questions may arise involving 
the standards of a profession and the case thus seems to be more suitable 
for a judge than a jury. The department further suggested that the 
threshold figure for jury trials should be re-appraised, as the level of 
$1,000 has remained unchanged for several years. When questioned, the 
Secretary for Justice indicated that under his proposal a plaintiff would 
have a right to bring a defamation action before a jury in the High Court 
where the amount claimed was under $10,000. He also considered that 
while the threshold figure of $1,000 was too low, he would be loath to 
iricrease .it beyond $5,000. .. · 

404. The New Zealand Law Society sees no need to review or alter the 
right to trial by jury in civil cases and wishes to see the present rights 
retained. It agrees, however, that no civil jury trials would take place in 
the District Courts. It is our opinion that, bearing in mind the small and 
decreasing number of civil actions heard before a jury and the even 
smaller number in England (where judge alone trials account for over 
98% of all trials), the adoption of the department's recommendation on 
the type of action that. should be heard before a jury would have little if 
any real impact on the number of jury trials. It is at least arguable that 
because civil juries at present award damages, their retention is justified 
on the grounds of maintaining conformity with prevailing social attitudes, 
for example, in areas such as nuisance claims. Again, so far as increase in 
the monetary threshold (at present $1,000) is concerned, it seems to us 
that the figure would need to be increased substantially to have any real 
effect on the workloads of the courts. Also, cases where the plaintiff sought 
judicial exoneration rather than monetary damages might well be 
excluded. We therefore recommend that the present right of trial by jury 
in civil cases should be retained and that there should be no alteration in 
the threshold. Should it later appear that the number of civil jury cases is 
causing a strain on the system, the position can be reviewed. 

405. We have not made a complete study of all matters that are 
intended to be tried before a jury, but we would caution that if a Family 
Court is established, s.68(1) of the Matrimonial Proceedings Act 1963 
would need to be considered. That section reads: 

(1) Where any question of fact arises in any proceedings under this 
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Act, the Court may, if it thinks fit, direct the truth thereof to be 
determiped by the verdict of a jury: 

The Commission is not aware that this section has ever been invoked in 
the Supreme Court. As the District Courts will have no civil jury trials, we 
recommend that s.68(1) be repealed. 

406. Commercial causes The New Zealand Law Society submitted that 
there is a need for more specialised handling of commercial causes. We 
have dealt with this topic under the section on specialisation (paragraph 
318). 

407. Administrative Division In Part II we have set out in some detail 
the history and structure of this division of the High Court. Our views 
concerning the future of the Administrative Division are contained in the 
section on spe<;ialisation (paragraphs 309 et seq.). 

Appellate·and Review Function 
408. We consider that the High Court should continue to exercise the 

jurisdiction presently vested in the Supreme Court in overseeing the work 
of the lower courts and tribunals and in maintaining the application of the 
rule of law to the administration. 

409. Appeals from District Courts in civil and family cases will lie to the 
High Court and with a further appeal (with leave) to the Court of Appeal. 
Although appeals from the Family Court will generally lie to a single High 
Court judge, in special circumstances an appeal may be brought, with 
leave, to a court comprising two High Court judges and one Family Court 
judge. 

Recommendations 
1. The High Court should exercise an original jurisdiction substantially 

equal to the Supreme Court's present jurisdiction, subject to the 
transferring of jurisdiction in the field of matrimonial and family hw to 
the District Courts. 

2. No civil jury trials should be held in the District Courts. 
3. The present right of trial by jury in civil cases in the Supreme Court 

should be retained in the High Court. 
4. Section 68(1) of the Matrimonial Proceedings Act 1963 should be 

repealed. 

THE DISTRICT COURTS 
410. One of the most distinctive features of the submissions from the 

New Zealand Law Society and the Department of Justice was the 
common approach to many issues that fall under our consideration. Not 
the least of these, as we have already mentioned, was the proposal, with 
which we readily concur, of giving adequate recognition to the standing of 
the Magistrates' Courts and stipendiary magistrates by changing the titles 
to "the District Courts" and "District Court judge" respectively and 
giving the new court an increased jurisdiction. We consider' that the 
formal title of a judge of this court should (as in other Commonwealth 
District Courts) be "His Honour Judge ... " or "Her Honour Judge ... ". 
If the judge was a Queen's Counsel on appointment he or she should also 
retain that description. Bearing in mind the views we shortly express 
concerning the appropriate role of the District Courts, our preference is 
that in court the judges should b~ addressed as "Judge" or "Madam" or 
"Sir". 
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411. ·we were impnssed with the District Courts in other countries 
where we understand su,;:-h courts have rroved both necessa:·y and 
desirable In a court structure. Before v✓e proceed to outline our proposals 
for Diistrict c·:ou.rts ini;::)re fully, vve n1ust en1phasise that our ahn i~2 not:: 
radical tra.nsforn1ation of the Nlagistrates' Cou~ts; 1;1ve seek to increase the 
respect for, ,~nd the responsib:.lities of, the,1e couns but wish them 
essentially ~o r,c'main the people's coun:s. Vie are anxious to avoid 
precipitate change and hope that our suggc:stions for ad.ministrative 
improvemeilts in all the courts will permit overall flexibility in dealing 
with 1Norkloads. Vl e are also vitally concern,':'.d thaJ relieving the burden of 
High Court '\/vork should not pressure ':he District Courts: shifting 
problems from. one place to another does not &c,lve them. Vie advert to chis 
n10,tter else-i:.,vhere. 

JlJDG·ES 

"H2. Chief Di1t1·ict Cnurt Judge Tl:ere is no statutory provision for the 
appointment of a Chief l\1agistrate, but to make a relevant comparison, it 
is unquestioned that the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court fills a 
necessary as well as a ,2eremonial function: on occasions he is appointed 
administrator of the Government or acts as Deputy Governor, as weH as 
being titular head of the Judiciary; he is spokesman for the judges; he is 
the person through v.rhom the Government deals with the Judiciary as a 
whole and the Judiciary deals with the Government; he allocates judges to 
particular centres and has a responsibility for the efficient and expeditious 
disposal of Supreme Court business, If our recommendation for creation 
of the District Courts is accepted, there will be a Bench with at least 65 
judges, presiding in many centres throughout the country, They will be 
responsible for dispensing with the bulk of judicial work in areas more 
"Nidely scattered geographically than those in which the Supreme Court 
judges either reside or visit on circuit. At present, administrative functions 
of ·~he type the Chief Justice performs in his court are carried out for the 
Magistrates' Courts by the Minister cf Justice or the Secretary for Justice; 
in recent years some regional administration has also been vested in 
groups of magistrates. Although the system has worked moderately well, 
we agree that control over judges should preferably not be exercised by 
the holders of political or executive office. We were also informed of a 
deficiency in the means for dealing with magistrates who, by their 
conduct, whether in or out of court, ha·v.e exceeded the limits of discretion 
and propriety and who may be bringing discredit on the administration of 
justice. It is acknowledged that in certain cases the Minister of Justice has 
intervened, but we are of the opinion that these quasi-disciulinarv 
functions would more properly be performed, in the first instanc~, by ; 
senior District Court judge rather than by a Minister of •:he Crown. The 
Secretary for Justice told us that in the absense of a Chid Magisrrace, 
Niic1.~sters and Secretaries for J usticc have generally conferred \,v.irh the 
chairman ol the :Magistrates' Executive but he has no au'.hority over his 
(r:Jlow magi.strates. 

413. -,\iVe are satisfied that a strong case h .. 2' ... S be-,~n rr.uide out firJT a 
ccff.:sti.t~1t,t:d l~_~;~d :)f th._=; }i_:..d.ges _of~· the l)is~:rict {:iou.rt and recorr~11ntn.c~. 
acco:r,d:ngly. \A,-'e d1Bcuss tn.~ nL-.::tbc1d of appou1t;:nen.t: t:nder the tect1on on 
appcintrnent of ju.dges. (1)aragraph 6'?:~1), 

,u ,;-. J'uvictio:M o( the Chief Di:,!,r,ict Cm,1n Jwi';I,e Th,:: Chid J11d·s!t 
should be a rr1,tJ:nf~er of the JucUcf_al C'.on1n.1isrlion _,::n1-d -vveuld 2t~sur~e 
overa.U r(:s1)oru:;ibility fo:· :he efficient utllizci,tion o:t judit:J.aJ. re:sou~ce;3 in t11e 
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Distrkt Court Ben.ch. He should have authority to assign judges to e,it in 
particu.b.r areas. He wouJd be the judicial link with the Government 
cc.ncerning condhions of emp\oyment and service of. his judges. He would, 
as a member of the Judicial Commission, represent his large nurn ber of 
judges on the Appointments Cemmittee, on the Study Programme 
Committee, and on the Administration Committee,, or he v1mJd 
recommend another District Court judge to an for hirn on any of those 
oJmmittees. He wouid also, as vie have iY:1dicated, be the person to whorn 
complaints about the- conduct of District Court judges v,rere referred by 
;:he Secretary of ~he Judicial Commfasion. Implicit in all the foregoing, 
:however, fo the importance of recognising that he is a working judge and 
that he continues to sit in court fo:r most of his time. Vife :recommend that 
on appointment, the status of the Chief Di5trict Court Judge should be 
recognised by a greater salary and allovnmce than other District Court 
Judges. V( e.also recommend that the Chief District Court Judge shall hold 
that offk:e so long as he holds office 8!S a judge but, with the approvc,l _of the 
Governor-General, he may resign his office as Chief Judge withom 
resigning his office as a District Court judge. 'When we deal in a separate 
section with the administn1tior. of the courts, we emphasize the 
importance of close liaison and relationship between the Cl,; ::f Justice, the 
Chief District Court Judge, and the Chief Court Admini i:rator. We have 
seen how effective this triumvirate has been in other ~ountries. 

415 . .Senior Family Co~irt Judge If our proposal for a Family Division 
of the District Cou:~ts is accepted, 'NC consider it vital that a Senior Fam1.ly 
Court Judge should be appointed for the Family Coun. He would work in 
do~e consultation with the Chief District Court Judge and be subject to 
his final directions. Primarily he mmt be responsible for the functioning of 
the Family Court. His appointment should be made in dme for him to 
establish the division from the outset. He also, in our view, should have 
his position reflected in his salary. We recommend that the Senior Family 
Court Judge should hold that office so long as he holds office as a judge 
but he rnay, with the approval of the Governor-General, resign his office 
as senior judge without resigning his office as a District Court judge. 

416. List Judges Under the section dealing with administration of the 
courts we indicate that, as matters exist at present in New Zealand, 
certain regions should be established for purely administrative purposes, 
As with the High Court, each District Court region would have a list 
judge responsible for organization of the judg~s within his area, for co
ordinating relief and assistance where necessary because of illness or 
pressure of business, and for carrying out under delegation any general 
responsibilities of the Chief District Court Judge in that region. We expect 
that creation of a regional list judge will lead to a greater measure of local 
responsibility and will provide a means of liaison with representatives oi 
Govermm:nt services and District Law Societies. We agree with the 
Secretary for Justice that there is no need for statuwry provision in the 
creation of such regions since this would tend to rigidity; it ·would seen1 to 
us that New Zealand couJ.d conveniently be divided at present into four 
arez,.s for both the High Court cmd the District Couns. 

417. When considering various methods of 2,ppointing a list jucige for 
the District Courts, the possitilities suggested were tlrnt he could be 
elected by the body of judges w:thin tis region, that he could be appointed 
by the Chid District C:oLirt Judge, or by the Attomty-General after 
consnltation with the Chief District Com t Judge. Havlng regard to the 
rnetb.od ox appointmea:: of list judges of the :High Court, we would 
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resomrn.end that the list judges in the District Courts should be appointed 
by selection of the Chief District Court Judge after consultation with the 
other judges in the region. 1/\/e recommend that he or she would normally 
hold office for a period of a minimum of two and not more than three 
years .. As the Secretary for Justice said, this tenn of appointment would 
allow assessment of how the arrangement was operating, and v,hat 
modifications, if any, are needed. A list judge 111.ay vveU be re-a,ppointed. 
V1Te also recommend that the list judge should be appointed on the basis of 
administrative ability rather than seniority. 

418. Assignnu!!nt Judge To complete this section, we have also had to 
examine the effect of s.9 (2) of the Magistrates' Courts Act l 947 which 
provides that where two or more magistrates are stationed in the same 
town, the magistrate who is senior by length of service shall be responsible 
for the administrative co-ordination and the allocation of work between 
the magistrates in that town. Vie do not favour retaining this statutory 
provision. We ',mggest that this person be called the "assignm.ent" judge. 
He would be appointed by the Chief District Court Judge. The appointee 
should be agreed upon by arrangement between the judges concerned; 
failing agreement, the Chief District Court Judge should make the 
decision. Subject to the overall direction of the list judge for that region, 
the local appointee would assume the function of assigning the judges to 
the courts in that district, bearing in mind the need to equalize each 
judge's duties. These appointments should also be reviewed after a limited 
period of, say, three years. 

419. In making all these recommendations we do not consider that 
either the list judge or the assignment judge for a locality should assume 
any seniority over other judges. They were described to us in England as 
being a type of "super-adjutant"; that is how we would like to see them 
regarded in New Zealand since they would merely hold administrative 
appointments for a particular period to assist the Chief District Court 
Judge in co-ordinating and directing the work of the judges in their 
particular regions. Put another way, the assignment judges would work in 
consultation with the list judge; the list judge would work in conjunction 
with the regional court administrator and the list judge of the High Court 
for that region. The list judge would be responsible to and governed by 
any directions given by the Chief District Court Judge. 

Recommendations 
1. The J\1fagistrates' Courts should be re-named "District Courts" and 

the present stipendiary magistrates should become District Court judges. 
2. A Chiei District Conrt Judge should be appointed. His statu8 should 

?e,recognised by a greater salary and allowances than other District Court 
Judges. 

3. The Chief Dfotrict Court Judge should hold office so long as he hold:, 
office as a judg,e but, ,vith the approval of the Governor-Genetal, he may 
resign his office as Chier Judge ,vithout resigning .his office as a Districi: .~ 
Court iurl.ie. 1 

4-. A·Scr-;::i.or Fmnily Comt Judge'. should be appointed. He should hold 
office Do long as he holds ofiice as a judge but, vfith the approval oi the 
Governor-General, he rnay resign his eiifice as senior judge 11vitho:n 
1·esigning his office as a District Court judge. 

5. In ea.ch region established for a(:ho"inistrative pLirposes there .should 
be a list judge to be responsible fv, the organisation of the j1-1dges wlthin 
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his region, co-ordinating relief and assistance where necessary and 
carrying out under delegation the responsibilities of the Chief District 
Court Judge; the appointment to be for a period of three years and to be 
on the basis of administrative ability rather than on seniority. 

6. Where two or more District Court judges are stationed in the same 
town, an assignment judge should be appointed by the Chief District 
Court Judge. The appointee would assume the function of assigning the 
judges to the courts in that district; the appointment to be reviewed after a 
limited period of, say, three years. 

Specialisation 
420. For a general statement of•principles on specialisation, we refer to 

the treatment of that topic under the High Court (paragraphs 306 et seq.). 
Specialisation in the District Courts is a less complex issue. 

421. Family cases In relation to family matters, a degree of 
specialisation has existed in theory, both in relation to Children's Courts 
and domestic courts. Specialisation has not existed in practice because 
almost all magistrates for the last 30 years have been appointed to exercise 
the jurisdiction in relation to Children's Courts. Similarly, under the 
Domestic Proceedings Act 1968, warrants have been issued to almost all 
magistrates. The principal reason is that nearly all magistrates have 
circuit or relieving work, so that exclusion of the family jurisdiction proves 
extremely inconvenient. 

422. In so far as a new Family Court is concerned, there is general 
agreement in all submissions that a degree of specialisation is essential, 
but beyond this general agreement there is no consensus of opinion. Thus, 
certain submissions urged that it is essential for Family Court judges to 
deal solely with this type of work (provided that their personality and 
training have equipped them to do so). In this connection it is said that 
with better ancillary services in Family Courts, many of the petty disputes 
are dealt with before the case reaches the judge, whose task is thereby 
made the more attractive. On the other hand, it is urged, especially by 
those nurtured under our present system, that a continuous diet of family 
cases is intolerable and ultimately warping to the personality. 

423. These issues are discussed in considerable detail in the section of 
our report which deals with the Family Court (paragraphs 534 et seq.). 
We have concluded that by no means every person is suitable for 
appointment as a judge of a Family Court, and that such judges will need 
to be both carefully chosen and trained. On balance, we incline to the 
view that judges in the Family Court should not deal solely with family 
cases. Like judges in criminal cases, the judges of a Family Court require 
to have the widest possible knowledge of human experience, and a very 
great degree of sympathy and understanding. We think it likely that these 
qualities are fostered by a wide judicial experience. We would suggest that 
most judges in the Family Court should spend approximately 80% of their 
time on family cases, with the balance being spent on all other types of 
litigation. This recommendation may need to be reviewed once the Family 
Courts have been in operation for an appropriate period and in any event 
should not be applied as an inflexible rule. 

424. Criminal cases As we have mentioned in the section of our report 
dealing with the jurisdiction of the District Courts, we consider that 
certain judges of those courts should be warranted to conduct criminal 
jury trials. For the reasons we have previously given we do not consider 
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that such judges, or any other judges of the District Courts, should devote 
their whole time to criminal work. 

425. Administrative cases The Commission received submissions from 
several barristers practising extensively in the field of regional and district 
planning which emphasized the specialist nature of that work. Some 
suggested that, because decisions of the Town and Country Planning 
Appeal Board can be of major importance to local bodies and other 
parties concerned, and sometimes involve very large sums of money, the 
appeal board should have equal status with the High Court or be made a 
division of that court. Others suggested that District Court judges should 
preside over a- designated specialist division of that court dealing with 
matters relating to land usage. The Valuer-General made submissions 
regarding the functioning of the Land Valuation Court and land valuation 
committees, emphasising particularly his concern that consistency in 
interpretation should be maintained between the committees in the 
various districts. 

426. Our terms of reference did not direct us to investigate these 
matters. Our concern with administrative tribunals is limited to the extent 
to which they are, or should be, inter-related with the ordinary courts; and 
to whether any improvement to the prompt, efficient, and economical 
disposal of the business of those courts could be achieved by the 
establishment of a closer relationship between the two. 

427. Under the Town and Country Planning Act 1~77, which took 
-effect on 1 June 1978, the Appeal Board became the Planning Tribunal 
consisting of three divisions, each to be presided over by a magistrate. The 
Land Valuation Proceedings Amendment Act 1977 substituted land 
valuation tribunals for land valuation committees, and provided that 
tribunals, to be chaired by magistrates, should be established on a district 
basis. It was specific~lly provided that a member may hold office 
concurrently as a member of two or more tribunals. Because the Planning 
Tribunal and the land valuation tribunals both deal with matters relating 
to land usage, we consider that the chairmen of the planning tribunals 
should become chairmen of the land valuation tribunals established 
within the area where they normally exercise planning jurisdiction. We do 
not, however, consider it necessary at this stage to create an 
administrative division of the District Courts. 

428. We agree that the work of the Planning Tribunal is of great 
importance; some of its decisions can have far-reaching effects on the 
policies of local authorities, and therefore directly or indirectly on the 
whole of society. We consider it inappropriate, however, that the Planning 
Tribunal should have equal status with the High Court for the basic 
reason that appeals from the tribunal on questions of law lie to the 
Administrative Division of the High Court. 

429. Many of the applications which come before land valuation 
tribunals are not opposed and only require formal consent. We consider 
that the registrar of the District Court in which such applications are filed 
should be given authority to deal with these matters. 

430. The two magistrates who are presently chairmen of the Town and 
Country Planning Appeal Boards have, from time to time, exercised 
jurisdiction in Magistrates' Courts, thus affording welcome assistance in 
those courts and at the same time gaining some relief from an 
uninterrupted diet of planning appeal work. They have expressed the wish 
that this flexibility should be continued. 

431. Other litigation In relation to all other litigation in the District 
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Courts, we are of the opinion that it is important for these courts to remain 
the people's courts, and that in this context, justice is likely to be rendered 
best by judges with the broadest possible experience. We therefore 
consider that the general work of the District Courts should be shared 
amongst the judges. \'Vi thin this framework, vve do not see any objection to 
the assignment, by way of administrative decision of the Chief Judge in 
any given area, of particular cases to particular judges. h is obviously 
sensible, if a judge has a special area of expertise, to endeavour to see that 
such expertise is used where it can be of value. Beyond that level, vve think 
it is unnecessary to introduce specialisation in the District Courts. 

Rec,ommendation§ 

1. A degree of specialisation in family cases is essential but Family 
Court judges should not deal solely with family cases. It is suggested that 
most judges-in the Family Court should spend approximately 80% of their 
tirn.e on family cases with the balance spent on all other types of litigation. 
This recomrnendataion may :require to be :reviewed and should not be 
applied as an inflexible rule. 

2. Those District Court judges who are warranted to conduct criminal 
jury trials should not devote their -whole time to criminal work. 

3. Land valuation tribunals should be presided over by those District 
Court judges who have been appointed chairmen of planning tribunals. 

4. Registrars of District Courts should be authorised to deal with 
unopposed applications to land valuation tribunals. 

5. The general work of the District Courts should be shared amongst 
the judges, but within this framework there is room fo:r assignm.ent 0£ 
particular cases to particular judges who have a special expertise. 

Criminal Juirisdiction 
432. Jury trials Under our proposals for the criminal business of the 

High Court, we have recommended that the new District Courts should 
be vested with the power to sit with juries fo:r electable crime. As a 
consequence, certain recommendations fo:r the District Courts have 
appeared under the section dealing with criminal business of the High. 
Court, but for clarity we repeat those :recommendations under this 
section. Although some persons told us they were concerned that not 
every magistrate should be given a warrant to sit with juries, they did 
acknowledge that some possessed the necessary experience and aptitude. 
The DEpartment of Justice also agreed that there was a sufficient number 
cf n1agistrate~ qualified to preside over jury trials in a Supreme Court 
setting. The magistrates themselves have confidently st:otted to us that 
sor:ne of their number would be able to sit with juries. As we have stated, 
vve ccmsider that some judges of the Dbt:rict Courts shov.ld be selected to 
sit witb juries. They should be recommended for appointment by the 
J1,dicial Commission. As well, ·,here will be new appointees to the D:strict 
Courts ,vhose experience in crimiual work may well commend them to the 
Judicial Commission IO£ appoi.ntmtnt. V,fe are hopeful th0t the Chief 
Distxict Cou .. rt Judge vvil! be oJ great assistance to the Judicial C1otnrniss:ion 
ove1· appoincments to hls Bench and in recommending the best use of his 
judgeo.' individual t:?Jeuts. '¥Ve beEeve thaL appointmenl to the Distriec 
Conn Bench wil.J be an attractior: to Yarim~s lawyers to spl".r,d part :)f the,,· 
time in the crirr,inal jury jurisdiction, the Family Court, Cff on ci.vil 
2,cti.ons. Ability to sit with ;i, jury should not be 1eq1.1ired of all appointees. 
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433. Smrimary trials As we have sa.id ·when dealing with proposals for 
the crhninal work of the High Court, we reco.rnrnend !hat meantime (for, 
say, three years) the District Courts should exercise the summary 
jurisdiction currently exei:cisecl by the Magistrates' Courts. 

434. As stated, ,,re repeat for continuity recommendations already made 
in the High Court section, in relation to the District Courts: 

Recommendations 
l. J m11 trials for electable offences should no longer be exclusively heard 

in the High Court but substantially in the District Courts. 
2. Jurisdiction to preside over jury trials of electable offences in the 

District Courts should be exercised by selected District Court judges 
specially recommended for that purpose by the Judicial Commission. 

3. District Court judges sitting with a jury shouid be empowered to 
impose the sentence prescribed by law, and in such cases appeals would 
lie direct to the Court of Appeal. 

4. District Court judges sitting without a jury should, until a revie\<\' is 
carried ont by the J c:dicial Commissior., be restricted to imposing a 
sentence of no greater than three years' imprisonment. 

5. In all other respects appeal procedures will remain unaltered. 

In addition., wt D1ak;: the following recommendation: 

6. For summary trials the District Co1..,.rts shall ::exercise ihe cnmma 
jurisdiction curremly exercised by the l'vfagistrates' Courts. 

<i:35. l~~in,o:r .iJ!·oceedfags As the Comrni.s~iop's he~rin~s pro~ressed it 
becan1e mcreasmgly apparent that one oJt tne ma1or 1.mped1ment;; to 
prompt aEd ef;ici.ent disposal of tb.e business of the Magistrates' Courts i,, 
the s~m~r volurne uf work of a :relatively minor namTe which has to be dleah 
with in. that jurisdiction. In some places, notably in Aud.land, i:he arnount 
of paper work involved in processing minor traffic oHences has gro-wn to 
the point ,,-,;here i.t has becon;.e unmanageable. Cne of the reasons for 
setting up this Commission was 1:o try to find ways of reducing the 
excessive worldoad oE the Su.p:·eJTte Court. The urgency of this problem 
has been apparent througho.;1t the sittings uf the Commission and an 
obvious ans'Ner is to transfer smne of th:: work from the Supreme Court w 
the rec::msthuted DiL~trict c;ouns. The proposal to bring certain dasses oi 
crhn.]nal jury trd.z.ls ·v1ithin the arnbit of t_he District (Jourts ·~•vould assist to 
s;o:ne e:,tem, V:/e have :;ilso recommended estabHshment of a Pamily Comt 
to deal with pracdca.lly all family law matters, including much of ,vhat 
was pi·-~viom:ly done in the Supreme Court Vi/hile these moves ,,,ri.B afford 
reEef tc, t!l1e Su.pr·en1~ c:ou:~t, they "tiviH ~!s~ I~~v~ the eff~ct of ae_cent~:1ating 
an a.Iready g:rave problem m. the lower 1m:1s{llcit10n. Ev1dence given oefon: 
ua has made it clear that Ivfagi.s1ra tes' Co~irts ,in gen~r~l a,:e already 
gr'?ssly ,~verkiade,:J or 1.mder•rm,::med, ~,nd cklays m. o!Jta1m~g h:;d:ures fo.~ 
de1ennc:<1 matters are far g:reate.r thaE they shoukl bt; m a court oi 
su1n.n1a:cy jurisdi,::tion. ~fh.t1s 'Vie v,/ere presented v~rith tlie fact of a r.D.ass oi -
work, che physisa1 size n1 which w,Is formici.abk ,1nd which, at kaEt at 

., . . . ,, ' ' l , '{1 ·1 ., pres~nt, :rnust oe . d.ec1d.ect t.nrot1gil t·1e ~~urt prucer~sefL v·~ n1. e_ .otne:r 
probJ.ern:; confrontmtr us r,rn,y have been Gl taic great.er legal swmf!c,uice. 
none nre::ient".:d quit~ the sarne tlHfocuitie1, SG far as the act~Lil phvsica.i 
h2,ndling of the ,,,vork wa:;; conc,~rne6.. · 

436. ?\fiuor bre<i.che:, of traffic rcgub.ticms largely make up this mass of 
vvork. !n !\Je":,1.1. Z-ea.la .. nd_, ,~riv_ir~g lice:nces c~i~ be o~~rt.aj.~~H;d at 1.5 yes1.1~~4 of a~e 3 

a not 1ns;,gmficant xact 1.n dus ccmt,rxt, ¥!.t1en. N.,I:: JJep:....rtment o:i Ju:s,1ce 
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compared rates of offending in New Zealand with those in England and 
Wales in the course of its submissions, it tended to suggest New 
Zealanders compared unfavourably with their counterparts in the United 
Kingdom. One result of the younger age at which licences may be 
obtained in. New Zealand is a higher ratio of cars and drivers to 
population in this country: we suggest such points should be kept in mind 
when comparing rates of offence for different countries. 

437. While most minor offences arise under traffic laws, the courts are 
also called on to deal with a wide variety of other violations of statutes, 
regulations, and by-laws for which the maximum penalty is a fine. These 
occupy an appreciable proportion of lower court time. The. problem is 
compounded still further by the number of small claims which are filed in 
the civil jurisdiction of the Magistl'ates' Courts. There seems to be general 
agreement that" many of these do not require to be afforded the full 
panoply of. the law in presentation to, or in resolution by, the court. 
Collectively, these matters occupy a disproportionate amount of time in 
our courts. They constitute a real burden on clerical staff and contribute 
in large measure to the critical situation being experie11ced in some of our 
court offices. 

438. In its second set of submissions to us, the New Zealand Law 
Society addressed itself to the problem of the volume of minor work and 
suggested this work could be dealt with by: 

(a) small claims tribunals; 
(b) registrars with extended powers; 
(c) practitioners appointed to exercise the powers conferred on 

registrars; 
(d) the infringement fee procedure scheme; 
(e) the minor offence procedure; . 
(f) justices of the peace continuing to exercise the jurisdiction in minor 

offences which they do at present. 
The Society submitted that all this work should be carried out under the 
administration of the District Courts. The Society went on to make some 
submissions on points of principle in these terms: 

... work which is considered "minor" because of the relatively 
small amount involved, or the relatively minor penalty which might 
be imposed, or because the work is of a routine nature should not, for 
those reasons, be thought to be outside the scope of a District Court 
Judge's responsibilities. These relatively minor or routine matters are 
frequently vitally important to the parties involved and the Society 
cont.inues to believe it is important that, so far as is possible, they 
should receive the attention of qualified legal personnel. 

In making this point the Society does not consider that it is being 
inconsistent with the attitude it has adopted in respect of the 
Supreme Court. It has sought to recast that Court as a superior 
Court and proposed that certain matters presently within its 
jurisdiction be transferred to the District Court with the objective of 
making the best use of the talent available on that Bench. But the 
District Court would remain the "local Court" and the "peoples' 
Court" and the Society does not consider that it would be a waste of 
judicial talent for judges of that Court to occasionally deal with more 
minor or routine matters. If such matters require, as the Society 
believes, the advantage of judicial qualification and experience, they 
should have that advantage. 
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The Society therefore rejects the notion that work deserving of 
qualified judicial attention can be exempt from, that attention simply 
because it might be described as minor or routine. It rejects the 
notion that, as the upper jurisdiction of a judicial officer increases, 
the work at the lower level of his jurisdiction should come to be 
regarded as "beneath" his station and concern. Everyone in any walk 
of life must to a greater or lesser extent, do things which they would 
consider minor or routine. So it must be within the judicial system. 

The Society believes that the standing of the existing Magistrates' 
Court will be upgraded by extending and increasing its jurisdiction in 
the manner which it has proposed and by reconstituing it as the 
District Court. It does not believe that it is necessary to remove the 
so-called minor or routine work to yet another jurisdiction or that 
leaving such matters within the jurisdiction of the District Court will 
damage its status. This will be set primarily by the upper level and 
scope of the enlarged jurisdiction. Small Claims Tribunals, Justices 
of the Peace, Registrars exercising extended powers and the other 
means of disposing of minor offences ... are required, not so much to 
make the workload of the District Judge more palatable, as to obtain 
a more "prompt, efficient and economical disposal of the Court's 
business". 

439. Standard fine procedure In its submissions, the Department of 
Justice outlined the standard fine procedure and developments which led 
to its being superseded by the minor offence procedure. The standard fine 
procedure was introduced in 1955 by s.21 of the Summary Proceedings 
Act. Its application was limited to very minor traffic offences where the 
penalty did not exceed a fine of $100. Under this procedure, the 
magistrate ordinarily sitting in the court town, or, where there.were two or 
more magistrates, the senior magistrate, was authorised to fix fines for the 
various offences. The department described the procedure as useful but 
limited in its application. In our opinion, no valid reason has been 
advanced why this system should not be greatly extended in either its 
original form or as a modification of the minor offence procedure. to which 
we shall refer presently. Either way, its usefulness would be greatly 
enhanced. 

440. Infringement fee procedure In 1968 the first of the infringement 
fee schemes was introduced. These were established under the Transport 
Act 1962 and were initially confined to offences relating to the overloading 
of heavy motor vehicles and breaches of by-laws governing parking of 
vehicles. In 1971 certain speeding offences were brought within the 
infringement fee procedure. The basic purpose of the new procedure was. 
to try to remove certain types of traffic offences from the ordinary court · 
process. Scales of fees graduated to meet the extent of the speeding, or 
overloading, or over-parking-were fixed by the enforcement authority and 
promulgated by statutory regulation or the appropriate means. A motorist· 
who committed an offence covered by this scheme would be issued with a 
notice setting out particulars of the offence and the amount of the 
prescribed infringement fee. If the fee remained unpaid after a given date 
he could be summonsed for non-payment of the fee. 

441. We consider this is an appropriate way of dealing with offences for 
which scale fees can be fixed in advance. It is most important, however, 
that the offender retains the right to have the charge against him 
determined. by the court in the ordinary way. We note that, in 1974, the 
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Transport Act was amended to make provision for the infringement fee 
scheme to be extended to aH traffic offences other th2x.1 these carrying 
liability to imprisonmenL Vl/e are ,u:ivi2,ed by the Department of Justice 
that, to date, no o1fonce:, other than those mentioned earlier of 
0·1erloading, parki!1g, and speeding have been rm.de the subject of the 
rh~ccs8ary Jr11inisterial direction, but such a dire,,~iion, i1 only in respect of 
n::n-driving offence8, could remove up to rnn 000 prosecutions annually 
:frc,n1 the court process. VVe 'would, however, ex;;,ress re:::erv?.tions over 
whether the infringement fee procedure is appropriate for all traffic 
offences other than thrn,e carrying a liability to imprisonment. For 
instance, t:he degree of culpability in a charge of careless driving or a 
breach of the right-hand rule car. v:uy from a nainor error of judgment to 
something bordering on dang•erous driving. In matters of this kind it is not 
really pnu::ticable to predetermine the amount of penalty which sh:mk! be 
levied by '"~ay of traffic infringement fee. Furtherrnore, such offences 
would also render the motorist liable to disqualification from driving. VVe 
believe that matteE of this kind should remain in the discretfon oi the 
court where an the circumstances can be considered. 

4420 The Secretary for Justice also drew ou"." attention to so43 of the 
Tram.port Act which requires all speeding infringement fees received by 
an enforcement authority to be paid icto the public accoi.mL This means 
that local body traffic authorities (and there are still several local bodies 
operating their own traffic enforcement) do not receive this money as they 
do under the ordinary summons procedure. Understandably, therefore, 
they do not use the speeding infringement system but continue to initiate 
their prosecutions through the court process. Under the Public Revenue 
Act 1953 (s.109), a local authority or public body may receive the fine 
imposed on any prosecution brought by that authority or body, less 5°/o of 
the fine which is retained by the enforcing court as a servicing fee and paid 
into the public account. The Secretary for Justice estimated that should 
these local bodies choose to use the speeding infringement procedure, a 
further 20 000 prosecutions could be diverted from the court process 
immediately. 

4430 ~fino1!' offence prorcedure This procedure came into force on 
1 January 19750 It is set out in s,20A of the Summary Proceedings A.Oct 
19570 It was designed to provide a more acceptable procedure for offences 
that cculd be described as 1ninora The Act defines "minpr offences" as 
those that do not carry liability to imprisonment or to a fine in excess of 
$500. We think this fa an excellent scheme, incorporating worthwhile 
innovatio:nso Perhaps the most ~ignificant of these i.s that the minor offence 
notice received by a defo:ndant includes a ;;ho:rt summary of the facts 
alleged against him. When he receives his notice, he is able to decide 
whether he agrees whh the facts as s:c:t out or '.'!hether he wishes to contest 
the matter. If he chooseo: to plead guilty he may do so by letter and avcid 
the necessity for appe~1;ing in court. He ~mq also writ~ tot~;~ c01:1.rt setting 
out :cmy factors he wrnnef to be taken mto account m m1t1gai10n of 1:he 
01He:[1Ceo fle rn,ay, if he chooses:i nimply accep1t the circun1stances as set out 
in d1e notke withou': 'Nriiing t0 the courL II he doc::, chat, ,h:i forche:r proof 
of tho,;,e facts is required frrnn the pro~ecution. Only ',vhen he pkads nm 
.~ui~ty are witnesse:c reqt,ired to sJ._ten~! to give evidence i;, coun. Th~;s.si:ep 
1n tt1e pro,cedure represen"ts a rnaJor 1n1:prove1rler1t so fatr a,.r; trafflc othcer~: 
in particula.r are cone:err;.ecL \*rlith an c,rdin,2~ry :5u.1T.::.ff1D1Jf..\J err ".-1':lhen th;.:: 
standa:rd fine prucedure 'li/laG in operation~. ·vJhrc:n a defe·:n.rl'..ant toDl~ no 81:eps 
.Le. relation to the ~;u;:n.rnoi;i.s ht:: reo,:i\red. the 1J1fic:er irA,rho ha,d detec~ed the 
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". . d . . . ,. ' ' i orxe:G~e ~';:var~. rf:q1.~1~re ,l to atte.c~d. -~cru.rt ,7na gji.V'f.:~ 'lfJv.111.a.t Vl©~;;:; Kr.H?'~..vn a~ J.o:rrn.a,1. 
\.:iroof, tllC:Lt 1s,, e1/l(lence on. 02.th of the c1rc1il.rnsta.nces Q{ the oHenc>e, tn. n1ffiSt 
I, · .:trates,- C'.lourte., this rnecJ,nt that on traffie, 1:ourt ·days a processiGn of 
tr · off:cei·s might have to line up to g~•;e ihis purely formal c:vid,".nc-e 
v,hen they could hav.,~ been rncre usdu11v n•'::rformin;~ their ordinary traffic 
einforcement dudes. " ' ••. . 

"144. In Jes aubrr.i:,sions the Dep<trtment of Justice said: 
Tl1e rn.ain. c:riticis1n (of the n1ir1or offence procedure) :from a practical 
point of vie-iv is chat this s-::heme h.,1;; abiorbed the very minor trafiic 
offences previously handkd by the standard fine procedi.ff~. 
Althcugh these fo.rm a relatively ~,mall proportion of prosecutions 
brought under the minor offences scheme they nevertheless demand 
judicial time, whether that of Magistrates or Justice~ of the Peace, 
that was not previously required. 

It seems to us that this comment is only partially correcL It is true that 
oflences previously dealt with by the standard fine procedure have been 
absorbed in the minor offence scheme but these form such a small 
proportion of minor offence prosecutions that they are of minimal 
significance. The real thrust of criticism should be directed to the fact that 
all minor offences, including the few which were dealt with by way of 
standard fines, are now dealt with under the new procedure and, while a 
very comide:rable saving of time has :resulted for prosecution officers and 
witnesses, the amount of time required of magistrates or justices of the 
peace and court staff is greatly increased. Far from saving the time of the 
court, an already difficult situation is exacerbated, 

445. :From the submissions we have heard and from our examination of 
the position, we have concluded that some aspects of the minor offence 
procedure can, with advantage, be developed further. VVhile we recognise 
that simplified procedures are to be encouraged and welcomed, we do not 
forget the right of a defendant to have his case heard in court. We agree 
with the submissions of the Department of Justice that a much closer 
examination. has to be made of some matters presently brought before our 
courts but which. do not really belong in the criminal justice system: the 
overdue library book and some minor parking offences presently taking up 
time and increasing paperwork in our courts immediately spring to mind. 
We believe, however, that this problem must be attacked on a very broad 
front and ways found to deal with a variety of minor breaches of the Jaw 
independently of the courts. Faced with exactly the same problem where 
rapidly growing workloads of minor offences threatened to cause a 
collapse in court procedures, some quite drastic remedies have been 
adopted in other parts of the Comrnonwealth. One example, which might 
well be foll.owed here, is that of British Columbia where speeding offences 
were taken out of the court system altogether and dealt with by automatic 
imposition of demerit points. Repeated offending quickly led to loss of 
driving licences, ~,fembers of the Commission were told that in Vancouver 
and Queensland this system had had a salutary ef!ect on general traffic 
behaviour and particularly, as one might e,:pect, on speeding. One 
apparent disadvantage of decriminalii:;ing speeding in this way is thaic the 
large sums previously recovered from fines no longer find their wa:y into 
the con.s?lida ted fun,~ or th~ •c:ofie:rs. of !he l;rn::al -body res_pon~ible fm-. the 
prosecut10ns. 1/Vhen tne tot:11 cosr oi co.tlect~ng 1:.l1eie momes rn ta.ken mm 
. ' 1 l h O

' • 1 . ' l . "bl accou~_~,. no\<vev~r, a:c,c. ~Li..so t 1.e Vllaer ra1p ... 1cat!ons 01 an a_rnost 1n1poss1 _.r.; 

yet st:i.h m.cre2.smg r,isam on the court :;,y'lteffJ, Ioss of revenue xnay be a 
snw.11 price to pay for :resv1t8 achieved. 
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446. We have not been supplied with information from which we could 
compile a list of matters presently being brought before the courts which 
could properly be dealt with in other ways. We recommend that, as a 
matter of urgency, the Department of Justice, through its Planning and 
Development Division, should take steps to relieve the courts of minor 
prosecutions which need not be brought there. We are confident that this 
could considerably relieve overloading at the lowest end of the scale. Now 
that the minor offence procedure has had time to settle down, we believe 
its many good points should be used as a framework onto which can be 
grafted the desirable aspects of the standard fine procedure and, where 
applicable, the infringement fee scheme. We appreciate it is not proper or 
just to attempt to fix a standard penalty for each offence without regard to 
the circumstance~ in which that particular offence was committed. We 
mentioned earlier the inappropriateness of fixing a standard fine to cover 
all careless clriving charges. We. nevertheless recommend that the old 
standard fine procedure should be revived and grafted onto the 
infringement fee procedure in every case where the nature of the offence 
makes it practicable to do so. In other words, while the standard fine 
procedure previously in force was limited to a narrow segment of traffic 
offences, we recommend that it should be enlarged to include all offences 
(traffic and other offences) in respect of which it is reasonable to fix a 
standard penalty. In our view, however, fixing of the amount of the 
penalty ought to be done by the court or courts. At present this is done by 
regulation which effectively means that the department responsible for 
drafting the legislation, and/or advancing it as a matter of policy, and 
later for enforcing it through its enforcement officers, also has the function 
of determining what penalty should be paid by those who offend. There is 
a fundamental unsoundness about this proposition. A former senior 
magistrate proposed a system where the amount of standard penalty 
would be fixed in each district .after a hearing before a magistrate. His 
suggestion was that the senior magistrate should hear submissions from 
enforcement authorities and organisations representing motorists and 
other road users and, in light of those submissions come to a decision on 
the appropriate penalty for each offence. In his view, the scale could be 
revised from time to time as required. There could be requests for revision 
from the enforcement authorities, if they thought that course appropriate. 
It is our view that if greatly extended use were made of the old standard 
fine scheme with. that scheme enlarged, adapted, and grafted onto the 
infringement fee procedure, this would make a major impact on the mass 
of work to be disposed of in the lower jurisdiction. We anticipate that the 
volume of offences remaining to be dealt with under the minor offence 
scheme would be greatlv reduced. 

447. The Department of Justice also submitted that use of justices of the 
peace in disposing of the bulk of minor prosecutions must be considered. 
The department pointed out that the definition of minor offences 
permitted a clear distinction within the criminal jurisdiction of the court. 
It said that, in many centres, justices of the peace are currently dealing 
with these offences; and with the training scheme at the Technical 
Correspondence Institute, supported by practical training given in 
districts, it is hoped that most offences falling within the minor offence 
scheme would eventually be heard before justices. Although not 
advocating a separate division of the District Courts for disposal of minor 
offences, the department suggested that there should be an administrative 
arrangement to enable these offences to be handled at a lower level within 
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arbitrators might be acceptable for selection, especially if they had also 
completed the course for justices of the peace conducted by the Technical 
Correspondence Institute. There are, however, only four fellows of the 
Institute of Arbitrators in New Zealand. 

457. At this point we must note an anomaly: under s.59 of the 
Magistrates' Courts Act, a magistrate's normal jurisdiction in equity and 
good conscience has an upper limit of $200 whereas the small claims 
tribunal has a limit of $500. The Department of Justice suggested that the 
equity and good conscience provisions of s.59 were no doubt intended to 
provide a means for dealing with small claims, but thought like "other 
'simplified' procedures" this procedure "has been rendered virtually 
moribund". Our inquiries suggest otherwise and it is relatively common 
for magistrates to regret the $200 limitation which prevents them invoking 
s.59. 

458. It did not prove possible for the Commission to examine the 
experimental small claims tribunals as closely as we had hoped. There are 
tribunals in Rotorua, New Plymouth, and Christchurch. The referee of 
the Rotorua tribunal has practised as a barrister and solicitor for many 
years .. We understand that his tribunal has been a great success. With the 
complete co-operation of the legal profession, all civil fixtures in the 
Rotorua Magistrate's Court which come within the jurisdiction of the 
tribunal are transferred for hearing by the referee. The pressure on civil 
fixtures in the Magistrate's Court has virtually been eliminated. We 
recommend that the pattern established by the experimental tribunal at 
Rotorua should be adopted. Members of the Commission who travelled 
overseas were favourably impressed by the procedure for dealing with 
small claims in South Australia. These were disposed of in a division of 
the Magistrates' Courts: one magistrate supervised the work of this 
division on a full-time basis, and was assisted by another with hearing 
cases. Legal representation of the parties was not permitted. In effect, 
equity and good conscience was the keynote of the system. 

459. The New Zealand Law Society has consistently argued that 
lawyers should have right of audience in any small claims forum. The 
basic refutation of this stand is cost. We do not deny possible complexity 
of specific cases brought before a small claims tribunal, nor the intense 
personal importance of their case to claimants, but many small claims 
would not be worth pursuing, even to victory, when measured against 
legal costs. We feel prohibition of legal counsel is reasonable if the tribunal 
is presided over by a District Court judge or a referee with adequate legal 
experience. 

460. The privacy provision of the Act'also merits comment. Supporters 
of this principle argue that the tribunal is not a court, but uses techniques 
of arbitration and conciliation in an informal way, to settle a purely 
private disagreement between two people, who may confer more freely in 
private. We consider that a very important principle is involved in this 
issue. In our view, disputes between parties should be resolved in courls, 
and although, with small claims, there are good reasons to relax some 
rules of procedure, the Act describes the tribunals as a division of the 
court in which they are established. It may well be true that some people 
may talk more freely if the hearing of a case is in private; possibly because 
there is no opportunity for those who know better to challenge their story. 
However, we believe that an experienced tribunal, with the ability to 
achieve the appropriate deg:ree of informality, would have little difficulty 
in encouraging witnesses to speak freely, unless, of course, their reticence 
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stemmed from an unwillingness to be truthful and frank. VI/ e also see good 
reason for ensuring that some commercial practices are aired in public 
rather than in private, even though the amount of money in dispute may 
be small. 

461. Finally, we think we should have proper regard to the opinion of 
the Rotoura referee, whose ability we have already acknowledged. He 
suggested that because of lack of publicity about the small claims tribunal, 
its benefits are not widely known, and the procedural requirements are 
not fully understood. We think it would be helpful if the Department of 
Justice produced a pamphlet incorporating these requirements and any 
other relevant information. We would commend perusal of the 
Queensland pamphlet in this regard. 

Recommendations 
I. Small claims tribunals should be established as a division of the 

District Courts. 
2. The pattern established by the experimental tribunal at Rotorua 

should be adopted. We would expect that referees would normally be 
barristers or solicitors with substantial experience although some laymen 
with special qualifications could also be considered. 

3. Section 25(1) of the Small Claims Tribunals Act 1976 requiring that 
proceedings be held in private should be repealed. 

Appeals in Civil Cases 
462. The present situation with regard to appeals from Magistrates' 

Courts in civil cases should continue. This would mean that appeals 
would be of right to the High Court, where the judgment or decision 
appealed against involved more than $500; and under that figure, would 
be with leave. A further appeal, with leave, would lie to the Court of 
Appeal on questions of law. We have recommended special procedures for 
appeals from the Family Court. These procedures will be detailed in the 
following section of the report. 

Recommendations 
1. The District Courts should exercise all the substantive jurisdiction in 

tort, contract, and Admiralty matters as the Magistrates' Courts now do. 
2. The civil jurisdiction of the District Courts should be increased from 

$3,000 to $10,000. 
3. The rental figure of $2,000 in s.31(1) of the Magistrates' Courts Act 

1947 should be increased to $5,000 or, if no such rent is payable, where the 
value of the land does not exceed $50,000. 

4. The District Courts shall have no civil jury trials. 
5. Applications under the Chattels Transfer Act 1924 should be 

determined by the District Courts: the registration of instruments should 
be removed from the Supreme .Court to the commercial affairs office of the 
Department of Justice or any other satisfactory place. 

6. The enforcement of judgment proceedings by transfer from the 
Magistrates' Courts to the Supreme Court should be abolished and the 
enforcement provision remain within the jurisdiction of the District 
Courts. . 

7. Save for Family Division cases, the existing appeal provisions in civil 
cases should remain unaltered. 
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General's Department, and others involved in the Family Court in 
Ontario were therefore of special interest. Similar comments would apply 
to visits made to Family Courts in British Columbia, Los Angeles, 
Hawaii, and Sydney. We gratefully acknowledge that in compiling this 
part of the report we have drawn extensively on material relating to these 
visits. We also acknowledge our indebtedness to those many dedicated 
and caring people, both lay and professional, who appeared before us and 
gave us the benefit of their experiences in the field of family law. 

468. We propose to deal with the principles of a Family Court, turning 
to matters of detail only where it is important to elucidate the main issues. 
Obviously we cannot describe every detail of a Family Court; these 
matters will require separate consideration. We therefore suggest that a 
small working party should be set up immediately to prepare for 
introduction of the Family Court. Such a group should be given the 
opportunity to study in depth some of the Family Courts visited briefly by 
members of this Commission; especially those in Toronto, Vancouver, 
Los Angeles, Honolulu, Sydney, and Adelaide. The working party should 
be chaired by the senior judge of the Family Court; other members should 
include a judge-elect of the court, and the person appointed director of 
support services (positions we describe more fully later). A working party 
so constituted would greatly facilitate prompt establishment of an effective 
Family Court. 

469. Central features of a Family Court There are certain features 
which have come to be associated with the concept "Family Court". 
These are: 

(a) Although set apart from the main court structure, the Family Court 
should remain part of that system. Its function is to deal with those 
cases which are in some way concerned with the family situation. 

(b) It should have specialist judges who ate legally trained and 
qualified by personality, experience, and interest to decide matters 
and preside over all activities of a Family Court. 

(c) Support services, including social workers, counsellors, and 
conciliators, should be available. 

(d) Physically separate from other courts, the family courtroom should 
have comfortable fittings, intended to put the parties at ease. 

(e) Strict adversary rules should be relaxed, as should the more 
traditional forms of dress and address so that, when cases have to be 
resolved in court, the hearing can be conducted in an atmosphere of 
relative informality. The aim of the court should be to help resolve 
problems with the co-operation of the parties, wherever that is 
possible, and with a minimum of disruption in all cases. 

(f) The Family Court requires status, a comprehensive jurisdiction, and 
a sound judicial philosophy with judges and ancilliary personnel of 
high calibre. 

(g) The court should be organised so that its responsibilities to the 
community are clearly delineated. 

(h) Proper funding and best use of resources, including those already 
available in buildings and personnel, should be provided. 

As the Secretary for Justice said, these features are found in existing or 
proposed Family Courts overseas. They are essential for a Family Court 
in New Zealand. 

470. The present system Some groundwork for a Family Court has 
already been established with legislative provisions for appointment of 
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specialist 1Th{l:g:!~ftillts1'!trid involvement of social wor~ers and 1!1arriage 
guidance '~otlns'c!b{W's'in family matters. The Domestic Proceedmgs Act 
1968 1iifeto~~~d'"'a new approach to family law and provided the 
ma.c1!H¥~~ for'improved pr<;>cedure wh~ch, unfortu~ately, h1:1s n<?t always 
beeilJ.i;,allowed · the opportunity to funct10n as effectively as 1t might. For 
idsfa:itte, s. t4 of that Act made provision for reference to conciliation on 
thtft'd:fuest of either spouse. We understand that, at least in Wellington, 
very few applications have been made to the courts under this section. Yet 
a magistrate from that city with considerable experience in this field told 
us that he shared the philosophy behind the section and believed it could 
and should be made to work. 

471. Apart from the opportunities for conciliation afforded by s.14, the 
underlying philosophy of the Domestic Proceedings Act 1968 is perhaps 
best seen in s.13, which reads: 

In all proceedings under this Act between a husband and wife, it 
shall be the duty of the Court and of every solicitor or counsel acting 
for the husband or wife to give consideration from time to time to the 
possibility of a reconciliation of the parties, and to take all such 
proper steps as in its or his opinion may assist in effecting a 
re conciliation. 

472. The Commission has been supplied with a copy of the Wellington 
District Law Society's ruling dated 17 August 1977 on standards of. 
conduct expected from its members urider this section. That ruling reads: 

14. The Council therefore considers that the effect of s.13 is as 
follows: 

(a) A solicitor must seriously explore the possibility of 
reconciliation, bearing in mind that it is for the Court, not for 
him or his client, ultimately to say whether an attempt or 
attempts at reconciliation are to be made or not: cp. s.15(1) 
(proviso); s.15(3). 

(b) A solicitor must advise his client that the client must make a 
serious effort towards reconciliation, and in particular must not 
advise his client of means to circumvent efforts towards 
reconciliation. 

(c) A solicitor should conduct himself in the preliminaries to 
proceedings and in the course of proceedings bearing the 
possibility of reconciliation in mind throughout. 

(d) By necessary implication a solicitor must advise his client and 
must conduct himself at all stages, wherever possible, so as not 
to discourage amicable settlement of the parties' differences. 

In the Council's view the above standards of conduct are also' 
appropriate in matrimonial proceedings in the Supreme Court. 

Professional Misconduct 
15. The Council takes the view that a departure from the above 
standards of conduct may amount to professional misconduct. 

473. Evidence received by the Commission disclosed a wide range of 
interpretation and practice, even among lawyers who specialised in family 
law. We were told that the present legal aid provisions encourage 
litigation which might not otherwise take place; also that it was necessary 
for a solicitor to issue proceedings to get protection for his costs. Parties 
who might otherwise settle their disputes amicably were forced to go to 
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court to obtain legal aid and found themselves in an adversary situation, 
even when this was contrary to their wishes. We were also told that when 
preparing an application for a separation order, some solicitors set out full 
details of allegations made by a wife against a husband even though it was 
appreciated this might exacerbate prevailing hostility. It should not be 
necessary to recite all the details in support of the application in the initial 
document commencing the proceedings. These details should be brought 
out, if need be, at a stage of counselling or conciliation when a calmer 
atmosphere prevails. Some even suggest that legal details should not have 
to be spelt out unless and until a court hearing was actually in 
contemplation. 

474. Two quite different but representative approaches were presented 
in the course of one day's hearing in Auckland. One conveyed a picture of 
a well-regulated domestic proceedings practice in which applications for 
various types of matrimonial relief were processed with maximm;n 
efficiency, but with little or no heed to early referral for conciliation when 
the first signs of marriage breakdown appeared. We accept that there are 
times when parties to a marriage wish only to have it ended as speedily 
and as efficaciously as possible. On the other hand, it was urged that 
current needs demand a different approach in which a lawyer who chooses 
to specialise in family court work equips himself, if not actually to 
participate in, at least to understand, conciliation processes. We 
sympathise with the latter view, given the complexities and 
unpredictability of contemporary family life. The conciliative intent of 
family law should be emphasised, and a Family Court should therefore be 
manned by a team with special skills and training, who can deal flexibly 
with human problems as they arise, relating the clients' particular needs 
to legal necessities. · 

475. Conciliation and reconciliation In emphasising conciliation it is 
important to distinguish between conciliation and reconciliation. 
Reconciliation is one possible outcome of conciliation interviews and 
discussions: conciliation itself is useful whatever the outcome. While 
reconciliation may be the ideal, in practical terms it is often unattainable. 
The gulf between the parties niay have grown too wide or new 
relationships may forbid restoration of the previous family situation. 
Conciliation should concentrate on helping the parties rebuild some 
degree of relationship so that they can at least discuss rationally any 
matters arising out of the break-up of the marriage. In a calmer frame of 
mind, they may be able to work out arrangements for the welfare of the 
children in a way that minimises injury to them. 

476. The Domestic Proceedings Act 1968 provided for appointment of 
specialist magistrates to deal with matters arising under that Act; also 
that only those magistrates who held the appropriate warrant should 
exercise domestic jurisdiction. In practice, however, it was found 
necessary to warrant almost all magistrates, primarily to meet the needs of 
smaller circuit courts. 

477. The present system, whereby the family jurisdiction is split 
between the Supreme Court and the Magistrates' Courts, provides an 
opportunity for harrassment by cross-filing applications under different 
jurisdictions. For instance, an application for a separation order and 
related orders concerning possession of the matrimonial home, filed in a 
Magistrate's Court, can be parried or delayed by filing a petition for 
divorce in the Supreme Court. Such a ploy can involve substantially 
heavier costs for the party who wishes to have the matter disposed of in 
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:~·iagistr'a:te~s ·.GcuJrt. A spou.se vvho has &1i!.fficient econornic resources 
can use the·'. -(~ourt 2,·ystGm a~, ·.an additional and un.fai1~ v,/eapnn ·•1111ith ·v.;hich 
to oppress the orh;::, spouse. 

4-78. It is fundameatal that the family as a unit should be dealt v,ith as 
nn organic whe,le. V:/e cite the lucid argument cf the eminent American 
jurist, the late Dean Roscoe Pound: 

![ has cmne to be recc,gnised th,H the work of independent agencies 
treating the: controversies that arise in the course of family relations 
p.eeds to be unified .. To maintain an elaborate system of independent 
tribunals and agencies, each with Hrni:ted jurisdicti:m, endeavouring 
to adjust the relations and order the conduct of several parties ... is 
wasteful of public funds and of private means, wasteful of the time 
and activity c:f both parcies and the particular judicial or 
administrative or private social agencies to which resort must be h.atL 

Pound objected vigorously to ,,everal courts dealing piecemeal, and often 
simultaneously. with difficulties in the sa.me familv. He deplored such lack 
of :;yster.n and ·its results: · • 

Treating th,~ family situation as a senes of single separate 
controversies may of.ten not do justice to the whole or t:J the sev,:ra: 
separate part~. The several pans a.re likely to be dis'co:rted in 
considering !i:hem apart from the whole, and the ,vhole rnay be left 
undetermined in a series of adjudications of the parts. 

479. Cou/rl: .wtt social ag,mcy? Clearly, work in famay law has an extra 
dimension. This has given ris•e to a debate over v,,hethe:r a Family Court 
should function as a court oi law or a social agency. Both points of view, 
and 3everal intermedi.,,te ~:hades of opinion, have been expressed before 
the Cornmfasion, 1.'he Omario L,F,v Reform Commission had to consider 
the same problem 21.nd these are its findings: 

The.re a.re t::icose ,vho feel that Family Courts nrnst bee first and 
foremost conrts o::. law, and not social agen6es . . , . Supporters oi this 
view fed that Family Courts :should h:: seer: to do justice, that is, they 
should administer justice publicly, and in. accordance with 
established legal principle and precedent. Family law problems 
nearly always involve a dispute of facts, an invasion of privacy a:a.d a 
highly charged emotiona.i acrnospht1·e. Only if the Fc·.n1ily Court 
functions as _a court of law can the "kernel d truth" be sepa!:'ated 
from. the "chaff of imaginaiion, prejudice and falsehood"; can 
inquisitorial techniques be minimised; and can the rights of the 
parties co,1cerned be adequatdy protected. The gr2.vity of the issues 
that cmne before a Family Cr;nrt denrcaDd an impartial jadge, and 
strict adhel'ence to acce;: .. ted legal procedures. ' 

Others r~~J that .. what distinguishes the. Family Cocu-t J'~·mT,. a}l 0~)1er 
court2 rn its soc,al pi.;.:ruose, and that lts proper hmctlon '§ to .1:md 

' " . '-" A 11 -c . • r, , • 
social ,mlutlons i:o the proble:t!ls tn.at come !Jefore H. :,1.roporters of thrn 
vie1,v believe that the primary function of the Court ·i; to reconcile 
fa1nilie~-, and that if the c:ouirt ctp,erates on a strictly legal basis, the 
vcrv natur0:: of the adversary :;,yr,tern 'Niil harden atfrtud.es betvveen the 
parties making voluntary adj~stment and reconcilfation much harder 
to 21schieve. ~fhey are corrvinced. that tNhB~t is required is an_ in:fo.tinal, 
paternalistic approach, sv tbai: t11::: parties can be .r:r1couragcd to talk 
about their problerur;, and :rnak.e tJ.p thtir 01>-'l?n 1nin.ds as to1 ·wh.at is 
best. 
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properly adduced in the court, regular procedures which promote an 
orderly and fair hearing, and legal representation whenever necessary or 
desirable. For these reasons, we do not see any merit in appointing lay 
referees: this merely substitutes a non-legally trained judge for one who is 
trained. We would also mention here those several submissions urging us 
to move entirely away from the use of a court, even to the extent of 
abandoning the present structure and title. We cannot agree. 

483. We believe it better to provide Family Courts with non-legal 
techniques and personnel as part of their support service than to give legal 
authority to non-judicial agencies. We do not question that some non
legal people are as well, or better, equipped to deal with the emotional 
problems of family dissolution as a judge or lawyer. Our view is that lay 
counsellors and social workers should assist the parties to consider and 
possibly resolve matters in dispute; if a hearing proves unnecessary they 
will have assisted the parties and the court in a very substantial fashion. It 
is common experience overseas that where preliminary conferences 
between the parties and counsellors are held, emotions are defused, 
dialogue is established, and an atmosphere of reason prevails. 

484. The Family Court concept demands that the Family Court should 
be essentially a conciliation service with court appearance as a last resort, 
rather than a court with a conciliation service. The emphasis is thus 
placed on mediation rather than adjudication. In this way, the disputing 
parties are encouraged to play a large part in resolving their differences 
under the guidance of trained staff rather than resorting to the wounding 
experience of ·litigation, unless such a course is inevitable. 

485. The place of the Family Court Although a substantially separate 
entity, the Family Court should be firmly rooted in the general court 
system, We have previously suggested this court's unique balance of 
judicial and therapeutic concern for the community it seeks to serve, 
which implies, in turn, specialised ancillary and administrative services 
not required by any other court. A Family Court should be free to develop 
a coherent approach to its task, a judicial philosophy best suited to 
contemporary social needs. Where to locate this very specialised court is 
obviously an important decision. 

486. Some submissions urged that a Family Court should have 
completely separate existence at Supreme Court level or above, as in 
Australia; others suggested a Family Division of the Supreme Court; 
others a Family Division of the District Courts, or a separate entity at that 
level. Clearly, if the Family Court were made a division of, or of equal 
standing with, the Supreme or High Court, it would have a high status. 

487. In our view, possibly the most important requirement of a Family 
Court is to be readily accessible to all who wish to use its services; in 
particular, to deal with urgent matters. The District Courts meet this 
requirement better than the High Court; the High Court wilr sit only in 
metropolitan areas and majn provincial centres whereas the District 
Courts will extend into smaller provincial towns. Accessibility and cost 
are closely related: the Family Court should function as simply and 
inexpensively as possible. The proposed District Courts meet these 
requirements. 

488. We heard suggestions that if certain family law matters such as 
divorce, at present heard in the Supreme Court, are removed to a Family 
Court, this would downgrade proceedings in the eyes of litigants and the 
public generally. We do not agree. For example, much of the more 
substantial work on which divorce petitions are later based takes place in 
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the Magistrates' Courts. Other important matters such as adoptions, are 
heard in the Magistrates' Courts, while custody applications may be 
commenced in either the Magistrates' Courts or the Supreme Court, at 
the choice of the applicant. In our view, there is no logical basis for the 
present allocation of work between these two courts. Gathering all family 
law matters into one court is logical and more simple to administer. We 
believe the District Courts are the most appropriate courts of original 
jurisdiction in family law. We have therefore recommended the creation of 
a Family Division of the District Court: for the sake of brevity we refer to 
this division as "the Family Court" 

JURISDICTION 
489. In our opm10n, the Family Court should exercise a wide 

jurisdiction. in relation to the family including matters covered by the 
Domestic;. Proceedings Act 1968, the Guardianship Act 1968, the 
Matrimonial Proceedings Act 1963, the Adoption Act 1955, the 
Matrimonial Property Acts 1963 and 1976, the Marriage Act 1955, the 
Status of Children Act 1969, and the Domestic Actions Act 1975. The 
jurisdiction at present exercised under the Children and Young Persons 
Act 1974, both under its care and protection provisions and relating to 
offences by children and young persons, should pass to the Family Court. 
We would also include matters covered by the Mental Health Act 1969, 
the AlcQholism and Drug Addiction Act 1966, and orders for treatment 
under the Health Act 1956. Protection orders under the Aged and Infirm 
Persons Protection Act 1912 and the Minors' Contracts Act 1969 would 
also seem appropriately placed under the new court's jurisdiction. 

490. We further recommend that the Family Court should have 
jurisdiction to hear criminal matters arising within families, such as inter
spousal assaults, parent-child assaults, incest, and abduction; provided 
that the court should be free, of its own motion or on the application of 
prosecution or defence, to transfer the matter to the ordinary courts for 
hearing. 

491. Our reasons for gathering these matters under the jurisdiction of a 
Family Court are mainly self-evident: that cases involving separation, 
divorce, maintenance, paternity, custody, access, and adoption should be 
included is generally accepted. We later elaborate our view that matters 
presently dealt with in the Children and Young Persons Court belong in 
the Family Court. Matters arising under the Health Act, the Mental 
Health Act, and the Alcoholism and Drug Addiction Act customarily fall 
under "miscellaneous applications" in most Magistrates' Courts. In fact, 
they frequently have a family background and in any event require the 
sort of. services a Family Court is equipped to provide. For example, an 
application by one spouse for a reception order in respect of the other 
under the Alcoholism and Drug Addiction Act or the Mental Health Act, 
may prove to be a disguised request for help with a breaking marriage. 

492. Matrimonial property Submissions to the Commission revealed 
sharply divided opinion over whether matters relating to matrimonial 
property should be exclusively withi~ the jurisdiction of the Family Court. 
One well supported view held that' questions relating to the matrimonial 
home should be dealt with by the Family Court. Divergent views 
appeared when the property under consideration was of substantial value 
or included business assets, for example, farms or professional practices. 

493. Some submissions suggested that cases involving important 
principles of law or complex facts, such as E v. E [1971] N.Z.L.R. 859 
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502. Custody and guardianship Appeals on custody, guardianship, 
and related matters brought under the Guardianship Act 1968, have 
constituted an important exception to general rules governing appeals. 
When first enacted, s.31 of the Act provided that all appeals relating to 
custody, guardianship, or access, except those upon questions of law, 
should be reheard in the same way as the original hearing. In 1970 this 
section was amended to give the Court of Appeal discretion to hear the 
whole or any part of the evidence. No such discretion in these matters was 
given to the Supreme Court, although discretion for appeals in general, in 
almost identical terms, was already to be found in s.119 of the Summary 
Proceedings Act 1957. Section 23 of the Guardianship Act provides that 
where any matter relating to custody, or guardianship of, or access to, a 
child is in question, the court shall regard the welfare of the child as the 
first and paramount consideration. 

503. Majority opinion Most lawyers and judges would agree that 
custody and access cases are among the most difficult. Although it is 
expected that a Family Court, with its specialist judges, will be of a high 
standard, we consider, along with the New Zealand Law Society, that it is 
desirable to retain. the present statutory requirement that custody and 
access cases should be heard afresh on appeal. Parliament at one stage 
decided that even the Court of Appeal should be similarly required to hear 
the evidence afresh, but this is now discretionary for that court. 

504. We appreciate the force of the arguments in the minority opinion, 
especially those relating to saving of time, patching up of cases, and the 
strain on parents and children .. But the paramount consideration is the 
welfare of the child. In our opinion, in custody cases, there is no substitute 
for a thorough and independent enquiry by the High Court with that 
court hearing the evidence and observing the demeanour of the witnesses, 
particularly the parents. This outweighs all other considerations. 

505. We recommend that s.31 of the Guardianship Act 1968 relating to 
appeals in custody and access cases should remain unchanged. 

506. Minority opinion (J. D. Murray, S.M., and R. M. King) Custody 
and access cases are amongst the most difficult types of litigation. The 
outcome is of very great importance to the children involved. That a 
hearing has become necessary usually indicates that difficult negotiations 
have been attempted but have failed; and that, in consequence, emotions 
of some or all of those involved are running high. Emotional and legal 
factors can blind parties to the truth; they sometimes give false evidence 
which they may convince themselves is true, and genuinely believe it to be 
so. We were informed that in some cases parents with genuine love for 
their children pursue an appeal because they are completely convinced "it 
is in the children's best interests that they do so. Unfortunately, it is also 
true that some parents appear to have scant regard for the real welfare of 
the children, and treat them as chattels or pawns in a game in which 
points are scored off each other through the children. It is not uncommon 
for this type of parent to go to great lengths to achieve his or her wishes in 
the situation, with little apparent thought for the children. A parent who 
has been unsuccessful at one hearing·may present a very different picture 
at a rehearing: sometimes the second version is untrue, manifestly so to 
anyone involved in the first hearing. 

507. Where rehearing proceeds as for an original hearing, determined 
parents may take the opportunity to fabricate evidence and repair gaps or 
defects in the first hearing, or to rehearse the witnesses so that they may 
give a much improved performance at the second hearing. Unfortunately, 
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Di.vi.sion of the High Court is hea:Tl on th.·E. notes of cvid:~nce, although the 
Family Division can send 1:he ca!\e lxtck to a diHer{;ntly oom:tiLuted Bench 
'1 .. ' h .. ., T c, •• ' ,f" 

O:t _ay~ J17st1c.es ior ~,~ ea:ru1g. \ .. iur o_lvF-1: -L~-~,,~ i~oc1e:ty} In_ ·(ne course Oi rts 
subn11,gs1ozJ .. s regarding concurrent 1ur1schc.t1.on, had th1s to say: 

F;nally, it means that the credibility of the parties may be challenged 
twice over whereas h fa r~refora.ble that the issues r.,f fact be di.sposed 
of at the one hearing whil-e reserving lhe parties a right of appeal to 
::he Supreme Court ... This must be read subject to the Society's 
view expressed in the previous paragraph that all custody and access 
matters, by their very na.tt,re, warrant a hearing de novo on appeal. 

51 I. 'We have recommended that the Family Court should be presided 
over by specialist judges, with prnfe-,sional support servkes attached, and 
have emphasised the active participation of the parties in the conciliation 
process. Given the proposed Family Court's constitution, experfr,e, and 
high standing with the community, we would expect that litigants would 
be more ready to accept i.ts decisions, and the num.ber of appeals W'Ould 
tend to fall away, A court specialising in this type of work would be better 
equipped to judge custody cases than one called on to deal with them 
infrequently. Moreover, in many custody and access cases the litigants' 
respective claims are almost in equilibrium. In such a situation, the 
presiding judge has to n:1ake what he believes the right decision, 
recognising that sorneone else might take ;;i, differem: view. 

512. It v,iU be seen that the Commission was facr:d wiih widely 
divergent views and pnicti.ces on rhis very irnportant topic. The ·,velfare of 
the child 15 the firnt and µaram.:>unt considera.tion when any matter 
relating to custody or access is in question. That principle applies equally 
t ' ·•·it· 1 l' -.,· • T'" ~d"r·l n>;;>',jpo~ r •r,- 0 ·t" 'C • ~,,] Th .c_ 1,1..,rn,, J.;'"'1~gs, J-'o'"e_·"'·:a . . .-.s,tu._,.,, o. _<,,,,.,1:s 1011- on apr1ca. e 
mmoi:-~ty r:1 this. Comrn.1ss10n_ :;0~11,:iders rhat ap;Jeals oo custody, 
gua.rchansknp, anct access shou1d he 1n the san1e inanner as other 1~1(:ttters 
heard in the F'amilv Court: tha:: is, ~o a judge of the High Court, pursuam 
to the Sunnnary :Prc~cee:dings /(ct; or> '-Vith lea~1e}, t() a special appt~al couxt 
coJnprising t.\vi::J H:igh Court judgea and crnc F·~uni1y Ck>riJ.rt judge. 'I"he 
rnin,0rity co;:1sid,~rs that the parties shcnJ:lcI have the righ.t to apply to a 
judg;e o:f the High i::;ou.rt for the V1lhcile er arry part oi t11~~ 1:~~;/idence to, ·be 
reheard;. or for further ev1denct to be received.., if tt·.IL the opinion of tit.at 
coi~u't it rnay further th.t~ l\reHare of the child .. 

. 513. Tht} ,f/..hi£d,·e"n. a.u,d }'ou:1·,_g P~?.1FSN?1i'JS ,CogMrts In con11nt:r1ting ear.Her 
on the prlncip]e that th.e fctnJily uJ:1it s11ouJ.d b,e treated a1~ an orgar:.ic 
whole, v,,r anticipated the q11~sri:::,n of rdocatiag the (Jhih:fren smd Young
Per~•ons (]ourts. \iVe •vven: urged fro:rn several 1quarters to brir~.g juvenile 
cnurr''.t 11- 1ithll1 thf~ nrc,prv;•ed Fan111.,.1 C'!ourt~ .' .. 1n;n 1:rr:f•r.t~i ·~pf".~~ in_:;rn,1n""'d_Tq::,-- lrr :tl;~•··c;~ib:.ni~·~i~n ~,(a.~ 11~;'.~i;trat~:-., •' ,_ - ·; ~~ ,5 "~~ .,. --<LL,.J , ~~~ u ~-~'" ". ·- _Y ~ 

,:;' ... ·1 n F . , ,-, . ' . . p . , 
r·rocn j :.rvcn~ e 1L•t~tut ~o . arru.iy \"C?urt 1s a naturJJ. tra:-:s1tf0lL "-: rJ_X 1.t 1:s 
a eon~.1.monplac.e that 1or successcuJ tre.cl1rnent of a !,:hHd 1:n trouble .H 
rn~iy be (-;83~entir.J to 'Al-:Ork 1/J"ith the -v;,rhole farni.ly a.nd. e'1a,t d\:1inquen-cy, 
child Geglect, and :matrimonial 1,:liHicuitie::; m1,y be s.tmp1y diHcrent 
facets of a larger ·farni.Iy problen1. lt isi tlrls cctncept ,of the fa.n:d.ly a:·3 a 
;,od,al unh that und..od,es trv, bao1is fnr a family court, t•.fuch 
delinquency a.nd oih·tT :~;och:d iHs are traceaiJlf: 1D th~: :;.n,adequacy ar.~d 
bre:!kdcn1t1n of Ea1xdJh:s. 1"cJ- trea~ in.cidt::1t::; sepa~·ately r:~1a.y not do 
justice to the ·•Nhol:e,. i 1i. pr,~-sentence re1)nrt Jrorn a social v~1elfa.re 
officer rna.y re"/eal a n~~ed. for n1arria.ge guidi::tnce. If ti1e cl1H,(lren a:re in 
trouble the pa!"t:nts a:re in trocJ;,Je. }Jotb_ require h\~1_p. Inste,a,d of 
jurisdicti.on being fragrnenu.:d betw::-(cn i:i~veral courts it shouid l~e 
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member of the family; who are temperamentally suited to the work; with, 
preferably, substantial practical experience in this field, and willingness to 
undertake continuing education by way of study or refresher courses. The 
Family Division of the District Courts should be manned by judges 
especially appointed to it, sitting mainly in the centres of greater 
population but readily available to sit in court buildings or whatever 
suitable accommodation is available in smaller centres on a peripatetic 
basis. The concept of a peripatetic court has been given statutory 
recognition by the Magistrates' Courts Amendment Act 1974. 

521. So that urgent matters are not delayed, it may prove necessary for 
all District Court judges to exercise some Family Court jurisdiction. For 
instance, it would be desirable for a District Court judge visiting a country 
town on circuit to have jurisdiotion to deal with urgent applications 
concerning a,cliild, or under the Health Act and the Mental Health Act. 
We would.emphasise, however, that such powers should be exercised 
sparingly, and that the earlier expedient of issuing the relevant warrant to 
all members of the Bench should not be repeated. Details in this matter 
could be made the subject of a practice direction. 

522. We have previously recommended appointment of a Chief District 
Court Judge. We also recommend the appointment of a Senior Family 
Court Judge to lead the Family Court. He or she would be responsible, at 
the administrative level, to the Chief District Court Judge, with whom he 
would function in close co-operation. He would have a central role in 
developing the ethos of the division and in ensuring that its status and 
operations continued at the highest possible level. His main responsibility 
would be to maintain careful watch on operations of the Family Court. He 
would participate as a member of the Judicial Commission in 
recommending judges for appointment to the Family Court, and would be 
responsible for the family law content of continuing education 
programmes. He would also be responsible, in conjunction with regional 
Family Court judges, for making the work and objectives of the Family 
Court known to the public. His or her first task would be to prepare for the 
introduction of the Family Court. 

523. We have been given a variety of opinions on the desirability of 
judges sitting exclusively in a Family Court. Some have insisted that 
because of the nature of the work, a judge should serve for relatively short 
periods in this jurisdiction, before being afforded relief by way of change. 
Others say they find no difficulty in concentrating on family matters. 

524. From the evidence we heard and our own observations, we 
concluded a great deal would depend on the temperament and interests of 
the judge concerned, and on whether there was sufficient variety within 
the programme of the court. If a Family Court is established having the 
wide jurisdiction we recommend, we see no real difficulty in ensuring that 
specialist judges are given sufficiently varied work within the limits of the 
court itself. Nevertheless, we think it desirable that these judges should 
have jurisdiction to hear criminal or civil matters, as well as family court 
matters, in order that they might maintain adequate breadth of interest 
and experience. We recommend accordingly. While Family Court judges 
would not normally be called on to exercise an extensive jurisdiction in 
these wider fields, such an arrangement would enable their services to be 
used with greater flexibility. Personal preference should be considered, 
but we suggest as a guide that approximately 20% of their time (one day 
per week, or one week in every five) could be given to matters outside the 
Family Court. 
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525. Selection of the right judges is essential to success of the proposed 
Family Court. Submissions from the Department of Justice tended to 
favour appointment directly to the division, rather than assignment from 
the District Courts. We think it undesirable to place any restriction of this 
kind on the selection process; rather we would wish to ensure that those 
most suitable are appointed, whether already members of the Bench or 
not. 

526. We cannot presently estimate how many judges would be required 
to man tb,e Family Court. Obviously, a sufficient number should be 
appointed 'to meet the immediate needs of the new combined jurisdiction 
of that court. Future requirements, including annual and long-service 
leave, should not be overlooked. The volume of business the Family Court 
might expect to handle would be the sum of domestic work; what is now 
covered by the Children and Young Persons Courts; also miscellaneous 
family matters at present heard in the Magistrates' Courts; together with 
divorce and other proceedings transferred from the Supreme Court. This 
may seem a considerable workload. We would confidently predict, 
however, that if the Family Court is developed in the way we have 
recommended, time spent in hearing cases will be reduced considerably 
by effective conciliation. Counselling will be directed to achieving 
amicable settlement of conflicts, or to negotiating terms of a subsequent 
formal agreement by previous consent, with a counsellor's help. If the 
court had only to hear a residue of unresolved matters, or to formalise 
arrangements worked out under conciliation, court hearing times might 
be substantially reduced. Agreements reached by conciliation would be 
more likely to be honoured by the parties and less likely to need judicial 
time for procedures of enforcement or variation. 

527. Judicial control The judiciary should have ultimate control over 
both the judicial and therapeutic functions of the Family Court. We 
recommend that the support services of an individual court centre should 
be subject to day-to-day supervision by the local Family Court judge, 
working closely with his registrar and with the counsellors, psychiatrists, 
lawyers, social workers, and others responsible for providing area support 
services. If more than one Family Court judge sits in a centre, the Senior 
Family Court Judge should nominate one judge to undertake this 
supervisory responsibility. In making his selection, the senior judge 
should have regard to administrative abilities and qualification for the 
particular task, rather than length of experience only. 

528. A Family Court's dual legal and therapeutic role means that a 
judge may be involved in a particular case, or with a single individual, in 
different ways. A child who is made a State ward may need continued help 
as time goes on, perhaps especially in foster care situations. A deserted 
wife may need more counselling_after separation and maintenance orders 
·made in her favour, or may have to seek enforcement of. these orders 
through the court. There should be a close partnership between the judge 
and the support services at his disposal. 

THE COUNSELLING FUNCTION 

529. The Los Angeles Conciliation Court (functionally, a Family 
Court) emphasises the value of having the disputing parties actively help 
in negotiating terms of agreement with the advice of trained counselling 
staff. If the parties recognise their suggestions are embodied in a formal 
agreement, or that it is made with their help and consent, it is more likely 
to be readily acted upon. The first director of this court's Family 
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Counselling Service stresses the pos1t1ve reinforcement of having' such 
counselling services backed by what he calls the constructive: use of 
authority: 

Our experience has shown that the use of authority can facilitate the 
process of short-contact marital counselling. By virtue of the court 
sitting, the conciliation counsellor becomes a powerful authority 
figure in the eyes of the client, using a blend of persuasiveness and 
authority as the situation requires. Clients often equate authority 
with strength, particularly those for. whom authority has great 
meaning. The Court becomes the strong figure on which they can 
lean when the home situation is in a state of turmoil and crisis. 

The Los Angeles Conciliation C@urt also places much importance on the., .,,,. 
fact that thv Hrst invitation to participate in conciliation goes out in the 
name of th.e court over the signature of the supervising judge of that court. 

530. The Los Angeles Conciliation Court also offers a usdul perspective 
on divorce: it speaks of a "dissolution triad" of social, emotional, and legal 
divorce. Divorce is more than mere legal severance. Many individuals 
need counselling at the time of divorce to enable them · to adjust their 
relationships with other family members, relations, friends, or the 
community at large. The cost to the community in ill health, physical or 
emotional; possible anti-social behaviour; loss of earning or productive 
power, in a recently divorced person under stress should be obvious. 
Nevertheless, we consider that certain sections of the community, 
including members of the legal profession, have not sufficiently moved 
away from the earlier "fault" concept in divorce legislation, in spite of a 
change in community attitudes embodied in the Domestic Proceedings 
Act 1968. We have mentioned the conciliative intent of this Act 
previously. Many still hold the view that a divorce court should make 
those orders required by the evidence to terminate the marriage and settle 
ancillary matters on a purely legal basis. Legal divorce often stops short of 
human need. 

531. We believe the community should think of all family law matters, 
such as divorce, in broader terms than has been the custom. We think the 
community generally would have much to gain from a Family Court 
incorporating well co-ordinated counselling services. Close association 
with the community is obviously a necessity. The pilot projects in Surrey 
and Richmond, British Columbia, regard community education and 
liaison as essential to the work of their Unified Family Court. To that end, 
a Family Court Committee has been set up to establish an effective link 
with the community served by the court. This committee is responsible for 
ensuring that specific needs of the community are met by the court, that 
the programmes of the court are made freely available, and that the 
necessary community resources which the court can call upon are, 
available without duplication. We recommend that Family Court 
committees should be established in New Zealand wherever the Senior· 
Family Court Judge thinks appropriate. . 

532. Support services It is critical to ~he Family Court's success to have 
~ppropriate support services: 

If the Family Court system ... is to be improved significantly, it is 
not sufficient merely to recommend that the. Court be endowed with a 
comprehensive jurisdiction embracing all family law matters, and 
that its structure be changed to enable it to accept that new 
jurisdiction. While such reforms are crucial they are not enough, in 
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themselves, to achieve our objectives of a Family Court which 
responds adequately to society's demands. Such measures are 
directed towards improving only the judicial aspect of a Family 
Court's function. Equally important is the therapeutic aspect of its 
function, and it is to this matter that we now turn our attention. 

Neither the effectiveness of the Family Court, nor its importance to 
the community can be measured simply in terms of specific questions 

· litigated. The measure of a Family Court system must also be judged 
by its ability to cope with family social problems, both present and 
potep.tial. fo order for the Family Court to be of service to the 
community in this capacity, it must be equipped with a variety of 
support services. It is in the area of its therapeutic function that the 
distinctive character of ·a Family Court lies, and it is in this same area 
that the validity of the paternalistic approach to family problems is to 
be found, rather than in the area of its judicial function. 

Thorough knowledge and the .proper utilisation of the Court's 
support services on the part of the Family Court Judges are the 
factors that set the Family Court apart from all others. 

(Ontario Law Reform Commission) 
The lack of adequate services is a major weakness of our present system. 

533. The Family Court should be established throughout New Zealand, 
but economic factors and lack of manpower may prevent full provision of 
support services at all court. centres: this should not result in those people 
needing the help of the Family Court having to forego full support 
assistance because they do not live in a large urban centre. (We do not 
think pilot schemes appropriate because these artificially limit initial 
benefits of the scheme to people living in the chosen area, and because we 
are already convinced of the need for a Family Court.) We suggest that 
reasonably uniform coverage of the whole country can be achieved if 
support services are organised regionally with referral staff at each court 
centre. 

534. Director of support services We also see a need for a national 
director of support services who would oversee the administrative work 
necessary to maintain uniform support services throughout New Zealand 
and who would generally supervise these services. Given the nature of the 
services under the director's responsibility, some background in 
behavioural sciences would be desirable, though this position is essentially 
administrative. The appointee would become a direct link between central 
administration of the Family Court and all those manning its support 
services. We envisage his duties as including: 

(a) working closely with the Senior Family Court Judge in formulating, 
implementing, and reviewing support service policies; 

(b) recruiting, organising, and placing support service staff; 
( c) establishing effective liaison with regional court administrators and 

court registrars; 
(d) co-operating with community and private agencies, including 

volunteer groups; also with different departments of State; 
(e) any other tasks which become apparent as the Family Court 

continues to grow and develop. 

535. While it is desirable for most support personnel to be members of 
the Family Court staff, this will not be feasible, at least to begin with. 
Indeed, in some specialised fields, professional help would continue to be 
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obtained on a referral basis. It is important that the director of support 
services can ensure required help is available; either through members of 
the Family Court staff, other Government departments, local authorities, 
volunteer agencies in the community; or on referral to appropriate 
individuals or services. At the same time, these volunteer agencies, whose 
personnel and activities are consonant with the aims of the court, and 
whose services the court proposes to utilise, should be accorded official 
recognition. 

536. The kinds of service coming under the director's responsibility 
should include administrative services, family counselling services, and a 
family advocate service, all of which we will describe in more detail. 
Obviously regional or local variations will occur in the relative emphasis 
placed on these services, or even in the nature of the service itself: we are 
suggesting gqidelines only. 

537. Adn#nistrative services Efficient registrars, deputy registrars, 
office and clerical staff will be required for smooth and effective operation 
of the Family Court. While sensitivity to the special needs of persons using 
this court is also desirable, interest in, or direct knowledge of, the court 
support services should not be a prerequisite for employment as this 
would unfairly limit career and advancement ·opportunities of present or 
future staff. While some court staff with special interest in the Family 
Court might choose to work largely within that court's administration, 
administrative and office work would remain part of general work of this 
kind in the Courts Division. 

538. Family counselling services We received a number of valuable 
submissions on this topic, and examined the matter in some depth on 
overseas visits. A soundly structured, adequately staffed family 
counselling service is essential to the Family Court's success. The reasons 
for counselling services given by Chief Judge Andrews of the Ontario 
Family. Court are compelling and we cite them in full: 

_ (a) to re-unite families and enable them to function on an improved 
basis; 

(b) to explain the legal rights and responsibilities of the parties each 
within the family unit; 

(c) to ease the emotional stress of the parties so that, at least, they may 
continue to function in society, however minimally; 

(d) to act as a source of referral to agencies for lengthy counselling or 
financial counselling, etc.; 

(e) to continue contact and support throughout legal action, if such is 
entered; 

(f) where needed, to continue contact following legal action and provide 
counselling to overcome feelings of bitterness, hostility, guilt, 
failure, etc., which frequently follow a marriage break-up; 

(g) to provide counselling to ensure that the children of the marriage 
have a maximum of security and a minimum of hurt through the 
conduct of their parents. 

539. In our view, the main thrust of all work in the Family Court should 
be to providt: help when it is needed-at the point of crisis. In some places 
overseas the vital benefits which a Family Court could bring to the 
community were not being realised, largely because counsellors were too 
busy obtaining background material for, and writing reports on, custody 
cases for the court. We would not wish to minimise the importance of 
those .reports, but the need for them might be avoided altogether if more 
help were available at critical periods in the family relationship. Family 
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counselling services have two somewhat different functions to perform, 
though there must be some degree of overlapping; these two aspects might 
be described as the reception centre and the conciliation branch of the 
total counselling service. 

540. (a) Reception centre We compare this part of counselling work to 
that performed by an accident and emergency centre at a public hospital. 
Frequently, reception would be the first point of personal contact with any 
court. It would usually be a time of crisis for one or more of those 
involved. Ideally, the counselling service of the Family Court would come 
to be regarded by the public as a place of first resort when advice and help 
are needed to cope with serious family problems. 

541. Sometimes there is a need for the service to go out to those who 
need it. In Surrey, British Columbia, for instance, the counselling service 
of the Family Court has for some years been working in close co-operation 
with the police on what is called the police/counsellor project. Counsellors 
work an eight-hour shift till midnight every night, except Tuesday and 
Wednesday; and accompany the police in patrol cars ready to go where 
their services are needed. They are often able to assist in resolving 
problems in homes where the police have been called to deal with 
domestic disputes. Sometimes they succeed where police uniforms appear 
to raise barriers. Counsellors can be of value in these cases because they 
are able to give more time to them than the police. On other occasions 
they assist the police by taking children found roaming the streets at night 
to their homes, where they may discuss matters with their parents. A 
somewhat similar pattern has been developed by the Departments of 
Police, Social Welfare, and Maori Affairs, and others in the "J" (Joint) 
team approach in this country. We are informed by the police that 
domestic disputes and child problems are increasing. We consider that 
Family Court counsellors should be available for an extended "J" team 
approach. 

542. The reception centre of the Family Court counselling service 
should have three main functions. First, it should define the problem or 
problems. For example, a deserted wife may urgently need housing or 
protection, a job, medical help, financial or legal advice, or any other kind 
of assistance; or a parent may suddenly be faced with having to go to court 
with a child who has been committing offences. Many people do not know 
where to seek help and are often ignorant of what remedies may be 
available. It is our view that they should be able to turn to the Fai:nily 
Court counselling service for guidance. We would go a step further, and 
say that this counselling should not be restricted to those who have 
actually encountered legal problems, but should be available to those who 
feel some aspect of their family lives is threatened, and who want help. 
The second function the reception centre should perform is classification 
of the problem. This would lead naturally to the third; that of referral of 
the party or parties to the conciliation branch of the court, or to the 
appropriate departmental or community agency. If it is immediately 
apparent that lengthy marriage guidance counselling is required, referral 
to a properly accredited marriage guidance counsellor would seem most 
appropriate. The goal should always be to avoid litigation and encourage 
discussion and resolution of the problem by the parties themselves. There 
will be some cases where it is clear to the counselling service that legal 
action is necessary. If so, then legal remedies should be explained and 
possible consequences explored, with the party or parties completely free 
at all stages to choose what course of action to adopt. 
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543. (b) Conciliation The idea of conciliation is not new to New 
Zealand. Statutory provision for voluntary conciliation before commence
ment of other proceedings, and compulsory conciliation unless dispensed 
with by the court, already exist. However, these provisions have not been 
fully utilised in practice. We have already drawn attention to the semantic 
confusion between conciliation and reconciliation. While the family 
counselling services in the Family Court should always be alert to the 
possibility of reconciliation, and should refer the matter to an outside 
agency if such a possibility presented itself, assistance with reconciliation 
or long term counselling in New Zealand is best left to the Marriage 
Guidance Council, whose counsellors have special training in this field. 
We believe the whole conciliation process offers a most fruitful 
opportunity for. lay persons to inake their special contribution. For 
instance, in cases involving division of matrimonial property, chartered 
accountantS' might offer real assistance when conciliation is being 
undertaken. Or again, when the custody of children is under 
consideration, an interchange of views between child psychologists, social 
workers, and parents in a conciliation rather than adversary context 
,.might be of real value. 
/\ 544. The conciliation branch of the counselling service of the Family 
{court should concentrate on attempting to settle specific issues by 
I agreement, with the aim of avoiding recourse to trial. We expect, for 
\instance, that determination of the amount of maintenance to be paid 
would seldom have to go beyond the conciliation branch, except for 
formal approval by the court. Likewise, we expect that in custody cases, 
the conciliation process would provide a forum where all concerned could 
work for agreement upon some, if not all, matters in dispute. Above all, we 
would expect that during conciliation, the parties could suggest terms 
acceptable to them to be incorporated in a document which would then be 
an agreement in reality and not just in name. In our opinion, this 
approach could be of particular value in custody cases, especially if it were 
emphasised before or during the first conciliation conference, that the 
party granted custody of children had a corresponding duty to afford 
access to the other spouse. The parties should each be required to indicate 
what they would propose as reasonable access if they were the party 
having custody and what they would expect if they were exercising rights 
of access. 

545. In conclusion, we would emphasise again the central purpose of 
the Family Court, namely the provision of a non-adversarial way of 
settling disputes. That aim has been incorporated in many family courts 
in North America and Australia, and we suggest it should be central to 
any family law system in New Zealand. There will always be cases where 
conciliation will not result in full agreement and disputed matters will 
have to be resolved in court by the proven adversary method. We are 
confident that an efficient Family Court with properly developed 
counselling and conciliation services will greatly reduce the number of 
cases which actually go to trial. 

546. (c) Personnel Counselling staff employed by the family court must 
be of the highest calibre. There will be some degree of overlap between 
reception and conciliation personnel: the distinction relates to difference 
of function, not to quality of the staff member. Quality is of primary 
importance. ' 

547. The Los Angeles Conciliation Court makes a Master's degree in 
one of the social sciences with a minimum of five years supervised 
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practical work prerequisite for appointment. There are good reasons for 
setting and maintaining high standards. We would add dedication and 
deep concern for humanity to academic attainment, in describing our 
ideal. Suitably qualified persons should be encouraged to take up this 
work, with normal public service career opportunities. 

548. (d) Costs A properly functioning Family Court counselling service 
should make substantial savings in legal costs and administration 
expenses possible. Lawyers consulted privately or by legal aid should 
spend less time in this field, and less time should be required for defended 
hearings in court. We would hope for better compliance with orders made 
after conciliation, and less need for enforcement or variation procedures. 
Sue~ savings would counterbalance the costs of setting up counselling 
services. 

OFFICIAL GUARDIAN 

549. At several points in this report we stress the importance of 
ensuring that interests of children are adequately safeguarded. Because 
we believe the same concern must be shown for all who are under some 
form of legal disability and who might thereby lack access to advice and 
representation, we recommend that a new office of official guardian 
should be created. The appointee should be a barrister or solicitor of not 
less than seven years' standing. The holder of this office would be charged 
with the responsibility of protecting the rights of all those who cannot help 
themselves. This would involve active participation in the Family Court, 
but duties would extend into other areas as well. In a later section we refer 
to special needs of intellectually handicapped persons as they reach adult 
years. We believe that the appointment of an official guardian would be of 
very great benefit to people such as these. 

550. Members of the Commission who visited Toronto were greatly 
impressed with the work of the official guardian and his staff. His primary 
duty is to protect the rights and interests of minors residing in the 
province of Ontario (persons under 18 years of age), but his 
responsibilities extend to others considered to be suffering legal disability: 
persons who through mental incompetence cannot manage their own 
affairs (other than those detained in psychiatric hospital and under the 
Public Trustee's care), or persons who cannot protect their legal rights 
because their whereabouts are unknown. 

551. The office of official guardian was created within the Ministry of 
the Attorney General of Ontario in 1881. The official guardian may bring 
an action on behalf of a minor if no other person is ready or willing to do 
so; or in like circumstances, may defend an action on behalf of a minor. He 
is a lawyer who has complete authority to represent the civil rights of 
children under the age of 18 years. On appropriate occasions he has sued 
Government departments when the rights of children required it. His 
duties are derived from a variety of statutes dealing with children, 
including those governing divorce, custody, rights of inheritance, awards 
of compensation for accidents, adoption, the control of money won by 
minors in lotteries or the like, and indeed all matters affecting the welfare 
or interests of children. The prime concern of the official guardian is the 
best interests of the child he is representing. Sometimes this involves 
complex considerations as, for example, when he is called on to.,represent 
a girl who is the subject of proceedings to make her a State ward, and who 
is also the mother of a baby being considered for adoption. 
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guardian would try to protect these rights by appropriate action in each 
specific case: 

(a) The right to be treated as an interested and affected person (and not 
as a pawn or chattel of either or both parents). 

(b) The right to that home environment which will best guarantee an 
opportunity to grow into mature and responsible citizens. 

(c) The right to the day-by-day love, care, discipline, and protection of 
the parent having custody. 

(d) The right to know the non-custodial parent and to have the benefit 
of that parent's love and guidance, through provision for adequate 
access. 

(e) The right to a positive and constructive relationship with both 
parents, with neither to be permitted to degrade the other in the 
mind of the child. 

(f) The right to the most·adequate level of support that can be provided 
by the best efforts of both parents. 

(g) The right to the same standard of education that the child would 
have if the family unit were not broken. 

(h) The right to periodic review of custodit1l arrangements and child
support orders as the circumstances may require. 

(i) The right to recognition that children involved in a divorce are 
disadvantaged parties and that the law must take affirmative steps 
to protect their welfare. 

FAMILY ADVOCATE SERVICE 

555. The courts increasingly recognise the importance of adequately 
safeguarding the legal rights of children. Legal aid is granted in 
appropriate cases for young offenders appearing in Children and Young 
Persons Courts, and duty solicitors are available. It is now common 
practice to appoint counsel to act for children where their interests may be 
in conflict with those of other parties. In divorce or custody cases, it is 
often not enough that counsel for the parents or parent may also be 
instructed to represent the children; if not actually in conflict, the iµterests 
of the parties may be quite distinct. By overseas standards, we could do 
more. The family advocate system of the Family Court in Surrey, British 
Columbia, which has now been in operation for four years, commended 
itself to members of this Commission. 

556. The family advocate is always available to intervene on behalf of a 
child, to give legal advice, to provide legal assistance in a family crisis 
situation, and to attempt to resolve issues in the best interests of the child 
and the family. This attempt begins when the child first comes to the 
Family Court and continues through counselling and conciliation efforts. 
If the matter is to be heard, the family advocate will instigate 
investigatory reports so that the hearing can proceed expeditiously with 
an independent body of evidence and due note of all relevant or 
admissible material. Basically, the family advocate is a court officer who 
would be available to consult and advise the child, the family, court 
counsellors, relevant Government departments or agencies, and the Bar; 
and would also be available for consultation by the Bench. 

557. The present family advocate in Surrey is a woman, trained in both 
law and commerce. She is responsible to the Deputy Attorney General 
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(equivalent to New Zealand's Solicitor-General). She interviews all 
children coming before the Family Court, and must protect their rights 
and interests. She may prepare a report on children the subject of a 
custody case, where a social worker has already done so; this is not seen as 
duplication of effort but as a proper attempt to protect the children's legal 
rights and to ensure their independent representation. She may act for the 
Superintendent of Child Welfare, or conversely, defend the child's 
'interests if these were seen to be in conflict with those of the 
Superintendent. Where necessary or desirable, the family advocate will 
brief counsel to represent a child. Some family advocates in British 
Columbia have said that when parents accept that their child is 
represented by independent counsel, to protect that child's best interests 
and ensure a fair hearing, there is a strong probability of resolution 
without court nearing in family cases; "The position of Family Advocate 
does not stop 'the games that some parents (and lawyers) tend to play, but 
it minimises them". 

558. Members of the Family Law sub-committee of the Auckland 
District Law Society said they saw much merit in the way the family 
advocate operated in British Columbia. They understood the family 
advocate's function as representing the interests of children whenever 
necessary, with responsibility, in appropriate cases, to refer the children to 
legal practitioners and social agencies associated with the Family Court. 
They further envisaged that the family advocate would have the task of 
engaging legal representation whenever required in much the same way as 
is presently done by registrars of Magistrates' Courts when counsel are 
assigned to cases. They also saw the family advocate acting as a bridge 
between the social services and the legal profession. 

559. In our opinion, family advocates carrying out these functions 
would assist the operation of the Family Court. They should be qualified 
lawyers, and special training for their role would be necessary. This could 
initially be met through the training programmes to be arranged by the 
Senior Family Court Judge for all those engaged in the new Family Court. 
The family advocate should become something of a specialist in Family 
Court procedures, although we would not expect an appointee to remain 
in the position for a long period of years. The appointment of family 
advocates should relieve the need to provide duty solicitors for Children 
and Young Persons Court matters. We do not see family advocates as 
taking over the role of independent counsel for children, and we would 
expect the present practice of appointing counsel to continue whenever 
appropriate. 

560. The duties to be performed by family advocates fall within the field 
of responsibility we envisage for the official guardian. It seems logical, 
therefore, that they should be members of his staff, seconded by him to the 
Family Court. This would amalgamate those features of the Ontario 
official guardian and the British Columbia family advocate which are 
most suited to New Zealand's needs. 

561. It is not possible at this stage to forecast accurately how many 
family advocates should be appointed. As with other support services, 
such appointments should be made on a regional basis. The official 
guardian, in consultation with the director of support services, should 
determine the numbers needed. 

562. We suggest that the official guardian and his staff, including family 
advocates, should constitute a special office to be known as the Official 
Guardian's Office, under the control of the Attorney-General. 
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I 
ADDITIONAL SUPPORT SERVICES \ 

563. Other support services we think should be available to the Famil~ 
Court, but not built into its structure, include legal, enforcement, clinicall 
accountancy, and probation services. We shall comment on each in turn. 

564. Legal service All persons coming to a Family Court should be abl 
to obtain legal advice and representation. In divorce cases, where changes\ 
to substantive law are proposed, we comment that if fewer cases are\ 
contested under the new laws, and if proposed Family Court conciliation\ 
techniques prove effective, then costs in divorce cases should diminish and'i 
it would seem anomalous to exclude divorce cases when legal aid is\ 
available for most other matters in Family Court. While some individuals\ 
may not wish to consult a lawyer, we think they should be encouraged to\ 
do so. All draft agreements reached in conciliation should be referred to: 
the parties' lawyers for legal approval before these are signed. · 

565. In certain Family Court cases where public interest is involved, as \ 
distinct from the interests of the parties themselves, there is provision for \ 
the Solicitor-General to intervene. We believe any matters of this kind !, 

should be dealt with by the official guardian, discussed above. Currently, ! 
in care and protection cases, presentation can become the responsibility of \ 
persons not qualified in law, such as social workers or police officers. Such 
persons have occasionally both prosecuted the case and given supporting 
evidence. We understand there is a growing practice to engage the Crown 
prosecutor for these cases. We consider that, generally, experienced 
counsel should be instructed when any child is seriously at risk, and that 
care and protection cases should be presented by counsel. If Family Court 
conciliation is effective and many cases do not proceed to a hearing, those 
which do are likely to be complex or highly charged emotionally; effective 
legal representation would obviously be most important in any such cases. 

566. Enfor'cement service In most instances, the Department of Social 
Welfare has some interest in orders for maintenance in domestic 
proceedings. Often a wife has been paid an emergency benefit pending 
resolution of her position, or she may be in receipt of a deserted wife's 
benefit. In a high proportion of cases, the court is faced with, on the one 
hand, an applicant wife in receipt of benefits sufficient to meet the living 
expenses for her and the children of the marriage; and on the other, a 
husband whose income is not sufficient to cover his own living costs and 
the amount his wife is receiving from the Department of Social Welfare. 
The best the court can do in these cases is to determine how much the 
husband can reasonably contribute towards the amount of the benefits she 
is being paid, recognising that the difference will be met from Social 
Welfare funds. Somewhat similar considerations apply where main
tenance orders are made in conjunction with paternity applications. Cases 
where the Department of Social Welfare is not involved at all, and where 
questions regarding maintenance concern only the parties, do not reach 
the courts very often. 

567. We believe, therefore, that proceedings for enforcement of 
maintenance orders, where the applicant is in receipt of a benefit, should 
be initiated by the Department of Social Welfare. Here again, we 
emphasise that such proceedings should be presented by a legally 
qualified person. At present the defendant is liable to imprisonment if the 
charge of wilful disobedience of an order of the court is proved. In 
practice, the alternative sentence of periodic detention is being used with 
increasing frequency. This enables the defaulter to retain his earning 
capacity and meet his financial obligations, while having his spending 
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1.:111~)6.o:ns overrule reasorL ']~his is a tirne o{ pa:rticular sensitivity and. a 
\ 1Atrd stage in the counst.."':Uing process" It is, in our 'lie"vv, irnpcrati·ve that tb.e 
infI-:1cnce oI th? Fa_rnil y (Jc,urt a11.d its coun.selling siervices 2hould be 
ava1lz .. ble at th1s po1nt. 

57l. In its submissions, the Departme1u of Socia! \Vdfare referred ~o 
delay:;; in obtaining nE.int•~nance orders, and. o:uggested a simplified 
procedure fo~- s:curi_ng the~e orders. lt was su~ge:,t_e? ~ha~ the dq~artment 
itself could hx mtenm mamtenan•::e by an oraer nm chalJ.engeable by the 
payer in the Fa;,:iily Conrt. \Ve bel.ieve that raaki.ng orders of i:his kind is 
the fu:nct.:on of a coun. It if, not th,:~ foncti.on. of the Department d Social 
V\lelfa.re to fix the arnount of an ord::·:r V/hen the Commission questioned 
the department"s officers they agrn::d that existing provisions oI the 
Dome3tic Proceedings Act relating to interim orders, made provision for 
the very thing the department's suggestion~ sought to achieve. Under 
these provisions, an interim order ,:an be made by the court 1.-vher: 
proceedings are first commenced. 

572. We have been. infonned that in 1977, the departmenr iatroduced a 
pilot schem.e in some centres, stemming from Domestic Purposes Benefits 
requirements, and providing for parties to negotiate and enter into 
maintenance agreements to meet the Department of Social 'Nelfare 
criteria, under the supervision of a departmental officer or a marriage 
guidance counsellor. In providing fo," early rderrnl to a counsellor, we 
consider the scheme is an excellent one, hut where fixing of maintenance is 
involved, we beEeve that survei.Hance by the court should not be 
by-passed. Even in Los Angeles where staff counsellors are highly 
qualified and experienced,. the terms of:, maintenance agreemeHt rnust be 
aoproved by the conrl before it take:s effecl a.s ;,:m order. It is too easy in tl-:e 
t~r~sion d a· crisis period for one party or th~ other to agree to anyfoing in 
o:·der to be fretc of the stress-producing situation. 

573. 1Ne have :..1oted above a certain. reluctance to accept the philosophy 
of the Domestic Proceedings Act l 968, and to make ful.l use of the 
procedures ii: provides. 'We repeat: that Act sec New Zealand well on tl1.e 
road towards a Fai-nily Co11rt and the benefits to ,he community that can 
fiow kom tbat source. 1Ne tmst it will be possible to implement our 
recommendations regarding a Family Division of the District Gou ~t 
:vithoui: dday, "'? that function~ which belong vvithin the c~urt, inc~uding 
1.ts support services, may rece1ve the expert treatm_ent tney rner1t a1:d 
require; ar::d so that some temporn.ry expedient8 resorted to in the difficult 
situation of the last few years may not have to be repeated. 

574. Clinu:al 1;er,,1fr:ez VVe · were initially doubtful 'Nhether clir;ica! 
services should form part of the Family Court's operations, or be readily 
available OJ7 a consultative basis; looking particularly to practising 
psychologists, psychiatrists; general medical practitioners, and social 
workers specialising in family problems. The contribution vvhich such 
specialists could make to the Family Court would be substantial, 
especially v1hen dealing with behaviour problems in children, ::ustody <1-Dd 
access cases, and like matters. Consultan,s would need to be readily 
available in certain crisis cases, Evidence presented to the Commission, 
and what we 0bserved of such practices ove::-seas, also indicate division of 
opinion on whether specialists in the mental health field should be 
members of staff or available on a consultative basis. V'/e were greatly 
assisted on this point by the submissions of the Psychiatric Advisory 
Committee of the North Canterbury Hospital Board, and the 'Working 
Party on Forensic Psychiatry, one of its sub-committ•~es. Submissions 
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made by the Wakari (Dunedin) Community Liaison Group were also very 
helpful. These groups emphasised the need for a high level of co-operation 
between the courts and proposed forensic psychiatry services: we fully 
endorse that opinion. We have already referred to the need for a highly
trained and experienced counselling service as an integral part of a Family 
Court. We consider that a clinical service should be substantially different 
from a counselling service. The primary purpose of a clinical service 
would be to provide diagnostic and treatment referrals for those exhibiting 
behaviour problems, or whose mental or emotional health required such 
attention. 

575. We can see advantages in having experts in this field on the staff of 
a Family Court, especially whete availability is concerned, and perhaps in 
the development of expertise in a particular class of work. We believe, 
however, that if it should appear to a Family Court after appropriate 
consultation that detailed examination of the mental health of some 
person is required, or that a person appears to be in need of treatment for 
mental illness, then the appropriate course is referral to a specialist clinic 
or centre. 

576. In the past, difficulties have arisen in some centres through lack of 
adequate liaison between courts and psychiatric services. Sometimes these 
difficulties involve inadequate security at mental hospitals when prisoners 
are referred there for examination and report. Some psychiatrists have 
complained that their time is wasted providing reports on prisoners for 
trial or sentence who are not mentally ill, when that time could be more 
profitably employed helping legitimate patients. To some extent this is a 
manpower problem: there are not enough specialists, in some fields, to do 
all the things being asked of them. Many frustrating difficulties could be 
dissipated with better communication so that professionals in different 
fields can understand each other's problems and work towards a solution. 

577. Accountancy A Family Court would also benefit by having the 
professional services of a chartered accountant readily available to it on 
much the same basis as professionals in psychiatry. In a number of 
centres, accountants are giving assistance through budget advisory 
services. While a family counsellor could readily acquire sufficient 
knowledge and experience to help a couple prepare an adequate budget 
for their family finances, it would be helpful to know that an expert was 
available if needed. He could also train counsellors and other court staff in 
this aspect of their work. In other areas, too, the assistance of an 
accountant could prove valuable. For example, in a conciliation 
conference, he could advise on what effects would follow certain divisions 
of financial interests in real and personal property, when competing 
claims for matrimonial property have to be decided. 

578. Probation Service We consider it is important that the probation 
service should be associated more specifically with the Family Court than 
it has been with the Children and Young Persons Courts. Difficulties in 
this area were adverted to by the Auckland probation officers in their 
submissions to the Commission. For instance, in terms of s.36(j) of the 
Children and Young Persons Act 1974, when dealing with a young person 
who has attained the age of 15 years, the court may enter a conviction and 
order that he be brought before a Magistrate's Court for sentence or 
decision. The officers complained that on occasions young persons have 
been placed on probation, or given a sentence involving a period of 
probation, for example, in detention centre, without having been seen by a 
probation officer. 
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580. We do appreciate, however, some of the difficulties experienced by 
probation officers. Given the present volume of offending by youths in the 
15-18 year group, we see considerable value in establishing a special 
juvenile branch of the probation service and linking it with the Family 
Court; perhaps especially the counselling services of that court. Probation 
officers specially selected to serve in a juvenile branch, and trained 
accordingly, could make a real impact on those who consider themselves 
too old to receive help from a social worker whom they or their parents 
may still be inclined to look upon as a child welfare officer, his title under 
the previous Act. We were informed that local Maori committees are 
anxious to play their full part in helping their own young people. 
Probation officers would find value in developing or extending 
communication with these groups. Generally speaking, the probation 
service is more in touch with the industrial and employment world, and 
this could be of benefit to the 16 year-old who has left school and who may 
offend out of boredom. We therefore recommend establishment of a 
juvenile branch of the probation service to function in co-operation with 
the Family Court. 

DEPENDENT ADULTS 

581. The Commission received substantial submissions from the New 
Zealand Society for the Intellectually Handicapped drawing attention to 
special needs of dependent and intellectually handicapped persons in the 
exercise and protection of their individual rights and welfare. These 
submissions were presented by the New Zealand physician who is world 
president of the International League of Societies for the Mentally 
Handicapped. While there are legal procedures for protection of the 
property of the handicapped and dependent, no adequate provision has 
been made for protection of their personal rights, especially when they 
attain adult age. 

582. The Commission was told that as a result of changes in 
professional and community attitudes, many handicapped people are now 
spending the. greater part of their adult lives in the community at large. 
Not being committed patients in mental hospitals, they have the same 
rights and duties as other persons and at the age of 20, are no longer under 
legal guardianship of their parents. Many, however, need a varying 
degree of continued guidance and supervision in decisions affecting their 
lives. 

583. Until the intellectually handicapped person reaches the age of 20 
years his parents are normally his legally recognised guardians, and may 
continue to provide this guardianship by tacit consent after he reaches 20 
years of age, but without legal authority. Problems can arise if the 
intellectually handicapped person is enticed from the home, or wishes to 
leave the home, when this is clearly undesirable. Where the New Zealand 
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(d) To safeguard the basic principle that in the supervision and 
care of the handicapped and dependent those having 
responsibility for guardianship should be separate from those 
having responsibility for their supervision and maintenance. 
Where the same person or body holds the responsibility for 
both, there is a potential conflict of interest. 

(e) To act as a monitor, auditor or ombudsman in respect of those 
who have responsibility for the handicapped and their 
property. The Society is aware of cases where those with 
custody appear to be retaining an intellectually handicapped 
person in a home primarily to gain access to the intellectually 
handicapped person's income entitlement and to be preventing 
the intellectually handicapped person attending programmes 
for training and education which could substantially advance 
their personal development. 

(f) To ensure that an appropriately qualified guardian is 
appointed. An understanding of mental retardation and the 
needs of those so afflicted can be acquired only from special 
training in the field or from a considerable period of working 
with the intellectually handicapped. Few doctors, teachers, 
psychologists or social workers have this background. The 
power of the Court to appoint special guardians would ensure 
that the person or body appointed would be suitable with no 
conflict of interest. 

(g) Under the law at present there is no specific provision for any 
person to have a continuing interest in the intellectually 
handicapped person over 20 years of age and watch over their 
legal rights and be able to initiate legal proceedings to enforce 
rights where claims such as those under the Accident 
Compensation Act, Family Protection Act, etc., arise. 

587. The society asked the Commission to recommend to the 
Government that the court be empowered to grant orders of 
guardianship or trusteeship of handicapped adults, in degree and 
extent, according to the circumstances and need of the handicapped 
person, after consultation with specialist advisers. The society 
suggested the following provisions should be applied to any scheme of 
guardianship: 

(a) The court should be empowered to grant varying degrees of 
guardianship according to the needs and circumstances of the 
handicapped. This form of guardianship should not be 
entrusted to any person having responsibility for the provision 
of residential care, education, training, or employment for the 
handicapped or dependent person. 

(b) Full guardianship should be reserved for those judicially 
determined to be incapable of making routine day-to-day 
decisions, and found to be incapable of basic self-care and 
management. 

(c) Partial guardianship or trusteeship should be granted when, in 
the opinion of the court, certain matters only in regard to the 
person or estate of a handicapped person require the protection 
of a guardian or trustee. 

(d) Guardians appointed would need to satisfy the court of their 
suitability for appointment. 

(e) Categories of guardianship should include a relative or friend 
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business in the courts should travel to central court facilities. This view 
was put forward by the Salvation Army in one of the first submissions 
received, and it was repeated in varying forms by several other groups and 
individuals at later hearings. The Salvation Army's submission on this 
point urged that the court should be situated where it is readily accessible. 
They pointed out that some people spend up to one and a half hours, 
sometimes with small children, travelling to attend court. While these 
observations were directed to courts in general, clearly they are especially 
relevant to the Family Court. 

591. Arranging for a court sitting in a suburban church hall or other 
premises not normally used for court purposes, raises problems for all 
concerned. These would probably fall most heavily on administrative staff 
who would have to arrange the venue, ensure that all furniture and 
equipment was on hand, transport relevant court files and provide safe 
custody for them, and cope with all the many other details that would 
require attention in such an operation. Court facilities arranged in such a 
way could so obviously be make-shift that they would not really be 
suitable. This criticism has already been levelled at certain temporary 
premises. We also received submissions that some of those having 
business in the Family Court might prefer to travel into a city centre 
thereby maintaining anonymity and privacy without the embarrassment 
of being seen attending court in their own suburb and community. On this 
matter, there is room for different opinions; those who serve the 
community through the courts, including lawyers, social workers, and 
court staff, should constantly assess services provided in their particular 
locality. Timetable changes in suburban transport services, for instance, 
can potentially inconvenience mothers with young children who may have 
to travel some distance to a court. We think it inappropriate for us to lay 
down specific guidelines beyond saying that Family Courts must be 
readily accessible to those who need them. To that end, they should be 
able and ready to go where their services are needed; either on a regular 
schedule as for circuit courts, or on an ad hoc basis to meet particular 
circumstances. 

FAMILY COURT ACCOMMODATION 

592. We observed a consensus view in submissions that wherever 
possible, family matters should be dealt with in buildings or rooms 
physically separated from criminal courtrooms. This principle has been 
widely adopted in recent years, especially since the Domestic Proceedings 
Act 1968 resulted in a different emphasis being placed on procedures in 
domestic courts. So far as Children's Courts are concerned, it was 
expressly stated in the Child Welfare Act 1925 that these should be kept 
separate from other courts, unless that course was not practicable. The 
Children and Young Persons Act 1974 continued and reinforced that 
requirement. Implementation of this policy has presented problems, 
especially for the court administration staff. Suitable accommodation is 
not always available where it would be of most use. The aim of keeping 
Children's Court matters separate from the ordinary courts has to be 
weighed against the quality of accommodation available. 

593. So far as we are aware, even the most recently designed court 
buildings do not incorporate all the physical features needed for an ideal 
Family Court. Very few hav:e adequate waiting rooms and the basic 
facilities which ought to be available for persons having business in these 
courts. We discuss this matter in greater detail in connection with court 
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buildings in general, but it is appropriate at this point to assert that 
parties to proceedings in the Family Court ought to be afforded as much 
privacy as possible. . 

594. Some excellent Family Courts have recently been designed in 
different parts of the world. One of the best examples known to the 
Commission is the Juvenile Court in Adelaide. Each of the three 
courtrooms in that court is pleasantly furnished, and each has waiting 
rooms and facilities for parties and witnesses adjacent to it. A pedestrian 
subway under the building provides access to all the courtrooms, enabling 
children to reach them without having to pass through areas where the 
public are gathered. One feature which displayed imagination and 
sensitivity was a small anteroom through which parents and children 
might pass as they left the courtrqom, and where parent and child might 
compose themselves, with a social worker or counsellor acting as hostess, 
if required, before they left the building to return to the outside world. We 
mention these features of the Juvenile Court in Adelaide simply to 
illustrate some architectural ideas which can readily be incorporated in 
Family Courts, and which can contribute substantially towards achieving 
goals sought. Availability of finance will, of course, determine what 
facilities can be provided initially; but we believe it important that we 
should establish desirable goals, even though these are not immediately 
attainable. 

595. It is not suggested that physical features of a Family Court should 
be standardised. Even if this were desirable, too much will depend on 
what buildings are available. We do recommend certain basic 
requirements to be included in all places used as Family Courts, whether 
newly-designed buildings or older premises adapted for the purpose. Our 
recommendations are that, wherever practicable, the Family Court 
should be in a separate building from the general courts, or in a separate 
part of the court building with separate entrances. Except for less 
frequently used Family Courts, and we refer to these presently, a 
reception area (with a welcoming and well-informed receptionist), waiting 
rooms, toilets, interview rooms, pram and wheelchair access, and child
care facilities are essential. 

596. Proceedings in the Family Court are of great importance to the 
parties, and we believe a proper balance between the formal and the 
casual, in both conduct of proceedings and physical surroundings, should 
not be difficult to achieve under the guidance of carefully selected judges. 
The physical features of the Family Court should reflect the nature and 
purpose of that court as' a place where people can be helped to resolve 
their family problems in a just and humane manner. 

597. With Family Courts established in the main centres of population, 
the smaller provincial towns will be served by visits by the court on a 
peripatetic basis. The acquisition of premises in these towns for Family 
Court purposes may present real difficulties. It would be quite 
uneconomic to secure premises and equip them, even to the minimum 
standards, if they were only to be used at infrequent intervals. 
Notwithstanding the general principles referred to above, in some places 
existing court buildings might have to be used. This would presuppose 
that the Family Court visited these towns on days when the ordinary 
courts were not sitting. In other places, it may be possible to obtain the 
use of suitable church or community buildings which could be adapted for 
use as Family Courts. In some areas mutually acceptable arrangements 
have been made with Borough and County Councils for the use of 
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to two people, a member of the police and a social worker. The view is 
firmly held there that a larger panel would make it very difficult to 
establish empathy with the child and the parents, and the main object of 
the panel or board approach would therefore be stifled. We see real 
strength in this point of view and therefore would be opposed to any 
suggestion to increase the size of Children's Boards. The present 
composition of four members might well be too large. We would certainly 
not wish to make it larger. 

602. We were impressed by the genuineness of the people who 
addressed us on this topic. We recognise the need to ensure that the panel 
of names is widely representative of the whole community in the Social 
Welfare district served by the board, both geographically and in ethnic 
terms. The prime qualification for,placement on the panel must, of course, 
be suitability; ·especially in character and integrity. The boards are 
empowered, to make whatever preliminary inquiries into each case they 
think fit, and may call for reports they think necessary. It may be 
desirable to obtain reports from local Maori committees, where these are 
functioning, as was suggested to us by some Maori groups. Some thought 
that the age limit of 14, above which children cease to be dealt with by 
Children's Boards, should be raised to 16. In our opinion, especially 
having regard to the fact that children may leave school when they are 15, 
the age limit prescribed is appropriate and we do not favour any 
alteration. On reflection, therefore, we consider that the provisions of the 
Children and Young Persons Act relating to Children's Boards are wide 
enough to meet the points raised before us. We would, however, endorse 
the views expressed before us that the nature of the work done by 
Children's Boards, and their potential value to the community, ought to 
be made more widely known through avenues such as parent-teacher 
associations and other meetings of people who are concerned about the 
quality of life in our society. 

Recommendations 
1. A Family Court should be established as a division of the District 

Courts, manned by judges specially appointed to it, sitting mainly in the 
centres of greater population but readily available to sit in court buildings 
or other suitable accommodation in smaller centres on a circuit or 
peripatetic basis. 

2. A working party should be set up immediately t9 prepare for the 
introduction of the Family Court. The working party should consist of the 
Senior Family Court Judge, a judge elect of that court, and the director of 
support services. 

3. The Family Division of the District Courts should be given exclusive, 
original jurisdiction in all family matters including those covered by: 

Adoption Act 1955 
Aged and Infirm Persons Protection Act 1912 (protection orders) 
Alcoholism and Drug Addiction Act 1966 
Children and Young Persons Act 1974 
Domestic Actions Act 1975 
Domestic Proceedings Act 1968 
GuardiaQship Act 1968 
Health Act 1956 (orders for treatment) 
Marriage Act 1955 
Matrimonial Proceedings Act 1963 
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Department of Social Welfare giving notice in writing to the employer by 
whom the subject of the order is for the time being employed, specifying 
an amount not exceeding the amount of the maintenance order to be 
deducted from wages. 

22. A juvenile branch of the probation service should be established to 
function in co-operation with the Family Court. 

23. As a general rule, the Family Court should be physically separate 
from the ordinary courts. 

24. The rights of dependent adults should be safeguarded in the Family 
Court by the making of orders of guardianship or trusteeship of 
handicapped adults, in degree and extent, appropriate to the needs of 
handicapped persons. 

Justices of t-!1,e· Peace 
603. Item. 3(g) of the terms of reference reads: 

The extent to which it is prbper and expedient to make use of the 
services of Justices of the Peace as judicial officers in the lower 
Courts, and what special provision should be made for the selection 
and training of Justices of the Peace to exercise the jurisdiction of 
such Courts. 

604. The Commission was greatly assisted by detailed submissions 
presented by the Royal Federation of New Zealand Justices' Associations 
(Inc.) which canvassed the historical background, made comparisons 
with practices in other parts of the Commonwealth, and offered 
suggestions for future involvement in the courts by justices of the peace. 
The federation emphasised the paramount importance of selection and 
training as prerequisites to justices of the peace functioning successfully 
on the Bench. 

605. We have heard arguments both for and against the use of justices 
of the peace in our courts system. The Department of Justice was in favour 
of maintaining and extending lay involvement, taking the view that the 
community at large appeared to welcome some level of participation by 
laymen in the judicial process. We were told that both the present and the 
previous Government had made grants to the federation to assist their 
training programmes, thus giving tangible recognition of their support for 
lay involvement in the courts, and that departmental approval had been 
demonstrated in co-operative ventures undertaken with the federation 
and its member associations. 

606. The department declared its support for lay involvement both as a 
matter of principle and for practical convenience. As a principle, lay 
involvement in the judicial system was commended because, like the jury 
trial, it gives the citizen a part to play in the administration of the law, and 
helps "to allay suspicions in the ordinary man's mind that the law is a 
mystery which must be left to 'professionals' and that it has little in 
common with justice as the layman understands it". Furthermore, lay 
involvement allows for greater community representation. As for the 
practical aspect, our attention was drawn to the difficulty of finding 
sufficient persons with the necessary qualifications, experience, and 
personal characteristics for appointment as additional magistrates, if 
justices of the peace were not used. (We are not convinced of the latter 
point, although there are clear indications that the salary offered and 
other conditions of magistrates' employment are not sufficient to induce 
lawyers of the appropriate calibre to leave private practice.) The 
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department made the further point that the talents of pract1t10ners 
qualified for magisterial appointment would be largely under-employed 
presiding over hearings currently well handled by justices of the peace, 
and that this would be an uneconomic use of qualified professional 
personnel. 

607. The New Zealand Law Society in its submissions expressed strong 
opposition to any extension of the jurisdiction presently being exercised by 
justices of the peace. They pointed out that while certain sections of the 
Police Offences Act give jurisdiction to two justices of the peace, in 
practice this was seldom exercised, and that currently, justices were 
dealing only with traffic offences not involving the possibility of 
imprisonment, bail and remand hearings, and preliminary hearings of 
indictable offences. ("Minor offences" which by definition do not involve 
imprisonment would have to be added to that list.) 

608. The Society specifically opposed extending the powers of justices of 
the peace to enable them to consider defended hearings, particularly 
where the possible penalties included a term of imprisonment, but 
recognised that there might be cases where, because a magistrate was not 
available, justices might be employed to ensure that a charge against an 
accused person was dealt with promptly. The Society also expressed 
reservations over the existing powers of justices of the peace to disqualify 
drivers on conviction for traffic offences, because of the serious hardship 
which could result in some of the more complex cases. The notion that 
because certain classes of work involve a relatively insignificant amount of 
money, or because the maximum penalty prescribed is small or the matter 
might be regarded as purely routine, these are unworthy of the attention 
of properly qualified judicial personnel, was expressly rejected by the Law 
Society. On the other hand, the department submitted that to ,have 
District Court judges presiding over matters in which justices of the peace 
have demonstrated their competence would be an uneconomic use of 
qualified professional personnel: in our view, these conflicting points of 
view must be kept in equilibrium, so far as that is possible. 

609. Present contribution by justices Probably the most cogent 
practical argument in favour of maintaining the use of justices of the peace 
in the courts is the fact that for several years in Auckland, and for lesser 
periods in other centres, they have dealt with a very large volume of 
offences at the lower end of the scale. We were given different estimates of 
the court hours which would otherwise have to be worked by magistrates, 
and of the numbers of additional magistrates who would have been 
required if the justices of the peace had not done this work. We were left 
with the impression that these calculations did not make sufficient 
allowance for the fact that an experienced magistrate, sitting alone, would 
deal with a much greater volume of cases than two relatively 
inexperienced justices of the peace who must confer with each other as the 
hearing proceeds and before each decision is reached. We were also told 
that the minor offence procedure reduces the through-put of cases in 
comparison with former procedures. Nevertheless, it is clear that without 
the contribution of justices of the peace, the problems of the Magistrates' 
Courts would be very much greater. 

610. Appointment While selection in general is not strictly within the 
Commission's terms of reference, we were impressed by the federation's 
view that the standing of the commission of the peace must first be 
strengthened and confirmed before attention is focused on selection and 
training for court work of justices of the peace. In its submissions the 
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federation proposed: 
a ix:-.v system ..:;,J appointment oi Justices -wherd:;,y alJ nominatio1°.s are 
carefuHy screened !:,y a nc,n-partisan body having 1·egard only for 
su:·:tability of th.e norninee to serve .and the n.eed £or rnore 
appointn1-::nt:s .. H the ,Commission of the Peace Is to fulfil its pi·oper 
purpose-and that purpo.se c11Iy-thcn Ewamping oI the institution 
·with unne,c:c:,sary 2,ppointmcnts must iJe discontinued: use of the 
appointment to confer a junior born:0,ur rnust be eschewed: 
fa:.vouritism n,us.t ly~ s-een to be completeb absent.: an mre limit at 
appointment r;mst be strictly enforced: gn;ater emphasisv:ihould be 
placed upon the appointraent of younger persons: each nominee must 
be fully aware of, and 2.ccept the condition.s of training and service 
before being considered for• appointment: and e:,-officio appoint
ments should be abolished. 

61 L \Ve" agree vvith the federation's suggestion that a justices' 
appointments cornmittee should be established to make recommendations 
to the Minister of Justice. Vl/e think that committee should comprise the 
senior District Court judge for the area mvered by the Jnstices of the 
f'eace Association, the senior registrar of the District Court for the area, 
and the registrar of the justices' association conce:mecL Such a committee 
merely formalises -what is preser..tly done in a less formal way.- VVe do not 
consider it appropriate ior us to detail what steps should be follm,ved in the 
nmnination procedure, but we approve the suggestion that each nominee 
should be required to indicate willingness to undertake aU duties attached 
to [he office:, The nominee should also indicate assent to being liso:ed uncles 
'Justices of the Peace" in the ydlow pages of the telephone directory. "fhe 
frderntion ha3 suggested t11at tbose nominated :shov id also Ix, required lo 
cieclare their readiness to undergo a course in ju,tices' jL1dicial dtities, if 
needed: we do not con:ddei: such an undert;;.king r::.erc,cssarv. It has to he 
borne in mind that a subsi:antial proportion of '1ustices. of the peace are 
apuointed to serve rural areas 1 and they v,1ould not be caHed urJoin to serve 
in :'.ourts: some o{ ,hese rural appoint,~es may later retire to an \J.::-ba11 area, 
but the number who do so would not be significant. 

6 LL The proposed com.mittee could ais,) perforrn a useful function by 
dealing with complai_nts about justices, and the situation vvhkh acises on 
those rare occasions \vhere it is necessary to persuade o:r' direct a justice o{ 
the peace that he shou.ld not longer exercise judicial functions. i1}it pres(:nt, 
1he few c,tses of 1:his kind are derdt with ~n an informal way by ihe senior 
:na,gistrate. It would be helpful if the proposed justices' appointments 
comm.ittee were authorised to remove the name of a _justice fron1 the list of 
those available for court work, where that si.ep vv2ts considered necessary. 

613. Comrtmnity representation We further mmider that special efforts 
should be made td ensure effective community representa.tion by involving 
more persons from minority ei.hnic groups" Our attention has been drawn 
to the fact that, of the justices of the peace who preside in court, 91 A,% are 
rnale:s of European extraction, 7 .9% are women, and 0, 7%, are IviaorL 
V1/ithout evidence one way or the other, we may speculate that under
represen'.ation of women or t~1e ,1\faori peopl:- may be attrib1;tab}e t~ a 
g,_:ne,-al lack of awareness ot tne opportumty for comm1.:rnty service 
provided by the commi.ssion o{ the peace; ,0r because s<::rvice as a jm,tice 
emails too great a ioss of inco--ne, especially for a person vvith dependants; 
or because the prospect of training, either for judicial o:r ministerial d11ties, 
rn.ay be too daunting for those with li.mited fornial schooling long since 
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time it should be possible to stipulate that only graduates from the 
correspondence course shall be considered for selection for judicial 
service. We were also told of the federation's plans for practical judicial 
training. 

617. There seemed to be general agreement among those who made 
submissions on this topic that the jurisdiction of justices of the peace 
should be held at the present level with the extent to which that 
jurisdiction is exercised being determined by the senior District Court 
judge in the area. Present jurisdiction includes presiding over a limited 
range of defended hearings, and despite concern expressed by the Law 
Society on this point, we consider (provided the method of review of which 
we later speak is introduced) we should not turn the clock back and insist 
that all defended matters now· heard by justices of the peace should be 
heard by ,District Court judges. 

618. 'Fhe representatives of the justices themselves informed the 
Commission that they inclined towards exclusion of custodial sentencing 
in the present circumstances, but did not wish to commit themselves 
further until a revised Police Offences Act appeared. It is recognised that 
sentencing a person to imprisonment or preventing him from driving a 
motor vehicle may involve complex legal and social questions, irrespective 
of the length of time it is intended that the penalty should operate. Some 
lawyers who addressed us considered these questions should not be left to 
part-time, legally unqualified and relatively inexperienced \aymen to 
decide, no matter how well-intentioned they may be. To do otherwise, it is 
said, is to place public confidence in the law in jeopardy. In general terms 
we support this view. We consider that training is essential if justices of 
the peace are to exercise such jurisdiction, and we would therefore prefer 
the local assignment judge not to give jurisdiction of that sort to 
inexperienced and untrained justices of the peace. 

619. We do not support the federation's proposal for a Petty Sessions 
Court as we think it is undesirable to create a fourth tier in the structure of 
our court system. We consider that justices of the peace should function in 
a division of the District Courts. The theme of flexibility is repeated at 
several points in this report, and it is appropriate in the present context as 
well. We believe it is important to retain flexibility in the procedure for 
hearing minor offences. Some of these may involve important principles of 
law or be of special significance to society even though they are "minor 
offences" by definition. It is desirable that a simple procedure should be 
available to enable cases such as these to be brought before a District 
Court judge for hearing, on the application of either party, or by the 
justices themselves declining jurisdiction. We would not favour, therefore, 
establishing a Petty Sessions Court in which justices of the peace exercise 
exclusive jurisdiction. 

620. We recommend that justices of the peace should be authorised to 
exercise jurisdiction in District Courts in respect 0f minor offences which, 
by definition, are summary offences for which the defendant is not liable 
on conviction to a sentence of imprisonment or to a fine exceeding $500. 
We further recommend that justices of the peace continue to exercise 
jurisdiction in remand and bail applications as at present, and also 
continue to preside over preliminary hearings of indictable offences. 

621. Correspondence course We note the one-year judicial correspond
ence course commenced in 1977 and applaud the initiative taken by the 
federation in this field. While acknowledging the best of motives, we 
question whether such a course (supplemented by some intended 
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practical training) is not both too rf1uch a.n·d too, Etde., r\s their po\ll/ers are 
at p,resent i:Jefin;::d, justices excrt~ise lirr:d.ted. jucUc.iaI rliscretion. a.nd :':',on1.e of 
the k,rmal traini,~g set out in the ccur.se material presented to us could be 
held to b,~ 8ubstanti,1,llj1 superfluous 'tc thefr needs; c-:mversely,, if thdr 
power.s w<':re :to be extended w ar,y r:mrrked degree, the uaining and 
experience, in the vievv of many, would he: quite inadequate. 

622. The Royal }'ed,c:ra1:io;:; of New Zealand Justices' ,Associations very 
vdsely r<ccognlse~ th::it cornpletion of the correspondence course does not of 
itseif signify that any of cheir me1nb.c:r8 is n~ady It~) preside in C:Jurt. In 
material they supplied to us setting out proposals for pract:cal judicial 
training, they reminded their members that, ,o;s well as those who had 
completed the acadernic course, they vvere seeking justices vvho bv 
personality, outlook, stability, availability (in time), and judicial qualities 
were fitted for Bench duties. The Commission bas other reservations 
concerning the effecfr1eness of the Technical Correspondei1ce Institute 
training scheme, It is asking a great deal of men or •.,vomen ,;,ho may have 
spent most of their life as builders, or factory 'Norkers, or in any one of a 
wide variety of businesses, callings, or trades, to undertake a trnining 
course and a few practical training ses.dons and then sit in court at 
infrequent intervals, with the knowledge and experience necessary for 
making judicial decisions. We anticipate that some jus.:ices might fit into 
this work relatively e:isily, but others of differ:::nt temperarneot might iind 
it extremely difficult to do so. l\kvertheless vve consider it desirable that in 
future justices performing judici.,il duties should have completed the 
correspondence course, 

623. Jttstices' derrfa, If justice.s vven: to be given an enla:·ged jurisdiction 
(which ·we do nm fa·.;our) in ordc to assim: further in disposing d the 
court's bu~i:~ess, this enlcurgement of povvers v,.rou1d h.a'Ie to be subject to 
such cond1Hons as: 

(a) the presence in their court of a qualified legal assistant; 
(b) their having received sufficient theoretical and practical training to 

be able tc, apply the law to the demands of justice in the cases tho.t 
com 1~ before them; 

(c) if the English pattern were to be c1doptc:d, their g:enernlly presiding 
in groups of not less than three. 

Of these factors, the fin:t is by far the most crucial; it is the key to the lay 
magistrates' system fr: !he United Kingdom. Any comparison with the 
English practice which does not give due prominence to the most 
ir,1.portant role of justices' clerks is of little value. In the English system, 
whenever .iustices of the peace preside in the !11agistrates' Courts, they 
have qualified advisern in !egal matters available to them in the pen,on of 
the justices' clerk. The clerks' function is to rule on points of lavv as these 
arise at any time ,vhik the courts are sitting, and tc attend to procedural 
matters in general. For ihe most part, justices' clerks are full~time 
rnembers of court staffs, although wh.~re 1:he cou,t sits at less frequent 
intervals, a local solicitor, sometimes quite senior in status, acts as 
justices' cLerk cm a part-time basis. Some or the more senior justices' 
clerks, who have supervisory responsibility for a larg,~ area, receive a 
salary eqctivalent to tha!: of a County Court judge. 

624, The suggestion w:c,s made to the Commission that career 
opportunities might be developed within the Department of Justice for 
young lawyers to serve ,:he two-fold purpose of ab:mrbing graduates from 
law gchools who could noc obtain empiayment, and building up a corps of 
solicitors who could eventually assume the duties of justices' ciedrn. At 
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710 c,,1 ~ .. Efi,.:d court scaff to undertake thfo wmk, and cvcc1 
)l,~: t() ::/'t:cru.it t:.n.1ffic.ier.ct nt2rnbers i!nn'.lediat•~ly ~ they \vo1d.d 

. a_,cid ,~xo.::rience before they could become justices· ded:s. 
<>f {bd.s 'i.-n.al:ter is, discu~;,:;ed elsevib.ere in this report~ iE the 
tledrabii.it'.f of !1a11iag legally quzdiiied registtars (paragraph 

<:: .. :rit attitude of the I,lep.1artr11ent of Justice, _as it vvsts outlined 
Juture n1.·;J\rerner.'it is IIJa.d~ icrv,1?1s1:ds th~ ernp~oyrnent :?f 

CH":rso1111,~l 1n th.,:; courts adrnn11strat1Dn, tney could. 

t,i,.j~~,~~~;~sh7:~gtlI1~1~::'.·:;1:i~~t::t;·;i:~;;~, however, aE 2, side 

coi'i':;;id,::T it feas.ihk to e~.tablish a c.: rp,, of jqsiicf!;' ckrk,: 
• <> p .• - = •;+c, "••r~''"F·">"1],~ 1·1· 1·u. "f-• ~-,d= 0 a' 1·t hc1c· (,l.t :p1eS....,~t OJ 1.t1, ..... d.C "'t,.uL;'.1•~·....,(·\'-/'-' :,·.t,_ .J.\.,.il ... -...,t, !·it•· J,1,..;. . ..._, 

H f-H::opJe ccnJ.lct, be tou:nd "Nlth tJw:: ab:1lu:y tci iulnl tho.t 
th.ell" t.:~1~len'!::s rnight bf: rnade in a judicL;J c,;,lpacity, a2, 

jM (:o;:ri· t~;:~t-i;:::~ ::~' Eititt i; ?' ~~;i:~ S l;~;1,~i'J;~ ati:: ~ ttl~ 
u;·\·\?,;;;<:::~;:~ ~t~~-1i:]6~{ \rii1~::I r£~~~~t~~ii;}\:~, [~~~~ 

,~f .::~~is ~Iu~1~.:~i-~~:~~1.r•t~._!,:J~;:-~- ~!:·J.~~ice~ ,,o~ _}1~~ .,:_e~:,;x~ 
],~ ,.a1.d he •;~c<,> ,,e, ta.n.l; _11. ,·'''·"O';'. t),. ,Jo.,c '~~-

the reg15t:r-ar :z~nd the locz,J ass.oc5o_t1ons. vVe agree ··,JVTJ1 
Ju5tice GTt these p;.Jints. 

the j1.1~:,tJces tht'.~::·nse1ves 1-..:.a-v·e t~1.ken r~.uch stron.g inid-2-.ti\/'e 
___ Irtir..in.g frrr j1J.dicial dnties, an(-::{,,\/ 2.spect o.f the question is 

ff:iJ,J.,:ng ,,\, hose na.rnes should be p:l.:~.ced on. the ljst fro1r: 

:rn rt\ l~;;;"G~i;r r, ~;~:-h\,~}!J;~ ~ ~i'~~t \ ~~~~:e~~iG~~r: ;:f;~:~ 
to I.tndert:.Ske du.ties on the .Bench are attrilJt1tes 

outlook, stabilit'f) a:vai}a.bility~ .a1.v=l ,,1. judicial 
shou}d be 3.J.3.ded sa,ti:::iacrory coJTiplet.ion of the 

ili~~-(~:;~,e \:~i~:i:\:'~~ ~ y r::1
~:~: :·h~;~:~ ~ t~"a :~;r1~~:~~1 ~2t}~ ~;;:; 

, t ,!~:Jf i::.;;o;,~{~j,~r((f j;~r~:~,;ji~'3{:;}:tf ~;· ~~i:;{~~~l~it 
fit:cision,. 'To that exte:nt:1 evoJuation o{ suitz1.bUity for 

· · t1;11h I 1-·.~· r,~.,--iderwl a 1\pcti7·, --f 1h: j»3··ic"'-'' rt;~~\~;,:J~~,~tl~hEiJ: tl;:e-final d,:,ci~i=i~ '~n ~uitar:iEt;,· ,,;;~J~l 
.,..., ' , , r· · i E' 1 ·1 l · , l"~R&r.r&:r:"1: 1 ..... -ot;!~: JtUt-i5f'S _jf:C~tu.se :,\.r,r_-: a.re _un ... ~ \.t_ y~ in tb.e 

, v~,, 1:~;~•~1=i~};~'.~1t{:1 e~•~~~tf:iz;~;,~ll~;:,1:~~1~';}"~& ~1,~~::~~t];a ~! 
th,t pea.ct '"~xe revie·v\rctble by vvay of rehearing l:-1y a 

'ilV>:. are a 0'i!vare that i:n son1_c jurisclictions:i for 
vvhere su:rrrrnary oHen.ces are dealt v,.rith by lay 

,._ 1~, p, ~l"':1·'°'- -- f., . .r; c·· .,yf : "'.,,. • ,..., ' J·"'" l·"" ~, - .d .. -:::,_-~ '°' - .: -- 1 ,, r· t 1- ,..., ' '--" "-A: ,L_ -.,., ,1u;,c_1ce~ c,.1-r .~ 01' ,nc,r ~q·,hva,e,,1_, .. i:•.: 
re!atmg to all such c1atters to :::e autr,mat1cd1y 

Ceurt judge, vVe do not consider such a system to 
de~l1·2.bl.e p,,rt (•J Gl:.r prc,posal. '\N c cm:isld.er a readily 

re·vif-:::lv by a IHstrict C'.o".lrt judge adequatelv n1eets tb.:.e 
ti1is fJi'.'()cedun. should be kepi? a:, sirnple Rs0 possibk s.o 

che ti:,:r\e involved for aH coLcerned, are kept ~o the 
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practical training) is nm: both too n11Jch and l:O0 liuk. As their po·i,;ern '11·e 
d f . d . . , ·1 • · l · · · · · " · ' • at p~'es,~nr,, e:.1_n~ .~ 1usnc:es _exercJt,e _Jrn.1tec 1ucJ.?c1.a1 cuscret1on. ano so~1.e 01 

the lorrn;H tranimg· s.;::t out m the course rnaten:d prese1ted lo 1Js couid be 
held to be su.bsrnntially supu·f!uous 'i:c their needs; conver·sely, if their 
powc'.~s we·~ to h::: ,extended lo any m}•<ked ~egr.ee, the training and 
exi:,enence, Ia tbe v1ev,i of many, wo1.;lct l:,e qmte madequate. 

622. The RoyaI Federation of )\Tew Zealand Just:ces' Associations very 
wis.dy recognises that completion of the correspondence course does not of 
itself signify that any of ,;,heir memben; is rez,dy to preside in court. In 
material they supplied to us seaing out pr·oposals for practical judiciaJ 
trainin~, they .reminded thei.r members thal, as v1eI1 as those who had 
completed t~1e academic course, they were seeking justices who by 
personality, outlook, stability, availability (in time), and juclici2J qualities 
were fated for Bench duties, The Commission has other reservations 
concerning the effectiveness of the Technkal Correspondence Institute 
training scheme, It is asking a great deal of men or women who ms.y have 
spent most of their life as builders, or factory workers, or in any one of a 
,...,ide variety of businesses, callings, er trades, to undertake a training 
coune and a few practical training sessions and then sit in court ai: 
infrequent intervals, with the knowledge and experience ner:essary for 
making judicial decisions. 'Ne anticipate that some justices might fit into 
this work relatively easily, but others of different temperament might find 
it exnemely difficult to do soc Nevertheless we consider it desirable that in 
future justices performing judici2cl duties should have completed the 
correspondence course. 

623: Justfoes' derks If justices were to be given an enlarged jurisdiction 
(which we do no 1: favour) in order to assi.s t funher in disposing of the 
court's business, this enlargement of powern would have to be subject to 
such conditions as: 

(o.) the presence in their court 0£ a qualified legal assistant; 
(b) their having received suffo::ient theoreticr>.l and practical training to 

be able to apply the law to the dema.nds of justice in the cases that 
come before them; 

(c) if the English patte·n were to be adopted, thefr generally presiding 
in groups of not less than three. 

Of foese factors, the first is by far the n10,,t crucial; it i,s the key to 1:he lay 
magistrates' system in the United Kingdom. A.ny comparison w:th the 
English practice vvhkh does not give due prominence to the most 
impo7'tant role of justices' clerks is of little value. In the English system, 
whenever justices of the peace preside in the l\1agistrates' Courts, they 
have qualified advisers in leg&l rnatters available to them in the person of 
the justices' clerk. The clerks' function is to rule on points of lavv as these 
arise at any rime while the courts are sitting, and tc attend to procedural 
matters in generz.l. For the most part, justices' clerks are full-time 
n,embers of court staffs, although where [he court sits at less frequent 
interva.ls, a local solicitor, S0!1Wtimes quite senior in status, acts as 
justices' clerk on a part-tiine basis. So~e of th;:; more senioI: justices' 
cierks, 1.vho have supervisory responsibility for a large area, receive a 
salary equivalent to that of a County Court judge. 

62+. The suggestion was made to the Commission that career 
opportunities mighc be devdoped within the Departmem of Justice for 
young la-.,,vyers to serve the [wo-fold purpcse of absorbing graduates frorn 
law schools who could not obtain employment, and building up a corps of 
solicitors who could ever:tually assume the dudes of justices' clerks. At 
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present, there are no qualified court staff to undertake this work, and even 
if it were possible to recruit sufficient numbers immediately, they would 
need training and experience before they could become justices' clerks. 
Another facet of this matter is. discussed elsewhere in this report, in the 
context of the desirability of having legally qualified registrars (paragraph 
789). The,present attitude of the Department of Justice, as it was outlined 
to us, is that if some future movement is made towards the employment of 
legally qualified personnel in the courts administration, they could 
undertake advising justices on the law. This is viewed, however, as a side 
benefit, and not as something inherently justifiable. 

625. We do not consider it feasible to establish a corps of justices' clerks 
in New Zealand, at present or in the foreseeable future. Indeed, it has 
been suggested that if people cQuld be found with the ability to fulfil that 
role, bettei; use of their talents might be made in a judicial capacity, as 
judge or .master. 

626. Selection for court duties The Secretary for Justice drew attention 
to s.6 of the Justices of the Peace Act 1957 which provides that the 
summoning of justices when they are required is the function of the 
registrar of every Magistrate's Court. He expressed the strong view that 
summoning should remain the responsibility of the registrar. He was not 
in favour of delegation of this function to local Justices of the Peace 
Associations, although he said he was certainly in favour of close co
operation between the registrar and the local associations. We agree with 
the Secretary for Justice on these points. 

627. Now that the justices themselves have taken such strong initiative 
in the matter of training for judicial duties, a new aspect of the question is 
emerging concerning whose names should be placed on the list from 
which the registrar summons the number of justices required. We have 
already noted with approval the federation's suggestions that 
prerequisites for selection to undertake duties on the Bench are attributes 
such as personality, outlook, stability, availability, and a judicial 
approach; and to these should be added satisfactory completion of the 
judicial correspondence course. We consider that the responsibility for 
determining whether the name of any justice should be approved for court 
duties should rest with the senior District Court judge for the court in 
question. We expect that he would consult with the registrar of the court, 
and also with the registrar of the local Justices of the Peace Association, 
before making his decision. To that extent, evaluation of suitability for 
judicial duties might be considered a function of the justices' 
appointments committee, although the final decision on suitability would 
rest with the District Court judge. 

628. Review by District Court judges Because we are unlikely, in the 
foreseeable future, to have an officer comparable with the justices' clerk of 
the English system, we consider it is essential to provide that matters dealt 
with by justices of the peace are reviewable by way of rehearing by a 
District Court judge. We are aware that in some jurisdictions, for 
example, South Africa, where summary offences are dealt with by lay 
magistrates without the benefit of justices' clerks or their equivalent, the 
practice is for the papers relating to all such matters to be automatically 
reviewed by a District Court judge. We do not consider such a system to 
be a necessary or desirable part of our proposal. We consider a readily 
available right of review by a District Court judge adequately meets the 
position. We think this procedure should be kept as simple as possible so 
that both costs, and the time involved for all concerned, are kept to the 
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minirnurn. ',;\T:;: hope that such a provision v10uld go some distance to,vards 
meetiEg the objection o[ the New Zealand Law Society w any defended 
matters being heard by justices of the peace. 

629. The f,ederation sought approval in its submissioas for a practice 
which had grown up in Auckland, where justi!:es faced ,vvii-h unfa.miiiar 
quesi:ions of l.aw would informally s,cek ac.vice frorn one of the magistrates. 
It was suggesVcd tha,t this prn;:tice :,hould be i'ormalized. Since that 
submissbn 1.vas presented, a Supreme Court judge at Auckland has hdci 
that the prncedure in que.stio,:1 V<'c>.s ,vrong. VVe need rnake n,:, further 
com!Th:nt on i:he poirn. 

630 . . Age of rdcirement Vfe have rderred to the desirability o[ ensuring 
the widest possible n'-p,esentation of the communi,:y among justices 
pPrformiDg judicial fundi.Jas. In that contexl: 1,ve mentioned particularly 
the small proportion of wome,-; and people of minority ethn:ic groups 
aITlO.ng justices. It is also desirab]e that rno:re app()int:n1ents sh.(J'ti]cI be 
ma.de 2': a younger age. It is generally :reco,gni~ed, we believe, tbal.. the 
aven:;"ge agce of justices pcrforn1ing judicial dur.ies is higher tha-r1 it should 
be. 

cc--, " "!;' ' • ' ' l ' ] Cl' ' ,- ,1 • f 
(;j, 1.. ln .L/t!g}_ano, prov1sJon,, ..,Nas n'1.acI.~ In,._ ::1:i'_!_ xor t.ne cr_e:a.t1,on o.~ a. 

supplemental m:t (as opposed to an ;,_ct1ve 11sq where any justice who 
~{front age, infir:r1ity or an.y Eke ca.ust~ Vias unable to deal prop~r1y vvith his 
jnd1cial functions" could h'.: plao,d. l:1 1949, an Ac, ·was pa.ssed prcv:ding 
for the :cetiren.1.ent ,c;f ju.1Jdces f:rt1n-.i. the Bench at age 7 5-j a:nd frorn the 
Juv·enile c::ourt Pan.el on reaching: 65. further c.~.1.~tnge~1 :have successi".telv 

~-:,~v::;e(~,?'·:. a_i~: ".)1: 1;ed:e:'!~1u .1_~,JhS"~L:ppl:1~.tent:ll l~s/ t~: 7~} :~J~:-·~'.1\,,er~t~ 
~ ..... A,.J,_,u ,,_ ~s1,n~_,_L o.6e 1 e~na1_n1n~ ~,t u,..1 .. -"~ 1..1, . .., aS,U1J_~_Jtme.nta.1. 1,1..:>i1. 1.~ :-::..,,'.,~;-1 ve3. _,~o._ 

-;J-:H)Se .. '1-vho l1.r.1ve rr::achect renr1ng age, GP vvb.o have been cornpelleo tc1 ::e·cn·-f 
tb.reug:b. iH healtf_i_, ot· ~"vho h2:\re 1no1/ed. frorn on.e cor.nJ::.Jjs~ion DJ'Ca to 
2x:tothicr .aJter five years~ service, (Here: as in_ England, a justice of the 
pe.:1ce.: .is g_ppointerl to rneet ar1 existing; r.rtet:d in. a specified a:rea .. ) 

63L'., 1 ile fed era don sugges(ed that, iP.itially ~ no ju,scice over ~h,:: age of 
7 5 years sl'1ou1c1 be per·n1.:.tted. to ex-c~rcisc juris(EctiDn in th.e Petty Sessions 
1..~o-:.._irt ~hey proposed> and thz.t {b_e a.ge sho1dd be n:::d ucc:d ann.rc::,Jly till it 
reaches 72---the age of volu.ntary .cc6.r,~n1rcnt tco1r1, the B,ef!-ch s. 1:t out in 
s. 7 (a) of th.e Justices of the Peac,1:: .A.ct 19.5 7, I:lcrvvever) 'v'1Je believe the 

' . ,. 1-,1· " j • w " -11 ·, 1 ' ::i ' J • ,.. •. ~;1p:p1en1ental 11sr~. as. f::f:'-'i:ai.) 1sn.eu J:r.t ~n-~;J.an, .. ,.~ ~LJJJu2a o-:: a1• opt1:::u u1 .L'~e'/1.1 

Lea1a.ncl, .and n:corrunend 8.ccord1ngp1 
633. So far as retJsr,n_g age 1s concerned, v,,re have recor:n1nended. 

elsr::,,,/he:ce in. th_-;s, report that for all ftrture app0,intrnents oi judges_, the age 
at "t/'lhich. they may retire s!.1011.ld be 65, v.rith provision. to cor.djn· .. H~ as 
~:upernurnaries. \ .. t\!e .~uggest that sh11Har consirle1-a.tio:n.s should apply ir:1 
r,~q::.ect oi justices of tbe p,~c:ct,. '/Ve recomme;·1d, therefore, th~,1 all future 
o.p_pointees '.o the commi..ssi.on of the peace should ;nove froni ;hr:: ac6ve list 
to the supplemental lisc on reaching the age of 65 years, vvith provision for 
their reten,ion on the activ-:: list until age 70, subject to an annual review 
by the jus!ices' appointments o:itm:nittee, So far as existing justi.cec; are 
cm1cerne,ci, we recornmend that: rtey mlY✓e to the supplemental list on 
attaining the age of 70 yea;:s, or at ar:-.y time z,frc;· re2.ching: fi5 years if they 
so desire. 

634. A.lfo,wan.ce:. f01· justices Oin the question of alk::vrances to justices 
for out-o:f:-pocket expenses, vve ":.J,1ere told tJ.1at this \Vas a sensitive areo~ in 
which there wz.s considerable disag;:-eement among juscices themselves. In 
England, four classes of allowances are paid for judicial services, including 
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Bench. 

suffers financial loss greater than that 
and meal allowances. In New 

allovva.nces of bus fares and 

1n 
reference to 

or "Sir" 
of the 

to 

service work in di:iferent centres. '\/Ve commend those vvho 
in this '.Vay, and would add that the 

of summary instahnent orders· rnade the courts m our 
an excellent avenue of service for of peace who the 

an)' officials vvho had 
h ,Nas 

confide. That 



person, it was suggested, should be familiar with prison conditions and 
competent to present the matter effectively to the superintendent. At 
present, magistrates pay official visits to prisons for two separate 
purposes, one being to receive complaints from prisoners; the other being 
to deal with charges for breaches of discipline brought under the Penal 
Institutions Act 1926. It has been suggested that it is inappropriate for 
these two functions to be carried out by the same person. 

638. We recommend that selected justices of the peace (who are not 
involved in sitting in court), or other private individuals, could fill the role 
of "prison visitor" most effectively and make a valuable contribution to 
the administration of justice. By doing so, they would relieve District 
Court judges of that task, which is quite time-consuming where those 
prisons situated away from centres of population are concerned. The 
selection of official visitors for this work could be made by the justices' 
appointments committees nearest to each of the prisons. 

Recommendations 
1. A justices' appointments committee should be established. It should 

comprise the senior District Court judge for the area covered by the 
Justices of the Peace Association, the senior registrar of the District Court 
for the area, and the registrar of the Justices of the Peace Association 
concerned. It should make recommendations to the Minister of Justice for 
appointments to the commission of the peace. 

2. Nominees for appointment as justices of the peace should be required 
to indicate willingness to undertake all duties attached to the office, and to 
being listed under "Justices of the Peace" in the yellow pages of the 
telephone directory. , 

3. The justices' appointments committee should be authorised to 
remove the name of a justice from the list of those available for court work. 

4. Special efforts should be made to ensure more effective community 
representation among justices of the peace. 

5. The Chief District Court Judge, as a member of the Judicial 
Commission, should investigate the utilisation of lay justices as in 
Ontario. 

6. Justices of the peace should be authorised to exercise jurisdiction in a 
division of the District Courts in respect of minor offences; they should 
continue to exercise jurisdiction in remand and bail applications as at 
present and also preside over preliminary hearings of indictable offences. 
The extent to which that jurisdiction is exercised should be determined by 
the senior District Court judge in the area. The extent to which an 
individual justice may exercise the jurisdiction conferred on justices in the 
area should be determined by the local assignment judge. 

7. There should be a simple procedure whereby appropriate cases, 
either on the application of the parties or on the motion of the presiding 
justices, may be referred for hearing by a District Court judge. 

8. Responsibility for determining whether the name of any justice of the 
peace should be approved for court duties should rest with the senior 
District Court judge of the court. 

9. Matters dealt with by justices should be readily reviewable by way of 
rehearing by a District Court judge. 

10. A supplemental list of justices of the peace should be created similar 
to the United Kingdom provisions. All future appointees to the 
commission of the peace should move from the active list to the 
supplemental list on reaching the age of 65 years, with provision for 
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retention on the acti'l.1e list 1..1ntH age 70, subject to an an:in.ual revie",.v b)' tl1e 
jusdces' appl)intrnents con1mitteC: exjstiitg justices :::ihould :no\1e to ·the 
su.pple1n.enta.l list on. attaining -che age of 70 yea.rs, or at any tirne after 
reaching 65 years if they so desire. 

11.. 1\.Ho,Nanoes for ju~;tices of the peace perf1,)rrr1i:ng judicial du.tits 
should !:::,e re,;iewe<l to provide for an adequate daily allc1vance, with 
trcuJ.sport c.osts vvhere appropriate) to,geth::::r 1/t1ith special payr.nen.t for 
rei.r;1bursernent o1 any loss of wages. 

12. Justices c{ the peace should be selected ;;:i.s oHicia1 visitors by the 
justices' appointn1ents con:.1rc:dttt;e.s to receive con1plai:n.ts frorn prisoners. 

TK-HI JUDICIARY 
639. Wha.t place should the courts occupy in the sociecy of the future? 

In hi,, opening paper, the Secretary for Jt:iltice sai:::l that "the ,c:s:ie;::;,tial 
function of t.he (Jourts is to decla.re d.1e I.1vv of the land and to .settle 
disputes between d.tiz,::n and citizen and between citizen 2nd the State". 
Lnplicit in this statemer,t is the independence and integrity oI the judges 
;vho rn.ttst see to it that the in.dividua.l citizen)s t-igh.ts and libe1~ties are 
guaranteed from the 2!.rbi trary interfeux:.ce cf tht C~ov•c.rnrner, t o~· the 
State. The Act o~ Se,.tlernenr 1701, freed judge,, fror:1 ,::o.c.trol by th,~ 
Executive, Sectioi1s 7 and 13 nJ the Judicature i\.ct 1908 provide ti.12~t a 
judge's ocn1.11nisr).ion shaH condn.ue in fu.U. force "during good behaviour~:
until the judge attains the age of 72 y~ar,'3; and s.8 pr(rvides for an acldre:~,s 
frmn the House cf Rcpres~rn:ativcs before the Queen nHJ.Y n:rnove or 
suspend hirn fron1 office" i1 sa.f.egua.rd aga.inst dirnlnution of hi~.1 s:2l~~ary is 
containe:d. in :~:.1 O" 1~he rates, o.t s..a.lary an.: provided. ior by s.3 oI the 
Judicature /·\.rnenc1:rne:rrt i\.ct 1970 w}-1ich., J.ike its fr)rerunner:s, provides for 
J_Jayrnenc vlit}hout furdJ_er app1·0:priation, t:h,~ purpose being to deprive:: 
ParE2rnent of the opponu:,ity to debare Lhc judic;ary on the annual 
estin1.~•.tes. Sirnila.tly: thl~ StandiEg ()rders et the Ho-c1se prohibit 1nernbers 
frcZl.J. using ur.i.becon1ing \Vcrrds t.=..bout any judge and £ron1 referring to z,~ny 
rnatter o:n ,vhich o, judicial d.e.:::isiori i2. pendir1g~ . .-The p1 .. ac6cal effect of aH 
.~1--,(PC'-::t riro~,;,....i-r--,-s ':,~ '-l1'-=''- ·J ·1·J~drre -·i'·r•r-· ar1r.riu•l-,:::.,,·1 1',.. -~h,,n,r,=,.-fr,·r,0 aro,: !'1P,rHf" :J•.J.L,:,C ~I '\ .:c,:)_ .. LJ.l..1 L~, ~ .. «.L ":," • u,...,..g , O. ... h.J.-..,~:: '.t" -~)._( __ -'--'~••~l, c') L ._ . ..,,., .... ;.<...;,. ·Y _, ;'.'j(,_,. ~•""~ .•.~ 

tro,rn (:~cr-;1ern1nt~nt n1terJeren.ce. 

th,:,'t~~l;~~~-,;:~t~~:'.:; :~~~!11~1 ,:~~'.~t~:st;,~so~c;{~!n;i1;~~ ~:r~~ :;1~~::;::n;;~r~!:'. 
I·Jo-ne c)f ~h.ese subn1.iBsions sugg,.ested any· c(rnHic:t betv¥cen the C~::J1Xi"ts ,~1nC 
the ]~x.-c::ctai"'h:: or the C~ourts and ]?a::ctian1ent t.ave on fhe isst1e of the order 
of _prcceden~e -,#«:h~cf1 v1i~ ~--r:-~i~doj;1 e]st\~~1.er~t (para1.grap_h 1059),- _It 1-:as lon;g 
b.-e~n recog111seo that V/.iTlle Pa:rdJ.arne:nt Jls tii.e suprexne iav1-rnaJi:1:ng; nod.y, 1t 
·is lrnn·=-.. 4·~,-'-; .... e t!;---it !~1d.2·pQ Y''/~1-~..<· r ,,c,, fr,c.~ .. f1·•-.~-,7 lt1f~rt1""''"'"'·j;r'"'O"' ---u.1(1 ahc-:1.+'"• ~~ ~ ..... '----l<C•,L..c: " •_•,.~~- J'-'· 0 .. /, ... ~•L~u.l~t ,..J·,_, ·;·-1..,C _Jt..J\.L, _J_L~~-- 1..._ . .._•._. •• ;.'-'· ... , r::~ ..• '-· ·- '\"'", 

susp1c1on of 1nfh.1.ence by tnt E::<ect1.t1ve. In his r:n.ern.orandu;.11 to th1_~ 
Commissiff;J, Sir Ric:ha.rJ VVi.ld s;.i.id: 

Ii. is this b;asic featn,c of his offi.'.:e 2.nd i.he pri.nci.pie of judicic.l 
ind-epend~11(:e to 1vvhich it gives etu~(:t that rnari!."is out tb.e 
constitution.al oo:::ition of a Tud,re and :disting·uishes his office fron1 .aU 
ot:ii.ern in the ,;omrmu~ity ir~clu~iiu6 thac ol :t,1embers of Parfounent, 
I\1ir.d.ste:rs of tb.e (~\rcrwn.- and the P1~irnt tviinistcr. ()fficiEls generallv 
are ~1.ccountable tct the 'ex.iecutive governrnent. Judges are n.ot. In -~ 
bro:a,d sense they are servants of the public bm they arc not public 
servants. 'Not merely', a,3 Sir Francis Bell pointed out (ScoU, op. cit., 
163), 'are the,, free from any directioa of the Crown; tl~ev zxe bound 
by their oath~ to deny the right of tbe Crown to dire~t them,' 
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In accordance with the role of an independent third arm of government, 
New Zealand judges have from time to time reviewed the exercise of 
executive power, have curtailed certain decisions of local government, 
have upheld the rights of the private citizen by protecting him from 
unjustified arrest or his property from wrongful seizure, and have 
extended the area of liability of a local authority to citizens. 

641. We deal elsewhere with the suggestion that the jurisdiction of the 
High Court judges to issue prerogative writs should be transferred to the 
four Administrative Division judges. Most judges strongly resist any 
curtailment of this right. This power, which has been possessed by High 
Court judges from a very early period in the history of the common law, is, 
as Holdsworth has said, the best possible illustration of the principle of the 
supremacy of the law, and of the position of judges as the guardians of that 
principle. This jurisdiction when stated in modern terms really rests on 
the principle that, because the exercise of certain prerogative powers 
raises justifiable issues, the legality of their exercise must be determined 
by the judges as questions of law, even against the Crown. 

642. In our opinion, the independence of the judiciary is of such value 
to our society, as the only real bulwark against arbitrary exercise of power, 
that any erosion of judges' independence must be resisted. 

A Judicial Commission 
643. The administration of justice is a costly process. The best 

allocation of judicial manpower is a management dilemma. Patterns of 
organisational responsibility should be developed to fit the unique place 
that the judicial system fills in our society. In other words, our courts 
should be well run. Who should run them? We have considered several 
possibilities. · 

644. Should it be the Government? 'The principle of an independent 
judiciary inherited from British constitutional law has no limitations. The 
Government has no right to apply external pressures to the court system, 
and does not, either by assigning judges to hear particular cases or in any 
way influencing their decisions. There are, therefore, certain restraints 
placed on the Government which mean it cannot entirely run the courts. 

645. Should it be the judges? This may sound well in theory, as the 
judges occupy a focal point in the court system; but the prime duty of a 
judge is to hear cases and not to admiflister. In our opinion, although a 
judge has authority to control his court and all those who attend it, either 
as counsel, staff, parties, jurors, police, or witnesses, it must be recognized 
that judges cannot operate independently of management restraints. 
Judges, generally speaking, lack management training and many are not 
suited to deal with management problems. They are not appointed 
because of managerial talents nor are they necessarily supported by court 
staff with the progressive approach to management problems found in the 
business world. So, while it is easy to assert judicial independence, it is 
quite impracticable to suggest that judges alone should run the courts. 

646. Should it be both the Government and the judges? Should the 
Government be responsible for administering the courts and the judges be 
left purely to adjudicate? The answer, in our opinion, is not a simple one. 
Although convenient, the distinction between administration and 
adjudication is not always clear in practice. The two functions may well 
come into conflict when responsibility is ill-defined. In our opinion, the 
present system shows the results of that conflict. Elsewhere we specifically 
refer to delays in hearings for civil cases, high staff turnover and shortages, 
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poor resources and facilities, and out-dated equipment and organisational 
methods. 

647. We consider it is both necessary and desirable that the courts 
should be managed by a single authority, representative of those groups 
who have a prime interest in the administration of justice. This authority 
would exercise unified control over case-flow and the day-to-day 
administration of the courts. In fact we see such duties as its prime 
function. It was repeatedly emphasised to us in our travels overseas that 
administration of the courts is the key problem which requires to be 
solved. Administrative problems can only be solved by co-operation of all 
concerned. This administrative body should, in our view, possess 
additional functions including making recommendations for appointment 
to the Bench, arranging study and refresher programmes for judges, and 
providing the means of dealing witb complaints against them. These other 
functions are'each the subject of separate terms of reference and are dealt 
with more· fully later in the report. We can say, however, that the 
Secretary for Justice, the New Zealand Law Society, and the Hamilton 
District Law Society suggested a similar body for some of the above 
functions. 

648. We would name this authority "the Judicial Commission". We 
propose that its chairman should be the Chief Justice. Other members 
would include a Supreme Court judge and the Chief District Court Judge 
representing their Benches. In addition, we consider that both the 
Solicitor-General and the Secretary for Justice should be appointed to 
represent the Government. We also recommend the appointment, for a 
three-year term, of two members nominated by the New Zealand Law 
Society and appointed by the Governor-General. For purposes of 
continuity, we think the Law Society members should not serve precisely 
concurrent terms. 

649. A striking feature of submissions to this Commission was the 
interest in the courts shown by many sections of the public. Although we 
do not consider it would be desirable to appoint laymen to the Judicial 
Commission, because the contribution which any layman could make 
would necessarily be limited, we do believe it is essential for the views of 
the public to be heard. To cater for this, and indeed to take advantage of 
the interest which the public have demonstrated, we believe that 
consumer monitoring of the court system should be encouraged 
(paragraph 807). It is recommended that consumer groups should report 
to the Judicial Commission. We consider it is essential that the Judicial 
Commission should be a closely knit group and we think our proposed 
membership will achieve that purpose. The Secretary for Justice and the 
Solicitor-General, as well as the two Law Society representatives, should 
be sufficient to represent the wider public interest. 

650. In the section on court administration we have recommended the 
appointment of a Chief Court Administrator. We consider that he should 
also be appointed Secretary of the Judicial Commission. Although, as we 
state, he is ultimately responsible to the Secretary for Justice, he will need 
to work closely with the Judicial Commission and especially the Chief 
Justice. We have seen this practice used to advantage overseas. 

651. In addition to the functions already described, the Judicial 
Commission would have a monitoring and recommendatory operation. At 
other points in this report we suggest further matters which could come 
within the purview of the Judicial Commission. By way of example, we 
mention assessment of the Family Court and the distribution of criminal 
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an•J xnatrin1.oniaJ ,,.vork betvveen. tb.t: l-Iigh. (::ou.rt ancl the District (~o-u,rtso 
"fhe Judicial Con11rLi.ssi{:i,n shouhJ re\.rie·\,v the sentencing jurisdiction of 
I}istrict (Jotnt juclges slttin.g witfHJut a jury. VVhere"vtr poss.iblt, the 
oo,m.missioa should supervise the implemt:nration or such of ,xff proposals 
as a.re i.r::_corporat~d -1:n a ne\v (~ourts }\.ct .r:tnd for:nnulate ne1/J proposals of 
its nw·21c. ()ne of th.e mo:~t !LmpiJ:ct2;.n.t fu.nctions ,:1f t!n.e Judicial (~omn1ission 
~NiH be to ensure- that there is regular consu}tation. b:-et"Neen the (jhj_ef 
Justice, the Chief Di.strict Conn Judge, rmd the Chief Cot;rt 
Adn1i:nistrato.r •vvho, ,:cs we havr~ else'(,..vhere said:, 1f\.dH b,e the key trh.unv]sate 
in the achr1Lo.istratio:n of jt1stice: it is only through a ile:1.:ible c.o-operati~)n of 
jt1dges a.nd .ad.rr1inistr2,tors th.2.t the courts ,can be run efficiently. 

~59 'T'l' 1· J. '[ ,--, . . l 1d l . b'' ? ..... J ,~~e .. uu1c1a l_,1_or.o.m1~ssB.cn1- s ;o~_:. , .;'v""1~rev~r pr~ct1ca 1~, pron.1ote, 
unJJorn1 procedures and rules, anc srandard1sat1on 01 court :torms and 
<lccmnents. The composition of the cornxaission r;:,akes it ideally suit,ed for 
thb purpose. It may well be thar. one Rnles Committee will prove 
sufficiern for the High Court 2.nd the District Court,;: this is a decision best 
left to d1.e cornrr2i:ssion itsicit 

653. In ordtT thal Parliam"c:nl and the p,ubiic might be regularly 
informed of the operntl,0,n of the courts, thus in part continuing ,be 
furaction ,:Ji: this R.oyal (]ommission, it is recon1-rt1ended that the Judicial 
rf-., " • . . 11] 1 • _ . . , . . . -1· 'if O 

.,. ' I "1 _ ~ 'L10n1n~1.ss.1.on re:r;orts :~.::? 1: ar.ua.rnent ~.n.Gt~zl, ly. 1t 1s _appi·{:c1atea tn:at the 
anrnrai. repcfft oI the l...h:partment of J u.st1ce ah,vays 1ncb .. 1des a seen.on on 
d1e cc)urts, bu.t -in our opinion, the_ in.for:rnation. that should. t_teco111.e 
avaHable to the Judicial (Jornr.o.iDsion vvotd.d rna.re appropriately b,: 
presel'i.ed as ::i separa k report, dealing especially with tb: problems 
Teferred to by this (Jorn.rnifsion, 

6::,'t A 1 th:.:mgh ::he problems asso'.~iatec, witi1. divid.ed responsibility 
should lec,::;;::n or disappear vi:i.th a Judicia.l (J.ornrnission, the ( .. }O"Jernrnent 
'Vv'oold still rnah~tain its: oven:1H :responsibil:i·ty a11d :r1uthnr:!ty "\,-;,rith. regard to 
the adrninistratlon of iustice. It ,v(:uld_ ,.:.thieve this by its po1Ners of 
apno.1.ntr.nent of iudges":, by .its ccn1trc~l of aH court fi1~.an.ce:3 and th.e 
err{olov·nJerrt rrt c~Hrt rrt;Jf:. ~nd bv the po~.,ver to leg-islate over all e1atters 
'rf:C,0 !0 1.1° tl~ "· r 0 -«·t 0 ' , , ·-a,_,_ C'. <, - f:) -Li\.... '-"'-,it,,,_,._ .. :,, 

l" /,.1;. Judici.2.l C:orru;n_.is~Llon_ should be estabEs.bed tf) c.0I1s?.st ,~A: 
~f"he (]~hi.-:f Justice ( (:t1air1nan) 
1\. Stxprerne c;cn.ut Jctd.ge 
'Tlte C.:hie:f ~District c.:ourt Jud.ge 
1'h.:e Solici~:or-C}enera.l 
::::,e Secretary for J';1stice . _ ~ _ . 
J vvo n1.e:rnbers norn.u1ated by the 1't1)e--\v sS-.ea.i.and I.1a\iv Society and 

appcinted by th.e Gcn.:ernor-(~~erieraJ 
2. ·T11e J udiciaJ ·Cornmi3sion. should exe.rci,se unified control over cane

He·vv and the day~·to-da:y adrnini.::;tration ,of th,c courts" 
3. Th,~ Jud.icial Commission shouid, in connectio:1 with judges, h;we the 

power to re~:or,cmer.1d appointmern:r,, a:rrii1'.1ge study and refresher 
prograr1un.es~ and provide the rne2~ns of deah.n.g 1NitJa. (),::nnplaints. 

st The C:hi.ef Cou:·t l'ldministratm· s[)(luld be Secretary of the 
c:or11rnission .. 

5-. rfhe J ud.icial Coirin1ission should report ro 1-rarliar11.ent annually. 
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Appointment of Judicial Officers 
655. This section of our report deals with the qualifications, methods of 

appointment, and promotion of judicial officers, in relation to High Court 
and District Court judges. A detailed description of methods of 
appointment and removal and the conditions of office of judges and 
magistrates is outlined at paragraphs 117 and 126 et seq. 

656. Qualifications General agreement was apparent that there is no 
need to make any major alteration to the legislative provisions governing 
qualifications for appointment of judges of the High Court or the District 
Courts. We agree with the Secretary for Justice that the wording of 
qualification for appointment as a magistrate (seven years' standing as a· 
barrister or solicitor; Magistrates' Courts Act 1947 s.5(3)(a)) should be 
brought into line with the stated qualification for appointment as a High 
Court judge ~seven years' practice as a barrister or solicitor; Judicature Act 
1908 s.6). 'I'he Secretary for Justice suggested that the word "practice" 
may itself require interpretation. In our view, the requirement should be 
the holding of a practising certificate rather than continuous and active 
practice because the latter might possibly eliminate otherwise suitable 
people. We consider, however, that it would be very rare for anyone to be 
appointed who has not been actively in practice. The definition should 
obviously be wide enough to include Crown employees (for example, the 
Solicitor-General) and academic lawyers who also practise in the courts. 
We are of the opinion that the requirement of seven years' practice should 
remain. The period spent in practice should be in New Zealand, and we 
agree with the Secretary for Justice that no-one should be appointed to 
judge New Zealanders unless he or she has a good knowledge, acquired by 
experience, of New Zealand life, customs, and values. At the present time 
there is power to appoint to the High Court Bench barristers or advocates 
of not less than seven years' practice in the United Kingdom. We are told 
that no such appointment has been made for over 80 years. We consider 
the power to be anomalous and recommend that the appropriate part of 
s.6 of the Judicature Act should be repealed. One other method of 
appointment which has not been used for many years is that which 
permits a legally qualified person. to be appointed to the Magistrates' 
Court Bench after a period of court service (Magistrates' Courts Act 1947 
s.5(3)(b)). In the light of the recommendations which we make 
concerning registrars, we do not consider that this latter power should be 
abolished. Although there are at present no legally qualified registrars, we 
would not like to see this avenue of appointment closed. In summary, 
then, we accept that the present qualification requirements have stood the 
test of time and provide a basis for appointment which has the confidence 
of the profession and the public. Apart from the one exception concerning 
court registrars, we are of the opinion that appointments to both the High 
Court and District Court Benches should continue to be made, as they 
traditionally have been, from the practising profession. Under New 
Zealand conditions we do not see that it would be desirable to create 
either an elective or a career judiciary (later in this section we make 
certain comments concerning judicial promotion). 

657. Methods of appointment It is generally agreed that the existing 
methods of appointment have worked well and we doubt whether any 
different procedure would have resulted in better appointments. It may 
therefore fairly be urged that any proposal for change should be 
scrutinised with care, and certain of the judges have expressed strong 
opposition to any change (for example, the comments made in an address 
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judges are well placed to observe the forensic ability and legal knqwledge 
of counsel who appear before them, they will not necessarily be aware of 
those other qualities of personality, temperament, judgment, and 
integrity, which are essential for a good judge. We consider it important 
that membership of the commission should not be overweighted with 
judges and that there should be strong representation of practising 
lawyers who are likely to know best in their contemporaries those personal 
attributes which are above all requisite for a judge. In his submissions to 
us, the Secretary for Justice suggested that the appointment of judges 
should be considered by a commission, and said: 

The first question is the scope and function of such a Commission in 
respect of the selection and appointment of judicial officers. I do not 
propose that the form of their,appointment should change. Judges of 
the High, Court should continue to be appointed by the Governor
General in the name and on behalf of Her Majesty-Judicature Act 
s.4(2). District Court judges should be appointed by the Governor
General. The formal recommending authority should be (as now) the 
Prime Minister in the case of the Chief Justice, the Attorney-General 
in the case of other judges of the Court of Appeal and the Supreme 
Court, and the Minister of Justice in the case of District Court judges. 
There is not much logic in this division of function, but it is 
traditional and there seems insufficient reason to change it. 

We agree generally with the views of the Secretary for Justice, except that 
we consider the Attorney-General should be the recommending authority 
for all judges and masters (other than the Chief Justice of the High Court 
whose appointment, in view of his constitutional responsibilities, should 
still be recommended by the Prime Minister). We also consider that the 
Chief Justice, on the recommendation of the Appointments Committee of 
the Judicial Commission, should make assignments to the Administrative 
Division of the High Court; with the proviso that he should retain his 
power to make temporary appointments to that division without reference 
to the commission. 

661. It would be for the Government to request the Judicial 
Commission to submit names for judicial appointment. As we have 
previously mentioned, the Chief Justice should be chairman of the 
Judicial Commission and we think he should be chairman of the 
Appointments Committee except when his successor is under 
consideration; in order to avoid any appearance of nepotism in such 
circumstances, the Chief Justice should be replaced by the senior High 
Court judge. We consider that the remaining members of the 
Appointments Committee would normally be the Chief District Court 
Judge; two members appointed by the Government on a non-political 
basis, such as the Solicitor-General and the Secretary for Justice; and two 
members nominated by the New Zealand Law Society, appointed by the 
Governor-General. We envisage that when particular appointments are 
under consideration the membership might change; for example, if a 
judge of the Court of Appeal is to be appointed, the President of that 
Court should be co-opted as a member of the committee. On other 
occasions a particular person or persons might be consulted virtually 
automatically; for example, the senior Administrative Division judge 
when an appointment is being made to that division, or the Senior Family 
Court Judge when an appointment is being made to the Family Court. A 
particular problem would arise if the Solicitor-General was a member of 
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the 1\ppointrne:rrt3 Crirr1n1itti2~e and 'Nas a1S('.J uncler co:rnsicteratio:n 
a,ppointr:n,ent as a judge. I-ie V1i1 ,c~uid then n.o d,::Yubt stand dov,n)_ frorn 
Appointments Committee bei.ng replaced by a.nether suh,d,le repre:,enrn.
dve of the (iov1ernn1,ent. 

6620 In ITiakiu.g the above recornrnendatic~ns ·;ve b.ave suggested a 
corc.n1ittee vvhich ___ should h:a:ve a good krH_1vvledge of the persons an.d th·t 
nrial;~-:,::a.s rP·quir~-'-d fr-<~ a·-r),..,in1-·n1-,,nt rr1hf" •~s 7 1e~ .... ~on -f ,.,·J,,:, .... bp··· CT ri.r~- t11"''f'"" '"<L , .. ~.-"-l.~·---: I._, .... c ~• . .!-'.J. fJ.t ~~!I -.,L..,·, C) , ... 1L ,,, ___ . '.t,JL: _,,_ ... 1_ !. ru.'.'.. l''t .i•~L. ,,_._1 '._P •. Jl,.~l:t, :· \,_, "-· 

s1JOitld /Je lay represerrtation on. th•,~ /~1..pp,.::;,1nt:n.:ents Co·n1rn ... H.:tte troubled 
us. Although in _principle lay representation .is desirable:, it i-, difficult to 
envisage hovv I::1y people vvould really be a.ble to a,ssist, inasrnuc].1 as tb.ey 
c:anuc;t havt:::1 or obtajn, :re.al knov1le:dg;e of t1n.e potential ar:pointees .. It may 
be pc~ssiblc tc· con3id.er (as di.cl the Justice Sub-comrnitt,i:~e lle_port on the 
Judiciary pu.bli:~hed in I,oDdon in J 1972) appointn.h~nt of, o:r consuit.ation 

highJy t:raJ.necl and. e:xperien.·ced person11eJ. offic,.::rs 5 skilled in se!ectlon 
proce:dures. Itven so, Vtlf: dr:uht 11i,rhether a lay pe:n1.on 1,,vould be ,ab.le to 
n1a.ke rnuch con.tributkrrL i\.s tb.e s ... ~cretary for Justice .:n1ggf:sted, t}1e icle,;] 
of in;_,rfJ1ving I~-1yrn.cn in su.ch d.t.cisi<J11.:::; n1.ay bt :n.() r.r1orc thaG 2,,n atternpt tr1 
n1.e.et fashiorJable den1ancL 1I'h.e rr1J.bLk.'. interest rr13,y elti,rn::.ite.!y ·b,e best 

:~:~r:~.\~:,:.~ tt1in ~::~;~c:~:ge~i:d t}~1r>,;~~1~!•:~:1 ~:1e;:r \h;:l~ p;~~:!~~::tl" ~! 
(Jorn~nittee::i v,,re ha\1e li1T1ited tb.e Go\1er:1r.nenCs appo.intees to t'NO becatrne 

;::rt{;:\;.~:g:J1~!~~n G:~t~~~:1~~~::~1~1;,t'-~,~ 1~~: u;or~;;;!~;~-n t,\;;.~):0~ 3,]~~ 
Aq)pointrnents (Jornr_,.1ittee; th.at the Ciove:cnrnent of t}1z: day, ,-vhil,:'. being; 
01n.able tc appo;nt a per.:JoJ1 1,vhos.e r1.axne hax.l nDt bee.n. referred to (t'.1e 
co1!1tnissio.n_, v101J.ld be erYtitlcd to refuse :::=~cceptance of ~~ n.arn.e o:;,~ 11c-1r1e3 
put forvlascl an.d to ref•~:r- {-"ttl1c:r narnes to.~ or reque:3t h.1.rther norninations 

~~;t~s:.~~r~;~~:::~1i ~~;~~:_;. 1;~ ~ i~,;~~~ j)~~c:(1:,J ~~:.~~~~ t~,i~:~~~l~r;l; ,f ~~~(~i~S~~lt~ ~ ,;~~.:~ 
person as a. judge vif1..t.:n approval by the A.pp~Jintrn.ents (";ornn.1ittee 
enfr1J.red. d1ere couJd be no suggestion of political !.'e"'-N:::t.I'd in su.ch a.n 
appoint1r.:ent. 

663. 1/'{e 1:vouJd not like to zee tlv:-: ~4.ppc:.intrc~entB c·;c,rru:rdttee ·boun.d by 
strict proceduraI ruJ.cs and ·t.AJ01Jld prefer to Iea:ve it to the Judicial 
(Jornrnif3sion to govern its cnvr.;_ proceduses lNith 1~eiativc flexibility; th:e: \?ery 
flexib;.lity of our presen.t :..~yste:cn. ha.s bee1.1 a gxe;:,;.t advantag-e. ·vve expect 
th.at me:rnb,~rs lvir:n1ld :t"~n1p!oy the ·t•viclest degree of c.onsultaticn >l~-onrpatib,Ie 
·•.:-.vith confidi::~ntiaEty. l\.s '.lvitl~ the prest.:rit systcrn_1 the r.i.eed. fox
confiden.tiality vv-iH present sornc prob1ernB an.cl. rnern.I),;~rs of the 
f\.ppointtrtents (:iorn_rnitte:,~ ·vvfn.Ild be obliged to exerci:,e tJ,trnost cEscr(;tion, 
\/Ve th.ink it desi.r2.1.ble to en::nJ.re.; possibly on ,an in£c1r:rn.a.l b.;i:;is~ that 
rnerr1i~H~rsh-lp ,of the .A..ppointrner.t.tS Cornrn.:ittce oJ the C()DJ.I!1..is,sinn) 'irVilh the 

;;~~~~~c~n,",~~/~~r~iI~:;,} ~,:~i;:d:~1~,!~~~;~\~ii,~ ~l~~~:'~'.~~~~t~\ti ~~~fe!0 i~:~-~~ 
for too long, a·t1d even a vvide deg·r-ec: c;;f: c.on.sultation. may not entirely 
!"t:n:i::ve the p•::,s,,ibi.fr:y_ of persona! J:>rejudiccs. . 

b·i:JLL In son1e countr1es 2:, con1n11ss1on rnerr1b:e:r rnt1.st tcnTnaHv :rrenour.ice 
cny judic~.aJ aspirations. \1Ve do not see ,this as neeessary~ a{though \Ve 

::ould _expect i!~ to be ::are for ~' c1:1r.rent ;:1ein?.er ::Ji t~e~ lippointn1ents 
L,omnuHee to be appomted to iud1cnl ofnce. ;Ne wo1.uct not, hmvever, 
wish ro 1ule ouc mch a p::issibility; fm, e:ample, ;J the Ch.id Justice w·ere to 
leave office unexpectedly and a curr•~nt La•N Society appointee to the 
con1.raittee ~.va.s a per§on. vtlfHJ should obviou.:,ly be ccinsidered. Nor Vlou1d 
we wish ~o rule out a procedure whereby suitable names are pu:t fonNard 
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,, . -· . 1 1 ---,,- :1,"""11"111-,··,;~,r"' ,::1,.,,,-ll \J\.f~I(' ,:;r,1c~il "/Til'd""p.~~ ff'(J'.1~1"rl=s,.,,...,1-1o~ the::.:-P~ppo1.ntn·1enr~1. ·.,,___~'1..,,,.G,.,,.1.~:t•-'·l:\.,'I.,., ,,., .. U,U! ~o,i-31 (l!.~.&~~ -: .h .l..,J. ,w_». ,,':) d,',..,l:.,;::L11..li :.u 

· · · " 1ua•o-e He V'nul~] the'-7 '"••·· de>u•·-il •·ari,1 t'...ic·vn :liJponI"tn.1.en t a.s ,::... . - .5 . - .'!. , .•• t- ·-· . ,___ ·- ~t-~ •.• ,,j ... .,, _\ - , ~, ,_ l.,.....: ~ . v"' 

ilp')'Ji•·li.ments Comrmttu· berng ,eplacea by a.namer smtaok 
tiv; o"f d.1e (;overnrnenL 

6f32 .. _In n1.!t.~;:ing _ J the ~a?ov-e reii::::om:rn,cnclations \Ve ha"'>le suggested 
comrn1m::e ·.vlnch snoukl have a ·-s·ood knowled.grc ,)f the persons and the 
quZ1.liti1::s required f~)r appointn1(;~t:. •"I'he questio~~1 of 1.,vhether or not th.ere 
shr,uld be :b:1.y representation -on the .A.ppoint:::T1ents Com:rDitt(:'1':: trouble.d 
us~ 1\Jthou.g·h in principle .lay repre-sentatio.n is desira.ble, it is diHicTdt to 
envisag:c h.01,v lay- peopi_e •Nou.ld rf;alJ-y· be able to as3ist:, :Lnasn1uch a~; they 
ca1u1.or have, or obtain, reaJ kno~.~.rlt:dge of tb.e p·1,i:.:,t,:>:n6a1 appointees, It rn.ay 
I)e possible to co?:-.i.s:ider (a,s did th.e Justi('..e Sub--comxr1.iitce :~teport 0:n th.e 
Judjcf..a.111 published in [,oTtdors. in 1972) appo]ntrrtent of, or .coa.sultatio:D. 
~,--vith~ highly trained a.nd experienced p,~rsonn,~l officers, s.kiHed in selection 
pro,.:edurcs.. _.Even 30, vic dou.1:::,t 'llhether rt. hly perscn .. ~-voti!d. be ab.I~~ to 
n:1:::ike rn.ucb contribution, its the Secretary for Ju:stice s1.11ggeste1d_, the id.ea 
,oi in~Iolving la:yT.n-en i:n suc:b. rleci.sions rn21,.y be THJ. rnort: tha.n au atternpt to 
rneet :fa.shioe.;~;.blc clcr::n1c,nd. '"The public in . .terest rnay ultirnatel.Y be best 
_rf,.::pr,~_sented. an•d r;rotect:ed. by t'he (?o·ve~1:n1J::~:.1~:.s . fin.al c.nntroJ. oI: 
2,.pl201nt:rnents. In ou:e suggested rnen1ber.~'fnp crt the /1-.F~pointrr!le.nts 

;£:j~:~~~~:~~~:;~.!~£1\;~::~l:1~~:
1i~~ :;:::~ ]~'1:~Et' ~;::~~~lf ~~e~~: ;it~0il:it"'~~~~~ 

i\..ppoin tn1ents (Jornrr::.ittef~; that is; th~: (~overru:n.er1t of the cbry_, v;hile being 
unab\le (O appoint a r,er;~;on \i-t'hose na:rne b_z~d rHY(·' l}een :refert·ed to the.· 
co.::-nynJ~:sj,011~ v/1)u.ld. b~ entitled. to refuse acceptan.ci~ of a n:irnc c.r nar,11.r:::::; 
p•xt fort.vard and to refer c,th.er n.arr1es to, or requ.e~:,t further norr.tbJ.a.tion~, 
frcnTlJ the co:r.r:n.n.isr1-1orL .itn a.cl,.·.liti•on.a.l c.dvanta .. ,ge of Bu.c:h proc:edure::; is th.a.t 
the (3-c,~,e:rnrn~nt :nce-d nc:t b,-; ir:d1ibitcd frorri appoin.ti:ng a p-otitically ac.ti·ve 
per.scn.1 .as a j-ud.ge v/hen appro~;,1al I1y tht i~ppQintrneGt.s ()cJrnn1Ittee 
cru.n.:tred there could be n~J suggestion 0 1£ politicaI r 1~1:•vard in s~J·ch 2n1 

SC-,:'. tJ:ie 1\ppoint.-r.Lents C~orn:rr.dttee b0ur1d by 
st:ric'.L r::.roccd.ur~:~,l n.:des and tNou.ld prefer to leave it to the: J\1dic:~;:d 
Corrnn:~ss:.:kn1 l:o go".ferr!. its O\VX!. procedu.res \'I.ti th rt:I.21.ti•·,.re He~6biljty; tb.e \lery 
£lr::xibility of ou.r p~~tsen.t sys-tern has been a g:reat advantage·. 1;Ve exJJt.c'i: 
. '1a1· ·np·rn her"' "'•' r·- 1 ~" _,_Tl ,-~--nJ·-.1, ..... .,. T ,.l,," .. , ,:, ~;rl c:,,n f· -1,_,.-,'ret· ,0.f. ... ,,..,,,,.~~J11---. ti(~_. .. 1 r, - f-Y 1""' ... , 1-! J .. l f' LJ. • ,L .. ,..,.~ ),I.J ._,_;:_, V'tU;..::J.• •.. ··.:J. .L··---) L~.l~; H·.:'..-~t..,;:,1., l.._.1,'!..,!5,- J. d.t. \...v_;,.,:,11,,_,J·i. ,..~)J. ~A.l-1.lrl:1..i\h',__; 

i/Jid·1 coniidex1tiality A,..s ·vv:tth t.nt~ present syste:n1~ the nee,:t tor 
co!1:fidentialit~; -vi;-ill r,:re:,e~1t son1e proble:rns a.nd rnen1bers oi: the 
J\.ppointn1ents C1omraitte>~ \'Vould. be obligc.'.d to ex•ercise ut1.nost discretion, 
·vve think it desir2JJ1e to ensure, po3s:i.bly on. an inforrn.al basis:- that 
rne:Lnl·,:~:rship of the .i1J..ppointrner::.ts Co1TL11.ittec 0£ the cc,1nrn.ission.!· v.rith th.e 
exception of the C:hief Justice and the iC!nief IJhtrict Gou.rt Ju.<lg1::-.J d1JeB :aDt 
re~.'!1ain 3tatic over long pf;riods. Pot-ver shotlld not renrt~:..in in i>Ch) fe1,v ha.nd:5 
.for too 1ong~ an.d e\ren 2b ,,~_ride degrt~e of consult2.don rnay not entirely 
remove th;; possibility c,.f personal prejudices. 

664, In sorxu:: countries a corrnnis.8ion :i.nerr1b1~r n1ust for1r1.ally :renounce 
&.ny j·1dicia1 as.pirationc,. V.1 e do ,:-,oc see this as 1~eces:,ary, akhongh 'J>i<:: 

viould expect it to be rare for a current 11r1ernber of the .. \ppointrnents 
Committee to be appointed to ju;3icial office. V:le \,vould not; hov1ever, 
·wish to rule ou1 such a pos~:biiity; for example, il: the Chid Jnstice were to 
Leave office unexpectedlv and a current Lavv Soci:ety appointee to the 
comrnitt~e vvas a per~'.-Gn .,..vvho should_ obviously be cons1derecL r,J·or T~".rould 
\Ve ·vvish to ru]e out a procedure ,Nh~re:by suitable nan1.es are put forvvard 
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to the committee. We see no reason why the Appointments Committee 
should consider only the appointment of High Court and District Court 
judges a~d masters .. Provided t~e members~ip _o~ the com~ittee_ is 
suitable, It could consider all appomtments of a 1ud1c1al nature, mcludmg 
those required for statutory tribunals (where the appointee must hold 
legal qualifications). We suggest that the Minister in charge of the 
department in question should, wherever practicable, refer such 
appointments to the commission. 

665. We consider a most important function of the Appointments 
Committee will be to ensure a good mix of appointees is obtained. We 
have in mind that women should be provided with completely equal 
opportunities for appointment; also that there should be no suggestion 
that people of par.ticular ethnic origtn have preference. In saying this, we 
do not suggest -that other than the best candidates should be appointed. 
What is essential is that our society and our system of legal training 
should provide adequate opportunity for all types of people to enter the 
profession so that the committee is able to choose from appointees truly 
representative of our community. In so far as we can judge the emerging 
social trends, we consider it vital to establish a judiciary where both sexes 
and a wide cross-section of our ethnic community are represented. 

666. Temporary appointments We devote a special section to 
temporary judicial appointments because they have been the source of 
considerable controversy and difficulty in the past. It is convenient to 
distinguish two types of temporary appointment: 

(a) There is the "temporary" appointment of a High Court judge upon 
the basis that the appointment will duly become permanent. This 
practice has been followed from time to time when appointment of a 
permanent judge appears desirable but there is a full complement of 
judges in terms of the Judicature Act. Such an appointment is made 
permanent as soon as the number of judges falls below the 
maximum permitted by the Act. We recognise a constitutional issue 
is involved, in that it is important to have the maximum number of 
judges fixed by statute so there is no possibility of a Government 
appointing a large number of judges to "stack" the High Court 
Bench. Nevertheless, it is unsatisfactory that the constitutional 
requirement should result in a need for temporary appointments of 
judges who are to become permanent. This has been a source of 
criticism for many years, both from the judiciary and the profession. 
In our opinion, such appointments derogate from the office, may 
create the false impression with the public that the judge is 
appointed on a trial basis, and are inimical to the independence of 
the judiciary. We are of the view that every endeavour should be 
made to keep the permitted complement of judges, in terms of the 
Judicature Act, at a level sufficiently in excess of the existing Bench 
of judges to enable additional appointments to be made from time 
to time, without any need to have recourse to such temporary 
appointments. 

(b) While it is recognised that tliere is need for limited power to appoint 
temporary High Court judges in emergency situations, we have 
received a number of submissions expressing concern at the way in 
which temporary appointments are presently made. This concern 
was particularly emphasised by the Auckland District Law Society 
(several recent temporary appointments having been made in an 
endeavour to deal with arrears of work in Auckland). Certain of the 
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ideas and approaches. We are of the view that the appoiritment should be 
made by the Governor-General on the advice of the Attorney-General 
after recommendation by the Judicial Commission. If the Judicial 
Commission has not been formed, the first appointment would be made 
by the Attorney-General after consultation, particularly. with District 
Court judges. 

Recommendations 
1. Qualifications for appointment as a Supreme Court or District Court 

judge should be seven years' practice as a barrister or solicitor of the 
Supreme Court of New Zealand. 

2. The portion of s.6 of the Judicature Act 1908 relating to barristers or 
advocates of the United Kingdom should be repealed. 

3. The present provision permitting a legally qualified person to be 
appointed to the Magistrates' Court after a period of court service should 
be retained in relation to the District Courts. 

4. The Attorney-General should be the recommending authority for all 
judges other than the Chief Justice, whose appointment should be 
recommended by the Prime l\finister. 

5. An Appointments Committee of the Judicial Commission should be 
created with a membership of six. The six members would normally be: 
the Chief Justice as chairman, the Chief District Court Judge, two 
members appointed by the Government, such as the Solicitor-General 
and the Secretary for Justice, and two members nominated by the New 
Zealand Law Society and appointed by the Governor-General. 

6. The Government should request the Judicial Commission to submit 
names for appointment of judges to the High Court and the District 
Courts. Where appropriate, all other appointments of a judicial nature 
should also be referred to the Appointments Committee of the Judicial 
Commission. 

7. After retirement, judges should be eligible to serve <1,s supernumary 
judges as recommended by the Judicial Commission. , 

8. Temporary appointments of judges should be reserved for truly 
emergency situations. · 

9. Judges of the District Courts should only be appointed to the High 
Court in exceptional .circumstances. 

10. Appointment of the Chief Justice should be offered to th~ person 
best equipped for the position either from the Bar or the Bench. 

11. The Chief District Court Judge should normally be appointed from 
the existing District Court judges. 

Conditions of Service 
674. The importance of ensuring that judicial office will always be 

attractive to the best of the legal profession is obvious. A judge does not 
apply for appointment, nor does he negotiate the terms of his 
appointment. He is appointed by the State to fill an important public 
office and he should be entitled to take it for granted that Parliament will, 
from time to time, make adequate provision for his remuneration and 
pension. It has traditionally been regarded as unacceptable for a judge to 
participate either during or after his term of office, in commercial or 
mercantile pursuits. Non-contribution towards pension might be looked 
on as t;he State's recognition that specially qualified lawyers move into an 
arm of government which denies them any further alternative 
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employment. Both adequate remuneration and pension should be 
provided by Parliament; not simply in return for service rendered, but in 
recognition of the State's obligation to those who, at the invitation of the 
Government, leave the practice of their profession to hold judicial office 
until the prescribed retiring age. Bearing in mind the drop in income 
which frequently accompanies judicial appointment; the long-term 
prospect of financial security at a _level commensurate with the judicial 
office, both before and after retirement, is an attraction which must be 
maintained, if the most suitable persons are to accept appointment. 

675. Seventy years ago, ~he salary of a judge was nearly three times that 
of the most senior public servant. Today, the salary of a judge is fixed a 
little higher than, and in relation to, that of the Secretary to the Treasury. 
The magistrates' salaries since 1973 have been fixed at the same rates paid 
to Grade ,IV permanent heads of Government departments. Judicial 
salaries <!re exceeded by many incomes in the legal profession, commerce, 
trade, and industry. Relativity of salaries is obviously a complex and 
sometimes a delicate question. An important distinction between State 
servants and judges relates to the judge's early experience: top civil 
servants usually obtain their actual work training within the State services 
at State expense. They have the continuous support of similarly trained 
staff who share decision-making. A judge has years of private practice 
behind him, with minimal expense to the Crown: he has sole 
responsibility for his judgments which must be declared in public and are 
frequently scrutinised by the news media. As the Assistant Secretary to 
the Treasury said to us, "It is difficult to see the relationship between the 
salary of a judge and the salary of a Permanent Head". These factors 
should be remembered in establishing a judge's salary, as should the basic 
and vital need to attract men and women of highest calibre to the position 
of judge, both in the High Court and District Courts. We quote Sir 
Richard Wild: . 

. . . over the past two years there have for the first time been distinct 
indications that worthy men are unwilling to accept judicial 
appointment because of the inadequacy of remuneration. 

The New Zealand Law Society expressed a like concern, and noted that 
justice suffers when suitable members of the Bar are unwilling to accept 
judicial appointment because of the financial sacrifice involved. The 
problem is not confined to New Zealand. The British Prime Minister has 
recently stated that Lord Elwyn-Jones, the Lord Chancellor, had told him 
he would find it difficult to secure men of experience and mature judgment 
for vacancies on the High Court Bench if the recommendations of the Top 
Salaries Review Body, chaired by Lord Boyle of Handsworth, were not 
implemented in full. 

676. The present salary of a Supreme Court judge is $31,648. By 
comparison, the salaries of judges in Queensland and New South Wales 
(August/September 1977) were: 

Salaries Allowance 

Qld N.S.W. Qld. N.S.W. 
$A $A $A $A 

C:..ief Justice 61,010 * 3,170 * 
Supreme Court judges 52,590 47,250 2,120 2,100 
Chief District Court judge ... 48,390 42,525 3,170 2,100 
District Court judge 46,290 39,030 2,100 

* o information. 
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The Premier of Queensland received $A50,520. The salary of the 
Queensland Auditor-General was $A38,999. While these absolute rates 
have no direct meaning unless considered in relationship to the general 
scales of remuneration between Australia and New Zealand, they have 
some relevance as they bear on each other. In Queensland, a Supreme 
Court judge's salary is 35% more than that of the Auditor-General; and in 
New South Wales, the salary of a Supreme Court judge exceeds the 
average salary of permanent heads of Government departments, fixed by 
the Public Service Board, by 27%. 

677. The Magistrates' Executive told the Commission they are deeply 
concerned that the present conditions of service fail to attract practitioners 
of sufficient calibre to fill long-standing vacancies on the Magistrates' 
Court Bench. These views were supported by the Hamilton District Law 
Society which said: 

... salaries are tied to the Civil Service Salary S~ale and as a 
consequence have lost their relativity to earnings within the 
profession. Until this situation is remedied, we believe that efforts to 
up-grade the District Court to the level necessary, are doomed to 
failure. 

Several members of the Bar also referred to this problem. Any lowering of 
standards in order to fill vacancies is unthinkable. 

678. On accepting appointment to either Bench, a suitably qualified 
practitioner is likely to experience a substantial lowering in income, added 
to which may be the expense of moving to a new centre, changing 
residence, and transferring his children to new schools. He will inevitably 
weigh his own and his family's position should he take up the 
appointment as a judge or magistrate, against the lifestyle they currently 
enjoy. It was unusual in earlier decades for a man tq be appointed to the 
Bench when he still had the responsibility of a young family: this is no 
longer so. 

679. Expressions of widespread concern led the Commission to seek the 
advice of Mr D. H. Tudhope, a leader in industry with wide experience 
and interests in oil, chemicals, pastoral activities, insurance, and banking. 
His assessment of what would be an appropriate salary for members of the 
judiciary, compared with other leaders of the community, based on the 
assumption that only the best candidates are good enough for 
appointment to the Bench, was as follows: 

No business house could expect to "buy in" a new member for its 
management team at .age 45 on such terms as are offered to judges 
unless his salary, pension, plus retirement gratuity package were 
made up to equality with others, bearing in mind that he had 
achieved his skills for the future from unconnected past performance 
... all appointees .should be kept "whole" in their remuneration 
package compared with other leaders in the community ... It is 
realised that in the past judges' salaries have been coupled to that of 
the most senior Treasury officials in the civil service, but this really is 
an anomaly ae such senior civil servants have the advantage of a full 
career plus full pension rights rather than the past career without 
which a judge could not perform his duties ... The current salary of 
$30,590 paid to the judges is only a portion of the total package and 
certainly this is "light" by at least one third to the package of leaders 
on their initial appointment in the business world ... Judges should 
receive a higher salary than that operating for the senior levels of the 
civil service by not less than one third rising to 50%. 
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Mr Tudhope confined his comments mainly to Supreme Court judges, but 
his observations would apply to magistrates. Indeed, he said, "Relativity 
of salaries between Supreme Court Judges and Magistrates would be 
maintained by pro-rata increases". 

680. The future position The former Chief Justice, when speaking for 
the judges, said: 

It might well be better if salaries were removed from the 
straightjacket which surrounds the public service and accorded the 
flexibility that would follow if it were subject to determination by the 
Higher Salaries Commission. 

This suggestion was supported by the Magistrates' Executive and by the 
New Zealand Law Society. The Higher Salaries Commission Act has 
since been amended to make this suggestion possible. We welcome the 
change .• ' 

681. According to the Secretary to the Treasury, the key criterion in 
deciding salaries and other conditions of service in any occupation is 
whether they are sufficient to attract and retain persons of suitable calibre. 
He also said: 

much less weight should be attached to other criteria which may be 
suggested from time to time, such as historical relativities with other 
particular occupations or groups. 

We wholly accept these views of the Secretary to the Treasury, and 
commend all the above considerations to the Higher Salaries 
Commission, in their next review of judicial salaries. 

682. Relativity between High Court and District Court judges As at 1 
January 1978, the salary of a Supreme Court judge was 37.1 % more than 
that of a magistrate. With the proposed raising of status of a magistrate to 
a District Court judge, and with the increased jurisdiction we propose for 
the District Courts, we consider that the differential should be reduced to 
33½%, or, to put it another way, a District Court judge's salary should 
initially be 75% that of a High Courtjudge. This relativity may further 
alter when the new District Courts have achieved the full status and 
jurisdiction we propose for them. 

683. There should also be a degree of relativity established between the 
salary of a District Court judge and the salaries of judges of other courts, 
such as the Arbitration Court, and members of statutory tribunals such as 
the Planning Tribunal, havi!}g regard to the nature of the work performed 
by such courts and tribunals. With the High Court having the power to 
review the decisions of other courts and statutory tribunals, the 
differential between the salary of those presiding in such jurisdictions and 
the salary of High Court judges should bear some relation to that between 
High Court and District Court judges. 

684. Salary levels, however, are only part of the total remuneration 
package necessary to attract practitioners of the required intellectual 
capacity and experience to accept judicial appointment In our opinion, 
the package should also include a retirement pension as well as an 
untaxed allowance for the cost of robes, books, and many other incidental 
expenses. 

685. Age of retirement The statutory retirement age of 72 for judges is 
out of line with the generally accepted retirement age for most public 
offices, the civil service, and the business community. A judge has to serve 
for 20 years before becoming entitled to the maximum pension of twoc 
thirds of his salary at date of retirement. Under the present 
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:;t6\i"isforts, it is possible that a judge may remain in offi~e 
cfslcfoger competently perfor~ his full share.of the :work m 

" miprove his supera:nnuatlo~ entitlement. Ea:_rher retirement 
Wel!tM. not only conform to the pattern mother walks of hfe-but would be 
ll,~nlro:~ia:fto the judge and the judicial system. Under the Magistrates' 
Courts Act 1947, a magistrate must retire at age 68 though there is 
provision for the Governor-General to rerr_10ve him from ~ffice in certain 
circumstances before that age. The Magistrates' Executive told us: 

The general pace and pressure of work i_n the Magistrates' Courts has 
increased substantially in recent years and it is essential that a 
Magistrate be ·able to give of his best every hour of his judicial career. 
Concentration and standards cannot be relaxed at any time. 
The maintena,nce of a high stand_ard of judicial determination until 

,age 68 may, in some cases, become difficult. 
686. We consider it is not in the publicinterest for a judge or magistrate 

to stay in office to preserve a right to a retiring.allowance. Bearing in mind 
the lowering of the retiring age in the public service to age .60 for all those 
appointed after 1 August 1964, and the growing trend in the business 
community to lower retiring ages, we recommend that the normal retiring 
age for High Court and District Court judges should be 65, with 
appropriate provision for earlier or later retirement. We suggest that, with 
his consent,·the retiring age of a judge maybe extended beyond 65 on the 
recommendation of the Judicial Commission; such later age should then 
become his normal retiring age. Provision for early retirement should also 
be made for a judge who has reached 60 years of age or more and who has 
completed 15 years' service, provided that, where the service at the date of 
early retirement exceeds 15 years, the normal retiring age should be 
reduced to below 65.Judges and magistrates already in office, who were 
appointed with the expectation that they should continue until age 72 or 
68 respectively, should receive special consideration to ensure that they 
are not disadvantaged or that they do not lose any existing rights without 
appropriate compensation. 

687. Pension A pension scheme, non-contributory, and providing a 
retiring allowance for the judge, with an adequate payment on his death 
for his widow and dependant children, would be an attractive part of a 
remuneration package. It would compensate for any financial disruption 
to the judge's affairs on accepting office. The offer of judicial appointment 
may come without warning and, upon acceptance, immediately faces the 
legal practitioner with a major reconstruction of his financial affairs. The 
present superannuation allowance does not compensate for this upheaval, 
and in addition, that benefit has to be paid for at a high rate of 
contribution, substantially out of the tax-paid portion of a reduced 
income. The annual amount paid into the superannuation fund ranges 
from $2,0Q0 approximately for a magistrate, to $2,500 for a Supreme 
Court judge. This is far in excess of the allowable deduction for income tax 
purposes and further reduces the real income of judges and magistrates. 
In addition, because of the unsatisfactory benefits available to judges' and 
magistrates' widows in the early years after appointment, if they are to 
protect their wives and families it becomes necessary for them to continue 
with heavy life insurance. The annual allowance for each dependant child 
is fixed at $78 per annum. This is less than the current allowance for a 
dependant child of a woman on the widows' benefit. Sir Richard Wild, in 
his memorandum to the Commission, has said: 
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This whole question is overdue for complete review: the Judges in 
New Zealand being in an infinitely worse position than their 
colleagues in Australia and the United Kingdom. 

We were informed that until 1964 the judges belonged to a tl.on
contributory scheme: a retirement allowance provided by the Government 
of the day for a judge's service. It was the same as in· Australia and 
England. 

688. The legislature, by carrying forward the non-contributory scheme 
of the Supreme Court Act 1882 into the Judicature Act 1908, and by 
improving it in the 1913 and 1920 Amendments, and repeating it in the 
Superannuation Amendment Act 1955, made a non-contributory pension 
part of the structure of the. remuneration for judges. The judges 
contributed nothing towards their pensions but no provision was made for · 
their wido~s. The principle that superannuation should be contributory 
for all Government employees was established in the early 1900s; by the 
Superannuation Act 1948, without any increase in contributions, the 
provision for widows of civil servants was. introduced into the scheme. 
Widows were then allowed par~ of the contributor's pension, with a 
prescribed minimum. This substantial improvement, at no extra cost to 
the contributor, for the wives of civil servants was made without any 
provision for the wives of judges. When provision was made for the wives 
of judges in 1955, it was on an optional basis; the Superannuation 
Amendment Act 1964 made judges' contributions towards the 
superannuation fund mandatory as well as providing an annuity for the 
judge's widow. To avoid any suggestion that this mandatory contribution 
was unconstitutional on the grounds that it was tantamount to reducing 
the judges' salaries during their terms of office, it was coupled with an 
increase in salary of $700 per annum. If that increase had been given 
solely to cover the contributions, the judges would have been no worse off; 
this proposition was negated by granting the magistrates a proportionate 
increase in salary to preserve the relativity between the two Benches. The 
relativity in gross salaries was preserved, but as the judges' salaries were 
now reduced by an 8% contribution to the superannuation fund, the 
magistrates, whose pension had always been provided by contribution to 
the Government superannuation fund, were relatively better off. 

689. It was submitted to us that the delay in extending provisions for 
widows into the judges' scheme was harsh treatment, and the manner of 
providing for their widows in 1964 amounted to a substantial 
downgrading of the remuneration structure of the Supreme Court Bench. 
No specific decision to withdraw the non-contributory benefit for the 
judge himself has ever been announced by the Government. It seems to 
have been assumed that contribution was introduced in the process of 
making provision for the widow of a judge. Under the present 
superannuation provisions for Supreme Court judges, a judge is not 
entitled to any retirement allowance at all, save on special medical 
grounds, unless he h.as served 10 years and has reached the age of 60. He 
must remain in office for 20 years to reach his full superannuation 
entitlement of two-thirds retiring salary. One of the most unsatisfactory 
features is that after 10 years' service, a judge is entitled to only six 
twenty-fourths salary by way of superannuation: four of the years do not 
count. By comparison, in Australia, a judge who has served 10 years and 
reached the age of 60 is entitled to retire on a 60% pension, with his 
widow being entitled to half of that. When calculated on the 1978 salary 
scale in New South Wales, this means that a judge would retire on about 
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$A30,000 per annum: in New Zealand, a judge of the same age and also 
having served 10 years in an equivalent jurisdiction, would retire on 
$7,900 per annum. The New Zealand judge would have made 
contributions while the Australian judges' scheme is non-contributory. 

690. The superannuation allowance for a magistrate is based on one 
thirty-sixth of salary at the date of retirement for each year of service, with 
a maximum of two-thirds of retiring salary after ·24 years' service. Few 
magistrates reach a full two-thirds pension: to do so, they would need to 
be appointed at age 44 and work until the maximum age of 68. We 
consider it should be possible for most judges and magistrates to reach a 
full pension upon completion of a shorter period of service. One judge told 
us: 

The pressure of judicial work is now such that judges should be able 
to retire on full superannuation after 15 years. The ability to retire 
after that period of time is as good for the system as it is for the judge. 
The system would then get the best of what the judge had to offer 
during the best 15 years of his judicial life and prevent him from 
getting into a position where he became predictable and set in his 
ways. It would also encourage the judge to retire when he felt he 
would like to do so rather than have him clinging to office when he 
was no longer able to bear his full stint of the work load solely 
because he was . unable financially to retire. 

691. We do not think that retiring allowances of judges and magistrates 
should be provided by a contributory superannuation scheme which 
fundamentally is designed to provide a benefit after a full career in the 
public service. It seems to us that there can be no effective actuarial basis 
for determining a contributory scheme because of the smallness of the 
group, the differing ages on appointment, the varying lengths of service, 
and the fact that.most appointments are made late in the working life. We 
have been told that of the 25 judges who have left the Bench in the past 25 
years, no fewer than 13 have died in office. Representatives of the 
Treasury stated: 

It is difficult to be very dogmatic about actuarial calculations in 
respect of Judges for the simple reason it is such a very small 
group ... 

692. In our opinion, a non-contributory pension scheme is both 
necessary and desirable. We recommend it should provide High Court 
and District Court judges with a basic benefit of a two-thirds pension at 
age 65, after not less than 15 years' service (reduced pro rata for fewer 
years of service, but with a minimum pension of 25%, and appropriate 
adjustment for earlier or later retirement). There should also be adequate 
provision for widows' benefits and allowances for children of deceased 
High Court and District Court judges. The widow's benefit in the case of a 
judge who dies after retiring at his normal retiring age, or in office, or 
following retirement due to total and permanent disablement (where the 
widow was his wife at the time of such normal retirement, death in office, 
or total and permanent disablement) should be a pension for life at half 
the rate of the judge's entitlement, provided, however, that the minimum 
pension to the widow should be not less than 15% of the judge's final 
salary. The entitlement of, or in respect of, a judge who dies in office or 
retires due to total and permanent disablement should be calculated as if 
the date of such an event was his normal retiring date (for example, a 
judge who dies in office at age 55 with 10 years' service would have an 
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entitlement of ten-fifteenths of a 66.66% pension from which his widow 
would be entitled to a pension of 22.22% of his salary .at death). The 
allowance for each dependent child should be 1 % of the judge's final 
salary. All the above pensions should be adjusted in relation to increases 
in the cost of living. We consider that where a judge is forced to retire 
because of ill health, the Judicial Commission should have the power to 
recommend to the Governor-General the level of pension required to 
compensate for the financial disruption caused by relinquishing a 
successful legal practice and taking up appointment. 

693. We appreciate that on a change from a contributory to a non
contributory scheme, those who have contributed over a period of time 
may be thought unjustly treated by losing any right to capitalise part of 
their entitlement. The right to capitalise, which magistrates but not 
judges presently have, is, we believe, recognised by Treasury to be an 
anomaly unfair to judges. We think this anomaly should be removed. We 
consider fhat on a change from a contributory to a non-contributory 
scheme it would be desirable, in fairness to both judges and magistrates, 
to permit an appropriate degree of capitalisation. There is also the 
complication that the Government Superannuation Fund holds 
contributions from, and in respect of, existing judges and magistrates. It 
may be appropriate that such funds could be applied toward payment of 
the benefits proposed. 

694. Provisions for earlier or later retirement Where a judge has 
completed 15 years of service and reached 60 years of age, provision 
should be made for him to retire on a two-thirds pension, payable frorn the 
normal retiring age of 65. If a judge wishes the pension to be made 
payable from a date earlier than his 65th birthday, it should be actuarially 
reduced. A further adjustment should be made where service at 
retirement prior to age 65 exceeds 15 years. This may be accomplished by 
reducing the "normal" retiring age of 65 years to a lower age by deducting 
one half-year for each half-year of completed service in excess of 15 years 
(but not so as to reduce the normal i;etiring age to below 60 years of age). 
For example: 

Calculation 
Age at Adjusted Years of of Adjusted 

Appointment Retiring Age Service Retiring Age 

35 60 25 Nil 
40 60 20 Nil 
42 61 19 65 -(19-15) 
44 62 18 65 -(18-15) 
45 62½ 17½ 65 ~(l 7½-15) 
46 63 17 65 -(17-15) 
48 64 16 65 -(16-15) 
50 65 15 65 -(15-15) 

The full two-thirds pension would be payable upon retmng at the 
adjusted age without any actuarial adjustment. However, should a judge 
retire with more than 15 years' service after reaching age 60,. but before 
reaching his adjusted retiring age, the pension should be payable from the 
date of his adjusted retiring age and if required earlier, should be subject 
to actuarial adjustment (for example, a judge at 61 with 17 years' service 
would be entitled to a pension payable from the adjusted retiring age of 
63). Where a judge has his term of office extended beyond 65, we see no 
need to increase the basic pension rate, except as such additional service 
may bring his total years of service towards, or up to, 15 years. To re-state 
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our general recommendation: provided he has completed 15 years' 
service, he should be entitled to a two-thirds pension on retirement (with a 
pro rata reduction for lesser periods of service, but with a minimum 
pension of not less than 25%). 

695. Allowances A judge receives a tax-free allowance of $400 per 
annum to cover the cost of his judicial dress and robes, textbooks, 
periodicals, subscriptions, and donations. This has not been increased 
since 1974, but the price of legal textbooks, the cost of providing judicial 
dress and robes, and other expenses, continue to rise. In addition, we 
think a judge should receive an allowance towards the cost of running his 
car, entertainment (including when on circuit), Law Society functions, 
functions organized for official and overseas visitors, dub subscription, 
conference expenses, and such like. !\-fr Tudhope in his report said: 

Bearing in mind status and standing in the community, (tax free 
allowances) should be at least $1,200 per annum with a higher figure 
actually being more appropriate. 

696. We recommend that realistic allowances should be granted to both 
High Court and District Court judges. A percentage of salary, adjusted as 
between the two Benches, would provide an allowance which would be 
eligible for cost of living increases to the same extent as the judge's salary. 

697. Prodsfon .fm· leave We consider that the current provisions 
concerning leave for judges and magistrates should remain unchanged in 
all respects. \Ve consider these provisions are vital, given the nature of the 
work judges are expected to carry out. 

698. In conclusion, taking into account the special responsibilities and 
condit:ons of judicial office, we recommend that a remuneration package 
should be provided made up of salary, allowances, and pension, sufficient 
to attract the required number of experienced and competent High Court 
and District Court judges to enable the courts to function efficiently, 

Recommendations 

1. vVe invite the Higher Salaries Commission to ensure that the 
remuneration oi judges, made up of salary, allowances, and pension, 
should be sufficient to attract the required number of suitable High Court 
and District Court judges to ellable the courts tc function efficiently. 

2. A District Court judge's salary should be 75% that of a High Court 
judge. 

3. The salarie::: of judges of other courts and of the mernbers of statutory 
tribunals should be related to the s2laries of High Court and District 
Court judges. 

4. The normal retiring age for High Court and District Court judges 
should be reduced to 65 with appropriate prnvision for earlier or later 
ret1ren,,ent. 

5. A non-contributory pension schem,.e should provide High Court and 
District Court judges v,ith a retiring benefit :::,fa two-thirds pension 2ct age 
65, with not less than l.'i years' 3ervicc: (reduced pro rnta for fowei, years of 
service but "with a minimum pension of '.::5%), 

6. The r,ctiring age of a judg•~, ·with his conse<1t, may be ecuended 
beyond 65 on the recornmendario:ri of the J udici.a.l Comrrrission: provided 
he has completed J.5 years' service, he shouid be entitled to 2. two-th.irds 
pe.n~ion ,N':!.th ~ro r.r:ta re~uc.ti?n f~r l?BH-t:r perj.ods of service, "1.Nith a 
xn1nu11.inn pens1on o! r1ot J.ess than 25~JO. 



7. A<\. Judge vvho h.as reached 60 years of age or .lnore ancl ,vt~o h~\s 
!YJin.pleted -15-.year~' service shou-ld be entitled to retire o:a- a t~No-thirds 
pen5,ion payable fn)n'l 'd.1.e .n.orrna.l retiring a.ge o{ S~\:- vlith ar•propriatc 
,~diustments, from ari earEer date. 

8. J 11dges c,r magistrati~s ::i.lrea.::l-1 in office should uot be di:,advantaged 
c,r Jose any e;r.istir1g rights by the lov,ering o{ the retiring age to 63. 

9. The widow's benefit in Lhe case of <1. judg;~ 1Nl10 cHes a.her retiring: at 
his nonJJal re1iring age, or in office, or fo1low~ng retirem.enc d,1e to total 
and permanent disablement, should be a pension for life at half the 
pem,ion emitiemeni: applicable to the judge but with)! minirnum pension 
of not k;rn than 1.5°/,, of the judge'., lim.1 salary. 

10, The aJJowance for each dependam child sh:mid be 1% of the judge's 
;inal salary. 

11. V\!here a judge is forced to retire because of ill health, the Judicial 
Commissior1 should have nm,,er to recommend to the Govern,0r-General 
the level "of pension to lo~ paid. 

12. All pensions should be adjU';ted in relation to i.ncreases io the cost of 
living. 

l 3. A tax free allowance should be granted to High Court and District 
,Court judges to cover the cost of judicial dress and robes, entertainmen ,, 
textbooks, periodicals, subscriptions, donations, and car expenses. 

Numbe:ir and AHoc.iJl:ion oit Judges 
699. Item 3 (c) of the terms of reference reads as foHows: 

The manner in which the number 1)f judicial officers required to 
dispose of the business of the various Courts and divisions 1s 
determined, the manner in which those officers are allocated to the 
various places ,Nb.ere sittings of the Courts are held, and what person 
or body should perform this function. 

Section 4 (1) of the Judicature Act 1908 determines the number of judges 
of the Supreme Court including those appointed to the Corirt of AppeaL 
Section 5 (2) of the Magistrates' Courts Act 1947 fixes the number of 
stipendiary magistrates. Increases to these numbers are rnade by the 
Government on the advice of the Solicitor-General, for judges, and the 
Secretary for Justice, for magistrates. In practice, these recornmendations 
are often preceded by representations from the Chief Justice, or 
rnagistrates, or the New Zealand Law Society, or District Law Societies. H 
appointment of a C:hid District Court Judge i,, approved,. he might be 
expectec; m represent the viewpoint cf his judges. 

700. Vve suggest that the Judicial Commiasion would be the 
appropriate body to mahe any recommendat•on for increases in the 
nu.rnb,er of ju.dges to the (;o-vernrnent, in the person of t11c Attorn.ey
GcneraL (The Soiicit,x-General and the Secreca1~y for Justice will both 
h~rve a voice on the Judicial ,Comn1is~~ion.) 

701. Th1: Government, throvgh th,~ Mi.niswr of Justice, has u'..timate 
responsibility for the provision of court resources, ar,d v,e a:::cept that the 
fin.al dec.1s~_on vvhe:re cou.rt'.3 are to sit nrust rest ,,.,-vi.th the (~-crvernment. ·\1\Te 
,,vould hope, h.cnvever.1 that c.ny de/J'.::1s1or1L \1vould b·t::;· or;,s1_:;-v•·d by 
repre:;:eDtationi, frorn the Judicial Comr;1isf.i•Jr1.. 

702. The t:'tird, cp.1~~:tior: raised in the ,eni,1 ot rcl:,.e:;-ence relates to tf,e 
n1!.ann.er in ·v1l1ich judges are aHocatied to tlir:: pls.ce:3 ·vyhere cotrrt sitti:ngs. are 
held. l\,vo decisions are in.valved. ']~he first iB v1hethcT a place· designated 
z:.s a coi1r·t sb.ouid be sc:1ved by c,. resident judge or by a judg-e on circuit 
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from another place. At present the Chief Justice makes this decision for 
the Supreme Court; and the Minister of Justice, pursuant to s.9 (1) of the 
Magistrates' Courts Act 1947, decides for the Magistrates' Courts. If our 
proposal for appointing a Chief District Court Judge is accepted, for 
reasons of uniformity, he might be expected to make this decision for the 
District Courts. However, bearing in mind the necessity for judicial 
independence and the public interest as represented by the Executive, we 
think the Judicial Commission should decide whether a particular court 
should be presided over by a resident High Court or District Court judge 
as the case may be, or by a judge on circuit. In this way the wishes of the 
Government will be expressed by the Secretary for Justice and the 
Solicitor-General; the judges of both Benches will be represented; and the 
New Zealand Law Society can put its view. The second decision, which 
follows the first, concerns the allocation of individual judges to the ·places 
where the sittings of the court are held. Because this decision may affect 
the discharge of the adjudicative function, it can only be made by the 
judiciary. We therefore recommend that the allocation of individual 
judges to particular courts should be the responsibility of the Chief Justice 
in the case of the High Court, and the Chief District Court Judge in the 
District Courts. Under the section dealing with administration we 
recommend the appointment of list judges who will assign judges to cases, 
in co-operation with the regional administrators and court registrars. 

Recommendations 
l. Thi; Judicial Commission should hear representations and advise the 

Government, through the Attorney-General, as to the number of judges. 
2. The Government, through the Attorney-General, should decide the 

maximum number of judges for the District Courts, and for the Supreme 
Court. 

3. The Government, through the Attorney-General, should decide 
where court sittings are to be held, after hearing representations from the 
Judicial Commission. 

4. The Judicial Commission should be responsible for deciding whether 
a court is presided over by a resident judge or by a judge on circuit, for 
both the High Court and the District Court. 

5. The Chief Justice should be responsible for assigning individual 
judges to preside in the High Court. The Chief District Court Judge 
should be responsible for assigning individual judges to preside in the 
District Courts. 

Power to Investigate Conduct of Judges 
703. Term 3 (e) of our terms of reference reads as follows: 

Whether, and if so in what circumstances, there should be a power to 
investigate the conduct of judicial officers and, if so, what person or 
body should exercise that JJOWer and in what manner. 

In considering the issues raised by this term of reference it is helpful to 
repeat the existing statutory provisions relating to the power of removal: 

(a) Judges of the Supreme Court The commissions of the Chief Justice and 
other judges continue during good behaviour: s.7 Judicature Act 
1908. Any judge may be removed from office and have his 
commission revoked upon the address of Parliament: s.8. If 
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Parliarner1t JS rJct s1tt1ng, th.e 1Gov~rn.or~(}ener.0J n1ay suspc:nd a.niy 
judge frI)n1. o:Hic.-t tn.Ttil the conelusion1 of th.e ue:x:t e:ns'!Jjng session: 
s.9. 

(b) Sh'midiat)i 1'\J.agist,rat~s A rnagistrai:c may be rernoved by the 
·G()vr::rrior=Gen.eraJ for inability or ET1cisbeh,F.rv-iolAr: s. 7 :f\,1agistrates' 
Ciou.rts i\.ct 194.~7 0 

~vv e und.~rstand the ,distinction in orc•cec:ture ls an historical one 21.nd ,. 
follows the Engiish !.egislatior. which ciist1nguishes between judges of the 
High Court and County Cuurt judges. 

704. Re11~r;v«:1.,I of judges af the High ani:l D·ist1·i,ct Co1ir!i As the 
Secretary for Jm,tice pointed out iD his submissions, th,~ pro-,,isions for 
removal of judges by the Legislature were devised as a protection agaimt 
the power of the Exccuth1e ;;,ta time when the judges aud Parli.ament i:,1ere 
in. alliance. against what they saw as the encroachment of the Royal 
prerogative. Constitutional changes since the 17th century, particularly 
the development whereby, for practical purposes and in ordinary 
circumstances, the E1:ecutive has comrol of the Legislature, may have 
weakened the constitutional prntectioa. Moreover, in the case of 
magistrates, even the safeguard of the intervention of the Legislature is 
absent. In order to ensure independence of the judid.ary, it v1as suggested 
to us that formal rules should be laid down to establish the grounds or 
principles upon which a judge may be removed. This was seen as 
desirable even though, for at least the last 60 yea·cs, the possibHi.ty of 
removing a Supreme Court judge has not been in issue. The possibility, 
though unlikely, nmst be recognised, even if only on grounds of infirmity. 

705, Vie think the problems and uncertainties relating to removal of 
judges are well discm:sed in "Judges on Trial", Shimon Shetreet ( 1976) at 
pages 404 et seq. Although his conclusions are directed to the English 
~ituation, we agree that the law and custom relating to removal of judges 
"is frequently uncertain and involves many controversial issues"; that it is 
unlikely the issues will be resolved in judicial decisions; and that it is 
desirable to resolve them by a comprehensive statute, We consider the 
statute should provide for removal only, and not for discipline short of 
removal (for reasons to vvhich we later refer). This statute should 
effectively provide fox, indeed, enhance, the principle of judicial 
independence; it should adequately protect a judge's right to be heard in 
his own defence; it might possibly provide for some appeal or review of 
any decision to :remove a judge. The provisions of the Canadian Judges 
Act of 1971 (which we produce as Appendix 2) might be of assistance to 
any draftsman of this legislation. 'I/Ve stress our opinion that the principle 
of judicial independence lies at the he:ut of any such legislation. The 
Canadian Judges Act provides that certain judges themselves form the 
council which considers any question of removal. 'IN e see this as desirable. 
Wherever we refer to judges in the foregoing, we necessarily include 
masters. 

706. Investigation of the conduct 1/J.f judges (short of renioval) In 
considering proposals for investigation of misconduct not sufficiently 
grave to justify removal, our starting point was again that any changes 
must not derogate from the principle of judicial independence. It is 
universally recognised that any procedure for enquiring into judicial 
conduct raises difficult and sensitive issues. AU the judges and magistrates 
who made reference to this aspect of our terms of reference were opposed 
to introduction of formal procedures or a constituted body for 
investigation of the conduct of the judiciary. In a submission' directed to 
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the independence of the courts, a Supreme Court judge made certain 
observations which a number of the other judges indicated as having their 
entire support. The judge stated: 

In this country where the number of judges is limited, no need has 
been demonstrated for such a body and the setting up of such a body 
_now would be entirely unwarranted. The establishment of such a 
body would threaten the independence of the judiciary and erode an 
independence which extends as far back as 1701. I,t would make 
judges subject to complaints by all manner of malcontents. 
Inevitably, a judge has on occasions to say things and make findings 
which offend those against whom they are made. A judge may often 
not be able to find in favour of one party without finding on some 
issue of credibility against the other. A judge in passing sentence may 
have to pass strictures on the convicted person or his associates or his 
family. If what he says is to be the subject of complaint, a Judge's life 
may well become in tole:--: 1:>le, and few persons may be expected to 
leave the independence of the Bar to accept the risks of judicial office. 
The best way in which the actions of judges can be disciplined is by 
the courts remaining open to the news media and to the public. As 
Lord Atkin said in Ambard v. Attorney General for Trinidad and Tobago 
[1936] A.C. 322 and 325: 

Justice is not a cloistered virtue; she must be allowed to suffer the 
scrutiny and respectful, even though outspoken, comments of 
ordinary men. 

Today, 40 years on from the time when those remarks were made, 
one might add and "disrespectful" ... 

We recognise the validity of such comments, both in principle and in 
relation to practical problems. We accept the necessity of protecting 
judges from any form of unwarranted complaint: some unsuccessful 
litigants seek a scapegoat and may be inclined to blame anyone but the 
right person. We also recognise that judges appointed under our system 
are in a completely different position from judges appointed under an 
electoral system. 

707. In our view, the principal problem at present concerning 
complaints of judicial misconduct is the difficulty of complaining about 
relatively minor events, which nevertheless raise important issues. A 
complaint in such circumstances could have disproportionate effects. We 
consider that the difficulty of doing anything effective in such cases 
(without being compelled to make the issue into something much greater 
than it should have been) has resulted in a degree of public concern. 
Although complaints about members of the judiciary are from time to 
time made to District Law Societies, neither the profession nor the public 
is necessarily aware that this course is open to them, or that it may lead to 
any positive steps being taken by a Law Society. Indeed, it is probable 
that Law Societies are relatively slow to act in such matters, and are then 
uncertain of what action should be taken. When grievances are not 
remedied, the likelihood is that they are ventilated to friends and 
neighbours, to the detriment of·. the system. 

708. The Secretary for Justice informed us that his department does 
from time to time receive what appear to be genuine complaints about 
behaviour of members of the judiciary, although these have in the main 
related to the magistracy. He pointed out that no satisfactory answer can 
now be given to the complainant, even where the number of complaints, 
or the facts as known, suggest the grievance may be well based. In his 
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view, the administratioa of justice, and still more · its image, suffer 
accordingly. Specifically in relation to magistrates, the Secretary for 
Justice has indicated· that there have been se¥eral cases over the last 25 
years where the ability or the conduct of the magistrate pas been the 
subject of responsible and repeated criticism. . J 

709. In the light of the above matters, and bearing in mind that we live 
in an age when many institutions and their value are subject to 
questioning and criticism, we concluded that we must give most careful 
consideration to adoption of a definite, formal procedure for dealing with 
complaints, even if such a procedure was primarily to serve as a safety 
valve. We approached our consideration of the problem on the basis that 
any proposed procedure must enhance the principle of judicial 
independence and ensure an effoctive mechanism for screening unjustified 
complaints, In c<:>nsidering appropriate procedures, we rejected any 
notion of. an ombudsman as the person to consider matters relating to 
judicial conduct. We record our indebtedness to the Chief Ombudsman 
who made very helpful submissions to us. He pointed out that the 
Ombudsmen Act 1975 may be invoked for investigatiqn of the conduct of 
officers and employees in the Department of Justice (or other 
departments). Since 1962, the ombudsman has exercised a wide 
jurisdiction to investigate administrative faults and errors. We refer in 
more detail to this jurisdiction in the section dealing with administration 
of the courts. The Legislature, however, has been most cautious 
concerning any extension of the ombudsman's powers which would 
involve the ombudsman in matters already within the jurisdiction of the 
courts. The Chief Ombudsman indicated that he would not advocate any 
change in this basic approach; we agree with his opinion. Although 
ombudsmen in Sweden and Finland, for example, have jurisdiction over 
the judiciary, it is now seldom exercised. We do not consider such 
jurisdiction to be appropriate in the New Zealand context, where our 
history and constitutional development are so different. 

710. Two specific proposals were made to us, one by the New Zealand 
Law Society, and one by the Secretary for Justice. The New Zealand Law 
Society submitted that the Society had a role in relation to complaints 
concerning judicial conduct, but that this role should be narrowly defined. 
It was suggested the Society should be prepared to receive and screen 
complaints against members of the judiciary, and where thought 
appropriate, to bring the complaint to the attention of a suitable 
committee, which would have power to deal with the matter in a number 
of ways (not necessarily through imposition of any heavy sanction). 

711. The Secretary for Justice put forward an alternative and more 
detailed proposal: 

The introduction of procedures for receiving and considering 
complaints about judicial officers must obviously be done with great 
care and circumspection. They should be limited in scope so that 
where normal court procedures by way of appeal or review provide 
an adequate remedy they should be used. They should be capable of 
screening out the merely disgrur:itled or malicious complaint. They 
should be formulated in such a way as not to interfere with the 
impartial and fearless approach to decision making which is required 
of judges. There should be no suggestion that the judiciary is under 
supervision. Nor should any procedures limit the law that gives 
protection or indemnification to judicial. officers. 
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relating tu conduct not justifying removai, the proposal has the attracti,on 
of preserving a relatively informal approach. Having give11 this proposal 
c'.:ms:k1er:i,ble thoi:,ght, 'Ne finally reached <.he co:ciclusjon rhat seri 0.•us 
~,bjecticns are possible. A~: v,:e ·v:ew the nrnttc'., the p~·o;:ias~l raight 1~ot 
1mp:rove tipon the present nHor1n:a] sy::.-:tern, aniJ. L:tcks the satt-~gu.ards 03: a 
forrnal :sy:sten1.o Ey vi12ty of cxaJLr1ptc 'fvve 1T1ention: 

(a) The proposal doeJ nut provide any adequate screening mechanism. 
IJ there is not so1ne vvay c..f filtering out un1.-vartanted co1npla,ints "'Ne 
think ii possibk: that the Chief Just:.ce 'Nouh:I be :·equi:red fo c,~Esider 
a !arge rnua.bcr of unjustified or irrelevant complain ls. The ,mle 
purpose of a complaints procedure in rdacion to judicial conduct :s 
to_ provide the oppor,:unity. fo~- _genu~'.1,~ comp,Iainl:s _concerning 
r...115:C'.{)ndocc on the uz.rt ot 111d1c~a] oihcers to be revH:vveci b•,.r a 
~uitab)e penmn or 'body. It is cssentiai to ex:=lude fron1 s{,ch 
ccn•}plaints, ar1y 1l.rhich a.re :rr1erely 2,tternpts by dissatisfied litigaIJ1ts 
to obtain a fur~het review of the case, or ro vent upon che judg;e their 
di,~;;·atfafactir:m 1;vii:h the ded3ion. 

(b) The prt)posal does r,;ot pro·vide an.y right for the jud.:~e abou.t \/,/horn 
the con~1plaint is s.nade, to ha:ve :his vicvvpoint: put fc!r-\,varcl arui to be 
heard jn his ovm ddenc,e. No doubt fr1e 1:htee Privy Councillm·s 
vvouk, be scrupulous in ensurir:.g that this was done, but we think it 
would be a very ,5reat deoarture from nonaal principle§ to plz,ce a 
judge in a position whe~e be cculd have his conduct ?<dverseiy 
reported upon, witho,It having ~.ny formal and specific right to be 
heard, and without any right of appeal or revievv. There could be a 
rfak oi J"e2J injustice, whatever the ci.'Jibre of the revie-w committee, 

(c) The proposal does not greatly advance the position from that which 
at present pe:--tains: for practical purposes, the avenue of approach 
usually taken in the past irr relation to U>mplaints has been for the 
Chief Justice or fhe senior magis trace in 1:he area, or, on occasions, a 
retired judge, to investigate the matter, and if necessary discuss the 
con1plaint with the judge or magistrate concerned and, again if 
necessary, report to the Minister of Justice. We doubt whether the 
,~mbeliishments suggested by the Secretary for Justice wo:ild result 
in any substantial change. 

714. In the: light oi the abo·ve, ,ve reached the conclusion that an 
attempt to refine the present inform.al systerri of dealing with complaints is 
not desirable and that the alternatives are either to leave the present 
situation unchanged (subject to two recommendations v,rhich we later 
mention), or to emb2rk on a formal procedure in which the rights ot the 
judges and the rights of the public are deaJ·ly defined. We do not consider 
that present evidence justifies the introduction of formal procedures. The 
principal difficulty v,ith the current sy3tem is lack of public knowledge of 
the way in ·which a complaint considered justified can be brought forward, 
vVe prnpose to ;:m7ke a recor:1m~Hda.tion des;gned to ~emedy this. Should 
our recomm~naat10n pro:ie 1naaequate, ano sb,:'uld lt become appa1:ent 
chat a fon:nai procedure 1s necessary, 'Ne c,::rnsw.er :;he mo3t appropriate 
procedure ic: an invet:tigatory one with satisfactc.ry safeguards along th1c 
.lines of the C::macEan legishu:ion. 

715. The first reco:r:nn:1endatio?:1 ';rvhich '\Ne n.1.ake concerns the need fc11r a 
publidy known pre,cedure through v,rhkh justified complaints, c,m be 
br,.:ught forvvan-L The orob:.em, as we h2,ve alreadv rnen',ioned, is the need 
to efoninate 2ny unjus1:ified complaint ~mm consi,ieration. VIe consider it 
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would be appropriate for all complaints to be referred initially to'the 
Secretary of the Judicial Commission. The complainant would be 
required to make the complaint in writing and any complaint which did 
not relate to misconduct would be rejected by the Secretary. This, at least 
in some cases, might be an onerous task because complaints may have a 
semblance of justification even when they come from people whose views 
are warped or wrong. Where the complaint appeared to have justification, 
the Secretary would refer the matter to the President of the Court of 
Appeal, if the complaint concerned the Chief Justice; the Chief Justice, if 
the complaint concerned a judge of the High Court or the Court of 
Appeal, or a master; and the Chief District Court Judge, if the complaint 
concerned a District Court judge. A similar system could be evolved for 
complaints regarding chairmen of other tribunals. We consider this 
procedure would ensure a definite and known avenue through which 
complaints could be channelled, without in any way impinging upon the 
independence of the judiciary. It would allow the present informal 
procedures to continue to operate. In this connection, we have noted that 
even in countries with formal procedures, informal methods are frequently 
pursued to deal with complaints (Shetreet, "Judges.on Trial" at p.415). 

716. We make a second recommendation which, we believe, would be of 
particular value. We consider that the Judicial Commission should have 
power to recommend that a judge should be. permitted to have a period of 
leave of absence on his full salary, and to retire on a full or partial pension, 
even if he has not served for the requisite period to enable such a pension 
to be granted. In relation to retirement, there have possibly been 
occasions in the past when a judge or magistrate has remained on the 
Bench for longer than desirable in order to ensure that he obtained 
appropriate pension rights. We have in mind that on future rare occasions 
there may be judges who should retire for reasons of ill health but whose 
financial circumstances render this impossible without payment of a 
higher pension than their strict entitlement. Such circumstances would 
usually, but not necessarily, happen towards the end of a judge's career. 
Ill health would include any form of mental impairment. We mention, in 
relation to this proposal, that a similar result would be partially achieved 
on acceptance of our recommendation elsewhere in this report for 
shortening the period of service before the attainment of full pension 
rights. 

717. In sum: we consider that a formal procedure for dealing with 
judicial conduct (short of dismissal) should only be considered if there is 
clear evidence it is essential. If a formal procedure is to be introduced, it 
appears to us that the Canadian provision is the most satisfactory. Even 
then, we would wish to see enquiries made concerning the way in which 
the Canadian provision relating to investigation and report (as distinct 
from removal) has worked in practice. 

718. Finally, we mention the question of judicial immunity. As we 
earlier noted (paragraph 123), Supreme Court judges are exempt from all 
civil liability for acts done by them in the exercise of their judicial 
functions, even if they act corruptly, maliciously, oppresively, or without 
jurisdiction (Thompson v. Richardson [1925] N.Z.L.R. 749, Nakhla v. 
McCarthy [1978] 1 N.Z.L.R. 291, Sirros v. Moore and Others [1975] Q.B. 
118). Magistrates have a more limited protection (paragraph 127) and it 
is appropriate to consider whether in the light of any new status and 
responsibility as District Court judges they should be granted the degree 
of immunity thought appropriate by Lord Denning in Sirros v. Moore and 
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Others (supra); that is, that they should be protected against all personal 
actions for damages when acting judicially in the bona fide exercise of 
their office, even where they may be mistaken in fact or ignorant in law. In 
this connection, we have been told that the present limitations regarding 
indemnity are of some concern to our magistrates. 

719. We have concluded that it would be both in the public interest, 
and in the interests of District Court judges, if they were granted a 
complete right of indemnity (but not immunity) without the need to seek a 
certificate from a High Court judge. We therefore recommend that s.197 
of the Summary Proceedings Act 1957 should be amended accordingly. 

Recommendations 
1. The law and custom relating to the removal of judges should be 

embodied in ·a comprehensive statute; such statute should provide for 
removal only, and fully protect the principle of judicial independence. 

2. All complaints concerning the conduct of judges (short of removal) 
should be made in writing and referred to the Secretary of the Judicial 
Commission. 

3. Complaints which might be justified should be referred by the 
Secretary of the Judicial Commission to the Chief Justice, the President of 
the Court of Appeal, or the Chief District Court Judge as appropriate. 

4. The Judicial Commission should have power to recommend to the 
Governor-General that a judge should be permitted to have a period of 
leave of absence on full salary, and to retire on full or partial pension, even 
if he has not served for the period requisite to enable such a pension to be 
granted. , 

5. Section 197 of the Summary Proceedings Act 1957 should be 
amended to dispense with the requirement for a certificate from a High 
Court judge as a prerequisite to indemnity. 

Conferences and Refresher Courses 
720. Item 3(j) of our terms of reference reads as follows: 

Whether it is desirable to hold conferences and refresher courses for 
judicial officers of the various courts and divisions and, if so, the 
nature and extent of such courses. 

721. The present position in New Zealand By convention, judges and 
magistrates are presumed to know the law, but the law is constantly 
changing. The task of keeping up with these changes is time-consuming. 
Every two or three years since 1949, the magistrates have met to consider 
domestic matters such as their working conditions and the organisation of 
the courts, and on occasions to make recommendations to the 
Government on amendments to laws which they consider are not working 
properly. Whenever a number of judges gather on such occasions as law 
conferences, they will usually arrange an informal meeting among 
themselves. In recent years the Chief Justice has organised conferences for 
the judges in which a wide variety of topics are discussed. Such 
conferences are sometimes arranged to coincide with the magistrates' 
meetings and are often followed by a joint seminar on sentencing. 

722. On appointment, judges are given a booklet containing 
information on sentences imposed by judges in recent years. The 
Department of Justice keeps that information up-to-date. The new judge 
or magistrate equips himself as best he can by means of self tuition and 
informal discussions with his colleagues. The extent of information 
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required naturally varies according to the appointee's experience in 
practice. Inter-disciplinary contacts on a formal .basis are virtually non
existent and occur usually on social occasions, at ad hoc conferences or 
seminars, or by virtue of membership of such bodies as the Prisons Parole 
Bqard. Indeed, the judicial members of that board attach much value to 
its educative function. We also mention the system of publication of recent 
ca'ses. All Supreme Court judgments considered by their authors to be of 
significance are sent to Butterworths, the legal publishers. Catchlines of 
decisions prepared by the judges' clerks are also sent to all judges. On the 
basis of the cases and catchlines received by Butterworths, the "New 
Zealand Law Reports", "Current Law", "Recent Law", and the 
"National Business Review" case reports are published. Copies of 
judgments received are sent by Butterworths to a Wellington magistrate 
who then sends Copies of the decisions relevant to the Magistrates' Courts 
to each Magistrate's Court centre. 

723. Suggestions for the future Schemes which aim to provide 
information for judges must be distinguished from training programmes 
which exist in some continental jurisdictions with career judiciaries. In 
surveying the main criticisms of its consultative working paper, the 
(United Kingdom) Working Party on Judicial Training and Information* 
commented: 

It is said that "training" implies that there are "trainers" who can 
train people to be judges, and so long as this concept is capable of 
influencing the thought of those concerned with the provision of 
"judicial training" this must, despite all protestations to the 
contrary, represent a threat of judicial independence; that those of 
the stature and experience to fit them for appointment as judges will 
resent the implication that they need to be "trained"; and moreover, 
that the public image of the judge must be impaired if the public are 
told that he is required to undergo a period of "training" on 
appointment. 

We believe an informed judge is likely to be a better judge, particularly 
where sentencing is concerned. There are, however, many other areas 
where information is needed. By way of example, we mention that District 
Court judges who are selected to sit with juries may welcome some 
assistance, especially with techniques for presiding over a jury trial and 
summing up to a jury. We envisage that this assistance could be arranged 
on a regional basis, organised locally, but under the supervision of the 
Judicial Commission. 

724. Because of limited resources and the relatively small size of our 
judiciary, much reliance will continue to be placed on the accumulation of 
experience and individual self-tuition. The need to ensure that judges 
have the tjme and the.resources to keep abreast of developments in the law 
and related subjects is thus apparent. Self-tuition and experience always 
have been, and no doubt always will be, the main sources of judicial 
learning and aptitude. However, they are not adequate for all purposes 
and, where practicable, should be supplemented. 

725. We received few submissions under this term of reference, but 
three matters were readily discernible. First, the organisation of any 
judicial study programme should primarily be the responsibility of the 
judiciary. The Secretary for Justice commented: 

*Home Office, 1976. 
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I de not erwisage tha.i: the cespon,-,ibil:ty for deve1opir.•g any such 
prugram:n::: to be d:i2t ol' lhe DepartrnenL of Jm,cice. The departmo,t 
rnay be able i:o give practical belp in p:·oviding fad.lides and .services, 
but the development and managemeat of c1.ny p•rogramme ought r,ot 
tu be handled by a branch of the Executive Government. The area 
might be one over which the Judicial Comrn.ission "WC propose could 
exercise some oversight. 

Secondly, some corccern has been voiced over real or apparent 
inconsrntencles in practice and procedure between different judges and 
magistrates. In particular, there is criticism oI different sentences imposed 
for the same or similar offences. V>/e were told that in large part such 
criticisrr, is founded upon incomplete rl':poning which fails to mention the 
characteristics of the particular offence or oHender that distinguish the 
case from others in the same general category. Vve favour regular 
sentencing conferences. Sentencing exercises are not just a search for an 
appropriate penalty, but are useful in helping participants to identify the 
relevant fa.cts, and the weight that should oe placed on each in arriving at 
an appropriate sentence. Such exercises might usefully be combined with 
a discussion as to the value of probation reports and the manne· in which 
they are prepared, the theory, range, and legal basis of sentencing, and 
related matters. There is considerable scope for rhe participation of others 
involved in the sentencing process and the penal system in such an 
exercise. Thirdly, in a multi-ethnic society, ar;d with a disproportionate 
number of offenders coming from particular ethnic groups, it is important 
that judges are aware of the limitaiions of their own cultural backgrounds. 
H the j~dge is ignorant of th~ cul\~:ral backgr?und '.'nd expectatio~s of 
those wnom he sentences, he 1s urnrnely to adueve his own expectat10ns 
from the sentences he imposes. VI/hat may then be in jeopardy is public 
confidence in the courts and justice itself. 

726, In our recommendations which follow, we have been particularly 
helped by reference to the findings of the working party in the United 
K.ingdom and discussions with its chairman, the Rt. Hon. Lord Justice 
Bridge. In Augm:t 1976 the working party produced a consultarive 
working paper. Although we have not seen the final report, we have read 
the draft of a chapter which deals with the main criticisms of the working 
paper. The vvorking party concluded that existing courses for judges were 
inadequate. It particularly suggested a three to four week course for those 
judges who had no previous semencing experience. It considered that the 
course should include sentencing law in practice, penal theory, 
information for sentencing, practical implementation of sentences, and 
criminology. The working party did, however, observe that it was 
essential that the programme must not appear to threaten or undermine 
the independence of the judiciary. 'We do not think the programme we 
suggest would in any way represent a form of indoctrination. 

727. We have observed as well that the Canadian Judicial Council is 
enjoined by its constituting statute to establish periodic -conferences of 
(provincial) Chief Justices and seminars for the continuing education of 
judges. We understand that the Canadian Judicial Council has developed 
a programme of three-day seminars for ;:iewly appointed judges. 

728. Because the background of knowledge and experience which they 
bring to their office varies greatly, and because of the relatively few 
judicial appointments that are made in any one year, we do not think that 
formal courses for new appointees to the Bench are practicable in this 
country. vVe therefore believe that provision should be made for 
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req1_,;n~d naturally vanc:s according to che appo;_ntee':, ,~xp-erience 1r1 

p:cat:tic~. Inter-disciplinary ,;:;on.ta.c:ts 011 a forrnal l,asis .a~~e ..,,,irtuaHy non-· 
existent and. occttr u3u.a]ly on social occasions, at ad hoc con:feren 1-::es or 
Beminars, rJ, by vir,1:e ::A mer~~tbership of n1ch bodies a,, the Prisons Parole 
~q.osd. I~i.,deed_. th: ju,~isial rnen1beJ:s o{ ,,that board. _attac~1 IT.l?Ch 1,7alue. to 
1ts ed.ucan.ve function. ·t!Ve a]so xnent.:.on tn.t sygten1 of pt1bl1cat1on of riecent 
ca,,:es. All Suprerr•e Court judgments considered by tl1eir 21uthors to be of 
3ignifica':lc~ are s:":at 1:o But,terworths, the legal publi<,hers. Catchlines of 
decisions prepared by the judges' clerks are abo si:nt to all judges. On ~he 
ba~1.s of the cases and catchlines received by Butterworth::;, the ":New 
Zealand Lavv Reports", "·Current La,v", '"Recent Law", and the 
"National Business Revie·w" case reports are published. Copies of 
judgments received are sent by Buttenvonhs to a \Vellington rnagistr2.te 
who then sends copies of the decisions rdev"i.nt to the Magistrates' Courts 
to each Magistrate's Court centre. 

723. Suggestiom; for the future Schemes which aim to provide 
information for judges must be distinguished from training programmes 
which exist in some continental jurisdictions with career judiciaries. In 
surveying the main criticisms of its cons11ltative working paper, the 
(United Kingdom) Working Party on Judicial Training and Information* 
commented: 

It is said that "craining" implies that there are "trainers" who can 
train people to be judges, and so long as this concept is capable of 
influencing the thought of those concerned with the provision of 
"judicial training" this must, despite all protestations to the 
contrary, represent a threat of judicial independence; that those of 
the stature and experience to fit them for appointment as judges will 
resent the implication that they need to be "trained"; and moreover, 
that the public image of the judge must be impaired if the public are 
told that he is required to undergo a period of "training" on 
appointment. 

VI/ e believe an informed judge is likely to be a better judge, particularly 
where sentencing is concerned. There are, however, many other areas 
where information is needed. By way of example, we mention that District 
Court judges who are selected to sit with juries may welcome some 
assistance, especially with techniques for presiding over a jury trial and 
summing up to a jury. We envisage thaI this assistance could be arranged 
on a regional basis, organised locally, but under the supervision of the 
Judicial Commission. 
" 724. Because of limited resources and the relatively small size of our 
judiciary, much reliance will continue to be placed on the accumulation of 
experience and individual self-tuition. The need to ensure that judges 
have the time and the resources to keep abreast of developments in the law 
and related subjects is thus apparent. Self-tuition and experience always 
have been, and no doubt always will be, the main sources of judicial 
learning and aptitude. However, they are not adequate for all purposes 
and, where practicable, should be supplemented. 

725. V.1 e received few submissions under this term of reference, but 
three matters were readily discernible, First, the organisation of any 
judicial study programme should primarily be the responsibility of the 
judiciary, The Secretary for Justice commented: 

*Home Office, 1976. 
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I do not ,'.'.avisage that the 1·e~p0nsibiiity for developing any such 
pr(,grama1e to be th,tt of the Dep,,rtment of J u:cr:ice. Th,: department 
r:nay be able 10 give practical help in rrovid;,ng facilities and s,~rvice,,, 
but the devdopmenc ,rnd management of ,my prograrn.:me ought not 
to be handled by a branch o{ the Executive Government. The area 
might be one ove,, which the Judicial Comreission v,re propose could 
exercise some oversight. 

Secondly, some concern r1as been voiced over real or apparent 
inconsistencies in practice and procedure between different judges and 
magistrates. In particular, there is criticism of different sentences imposed 
for the same or similar offences. Vie were told 1.hat in large part ,mch 
criticism is founded upon incomplete reporting which fails to mention the 
characteristics of the particular, offence or offender that distinguish the 
case from ,others in the same general category. Vve favour regular 
sentencing conferences. Sentencing exercises are not just a search for an 
appropriate penalty, but are useful in helping participants to identify the 
relevant facts, and the weight that should be placed on each in arriving at 
an appropriate sentence. Such ".exercises might usefully be combined with 
a discussion as to the value of probation reports and the ma.nner in which 
they are prepared, the theory, range, and legal basis o{ sentencing, and 
related matters. There is considerable scope for the participation of others 
involved in the sentencing process and the penal system in such an 
exercise, Thirdly, in a multi-ethnic society, and with a disproportionate 
number of offenders coming frorn particular ethnic groups, it is important 
that judges are aware o'i the limirntions of their own et,ltural backgrounds. 
If the judge is ignora.nt of the cultural background and expectations of 
those whom he sentences, he is unlikely to achieve his own expectations 
from the sentences he imposes. V✓hat may then be in jeopardy is public 
confidence iil the courts and justice itself. 

7 26. In our recommendations which follow, 'Ne have been particularly 
helped by reference to the findings of the working party in the United 
Kingdom and discussions with its chairman, :he Rt. Hon. Lord Justice 
Bridge. In August 1976 the working party produced a consultative 
working paper. Although we have not seen the final report, we have read 
the draft of a chapter which deals with the main criticisms of the working 
paper. The working party concluded that existing courses for judges were 
inadequate. It particularly suggested a three to four week course for those 
judges who had no previous seniencing experience. It considered that the 
course should include sentencing law in practice, penal theory, 
information for sentencing, practical implementation of sentences, and 
criminology. The working party did, however, observe that it was 
essential that the programme must not appear to threaten or undermine 
the independence of the judiciary. We do not think the programme we 
suggest would in any way represent a form of indoctrination. 

727. We have observed as well that the Canadian Judicial Council is 
enjoined by its constituting statute to establish periodic -conferences of 
(provincial) Chief Justices and seminars for the continuing education of 
judges. We understand that the Canadian Judicial Council has developed 
a programme of three-day seminars for newly appointed judges. 

728. Because the background of knowledge and experience which they 
bring to their office varies greatly, and because of the relatively few 
judicial appointments that are made in any one year, we do not think that 
formal courses for new appointees to the Bench are practicable in this 
country. We therefore believe that provision should be made for 
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i;J_dj .. 1.,]dua.1 8tv.dy prc~gran1r.t1es tailorerJ t,o the r1eeds of the pa.rtlcuJ:3.r-judge. 
i/\1 e consider that a peri.od .o,[ at least t·wo v,1u::ks ,,hould be set aside after 
appointrnent, to enable a judge. to fan-;iJiar~se hh1.1.seH ce~vith~ the r2ature o,f 
,b.:; j,10.i<Cia] Iun,:;;tion. Subjects migh: includ:c judici,3.1 ethics, the conducl :1~ 

civil ;:u1d criminal t2·ials, sentencin;;,-, d1ambers pn:.ci:ic,:, pre-triBJ 
proced1,tre, the: conduc:t or fan1ily la•/.,r proceedings-, dir,ection~ to juries_, an.d 
other -1natters. In. an.;,1 event, such. a cr.:n1rt~e shou.ld· incJ.ude cultural 
differences as they aifec,: tt:e court prcce~·.s. 11: vvonld be desirable for new 
appointees to the District Courts i:o ·spend at least one month atrmched to a 
larger court v;here the new appointee could acquire the day-to-day 
knowledge of routines and nrocedure with the assist,mce of exoerienced 
judges of those courts. Although the Judicial Commi~sion sh~,uld ha,1e 
overall responsibili.ty for judicial study programmes, we think that the 
specific content of an individual's programme is a matter best ldt for the 
new judge and the Chief Jus~ice, or Chief District Court Judge, or Senior 
Family Court Judge, as the case may be, to work out. Obviously, 
discussions with experienced judges and others involved in the coun: 
system and visits to prisons, periodic detention centres, and other penal 
institutions would be valuablt. Ti.me should also be allowed for the judge 
to bring himself up to date with those areas of the substantive law with 
which he may have had little experience in practice. Judges should be 
capable of rapid self-education. 

729. VVe believe there is a continuing need for the provision of 
information tG judges, and that this might best be achieved by bringing 
together members of the judiciary for regular conferences. This would 
enable judges to be brought up to date with developments in, and related 
to, their field; and would enable an exchange of views among those who 
serve in the courts. The overall responsibility for judicial conferences 
should, in our opinion, repose in the Judicial Commission. It may not be 
possible for the corr.mission to undertake the practical organisation of 
judicial conferences, but it would obviously formulate policy and 
determine the general content of the conferences. It may also be desirable 
to involve persons with experience in educational methods, particularly 
relating to the needs of highly educated and responsible professional 
people. The universities are vvell equipped from the point of view of 
general educational experience and in the development of appropriate 
subject matter to assist with such programmes. 

730. Because it is desirable that conferences should be held regularly, 
and because of the difficulty of holding a conference attended by all or 
most of the judges, we su,ggesi: that such conferences could be organised on 
both a 1·eg-ional and national basis, One advantage of regional 
conferences, panicv!arly where participation i., not Ii.mi tee', to members oi 
the judiciary, is chat cDntacts made have a continuing value. 'I.Ne would 
envisage conferences taki.ng severa.l days, 1Nhicb_ ·vvould aHovv inforrnai but 
often v:3Lluable d;cScussions outside the wor·king peric•d and g;rez,ter 
flexibility in a1~ranging the prograrnn:1e. 

73 I. A .. natim;.;il ccrnfr,rence, 2.Hended by a reas,:ma;Jle proportion of ~h•c. 
judiciclry~ shot1l-d be held a.a1!.tH:tlly O T't,Iot e\.rery judge ·v11ould b·c: expected to 
atten.d each year" Liike th1~ rtgior12J confeTenc.~s=, ,ve see the benefits :?ts 

enz~bling the ju.dic_.iary to k.eep ·up tfJ date and in prornoting an. excJ.1.0,nge oi 
vievbf§. S·,c..1ch CO"i1tfereinces vvo~~lld a.lso helo to ach:~,~ve a ;~treater consistency 
in practice :ind procedure and p;,_:-vide an oppoTtunity for ,he 
achninistcation and p~:tfc,rrnanit:e of the ;.~o ... tli,s lo be an~.lyseid. I:rt 
COi1fo,rrnance 1/lith our earlier recon.11ncnd,c~do:;:1 that the . r:ourts sh~J"D.ld 
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adopt principles of modern court management, we believe that the 
individual experiences of the judges in running the courts could, with 
advantage, be combined and shared at the national conference. The 
participation of court administrators should also be sought in planning 
the proceedings and in taking part in the proceedings themselves. Others 
concerned with the courts and the penal system, such as social workers, 
the police, prison officers, psychiatrists, and criminologists could also be 
ifi.volved. 

Recommendations 

1. The Judicial Commission should be responsible for schemes whereby 
new appointees to the Bench receive assistance and advice concerning all 
aspects of the judicial function', particularly sentencing and cultural 
differences. , 

2. All judges should visit penal institutions soon after their appointment 
and from time to time thereafter. 

3. The Judicial Commission should arrange regular regional and 
national conferences of judges of the High Court and the District Courts 
to consider and discuss problems common to the exercise of judicial 
responsibilities. At such conferences there should be sentencing exercises 
and involvement of experts in various fields. 

4. The Judicial Commission should devise ways and means of ensuring 
that information about comparative sentences and other useful reports are 
circulated to all judges. 

Judges' Associates 
732. The judge's associate has a dual role. She performs the duties of 

private secretary, with the requisite high standard of stenographic skills, 
as vvell as being personal assistant to the judge to give him maximum relief 
from all avoidable matters of detaiJ and routine. By contrast, in Australia, 
the judge is assisted by a team of people in and out of court comprising his 
associate, who performs the duties of private secretary and acts as clerk of 
the court where her judge is presiding; his tipstaff, who precedes him into 
court and acts as messenger; four court reporters and three typis~s, ,,,vhen a 
running transcription of the evidence is required. In New Zealand, the 
associate is responsible !or a completely accurate record of the evidence in 
:he Supreme Court. She al.so .records in shorthand (sometimes backed by 
a rnpe recorder) the judge's oral judgments, sentences, and summings-up. 
Unlike Hansard reporters or ,:ourt reporters in other countries, no 
provision is made to "spell" the associates, who have to concentrate on 
the proceedings and rnaintain a fast typing speed for hours on end. Such 
duties impose a strain on the physical and mental resources oi the 
associate and require that she has the best equipment and conditions to 
carry out this important tasl:o Several judges, when speaking to the 
Com,nission, stressed that the onerous nature of the work of associz,tes 
dem2.nded better pay, conditions, and equipment. 

733. Cor1,.:dlitirm1, o.f sertJ'foe The position of judgic:'s associate was 
formerly caffied out by law students as a "stepping stone" in rhe c2.re:;r of 
the young lawyer, but since tbe beginning 01 'World ~Nar H these positions 
have been held by ,vomic:n. VVith growing pressure of work in th,:: S'.lpreme 
C;ouri., the posi ti01, ha: b:~mne 1:1~1s"z ~ernand.ing: despire the imp~r:canc:e 
01 the work pe.-fonneo, tn1s pos!t1on 13 not acco1ded. the rf;cogrut,on 1t 

deserves" One judge expressed the view thc:.t lay people would not 
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appreciate the extent to which the judge relies on his associate or the, 
tremendously difficult life they have. When the salary of judges' associates 
was determined six years ago it was equated with that of a supervising 
shorthand typist in the public service. An inspection of the positio:q 
description of associate to a judge of the Supreme Court, prepared for this 
Commission, shows that as well as being private secretary, recording 
evidence in court with complete accuracy for immediate use, and typing 
judgments, the associate accompanies the judge on circuit, making all 
arrangements, including operating an imprest account to cover travel 
bookings and official expenses (Appendix 3). This position description 
also fairly demonstrates that the work is wider in scope, and demands a 
greater degree of personal effort and dedication, than the position of a 
supervising shorthand typist in a Government department. Another judge 
is of the opinion "the work of an Associate under pressure such as we now 
endure will be matched by very few personal secretaries if any". 

734. It is apparent that unless positive steps are taken to up-grade the 
salary of this position, suitable appointees will be attracted elsewhere and 
the judges will not receive the assistance they require. 

735. In Queensland, where court reporting was inspected in some 
detail, Hansard reporters are paid the same rate as court reporters. Four 
court reporters, plus three typists, are used for each court, whereas in New 
Zealand the same function is performed by one associate. The case for 
substantially increasing the New Zealand associates' salary to something 
at least comparable with New Zealand Hansard reporters is indisputable. 

736. Once every five years a judge is granted six months' sabbatical 
leave. During this period, the associate has either to look for temporary 
employment or accept a fill-in job with the Department of Justice, not 
necessarily according to her qualificatim:is, and usually at a lower salary. 
The question of employment for associates during their judges' sabbatical 
leave has been raised by a number of people appearing before the 
Commission, and we consider the present treatment unjust and in need of 
review. A judge told the Commission that he has twice been on sabbatical 
leave and on neither occasion was his associate offered employment by the 
Department of Justice. We recommend that any associate who has 
completed at least 12 months' service, and intends to resume duties at the 
finish of the judge's sabbatical leave, should be granted a period of leave 
on full pay and after that period, should be employed as a "floating" 
associate for the remaining time involved, with responsibility to the senior 
judge at either Auckland or Wellington. This would assure the associate of 
employment at the same level and would assist the judges and other 
associates with their heavy workload. Considering the associates' calibre 
and the service they perform, it seems reasonable that, as well as the 
salary adjustment mentioned above, they should be provided with 
continuous and appropriate employment. 

737. "Floating" associates Apart from the Court of Appeal, there are 
presently 11 judges in Auckland, 7 in Wellington, and 3 in Christchurch. 
Taking Wellington and Christchurch together, there would be 11 
associates in Auckland and 10 in Wellington/Christchurch: a situation 
where a floating associate should usually be available in each area. 
Although associates do not normally require supervision, a floating 
associate could perhaps be responsible to the senior judge in either 
Auckland or Wellington, in order that co-ordination is maintained and 
her services are best utilised. It is important that she is kept fully occupied 
and her duties clearly defined. We outline these duties in Appendix 4. 
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Recommendations 
1. The position description of judge's associate should be compared wth 

that of Hansard reporters and the salary of associates adjusted 
accordingly. 

2. Judges' associates should be provided with continuous, and 
appropriate employment during the period of sabbatical leave of the 
judge. During this ti~e, the associate (subject t? having completed at 
least 12 months' service) should be granted a penod of leave on full pay 
and thereafter be employed as a floating associate. 

Judges' Clerks 
738. The C,ommission received 'several submissions on the subject of 

judges' cler]s.s or judges' research assistants. Apart from hearing the views 
of several judges, the prime submission was from the chairman of the 
Council of Legal Research Foundation (Inc.). 

739. For some years, until 1978, one judges' clerk has been appointed in 
Auckland, Wellington, and Christchurch. This year there have been 
additional appointments in Auckland and Wellington. A clerk's duties, as 
we understand them, are to assist the Supreme Court judges primarily in 
legal research, but also in the detailed sifting and assembly of factual 
material in more complex cases. The role of the clerks is by and large 
determined by each judge who wishes to make use of their services. We 
were informed that some judges seek the assistance of the clerks in many 
aspects of the judicial process whereas other judges rely upon the clerks 
only to research points of law. Clerks also have an administrative function 
in that they are required to maintain the Judges' Libraries. 

740. Although the situation has improved, it will be seen at once that 
the allocation is disproportionate to the number of judges involved in the 
various centres: two clerks for 11 Auckland judges, two clerks for 11 
Wellington judges (including the Court of Appeal judges), and one clerk 
for the three Christchurch judges. The submission has been made that 
there should be three research assistants in both Auckland and 
Wellington, with any further increase in number to be recommended by 
the Chief Justice. 

741. We accept such appointments should be adequately remunerated 
and conditions of employment, accommodation, and such matters should 
be closely considered. Clerks should be responsible to the senior judge in 
each centre, and we therefore consider that appointments should be made 
by the senior judge in the area concerned. 

742. We consider that the salary should be at least that paid to a 
qualified barrister and solicitor of equivalent experience, bearing in mind 
that the appointee is selected for his or her special skills and academic 
performance. Looking ahead, as the numbers in this position grow, we 
think there should be adequate typing, photocopying, and stationery 
facilities made available. Because of the particular relationship we see 
existing between the research assistants and their judges, we do not 
consider that they should be treated as part of the staff of the court's office 
but should be directly responsible to the judges themselves. We consider 
that the position should be for no more than two years, bearing in mind it 
may take a little time before the assistant shows his usefulness. A person 
should not be excluded as a research assistant because he has already had 
some practical experience in the law. 
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743. The experience requirement for solicitors prior to entering practice 
on their own account, whether as partners or sole practitioners, is at 
present governed by s.22 of the Law Practitioners Act 1955. Before 
entering practice, a person must have had, during the five years 
immediately preceding the date of his so doing, at least three years' legal 
experience in New Zealand, either in the office of a barrister or solicitor or 
firm of solicitors in active practice, or in the legal branch of a Government 
department. We are aware that the Law Society has promoted a new Law 
Practitioners Bill. We understand that clause 54 of the draft Bill replaces 
the existing s.22 and prescribes the minimum experience for solicitors and 
barristers before they may enter practice. The new clause brings within 
the scope of the expression "legal experience", legal work in: 

(a) the office of a barrister or solicitor or firm of solicitors in active 
practice; or 

(b) a Government department; or 
(c) the office of a local authority or body corporate. 

The clause also requires at least five years' legal experience in New 
Zealand during the eight years immediately preceding the relevant date, 
including not less than 12 months' experience since enrolment in the office 
of a solicitor or firm of solicitors. There are provisions for dispensation. 

744. We have set out this matter at some length because we hope that if 
clause 54 is enacted in its draft form, judges' clerks would come within its 
scope, as persons employed by the Department of Justice. 

745. The Commission would like to think that the appointment is a 
prestigious one applied for by the most capable graduates. Overseas 
experience in this connection indicates that judges' clerks or research 
assistants are eagerly sought after by established legal firms. 

Recommendations 
1. The use of judges' clerks should be continued. 
2. Any increase in their numbers should be recommended by the Chief 

Justice. · 
3. Appointments should be made by the senior judge of each region for 

a maximum of two years. 
4. Time spent as a judges' clerk should count towards the period before 

a barrister or solicitor may practise on his own account. 
5. Judges' clerks need not hold a practising certificate while they 

perform these duties. 

COURT ADMINISTRATION 
746. Item 7 of the terms of reference reads: 

The administrative procedures and the organisation and the 
management of the several Courts and divisions, including the places 
appointed and the frequency and times of sittings for the dispatch of 
business and the arrangement of the business thereof. 

Court Management 
747. In 1971 Chief Justice Burger of the United States Supreme Court 

said that "the challenges to our system of justice are colossal and 
immediate and we must assign priorities ... I would begin, by giving 
priority to methods and machinery, to procedures and technique, to 
management and administration of judicial resources even over the much
needed re-examination of substantive legal institutions". 
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748. We see the problems of court administration lyi::rif'i 
our terms of reference. Never before have ·the public {t 

profession shown such an acute interest in this aspecr·of'c 
Lord Beeching's range of reforms called for an efficient aclmfois•t 
staff organised on a unified basis and directly responsible t'o';t'Mfe,::lidJc/l."' 
Chancellor, who was ans_werable to Parliament. Our present ai.dlhini,r 
strative structure already has the basic body: we think it needs·rtro!!elifo 
breathed into it. We repeat what the Secretary for Justice said td)us: 

In truth, if we want .to do justice accordingtola~ in ~ cornpt~x;. 
modern society·it is not enough t<:> ensure that our Judge,', are skillec:i, 
fair and assiduous. The need to recognise that good inanagemerit 
freed from any · rest~aints ,imposed by tradition, is almost as 
importap.t." The doing of justice through the courts is a busiriess and 
like any other business it is in danger of failing unless it is effieie:nt. 

Certainly in a society acknowledging the rule of law the co1:1r,t~ as 
institutions a.re not just a business. But far from diminishing the 
importance of management, their very uniqueness creates special 
management problems. In the face of current pressures we will 
neglect at our peril the need for administrative reforms relevant to the 
particular nature and needs of the courts. Yet this is not fo be 
achieved simply. The operation of the courts is a complex process 
which involves Judges, lawyers, administrative staff at both the 
national and local level, litigants, the public, and many others. There 
is no conventional hierarchical structure which will permit. the 
application of classical management and organisational theory, 
although no doubt many. management principles and ideas offer 
useful guidelines and may be adapted. 

749. In this country, as in other common law jurisdictions, the first 
signs of stress in the court systems appear in the form of trial delay. We 
must devise more efficient and sophisticated methods of coping with 
increased caseloads in all of our courts. We would adopt the following 
principles of modern court management: 

to ensure parties are advised 'Of fixtures at a reasonable time in 
advance; 

to keep trial pressure on so that cases will settle; 
to set the case for a definite time and hold to it; 
to have the judges ready and willing to heat the case in order to 

dispose of cases. 
750. We have already dealt extensively with proposals which should 

rationalise caseloads in the High Court and District Courts and take some 
work out of the criminal area altogether. Before the Government is asked 
for more money to run the courts, it must be demonstrated not only that 
the present sum allocated is matched by value of the service provided, but 
that future, higher allocations would be justified. Modern management 
techniques should be applied. As a start, we judge it both necessary and 
desirable that appropriate research and planning facilities should be 
provided to monitor the capacity and serviceability of existing resources 
and procedures, and to assess developmental trends and future demands. 
We think it is important that the judicial system should take much more 
cognizance of the people who use it and should ensure that the system is 
constructed for their benefit. We welcome the announcement of the 
Secretary for Justice in the Department of Justice 1977 Annual Report, 
when he proposed he would set up a Planning and Development Division. 
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751. V\le found a great tnany he1.ptul guidelines in the c,pproach taken 
bv boch the Be,:ching CcrQmisr:ion and the ()ntariD Law Refonn 
c:~Jmmi:;sion. Devdopments in Ontario Ieav,~ exe:::ufrve respom,ibilLy L:ir 
or.,urt administr<1tion in the hands of the At~orney General, and 9.t the 
s,une time, ma.intain processing of the caseload as the sole re:::ponsibility of 
the judiciary. There is controversy over what should be the area of court 
administration assigned exclusively to the judiciary*: administrators and 
judges have a complex, interdependent relationship. No disagreement 
exists as to who should be ultimately responsible for actual assignment of 
judges to particular cases or courtrooms: that is solely a question for the 
judiciary_* Indeed it is said that no administrative decision on case-fl.ow 
m.anagement can be successfuliy implemented without the active support 
of judges in the courtrooms. Only the judge is vested with the necessary 
power to exercise control over the actions of lawyers, police, jurors, and 
witnesses involved in specific cases before the court over which he 
presides.t 

752. We believe that to maintain the quality of justice it will be essential 
to develop court administration as a specialist area of management. 
Selected court staff, in our opinion, should be trained in overseas methods 
of court management. vVe think, for example, that the proposed Chief 
Court Administrator could be sent with advantage to a course in court 
management in the United States of America; he could attend the 
Australian Administrative Staff College in Melbourne; and could also find 
it profitable to spend some time with the Chief Executive Officer of the 
New South Wales Supreme Court. The operation/control rooms we saw 
in the Royal Courts, London, are also wdl worth study. This officer could 
then undertake training regional court ad:m.inistrators and court staff. In 
every country we visited it was emphasised that policy should be 
established by group deliberation but administered by individuals acting 
in consultation with those -.vho will be affected.! It was accepted without 
question that modern court systems depend on dedicated non-judicial 
personnel operating within a well-defined chain of command and directly 
responsible to the court system itself.':,,;, We have earlier referred to the 
delicate balance that must be kept between judges and administrators. It 
is vital that each understands the responsibilities and functions of the 
other. In our recommendation for the ~ppointment of list judges, we see 
that balance being preserved by the list judge having final responsibility 
for allocation of cases. On the other hand, the administrative officer must 
ensure that all judges are given time and proper facilities to carry out their 
functions. 

753. Regicmal Court Admin:istrators V'le adopt 'with some enthusiasm 
the proposal. of the Secretary fm Justice for the new office of regional court 
administrator. vVe think the country should be divided into four areas 
with regional offices established in Auckland, Hamilton, Wellington, and 
Christchurch. These administrators (who could be called circuit 
executives, court managers, or another suitable title) would need to have 
their functions defined with considerable care so that they would have 
appropriate powers to achieve their role without being able to interfere in 

*"The Judge and Court Administration", Professor G. D. Watson, Interuational Bar 
Journal, Nov. 1977. 

tOntario White Paper on Courts Administration, Ministry of the Attorney General, 
Ontario, 1970. 

:tProf.essor I-lazard, reporter for the Commission on Sta!ldards of J udidal Ad1nlnistration. 
''*"Court Administration", I. R Scott ( 1976) 50 AL.J. 30. 
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the operation of individual courts. They would need to co-ordinate the 
organisation of sittings and administrative servicing. We recommend that 
they run a central office which would provide a service to all participants 
in each case: this service would assist lawyers to avoid conflicts in their 
schedules and to avoid the necessity for unnecessary adjournments. The 
administrator's responsibilities would include: 

(a) consulting with the list judges for the region on the allocation of 
work to the judges in the region; 

(b) controlling the allocation of fixtures and courtrooms; 
( c) caseload evaluation; 
(d) improving co-ordination between the main and the provincial court 

centres; 
(e) reducing backlog and delay; 
(f) relieving judges, where possible, of administrative chores; 
(g) carrytng out training schemes; 
(h) deploying staff to meet sudden or pressing needs; 
(i) watching over the general level of efficiency of the court offices in the 

area; 
(j) maintaining relationships with the legal profession, the public, the 

police, and other groups concerned with the court process (such as 
Friends at Court); 

(k) dealing with Government agencies; 
(1) keeping under review accommodation needs and the provision of 

services; 
(m) collecting statistics and, where computers are installed, supervising 

data processing. 
754. Having outlined only some of the duties of this important office, we 

summarise by saying that regional court administrators would be 
exercising, by way of delegation, many of the powers now exercised by the 
Head Office of the Department of Justice. It follows that the individual 
staff of each court in the region, including the registrar and his deputies, 
would be responsible to the regional court administrator for the efficient 
running of their particular court. He in turn would be responsible to the 
Secretary for Justice, through the Chief Court Administrator in 
Wellington. We consider that, because of the specialist nature of their 
duties, the regional court administrators will need a grading greater than 
that of a registrar at a major centre; and, if suitable appointees are not 
available within the department, they will need to be appointed from 
outside the present ranks of the Department of Justice. We strongly 
recommend that the importance of this new position merits a salary which 
will attract the best possible applicartts. We consider that appointing at 
least some persons outside the public service to these positions would 
benefit the new system by providing differing viewpoints and relevant 
alternative experience: With the Secretary for Justice, we think the 
appointment of regional court administrators would be an important step 
in making the administration of the court system more rational, uniform, 
and effective. It may well be desirable for these persons to be housed in 
offices apart from any particular court because they will be charged with 
co-ordinating the work of all the judges and the courts in their area. 

755. We met several of these court administrators overseas. The circuit 
administrator for the South-Eastern circuit in England (the largest circuit 
because it includes London) and the Chief Executive Officer of the 
Supreme Court of New South Wales were both lawyers. These two officers 
control nearly 5000 people. They saw their function in broad terms as 
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providing a framework in which judges can function conveniently and 
efficiently. They thought it was essential to establish a good relationship 
with the judges. Five out of six circuit administrators for England and 
Wales are legally qualified. 

756. The Chief Court Administrator will have several roles. First, he 
will be responsible for organisation of the court business in what may be 
described as the Wellington region. Secondly, he would co-ordinate the 
overall administration with the three other regional court administrators 
and would be responsible to the Secretary for Justice to provide 
administrative assista11ce to the courts. Thirdly, he should, in our opinion, 
be a person suitable for appointment as Secretary of the Judicial 
Commission, in which capacity he would have a particular responsibility 
to the Chief Justice and the Chief District Court Judge. The nature of his 
other duties means that he vwuld likewise have responsibility to those 
persons in connection with administration of the courtiL In our opinion, 
he would need to be a person of sufficient stature and ability to gain the 
confidence of the judges, the regional court administrators, and the staff of 
the courts. Essentially he must have administrative and management 
skills of the highest order. Vole think his salary and grading should reflect 
those qualities. 

757. List Judges Having recommended a system of regional coun 
administration, we consider it desirable for more efficient running of the 
courts that regional administrative judges, styled "list judges", should be 
appointed. Vole make the comment that many judges do not wish to be 
closely involved in administrative matters but that some judges in the 
region must be responslbie for consultation and llaison between the judges 
and the professional regional court adn1inistrator. As we have said, 
inspection of other systems overseas led us to the ineluctable conclusion 
that success or failure in managing court business depends on a delicate 
balance being achieved betv,,een the administrative and adjudicative 
functions. \Ve believe there is considerable scope for improvement in this 
country in this respect. 

758. Accordingly, we recomm.end thal" the Judicial Commission creates 
an appropriate number of regions (we suggest four) for the administration 
of the High Court and the District Courts. 

(a) High Court The Chief Justice should appoint a High Court judge in 
each region with the style of list judge; this judge should be 
responsible for administering the co-ordination and allocation cf 
work among judges in the region. The Chief Justice should make 
the selection after consaltation with other High Court judges in the 
region. We prefer the description "list" rather than "administra
tive" judge to avoid any confusion with the Administrative Division 
of the High Court. We t11ink the appointment should be for a 
minimum of two bur not more than three years so that che Chief 
Justice will be able ::o review t!le performance of the persons 
concerned. A 1isr judge may well be re-appointed. The list judge 
wculd generally carry out, under delegation, the responsibilities of ~ 
the Chief Justice in that region for smooth .cunning oi the courts" He ~ 
would be subject m final directions by the Chief Justice. He would 
work very closely with ,he list judge of the District Courr for the 
area and with the regional court administrator so that the 
arraEgement of work between the PNO jurisdictions, more 
particularly in jury cri.rninal. '.¥Ork and malrimonial cc1.ses, may be 
effi.ciendy man3.ged. lt is recommended that appointment:, of list 
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judges should be made on the bas:s of administrativ1~ ability rather 
than of seniority. As witb the presiding judgec: .in England, they 
sho,1ld be :" 3,ource of authority and advice but ~h01.1lcl spend a 
substantial amount of their time in court. 

'.b) Dis,rict Cnurts In the section relating to District Courts (paragraphs 
412 et seq.), because of the specific terms of reference (3(d)), we 
proposed the <'.ppointment of a Chief Di.strict Court Judge, a Senior 
Family Court Judg•e, list judges, and assignment judges. The scope 
of the duties of list judges of the District Court are referred to under 
that section. We envisage that the list judges of the District Court 
·will have similar functions to those of the High Court list judges. 
They will be selected by the Chief District Court Judge. We would 
again emphasise the necessity for co-operation with the list judges of 
the Hig4 Court and the regional court administrators. 

7.59. Lia,faor11 In our opinion, it will be necessary for list judges of both 
courts and the regional court administrator to meet relatively frequently 
so that they can best ensure efficiency in case-flow management. 
Depending upon the availability of judges in their particular jurisdictions 
(as so frequently happens in the United Kingdom), list judges and 
regional court administrators would be able to deploy judge power in a 
·Nay that matched judicial attributes to case in1portan.ce. Thus, High 
(Jourt judges could be requested to sit and hear electable crime with a 
jury, the more particularly if pressures on a District Court are such that it 
is not coping with backlogs of ,vmk, or where it is desirable under the 
.sugge5ted practice direction referred to in paragraph 361. As a general 
principle, High Court judges should have?, ,easouable proportion of their 
time occupied with criminal jury work. As we have mentioned in the 
s,ections on that topic, a great deal can be done to achieve the type of 
specialisa,tion :"equired £or Nevv Zealand condi~ions by administrative 
inean~-

760. A group of barristers ,;ubmiti:ed that o.11 the existing courts named 
in the terrns of rderence of this Commission; other couri:s, ::mch as the 
l'vJ:aori Land Coun, the A.rbitration Court, -the Vvor.kers' Compensation 
Court; and :,,ll the statmo, :' tribunal:, v,:,ich t:xercise appellak jm:i5:diction 
should be: incorporated into, and administered through, a single court 
s.7stem. Administrative tribunals as ,,uch do not faJl ,,vithin the purview of 
the terms of rderen;~e, other than in relationship to the A.dministrat;ve 
Division of the Supreme Court. Likevvise, the Iv:faori Land Court does nor 
fall within the terms of reference, nor do rhe Arbitrati.011 Court or the 
vVorkers' Compensation Court. But from an ad1.nini~trc1,tive point of view, 
it ·Nas suggested that the very lack of unification of all courts and tribunals 
:_mder a single structure w:c_s in p~rt responsible for delays in the present 
judicial svsi:em. i\.s an exanml.e, it was n,tntioned lhat in son1e smaller 
Supreme ·court circuit towns', counsel might be ·expected to attend either 
in sucoession, or at the san-ie tirne, hearii1gs before the Supreme Court, the 
!vfagistrate's Court, and statutory trib,mals: all these fixtures might be 
ma.de for a period of, say, three weeks, a·, the end of v,rhich the Suprr:rntc 
Cour1: judge and the tribun;iJs vvould depart ,:u n.:m1-n, perhaps,, in three 
months' time. ~Ne were informed that there 'Nas no real lfaisoa between 
the v:;;.ri.ous groups. VJc see a partial solution co problems 01\ thb na:l:w:e in 
h . . l . l l . . T. . 1 ' ' t e appomt;:n.en.t oi t 1e ~cg10na_ '.;:;ourt ai.:: i~mrustr~ tor. l he ng 1t D,Harice 

bervveen conven1ence ancl econc,n1JL 1c use of t]rr1e ancj. COlJfft resot1rces ::~hotild 
be m.air,tained. Vii e ·would hope that the regional court administntor 
would communicate with those v,ho are r,~sponsible for Exttires for 
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statutory tribunals and c;ither courts to ensure that the overall flow of cases 
in the judicial system w°'uld be constantly monitored. Indeed, it would be 
expected that the secretaries of the various tribunals should consult with 
the regional court administrators to minimise clashes with fixtures. We 
believe that effective court administration will go a considerable distance 
towards meeting the aims of those who advocate a completely unified 
court structure (paragraphs 997 et seq.). 

761. Although the ultimate assignment of judges to cases and circuit 
work should rest with the list judges, the regional court administrators 
should be given full freedom to develop their own administrative talents 
and ideas. They would keep under review the daily sittings of the courts 
and caseloads and advise the list judges of when and where action should 
be taken. Consultation with the Law Societies is essential: we would 
envisage that practical steps would be taken to implement this. 

762. We also hope that the two .list judges and the regional court 
administrator would continually evaluate the effectiveness of the courts in 
their region in administering justice. May we repeat: this group should be 
in a unique position to recommend changes in the organisation, operation, 
or procedures of the courts. We conclude this part of the report by saying 
that we have been impressed, in our overseas study, by the close 
professional rnlationship that the regional (or circuit) administrator has 
with the presiding judge or list judge as well as with the individual judges 
in the area. If there are to be regular conferences of judges, we have seen 
clear demonstration of the desirability of the regional court administrator 
attending where administrative policy is under discussion. 

763. Court recording We suggest that court reporters, other than 
associates of High Court judges, should be under the supervision of the 
regional court administrator. He should make assignments on a scheduled 
basis to support the needs of particular courts by ensuring that the 
requirements of each judge are met and that transcripts required by the 
court, the Bar, or the public are expeditiously provided. The whole 
subject of recording of evidence appears under a separate heading at the 
end of this section (paragraphs 809 et seq.). 

764. Computers In our opinion, courts with a sufficiently large 
workload should have access to a centrally located computer system 
capable of multiple indexing, jury selection, and case scheduling. We are 
told that computerised scheduling of functions would minimise caseload 
delays; we have observed that jury selection by computer is used in many 
jurisdictions overseas. A not inconceivable development might be the 
computerised production of transcripts of proceedings in criminal and 
civil trials (paragraphs 819 et seq.). In the future, computerised records 
could be made simultaneously available to people at different locations by 
projection on cathode-ray screens: a judge with a screen on his bench or in 
his chambers could instantly obtafo information. 

765. In saying this, we must acknowledge that the · Department of 
Justice has moved into the computer age: there are a number of computer 
terminals already established in court buildings throughout the country 
with information being fed into the Wanganui computer centre. The use 
of data .processing/computer systems adds to the responsibilities of 
registrars and their staff. We were informed that court staff of middle to 
senior grading have been appointed as regional computer officers in seven 
court regions throughout the country. Some extra allowance has been 
paid to these persons, who undertake their ordinary court duties as well. 
The position should possibly be made full-time; that will be a matter for 
the Secretary for Justice to consider. 
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766. GrJurt staff Vve "Nen: tel.cl (hat over recent ye,,.1·s sub,;tantiaJ. 
a.dn1inistrative and pr()ced.u~ral ch.ang:es ha~Je bet::n 1:n2~d,e .in our courts ~Nith 

tvv•;J 1r1.ain ainJ.S o~~ :~~1~re~=~?~?,_ ove~·-fll ~!f~ci_ienC)~. _i_11~.;~a1i.(~~:~~-.! -~oi._:!~t °" b~~j~~,~~1-~~s 
an:J erihan~ed :--u1,.1.s .... dc1. atl-1Jn Oc1 p•~T,'.!,OD.5 _ '~-U~J.-~,ng ":..:1.., ... 1_,1 _e . .,he 

1 
coll\=~·~· 

iic~n:nn1stt(:tt1ve ch:a.nges.:- such a . .s ·the :use of n:t.i:::cnarncal a1cls an(i rnu\.n-

:r{i~j!~~~' :l~~1~,:! :>r~:i:i ~~ :::, .C '}1~~!l;,t,~~:d,U,,?~~]~;~r;~{' :~~,~~~~'~-.:~~,!~;,~I; z~:'.~1 i:;\~r~ 
xninor offence schn:-1,:re and fi:nes erdcrct~Irtcx1t "vver-e al.so jn_te:n.ded tc~ help 
e:Kpe·dite 1court v,-10:dr ge.neraily, but:; i:ri. ia,.:::t:, ha.ve Etddt:d to the d~1ties of 
coru:t staf:L ..-fhr~se cha.nges, togetheJ' ·v'/ith {)tJ.1er developrne:r.1ts, ,~n.:uch 2L3 

~~~i"ii'~~~L~;k~e~~f~J~ic~c:~1.:~,~e1~:Jc;::~~:C~~~' i~i~~:i~iif~~l-;~i;\J~~; (~;;:I,~;:u~~:~ 
courts of his les~al rights .. and to e.11.sure b.e vviU be trea.tecl v1ith !'TSp1:::ct and 
fair.ness. -~"re ".,N~re L1Jld :,~hat, u.11Jo~.·tun.atr,:~li:.r~, cost and -:~.fficie:1C.)T ga~J.ns frTJ.rD 
adn1ix1.istrati·ve changes .nav,~ not counterbalanced add:i6c-1nal v.rnr.k 
resu.ltirig 1ron1 proct:du.ral changes. l?ur~herrnore, the conrts ha·1,te, 
absorb~d other 1Jus7.nes.s no,t .re:aected. i:n a .. Jailable "volur .. 1.e of VJf.:.nJ-~ fiirures 
such a.s adn1inisterincr 1.:ei:nsd. aid~ bailiffs:• d:Jt.its. ta}~en ove:r frorn, the 1'Ji~lice, e-. .... , , ' ' 
and uro·vidin2: infor1natior1 for the 1/\langz.nu.i cornpu.ter centre syste1rL 
1Con.:::•.trai21.ts '"~7hich the staJ:c of 011r econorny n.ecess2rcil:/ in1posed on the 
whole of the State si::rvices have placui ?. heavy burder, on the 
administr;;itive staffing of the courrn. 

767. It is quite apparent i:o i!S that the Depart111ent of Justice faces a 
real p,~oblem in retaining i,s better q½alified personnel: v,;e hc1.ve be,:n told 
of a heavy staff turnover, It appears that 1rnu1y staff members who c,r:,tz:in 
a legal qualification do not rerriain. ln the employment of the department. 
V,J e accept that, generally speaking, ihe officers of the depa;·tment have 
responded loyally to demands made upon them but it i,i dear to us that it 
has become increasingly difficult for court staff to meet deadlines for court 
sittings and then to carry out follow-up actions with. reasonable 
promptner,s after those sittings, A graph prepared for us (produced as 
Graph 9) demonstrates the growth in court work measured against 
increases in staffing. This graph indicates the volume of business in the 
~1agistrates' Courts since 1960 under the headings of criminal 
prosecutions commenced and items filed and relates these to the total 
court staff during that period. We were told that as at 31 March 1960, 
40% of the srnff had less than seven years' experience, whereas at 1 
January 1975 this figure had risen to 65%. 

768. We received a number of submissions from various organisations 
and individuals pointing to delays, criticising unsatisfactory conditions in 
the court offices, and suggesting the application of modem management 
techniques. It seems obvious to us that rapid staff turnover must 
inevitably aggravate these problems of delay and other dissatisfactions. 
But to gain a full appreciation of the issue we consider we have to look at 
administration of the justice system in even broader terms. If the size of 
our police force, the Ministry of Transport, and local authorities' traffic 
staff is increased, or if a more vigorous prosecution policy is adopted, then 
it follows there will be an increase in the volume of prosecutions which will 
have an immediate impact on the court system. To illustrate; the total 
population increase during 1976 was less than 1 % but in that same year, 
the volume of prosecutions increased by 13.3% and the rate of 
prosecutions per 1000 of mean population rose from 113.58 to 129.81, or a 
12.5% increase. 
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769. The Commission received comprehensive submissions from the 
Court Officers' Group. This group represented the Courts Division, 
consisting of some 700 executive and clerical officers. (We deal with the 
function of registrars under a separate section.) On the aspect of 
administrative procedures, tnembers of this group told us they were 
concerned that some functions of the court as they knew them had 
virtually been closed down in order that urgent work and cases involving 
the liberty of the citizen might be completed. Fairly harsh criticism of a 
bureaucratic system was made. An example given referred us to the 
domestic proceedings area where for 60 years or more, all relevant work 
was administered with the help of at most a dozen forms; now, with the 
new Domestic Proceedings Act, there are 96 forms provided, with what 
was said to be a complicated and repetitive system of servicing and 
processing the documents. The group also criticised the minor offence 
procedure as being a top-heavy, unworkable method, inexorably grinding 
the work in the cash and fines enforcement sections to a halt. The court 
officers claimed that a high percentage of minor offences originate with 
traffic charges laid by local authorities: they submitted that the courts 
have become little more than a revenue producing agency for local 
authorities in this regard. The court group strongly recommend that 
consideration should be given to extension of the infringement fee 
procedure to include all minor non-driving offences, thereby removing 
such matters from the ambit of the courts except in cases where 
defendants wish to defend the charges. The court group is also concerned 
that justices of the peace who sit daily at Auckland and who would deal 
with many defended minor traffic cases and thousands of minor offences 
each month, bear an intolerable burden with no real expense to the 
Department of Justice. 

770. We think it desirable to plan for a solid core of experienced men 
and women on court staffs. By comparison, in New South Wales there are 
180 courts staffed with some 1000 staff. All the staff of those courts may do 
law examinations and this is the aim of many: indeed, court officers are 
actively encouraged to study law and administrative techniques. Because 
many of the court staff in New South Wales are based outside the city, a 
number take correspondence courses in law run by Macquarie University. 
The majority sit the Admission Board examinations which are prepared 
for by way of evening lectures and tutorials. However, a number of these 
qualified staff are subsequently appointed to the Magistrates' Bench. 
Submissions made to us in New.Zealand were directed to the appointment 
of qualified lawyers as court staff, on the basis that there have recently 
been law graduatt:s unable to find employment in legal practices. We 
think the whole judicial system demands well-trained and efficient court 
staff and that the principle of extra remuneration for legally or other 
qualified personnel should be encouraged. We also expect that 'court 
officials would continue to be trained to provide a courteous and helpful 
attitude to members of the public. They should also be familiar with 
management techniques. 

771. We were told that the present morale of court officers is not high, 
the principal cause being erosion of job satisfaction. It is said, for example, 
that although it is commendable for defendants to have their cases heard 
as quickly as possible through the minor offence scheme, the effect for 
court ;,taff has been to remove the tedium from the courtroom itself to the 
court office. One witness before the Commission described the mundane 
work involved in the thousands of minor offence cases being handled by 
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the courts as tremendously disheartening to court staff: although the 
scheme may have released the police and traffic officers from attending 
courts, that very release has enabled tlfe officers concerned, freed from 
court attendance, to generate more pfosecutions. Again, a considerable 
time is taken up with the processing of legal aid applications, an area 
where there has been a sharp increase in demand. We were told that the 
accounting procedures to be followed for collection and payment of fines 
are complex and add to the burden of court staff. We hope that the 
Planning and Development Division will bear all these various comments 
in mind and that this division will investigate some of the criticisms made 
by the court group. 

772. Complaints against court staff Complaints against members of 
the courts s.taff should be made, as at present, to the court registrars as 
controlling officers. In the event of the complaint remaining unresolved, 
or where it concerns the actions of a registrar, the matter would be dealt 
with by the regional court administrator. The Chief Court Administrator 
would handle complaints concerning the Wellington region and 
complaints referred by, or concerning, regional court administrators. 
Court administrators and court staff would ultimately be responsible to 
the Secretary for Justice and the State Services Commission in the normal 
manner. 

773. Instances may arise in which citizens who have complained to the 
regional court administrators or the Chief Court Administrator, will be 
dissatisfied by the answers given by one or other of those officers and will 
expect to have an independent agent to whom they can apply for further 
consideration of their grievances. The independent agent most 
appropriate to handle these situations is the ombudsman. His function is 
to receive complaints relating to matters of administration directed 
against agencies of central Government and local authorities. The 
agencies coming within his jurisdiction are named in the Schedule to the 
Ombudsmen Act 1975 and include the Department of Justice. 

774. The Chief Court Administrator, on the basis of a number of 
complaints, may make a recommendation to the Judicial Commission 
designed to secure a change in policy or practice to remedy administrative 
defects disclosed by such complaints. Where a complaint against the court 
administrative structure has been investigated by the ombudsman, he 
may make a recommendation for modification of a practice or rule if 
called for. Any such recommendation may be addressed through the Chief 
Court Administrator to the Judicial Commission or to the Secretary for 
Justice, depending on the nature of the recommendation. Before 
formulating such a recommendation, it would obviously be desirable for 
the ombudsman to have access to any advice tendered by the Chief Court 
Administrator to the Judicial Commission concerning the matter, 
although the ombudsman would not have jurisdiction to investigate 
decisions made by the Judicial Commission itself. In this regard, the 
position of the Judicial Commission would be directly analagous, from the 
point of view of the ombudsman's jurisdiction, to the position of a 
Minister of the Crown or to the council of a local authority, neither of 
which is within the jurisdiction of an ombudsman but whose department 
and staff respectively are within the jurisdiction of an ombudsman. That 
jurisdiction extends to the right to investigate recommendations made by 
departments and officers thereof to Ministers or local authorities. 
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Place of Sittings 
775. In making a decision on where sittings should be held and where 

court buildings are situated, we accept that a balance must be struck 
between convenience to the public, the provision of necessary services, 
and practical matters such as staffing. Changes have been taking place. 
The Supreme Court now sits in a new building at Rotorua, and in the 
courthouse at Whangarei. Over the years some Magistrates' Courts have 
been closed and others opened: for example, new Magistrates' Courts 
have been opened at North Shore and Henderson in the Auckland area. 
As we said in the foreword to this report, the time available to us has not 
enabled the Commission to make a thorough assessment of where it is 
necessary or desirable to have courthouses throughout New Zealand, 
bearing in mind changing patterns in population and methods of travel. 
We consider that the Planning and Development Division should be well 
situated to undertake this· exercise: no doubt that division will work in 
harmony with the list judges and the regional court administrator for each 
of the four regions in New Zealand. The Planning and Development 
Division should also decide the optimum court size desirable in New 
Zealand in terms of either judicial or administrative capacity. We expect 
this division will carefully investigate the courts that are operated on a 
part-time basis with a view to recommending whether they should be 
either closed or opened on a full-time basis. 

776. We consider the courts, particularly the District Courts, should 
remain geographically close to the people. We agree with the Secretary for 
Justice that, having regard to the criteria we have set ourselves, it would 
be neither suitable for New Zealand conditions nor economically feasible 
that all District Courts should carry full civil, family, and criminal jury 
jurisdiction. Experience gleaned from overseas countries indicates that the 
most efficient use of resources is directed towards supplying facilities 
which are reasonably accessible to the bulk of the population. On the 
other hand, well defined communities should, generally speaking, have 
full court facilities. Purely as examples, we mention again that Tauranga 
could provide jury facilities for its District Court but we would not expect 
that all the metropolitan District Courts in Auckland would need them. In 
an endeavour. to be helpful to the Planning and Development Division, 
and because of the extent of submissions we have heard upon the subject, 
we comment on the principles which we were told have been taken into 
consideration in the past when examining the need for retention of court 
services. Those are: 

(a) where a court is more than 40 miles from any other court, then its 
services ought to be retained unless the volume of business is small 
or relatively small and shows a decreasing trend; 

(b) where a court other than a court of substantial size, such as 
Hastings, is near another court and public transport services are 
adequate, then it should be closed even though the volume of work 
might be rising. 

We accept those principles as valid. We consider that our criterion of 
economic feasibility may well cause the Planning and Development 
Division to recommend closing courthouses in some very small centres. In 
the submission made by the Magistrates' Executive the magistrates listed 
some 19 courthouses which they suggested could be closed. We do not 
propose to comment on that submission as we have not heard from local 
bodies and other interested parties. 
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777. The Department of Justice reminded us that in 1974, a scheme for 
what have been termed "peripatetic" courts was provided for by s.4A of 
the Magistrates' Courts Act 194 7. That section reads: 

(I) Where any civil or criminal proceedings are pending in any 
Court the party issuing the proceedings may, or if the proceedings are 
to be defended, or if a Magistrate had directed either generally or 
specifically that the attendance of a party is required, then any party 
may, apply to the Court for the proceedings to be heard at any other 
convenient place ... 

(2) If a Magistrate is satisfied that in all the circumstances as 
between the parties the proceedings could be more conveniently or 
fairly heard or continued to be heard at some place, other than in a 
Court appointed under this Act, and that sui~able accommodation 
for a hearing at such place is available the Magistrate shall, unless for 
special reasons relating to the particular proceedings he directs 
otherwise, make an order ... that the proceedings be heard or be 
continued to be heard at a sitting of the Court held at that other 
place ... 

The intention of the department when devising this scheme was 
operational flexibility and that, provided suitable accommodation was 
available, the court would consider places convenient to the parties. 
Support for this legislation came from the Magistrates' Executive who 
considered that sittings of their court could take place in borough council 
chambers or in similar existing facilities in any town. They in turn 
suggested a review of priorities to see whether it is necessary to maintain a 
courthouse in places where other facilities could be used for infrequent 
sittings of the court. Although we heard some criticism of its practicality 
we consider the scheme is sound in concept as it permits flexible use of 
judicial and administrative resources, gives service to the public, and is 
suitable for New Zealand conditions. The opposing argument is that court 
buildings should be specialist premises which are permanent and 
complete in their facilities. The Court Officers Group submitted that it is 
impracticable to set up a court in make-shift premises without back-up 
staffing, adequate rooms, documents, stationery, statutes, regulations, 
textbooks, proper equipment and furnishings, and satisfactory waiting 
rooms. 

778. The problems we have mentioned largely relate to the District 
Court areas. There are, however, some anomalies so far as the Supreme 
Court is concerned. Although the places where it sits are reasonably well 
spread geographically, we observe that the Supreme Court at Blenheim 
serves a population of approximately 34 000, projected to reach 40 000 by 
1991; whereas the Tauranga area, where there is no Supreme Court, has a 
population of approximately 63 000, projected to reach 84 000 by 1991. 
Investigation of the type of work that goes to the Blenheim Supreme Court 
indicates that, if the District Courts proposal_ with its extended 
jurisdiction is accepted, the amount of Supreme Court business for 
Blenheim will not be large. The sitting time of the Supreme Court 
amounted to only 9 days in 1976. There were 4 civil trials, 57 undefended 
divocces (which would move into the Family Court), 5 criminal trials 
(which would mostly go to the District Court), and 12 appeals. Other 
examples of sitting times in the smaller Supreme Court centres in 1976 
are: 

Gisborne ................................... 17 days 
Greymouth ............................... 10 days 
Timaru ....................................... 6 days 
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.,VVe acr::-cpt the .~;ubn-1.!Bsi{)D_ of the: Secretary for Jt1fJt~_C:e\ and accordingly 
recornrnend that, unce r'oe jui:·isdictio,1 of the :High Ccmn ,,nd the Dixtrict 
Court is s-c:tded follo·w.ing our rtf;JY)rt, there sho~;dd b;;: a careful asst:s2.n-1er:t 
of the bu.sinl'.-.::s~ of d:1e High Court rtnd thlt::: va:rio~a.s places "t•',.,1}11.:'.re (as the 
S11pr•::_1_:ne C~our::) :it no\-v sits, \1\Te e:it.=_pect th.at the Judicial Ccrnrr1.Assion 
Vlou.id be corHtuJted befor--::~ :ctrry rr10,ies to. opi_c::r: qr close; co1Jrts ·vve:re rnado::, 

F'requency and tb2i11.>r, G.f: sitting 
779. 1/'1le h:~1,;-e already recon1n1.end1.~(1 that the d.ate::) oi sittings .a_n_d 1Nh.o 

3haH p£eside over [hem sho,J.ld be de.1:amined b-y the Chief J usticc: or, i.n 
the case of I)istrict C:ourts,_ tb.e (~!hie£ I)istrict tCourt Judge, after 
commhaticm vvith the regional court administrator. The list judges wi.H 
~e~-~tize for the Chief Justise and Chief District Court Judge OE a regional 
i..r8..0l!'t. 

780. Pursuant to s.52 of rhe Judicature Act 1903, the date of the sittings 
of the Supreme Cou:rt throughout New Zealand. is decided by the Chief 
Justice and two othe:r judges, acting at lea3t twelve rn_onths in advance of 
the programme. Altb.ough the Minister 0£ Justice is required to gi•1e his 
approval to the regular sittings of the Magistrates' Courts, a magistrate 
effectively determines the date of sittings in his court or circuit, again, 
usually for twelve months ahead. VVe have been told that the practice of 
pre-determined circuit sittings in both jurisdictions rnakes adjustments 
difficult to achieve. The same criticism has been voiced to us in other 
countries. Court dme is allocated well before the nature of the cases for 
hearing at any particular sitting is known, or the real extent of the 
workload established. Another disadvantage is that if the circuit business 
for a session is not concluded, what remains must be adjourned until the 
next visit, which may mean several months' delay. Criminal business is 
given priority over other matters, no doubt because in many cases the 
liberty of the subject is involved; it is nevertheless very galling to the civil 
litigant in commercial and family cases to be put off time and again, and 
to take second place to the criminal work. We believe that the system of 
list judges and regional court. administrators will be an improvement in 
providing flexibility and in obviating the rigid priorities that have been 
traditional. 

78L There are two suggestions concerning circuit work for the High 
Court which we think worthy of consideration. First, wherever possible, 
circuit judges should continue sitting at the places they visit until the 
available work set dm,vn for hearing is completed. List judges and regional 
court administrators should be z,ble to devise a system whereby counsel 
would know that only matters that we1'e going to trial would be set down, 
and that when the circuit judge arrived in their area counsd rriust be 
ready to proceed. A,s we have said, sjtting dates determined long in 
advance may not provide sufficient fle~,lbility for best use of judicial and 
,_.dministrative resources, We think the list judges may be able to organise 
mat(e:r& so that there is adequate notice for coun3el in the circuit towns, 
say, six weeks in advance of f:xtures, and 'llso to provide rhat the judge 
,vill remain on that circuit until he completes .:he work set down, 
Secondly, we believe that High Court lists should be arranged to provide 
that judges returning from circuit should have im fixtiires allotted to them 
for two c,r three days in the following 11veek in their base towns, Vie 
consider ti1is suggestion ·would make more efficient u:cc of a judge's time: 
he could deal with decisions reserved during cfrcuit duties while the facts 
were fresh in his mind, or at least review the evidence and reach his 
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conclusions on the facts. We think the existing practice (forced on many 
judges by the present workload) of putting off consideration of reserved 
decisions for several weeks or months is grossly inefficient: judges who 
have to consider matters after a lapse of time must virtually repeat the 
whole process of finding the facts and deciding the law. Both in relation to 
circuit work and work in their base town, judges should have sufficient 
time to write reserved judgments: this may require a surplus of judge 
capacity. 

782. A great number of submissions related to the apparent inability of 
the courts to organise their affairs without inconvenience to persons who 
must attend. The court registrars were alert to this criticism when they 
made their submissions to us, They said in past years the courts 
commanded r-espect, but that respect must now be earned.. They 
submitted t'hat the first requirement in this regard is proper court 
accommodation, manned by a competent staff who have the time to be 
helpful and kind. They also mentioned specific accommodation problems: 
that the civil legal aid scheme requires special meeting places for 
committees, and that legal aid generally has added to the work space and 
storage requirements. The . Children and Young Persons. Act requires 
special courtrooms, as does family litigation. Suitable areas have had to be 
found for duty solicitors and computer machinery. Accommodation is 
regularly required for examination of civil debtors, evidence before the 
registrar, and examinations of fines debtors. All these are management 
requirements which should be considered as part of administrative 
reform. 

783. In making our recommendations for improving court administra
tion we realise that, behind every judge who sits in his court, there are 
many persons engaged in servicing that court. The workflow of the courts 
is inexorable. There will always be offenders and there will always be civil 
litigation. There will always be a necessity for those engaged in the 
business of the courts to meet strict time deadlines. Hence we say again, 
court management and administration are at the forefront of the reforms 
proposed by this Commission. 

Recommendations 
1. Modern principles of court management should be adopted. 
2. It is desirable that list judges should have ultimate responsibility for 

allocating judges to cases. 
3. For administrative purposes, the country should be divided into four 

regions with regional offices established in Auckland, Hamilton, 
Wellington, and Christchurch. 

4. A regional court administrator should be appointed to each region to 
organise the sittings of the courts in his region after consultation with the 
list judges; and provide administrative servicing. The Wellington regional 
court administrator should be appointed Chief Court Administrator. 

5. Regional court administrators should be responsible to the Secretary 
for Justice through a Chief Court Administrator who should be, as well, 
Secretary of the Judicial Commission. 

6. In each of the four regions list judges should be appointed. They 
should be responsible for administering- the co-ordination al).d allocation 
of work between judges in their region. The Chief Justice should select list 
judges for the High Court; the Chief District Court Judge should select for 
the District Courts. Appointments should be made on administrative 
ability rather than on seniority. 
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7, List judges and the regional court administrator should regularly 
meet to ensure efficiency in case flow management . 
. 8. Court recording systems should be supervised by the regional court 

administrator. 
9. Greater use of computers for multiple indexing, jury selection and 

case scheduling should be considered. 
10. Court staff should be encouraged to gain appropriate qualifications. 
11. Once the new jurisdiction of the High Court and the District Courts 

is settled, there should be an assessment of where sittings should be held 
and where court buildings should be situated. 

12. When the various courts should sit and who should preside over the 
sittings should be decided by the Chief Justice and the Chief District 
Court Judge or their listjudges deputed for that purpose, and consultation 
should take place with the regional court administrators. 

13. Where possible, judges on circuit should remain to complete the 
work set down for their visits. 

Registrars and Masters 
784. We have already adverted to the role of registrars of the several 

courts under Part II of this report. We have found it necessary to 
investigate in considerable detail the work which registrars at present 
carry out. Thi.s work was helpfully summarised for us by both the 
Secretary for Justice and the Court Officers Group in their submissions. 
We subsequently sought the assistance of the registrar of the Magistrates' 
Court at Wellington, who prepared for us a full and detailed summary of 
the work at present carried out by registrars, together with a schedule of 
all Acts with which court officers must be conversant. This material is too 
voluminous to publish as part of the report. We consider, however, that 
the detailed research carried out is of permanent va1ue and should be 
available to those concerne4in the future with the scope of work done by 
registrars. We have therefore preserved this material as part of the records 
of the Commission. We also note the need to accurately define existing 
tasks which registrars and their deputies are entitled to perform. It was 
suggested by the Court Officers Group that there are a number of 
anomalies, for example, in relation to the work which deputy registrars do 
in the absence or unavailability of a registrar. 

785. Two questions relating to registrars are comprised in item 6 of our 
terms of reference. It is convenient to deal with each question separately. 
The first is: whether and to what extent it is proper or desirable and 
practicable that registrars perform judicial functions. 

786. In considering this question, it is necessary to bear in mind that 
under our present system registrars perform three distinct functions: 
administrative, managerial, and judicial. Logically, the administrative 
and managerial functions might be expected to be kept separate from the 
judicial function and in an ideal system this would probably be so. We 
received several submissions to this effect, the main reasoning in such 
submissions being promotion of administrative efficiency (the same 
person not necessarily being equipped to carry out both administrative 
and judicial functions). 

787. The judicial work which registrars now carry out is both varied 
and extensive and provides considerable relief for judges and magistrates. 
The removal of such work would require major changes which on the 
evidence before us we do not consider justified. Notwithstanding 
occasional criticism of registrars' work in the judicial field, we accept that 
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sr:.ch -i/Vo:rk h;:::1.s norrnaUv ]Jeen lveH don~::. Thit1 iE: ev111:,nci:,1 hv tb 1~ r~T,.v 

lirn.iteci nurf1·ber oJ :Dccaidons 'vvh.en dccisio:ns -:=,{ i~egistrars a,re cb:;u:1ged., 0::1 
,~:l>"fie•,,; 1-•,y -! -·1udrri:::. 01· .,..n,~g-~stra1·p, 'I'h""'r-0 ·is h....,-,.,.,e-.. rer "'•v1,r~ "-,•,,--e '"hat 1.'1..,\ _...,-,- , . ., , " _, 0 1-., ._1 ~ . ._.d, 1.. ~·- .••-::·. , "-"-·.._1...., .:.,~~ __ ._,• ,h .\. , • t: ,._,-:c.u,i:..., .. t ., 

rcg.1st:cars novv have nJore than std:hc1ent iNork to cope vv1th. it appears 
also t~iat tbete are difficultje,, i,n rectuitmen~ and tetern:ion of couri. staff so 
J;hat, [,·on1 a pr::v::tical point of view, if: registrars 2u0 e to have ai1y extended 
ju,isdiction lo cany out judicial functions, steps vvill m~ed to be tz,ken to 
render employment of court !,taH and 1E·ornotional opportunities rnoroc: 
attr3.,cti-ve. 

7B8. I:i rrresent coind.itions n::niain una.ltered, ·v1e believe there is 2u real 
tisk r.hz/ sraf£ shortages, unc,~n'J.~O~lab~e. ,md a,,vkv1:1rd., pbys,icai 
sunoum11ngs, and cambe.rsome adrmm,trallve procedures will ten(I w 
erotle the goo:d standarcls achi<~ved by registrars. In tl1is c<Jntext, we 
mention that in oae of the least congenial registries, ::frx graded officers 
refigned during a recent 12 rn.onth period. ''Ne •Nere also told that 70% of 
1:he 1Courts Division staff have had less i:han five years' experience .;md that 
the last registrar to r,e legally qualified ldt the Courts Division in 1964. IL 
:1ppears that the Courts Divisi,'.ln is one of the few avenues of public service 
,.vhere an a.mbitious officc:r is no longer expected to engage in some form o[ 
::ertiary education, V{ e are av12xe that grading of certain registrars has 
recently been reviewed but it appears to us there is still a very great need 
to improve conditions of service in the Department of Justice. The 
Secretary for Justice has suggested to us that in busier District Courts, 
registrars might be given power to grant adjoumments, deal with 
applications for offenders' legal aid, relieve District Court judges from 
some licensing functions, and in the future, formally adjudicate upon 
undefended divorces if divorce procedures are simplified, 1Ne do not see 
these extensions as practicable under present circumstances. Moreover, 
we are concerned at any increase in the jurisdiction of registrars ,,vithout 
some comparable increase in the standard of training required. 

789. The Secretary for Justice has advised us that his department is 
studying the development of formal courses in relevant legal subjects 
v,hich future court officers ·who wish to secure promotion to senior 
positions will be required to complete. The implementation of these 
courses v10uld obviously be desirable, evt"n from the pcint of view of 
t!"aining registrn.rs to carry out their present judicial functions. ¥Tithout 
having foll details of the courses we do not offer any ii nal opinion. i/V e 
indim; to the view that the judicial functions ,Nhich registrar~ currently 
exercise should not be ex.:endcd (apart from dealing ·with unopposed 
apolications to the land valuation court. to which H'e have ref,::rred 
eh~whe:re) unles3 there is a requirement that registra,s exercising such 
function3 have some legal qu,1Jification. In saying this vve do nm suggest 
tl:.a.t a le~~l deg_ree is the mcst 3:ppropriate ls~ining for a P;rson_ car:yin/s 
out admrn1strat1ve and managerial roks: 'vvc s1mply make tne pomt tJl,at 1f 
registrars are to h,t-r11e a 1;1Vid,.~:r judicial :role v·ve cn·nsider that sc(~J1.e fo:nn of 
legal training ls essential to exerci.se •m,ch 2, role. Vvt do no': rhink rhis 
qualification should n~cessariJy be ?, lavv de1;Tee; t:h::: c011nw which J.be 
Secretary for Jus·c.ice has prop,)sed m<'.y ::ic S'Jfficieai. V\/e appreciate that, 
until such time a,s the trai1?iE~J: schen:e ha:,, be~ome fol1y dfe'.:tiv,~, ii; m':"y be 
nec,.,:ssary to use thie s:er:..rices of registrars "vv1th t)ng: pracuca.l experH::nct 
but no legal crua.lificaxions., (lur "Viev1rs !"ega!'ding s.11 "the ab~lV"~ a·pply to 
bc~th the f.Iigh C~tnrct BJJ.d the 1)L~trir:t (~onrts. 

790 The s•P.(•(• 11(i i 1"··rnJ ur re1e-1,~;""DCe re1::i.•;-in(:.· +o r·e·1~t~r;,1-r•3.-r~s ~.s :.:t[~ foH,.·:::.-vfs: ~ • - ,. J .· • ...,,,,.u"'" .. ,'i.. C· JJ.,_ J_ ,, •. ., .... _.JI. . .,. -~'--~'--.·;;:, j_. ·:-•• }-·>"·'~'- . ..L~ 

1,vnethex rhi: apporo.trner::d: 01 1egaHy qu1.1hh~:d oJilcers ot .any cou:rt to 
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exercise subordinate judicial functions would be desirable, practicable, or 
convenient. As the Secretary for Justice indicated to us, this question 
contemplates an office akin to that of a mast.er in England. (For 
convenience we use the name master although it is not imperative for that 
name to be used in New Zealand.) It appears clear that the office of 
master has been developed with considerable success in the United 
Kingdom, Canada, and Australia. In those countries, masters relieve 
judges of the High Court of a significant segment of judicial work. Masters 
are essentially judicial officers, not public servants, and the manner of 
their appointment, their status, and salary reflect this. Consistent with 
this view of their work, the Beeching Commission recommended that such 
administrative functions as masters had should be removed from them. 
No doubt because of the relief which masters are able to give to 
overworked judges and magistrates, the creation of such an office was seen 
as desirable in a number of submissions which we received. It also 
appears the creation of such an office would have the support of the 
judiciary. Moreover, the New Zealand Law Society advocated a similar 
office, though suggesting it should be combined with that of registrar, and 
open_ only to legally qualified appointees. 

791. In view of the success of this office overseas, and the real need to 
relieve judges of work, especially judges of the District Courts whose 
jurisdiction will be increased if our proposals are accepted, the 
appointment of masters appeared to have attractive possibilities. 
However, both the Secretary for Justice and those court officers who made 
submissions to us strongly opposed introduction of an office of master. 
The Secretary for Justice suggested that statistical evidence of the work at 
present carried out by judges or magistrates, but possibly able to be 
delegated to a master, indicated there was not sufficient work available to 
sustain even one master for the whole of New Zealand, let alone, for 
example, in Auckland. The Secretary for Justice stated he was convinced 
it is premature to consider ,appointment of a master or any other such 
subordinate judicial officer until the department's new scheme for training 
registrars is implemented; after this stage, the situation could be reviewed 
in the light of experience. The court officers agreed with this view and also 
stressed the difficulties involved in training and retaining legally qualified 
staff. 

792. Such strong views have given us considerable pause for reflection. 
We also have been somewhat limited in our ability to research the matter. 
Nevertheless, it appears to us that there are a large number of judicial 
functions which could be delegated to masters. By way of example we list 
the following work which at present is done by magistrates: 

(a) the licensing of motor vehicle dealers, secondhand dealers, 
sharebrokers, and auctioneers; 

(b) considering applications for offenders' legal aid and allocating 
scales of payment; 

(c) authorising the enforcement of unpaid fines; 
(d) considering numerous applications under the Sale of Liquor Act for 

a variety of permits and extensions; 
(e) visiting prisons for disciplinary purposes; 
(f) considering applications for writs of arrest of absconding debtors in 

civil and domestic matters; 
(g) considering applications for and issuing search warrants; 
(h) approving contracts or compromises by infants. 
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I..:ike,,vJse., in relation to tb-e H:igh C:01...:st~ a n1fuJt2::.r cfrtdd v.rell atter::uJ to s1..1.1::h 
xn11.ttcrs as; 

( a) fnany interlocutory appli,:~:1.tions includirtg cert[-d.n lnjnnct.ion:.::, 
app,lic.a.tion.s ior ai=·,proval ·of con1r;run1ise, appc~Intrnent oJ guardiari 
ad iitern, dir .. 1::ctions fien: ser\tiee; 

(h) a.pplica tiom; fc,:r offenders' legal 
( c) application:.; under ::be Trm:tee Act 1956, for cxa,;r1pk, for arproval 

of trustees ac:!1.ons, the ex.ercise of p01,~rers net centained in th:e tru:1.t 
deed; 

(d) n1any of the applications nm,v made in refa1tion to grant o{ probate 
and administration; · 

(e) o.pplications kn' Ieave w S(".rve out oii ,: juri.sdiction; 
(f) serving; as rdeTce on inqu i,ies as to as~e.,,:rnent of damages. 

793. The Supreme Court R.ules Revision Committee has provided in 
the nev,- CoJc for a summai:-y judgment procedure. iNe think that this 
reform will be eHecrive both to id,fcntify, and dispose ::if without trial, 
astions in ,vhich there fa either no defence or ?, shan1 defence. 'VV e consider 
that masters could control this procedure and thus save judges' time. 

794_ AH the evidence overseas indicates there is great scope for the use 
of a master. The many duties which masters perform in England are well 
summarised in the 4th edition of Halsbury's La,.,vs of England Vol. 10 at 
para. 937 et seq. We do not set out these duties in detail but we do 
specifically mention that the line between. the judge's functions and those 
of the master is kept intentionally a little vague so that judge and m;,,ster 
may work as a team without technical barriers. In addition to extensive 
use of masters in the United Kingdom., the office, as we have previously 
mentioned, has been transplanted with success into other jurisdictions. 
l\1embers of the Commission who travelled overseas observed that in 
cities of a similar size to Auckland, for example, Adelaide, there was 
sufficient work for two or three masters. Having reviewed both the 
potential work available for masters in New Zealand, and the extent of the 
work which they carry out in other jurisdictions, we have concluded that it 
must be worth endeavouring to implement the office in New Zealand. As 
an example, we think there is very real scope for a master to carry out the 
vetting of offenders' legal aid in all courts. We believe this function should 
at least be supervised by a judicial officer because the decision to grant 
aid, even if it is subject to review, may require the exercise of a 
considerable degree of judgment (particulariy if. an assessment ha.s to be 
made of the merits of the defence).~A master and his staff play a vital role 
in this work in relation to criminal appeals in England. Mindful, however, 
of the statistics produced by the Secretary for Justice (which in his view 
indicate insufficient work for masters in New Zealand), we recommend 
that che office of master should initially be introduced in Auckland and 
'Wellington. In Auckland, we suggest one master should be appointed in 
the High Court and one in the main District CourL In W eHington, ·we 
suggest appointment of a master whose combined work would cov"r the 
High Court and the Court of Appeal. 1Ne e;;:pect th3!t rhe performance of 
these master~ would be carefully assessed by the Judicial Commis_sion. 

795. VVe think a i:naster's qualifications should be the same as chose for 
z, High Court or District Court judge, that is, seven years' practice as a 
barrister or solicitor of the High Court. In making this recommendation, 
we do not overlook the impossibility of appointing masters frmn e,isting 
court staff or registrars, there being none who are legally qualified. I>for do 
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we overlook the view of the Secretary for Justice that it would be 
extremely difficult, for a number of practical reasons, to implement a 
career structure for legally qualified staff. However, if such a structure 
could be implemented, we think it would greatly increase the 
attractiveness of employment in the Department of Justice. As an interim 
measure, we consider it would be possible to appoint masters drawn from 
members of the legal profession, perhaps those who are close to 
retirement. We have had submissions from several solicitors who 
indicated their belief that such appointments would prove attractive, 
provided the remuneration was reasonable. Every care must be taken to 
ensure appointment of masters would not in any way downgrade the office 
of registrar since we consider that the work of registrars is vital to 
successful functioning of our court system. 

Recommendations 
1. Registrars should continue to perform their present judicial functions 

but these should not be extended until an appropriate training scheme for 
court staff is introduced, such training scheme to include legal studies. 

2. The office of master should be created initially in Auckland (one for 
the High Court and one for the main District Court) and in Wellington 
(one to serve both the Court of Appeal and the High Court). 

3. A master should possess the same legal qualifications as a High 
Court judge. · 

4. The Judicial Commission, after a reasonable time, should assess the 
effectiveness of the office of master. 

Supervision of Proceedings 
796. Item 5 of the terms of reference reads: 

Whether, and if so; to what extent, the Courts or any of them should 
exercise greater supervision over the progress of proceedings and the 
making of appropriate interlocutory orders, and what judicial officer 
should exercise such supervision. 

This term did not attract many submissions. From our own knowledge, 
and from our observations overseas, we surmise that there are several 
tea.sons for this lack of response: 

(a) The existing rules of our Supreme Court Code of Civil Procedure, if 
properly and efficiently used (both by plaintiffs and defendants), 
are reasonably satisfactory. There is additionally a growing 
practice, at least in Auckland, whereby an application under Rule 
250B (which enables the court to order an early hearing) is used to 
provide inter alia a timetable laid down by the court for the various 
interlocutory proceedings leading up to a firm date of trial. No 
doubt the rules in the new Code, at present in the course of 
preparation, will further improve the position. Although the 
proposed rules are subject to approval, we are informed that the 
new s.15 will introduce two procedures to enable 'omnibus' 
directions to be given by the court. Rule 286 should be particularly 
useful in breaking deadlocks or overcoming obstructive or delaying 
tactics in interlocutory matters. Rule 287 enables directions to be 
given to facilitate the course of the trial. We understand the Rules 
Revision Committee, after full consideration, decided against 
compulsory conferences but that sub-clause (5) of rule 287 
authorises the court to convene a conference on its own initiative. 
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The assistance of a judge in negotiations for settlement may be 
secured under sub-clause (6) but this judge is disqualified from 
presiding at any subsequent trial. 

(b) Personal injury litigation which formerly produced a heavy volume 
of work in New Zealand will soon disappear as a result of the 
Accident Compensation Act 1972. In overseas jurisdictions, where 
considerable attention has been given to pre-trial procedures, the 
best method of dealing with personal injury litigation has loomed 
large. In New Zealand at present, it may be premature to embark 
upon any radical changes until the type and extent of civil litigation 
is clarified following the demise of the personal injury action. 

(c) Overseas efforts to find a solution to the problems involved in 
supervising progress, by aqd large, appear to demonstrate that the 
problem• is intractable. The extensive literature which we have 
consid'ered (primarily concerning the summons for directions in the 
United Kingdom and various pre-trial conference procedures in the 
United States of America) indicates that most of the procedures 
introduced have not fulfilled the bright hopes originally held of 
them. Our impressions in this regard were generally confirmed by 
the enquiries made by members of the Commission who travelled 
overseas. 

797. We therefore approach our consideration of the extent to which the 
courts should exercise greater supervision over the progress of 
proceedings, bearing in mind the above matters. We also record that 
several barristers of very considerable experience suggested the courts 
have been too slow to cut a path through procedural tangles and that, 
with pressure of work, it is not enough to leave the prompt disposal of 
cases wholly with counsel. 

798. The most detailed discussion of the issues raised by this term of 
reference was provided by the Secretary for Justice, who pointed out that 
the justification for any procedures which enable the court to exercise 
greater supervision or control must be that these are necessary in the 
wider public interest for efficient and economical operation of the court 
system. He also pointed out that most such procedures overseas are 
directed almost exclusively to civil litigation and that there appear to be 
quite different justifications and needs for family and criminal litigation. 
It is convenient, as the Secretary for Justice suggested, to discuss the 
matter under the three heads. 

799. Civil jurisdiction The statistics provided us indicate that in 
former years (and it should be borne in mind that the situation may 
change as personal injury litigation is phased out), of all the cases actually 
commenced in the Supreme Court, approximately 25% only were set 
down for trial and of that 25%, only40% actually proceeded to trial. As a 
whole, a little over 10% of the actions originally commenced are heard in 
court. In the Magistrates' Courts, detailed statistics are not available; but 
in 1976, of the 150 000 plaints filed, only 2059 proceeded as defended 
cases. Moreover, in 62% of Supreme Court actions in 1976, a statement of 
defence was filed, but other than interlocutory applications, no further 
steps were taken: 25% of the cases that do not proceed to hearing have 
interlocutory applications filed. These average 1.5 per case; the majority 
relate to applications for the appointment of a guardian ad litem and 
motions for approval of compromise. A further 25% have no action taken 
on them after the issue of a writ. In the samples taken by the Department 
of Justice it was found that the average number of interlocutory 
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applications in respect of actions going to trial was one (this does not 
include interlocutory matters issued as a matter of course, for example, 
orders for discovery). 

800. The above information is important when consideration is given to 
whether or not greater control is necessary over the conduct of civil 
proceedings and, if so, when such control should be commenced. As the 
Secretary for Justice pointed out, there are at least three possible stages 
when the court might commence active control: at the inception of the 
proceedings; at the point when proceedings are complete; at the time the 
proceedings are set down for trial. We agree that active control at the 
inception of proceedings is unnecessary and, in view of the number of 
cases which settle, would generate a large amount of additional work, 
often without serving a useful purpose. Indeed, intervention at this stage 
could sometimes be counter-productive and would add to the expense of 
the parties in all cases. 

801. It is at the stage when the pleadings are completed that procedures 
have been introduced in a number of overseas jurisdictions. As previously 
mentioned, our enquiries have not produced evidence that such 
procedures have either greatly increased court efficiency, or the speed, or 
rate of settlement. The Secretary for Justice also informed us that he had 
reached a similar conclusion as the result of his enquiries. He accordingly 
took the view, with which we concur, that under the circumstances at 
present pertaining in New Zealand, interlocutory steps in civil 
proceedings should be left in the hands of counsel. Impetus to complete 
the procedural requirements and to set the action down is best provided 
for by a system where there is a virtual absence of delay once the action is 
indicated as ready for hearing. Particularly from our enquiries in 
Auckland, we are satisfied that one principal reason for over-loaded 
fixture lists is that counsel are aware there is a great delay between the 
time when application for a fixture is made and the actual granting of a 
date of hearing. This encourages setting down of cases to "get in the 
queue", without proper consideration of settlement or any real 
preparation for hearing. There is little point in counsel preparing cases for 
trial before setting down when a greater part of preparation will be wasted 
because of delay. 

802. However, the Secretary for Justice did suggest there could be merit 
in a procedure imposing a limitation on the period between 
commencement and setting down. Any application to set down outside 
that period would then require to be on motion, with evidence from the 
solicitors for both parties citing reasons for the delay. The Secretary for 
Justice also suggested some sanction in the area of costs. In this context, 
the former Chief Justice, Sir Richard Wild, suggested a system of strict 
time limits for the completion of all interlocutory matters. We agree that 
these suggestions are attractive, but are concerned that if such procedures 
are strictly administered, serious injustice can result, with the interests of 
the parties suffering because of the deficiencies or delays of the lawyers. In 
the interests of justice, we consider it would be better to provide an 
automatic review of all cases at a date one year after the filing of 
proceedings. We envisage that counsel and, wherever practicable, the 
parties, should be required to attend before the court which would then 
consider the progress of the action. It might be possible for this review to 
be conducted by a master or registrar with his decisions, if any, being 
placed before a judge if required by either party. 
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803. Once an action has been set down for hearing, we agree that the 
court should assume overriding control. It is essential that a hearing 
should be assured within a reasonable time of setting down and that, prior 
to the action being set down, the necessary procedural steps have been 
taken and settlement discussed. This, however, does not prevent last 
minute settlements and we appreciate that in a significant number of cases 
the parties may not be prepared to make a settlement until the door of the 
court is reached. If, however, too many cases settle at a late stage, this 
presents real difficulties in scheduling cases for hearing, with a consequent 
waste of time on the part of all involved. With these problems in mind, the 
Secretary for Justice suggested a solution we for our part recommend: that 
a system should be tried where soon after application is made for a fixture, 
counsel and, .wherever practica:ble, the parties, are required to appear 
before a judge (if possible this should be the judge to whom the hearing 
would be assigned but otherwise another judge, or a master, or a 
registrar) to confirm the state of the action, and discuss the nature and 
likely duration of the trial and any outstanding issues. The Secretary for 
Justice suggested that this process would not be a demanding one, if 
fixture procedures operated effectively, and would have a double benefit 
in that it would impose a constraint on counsel in their decision to seek a 
fixture and it would clear the way for trial itself or promote final 
settlement at an early point. We think it important for the parties to be 
present unless their absence is excusable (by reason, for example, of 
distance from the court). At the pre-trial meeting, a firm date of hearing 
could be given which would not be subject to change other than for 
extenuating reasons. In provincial centres where there is no resident High 
Court judge, a conference concerning an action in that court could be 
chaired by a District Court judge or possibly a registrar or senior 
practitioner. 

804. In the above discussion we have not differentiated between the 
High Court and District Courts because we are of the view that similar 
considerations apply to both jurisdictions. To meet several submissions 
that wherever possible, there should be identical procedures and rules in 
the High Court and the District Courts, we would hope that when the new 
High Court Rules are gazetted, early attention will be given to their 
adaptation to the District Courts. We have also noted the passing of the 
1977 Judicature Amendment Act which provides for pre-trial conferences 
in the Administrative Division of the Supreme Court. In view of the 
differences of opinion over the effectiveness of pre-trial conferences, we 
believe that it would be wise to wait and assess the success orotherwise of 
the conferences permitted in the Administrative Division before tl~,e 
introduction of such pre-trial conferences in any other civil jurisdictions. 

805. Family Court proceedings Different considerations apply to 
Family Court matters. In the Family Court, there will be considerable 
interaction between the court, social agencies, and the parties. In the 
circumstances, the court is required to accept a controlling and co
ordinating function at an early stage. This could to some extent be 
achieved by the issue of regular practice:: notes by the Senior Family Court 
Judge, coupled with ovetriding supervision by the judges. The co
operation of all those involved with the court will be required. Different 
procedures may be required for different categories of case in the Family 
Court, but we would agree with the view of the Secretary for Justice that 
the essential aspect of court control and co-ordination in this jurisdiction 
is that it should be pervasive. 
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Consumer Monitoring 
807. A number of thoughtful .,ubmissicms advocated the need for a legal 

services conunission to take over supervision of the operation of the courts 
and the provision of crirninal and civil legal aid. Vv e accept that consurner 
monitoring of the legal system is most desirable. The individual m.embers 
of our Comrnission have benefited enormously from listening to and 
learning about the views of those who use the legal system. In our already 
overregulated society we hesitate, however, to suggest the introduction of 
a watchdog to watch the Department of Justice, which should itself be 
carrying out the monitoring of the sys tern. We were also told by the 
Secretary for Justice that he prnpos.es to develop a research unit, although 
it appears that it will be, because of lack of funds, on a very small scale. 

808. In our opinion, what is necessary is the formation of simple boards 
or committees on a district basis. These boards should be charged with 
the presentation of an annual report to the Department of Justice and the 
Judicial Commission dealing vvith all consumer aspects of the system. 
Each board could well be composed of a. lawyer, a layman, and a court 
officer, and should be required to make enquiries from users of the system. 
1i.ny suggestions about the operation of the courts should be directed to 
the board. Coupled with the use of such boards is the need for the 
Department of Justice to keep the operation of the courts under constant 
review. What is required is to keep up the stimulus given by this Royal 
Con1mission so that the court system is not allowed to stagnate, but 
continues to change and develop. 

Recoxnmendations 
1. Boards or committees should be formed on a district basis to deal 

with all consumer aspects of the system. 
2. Such boards or committees should report annually to the 

Department of Justice and the Judicial Commission. 
3. The Department of Justice should keep the. operation of the courts 

under constant review. 
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Recording of Evidence 
809. The recording of evidence in court is an important component of 

any trial. The efficiency with which the recording is carried out can vitally 
affect the proceedings and smooth functioning of the court. We agree with 
the Secretary for Justice who said: 

We believe the essential features in any system for recording evidence 
of Court proceedings to be: (a) accuracy of the record; and (b) speed 
of availability of the transcript. 

We would add that, with modern developments, any system should be 
kept constantly under review. 

THE PRESENT· SYSTEM 
810. Supreme. Court In the Supreme Court evidence is directly 

recorded· onto the typewriter which means the notes of evidence are 
available to the judge and counsel, page by page, as they are typed during 
the course of the trial. The typing is done by the judge's associate, who 
accompanies the judge into the ~_µpreme Court, and types the entire 
record of evidence in every case h'i!ard by him. This typescript forms the 
permanent record of the case. 

811. The method used in the Supreme Court is probably the cheapest 
method, and the transcript is immediately available to judge and counsel. 
This is a very real advantage si.nd some say an outstanding feature of the 
New Zealand system, but it means the proceedings have to be conducted 
according to the pace of the typing. The record is available for 
examination and correction (when necessary) while evidence is fresh in 
everyone's mind and there is no delay in awaiting transcripts for appeal 
purposes. The disadvantages are that witnesses may be upset by the 
interruptions to change typewriter paper and by requests to adapt their 
pace of speaking to the pace of the typewriter. In addition, typewriters are 
noisy and distracting to participants. The proceedings are undoubtedly 
slowed by this method. All of these complaints could be partly remedied 
by installation of better quality typewriters, sound resistant typewriter 
cabinets, and a system of continuous stationery. 

812. The New Zealand Law Society in their submissions summarised 
opposing viewpoints expressed by barristers concerning the present 
system: 

... a number of barristers believe that the more sedate pace of 
proceedings in the Supreme Court is beneficial to the conduct of a 
case. Counsel have more time in which to frame questions and both 
counsel and the Judge, or Judge and jury, have a greater opportunity 
to digest the witnesses' answers. There is opportunity for reflection. 
Repetition, it is also claimed, is much less likely with a consequential 
saving of time. By the same token witnesses, particularly those being 
cross-examined, are spared the. relentless pressure of questions put 
without pause, and are therefore in a better position to do justice to 
their. evidence ... Yet other barristers are prepared to deny that 
these advantages are as real as claimed. They say .that .the pace at 
which a case is conducted is primarily a matter .for. the presiding 
judge; that there is no evidence of counsel or witnesses being at a 
disadvantage by virtue of the speed at which evidence is taken in the 
Magistrates' Courts or before tribunals or commissions .of. inquiry 
[ where it is taken in shorthand]; that, if anything". witnesses are more 
upset by the need to slow down the presentation of their narrative, by 
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the intermittent interruptions which take place when the Judge's 
Associate changes the paper in the typewriter and by the not 
unknown terse intervention of Judges frustrated in their endeavours 
to persuade witnesses to speak at a pace their Associates can manage. 
Severe or unfair methods of cross~examination not allowing a witness 
the opportunity to think or fully answer the question is again seen as 
a matter for the presiding Judge to control. These counsel assert that 
although the immediate availability of the transcript of evidence can 
be useful it is not imperative and that its usefulness does not outweigh 
the advantages of ensuring that the pressure on the Courts is relieved 
and the Courts made a more agreeable place for litigants and 
witnesses. They point out that it is an advantage which counsel in a 
number of overseas jurisdictions do without. Finally, they claim that 
lawyers, including those who have as a matter of practice utilised the 
prompt availability of the transcripts more than others, will quickly 
adjust to a new method of having the evidence recorded. 

813. Magistrates' Courts In Magistrates' Courts direct recording onto 
a typewriter is used for taking of depositions in preliminary hearings and 
sometimes for the recording of evidence in the Domestic Proceedings 
Court. For other cases in the Magistrates' Courts, the evidence is recorded 
by shorthand writers and is typed back only if there is an appeal against 
the decision of the court. If, however, shorthand writers are not available, 
some magistrates use tape recorders, or simply take their own notes in 
longhand. Shorthand and typing is performed by shorthand typists from 
the typing pool at the Magistrates' Courts. 

THE ALTERNATIVES AVAILABLE 
814. The Commission has received a number of reports on equipment 

and has viewed at first hand new equipment available in New Zealand, as 
well as methods of court reporting used in the different States of Australia 
and in England. These methods fall into four categories: 

(a) use of shorthand writers 
(b) use of shorthand machines 
( c) use of word processing machines 
(d) use of sound recording. 
815. Shorthand writers Evidence recorded by a team of shorthand 

writers is a fast and efficient method of court repohing. An experienced 
shorthand reporter, actually present in the courtroom, can produce a very 
accurate transcript because she is able to ignore repetition, clarify 
inaudible statements or indistinct pronunciation, and deal with the 
language difficulties of people who speak English imperfectly or with an 
accent. Because the notes have to be transcribed, they are not available 
immediately. Shorthand writers employed in court need to be trained to 
take a veryfast speed (150 words per minute as a minimum). In Australia 
they are very highly paid. In 1977, the rate in Queensland for a senior 
reporter after 16 years' service is $A78 per day, and she is only one of a 
team working on any one day in a court. Recruitment and training is 
important if a team of sufficient size is to be available. Shorthand writers 
were used in Auckland for a recent lengthy trial. The total cost of wages 
was $140 per day compared with $30 per day under the present system. 
Investigation of the number of pages of transcript produced each day 
indicates that the saving in sitting time was not as great as expected. 
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816. In Queensland, the Department of Justice has established within 
the department a Court Reporting Bureau, administered by the chief 
court reporter, to provide shorthand writers for the courts. This bureau 
employs 67 court reporters (male and female) to service all the courts of 
higher jurisdiction in the State, including the Supreme Court and Royal 
Commissions. The bureau has its own recruitment and training scheme. 
Commencing salary for reporters is $Al0,820 per annum rising to 
$A20,207 per annum after 16 years' service. Under the Queensland 
system, Hansard reporters are drawn from the senior reporters of the 
Court Reporting Bureau, the salary scales for both services being the 
same. There is advantage in the Parliamentary and court reporters having 
the same training and salary, as poaching from one service to the other is 
avoided. A fairly high proportion of the shorthand written is transcribed 
("running ,transcription"), with the record available to the judge and 
parties by the end of the day, usually soon after the court rises. The 
evidence is taken down in shorthand and transcribed by dictating to a 
typist, or, for less urgent work, by dictating into a tape recorder. A full 
team to provide running transcription comprises four reporters and three 
typists, but this can vary according to the case. Queensland judges are of 
the opinion that the service provided by the Court Reporting Bureau is 
very good. A similar system operates in New South Wales and South 
Australia: Shorthand writers are provided for the Family Courts of 
Australia by the Commonwealth Reporting Service. Contrary to the State 
practice, these shorthand writers type back their own notes. 

817. To summarise, the advantage of this system is that a very accurate 
record can be obtained because the shorthand writer is actually present in 
court, but there is a delay while the notes are being transcribed. Servicing 
the courts with teams of reporters in this way is efficient but costly. 

818. Shorthand machines Shorthand machines are manual and 
portable; they are silent and can be used with a minimum of physical 
effort by the operator. The shorthand is recorded on paper tape and 
transcribed by a typist reading from the shorthand characters. The cost 
per machine is approximately $400 in New Zealand and they require very 
little maintenance. This system is widely used for court reporting in the 
United States of America. It is also used in South Australia, Victoria, and 
New South Wales. It has the advantage that paper tapes provide a 
permanent record which can be transcribed at any time by a trained 
reader. Typists can be trained in about one month (full-time) to 
transcribe the tapes, without learning the whole system. 

819. Machine shorthand with associated computer print-out, Compu
ter Aided Transcription (CAT), is already in use in some courts in the 
United States of America, and several court reporting bureaux in 
Australia are interested in the development of this system. Canberra, for 
instance, is planning to set up a course in 1978 at the Canberra College of 
Advanced Education, to teach computer-compatible shorthand to 
students in a court reporting course. 

820. It must be remembered that this is basically another system of 
shorthand, enabling an exceptional operator to achieve a greater speed 
than written shorthand, and where one operator can work effortlessly for 
long periods. In Canada, to pass the examination for a court reporter, a 
machine shorthand writer must be able to accurately record 175 words 
per minute. Some writers achieve 200 words per minute. These machines 
are available in New Zealand but there are few trained operators, and to 
introduce the system would involve setting up a training scheme. For a 
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mechanical shorthand writer, the training period is six months full-time to 
attain a speed between 110 and 140 words per minute; and 18 months or 
more to reach the speed necessary for court reporting. 

821. We consider the long-term advantages of setting up a training 
scheme in New Zealand for .computer compatible shorthand should be 
investigated, and developments that would enable transcript to be 
produced by computer print-out from machine shorthand should be kept 
under close review. 

822. Word processing machines These are electronic machines with a 
typewriter keyboard. Material is recorded through the keyboard onto 
magnetic cards, tapes, or cassettes. The evidence could be typed on the 
keyboard of the word machine in the courtroom, but because of the noise, 
the printing-out process would have to be undertaken in a room apart 
from the court, with a supervisor constantly in attendance to collect and 
distribute the print-out to the court, or courts, as it was produced. The 
nature of the magnetic recording allows the text to be erased and re
recorded and also allows for changes and corrections to the original 
typing. This is a very great advantage for some types of work but has no 
advantage for court reporting as the recording of evidence is a continuous 
process with little time or need to make alterations, let alone by a 
complicated machine process. 

823. With a word processing machine there is no pause for change of 
paper. This, with other automatic features, speeds up the typing process 
and removes some of the annoyances to the witnesses and parties caused 
by the present system. Members of the Commission have seen a 
demonstration of a word processing machine which was tested in the 
Auckland Supreme Court to record evidence in several cases in a live 
situation. An associate told us she found it easier and faster than any 
machine she had previously used. We do not find this surprising in view of 
the equipment at present provided. She explained it was not as noiseless 
as expected and one annoying feature was a delay of five to 15 seconds 
when the printing-out process was set in motion, thus causing a break in 
proceedings in the court. A visual memory machine has been used by a 
member of the Commission staff over a period of weeks and while it is 
silent and very fast, we do not consider it suitable for the courtroom. We 
understand another type of word processing machine .is shortly to be 
installed in the Wellington Supreme Court on a trial basis. We are sure 
the only way to test the effectiveness of such machines for the recording of 
evidence is to use them over a period of weeks in the work situation for 
which the machine is being considered. Health aspects of operating visual 
screens for long periods should also be investigated. Machinery installed 
in court must be 100% reliable as equipment failure could lead to loss of 
testimony and delays. 

824. One important consideration in the purchase of equipment is the 
standing of the supplier, who should be well-established and able to offer 
reliable support including supply of parts, service, and maintenance 
during the whole of the life of the equipment. Cost is another factor which 
must be taken into consideration. The word processing machine is only 
another form of typewriter and yet the cost is many times greater than 
that of a good typewriter. Very great improvements would have to result 
from the installation to warrant the additional expenditure. 

825. Sound recording A number of individuals appearing before us 
recommended the use of tape recorders in the Supreme Court and 
members of the Commission travelling overseas investigated this method 
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in Australia and England. Reports on the use of tape recorders in the 
courts in Canada and Alaska were also studied. With this sys.tern, the 
court is wired for sound with fixed microphones in front of the judge; the 
clerk of the court, counsel, the witness, the foreman of the jury, and in 
some cases a roving microphone is available. The proceedings are 
continuously recorded onto a tape recorder in the courtroom, with the 
clerk of the court or a monitor keeping a log, so that speakers and passages 
can be identified and portions of the tape replayed if necessary.-The 
monitor has to completely understand the machine he is monitoring and 
have enough confidence to ask the judge to halt proceedings where 
malfunctioning of the machine or noise in the courtroom is interfering 
with the recording. The monitor also adjusts the volume from each 
microphon~ where necessary. 

826. TJ:te tape recording system installed in the Royal Courts of Justice 
in London was described to us as an excellent system but more recently 
we have been told that although this is the preferred system, provision of 
daily transcript has been discontinued because of expense. The present 
delay in obtaining a record of the evidence for appeal purposes is nine 
months, and members of the Commission who inspected the installation 
were not impressed with what they saw. 

827. Tape recorders are extensively used in the Australian District and 
Magistrates' Courts, in the High Court of Australia, and some Supreme 
Courts. Tape recorders have been installed for future use in the new 
Supreme Court in Sydney. In Alaska, sound recording is the exclusive 
method of preserving the record of proceedings in all Courts of Record in 
the State, and according to the report prepared for the National Center for 
State Courts in Denver, Colorado, judges and lawyers of Alaska are 
generally agreed in preferring this system. 

828. The specific example of a system in use for some 10 years may be of 
interest. Tape recorders are installed in all 16 Magistrates' Courts in 
Brisbane and three mobile units are available for eircuit towns serviced 
from Brisbane. There are four machines in each court, fitted in a console, 
with a member of the court staff monitoring the machine and keeping a 
log of the proceedings for the purpose of playback in the courtroom and 
for the use of typists in identifying who is in the witness-box or who is 
questioning the witness. One machine runs for eight hours and provides 
the master tape of proceedings, one machine is used for playback during a 
hearing, and two machines are used to provide tapes for transcription. 
These tapes can run for 15 minutes, are changed every 10 minutes, and 
sent to the typing service for transcription, if transcription is required. A 
IO-minute tape takes 30 to 40 minutes to type. There are 30 typists 
employed to transcribe the tapes for the 16 courts. There is difficulty in 
recruiting staff for this work, but a full complement is maintained. This 
work can be done on a part-time basis and is therefore suitable for married 
women with school-age children. Once having been recruited audio 
typists are specially trained to work in units, with five typists to a 
supervisor. The standard of their work appears to be high, and 
transcriptions can be available within an hour of the court rising for the 
day. Audio typists transcribing tapes require special temperament and 
intelligence to distinguish voices and to assess what has happened in the 
courtroom. This is more difficult than typing ordinary dictation. They are 
required to be proficient in spelling and to have a high order of 
intelligence and general knowledge. The court employs three technicians 
to maintain and service the tape recorders. In the event of a· breakdown 
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Spare 1y;.acn1nes should ah,vays iJe avallao.Le. 1 .t1e co\rrts n-:i. Br1~\,.JOJJ.e "/1/ere 
all Iru~.id.e courtr-oern:? fitted. 1vi th o,.coustic tiles lo cut do,A.rn ext:caneou:S 
D.GJ.Se" 

g~;t9. Jb..., .13,irr.dJzct :::.y~:tern is in operrrt.:il;n {n tl.1.c Cf:Ju.rt:-:. 3-n :t'Jevv Sotrd1 \f.✓al,e~;. 

Ptt the T?ar:ra:n--12, . .tta 1court corri!.plex, the trans(:ripdon tyr,i:~.ts also act -r~.s 
n1on!t~,-rs,- 'Vtl~1i(:h cornple;ely in•..rol.,\·es thera \n th?r?ro?-~s,s~ adds .l:rYte:·est_ t? 
d:1e Jot.1, ann, Decau.s-e t.!.·].t~:y- are ~-vvare of tne duf1:::::ult1es a::;soc1ated --v~r1tn 
careless 1:ru2nitorh1g, ens1rres that the ~~ark is carefully carried 01J.t. 'I1yt,ic,"i::s 
DJso act as rnonitors in c:~~u:Jb,.:.rra, 

830. In Canb,erra, sound recording _is used i..tJ the Suprerri 1e- and 
:~\.1agistrates' Courts. :For the Supreme Court, identical tape recorders are 
installed in the transcription room connected by land line fron1 the 
courtroom. They are used to produce sh01:t tapes from which the typists 
transcribe. Seven typists are required for each com·!:roon1 ( two monitoring 
and five typing) to prod use daily transcripts. '\A/hen the court rises at+. 1.5 
p.m. ( the usual hour), the transcript is normally ready by 5 p.m. In the 
Nfagistrates' Courts no daily transcripts are required. The machine is 
monitored in the courtroom and a log kept for the purpose of play-back 
and to help typists who may later be called on to produce transcript for 
appeal purposes or when an accused is committed for trial in a higher 
court. 

83 L In Australia it is stressed that quality machines are of paramount 
importance. The equipment used in New South VVales, Canberra, and 
Queensland, is of broadcasting quality. In Alaska, the machines are 
merely adapted from those used for general commercial purposes: the 
equipment, which is subject to frequent breakdowns, was purchased by 
lawyers and administrators, not electronics technicians. For that reason, 
State officials were influenced by equipment salesmen and were unable to 
exercise an independent and informed judgment on the quality of 
machines offered them. Alaska has now appointed an electronics 
technician to offer advice on purchase and installation of equipment. 

832. When selecting new equipment it is important to ensure an 
available support and back-up service for the lifetime of the system. The 
annual recording tape cost varies with machines and is a most important 
consideration when assessing the type of machine to be instal.led. The 
length of time tapes are to be retained before re-use is also an important 
decision, as this can produce substantial savings. Australian officials are 
convinced that the efficiency of the system depends on how the tape is 
transferred to paper and this they consider an administrative problem. 
V✓e were told that the New South Wales Magistrates' Court 
administration is geared to use the sound recording system for the next 30 
years. The system is obviously efficient and although less costly than 
producing rranscript by shorthand writers, it is still expensive. 

833. The cost could be considerably reduced if the l_mmry of daily 
trnnscripts in all proceedings ,,vas dispensed with and transcripts provided 
only when an appeal is lodged, or for some ocher special reason .. Against 
this must be rneasured the delay necessary to produce appellate 
transcripts. Another cost saving v10uld be achieved if appeal papers 
contained only material relating to the disputed issues; for example, the 
testimony of a single key wi.rness, the evidence relati.ng to dam.ages, 
certain rulings and evidence, or the judge's instructions w ;,_jury.A rule of 
the British Columbia Court of Appeal is "to exclude from. the 2.ppeal book 
all documents and notes of evidence that are not relevant to the subject 
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matter of the appeal or necessary for its decision". In England and Alaska 
facilities are available for counsel to listen to a tape before ordering a 
transcript. This helps cut down the volume of typed material sent to an 
appellate court. 

834. To summarise the advantages of this method, we re-state that a 
witness is able to speak in his or her normal speaking voice and proceed at 
normal conversational pace. Everything that is said in the courtroom is 
part of a permanent record on a master tape and the tapes can be replayed 
as often as necessary to check the accuracy of the finished transcript. Not 
all tapes have to be transcribed. The accuracy of an irtterpreter's 
translation can be independently checked as the original words of the 
witness are preserved on the tapt; as well as the translation. If a recording 
is listened to by a reviewing judge rather than reduced to the form of a 
written transcript, it preserves some of the "demeanour evidence" which 
was present in the original proceedings but which ordinarily escapes an 
appellate court. In the District Court in Alaska tapes are practically never 
transcribed. Instead, when an appeal is taken from a judgment in the 
District Court, it goes to a single judge of the Supreme Court who listens 
to the tape and makes his decision. However, there are also 
disadvantages. Extraneous noise may obliterate part of what is said and it 
is lost for ever. Indistinct or inaudible words may be wrongly transcribed, 
completely altering the meaning, and there can be difficulty in separating 
voices, but most such problems should be avoided if proper checking 
procedures are in operation. Equipment failures undetected at the time of 
recording can lead to loss of testimony. Users of tape recorders have 
learned, to their dissatisfaction that even a sophisticated multi-channel 
recorder will record only the sounds that reach its recording heads. If a 
person speaks inaudibly or in a garbled manner, or if distracting foreign 
sounds muffle a voice, or two or more speak at once, the tape recorder will 
not stop the proceedings. The spoiled portion will be lost for ever and the 
transcriber may be unable to unravel the jumble of noise from the tape 
recorder. However, a good monitor should be aware if any of the above 
disadvantages occur. Proceedings can be halted and the evidence repeated 
if the monitor has doubts about the clarity of the recording: 

SYSTEMS· FOR THE FUTURE 
835. In considering the best method for recording of evidence for New 

Zealand, we must first comment on immediate transcription of the 
evidence. We have been told this is the outstanding feature of the present 
system but some lawyers assert that, while an immediate transcript can be 
useful, it is not imperative. We are mindful, however, that without it 
judges and counsel would have to take their own notes in long-hand and 
we consider that an immediate transcript has very great advantages. 

836. Whatever system of court reporting is used, there are several 
improvements to courtrooms which should receive urgent attention. The 
acoustics of the court are extremely important and every effort should be 
made to improve these and to eliminate extraneous noise. Windows 
should be double-glazed when excessive traffic noise makes it difficult to 
hear. Other desirable changes to absorb echoes and reduce the noise level 
would include carpeting, acoustic tiles or panels on walls and ceilings, and 
heavy curtains. 

83 7. In our opinion, the most efficient and satisfactory system of 
recording evidence is by a team of shorthand writers actually present in 
the court, with the shorthand (either manual or machine) being 
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transcribed by typists to provide a record of the evidence, soon after the 
court rises for the day if this is necessary. To adopt this method for New 
Zealand wou.ld require training schemes to prov;ide teams of highly skilled 
shorthand writers in all High Court centres. 

838. The next best system, in our opinio.n, is sound recording, with a set 
of high quality tape recorders installed in each courtroom to record the 
evidence for play-back or transcription by a team of audio typist~. In this 
way, the evidence can either be stored on tape or transcribed the same day 
if necessary. To install this system would require consultation with an 
independent electronics engineer to investigate and assess equipment 
available. The experience in Alaska proves that commercial quality tape 
recording machines are not suitable for this type of work. Extensive use in 
Australia indicates that broadcasting quality sound equipment is 
essential. Audio typists.of the required temperament, vocabulary, and 
intelligence would also have to be recruited and trained, as inexperienced, 
average typists will .not produce good transcript. Sound recording would 
be particularly appropriate for the District Courts as immediate transcript 
is rarely necessary in that court and evidence could remain stored on tape 
until required for appeal purposes. To assess this system, we suggest a 
pilot project with high quality sound recording equipment and audio 
typists, to service the High Court and one District Court room in 
Christchurch. Although the use of sound recording would not require the 
present attendant shorthand writer, .the recording machine would have to 
be responsibly monitored. The standard of monitoring would be 
important to cover the possibility of the appeal judge dispensing with the 
transcript and reviewing the evidence directly from the tape from the 
District Court. If sound recording was installed in Christchurch, the 
associates of judges sitting in the High Court there would be released from 
typing the evidence. If so, it may be appropriate, as occasion permits, for 
the judge's associate to act as clerk of the court where the judge is 
presiding. 

839. Our third choice would be retenti.on of the present system with 
improved equipment. Although we have not been persuaded that word 
processing machines are any better than high quality typewriters for the 
recording of evidence, we think all types of electronic typewriters should 
be thoroughly tested for efficiency and reliability, as they become 
available, to determine whether they are suitable for court work. 

840. The introduction of any new system such as sound recording, 
teams of shorthand writers, or word processing will take time. Training 
schemes will have to be set up to provide skilled personnel necessary to 
operate the system. Equipment will have to be assessed, purchased, and 
installed. While any such programme is being carried out it is important 
that the present system is made more efficient by outlaying a 
comparatively small amount of capital expenditure on better equipment, 
and by recognising the ~kills of the judges' associates and the typists with 
increased remuneration. Improved equipment should include: 

(a) Electric typewriters of the quality and durability to withstand days of 
almost continuous use in the courtroom. The fastest electric typewriter on 
the market is the only machine capable of meeting the average associate's 
maximum speed and increasing her output in the court. One such 
machine has been installed in the main courtroom in Wellington, and 
associates who have used this first-class machine in court rarely need to 
interrupt the flow of evidence and can even pause to listen on occasions to 
softly spoken counsel or witnesses, before proceeding to record. One 
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associate estimated an increase m output of 25% in court, when using this 
particular typewriter, compared with those usually provided by the 
Department of Justice; her observations are supported by one of the 
judges. We consider that quality typewriters, the same as the one in the 
main courtroom in Wellington, should be provided as a fixture in all High 
Court rooms throughout New Zealand and also in the associate's room at 
each High Court. These machines are not portable. Transporting 
typewriters on circuit damages the machines, is costly, and causes 
inconvenience. A high quality typewriter is an essential piece of 
equipment for every associate and even if word processing machines were 
provided, each associate needs a high quality typewriter as well. 
Universal use of the same machine would provide continuity of equipment 
for the associa,tes, whether at t'heir headquarters or on circuit, with 
obvious advantages. Savings in time for all concerned, judges, counsel, 
witnesses, ju:rors, police officers, and court staff would also reduce costs, 
providing ample justification for the capital outlay involved. Orn; of the 
objections to the installation of these typewriters has been that servicing 
was not available nationwide, but our enquiries established that servicing 
would be available in all but five of the smaller Supreme Court centres, 
which would be serviced from nearby towns. One spare machine, in case 
of breakdown, should be held by the registrar in Auckland, Wellington, 
and Christchurch. The present source of annoyance of having to break 
proceedings while the typist changes paper in the typewriter should be 
removed by provision of continuous stationery, as for computer print-out. 

(b) Sound resistant, typewriter cabinets in use should be re-designed and 
replaced. Typewriter noise is troublesome with all makes of typewriter 
and appropriate steps should be taken to reduce it to a minimum for 
courtroom work. The suppliers should be made aware of the problem and 
asked to provide the maximum sound-proofing upon an order being 
placed for the installation of their machines on a nationwide basis. The 
design of the sound resistant cabinets should not be such that reducing the 
noise in the court has the effect of increasing it around the associate, 
making it difficult for her to hear what is being said.'The design should 
also take into consideration the importance of the associate having a clear 
and uninterrupted view of the witness and counsel. 

(c) Microphones have been installed in the witness-box in many 
courtrooms and are of great assistance when correctly used. The need to 
produce an overall better result from microphones should be kept 
constantly under review and improvements in positioning, type, and use 
should be introduced as soon as tests show they will be advantageous. 
Wherever microphones are in use, volume controls should be provided for 
judge, jury foreman, counsel, and associate. 

(d) Copying machines should be available to all associates. The New 
Zealand Law Society, in making submissions said: 

Every effort should be made to see that they (Associates) are 
provided with the equipment and facilities which are regarded as 
essential in most professional and commercial offices. 

Judges' associates are required to type judgments with numerous carbon 
copies, but typewriters are no longer built to produce fair copy of the up to 
12 or 14 copies required of some judgments, which may extend into 30 
pages and occasionally considerably more (a recent Auckland judgment 
was more than 200 pages). The time wasted in inserting multiple numbers 
of carbons and correcting typing errors is significant and it is generally 
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considered to be an uneconomic method of obtaining a number of copies 
of a document. 

841. District Courts We have received no submissions suggesting that 
the current methods of recording in the Magistrates' Courts should be 
changed, but in the proposed District Courts it seems obvious that in jury 
trials the method of recording evidence should be the same as used in the 
High Court. This means that selected shorthand typists from the typing 
pool at the District Court or specially recruited shorthand typists may 
have to be trained as jury court reporters to take evidence verbatim onto a 
typewriter for jury trials in District Courts. As in the High Court, if this 
system of recording evidence is to be acceptable to the judge, counsel, and 
the public, the standard of the work must be. high. The equipment 
(typewriters, sound resistant typewriter cabinets, and microphones) 
should be the same as that recommended for the High Court and the 
importance of the work should be recognised by paying the typists an 
adequate "in court" allowance. The present $1.23 per day "in court" 
allowance is not sufficient to attract typists of the required calibre and we 
recommend a substantial increase. As recording evidence in a jury court is 
something of a unique skill, it may be desirable for an experienced judge's 
associate, in co~operation with the supervisor of shorthand typists in the 
District Court, to provide the necessary training. Jury reporters should, 
where possible, work on a pool system as presently exists for other 
shorthand reporters and typists in the Magistrates' Courts. These 
reporters should "spell" one another and no typist should be asked to 
continue typing evidence in court for more than one and a half hours 
without. a break. 

842. The Magistrates' Executive in their submissions considered that a 
personal secretary should be assigned to each magistrate. While we 
recognise that personal secretaries would provide an ideal service, it has 
not been demonstrated to us that the need for such service presently 
exists. Our enquiries indicate that a personal secretary to a magistrate or 
District Court judge would find that her time was not fully occupied and 
this could present administrative problems as well as needlessly 
increasing costs. We do, however, accept that secretarial assistance should 
be readily available to District Court judges and suggest this should be 
provided from the typing pool at the court. To maintain secretarial 
assistance and court reporting services it may be necessary for the 
numbers in the typing pools to be increased. 

843. Conclusion We believe that the provision and maintenance of 
equipment and personnel to provide an accurate record of the evidence in 
our courts is so complicated that a special section of the Department of 
Justice should be set up to supervise the service in co-operation with_ the 
Chief Court Administrator. To keep the system operating efficiently 
would involve keeping up to date with technological advances in 
equipment, consulting with independent electronics engineers to. assess 
the advantages, replacing existing equipment as necessary, initiating 
training schemes, supervising the standards of reporting, and promoting 
professionalism among the court reporting staff. 

844. Improved equipment will not succeed unless highly skilled and 
experienced shorthand typists are available: 

(a) to take the evidence in shorthand; 
(b) to type the evidence onto a typewriter; or 
(c) to type the transcription from sound recording equipment. 

Unless shorthand typists with shorthand and typing speeds of 150/90 
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words per minute respectively or audio typists with the required 
temperament and other attributes of intelligence and vocabulary are 
available, no system will function satisfactorily. For this reason we 
consider court reporting should be recognised as a profession and. that 
training programmes should be initiated and maintained in conjunction 
with the Department of Education or other educational bodies so that 
sufficient personnel of the required calibre are under training and coming 
forward to service the courts in future. The salary scale should be 
appropriate for the skill and training required. 

Recommendations 
1. If the aim is to provide the. best system of court reporting for New 

Zealand, we, set out what we consider the most efficient and satisfactory 
systems in. order of preference: · 

(a) the taking of evidence by a team of shorthand writers with 
continuous transcription: this would be the most expensive; 

(b) the use of sound recording, also with continuous transcription: this 
is also expensive; 

(c) the present system of direct re.cording onto the typewriter. 
2. Pending a decision on the system to be adopted ~n New Zealand, 

improved equipment as follows should be purchased forthwith to make 
the present system more efficient: 

(a) highest quality electric typewriters in all jury courts, in all judges' 
associates' offices, and for the use of typists recording evidence in 
the jury courts of the District Courts; 

(b) specially designed soundproofed boxes to house these typewriters in 
the courtrooms; 

(c) photocopying machines; 
(d) sound amplifying systems m all courts and improvements to 

existing systems. 
3. Continuous stationery for typing evidence should be provided. 
4. To evaluate sound recording as a possible system of court reporting 

for New Zealand, a pilot project could be set up in the High Court, and in 
one of the courtrooms of the District Court, in Christchurch. This will 
involve consultation with electronics engineers, installation of high quality 
equipment, and employment of teams of audio typists. 

5. As judges' associates are released from typing the evidence, the task 
of acting as clerk of the court where the judge is presiding may be added to 
their duties. 

6. All word processing systems should be thoroughly tested before 
discarding this equipment as unsuitable for the courts. 

7. The method of recording evidence in the jury courts of the District 
Courts should be the same as that used in the High Court. 

8. Additional shorthand typists should be employed in the District 
Courts to provide skilled typists to take evidence in the jury courts, and to 
provide secretarial assistance for District Court judges. 

9. The daily "in court" allowance for shorthand typists in the District 
Courts should be substantially increased. 

10. A special section of the Department of Justice should be set up to 
supervise the court reporting service for all courts in New Zealand. 

11. Training programmes should be initiated and maintained to train 
shorthand typists and audio typists in the special skills necessary for court 
reporting. 
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l 2. The long-term advantages of setting up a trammg scheme for 
computer compatible shorthand should be ir1vestigated an~d kept under 
close review. 

13. l'fo um1.ecessc:,:ry transci-ip• should be ordered for appeals. 

RELATIONSHIP B13TWEEN THE COU:!.:i'.TS 
AND T!-Jm JP'EOIPLE 

845. ItenJ. -B o:E the terrns cf reference reads: 
Th,e rektion behveen the Gonrts and officers thereof and pr::1·sons v1bo 
2,U:entl the Couns as applicants, or as paTties to any proceediEgs, or 
as witne3ses, or jurors, or othci-wise and the e;ctent to which changes 
in the facilities and administrative procedures of the Courts are 
n,~cessary or desirable to mee: the convenience of such persons. 

846. An :ippearance in court fo ofter; a completely new and sometimes 
unnerving experienc~. For the litigant it is usually of great importance 
,vhether it concerns his inoney, his freedom, or his personal relationships; 
but for· dl those ~:CJming to court, whether as litigant, witness, or jurm, 
intimidating buildings and c9urtrooms, legal language, and even the pace 
of proceedings can b,:: bewiidering. It is not unknown (particularly on a 
plea of guilty in the Magistrates' Courts) for a ciefendant to leave the dock 
needing an explanation of what has ha.ppened. Because courl procedures 
are so familiar to court staff, they may um-vittingly appear indifferent or 
officious to the public. People coming to court for the first time need the 
help oi calm, competent staff to help ailay any fears, or explain any ma.tter 
v,hich mz,y seem undear. Special training programmes in public relations 
should be provided for all court staff dealing with the public. 

lnfo!fu:u1HGn for the Public 
84 7. There shou1d be a prominently placed information des.k in the 

entrance to every court building, rm,n.ned by staff of the right disposition, 
properly trained to answer queries and direct people who h'l.ve business in 
the courts. 'Where the building is multi-storeyed, there should be an 
information board on each floor, by the lift, giving the floor plan and 
location of the courts and facilities. 'vVhere necessary, these notices should 
be multi-lingual. As far as practicable, a complete list of the business of 
the day, the parties, and the counmoms, should be in the hands of the 
receptionist on duty so that queries can be competently dealt with. In 
buildings with many courtrooms, the.re coukl. be merit in employing 
roving information officers to help people in need of directions. In the 
experience of Commission mer.nbers who trn.velied overseas, it was usual 
for reception and othe:' court staff to ~Near m:dforms for easy recognition. It 
is our opinion that present defici.endes in these areas can be rectified in 
our existing court buildings and such improvements shouid be 
incorporated :nto p~ans for all future buildings. 

84-8. In one lltfagistrate's Court, the Prisonern Aid Sociecy provides 2. 

court welfare officer whose duties include dealing vvi.th language problems 
ancl enquiries concerning the duty solicitor and legal aid, In five other 
Magi.strnte3' Courts around the coun.:ry, the Fri.ends at Court are in 
atten.daHce Iv!onday to Friday to offer hel.p to peop.le cbnfused by court 
procedures. This voluntary organisation, started in Christchurch sorne 
years ago, has now spread to the othei· main centres. Their role is 
supportive and they aim to befriend people in stressfol siruations: at the 
san:1e time) they re1naiIJ anonymous and offer no advice, The value of their 
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~vork arB.d th.at of 0th.er \i'olunt2,ry s..:::-cial .. ll-tlfare org~ini:;ations:, ~~.ucb. a.~: th-r~ 
:~:;iJvation .Anny, Nga Taniar.ca, 8.n.d. like grc,u;:is,. i8 th:cn we h,,w, in tbe 
Vl(Jr(ls of the f'r5.e:r:cds at C:ourt at Ilunedjn) "ordjnarr peo:ple d.ealing; ·v/itb. 
o:rdint·"..ry p-ec>ph/~ 0 •1✓1!e hope t:b.•ese orgz.,,nis::1tions -,yi1,J. c1J.:tively f:11co·urage 
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Appointments System 
854. The Commission has heard many complaints, particularly in 

relation to Magistrates' Courts, about the practice of calling all persons to 
appear at court at 10 a.m., and about the length of time people are kept 
waiting. Having everyone arrive at 10 a.m. causes overcrowding at the 
courts, and some litigants and witnesses are kept waiting for hours for 
their case to be heard. It is a system wasteful of time and money for 
counsel, litigants, and witnesses. 

855. The Magistrates' Executive told us they acknowledge public 
criticism of court sittings commencing at 10 a.m.: many of the magistrates 
had tried earlier commencing times, but the experiment was unsuccessful. 
The Commission recognises that the time between 8.30 a.m. and 10 a.m. 
is generally utilised by judges and magistrates for sentencing of persons, 
chambers applications, arguments of law before trial, making fixtures, 
disposing of part-heard cases, and miscellaneous applications. Likewise, 
counsel almost invariably make extensive use of the time available early in 
the day to attend to matters relevant to their cases. 

856. This problem is common to many countries, and members of the 
Commission travelling overseas were interested to observe techniques for 
dealing with case scheduling. In Australia and Canada, for instance, 
systems have been introduced where the convenience of the public and the 
efficiency of the judicial system have been better balanced. The solution 
for Ottawa's court of first appearance is as follows: the court starts daily at 
8.30 a.m.; between 8.30 a.m. and .. 9.15 a.m. two justices of the peace 
dispose of overnight cases of public intoxication and disturbing the peiice; 
at 9.30 a.m. the presiding judge commences the regular court, when all 
counsel attend to enter guilty pleas or to set trial dates immediately aft~r 
pleas are heard. Counsel can dispose of their business in this court quickly 
and efficiently and be ready to proceed with a fixture in another court by 
10 a.m. without causing delays there. Cases are set for a specific time in a 
specific courtroom .. Although . the Crown and defence counsel are 
consulted for estimates of time to be taken, as well as with respect to the 
number and kind of witnesses, the final estimate is made by the court clerk 
whose experience enables him to be reasonably accurate. Cases set for a 
half-day or less are specifically set for 10 a,m. or 2 p.m., either.alone or 
with other cases. This avoids the accused, defence counsel, and witnesses 
remaining in attendance all morning when their case is not called until the 
afternoon. Where a judge scheduled to sit is freed through a last-minute 
guilty plea, the failure of an accused to appear for trial, or for some other 
reason, the court clerk is informed. He may then tramlfer a case from 
another list which is slightly overloaded with the r~sult it is rare for a list 
not to be completed. 

857. We understand that similar procedures are operated in some 
Magistrates' Courts in New Zealand, at least in respect of fixtures. In 
certain courts, for example, some fixtures are allocated to begin at 
10 a.m., some at 11.30 a.m'.., and some at 2.15 p.m. We have been told 
that at the Otahul;m Magistrate's Court, a fixture system worked well for 
a time, but at Auckland, where it was tried out in, the ·Domestic 
Proceedings Court for a period of about a year, it was unsuccessful. We 
were told by the Magistrates' Executive it proved unworkable mainly 
because it was difficult to accurately assess the time .each case would take; 
and because counsel were often required in another court and could, not be 
present a.t the appointed time. The Magistr~tes' Executive noted that if 
firm times are given when fixtures are made, considerable hearing time is 
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su.scept~ nte to appo1ntn1.ents a,t set t1r::1cs, or <Jther1,v1st.:o V\7 e thereforr: 
reco:rr.trne:nd thai, 1.-vhe1Y; the practice is '1:1."J call e\reryon·e to crr.:rurt at 10 2.,orn., :· 
~:trcn.1J.ous effcrt:J sbJ)t.dd. be r.:Jade t:.u ,elevis-:e .a flexible sy,':',te1r1 to :rnore fully 
accon1rr1r)d,J.te pub1ic needt•3. In i:r11plernenting <lIJ ap,pojniTn.:ents Bystern, 
:the variou:~~ p.robL~1.nr.~ and di:fficu.ltief3 .b:1 difi:::"f'e.:nt clas:S;es •:Jf liti.r~.:Jti1Dn in 
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reprt:~fltT1.tativ;::s of the I)1strirt I1a1::'v Societies. 

Night Ciun:u't§ 

859. There ·were a nurnber of subrnissions calling for com"t h,~arings tc 
be held ai: night to avoid loss of earnings and to more fully utilise present 
court buildings. A limited survey by the Department oI Justice was 
carried out dudng the fortnight 4-15 April 1977, The department sent a 
letter, cogether with a reply-paid card, to all persons who were being 
summonsed to attend a Magistrate's Court during that period. A total of 
1725 notices vvere sent out, but only 200 cards were returned, Of those 
200, 132 favoured sittings either between 5-7 p,m, oro-9 p,rrL As far as the 
1525 who didnot reply are concerned, it may be assumed that they did 
not read the notice, or are quite happy with the present situation, or had 
no particular views, or, at least, do not advocate a change to allow for 
"after hours" sittings, 

860, Five courts in New South Wales sit in the evenings to deal with 
traffic summons cases, but vve did not receive the impression, while in 
Sydney, that this experiment was as successful as anticipated, In 
Tasmania, plea courts have recently been introduced on a trial basis in 
two large country courts: these plea courts commence at 5 p.m. before 
justices of the peace, and are provided for cases where the first appearance 
of a defendant is for pl.ea only, Defendants are not arbitrarily summonsed 
to appear at a night court; they are given a choice of appearing at a day 
court if that is more convenient. The purpose of the night court is to make 
it possible for defendants to avoid the loss of salary or wages by having to 
appear for plea only during the day-time and this experiment is proving 
successful. 

861. The Department of Justice survey did not establish public demand 
for evening sittings in New Zealand. However, the department considered 
that a further survey over a more comprehensive range of court business 
should be carried out to ascertain whether there is any public demand for 
court hearings outside normal sitting hours. From the information now 
available to us, we are not persuaded to recommend a change; this is a 
subject which should be kept under review by the Judicial Commission. 
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between the department and representatives ol Polynesian groups. 
Examinations conducted by the Department of Maori Affairs to licence 
interpreters for work in the Maori Land Court could prove a useful guide 
in establishing standards of interpreting. 

867. Finding and training suitable interpreters is not the end of the 
problem. _Ideally, interpreters should be employed at the courts where 

· they are needed, but, since there would not be sufficient work to keep 
them fully employed, they would need to assist with other work at the 
courts. This might not c;1.ppeal to many persons otherwise suitable for 
employment as interpreters. It might also create administrative 
difficulties, and problems in relation to salary scales and prospects of 
promotion. The alternative is to use part-time interpreters (possibly on a 
panel basis) who are employed in other jobs, but we are informed that this 
also creates considerable problems, particularly in relation to availability 
of an interpreter when he is required for any given case. 

868. The problems involved are obviously difficult to solve; yet there 
are continuing complaints that defendants fail to understand what is 
happening in _court because of language difficulties. We consider that the 
Department of Justice will have to tailor its solutions to meet specific 
conditions: in some large courts, permanent interpreters may be possible; 
in others, part-time (but suitably trained) interpreters may be the best 
that can be achieved. Any solution will prove costly, but justice demands 
a solution should be attempted. It may be necessary to make interpreters' 
skills part of the qualification for an administrative career and to ensure 
that these qualifications are reflected in salary scales and promotional 
prospects. The long term solution is, of course, to ensure that all our 
citizens are able to speak and understand English as well as their own 
language. The provision of interpreters is but one example of the cost 
involved in administering a society where all the citizens do not have an 
adequate knowledge of the principal language. 

The Maori and Other Ethnic Groups 
869. Our discussion of this subject is directed to the Maori and other 

Polynesian groups because it was from these groups we received 
submissions. We record, however, that our remarks apply in principle to 
all minority groups. 

870. Our attention has been drawn to the judicial functions performed 
by a Maori committee in a south Auckland suburb some years·ago (under 
the powers given by the Maori Welfare Act 1962). The chairman of the 
Auckland District Maori Council believes that, given both official and 
community support, the system has potential for diverting minor and 
first-time offenders away from the courts. We therefore think a pilot 
project would be an appropriate step, in some part of the Auckland 
District Maori Council's jurisdiction. If the project were successful, ways 
and means might then be found to apply the principles in other areas and 
possibly to other minority groups. We caution, however, that such 
experiments must be subject to careful control and supervision. We have 
also been informed that the present weight of Maori opinion is that Maori 
committees, even though statutory bodies, are inherently unstable: their 
personnel change in triennial elections or the committees go into recess for 
a variety of reasons, for example. A further weakness is that though Maori 
in name and aspirations, their effectiveness in social control is heavily 
dependent on the threat of State sanctions, the police and the courts in 
particular. Nevertheless, groups can be effective in situations where ties 
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between individual members are based qn some meaningful reciprocity 
and where, as a consequence, exclusion from membership and from the 
continuing benefits of giving and receiving is the ultimate punishment; 
and where, too, the act of exclusion itself results in loss-of-face for an 
offrnder. 

871. Traditionally, and in some rural tribal areas today, the group 
would be the kin group or clan (possibly with some extensions into urban 
areas). Increasingly in urban non-tribal areas the group would be a peer 
or interest group; for example, a gang, a. football club, a church, or 
cultural group, or a student club. The problem in any given case would be 
to identify the offender's primary group and to see if it could be used in 
any way to perform a corrective and rehabilitative function. It is at this 
point that Maori community ofJicers (Department of Maori Affairs), 
voluntary community workers (honorary welfare officers, Maori wardens, 
and others),' and group elders or leaders could be consulted, possibly 
through the probation service, in relation both to sentences and 
rehabilitation. By the same token, these groups (tra,ditional or other), the 
statutory Maori committees, and Maori Women's Welfare League 
branches could prove invaluable in publicising the purposes and processes 
of the law and the costs of offending. Such Maori organisations have their 
counterparts among other ethnic groups and Polynesian people which 
could serve as mediating links between the authorities and those most at 
risk in offending, a link that seems desirable, given the extent of the 
cultural gulf between some minority groups and the wider New Zealand 
society. We believe official recognition of such organisations is needed. We 
think it much wiser to use organisations representing minority groups on 
the above basis than to endeavour to create special courts for minority 
groups. 

872. Recruitment to the Department of Justice We commend the 
attempts made by the Department of Justice to recruit Maori and other 
Polynesian people to all levels of the department. Determined efforts must 
be continued. The responsibility for more equal representation should, 
however, be shared by all agencies concerned with education and welfare, 
as well as by Maori and other Polynesian people themselves. 

873. Involvement in the legal profession and the judiciary This 
subject did not loom large in Maori submissions and the following extract 
from the evidence of the Auckland District Maori Council (a body 
representing the largest Maori population of any district in the country) 
would convey the majority view: 

... the racial origin of the judicial officer seems to be quite irrelevant 

. . . the present selective system of obtaining judicial officers only 
from the outstanding practitioners is the correct one .. ; 

A careful balance has to be struck between the present tendency to an 
over-production of ·law graduates and, at the same time, the need to 
recognise that the Maori and Polynesian community should be 
adequately represented in the.law schools so that in due course there are 
suitably trained Maori or Polynesian lawyers who are capable of judicial 
office. This may involve, at least in the short term, a deliberate policy of 
encouraging Maori and Polynesian people to undertake legal studies. 

The Oath or Affirmation 
874. It was submitted to us by the Secretary for Justice: 

It is not too much to assert that not infrequently the administration of 
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In the rest of Europe, however, the wig was abandoned by judges and 
counsel when wigs ceased to be worn as a general fashion. We think it well 
to remember: 

Robes and uniforms are not so much symbols as a language of their 
own. The robes of the judges, part mediaeval, part Tudor, part 
Stuart, part eighteenth Century, speak of a continuity of development 
of responsibility. They clothe the individual with the corporate 
authority of the law. They remind him that he is not an isolated 
individual acting for himself alone, here today and gone tomorrow, 
that his task is not a mere matter of whim or fancy but is one which, 
in the light of history, is weighty with the. centuries ... * 

879. In "Current Topic" (197Q) 46 A.L.J. 309, we read: 

Distinctiv~ dress for those pursuing callings and occupations in our 
community is a commonplace-members of the services, clergy, 
academics, police, mayors, ... The retention of distinctive attire for 
barristers is at least as soundly based. Putting aside the pejorative 
imputation that barristers cling to their dress merely as a symbol of 
status and imagined superiority, the most substantial ground for 
change would be that their dress has the effect of intimidating the 
honest witness. (If it does, it has presumably at least an equally 
disconcerting effect upon the liar.) But, in any case, this is to 
substitute appearances for substance; whether a witness is 
intimidated will depend upon a multitude of circumstances of which 
the conduct of counsel and judge will be the most important. Going 
to court for a layman is a a fearsome business, not because of what 
barristers wear but because of the very nature of the proceedings. 

880. Perhaps the whole argument was summed up by the Rt. Hon. Sjr 
Victor Windeyer, writing in the Australian Law Journal (1974) 48 A.L.J. 
394: 

Robes and gowns have for centuries been the distinctive dress of 
lawyers-not only in courts of common law, but also in varying 
patterns in countries of the civil law. They are an accompaniment of 
a heritage of customs and culture that is part of the civilisation of 
Europe. The adoption of any new form of fancy dress is not easily 
justified. But the abandonment of a traditional costume is a very 
different matter, and the onus lies heavily upon those, who suggest 
this to justify their proposal. · · · 

Today a prejudice is thought to be justified by expediency 
apparently newly discovered. It is said that forensic garments 
overawe and terrify witnesses and lead to injustice. This, unproved as 
a generalisation, meets an opposing opinion; men, it is said, are more 
likely to speak the truth when they are sworn to do so, and required 
to answer in circumstances that are grave and stern, and may be for 
them awesome, than in conditions of easy informality and uncon
straint ... The observance of old forms and customs is not simply a 
conservative adherence to usage. It is more: for it is a manifestation of 
the continuity of the law of the land. The present is visibly linked 
with the past, as a firm base from which the development and the 
form of the law can proceed in response to new social needs. 

*Topolski's Legal London. (Text by Francis Cowper, said to be Legal Historian of Gray's 
Inn.) · 
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that wigs would best be used only on ceremonial occasions. Any decision 
in that regard I would, however, leave to the judiciary. 

886. In relation to the District Courts, there is general agreement that 
counsel and court staff should not wear wigs or gowns. For my part, I 
think the most desirable atmosphere would be attained if District Court 
judges in all jurisdictions, including the Family Court, were likewise not 
robed. In view, however, of the observations of the two members of the 
Commission who travelled overseas, I would not oppose their opinion that 
District Court judges should wear a gown. 

iFadHtfos fo:r Ju:rors 
887. Considerable importance is attached to the right of trial by jury in 

0 ur judicial , system, yet jurors are not given the consideration their 
contribution warrants. They perform a public duty, often at some 
inconvenience to themselves, and they deserve better treatment than they 
receive at present. Several submissions referred to the lack of information 
provided to prospecti.ve jurors and suggested that a written notice setting 
out their duties should be sent out with the jury summons. We referred 
this to the Department of Justice who advised that a leaflet, "Information 
for Jurors-Your Questions Answered", has b,::en in use for several years, 
This should enable jurors to have some idea of what is required of them 
vvhen they arrive at the court. Jurors should not be left to stand in 
corridors while they are waiting to go into court, nor shoul.d they continue 
to stand while the empanelling process is being carried out. Jurors should 
be directed to a comfortablv furnished assembl.v room. The three 
members of the Commission ~ho looked at court b~ildings in Australia 
weTe very impressed with the jury assembly rooms provided there. We 
consider such a jury assembly room would provide the registrar in his role 
as sheriff, or a senior member of his staff, ,vith a place to meet the jurors 
and indicate their duties; put them at their ease; describe the lay-out of the 
building and the position of the cloakrooms; explain the procedure for 
swearing-in, balloting, the system of challenge and stand~aside; and 
discuss arrangements for their payment. Jurors should also be advised 
that if they are balloted for a case in which the accused is known to them, 
they should make this fa,ct knmvn to the court crier or registrar 
i.•nmediately and before beir;,g sworn as a juror. 

888. 'i/Ve were told of the procedure s,dopted in Soutb Australia by the 
sheiifi, where, afl:er he has welcomed Ihe jurors in th:: assembly room a:1d 
explai,1ed what is reouired of them, he ad:;.r;inistcrs the oath to each 
indiv;dually. This binds jurors for th~ vvhoie peried of their ,iury servic,::. 
The sheriff then divide,, the jurors in~o gro:.i.ps by b:1.llot and each group is 
c0nd:c1cted l:c the ,tppropriate coun by;;,, court officer. VV t would like to ,;,x 
this procedure adopted i.n Ne\,v Zealand,. 1"-'lth th':c jury panel called Im 
9.30 a,:rr.L on the first day of att-t:n-dance. 

889. The suggestion irizde ,o ?.!S l:,y the :Po1ice D1~p2;rtmen:, and 
supported by o,hers, that jurors shm.dd 110l be guarc:ed by the police bvt 
!:ry n1f:rnbers of the court staff spec:_r.Jly appoi:ntf:d Jor tha.t purpc,sc xneets 
,,,,ith om approval; supervising 3t'.?!H should be Cf'ilWT1 from that grnux:, of 
ur:d.forr:;,_<1ed ccrurt staff previo11sly n::.::ferred to. 

S90., ,Jury deliberations:) ofteri. lengthy, sh.ould be conduct1:.::d 1.n 
surrnundiugs that ar,::. as congenlal o.3 possible. The provision of 
combrtab!y fu:.:nished rooms ;a,djo.cent to ea:;h jury court, with facilide:.; for 
refreshr.nents and separate toilets, shot1Rd be giv-e:n priority. 
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891. We consider that fees for jurors need to be kept under regular 
review but we comment that there is some element of public service in 
being a juror. Rather than completely compensating people for their 
entire loss, which may cast a very heavy burden upon the State o'r the 
private litigant, we think it preferable to put the· figure at a reasonable 
level, leaving it to the registrar to make an appropriate adjustment in any 
case of hardship. In Australia, the fees vary between the States from 
$A8.25 for half a day, up to $A30 per day. If a juror suffers loss of earnings 
greater than this figure, the actual loss, with a ceiling as high as $A50 in 
one State, may be claimed, provided proof is supplied: in addition, the 
jurors are entitled to travelling expenses and meals or meal allowances. 

Witnesses 
892. It is common knowledge that witnesses are often apprehensive 

when attending court. Counsel who intend to call a witness should ensure 
that the witness is kept fully informed of procedure and the time when his 
evidence is required. Witnesses need a comfortable place to wait near to 
amenities such as toilets, telephone, and, if possible, refreshments. The 
witness should be allowed to sit in a witness-box large enough to 
accomJllodate two people, to allow for cases when an interpreter is 
required. There should be a bench at the front of the witness-box, wide 
enough to hold papers or documents needed by the witness. The witness
box should also be fitted with a microphone. 

893. Several individuals and groups pointed out to us the degree of fear 
instilled in the mind of a witness to a serious assault, particularly one 
involving a gang. or a rape case, when names and addresses are given in 
open court. The matter was taken up with the Commissioner of Police 
who has now set out a procedure to be followed by police officers and 
Crown prosecutors which will avoid witnesses being embarrassed or 
unnecessarily inconvenienced through their addresses being revealed. 

894. We also consider fees for witnesses should be regularly reviewed, 
bearing in mind that considerations applicable to jurors also apply to 
witnesses. In Australia, witnesses' fees tend to be at about the same level 
or slightly higher than jurors' fees. 

895. There is no doubt that an appointment system for cases would 
reduce complaints by people who are required to take time off from their 
normal occupation to come to court as witnesses. Under the present 
system, they can be required to wait for lengthy periods, which is not only 
frustrating but uneconomic. 

Buildings 
896. From the evidence we have received and our own observations, it 

is apparent that the present situation regarding court buildings is far from 
satisfactory. Many court buildings have become woefully inadequate and 
are either in need of replacement or substantial up-grading. We are 
convinced that better court buildings are essential if justice is to be 
properly administered and if the public is to maintain its respect for the 
courts. This immediately poses a problem, as good court buildings are 
expensive. However, if the situation is to be remedied, an increased vote 
for buildings will have to be made from the public purse for some years to 
come. We think there is considerable force in the statement made to us 
that the quality of justice depends on the amount of money society is 
prepared to spend on it. 
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897. From figures supplied to us showing_ the appropriations for capital 
works for courthouses over the past 18 years, the amount spent has been 
considerably less.than the appropriation. For the years ended 31 March 
1976 and 31 March 1977, the appropriations of $2,000,000 and $1,910,000 
were underspent by $890,000 and $837,000 respectively. We were told.the 
causes lay in contracts being let later than expected because of planning 
delays, and in slower than expected progress on the Court of Appeal 
building and the. Christchurch court administration building. With the 
run-down state of many of the court buildings and with so much needing 
to be done, it would seem that over this period a very low priority has been 
given to capital works on courthouses for the Department of Justice. 

898. Forward planning is of the utmost importance, as design of court 
buildings ideally calls for a special study of overseas developments, which 
is then adaP,ted to New Zealand requirements, and to the needs of the 
people usjng the lmildings. Unfortunately, the delays between the 
drawing-board stage, letting of a contract for construction to commence, 
and the completion of the building, especially where construction is 
delayed for any reason, can cover a period of years during which time the 
original design may need review. We hope the matter of delays will be 
carefully watched. For instance, we understand that plans for the 
Christchurch Supreme Court were so far advanced in 1975 that it was 
then said to be too late for major changes, based on overseas observations, 
to be incorporated. 

899. We regard it as essential that the design of proposed court 
buildings should be available at all stages of planning for perusal and 
comment by persons using the courts, for example, the judiciary, the Law 
Societies, the court staff, and the public. New court buildings should be 
designed so that they are capable of expansion and always having in mind 
the needs of the people using them. At present, in most of the larger 
centres, the court buildings appear to the public as a confused maze, 
crowded with litigants, lawyers, jurors, and witnesses, where there is 
neither privacy nor comfort. Courts are not always under the same roof 
and this causes inconvenience and inefficiency; though, as a special forum, 
the Family Court should be physically separated from courtrooms where 
criminal cases are heard. Finally, we emphasise that provision should be 
made for full security of buildings and their contents. There is no doubt 
that far more consideration for the comfort and convenience of the staff 
and the public is necessary, when designing new buildings or up-grading 
old ones. 

900. Family Court In the main centres of population, Family Courts 
should either be established in separate buildings or in a part of the court 
building removed from the criminal courts and with a separate entrance 
and facilities. These facilities should include a reception area, waiting 
rooms, interview rooms, telephones, toilets, and a room where 
refreshments can be obtained and children can be attended to and cared 
for. In provincial towns, arrangements will have to be made for suitable 
premises and facilities to be available when the Family Court judge and 
support staff visit the town on circuit. In some places, the existing court 
building will be preferable to any alternative accommodation in the town. 
Community buildings, the Borough and County Council chambers may 
be suitable; but whatever venue is chosen, the special function and needs 
of the Family Court must be of paramount importance. 

901. Courtrooms Courtrooms, wherever possible, should be situated in 
the interior of the building to eliminate traffic noise, to allow for separate 
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and private access by the judges, and to provide a separate entrance for 
jurors to keep them from mingling with the witnesses and the public. The 
acoustic quality of courtrooms should be of a high standard so that 
nothing that is said becomes lost or confused. Courtrooms should be 
comfortable with carpeted floors and upholstered chairs to provide a 
calm, quiet atmosphere where parties and Witnesses are put at their ease. 
While we do not advocate that the judges' bench should be raised unduly 
above the floor of the courtroom, we accept that it is essential for the judge 
to have dear lines of sight to all persons in the courtroom. For this reason, 
the bench needs to be raised by a number of steps from the floor, with the 
witness-box also raised above the floor of the courtroom so that, when 
sitting, the witness can be seen by the judge, counsel, jurors, and the 
person recording the evidence. In the new Supreme Court building in 
Sydney, opened at the beginning of 1977, the floor of the courtroom is 
stepped, one step up to the table used by the clerk of the court and the 
court reporter, two steps up to the witness-box, and three steps up to the 
bench. It is also helpful if the jury-box and area for the public is tiered, as 
was the case in Sydney. If courtrooms are situated above ground floor 
level in any building, even if only two storeys high, lifts need to be 
provided for access by the public. Access to the court should be by ramp, 
rather than by steps, to allow entrance by persons disabled or in a 
wheelchair. Ramps would also allow access of book trolleys; used for easy 
transportation of books from the library to the courtroom bench. 
Although the courtrooms for the Family Court should not be rigidly 
formal, the judge's bench must be raised sufficiently above the floor for 
him to be able to see all parties seated in front of him. The furnishings 
should be such as to provide a restful atmosphere where people with 
family problems will not be overawed by their surroundings. 

902. Good courtroom design should include the following facilities not 
always provided in New Zealand courts: good lighting, heating, and air 
conditioning; a bench in the witness-box for spreading papers (preferably 
hinged to provide a greater area if necessary); display boards for use by 
counsel or witnesses for sketching or exhibiting plans, and a screen for 
showing slides or film; reasonable accommodation for members of the 
news media. 

903. Other facilities which are necessary in any court complex are: 
(a) Judge's chambers These should be located away from areas used by 

the public and within easy access of the courts, whether by lift or passage
way. The judge's chambers should have a pleasant aspect, be roomy and 
comfortably furnished, and each should have its own toilet facilites. In the 
High Court, an office for the judge's associate should adjoin and have a 
connecting door to the judge's chambers. Sufficient accommodation 
should be included in the planning of new buildings to allow for the 
number of judges to increase. 

(b) Interview rooms These should be furnished with a table, chairs, and a 
telephone for lawyers and duty solicitors to interview their clients. It is 
very difficult for counsel, and unnerving for his client, to have to discuss a 
case in crowded corridors, or on the footpath outside the court building, or 
in the carpark adjacent to the court. Suitable interview rooms are also 
needed for the use of welfare and probation officers. ' 

(c) Waiting areas Several waiting rooms or areas are essential, 
comfortably heated when necessary, with sufficient seating for the 
numbers attending the courts. In Australia, long, gallery-like waiting 
areas outside the courtrooms are used, with a simple system of high-
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backed seating to provide a degree of privacy and solitude, where 
necessary: to achieve similar conditions would make it desirable to have 
more than one waiting room serving a court, if these rooms are to be of 
smaller size. In a Family Court, several interview and waiting rooms are 
essential. 

(d) Toilets and washrooms.These should be easy to locate on each floor, 
with some in each building suitable for use by persons confined to a 
wheelchair. 

( e) Jury assembly and deliberation rooms These have been referred to earlier 
(paragraph 887). 

(f) Holding cells These must be secure, clean, and hygienic. They should 
be adequate for the maximum amount of time prisoners are likely to be 
held there. Specially designed lifts for transporting prisoners from th,e cell 
area to the courts would reduce the number of police officers n~cessary to 
guard the prisoner. 

(g) Law libraries A pleasant area should be provided, suitably furnished, 
and large enough to house the books belonging to the library and to allow 
for future additions. 

(h) Offices We have observed that in many of the court buildings office 
accommodation is· quite inadequate for the number of staff employed. 
Overcrowding and poor working conditions do little to assist the staff in 
the efficient operation of their duties and their relationship with the 
public. 

904. We realise that such a programme for court building can only be 
carried out over a period of years but the most pressing aspect to be 
considered is speedy relief of present inconveniences. The need for this 
heavy programme of expenditure seems to have arisen from past 
inadequacies; the first remedial steps may have to include modifications 
and additions, temporary or permanent, to tide things over until new 
buildings are completed. There can be no escape from the mounting cost 
of past neglect. 

Recommendations 
1. In a prominent place in the entrance to every court building there 

should be an information desk, manned from 9 a.m. each morning. 
2. Uniforms should be worn by court reception staff. 
3. Special training programmes in public relations should be provided 

for court staff. 
4. Participation of members of voluntary social welfare groups in the 

work of the courts is commended and should be encouraged. 
5. As much information as possible about their rights should be 

available and placed in the hands of people coming to court. 
6. Educational programmes need to be developed for school children 

and the general public on the structure and function of the New Zealand 
courts. 

7. The present practice of calling everyone to court at 10 a.m. should be 
reviewed and a greater flexibility introduced, where possible, by allotting 
varying times for fixtures during the day. 

8. The Judicial Commission should keep under review public demand 
for court hearings outside normal sitting hours. 

9. In the larger centres, arrangements should be made for a cashier to 
be on duty at the court office one evening a week (preferably Thursday) to 
receive payment of monies owing. 

10. Interpreters' and translators' skills should be recognised as an 
addditional qualification for an administrative career in the Courts 
Division of the Department of Justice; these skills to be reflected in salary 
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scales and promotional. prnspects. Interpreters sl1ou:td be recruited and 
trained in c011n pn,o~dures and. legal terminology, <md slcould be able to 
prcn.ride an ~1ccu:ta:te t:ranshrdon. betlvee.1--.:. :English. a,nd the other la.nguage 
and ';vi-ce versa. 

} 1, 1'he police should give a.dvance \Va.rning t.D the crHxrt that th.e 
scr•✓-iees 0£ an intc.r_pr,:::tt:r ·vviH b·e required. Irterprete:t~- should, vvhr::!'e 
pracric.ab:~~, bir: a:?ailable for :L::u:ervi(:1,\r ,/viti1 duty S•Dlicitors :::tnd probtttio:n 
officers. 

12. l\;faori~ Poly!1esian., and other ethnic cornrnxtnity organisationt: 
co11ki pLa:y a vaJnab.le pa.rt h.1 the correction and reh2,,/')i1itation ,Ji rn:ir.tor 

~~;~-J!~~~::l~~;:!:t I;r:~~;~~0 t:,'~~~~~ ":t r:;rf',,~:!:c~t,~:,:t:~~ t~ ~l~;n(~O~~~e:~f~~l~~ 
''Dr·i ·-r,P f~~')•;-l .... 1F···· re•r-c-r-r1·nr1erid t-h•--:,·~ rnn-•:ff!UJ'•i1·-1, irr1~:.rn"' _l;': 11nn1.-~ hP r•c,1ns111··•,-,-:..,1· 
~,l,, ...... , ~., ..... -1...-..Lt-l. ~-'-.;. 0<.J_ ... ,--- ... ~•-··'-- L--,.C, •. --.J .. l. ___ ··-·a i:~ 1., .. -llJ~ ,_,•J ........ -~.u. J..,..., ·-·->•--· \,.;:-i, 

preferably througl:. tl.ie prubadon sct\lice, v.ridJ rega.rd. bc;th to se1J.te:nccs 
and. rehabilitation of offenders. 

13, i\. dete:nni;:1.td effort shotdd be rna.de to recr1.;j i: ·peop,J.e Jro:rn ail 
·••ni."'7 (1f~+-· 0-T'"'HlP" ,!-,-, a·n 1P·'/~:,"' r.f thf': l)e~a·"tr· P.f t -:1 ·1· -c,~~i 0 P .. 
.i..Lt.'--l- :.~-Y ~---· _._. i .. U. •.-'',..,_ 

1
:,~"'i~L:· d . .lk~~r..:.... .J-• .l 11: ___ l_ (L ,_l.l.Cl.1.'\_...~. 

op~)L~,r :~s,/t~ e.3 fr: ~'n~:~1 /i:(~Ol~::~-e \;~t~;,rt£~01~;' m7:.1~ri ;;i•~l;~~~ p:C~O r:-~i~," ~;~: 
legal prcd:essi.01?. 

15. The oath or aLi:ir~n.atio~.1 should be aLhninistered clea.rly a.c.d 
deJ.iberate1.y ~'.O dL~t the rh':rson taking th,e c·atb. o:r a:ffirming is 211.vare of the 
seriousness of tb.e undertaidng he has given. 

·1 i:: rtr\h.~..o -~r.;,o ,q·f p"l,.,.1·i,,, ~·qf:r11'sl~, :'y ;'-- ?,J;::::. '"'TIYu··-::icrf'd ·l·rn r'Q'U"'''" -~AljlllF·v•,r::.,-~c:,,·•,·, ..:. •J: ~~-- J. "-., Lt.':!•"_, L.J. 1_,__c..r..,.J,.~ ~-'-:: ... 6.l -~ _,,.I. l. .. i d) -0 I L ~.... L,J J. '-~.:, •' ~ . .1.Jl -.,' JL L '1 ,, ... --.t. i(, V 1~1 

poss1bte, charges sn.ou1d be frcu:ned :u1 s1rnple langua.ge. 
17. (Majoriiy_) Vv'1gs and gowns should br: retaiaed in the High Court 

and tbe Cou:"t of. APl:ie2.l as at ;:iresen:, and a simple black govm should be 
'Norn in the L)istrict Clou.rt by the presici!Eg- judge. 

i2:· Fees for ·vvitnesses, jurors, and interpreters sh'.)u]d be kept :mde1· 
n::gular rev1e\/V. 

] 9. Jurors should be afforded better facilities and rreatment w-hich 
should include: 

(2.) provision of adequate seating m areas whei·e they are required to 
wait: 

(b) an introduction by the registrar ln his C<'.Dacirv as sheriff, or a senicr 
rnernber of his staff, and clear instructions ~n their du,ies; 

( c) supervision by specia.lly appointed, ur:dormed mernbers of the court 
staif. 

20. Buildin'gs: 
(a) Court building design sbould be constantly under reviev1. Where 

delay occurs between the design and construction stage, b,1ilding 
should not pmceed until investigation determines that the design is 
as relevant to the current requirements of the court, as when it was 
first conceived. 

(b) Comments on the design should be soughc, at an early stage of the 
planning, from the Fsers o.f the court buildings. 

(c) The comfort and conve~1ie11ce of staH and the public should be e-iven 
~,1··ope·.. e-n rJ:, as1· 0 : ,- n "'"1 ,-·u·· ·,r-r- br1·1ct·1•n.,:r .~ es1· •:rn '·' F _ .... .1 1 __ r·--... ;) 1 .. li. -~ .. , ,.., .__ l-~ _-t 1 0 L. e _. 

(d) A building programrne should be dravvn. up by the Department o{ 
Justice wid1 the objective 0£ up-gradi1cg or replaci[tg all cou1t 
buildings in Nev, Zealand. 

Up-grading ohou!d include provision o:(: 

C) 
(ii) 

adequate reception facilities in aH coun buildi,1gs; 
-~1r~·f,,~,.,n""'i,:::}''l-~,r11· '1'0~1·,~1c la-,., o::11,,.,,-1 ''"'~l·t;::,,'-·i,-,,,,..1'·;-.,r,,_, PI~OlJD_.t, ·t· ..... -.... ll..'3..i. Jt::"'IL.!!·"--· i J ;~.:,_:_ -~h), ~g:, L\.ll, l~ ''·i ,.:.ii..,,,_.JtJ,,,_, __ , vc .:; . .1 --~;- •' , 0 

attract .?.ttentwn, g1v1ng tD,~ lay-out of each floor, 
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with the position of the courts and facilities 
thereon (multi-lingual where necessary); 

(iii) adequate toilets and washrooms for staff, lawyers, 
jurors, litigants, and witnesses, with access for 
disabled persons; 

(iv) redesigned witness-boxes to allow for the witness (and 
an interpreter where necessary) to sit; also a 
place for spreading papers and documents; 

( v) public telephones; 
(vi) interview rooms; 

(vii) better office accommodation to reduce overcrowding 
and poor working conditions; 

(viii) better waiting areas; 
· (ix) ramps to all courtrooms to allow access of disabled 

persons and book trolleys; 
(x) better lighting, heating, and air-conditioning where 

necessary; 
(xi) the Family Courts should be provided with a room 

where children can be attended to and carecl for, 
as well as all of the above features (with the 
exception of (iv) witness-boxes). 

New buildings should include all of the above, as well as the 
following features: 

(i) a jury assembly room; 
(ii) jury deliberation rooms with toilets attached; 

(iii) lifts to all courts above ground floor level; 
(iv) adequate interview rooms for duty solicitors, other 

lawyers, probation and welfare officers; 
(v) comfortable waiting areas with sufficient space for 

litigants, witnesses, and others, to have a degree of 
privacy; 

(vi) good courtroom acoustics; 
(vii) holding cells adequate for the maximum amount of 

time prisoners are held there. 
THE LEGAL PROFESSION 

905. Item 4 of the terms of reference reads: 
The obligations and responsibilities of barristers and solicitors to the 
Courts and to their clients to aid in securing the just, prompt, 
efficient, and economical disposal of the business of the Courts. 

This subject attracted a number of submissions. Some of these were 
constructive; some were in the form of complaints about the conduct of 
lawyers over litigation, particularly in matrimonial matters; and some 
related to transactions and advice away from the courts. Some individuals 
who had already sought the assistance of District Law Societies and/or the 
New Zealand Law Society, and even the Minister of Justice or the 
Attorney-General, came to us in the hope that we might be able to resolve 
their particular difficulties. During the course of our hearings, as a result 
of assistance from the New Zealand Law Society, we were able to resolve 
some of the problems and refer others for investigation. We hope we 
listened patiently to all that was said to us. We do, however, agree with 
the submission of a member of Parliament, based on her experience in her 
electorate and elsewhere, that complaints made to her against lawyers 
were not usually of neglect or negligence but frequently demonstrated a 
lack of communication. She gave us several examples involving her 
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cc:I1stituents" In the n1ain the co.rnplaints vt1en:: £rienn vvomen:i irr1rnigrants, 
or ]Vfaori oeople. She described these pe·sons ;,s being often inarticulate, 
badly org~nised, suspiciom, and :mfarniiiar ~Nith the lega.l system. In 
anothc!' part 0£ 1b.i.s report, we ha.ve sl:ggesled improvement& in the public 
relation::; field betwe,~n the cu:wt~ and the people. V,1e hea!'d frorn d,t 
".Friends at Courc" their suggestion ihat sor:ne lawyers need better 
training in human relationships. ·we do kr:ow that the New Zeahrr:d Lavi 
Society has been anxious w improve this cox11munication problem. It has 
issued pamphlets for the general public. But pervadieg rnost of the 
submissions and matters W·e heaid was rhe comment tlw.t, all too ofren, 
pressure of time results in some lawyen adopting too clinicaJ an approach 
rn their clients. Vl/e repeat the words oJ a formet President of rbe T°\Jew 
Zealand Law Society: 

H 'NC are to retain the confidence of the public, our integrity rn.ust be 
unquestior,able, our service to the community public spirited, and 
our efficiency recognisably high. 

Earlcier we have referred to efforts that have been made to "personalise" 
the lavff in the form of Neighbourhood Lav,1 Offices and Citizens' Advice 
Bureaux. We shall subsequently refer to the provision of legal aid in its 
criminal and civil aspeccs, the use of duty solicitors, and the question of 
whether we should have public defenders. We thin!c we should aiso advert 
w legal education and the necessity for ensuring that lawyers are a 
specially trained and disciplined body of men and vvomen. It is 
unquestionable that the iegal profession must be subject to, and must 
strongly enforce, a proper standard of professional conduct in order to 
justify public confidence. 

906. Against the above background, we turn to rhe main submissions 
recei,,ecl on this issue of the obligations and responsibilities of lawyers. For 
on this issue of the obligations and responsibilities of lawyers. Foe its part, 
the Department cf Justice did noc see this irem of the terms of rden:nce as 
opening up a general line of inquiry into the virtues and d,cmerits of the 
legal profession, its conventions and practices, and the service iLs 
1rn.'mbers gave to clien::s. The ]\Jew Zealand Law Socidy, on the other 
hand, felt obfared. to cover the matter in some depth. '\Ne pointed out in 
the k;reword t~ this report that the whole issue is the subject or separate 
commissions of inquiry in i:he Un.ited K:ngdom and 1\!ew South \/,/ales. 
1:1V e bear in n1ixjtd that the qualifying \1/orc1s in the ter:tns of refere11ce are tc 
exa,11ine the role o[ the lz,wyer as that affects the just, prompt, efficient, 
a.nd :cor,,0121ical dispos;;,J 01 the business cf die courts, TWc shaE firsc 
consideI a la·v11yer's duty to the courts. 

])~~ty tr.IJ rl:!1:.e (:011rtl: 

907. In its subn1.is,sicn1s, U1e J\J.e,v Ze:aJand Lav-1 Society has iaithfuJly 
recorded :.,vhat ,.Ne understar.1.d to be the :rn.ain rules of proper professional 
conduct ia rt~i.ati,o:n to the court They have take:n the,se rules in the rnain. 
from Sfr TLoma,; Lm,d, Guidt to the Proftssional (Jondu:;t and Etiqutti, of 
Solici!ors ( 1960): A Guide lo the Professional Cor,duct vj 8tJlicitarJ ( 197 4) is$ued 
by ,i1e Council of the Law Society (U.K.); and aJ.so JJara. 6.6 of the 
International C7ode of J!..,1tllics ( 19.56). /1;,_ .lai.,vyer must :never deceive th.e cou:ct or 
vvithhold inforraation 1,vhich the court is er,~thJed to have befon:: it. He n1ust 
ah,vays hon.our his undertakin.g an.cl cornply ·with an order of ·~he cotrrt. /1. 
Iav,/yer shot1ld abNays a.d.vance his clienfs interests before h]s ·:::rvvn. !-Ie 
should th:: unre1nitting in his endea··vours to assist his client rapidly and., if 
po:Biblc, without resort ro litigation, I-Ic must not ace dishonrrnrably, 



degrade himself, fight unfairly, lend himself to underhand or criminal 
activity, or descend to sharp practices in order to benefit his client or win 
his case. He should always observe in the spirit, as in the letter, the ethical 
rules of the profession by which the reputation of all lawyers has been 
built up and is safeguarded. He should always maintain due respect 
towards the court. 

908. The former Chief Justice, Sir Richard Wild, and the Secretary for 
Justice made some criticism of lawyers in New Zealand for their failure to 
discharge their duty to the court, as well as to their clients, by using 
procedures and tactics to delay the final determination of a case. The New 
Zealand Law Society, while acknowledging that some delays attributable 
to counsel do occur, either because they are too busy or because they have 
conflicting co_mmitments, nevertheless rose to a spirited defence of these 
attacks. The Society contended (and we think there is validity in the 
contention) that for the most part lawyers are desperately anxious to 
proceed with their clients' litigation but the main fault lay with the 
present system in which courts are over-loaded with a substantial backlog 
of litigation, both in the criminal and civil fields. On the other hand, 
certain registrars have informed the Secretary for Justice that a significant 
part of the delay in dispensing cases arose from factors within the control 
of solicitors and counsel, but over which the court had no real control. It is 
quite apparent to us the problem is much more serious in a large centre 
like Auckland. It was urged that more co-operation and liaison with 
registrars is needed on the part of the legal profession. We consider the 
appointment of regional court administrators and list judges (paragraphs 
753 et seq.) will do a great deal to provide a framework within which 
counsel will be able to play their full part. 

909. We recognise that the present delays in obtaining a civil fixture in 
Auckland are quite demoralising to lawyers and their clients. Experienced 
barristers have expressed the view that the backlog is a major contributing 
cause in allowing cases to "drift". We were also told of the acute position 
in Hamilton, where counsel set their civil cases down time and again and 
make little or no progress on the lists. With the delay being so great, the 
incentive for counsel to press ahead with a case can be seriously 
weakened. Counsel lose heart if on several occasions they must repeat 
their work on a particular case: there is also the additional expense to the 
client; another valid reason why modern business and management 
techniques should be applied to the courts. The Commission readily 
understands that many cases are settled at the last moment and accepts 
the Law Society's comment that late settlement is a phenomenon inherent 
in the system. We hope that with a more efficient administration, too 
many late settlements will be avoided. We do acknowledge that a case 
settled at the last moment can give a judge time to attend to his reserved 
decisions. 

910. Earlier in this report we emphasised the importance of having 
sufficient judges to cope with the work. We think a number of reforms in 
the new draft Code of Civil Procedure will provide more effective 
sanctions to ensure that the deadline dates for litigation are met, and we 
consider the new summary judgment procedure, used with such 
effectiveness in the United Kingdom and New South Wales, will clear the 
lists of cases where there is no valid, or a ·sham, defence. 

9_11. But the criticism of the legal profession does not end here. Some 
registrars mentioned the difficulty (which we think is acknowledged by 
the New Zealand Law Society) of the inexperience of certain members of 
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the Bar, rnort particula:d.y those Vlho .1Jr2c11ce 1n some 1vfagistrates' 
(Joi.:nts. ""Ne ha,~"re bec11 to]d tha.t rn.any net~1ly qv.alified sc1licitors :asc: 
?n:f:arni.~iar ,Nith procedural r~,';-i\1irer11er:ts. 'fh.is :teficiency pu~s a:n 
.1ncreasu:1.g de:rn2:nd on court sta!t !or advJ1.cc and as.'.nstal1ce, resulting 1n 
3Jg.nificant delays, •Nork of pocir quality~ anc1 complaints. 'The:n~ 'l\riH 
always be ine,.perienced persons in any profe3.sion, bui: we sugge:ot tha, the 
La·vv Sociery, the Council o[ Legal Ed1-1cation, aEd the universities !Tmsi: 
c.o:nti:nue their efforts to improve the traini:n.g anc1 edu.catlon oi young 
lawyers ln practicd matters. 

912. Apart from the Bae, criti.cisi:n has been levdled at solicitors and 
th~ir staff. _Some registra;·s have sai,d th:;""! the oro~?rtior, of docui:r1ents 
re1ected as n1.:::omplete or maccurate rn the1r court ofnces can bee as lu1Zh as 
30% or 40%. That problem only needs to be stated to reflect delay" and 
ineHiciency. Again, the Lavv Society, tbe C:ouacH of Legal Education, tht: 
Department of Justice, and tbe university law faculties should meet, 
discuss, and soive these problems. One would expect, in its general 
oversigl11: of the courts, th,H the Judicial Commission would also have a 
real interest in improvement of the standards and efficiency o:f the work, 
both in the courts, and presented to the courts. 

913, The Secretary for .Justice commented specifically on the lawyers' 
pan ir: program ming court fixture:,. VI/,~ have seen from tbe statistir:al dau, 
thac the setting dov,n rules in the Suprem~ Court vary in their applic::o.tion 
from centre t:J centre. 1Ne are told that sin1ilar problems are equz,lly 
n12tnifest in the !viagi:strates' Courts in their civil and doro.estic 
. . d .. t· B ,· 1 . ' tl-i l · { + " ' . · t ' r~n.s 1c :;,?1~1.,-~ ,y ;vay 01 exatr1p .. e, u:_1 1.)ne (:,,,1_ "·.c,.e .a:cg-~st o.· LJe 1.·:?:,ag1_stra es 
Courts, 'jLJ i ci-,,11 ino.tters vvere g1ven a frnture a.Her a certmcate from 
bvryer.s tbH • aners were ready for trial, during the pe,·iod l Ja.nuary to 
30 June ::.977. V\/e were informed th2.t, of these cases, 180 were adjouraeG. 
at the reque2 t oi one or other of the par6es, and 43 •Ne•·e setdffL 
Ina.cc.u:rate or inappi·oprio.ti::-: setting do"v\ln of cases renders a fixture ~,ysten~t 
inoperative. i\ .. s v..,re b.ave said, adniinistration. is at the ta:'.art of: a good court 
systeru. i\ rna.tter sb.oulc1 not be set dcnNn until and -:..2nless it is co1npletely 
rec~dy for hearing-, I)y the setting dovvn tirne, all interlocutory steps should 
h2,··ve b,::en ccnnpleted, i:he pleadings should norri1aliy require no 
.arnend.rnent, the prospects of setderr1ent should b_gve been fully canvaBsed, 
and a trial should be the only sol-u.tion. In saying aH tb.is 1Ne recognise the 
duty "which a iav,yer 0 1VI:e2. to his client to deJ everything he properly· t.:an, 
c.onsistent ,.vith his i:-:-1structions, to protect his client and advance 11is 
c2~use, There is, of course, an obligation to keep a client in:fcirn1ed ol the 
progress ~f a '~:)urt ca~e. ~n'?- give. ,_'ea~?1:'·s. fr,r ~day, if progreJs is slow, 

n14 ·O·t1J 1""r t~1·,;::1 11 t,e,, r,1gt··-1]1.-:r 1,1·, ... ·l-f"lp c·~1·1l···-1·•'l(,:1it('l(; IJotl·, .. c,f ·i-h,"" n,rp•;;e·v1t c-n-,1r,~,0 

:J •· - ' - _.._,_ a ,_. ,;.-:.. .\_, ~ ....... , : ,. tr •, o--'-.iL'<-,tr _, - V ,_.,_4.,1_'-'• ··• . _-" - -.. , .., r "- .._.,~ ~-~ ,,, .,_,,.,_, • ~ _, 
nysten1. a~1d o± lav.1y~r.s an.rl their st2~n v,J"ho us-e 1t?. vve ~t.t? n~t se:~ any u:sefnl 
purpose m emphasrnmg these matte1·s any ±urther. 1t/c; "'Fnpiy ce:,eunent 
that it is good for all of us to do sc,rne spring deaning frmn time to ti.me. 
1/\le ~vpec~·t ·:·hcit t"1°~ ''lclr~>.;,,fl"·•t·:va a·1u'" '~roc•'d11rc.1 :--,.~fr,~nno; •NP 1·pfrr t•~ , I' ,.- .. "'- ., t- ---·· _ _.L.._,, 'hu .u:.l.LL,.,_, _ '·" .li. , ,..., 1 l·' ..___. _ ., .,. L~-• .! ,..,_.__, 1 ~ .. L-· •. ._, ,..,_ ~- ....., 

throughout this sect10n will help dear the decks. 

Obligation:.;; 'i:o CHentiei 

915. Ite:rn. 4· of the ter:r:ns of reference is phrased in a 'lvay ;vhich requires 
u;; to consid.i:':r the obhgatior1s and responsibilities of lav,,ryers tc) their 
c1ient.s to aid .ir-1 the di,sposal of tb.t ·bu:2ine~;s of the COI)rts. T'he r~·e'\-v 
l~ealan.d I..a:vv Society~ z .. gain frorn f..tuth.oritative sources, set out th.e 
recognised a.s,pects c,f these ch.1ties: a l.:J.v.ry·cr sho1.1ld ;:;:~ct ,.,vitb integrity and 
rppreswnr his client corr1peten.tl·y; rnair1t.:z...,in h.is clie:nes interests ZealcrusJy 
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within the bounds of the law and the ethical rules of the profession; avoid 
conflicting interests, influences, and loyalties; and preserve the confidence 
of his client. We accept the submission that counsel must be free from 
pressures which would impinge upon their independent judgment as 
lawyers. They should not feel obliged to subvert the interests of their 
clients. As Sir Thomas Lund* has said: 

The most important of all a lawyer's duties is to preserve his client's 
confidences. Lawyers are frequently placed in an embarrassing 
position where they are anxious to be frank with the court, their 
professional colleagues and others and above all to be fair to 
themselves as men of hono1.1r but, at the same time, are faced by this 
overriding duty to maintain that confidential relationship between 
lawyer' and client which is summed up in the word "privilege". The 
public do not always realise that (i) the privilege is not that of the 
lawyer but their own; (ii) they can waive it and if they do the lawyer 
may, and in certain circumstances must, reveal even the most 
confidential information; (iii) otherwise, a lawyer may not make any 
disclosure at all of a privileged communication; and (iv) the duration 
of the privilege is for ever and privilege is not determined by the fact 
that proceedings have ended, that a retainer is withdrawn or even 
that the client has died. There are, however, as all lawyers know, 
certain categories of communications which are not privileged. 
Perhaps the one which creates the greatest problem for the profession 
arises from the rule of law that no privilege exists where a 
communication is made in furtherance of a fraud or crime even where 
the lawyer is ignorant of the criminal or fraudulent purpose for which 
his advice or assistance is sought. 

Duty to the Public 
916. Although not specifically within the terms of reference, we think it 

appropriate that the Law Society also referred to this duty. Sir Thomas 
Lund has said of this issue: 

The legal profession plays an essential part in the administration of 
justice and thereby in the maintenance of law and order, without 
which the social and business life of the country could not continue. 
Lawyers accordingly owe a duty towards the public generally to 
maintain the honour and dignity of the courts and of the profession 
and to assist in the efficient administration of justice. For this reason 
a lawyer must always do everything within his power to maintain the 
status and prestige of the profession itself and do nothing 
prejudicially to affect the confidence of the public in it. 

The New Zealand Law Society also recognises a number of broad 
rrsponsibilities which it seeks to discharge in the public interest. These are 
as follows: 

(a) maintaining and promoting the integrity and competence of the 
profession; 

(b) assisting to ensure that legal services are available to all sectors of 
the public; 

( c) providing a public service in areas of special legal competence; 
(d) assisting to facilitate and improve the administration of thelaw and 

the fairness and efficacy of the legal system. 

*Former Secretary-General of the Law Society: Director-General of the International Bar 
Association. 
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Disciplinary and Complaints Procedures 
917. Because we had a number of submissions directed towards 

disciplinary matters, we think it appropriate to refer to the disciplinary 
and complaints procedures of the New Zealand Law Society. Some 
lawyers fall below the standards of integrity and competence which are 
obligatory in the public interest. We think it appropriate to record the 
steps that the Society is taking to achieve proper standards in these areas. 
First, it actively involves itself in the legal and practical training of law 
students and in the continuing legal education of practising lawyers. Over 
recent years there has been an increasing number of seminars arranged for 
this latter purpose. In addition, disciplinary and complaints procedures 
have long existed to deal with errant lawyers and the complaints of clients. 
We were told that in 1975 the Society resolved to carry out a 
comprehensive review of the Law Practitioners Act 1955. We have seen 
some evidence of the investigations, reports, and discussions. A retired 
chief Parliamentary draftsman has been instructed to draft for submission 
to Parliament a new Law Practitioners Bill incorporating many 
amendments to the Act. 

918. In 1976, at the instigation of the Attorney-General, the Public and 
Administrative Law Reform Committee issued a working paper on 
disciplinary and complaints procedures. It forwarded that report to the 
Law Society for comments. In turn, the New Zealand Law Society 
prepared its own comments and a lengthy submission for the assistance of 
the Law Reform Committee. We have read all these documents. We have 
now been supplied with the Law Reform Committee's report, "Discipline 
within the Legal Profession" presented to the Minister of Justice, May 
1977. In October 1977 the Secretary-General of the New Zealand Law 
Society, writing in his own capacity, reviewed this paper. It appears there 
was substantial agreement between the Law Society and the committee on 
both lay participation in the disciplinary function and the treatment of 
complaints, and the need to separate. the investigative and adjudicative 
functions of the Councils of the District Law Societies. 

919. Lay members The principle of lay participation has been accepted 
by the New Zealand Law Society which, prior to the issuing of the 
working paper, had already invited the Government to appoint a lay 
member to its disciplinary committee. In other words, the Society decided 
to seek appointment of this lay member in advance of any outside 
recommendation to that effect. We understand that there will be provision 
in the new Law Practitioners Bill for this appointment. The lay member 
will apparently take a full part in all the hearings and deliberations of the 
disciplinary committee of the Law Society, and have an equal vote to that 
of other committee members; we understand that being a member of a 
body entrusted with the exercise of a judicial function, he would not be 
free to report to the Government or anyone else on the proceedings of the 
disciplinary committee. 

920. Lay observer The Public and Administrative Law Reform 
Committee also recommended the appointment of a lay observer, or 
observers, to review the action taken by a District Law Society on the 
handling of complaints. Such complaints are dealt with in the District 
Law Societies, either by the full District Council, or special committees 
appointed for that purpose. It is clear that a large number of minor 
complaints occur because of defective communication or misunderstand
ing between lawyers and their clients. We were pleased to learn that the 
Law Society accepted a lay observer could perform a useful function in 
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respect of complaints. Those members of the Commission who travelled 
overseas waited on the Law Society in London. They were able to learn 
the manner in which the English lay observer performs his duties: he does 
not sit in on the hearing of the complaints, but acts as a person to whom 
dissatisfied complainants may go when they do not accept the decision of 
the Law Society. Of the many thousands of complaints that were heard 
last year in England, aproximately 300 went to the lay observer. We were 
told that only four cases involved a recommendation of any variation from 
the Law Society decision and in those four cases, criticism of the original 
decision was neither implied nor expressed. The lay observer reports 
annually to Parliament. 

921. We were informed that one lay observer should be sufficient for 
New Zealand. So that he would be properly independent, he would be 
appointed by 'the Government and paid out of monies appropriated by 
Parliament. In effect, the lay observer is an ombudsman in relation to 
dissatisfied complainants to District Law Societies. His report to 
Parliament would become public at the will of Parliament. 

922. It must also be acknowledged that the Auckland District Law 
Society, of its own initiative, and well in advance of the Public and 
Administrative Law Reform Committee report, had agreed in principle to 
appoint its own ombudsman or lay observer to whom dissatisfied 
complainants could refer. We have perused the "Lay Observer Rules" 
drafted by the Auckland Society. A former Cabinet Minister has been 
appointed to this post. We understand that his remuneration comes from 
the Auckland District Law Society itself. 

Actions against Lawyers 
923. A criticism we heard from some people was that they could not get 

one lawyer to sue another. The Commission is aware that this is untrue as 
a general statement. But to overcome an apparent difficulty, it seems to us 
the Auckland District Law Society has approached the matter in a 
practical fashion by having available the names of a number of lawyers 
who are willing to, and actually do, bring actions for negligence against 
other lawyers. We were told that the Auckland District Law Society 
indicates, whenever appropriate, that a complainant should seek 
independent advice, but should any difficulty be encountered in finding a 
solicitor to act, then the complainant should communicate with the Law 
Society. 

924. We welcome these reforms as demonstrating that the New Zealand 
Law Society and the District Law Societies see that their responsibility is 
to act firmly in the public interest. Such an acceptance of responsibility 
coincides with the professional interest of the lawyers by ensuring that a 
professional body deals properly with complaints and discipline, and 
removes members of the profession who are unfit to practice. We consider 
that the steps taken can only enhance the standing and reputation of the 
law profession as a whole. We also consider that having the independent 
voice of a layman in respect of disciplinary matters, and a lay observer in 
the complaints field, significantly meets the public interest. 

925. In another section of this report we have referred to other services 
provided by the legal profession, including the duty solicitor scheme and 
the pilot project of the Neighbourhood Law Office in Grey Lynn, 
Auckland. We think it right to record that the New Zealand Law Society 
and the District Law Societies additionally contribute in many other ways 
to maintaining the public interest and do not merely protect or promote 
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the interests of lawyers. As an example, we refer to the Auckland District 
Law Society which supports 20 committees concerned with improving 
procedures, practices, and the substantive law in a number of fields. This 
committee work is done for no, or nominal, remuneration. The Societies 
examine and report on new legislation and send their members out into 
the community to explain aspects of the law to interested groups. While 
accepting that they can do even better, the various Societies are anxious to 
make available as much information to the public as they can. We think 
these are very necessary attitudes, demonstrating that most members of 
the profession are concerned and responsible people. 

Practical Training of Lawyers 
926. This is a subject in which-the New Zealand Law Society is acutely 

interested. One of the main problems is that, although today's new 
lawyers are said to have had a far sounder academic training than that 
received by their elders, at the stage the young lawyer first seeks 
employment he or she will generally have had no practical training other 
than in the final year at the university. Observers who went to the 
Australian Conference on Legal Education in 1976 were impressed with 
the schools for practical training of lawyers, established by the Law 
Societies in Sydney and Melbourne. The Australian establishments are 
funded by interest on, trust accounts. The New Zealand Law Society has 
to date been unable, through lack of finance, to supply the necessary 
services. As a Commission, we know that medical students receive 
practical training at the public expense. We think, in the wider public 
interest, that those persons admitted as barristers and solicitors should be 
practically equipped to provide the service expected of them. 
Consideration should therefore be given to the use of public money, either 
channelled through the universities, or to special courses elsewhere, to 
meet. the cost of lawyers' necessary practical education. 

Continuing Education of Lawyers 
927. The New Zealand Law Society and its constituent District Law 

Societies have, in recent years, fully recognised that the lawyer cannot 
allow his learning to stand still. The areas of need have been categorised 
as follows: (a) training for the recently admitted; (b) refresher courses; (c) 
instruction in recent changes in the law; (d) instruction in specialist topics 
not taught at the universities. Many District Law Societies are pursuing 
very active programmes for continuing legal education. We have read the 
report of the Working Party on Continuing Legal Education and we 
warmly commend it. We have been told of regular seminars where 
sometimes more than 300 practitioners attend. 

928. The overall effect of all these activities should assist the prompt, 
efficient, and economical disposal of the business of the courts. 

Legal Aid 
929. It is important that the citizen should have access to the courts arid 

obtain legal representation. Legal assistance can be made available for all, 
but the community must decide the extent to which it is prepared to pay 
for the ideal of equal justice. A former president of our Court of Appeal 
has recently said: 

But we are deceiving ourselves if we imagine that, whatever system of 
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justice we adopt, it can be made perfect. We cannot expect ideal justite 
in the Welfare State. Justice can be only as nearly perfect' as 'is 
practicable, for the resources of the community are not infinite. If we 
are to preserve legal aid as an effective instrument of criminal justice, 
and if the legal aid cases are not to be permitted to continue to crowd 
out-as at present they are crowding out-the ordinary deserving 
litigant who may be entitled to a prompt hearing of his case, this can 
be done only by some radical surgery whereby the excesses to which 
criminal legal aid has now gone are excised, and a more healthy 
development of the whole system of justice is made possible. 

If it is said that suggestions such as these run contrary to our 
previously-conceived ideas of justice, full and free for all, it could be 
replied: perhaps such ideas must be modified, if in the Welfare State 
we are ncft to be sternly confronted-as indeed we now are-with a 
situation in which unless some such restrictions are adopted, justice 
for anyone may become impossible.* 

930. At present in this country, legal aid services are fragmented. They 
include aid in criminal and civil cases, the duty solicitor scheme, a 
neighbourhood law office, and the provision of legal advisors at Citizens' 
Advice Bureaux. The Law Society considers that all these schemes, with 
the possible exception of legal advice bureaux which are operated 
voluntarily and free of charge by District Law Societies, could come 
within the purview of one legal aid system. 

931. We have not made a comprehensive study of legal aid, but we can 
record that we received several criticisms of the inadequacy of the scales of 
fees, especially for criminal cases. These criticisms came from both 
members of the public and the legal profession. We understand that the 
Minister of Justice has arranged for a review and that in the interim some 
increase has been authorized. 

932. Criminal legal aid Because of this review, but recognising we 
have not heard all viewpoints on legal aid, we think we should record the 
substance of the Law Society's proposals for improvement. It is suggested 
that a decision over the granting of criminal legal aid should be 
administered by a body similar to the District Legal Aid Committee 
which controls civil legal aid. At present the decision is made by a judge or 
magistrate on the basis of information supplied by the applicant. We 
support the principle of granting aid in proper cases but we think there 
should be a thorough investigation before the defendant qualifies. The 
Law Society also considers that an accused person should have a 
reasonable choice of counsel rather than counsel assigned to him. As well, 
it is claimed there is no purpose in having three different scales of fees. 
Finally, it is argued that there is no sound reason why fees should be less 
for work in the criminal courts. 

933. We think that in contrast to public defender schemes, a properly 
admii\istered scheme for legal aid should allow for some choice of counsel. 
Because, generally speaking, there is more urgency over as.signing counsel 
in criminal cases, there may be some difficulty in having legal aid 
administered by committees similar to District Legal Aid Committees. It 
seems to us, however, that it might well be practicable to take steps to 
combine, as far as possible, the present civil and criminal legal aid 
procedures (reserving always to the court the power of granting criminal 
legal aid in emergency circumstances). If at the same time a special le_gal 

*"The Quest for Justice in the Welfare State" (F. W. Guest Memorial Lecture) the Rt. Hon. 
Sir Alexander Turner, September 1977. 
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aid offict v.r:r1s p:rcrvided in .a11 r-1·~l 0 r courts to ,.-•'""cF:i'1~,"'- OD-",lire:tinns a:t,,rl t, 

~;::.:~;/e~tf~~lil~:~fg~~i';i~);,ci;~:;;;~,(;;:~it;:~:,:~~;~-;~1
~
1;,;;;~~i:~::~~/::i~~-(!7.: 

:;~};;~ci;~:1ri~~'Ic::~:~~- ';'.~~~1:~:l \\ t/~~~~~~'\t:a1~~:t~,l~~~:~1t: ~\~=~ i::lI~~~:::, 
legal air} bt adrni.nistered tfH'oug-h a corn:n1ittee is irnp_racticablej, it rnay-be 
tk.u:d:. the r.na.srers \Nhcr.n. ive h.r:;,ve s1.1ggest(:cl (initiaUy) for J\.uct-:.Iand a,:n.d 

~l:~it~i~~ilitf:\~\J::~~:~F::rfE~~~~lti~2 '~:~t Z,,'.t:~~=, (:;]~f:ii~-~:,.:e, ~Jde,· 
934. 1tltL,oug,.h '}Je have net l1ad r~:ubtrLi,ssions £ron1. the )Jepa:rtm(~nt of 

T-~,,ti' '("' ·•.t'(-' ,:,J,~n ,, ..... Ol'l,..···-1p,--- 1··11°~- tr'1°·"' 11 ,...,,P. ,, .. f. 1'-1-,r,:-,--:. ~i"'"tlp,..._ nf f...,,i;:!;I.: ]0 '~ "'11'"1rP.cess....._ ...... , '~ lt.:1: .t, :/ '1/V' ,,., u _?'J ; .. , ... ,~J.l ....,1 . .i. ,, .. ~ •.. , \:, l~'.')l, .,J.;_ -1~.i. ,:.,t:. , __ ,-L,,t~· .<. _,,:, ~-L ... i;-.... ,:::, . .:i I .. .l-.J,_. ...- ~ , ,a.,~)', 

0.:-:n1or1ty and. ex:per1en.ce ana. the 1.rnportance of a part~.cu.Jar tr1al ca.r::. be 
given. recognition under th,= p:rest.nt ;~ystern. 

9.35. fC:fvil legtiF aid VVith. the passing of the ljegal .A.id /\.ct 1969: l\1evt1 
'.Zeala.ncl joined other (Jon:1rnonvve3,lth countries ,..,vhere the State r:n.akes 
L~gal a.id 1nore rea.dily available f.c,r pt:rsons o.f sxn.aH or 111.od 1c:rate a1eans-. 
'Tl1e t1.sttal level of re1nu.r1eration is fixed by a. legoJ aid corrrrnittee vvhich 
considers bills ren-der,e-d by practitioners and} if necessary, has t.hen.1_ taxed. 
E:ighty-five per certt of th~::: total biH is allowed; the profe2,s~~or1, the:refore_, 
r.aakes a d.ii'ect con.tribution of 15 ~{, to tb.e scherne. 

9:36. Cli-viJ legal .aid cov .. ers rnost legal services exctrrt di'vurce 
proceedings and legal advice. Although ·\-'/C: v.nderstan.d that legal aid for 
divorces has been discontintted ir~. th!~ lJnite,3- Kingdo.1.n, th.e Nev'l ZeaJci.ri.d 
La'VJ Society- believes that J.t is ano1naJous tha,t proceedings leacling up to 
divorce, such as separation ca,ses, cari qualif\\ ·vvhereas the actual 
dissolution d,x:s no;:. \!Ve knov\1 that major cliange's to the substantivr: law 
of di\rcrrce ,viH socn be introch;ced into J?arHarnent. It is expected that the 

b:~~-f.':~:.~,!~~s f,~vill . ~e p s~i·~~ J~~-!t::~~,d F :~.nd ~~ ;~f !ts . -~1'.:ll}\ .. be•.; l_t:.~~i,-~ . ~'t_,_ ,v~!l ~~)e __ , ,.·!,!~= 
~ o.i. ... L~·•l.1.A.•..,~:t dJ deL~di.., \1\ .L, . .__.[u, ... J'. J ..... gal f.7..,.-.'•~l ;;:u..tCld...,d(L ue e✓.\.icrc:.,Jeu LO tn.o,~~e Y\/.LU 

cannc)t aHord a d.1.vi:)rce. 
9:37, I.Jegal aid for ctchrice up to £25 is crvai1ab1e in the lJn.ited Kingdon:1. 

VV:~ ·;Nere told that the Legal ~<\.id Board in this (~ountrr drafted a:n. 

~~~rf~~;:~/ ;;•; 1_~;:::;~!~1~:;:~, tf::>.~~;•~rJ~~~~o:. r,~;ef :~:;1;~e~_~n~· x~~I;!~~af~.~ 
econonuc 1easll)Ihty and the cksirabihty oi: prov1dmg z.1d Ior :hose w1i:b 
J.irnited n1r.·2lns. 

N ~i[i:,;;:z,;t.r;~:ct:~·/5~:::(1:~;1~~;;:t(T ~'~~i ~t:\.~ 1:,l~~~~q~1~i:~ J;:·:~~~,;•~~ ~Jh;;.: 
·vve tbin.k: :3orr1e 3.nor:J.aJies exist. 1'he r,Tev11 Zealand ~Boxin,r .A.~1sociadon, one 
o-E its a.fHHated Iocal ass,J.ciatin:ns, :a.nd. c~rtr3.in mer;1bcn:1 ,jf itr:i cou:r;,cil; ':/'Iere; 
n&rned .~:Ls defendants ·:.rJ an action brought }:.rv a nroies~:k:n1al bci:Eer 
c.la.i::rling dc3r:.age3 against th.e11L ·1~he c2.,.se e-.;n~ntu8.Jly v;er1t to the (Jou.Tt of 
AppeaL 

·9~19. 'I'b.e plaintiff vvas granted legal ai.d. but the defendantj \1~rert 
ineligible. It '!\-''.:'.ts, subn-_dtted, that if ltgaJ. aid is available to individuaL3, :It 
s.hould. rd.so 1.Je p:co-vid.ed for c.orporate b.odies \.-vhose fin~u:1cial situ.s,tion 
1Ttay be cqe;xted. The (.~:oz-rLff1issicnJ. con.sid.C!'ed th.1.t there 'ila.s raerit in the 
~PJ.ggestion and '~Ve decided to :refer the r:n.f;~tter to tb.e Depa.rtrnent of Justice 
and the }~;f e•Af ZeaJ.and l_;avv Society. In due cou.rse the Secretary for Justice 
re:ported thf:Lt although it is correct that ·c.nd.er the ex1.st~.ng provisions of 
th.e L,erzal J-\id ./\.;:.~.t a bodv of persons corporate or unincorpo:cate do.es not 
t!l''",,;f,;~for lHTal air1 tf'f' Ar-t -cloes ·•;rnvi,1,a '(kt th.c ,,ucr-,q,/i,11 opr:ioren•· ,,-f ~ .. a ,.1. 1 ... - ---,::;, . u, _,.., -_. - 1 1- _ ,--1 ._ ··"--'"'..., .,,.o~ , "-· v · ... -...,,,~_.::;.1~ _ J: .1 _.. c '-'-

an aided oppone:o.t n1ay apply Co a I)istd.ct I_,jegal .l4..id ConTn:.itiJ:e for 
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uayment by the Crown of the whole or any part of rn,.,r1,+,,,'-

th~ costs (if any) actually awarded to him against 
respect of the proce_e~ing~ a:1~ those t? w~!-ch he would 
except for the prov1S1on hmitmg the hah1hty of the aided 
In considering such an application, the committee has 
conduct of the parties in the dispute, whether the costs of the acd<;'lrt 
unnecessarily increased by the conduct of the applicant or his soli&it'/;; 
counsel, and the hardship that would be caused to the applicant if;' 
costs were not paid by the Crown. Having regard to those matters, an\",iia,,'', 
any report_it may receive on the financial circumstances of the applicaiit,) 
the committee may order payment to be made by the Crown. The 
question of availability of legal aid and the gains to a non-aided successful 
party, is something about which a solicitor should advise his client. 

940. The Secretary for Justice also referred the matter to the Legal Aid 
Board vv:hich has now advised that it intends to make a detailed study of 
the proposal. We realise that ultimately any decision to extend legal aid 
must be a political one. We also note that in the United Kingdom the 
court has the power to award costs out of the legal aid fund to the 
unassisted party, where he would otherwise suffer severe financial 
hardship. Vve think we can take the issue a step further by our proposal for 
a suitors' fund. 

941. We record our thanks to those responsible for taking prompt 
actiono 

§uho:rs' Fund 
942, There have been several situations in the past where, for various 

reasons, it has appeared to be manifestly unjust that litigants of moderate 
means have been unfairly put to real expense. Such reasons would 
include, first, an appeal on a difficult question of law to the Supreme 
Court, Court of Appeal, or to the Privy Council; secondly, where 
proceedings are rendered abortive by the illness or death of the presiding 
judge, or because the jury cannot agree, or where a hearing is 
discontinued and a new trial ordered for reasons not attributable to the 
act, neglect, or default of any of the parties or the accused and his solicitor, 
or where criminal proceedings are adjourned by, or on behall of, the 
presiding judge or the prosecution. Other examples appear in Australian 
legislation. 'We refer especially to the Suitors Fund Act 1964 of Western 
Australia, Under this Act a suitors' fund is established by the Treasury. It 
is fonded by money frorn the Public Account at an an10unt equal to a levy 
imposed on all court processes. The levy is payabie on any writ of 
summons in the Supreme Co,J,rt or any plaint in the District Court. ln 
Nnv Zeahtnd in 1976, then:: ,were 144 005 piaints filed in 1-fagistrates' 
Courts, and 3 602 vvrits in the Supreme Crnut. 

943. T'he iuxE=l, vvhich is investeCf, is a.dnJ.ini.stered by a thxce=n1.e1nber 
board. C;Jairns against the fund n1a.y be n1~uJ,e~ pursuant to the grani oI an 
indernnity certificate or a costs certificate. Liinia:s to clairn_s :J.:re set fron1 
t~r.t1e to time 1n the legislation . .A~ certific·ate 1n_a)l :n.ot be granted in fa.\tour 
of dh:; (Jrfrvvn or a oun1pany that has a paid--up capital of a stipulated s11n1. 

'9·44, r~Jevv South VVales has a sirnila.r s.chern_e (see the Suitors f:\1.nd .Act 
1951 a.nd t:b.e I,egal llssistancf; 2.nd S1.1itors~ :Fund (i\1nencirnent) i\ct 
1970), but the contributiors to the fond are a percentage of the fei:s of 
court co1lected in any cotut, a,,s fixed by the 'freasurer. 

94-5. G·enerally speaking, legal aid in thjs country i2. a'7v~aHable to a.Eisitt 
the needy; but the tbsihy; provident citizen Jnay ha\?e to tise harri '\,Von 
savir1gs to take part ir1. sorne of the litigation 'l,?e have described, ·vl e thi11k, 
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in principle, prov1s10n should be made for a Suitors' Fund for New 
Zealand; the method of financing it should be investigated by the 
Department of Justice. 

Public Defenders 
946. A public defender is a salaried lawyer employed by the State. He 

acts for the defence of people who cannot afford to retain counsel in 
criminal proceedings against them. He is the opposite number of the 
Crown prosecutor or district attorney. The term, if not the concept, 
originated in California where the first public defender's office opened in 
1914. Similar offices have been established in parts of Canada; the United 
States of America, and Australia. Several submissions to the Commission 
advocated a, public defender for New Zealand. 

947. In this country, those who cannot afford counsel may obtain 
assistance under the Offenders Legal Aid Act 1954 and/or from a duty 
solicitor. We were informed that generally, duty solicitors are limited to 
advice and representation in court only for matters ancillary to trial, but 
in Wellington, the duty solicitors may be engaged under the Offenders"' 
Legal Aid Act. Section 13A of the Criminal Justice Act 1954 provides that 
no-one may be sentenced to any form of detention, other than periodic 
detention, unless that person has had an opportunity to retain counsel. 

948. In California, the Public Defenders Office is the only publicly 
financed form of legal representation. In Quebec, defendants may elect to 
be represented by the public defender or by private counsel under a legal 
aid scheme. The majority choose the former, who, being able to advertise, 
is well known and who usually makes the first contact with the defendant. 
In both places, the public defender is an employee of the State. In New 
South Wales, the public defenders are barristers in chambers. They are 
retained exclusively by the Government. In Ontario, a public defender 
scheme was expressly rejected by the Joint Committee on Legal Aid in 
1965 and legal aid is provided through the private Bar. 

94'9. Another variation suggested to us was the organization of public 
defenders in a manner similar to the organization of the Crown Solicitors 
Office in this country. Under this proposal, specified legal firms would be 
retained ( exclusively in the larger cities) to provide legal representation 
for defendants in criminal cases. We are not aware of a similar scheme 
operating anywhere in the world. 

950. In view of submissions to us, we made enquiries concerning the 
operation of legal aid and public defender schemes in New South Wales, 
Ontario, and Los Angeles. 

951. New South Wales The Office of Public Defender in New South 
Wales was informally created in 1941 and not given statutory recognition 
until 1969. There are 13 barristers appointed as public defenders, four of 
whom are Queen's Counsel. They occupy chambers and are members of 
the Bar Association and subject to its ethical and disciplinary practices 
like any other barristers. By arrangement sanctioned under the Public 
Defenders Act 1969, they are retained exclusively by the Government to 
appear for persons to whom criminal legal aid ·is granted. They have 
salary and superannuation rights, and security of tenure, much like public 
servants, but in their professional operations they have the same 
independence from Government or bureaucratic control as have the 
judges. They have no right of private practice. Like the judges, they are 
appointed on the recommendation of the Attorney-General. The public 
defenders are usually briefed only in respect of indictable offences by the 
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public solicitors, but on rare occasions approval is given _by the 
Commissioner for Legal Aid Services for private solicitors to mstruct 
them. The Public Solicitors Office employs about 50 legal officers who, as 
well as briefing the def~nders, represent legally aided defendants in the 
:Petty Sessions Court and run a duty solicitor scheme. In 1976, the public 
defenders handled approximately 1500 cases, the majority before the 
District Court. The total cost oi the office in the 197 5-1976 financial year 
was $A400,000. This figure excludes the cost of running the Public 
Solicitors Office. 

952. 'Ne were told that the cost of the public defenders was ~ignificantly 
less than would be the cost of a comparable legal aid scheme administered 
through the private Bar. We were also told that, although the Bar was 
generally in favour of the scheme, the opportunities for barristers to 
engage in crJrriinal work had been severely reduced. The scheme was also 
criticised on the ground that it deprived the accused of his choice of 
counsel. It was suggested that the public defenders had better access to, 
and were in a better position to afford, scientific facilities. 

953. Ontario In Ontario there is no public defender's office. A 
comprehensive civil and criminal legal aid plan, introduced in 1965, 
enables persons unable to afford a lawyer to engage counsel of their 
choice. Counsel are remunerated by the provincial government (with a 
subsidy from the federal government) at the rate of 7 5% of their total 
account, The total cost of the scheme in 1976 for both civil a.nd criminal 
cases was Can.$25,000,000. The projected cost for 1977 was 
Can.$30,500,000. Administered by the Law Society, 65% of the 
province's lawyers participz,te in the scheme e.lthough in practice only 
about 40% actually undertake legal aid ·vvork. Under the scheme, duty 
solicitors are also provided for all courts. h1 Toronto permanent duty 
solicitors have been introduced on a trial basis. Also in Toronto, a 
neighbourhood law office has been established with funds provided. by the 
Government and staffed by senior law stude;nts. 

954. Los Angeles Established in 1914, the Los Angeles County Public 
Dd<:nders Office today employs 5H persons, including 388 lawyers and 
54 investigators. Public defenders appcz!r in about 70% of the fdony cases 
befoc·e the Los A.ngeles Co'Jrt5. In 1976 the coc,t of the office 'Nas 
US$15,000,000. A further uS$8,GOO,OOO ·01as paid ;:c coPnsel o:!taide the 
of.Zice. }'11ey :re appointed 1::.-y the P':xbli.c dden~ler where the cas;: !mrolves 
a conflict of interest, tor example, where. there is more than or,e deier!d:,,ilt. 
The test !or eligibility is whether a eoa~petent private attorney would be 
prepared tc represent the defendant in his present economic 
circumstm~.c;::s. Public defenders :"se :ippointed by the Hoi.lrd d 
S .. 1pervisor3 (~·o,.1ghly equivalent ta a county council). 

955. Jviernbers of this Cornznission v.rho vis,ited I""'os Angeles rn;::;t the 
Senior Public DdenC:er. They were told thE,t although it would be 
de.'.?ir:a}1,le tc1 ha-le t}1e saxne attorn,ey rep:cesenting ;::., 1:l.efendant at (.JJ. stages 
of the tdal process (arraignment a::-.t.d b2!.il, preE.n:in2.ry hearing, trial, and 
a.ppeat) J this vt1:1s logistically in1po,ssibie. T'hc public defen.cler did not 
lodge an a_ppeal ar1less d1cre \V':1.s a "'g·ood ,:har1ce of succ::ss 3 ~. 'I'he ;Ser1ior 
Pi·tJlic D.~f~;J,:lrr C''),00 i•1~rr,d ,+,a·t ;+e o~'a.tiJy d reprr'"'e·,·irat;,:,·,1 f,,,-~,i,·'·,pd b·" .A . • •, .,_,_ .,.J. .• .-.,~. "- ~10..:.'\...J._, ,._,,~,<. \ •.. -f. '-· ...l -,,.-~ • u 0 •. _, .. ._,..:,-'. • ; .. • , .. ~ .0.c, .1..1...,,c\{,, _,. /} 

ti,~ p1.1vl·; ... ,0' ·'··~d ·r" ,·,coo ~ 0 li1"g·1• ··s t',al ')f''\T;,.1 .,..; >-1v ,.1.lP ·Jr1·,., .. r·e E··~ ···1.d 
,,cc''~. •:_,;_.._\:-_:iC.1.(.:.:1..,!._ .Ii:,_;:_, -./'Vd:., Ck~,--: ~1 d~c.-,.1: .. .. _}· ', .. } .. L>_.!.\l.J_ j_,/ _l.'. ,__, }, _ .,~,1, _ (.U, dl . 
tha.t his oihce v;2.s 111.ore ef!lc1ent. l his s;,vas conhrn1ed try a recent sur\r,t"/. 
The dfice exp,~rienced a lov.r (I 0%) staH tu;:nover, attribmed to tbe go'..'.d 
sa.lary a:nd superannuation provisior.;.s. J)efenders "!'vvere availo..bl-e 24 hours 
a day for suspects in police custod.y. The Senio::, P11bli.c Il!cfencler also said 
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that his office reduced the number and length of trials that come before 
the courts. 

956. Public Defenders for New Zealand? Those suggesting a public 
defender for New Zealand claimed that this was the best system for 
providing legal representation for those who could not afford it, Implicit 
in those suggestions, and echoed in many other submissions, were 
criticisms of the existing legal aid scheme. However, even if that criticism 
is accepted (see below), that in itself does not necessarily establish the 
desirability of a public defender scheme. While it is possible that such a 
scheme could be cheaper than a reformed legal aid scheme, we are not 
persuaded it would be otherwise desirable. 

957. The salary paid to a public defender would probably be smaller 
than the aggregate of the fees that would have to be paid to private 
lawyers engaged in individual cases. Although considerations of expense 
are unavoidably relevant to the question, expense should not be the only, 
or even the primary, consideration. The primary criterion must surely be 
quality. The person who can afford to retain counsel himself does not 
attempt to retain the cheapest lawyer when charged with a serious 
criminal offence. If quality is a proper criterion for the rich, then equitably 
it should be for the poor. However, despite the best intentions to the 
contrary, the great volume of cases with which a public defender would be 
concerned must tend to cause the individual defence to become 
perfunctory. Furthermore, it is said that the bureaucratic organisation of 
the office, the heavy demands made on a public defender, and the 
practical obstacles in the way of assigning counsel to individuals 
throughout all stages of the case, would detract from the traditional 
solicitor/client :relationship, and probably to the detriment of quality. 

958. We vvere asked to accept that because a public defender system is 
relatively easy to organise and control, it would lend itself to central, and 
therefore more efficient, organisation. Moreover, because a public 
defender would specialise in criminal work, it was suggested that he would 
be able to furnish a better defence than the ordinary lawyer who has to 
cover a much broader field of legal work. We recognise, however, that if 
the defence of accused persons was heavily concentrated in the hands of 
the public defender, the opportunities for private lawyers to act would be 
severely reduced. The attraction of a v2,ried workload would thus be 
absent in the crirninal sphere. To confine the bulk of criminal vvork to a 
few persons vvould be to equate familiarity with expertise. 

959. One of the strengths of an independent legal pro:fession is the 
diversity of its rnernbers. A legal profession that is, and is seen to be, 
ir1dependent of State cc1ntrol or influence, is one 0£ the cornerstones of the 
l=tuli of IJ2.,'v1.r and the preservation. of human rights. 1/V c consider tl-1e 
~ul~::;tissiom of Ji~cstice" to the Royal Commission on Legal Services (U.K. 
J 9 / I j are apposlte: 

... \.Vere vve to have ct :~tJ.aiional Legal Service vvhich dispensed t~gal 
ad.vice and assist::.u1(:e only to those 'l'll:10 could not afford a private 
lai,,vyer, V'lt \Vo1dd be compounding tl1e ver-y .rniscb.lef \~/hith ;Ne are 
seeking to rnitigate. In.stead of one hr\,v for the rich a.nd another for the 
poorJ \Ve v-.1onlc] have expe.nsive private la·>,1,;yers for the rich and cheap 
~tate-~o.id ones for !~.1~ poor, It is the poor 1,,vl:o. rnost need protection 
1:rorn the State 111 aU rts protean a~;.p:::cts, ann 1n sucn 2~ sy.ster11 they 
would be least likely to get it. 

::·.:The British section of the ~Inv:rnationaI Cornrnis:don oi JuTists. 
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It can }Jc safely str1ted-t:h,at bfcau~e tb.·e ::najo:rity of cri1r1in;aJ delencla:at3 a~'C 
at present .i.egaHy aided) the rnajority vvo11.ld sirn.ilc::.rly be eligible :~or th~'. 
ser~rice3 (1f a public ci\:fer.1.dcr. Pu_blic df"f~nders )f-/Olxl-d. reguJarly ::1ppear in 
court t;efoTe t:he s:,11.rie ju.dgc::i a:n.d against tLu::: san1c prosecutors., ''\Ale '/1n::r-t 

toJd there is s,ar.ne ri2.k that su(:h relaticr(1:~hlps v1ou1d beco1T1.e too iaE1i1iat 
and lead to plea and sentence barg·aining. E"s,er:1 iI such. a relatio;:1ship did 
riot. exist, the irr1pn~ssion 1r1ight be created that it cHcL \A/e think that in ci,n 
ad·versa:ry· systern, such an appea.r.::-1.nce· raust carrnc a loss ().f con.Ji.de~~tce in. 
the ir1deper:1deEce of tb.e •:~J.efence. 

960. It wa:, suggesceci that a pubEc defenr'r~r v./Ci;,11;::1 up•grad,: the ,;tatuc; 
of tb1~ c:-:j:rninal la·wyer -,:_vhD, according tel on.e subn:1issio-n} is '"aJl too ofte.n 
the u;1_1sung_. chanipion of the pocr ,Ind. oppress.::.d and_ rece.i.•Jes Jitde 
recognitiop in th.is Hfen. It vlz:.s 2.lso suggested th.at because the •C:.~o\,vn 
p,rosecutes a c{efend.ant ":1vh.c, is JJt·es1u1<'.1et.-l tc1 l)r:: 1J1.noc-::nt until his g-:.1i1t i~: 
~:sto.blished, the Cro\ND sho11ld {~dse, defe:nd hin1. In oonforrnancc 1vvith the 

·1··,n_,--,-iril.-, cf ···r·111rii."l1·,-• '11,::-,-f•-~rf' tJ--1~ la·•, 1"·• 1·R ,,.,,-1· J ,,.~l-'""'-'"'"t cl·~ 1·e 0 r11-~"'P"' r~C ,'-"t1e Q-'-,+-tiP
p1 .:.~'"··r·'.·':; -~-'- e~--- c:,~: •. _:-j IL.Le~--~ . ,,_, - \!, '-, l ; ~:;:L ~l l-2.~- ,, .L:_,

0 
~,.:,,,.),.~.1.t .. _"-••~ vl L-.1.~ i.....naJ ... , 

ava1Lible ro rhe pros1~cut1on shou1d tJe n1ci1cl1td 1n equaJ. n.1_easure by 
re~.ou.rce,s availab1e to t'b.i: de:,cn.ce. VVhi.1.e ackncriNl.edging thi~1 ctrgu.rnent:, 
-vve do not see that it ioHo\,\/S t:b.os-e n=:source:s should be rnade availa.b'le in 
th.e ,s;an1e r-c)_a:nner as to the prc~;ecution, thc,t is} thn.:.YtJ.gh a ~?t1blic defender 
scheme. 

961, ./~notl1er a.rgurn.er:ct vvas that a public drJcr.:u:..ler, o..s ~l State _err1:;?loyee, 
-v/ould lurve equal a.cce:,s. to the fa.ciEtie~~ of the Departrnent of Scientific 
and Indust:t:.al }lesearch _(rJ'.S.IJl.) for the analysis c;i forensic n'.1atte:r-,s, a 
degr-:c:e 01' access allegedly der,ied Frivate :::ou,iseL The: pmcedurl': for 
obtaining J).S.I.It a.ssistance an.cl reports is la.id d-rYvln in a F,olice 
ins tru.ct:lor1 by the C:\_1i:rnn--iissioner of Police .anci. agreed to by the I··J evl 
ZF·a];ni-11 I..1c~v1 Society. It is. incorporatecl ~:ls rule 4.17 of the t,s .. vv Society~s 
Clode of E,th.i.cs subj,:ct to the pro·?iso that: 

s-uch agreernent and recornr.nend.::1tion to pra·~cti--60-11.ers to ad.opt the 
ger.i.eral instructi(J1ns ca:1not bind practition;ers in. the cond.L1ct cA an 
individual c2,~e" 

\ 1\T e reprocb..Ic.::~ 
96:2, P1.1biic: 

tbi.s ruling as .Appendix 5. 
defend.er,s ·v-1-ould probably be under or 

f~upe:rvisior: oE a. 8fTiio:t publii~~ Ck:fe:n.cler v.,-h_o \1VG·u]d be a publi•~ figv.re a.r1d 
hit1 off.ice 1/veE J{:no-v/ri. Propo11ents of ct public de:fend,~r S<";herne :Tu.gge~:;t tvlG 
ad\ran·':ages flovving {ro:rn tb.ese featErcs: tht accessn:d.J.ity of 1ega1. :::!.d1Jice 
vvt):.1ld. b(,:: :;iss1Jrecl;i .:::tnd. the public defenders ~No1J.ld ar:t as a "llitr.<.1.1.:ts 
}Japer·-·-alerting the co1T11rj.UD.ity to prohlerns v~d.thin its judicial and 
investigat{):ry servio:::s~,, 

962,. Both the l'T-t'i1\r Zealand Lav, 2.n.d 1:he Dep:rtrnem o£ JuJtic,.c 
h:i'\le recently !)ee:n engager1 i.r1. the pu1::,l:icatic,n and di:::serr:•inc:tic,-n cJ 
parnphlets designed to inforrn_ persons 0£ their legal rights, tb_i:' availability 
oi legal aid,. and the 0,pe:·ation ui ti-ie duty sC'lici.tor sd:erue, VVe bdiew: 
that steps such as these an.d the operation of tht clu.ty soHcitor sche1r1.e go a 
Jong -,,qay to1/vards ens·;_1rix.tg th.;1t pe:r:so:ns app,::arin..g before the crJ112rts 2~:;:-c 
afforded the opportunity to e:c.g.ag0 e cc-,unseL 

964. \/\Te acknowledge Lhal in some s,re,t:J of AustraE.:1. ,rnd the T.Jnlred 
States of An1erica, ther'i:~ is evidence tin.at the irttrc~du.cti.o:G of a r-iublic 
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defoT1dc:r scheme has been s,1ccessfuL Ir appearn to have workfd 
satisfactctrily desp.-tte the theoretical argurnent again.st lt "that a State 
empbyee is defeDding an accused per~on who i:s b,:ing p::osecared by the 
State. ()n the other hc:~nd;; there is also evidence that in other p:3,rts of 
.l<\rn~rica, -che s.c.hen1e b.as nat beee successful. In 196t~, follovving the :report 
of tl1e (Jor11.r.nittee Dn P·ovi:::rty and /\,.cLrnie.istration of }i\ed.eral (_;rirninal 
Justice, the tJ-nited :States (~\)ngr-~.:;s 2pecifically rejected a public d•~fer.dier 
systenI for the federal cc:1.Jrts. \/1/ e have reached the conclusion its SU('.cess is 
;;1ery dependent on t.'he fu.nding, a.:Jd its pers.onnel. I1earing in rn:i.nd both 
the n1crits 2~nd. prob1e.rns :inherent iri tbe prd:,lic defender no·tion, vve find it 
un.suitable for 1~.evv ,'Zea.\ancl c:onditions -Co.r the f~llovvjng reasons: 

(c~) VVe. think it :irnporta.nt tha.l th.e defenc<~ of accu:~ed persons shcq1JCi 
not be substa.ntiid1y con.fined to a ·fe·~,,v ]a'iryers. 'This b.as particular 
f(Jrce in a cov.ntry such 2,s :<tevv Zeala:ncl \vb.ere the population L::: 
-..videly distribute-d and there are rc.2.:1J.y srnaH ce~1.tres. 

(b) ~['he JJre~,ent sch-etne of lcgzJ aJ_d_ .rJ1e2n.s that ace.used pt:Tso11s are 
representerl by J.ci.\ivyers v:/bo are seen to 1-:>e independe:nt. 
T'here is J:1'D coEvinci:ng eviclence that i:ne.xperien.c.ed er inadequo,te 
counsel or bad lcga.l advice are present to sucl-1 an extent as tc 
n:~quire the cstablishrnent ol a ne-v,r (}c-ivernrnen:t con:tro-J.l-ed systern, 
-,;,,/Ve ·f,t,.lould, ho~1.vever, canticn ag:::tinst frivolous defences or appeals 
""Nhich vvaste public funds. 

(d) }~ven tb . .,c: introdv_ction of a public defender systen1 to private lav.; 
firn'ls, in our opi_i:1ion, has not beer1 shovr':n to be neces3ary in t.lJe 
public intcreE.t, 

( e) A public defender sys rem would deny the poorer defendam the 
choice of counsel, vvhereas a properly c.dministerecl scheme of legal 
aid should confer it, 

(£) VVe agree with rhe Secretary-General oi the New Zealand Law 
Society when he said: 

h is a reason.able suppos,t10c1 that it is easier for a Crown 
Prosecutor to identify himsdf vvith the iaterests of the State 
which is prosecuting, than it is for a public defender, a pub]i,: 
servant, to identify himself with the interests of the defendant 
against th'C charges brought by the State. 

l.. Lawyers should be subject to, and enforce, a proper standard of 
professiona 1 conduct, 

2. District Law Societies, with lisr judges and regional court 
administrators, should take part in decisions to rnanage case How. 

3. The ~iew Zeal.and Law Society, the Council oi Legal Ednca.tion, the 
universit? l;i,w faculties, and the Department of Ju3tice sho,Jld confer over 
improvemems in methods oJ pr::::,ctical training rn advocacy and 
procedure. 

4. i\.ppcintrnent of s lay men1ber an,d a lay observer to participate in the 
disciplinary and corn.plaints procedures o{ the legal profossion 1s 
appropriate. 
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5. The existing criminal legal aid schen-:;.e should be reviewed. 1Ne 
consider that the schexne should all.ow for some choice oi co1msd. 

6. '?,lhen the grounds for divorce anc: the procedures are simplified, 
,:on3idera1:ion should be given to extending civil legal aid. Aid for legal 
advice should be consirlered as well. 

7. Vi/e recommend the establishment of a Suitors' Fund. 
8 A public defende:" scheme is neither necess:1ry nor desirable in New

z~2.land. 
9. Legal advke and reptesentatioo for ddcndar:t~ in criminal c;;rnr:s 

should be assured by improving the present legal aid and dnty solicitor 
scl1ernes. 

96,5. In a se.brnission:, presented vvith those of the Nev/ Zealand :VIaori 
C~ouncil_, it ·v1as sairl: 

The Amicus Curiae'' concept should vvith suitaLle modificatioris be 
2~do;Jtecl in th-e n.orrnal }./[agistrat•,~s~ Ciourt L.o z.Hovi dele:c_dants the 
privilege of h.aving a 'friend.' to 2~ssist in the presen.tatic,n of his case, 
This is perb.aps nJ_ore re:lc·vant in the extended. f::·1n1ily ::k~t 11p 'v.rh.e:r,e an 
Elder or Mjnister ca.'1. speal; for tbe defer,dant wh0s," ability IJ'J 

C0)']_·•1erse is lir:n.itecl Cff even 1,vl1ete he is de:nitd any perrn1ss1on to 
speak on other th.an irdorr:r~aJ cccasic)ns. 

Three barri:Jters, ~~pea.king Jn the context of 

VV~~ see n.c; place for lay :r.c1en1l:1ers i:n C:c,urts. ''\Ale believe there .l.s rno1n 1 

hcr;,,ve,:/er, for greatly exter1decl. lay rights o{ ~iudience b-efore a. Cotu:t 
In particular v,.;-e believe there :i.s roorn for 1::-ty or coin.111.unity cornment 
upon n1atters pertinent to the decisioD to be rnade. 1/\1 e si::e no :cea2.on 
~why .a f'l..1est friencF' sho11Jcl not be a.ble to -ripeak 2_:3 to n1atters 
relev2~nt, but not r1ecessarily r:naterizJ_, to a 11:nd:i.r.1.g. }l.u.les of evidence 
r-elevant to trial by J..2.yn1en have little relevar1ce to trial by .c. Judge. 

Fina.Uy, in. a p:6.·v,:?d~e s.u1:nT1ission f::or:n a consu.1ting ~ngineer, it \N2 .. s 
suggested that the Itules of the !vfagistratcs~- Cc,urts, for both civil and 
cr:iJT1i11al actio21s;, siiould perrnit a defendant to t:::>e a::;si~,ted by a bro{her or 
po~rent, subject onJy to th.e requireinent that such 2..12 ad:voca.te re<:·.eived ~--:tci 
pay:rnent and tha_t the stanc12.rds required of professional ridvocaJcs vvere 
,,dhered to. 

966. In Lhe c01,rse 01 it~, inquiries, the Comrnissio,1 1ea.u1e,l that i:n 
Enghnd, lay or proiessional assistanc.e has bee:i. 1,eld to b':': ,be ab:sc,lute 
right ()f parties appearing i:n. court and before statutory tribu:naJs. ·vvith.out 
in any way impinging upon tb,e rigbts of the legal i:)ro~essiot1 to represent 
p,::rnons, and be heard bef.ore a co1..1rt, it has neve:-rhele3s been held that 
al'.lyone, proiessional or lay, may attenc: a hearing as a friencl of either 
p;,.rty, and may take not,::s, and q1iietly make sugg::stiom and give advice 
to that party. Such persons are genen:Jly knm,vn as "lVIcKenzie J\fon" or 
'")!l:cKenzie Advisers" after the case of that name. 

*A friend of the court: one who calls tbe attention of: the court to son1e point of law or fact 
which ·would appear to have been overlooked: usualiy a member o! ~the Bar. 
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96'7. J..!JcKtn.~i~ v. Md(en;:ie [1970] 3 .All E.K 1034- w·as a matrimonial j 

cs~se. ic>roceedings co1nno.enoed in l 9·65 but it vva.:3 not untfl 1969 that the 
divorce was hf:ard. The husband, by that stage, was not legally aided. 
Ho,1/ever, he took an P1ustralian barrister into coErt 1Nith hirn to advise 
aDd as3fat him but not to appear for him. The J:acts and issues in the ca.se 
were extrc:r.ndy complicated and there were comnnmication difficulr.ies 
arising frorn the fact that the parties (\vho vvcre :{rorr1 Jan1aica) spoke 
rapidly and SOILetfrnes inaudibly. At the hearing, tht trial judge ruled that 
the husband wG.s not entitled i:o the assistance of the Australian barrister, 
\vho thereupon wichdre1N. On appeal, the husband (by Lhen legaJly 
represented) submitted through cotcnsel tl:Jat the trial judge had wrongly 
prevc:nted the bardster from a8sisting him. The Court of Appeal agreed. 
Lord Justice Davies sai:i: 

[ the barrister] was not there to take pan in the proceedings in any 
sort of way. He vvas merely there to prompt and to make suggestions 
to the husband in the conduct oi his case, the calling of witnesses and, 
perhaps more importantly, on the very critical and difficult questions 
of fact in this case, to assist him by making suggestions as to the 
cross-examination of the wife and her witnesses ... The Judge was in 
error in refusing to allow [ the barrister] to give his advice and 
assistance to the hu~band. 

The court ruled that it was up to the opposite party (in this case, the wife) 
to show that the denial of such assistance to the o.ppellant h2.d not 
prejudiced his ecise. Taking into account the length of the trial (ten days), 
the complexity of the case, ,rnd the unusual issues, and notwithstanding 
the fact that the husband was "a remarkably intelligem and astute 
person", and the fact that the trial judge and counsel £or the wife 
"rendered every p:r-actical assistance to the husband", the court found 
that: 

In those c.ircun1stances :it has net been sh.ovvn that there vvas no 
prejudice to the husband 011 lhe adEltery is3ue through lar:k of th.e 
ass3-stance \vh.1ch he ought to have had. It is rnoreover~ to rny rnind, in 
the public interest that litig:?,.nts shodd be seen to ha,;e all availab~e 
aid in conducting cases in court surroundings, vvhich 1nust of their 
naturt: to thern. seem bod1. difficult an.cl strange, 

1-·hus.~ in England, to c1uote frorn the headnof~e of tbe case: 

Any person, whether he be a p,ofes3ional rn.an or not, m2.y atrend a 
tr1al as a friend of either party, may take notes, ,1:nd may qliiedy make 
suggestions ar,.d give advice to th'lt party. 

-~11Ve repeat that the JJcKenzie doctrlne doe~.; n:Jt allovv perscins other than 
pa.rties in a case, o.r counsel :engagecl by them~ to add.ress the court) or 
othervvise i:o act as their advocates. IL is also emphasised that the 
assistance of a }✓icKe:1zie adviser must conform rn the standards of good 
behaviour required of all persons who appear in coun. 

958. Finally, while we see r:co need to make any recommendations on 
this topic, 1,ve neverth.eless see three principal areas 1+Nhe:re the assistan.ce of 
}'vfcii~enzie advisers could prove ·ber1eficial: 
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(a) before statutory tribunals, particularly those where legal 
representation is excluded; 

(b) in assisting young people before the courts; 
(c) where a party to a hearing has a poor grasp of the English language, 

of court procedure, or is otherwise ill at ease or disadvantaged. 

Legal Executives 
969. The New Zealand Institute of Legal Executives Incorporated 

made submissions to us. The institute was incorporated on 1 May 1975 
under the provisions of the Incorporated Societies Act 1908. The institute 
provides for three classes of person-members, associates, and fellows. 
We were told that the membership'last year was 137 fellows, 62 associates, 
and 42 members or students. The necessary qualification for each 
category was, we understand, the subject of lengthy discussion with the 
New Zealand Law Society. "Members" are such persons in qualifying 
employment having attained the age of 18 years or, being under that age, 
having been in qualifying employment for a period of not less than six 
months preceding their application. "Associates" are such members of the 
institute as have attained the age of 25 years and been in qualifying 
employment for a period of not less than three years out of the previous 
five years, or four years out of the previous eight years immediately 
preceding their application to the council, and have undertaken such 
course(s) of instruction as may from time to time be prescribed or 
approved by the council or have been exempted therefrom by the council 
in accordance with the rules of the institute, and have passed the New 
Zealand Law Society's legal executives' examination or have been 
exempted therefrom by the council in accordance with the rules of the 
institute, and/or been accepted for enrolment as an associate of the 
institute by the council. "Fellows" are such associates of the institute as 
have attained the age of 30 years and have been in qualifying employment 
for an aggregate period of not less than ten years and have been an 
associate of the institute for five consecutive years prior to their 
application, and have been accepted by the council and satisfied their 
requirements as to fitness for admission as a fellow of the institute. We 
were informed that the employment that qualified members and fellows as 
such was full-time continuous employment, or, at the discretion of the 
council of the institute, regular part-time employment in a solicitor's office 
or barrister's chambers, in the Supreme Court or Magistrates' Courts 
offices, the Land Transfer Office, the Companies Registry, the legal 
department of any Government department, or the legal department of 
any company, corporation, or firm, or if the person is otherwise engaged 
in full-time or part-time legal work under the direction of a solicitor or 
barrister. 

970. The New Zealand Law Society has for many years recognised the 
legal executive and has taken an active part in encouraging the 
development of the institute. The certificate of attainment system by the 
Law Society is, subject to exemptions of limited duration, a prerequisite 
for all members of the institute wishing to become associate members. 
This certificate can only be obtained after three years of part-time study, 
courses for which are available at most of the Technical Institutes (and 
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through correspondence cDurses) thxovghout :,,ew Zc2JancL The s,yJlab1J., 
for the cour.se is drav11n UfJ and supervised by the ~¾{e,;,v Ze.alan.d I_,J.2,1v 
Society .;,,vh.ich also co11Ch:rcts the exarn:lnations ea,~iJ. yearo It see1ns the 
·cxa:r:riinc"':~tion.s 2,se such tha~- they cnsv.re the ca:n.-didate h.as obtained 
prauica.1 experience ,2.,1d ho.s 2,cquired some knowledge of a restr;cted area 
of the lavv. 

97l. VVe were h1rth".:r inforrn.ed that a qL:estionnaire vrn~, issued to all 
membern ol the institute. I!. appeMs thar 43% have between l 0 and M 
years' ,~xperien•:e, .37% between 1.5 and 24 years' experience, 12% 
between 25 and 34· yearn' experience, and 3% have 35 years' or mo•e 
experience. A:sother factor is thac some :?8% oi the fellows disclosed thac 
th~y are involv,:d in fr1e areas of civil law, criminal law, and family law. 

972. The submission put to the Commission w2.s that these fellows 
would l:-,e able to assi,st in rnutine civil procedural matters in both the 
Supreme Court and the 11:agisrrares' Courts. It was said that i.n order to 
reduce the prcs~ure upon qualified practitioners, the following ma.tters 
would be appropriately handled by legal executives: 

(a) applications for unopposed adjournments in civil matters; 
(b) ~tppearance befcffe registrars oi the Supreme ,c:ourL regarding 

taxation of costs ( a.s c-ccurs J.n. the case of company v1lndings-up); 
( c) the obtaining of c::m:sents to the making oi any orders not in dispute; 
( d) the responsibility for takj.ng oaths and declarations 1.u:tder the Oaths 

and Dedaratioos Act l 93 7 and cons,cnts tc adoption undcT the 
A\,.doption ltct 1955, 

97.3. ·The -~t~-e\V z:ealand Lav:,; Society indicated at tb.e hea.ring that 1t 
'N:Jtd.d consider th.ese n1at"i:ers, 1--,he J__,a1l'/ Society "'Nas anxiot1s to obLain the 
·viev;s of the prin-c]pals of firrns 1Avh.o ernploy JegaJ executiv1~s. 't/\/e have n-ot 
been g·iven th.at in:Eorrr.1ation. ·vv e -.vould note, ho'!Never 3 th.at s.16 oJ the 
Cour,ty Courts .Act l 9.39 (C.K.) (as an.1end1::d) ernpowers the Lord 
C:han.ceHor to direct that r>ersor1s in the category of "'giving as3iE:tance in 
th~ conduct of litigation to a solicitor viheth~:=:r in private practice or n.of' 
rnay actdress the court :in an.-y proceedil1gs in a (Jounty C!::.lurt o:r in such 
:proceedings as .are specified. V\le have read th.at tht Ijord Chancellor 
exp.lajned rhat the pro{essional bocEes have 1Nelcornecl rru.s ~.ecu.on 
extendiDg the existing rights of aui::Jience and rhat he 'vvould exercise his 
pc\Ners in a Em.ited \,vay to enable fello1.vs of the Institute of I.,egal 
r::xecul1ves who ha,.1e been conducting litigation to 'l._ppear themsdves i,1 
fon"'.1.c1.l matters. The3e ,,¥ere Sj:;ecihed as unopposed 2.pplications fo;· 
a.djournrnent and applications fer judgn,ent by consent. The wording oi 
the st:ction gives far \v~der pov1ers than the Lord c;h.ancellor stated it \•vas 
his intet.-.r.tion to e};ercis-::. 

974,. ~Che Con1rnLssion considers thc~t it has had .i.nadequate subrnissions 
from the t,a.v1 Society on this Questioni.ng by the La-1,v Society 
pro·ce~cL::d on a basis that the 5:uggtsttcl po1,vers rnigbt ,;,;,/ell encroach on 
the traditional \t\JorJ.( o.f barris<.:ers and sol:icitors. VVe think this is an area 
,,,-vhere questi0:1s of p1Tinciple ;3-:te in"'l._rc.J.ved; for exarnp1e, th,~ extent to 1,,,vhic,h 
a person 'l./ho is not an ,;:)Ifictr cf the cou:ct shocdd hc~"iie the right to 
aucti.er1ce before th.e court a:nd to gi\if:: assu.ran.,:es to the courc. 
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97 5. We suggest it would be appropriate for the Law Society'te>,1. · 
the issue in the light of the Lord Chancellor's ruling, and we reco.il;1m 
accordingly. · 

Recommendation 

The New Zealand Law Society should consider the proposed extended 
functions of legal executives in the light of the Lord Chancellor's ruling. 

ASSOCIATED MATTERS 
A Permanent Law Reform Commission? 

To call a halt to the process of legal change is impossible. The only 
question' is whether the development of the law is to be systematic 
and adequate, or haphazard, tardy and out of tune with the realities 
of society and opinion. 

(The Hon. J. R. Hanan, 1965) 

976. We received comprehensive submissions from a barrister in 
support of a permanent Law Reform Commission for New Zealand. We 
raised with him the question whether this topic came within our terms of 
reference. We are able to say we were convinced of its relevance on the 
submission that the most efficient system of courts in the world, with the 
most elaborate facilities, would count for nothing if the substantive law is 
out of date. A paper prepared by another barrister came to us only after 
our hearings had finished. Neither the Department of Justice nor the New 
Zealand Law Society raised the issue with us at any time. It may be that 
the topic was not considered by them as falling within our terms of 
reference although we believe the Law Society is at present considering 
the issue. Nevertheless, members of the Commission have formed a view 
on this matter. Therefore we record our opinion in the hope that it may be 
of some assistance to those who ultimately decide whether a Law Reform 
Commission is needed for New Zealand. 

977. The present system in outline The present system of law reform in 
New Zealand consists of a Law Reform Council and five Law Reform 
Committees. New Zealand was one of the first countries to establish a law 
reform agency, the Law Revision Committee, in 1937. That committee, 
inspired by the Law Reform Committee established in England by Lord 
Sankey, was an attempt to bring together, in the work of improving the 
law, representatives of all the interests that could contribute to that goal. 
Chaired by the Attorney-General, the committee comprised a nominee of 
the Parliamentary Opposition, the chairman of the Statutes Revision 
Committee, the permanent heads of the principal legal departments of 
State (the Solicitor-General, the Law Draftsman, and the Secretary for 
Justice), representatives of the Law Society and of the university law 
faculties. The judiciary, by its own decision, did not take part in the work 
of the committee. 

978. Towards the end of 1965, the Minister of Justice abolished the 
committee and constituted a Law Revision Commission and four Law 
Reform Committees. The impetus for these changes arose out of a feeling 
that the committee was too unwieldy, unsystematic, and inefficient. The 
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nevi cornraC1ission \1vould be "responsible for the oversight of the lavv reform 
programme ... it would be the Con:1111ission's task to n,ap ouc the 
terriwn;, to decide priorities, to allocate particular items to standing 
committees, speciai comrnittees or other bodies, and to revievv progress 
annually".,; The role of the four Law Reform Committees, to ·which was 
added a fifth in 1971, would be to "consider suggestions ... and they 
could request reports from sub-corrmittees, individuals, or Government 
departments ... (they) would make reports direct tci the Minister of 
Justice and wh.ere suitable these reports should be published".+ 

979. The Law Revision Commission was, like its predecessor, found to 
be too unwieldy and in 1975 it was replaced by the New Zealand Law 
Reform Council. The chairman is the Minister of Justice; the Secretary for 
Justice and the Chief Parliamentary Counsel are also members, as is the 
Solicitor-General. The latter sits on the council as chairman of the 
Criminal Law Reform Committee, together with the chairmen of the four 
other Law Reform Committees. The covncil has met twice, once under 
the present 1\1inister of Justice, and once under his predecessor. It appears 
that the real work of law reform is conducted by the committees and it is 
there that any analysis of the present system of law reform must 
concentrate. 

980. The pt·esent system ir. operation: a summary of viewpoints The 
Law Reform Committees are "not merely ata:n.ding committees of the Law 
Revision Commission ( or its successor). They are autonomous bodies 
appointed by and directly responsi.ble to the IVIinister of Justice. In fact for 
practical purposes, each Committee is essentially an independent expert 
commission, with defined area~. oft responsibility" ,l: Even the briefest 
perusal ol the membership of the committees is su.fficien.t to indicate the 
wide representation of their constitution, ranging from legally qualified 
officers of the Department of Jnstice to leading practitioners z.nd 
academics. To some, the e;:ch:sion of laymen is perhaps s1.1rprising, and 
thf: absence of a con1mjttee dealing ,v,,rith rnatrirnonial lav, rnight also seern 
strange. Aithougb. they were eventually represented or; the La,1,1 Revision 
Commission, neither the present council nor the corn.mittees includes 
mernlx:rs of: the judiciary. 

981. It has been. suggesred that the copies referred to the corn.mittees 
have mainly been matters of "lawyers' lavv". By this is apparently mea.nt 
case law and legislation, which, over the centuries, has been developed 
almost exclusively by lawyers 2.nd which. is reg,uded a.s wo techaical for 
laymen to handle. Although this seems to us rn be a somewhat sweeping 
view, ic is Sl,ggested that there are t,1vo reasons why "lawyers' law" is often 
th1~ subject of consideration by the conm1.ittees. The first is said to relate to 
the m"l.nner of referring topics to the co;Tuni ttees. These are selected by the 
Department 0£ Justice and rderred on the J'./Iinister's :c-ecornmendatiDn. ~ 
Thus the department, ·whose mvn re:search facilities are limited, 
particuiarly m areas reguirir, 6 very specialised and technical legal 
research, IS able to utilise the ,:xpert knowledge of the standir"g 

*'"'I'he Law in a Changing So-cietyj', The }lon. J. 11, IIanan (Dept. of Justice) (1965). 
tidem. 
t"'Th~ fv!achinery of La1iv Refnr:rn in Nev,r Zealand 1 \ J. L. Ilobson (Dept. oi Justice). 
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committees. The second reason suggested is "the inevitability of part-time 
law reformers being limited in the number of subjects they can tackle and 
the way they can approach their task".* It is suggested that from this 
exclusive reliance on the part-time efforts of lawyers flow the majority of 
the defects in the present system. 

982. For one reason or another, some of the work of the committees has 
been slow to reach the statute book. It is suggested that unless the areas of 
the law subjected fo the committees' scrutiny are not worthy of reform, the 
failure of the Government to implement the reforms is a weakness ·in the 
present system. One of the strengths of the now defunct Law Reform 
Committee was said to be the "link between the Legislature, the 
Executive and outside interests ... a most important and desirable 
feature that · ought_ to be retained in any reconstruction of the 
machinery". t The founder of the Law Revision Commission saw a danger 
that a full-time law reform commission might become divorced from the 
ordinary political and administrative system! and in 1965 he said: 

To the extent that law reform in New Zealand has been inadequate 
the reasons (apart from the problems of finding time for the necessary 
legislation) include the lack of sufficient highly qualified staff, 
inadequate information as to the law and practice of other 
jurisdictions, and the limited time that the unpaid members of the 
Law Reform Committees can give to their work. For too long we have 
attempted to buy law reform on the cheap.§ 

Of the New York Law Reform Commission it has been said: 

It has sought to avoid recommendations on topics in which the 
primary question was one of poli°cy rather than one of law ... In its 
relationship to the Legislature, the Commission has been scrupulous 
in its recognition of legislative supremacy.,r 

983. It is suggested that, in New Zealand, one defect of some of the law 
reforms introduced by Parliament is the failure to comprehend the impact 
which an isolated statute, or even amendment, may have upon that body 
of law, much of it seemingly unrelated, already existing. "While those 
responsible for formulating a scheme generally have some ideas about the 
machinery to work it, they often fail to visualise the impact of the scheme 
upon existing fields of law, largely because they have not succeeded in 
formulating adequately the basic concepts involved ... It is clear that the 
part-time committee system is slow, simply because the members 
inevitably have their own professional duties in the f9refront of their 
minds."** Of course, speed is not a criterion for judging the ·activities of 
law reform bodies because, as was recently said in relation to the English 
Law Commission, detailed research, extensive consultation, and 
prolonged and reflective deliberation are required. Those who suffer most 

*"Law Reform: A new Procedure for New Zealand", D. B. Collins (1976) X.Z.L.J. 441. 
tHanan, op. cit. 
r'Law Reform", the Hon. J. R. Hanan (1969) N Z.L.J. 365. 
§Hanan, op. cit., p. 16. 
~"New York Law Reform Commi~sion", J. W. MacDonald (1965) 28 M.L.R. I, p. 15. 
**"A Rationale of Law Reform", H. R. Gray (1966) N.Z.L.J. 365. 
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under our system are said to be the :self-employed, the practising lawyers. 
This has lead, according to one view, to the university and Government 
department members, by vir!:ue of their greater regularity of attendance, 
ex~rting an influence on the committees more than proportionate to their 
nmneric11.l strength."' The burdens of a voluntary system certainly fa.11 
unevenly on the more public spirited. It has also been said: 

There is ... a tendency to do too much in a piecemeal fashion; the 
courage to make a general attack on a wide front has at times been 
wanting. Indeed, by removing the vvornt sources of friction, successful. 
improvements of detail may positively hinder a general refo:,~. ·t 

The most recent commentator on our law reform procedures lists seven 
disadvantages of the present system. The first, slowness, has already been 
alluded to. The other six are said to be: 

(a) It is often impossible, within a day meeting, to reach any definite 
view as to the lines upon which the reform of a specific area of law 
should proceed. Often one or two members unavoidably miss. a 
meeting. At the next meeting the problem has to be taken up again, 
almost ab initio. Some members will have forgotten the fruitful lines 
of approach tentatively advanced at the earlier meeting. Those who 
were then absent may have different ideas. In this respect the 
system is inefficient. 

(b) l'.1ernbers of a standing Jaw reform committee have expertise in 
sorne of the topics allotted to that committee, but not in others. 

( c) On occasions, but not always, consideration of the existing law and 
its possible reform would benefit from the appointment of laymen to 
the committee, but this is not envisaged by the present system. In 
general, the membership of a cornmittee needs to be constituted on 
more of an ad hoc basis, i.e. tailored to the topic under consideration. 

(d) To cope with the work of drafting working papers and reports many 
committee members, including very busy practitioners, must 
undertake a considerable amount of writing. Often they simply do 
not have the time for this: it would be better if their input consisted 
of ideas and practical experience, leaving the writing of the reports 
to able full time law reform staff. Further, to the best of my 
knowledge, the final text of every report is at present placed before 
the full committee, and much valuable time is wasted on format and 
style-the usual disadvantages of "drafting by committee", 
mitigated often by strong chairmanship. 

(e) The Law Reform Council, which has met twice since 1975, has few 
and comparatively undefined functions, and is unable to keep the 
entire law reform enterprise under effective review. It is not able to 
achieve a liaison between those engaged in reform and the :'.\Ainister 
of Justice as effectively as could a full time Law Reform 
Commissioner. Similarly, it is not able to exert the pressure which is 
often necessary to ensure that proposals for reform find their way 
into the Government's legislative programme. 

*"Changing the Law", The Rt. Hon. Sfr Alexander Turner (1966) N.Z.U.L.R. 404. .. 
t"Law Reform in New Zealand", B. J. Cameron (1956) N.Z.L.J. 72 p. 107. 
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(f) Some committees have commissioned very useful research papers 
from LL.B.(Hons.) or LL.M. students. The writer of such a paper 
will probably have advanced suggestions of his own for reform of 
the law but, not being a member of the committee, is precluded 
from any effective dialogue with it, and has no chance to participate 
in the formulation of the final proposals.* 

Despite what are claimed to be the weaknesses of the present system, it is 
agreed there are a number of strengths which ought to be retained in any 
revised machinery. Thus, in an essay on the Law Revision Commission, it 
was said: 

The involvement in the Commisson's work of upwards of fifty 
lawyers, d"rawn from the House of Representatives, the practisng 
profession, the judiciary, the Universities and the interested 
Government Departments, has made it possible to secure the advic::e 
of those who have specialised in the areas of law and administration 
being investigated. t 

Judges and Parliamentarians, with the exception of the Minister of 
Justice, do not have a voice in the Law Reform Council. Neither group is 
represented on the committees. 

984. Another alleged defect is the exclusion of laymen from the 
permanent committees. Sir Leslie Scarman, when chairman of the English 
Law Commission, said, "I do not think that the case for appointing 
members of other allied disciplines to the Law Commission has yet b~en 
made out"§ primarily because so much of the day-to-day work of the 
commission was concerned with legal research and drafting. However, 
once a description of the law had been established and the areas for reform 
identified, laymen would have "a vital part to play; they may well see 
injustices or anomalies not evident to the unaided eye of the lawyer".§ 
One New Zealand professor considers that the assistance laymen could 
give would depend on the topic. Thus they would be of little assistance in 
reforming the hearsay rule or the law of misrepresentation in contract but 
they might assist a committee considering the Administrative Division of 
the Supreme Court, and .a businessman or public accountant would be of 
great benefit in any consideration of the law of chattels securities. 

985. One characteristic of the present system that makes it attractive is 
that it is relatively cheap .. 

986. The English Law Commission 
... now at last we have a body of men sitting in constant session 
whose one calling is law reform. The distinction between them and 
those who (however self-sacrificially) sit spasmodically and snatch, 
as it w~r~, a day or a half day out of a busy life in Courts or the lecture 
room 1s immense. 

(Lord Edmund-Davies) 
The English Law Commission was established in 1965. The chairman is a 
High Court judge. There are four other commissioners. All are "persons 
appearing to ... be suitably qualified by the holding of judicial office or 
by experience as a barrister or solicitor or as a teacher of law in a 

*"Revised Law Reform :Machinery-A Practfcal Proposal;', D. L. :Mathieson (abridged). 
t"The Mechanics of Law Reform", J. F. Northey (1970) N.Z.L.J. 278, p. 279. 
§"Inside the English Law Commission", the Rt. Hon. Sir Leslie Scarman (1971) 57 A.B.A.J. 
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. . . . t . . "1 - " r ' ('' I "1 f . 1~uPJersn.:y·,. ~ 1. _1,.ppu1ntn1enI~ are r~a~\e by the L10r?, ., .. ·1ancel ,:Jr_ or a te.r:n:- o1 
five y•~ars, a1i.:hu11gh rh,:rc: !'!, prtNiswn £or re,1ppomtment. The comrn1ss10n 
is enJointd '"to tal:e ,rnd keep unckr r,::view ali the 2aw with v,,rhich it is 
conc,:rned with a view to its ,ystern2.tic devdopment and reform., 
in,::luding in particular tht. cc1difka tion of ;:;,_,ch law, the elimination of 
ano1na.lies, the repeal of ob::;;c)lete and unnecessary enactn1en.ts, the 
reducti.:,r,. c,£ the rwm.ber d separate enact:.nents and generally the 
simplification a0c! modernisatio11 '.Jf ,he 1a-N'' Topics may be c!1osen by 
the commission itself, reierred by the Government or suggested by 
GovernmenL department:;, lawyers, and other individuals aad organisa
tions. -rhe Government may i;npose a veto on any inquiry which the Lavv 
Commission proposes, and has done so. 

98 7. Once a topic is sel~cted, a small team of commissioners and 
research si:aH are delegated to prepare a working paper, including 
infornw.i:ion about the relevant law of other countries. The working paper 
(2.s amended) is discussed at length by the commission as a whole 6,nd 
then distribmed to the press, lawyers, judges, 2.nd interested persons. 
Submissions and comment are invited, but the commission does not hold 
formal hearings. It is worth noting that both academic and practising 
lavvyers have established special comPJ.ittees to deal with Law 
Commission papers. After ,m interval of perhaps six months to a yeas, the 
comments received on the 'Norking paper are considered, first, by a 
specialist team within the commission who, with or without a general 
;::onsultation with the commission as a whole and depending on the tenor 
of the comments received, proceed to prepare a draft report. The latter, 
generally at this stage without an accompanying draft bill, is debated by 
the whole commission and sent back for any necessary amendments and 
the addition of a bill, which is supplied by parliamentary draftsmen 
attached to the commission, in consultation with the commissioners and 
their staff. The report, as presented to the Lord Chancellor, will not only 
outline the present law in the area covered by the report and set out the 
recommendations made, together with the implem.enting draft bill, but 
also deal in detail with the process of consultation, including the names of 
those consulted and (unless there is some problem of confidentiality) the 
views they have expressed. "The Law Commission sees the ultimate 
obiect of the elaborate process of consultation as assistinri Parliament on 
m~tters of great technical detail which can seldom 0 be adequately 
investigated in the course of Parliamentary debate."* 

988. ThB Ontarfo I.aw Reform Coni-missilm, V\/ell known to members 
of thi.sf Royal (Jornn1ission for its rna1nn1oth ·vJ-ork on_ the Onta:io Courts 
and a Family Court in particular, the Ontario Cmnmission was 
est<1.i::-lished in 1964. The constituting Act must be one of tht shortesr cf its 
kind 2n1v·,Nhere, oc:cunyin2· onh,r one pae-e 0£ {b.e statute book. Fror:n tb.at 

" ,; • ;• • .!. ! U •. A,1 ,·· u I • , 1 ~ 
date to the time m its Tentti Annual Report 11976), l:hP; com:m1s~1on l1act 
published 52 reports restdtin.g~ in son:ething of the order of 36 LL\.cts or 
2tn1endrnen.t3. 

989, 1"'here arc 14 fu.ll,-ti211e staff at tl1t con1rni:_:;.s!on, including the 
chairrnan a.nd c.our1sel to the c0Tnrfjs~1ion, ·;:hr-i:::e legal n:5eareh officers vtiith 
21, status and sal2ury eot~ivalent tc} (Jr~:nvn counsel) ar1d adrninistra"Chle and 
sec_1~et;-;1ricJ staH. J\I1oth.er la'i-•'JYer assist::~; the cornmiss:o,n t.t:r1 a co:o.trac.tual 
b21.~d.3. 1'11.e five: conuYJ.issicrners_, vvl1.o are part-dn1e, keep the co1n1Tiission in 
touch v:rhh professional an,d 0th.er de\7elopn1ents tl1ro1.1ghout ·Ontario. 

~t§cannan, op, ch. 1 p. 869. 
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Some of the commission's work is conducted internally although it is not 
possible to undertake all projects in that manner. An example is afforded 
by the work on the Sale of Goods Act, for which a leading Canadian 
authority has been engaged under contract as project director, as well as a 
number of academic and practising lawyers. Up to 70% of the topics 
studied by the commission have been undertaken on their own volition, 
the remainder have been referred by the Attorney-General. The 
commission reports directly to the Minister. The standing and prestige of 
the Ontario Law Reform Commission is illustrated by the recent 
acceptance of the post of vice-chairman by the Chief Justice of Ontario, on 
his retirement from the Bench. 

990. Law reform and the Legislature New Zealand law, based as it is 
on the unwrttten English common law, is flexible, resting on fundamental 
principles .of justice and right. I ts flexibility has helped to make it 
enduring, but it is equally this quality which allows, and indeed requires, 
at times, revision to bring the law into line_ with modern conditions. 
Outmoded rules call for change and anachronisms need correction. The . 
source of the common law is the decisions of the courts, past and present. 
The other source of law is the Legi~lature, embodied in the statute law. 
Benjamin N. Cardozo, one of America's most eminent jurists and an early 
advocate of a permanent law reform agency, said: 

Legislature and courts move on in proud and silent isolation. Some 
agency must be found to mediate between them.* 

Of the Legislature's role in reforming outmoded, unjust, or 
incomprehensible laws, it has been .said: 

... in order for the Legislature to act to change a "law, it has had to 
know that a need existed. In order that it might know, it. has had to 
be informed and assisted with expert, disinterested, responsible and 
systematic advice. t 

This is the primary role of anyJaw reform body, to assist the Legislature 
by providing advice on the areas of law that need reform, and by 
suggesting the manner in which those reforms might be implemented. 
Law reformers should be capable of detached and detailed study of a kind 
in which the Legislature, pressed for time and concerned with a multitude 
of other matters, cannot be expected to achieve. It is said that one of the 
ways in which a law reform commission may do this is to articulate the 
experience of the judiciary in the day-to-day running of the courts. Again, 
it is claimed that a permanent law reform commission is able to undertake 
wide ranging consultation and stimulate public debate, outside the 
political arena. 

991. The need for independence There is a national Law Reform 
Commission in Canada, and most of the provinces have permanent law 
reform commissions.§ Scotland, Ireland, England, and the Australian 
States+ also have permanent law reform agencies, as do many American 
States. Law reform bodies have also been established in many of the 
continental countries. 

*"A Ministry of Justice", Justice Cardozo (1921) 35 Harv.L.R. 113, 114. 
tMacDonald, op. cit., p. 17. 
§Quebec has an Office de Revision du Code Civil, and a permanent law reform agency has 

been proposed. The law reform commission in Nova Scotia is confined to statutory law. 
+There are 11 law reform a~encies in Australia. 
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992. Earlier this year the Department of Justice established a Planning 
and Development Division. In Ontario, the :Ministry of the Attorney 
General also includes a Policy Planning Committee. That body is 
concerned with the day-to-day reform of the iaw and problems within the 
competence of the Attorney General. It is not equipped for, nor would it 
be able to undertake, tl1e long term and large scale projects that are the 
concern of the Law Reform Commission; its role is quite different. If the 
Ontario experience can be copied, then this new division would 
complement any 1::iw reform. "vvork carried out by a Lavv Reform 
Commission or the existing corn.rnittees. Vve mention, however, that a 
former Secretary for Justice, when discussing the department's :cole in 
relation to the law revision committee, commented, " .. , It provides 
facilities for research and prepares papers for the assistance oE the 
committees, but its role here has been severely limited by a shortage of 
qualified staff".* It is perhaps unlikely that the department could attract 
and retain staH of the requisite skill and experience req,.1ired by a law 
reform commission. Sir Leslie Scannan has said: 

Convenient a3 it would be to incorporate the law reform agency 
within a Ministry of Justice, thereby assuring to it direct and 
influential access to the levers of power, we believe that this answer to 
the problern carries grear dangers. It would deprive, under existing 
common law practice, the agency of any chance of including an active 
judge within its membership. It is unlikely that any law reform body 
which appeared to the public to be no m.ore than a section of a 
department of state would enjoy the reputation of independerice 
necessary for the health of a legal institution. This answer we would 
submit while attractive for the power it might confer on the agency, is 
unacceptable to us for the lack of independence in the formulation of 
its advice. Conversely, this solution might also create difficulties for 
the Minister, who might be regarded by his colleagues in 
Government or by the Legislature as a committed champion for the 
agency's proposals, Thus, his indeper:dence of judgment might also 
appear to be diminished. t 

993. It has been suggested that any chairman of a proposed New 
Zealand Law Reform Commission should simultaneously be a judge of 
the Supreme Court, appointed for four years (or possibly three or five). 
Although the New South Wales statute specifically requires rhat the 
chairman shall be a judge or a retired judge oi the Supreme Court, and 
then gu2,rantees his term of office at least until the age of retin~ment, in our 
opinion rhe English provision is preferable. In England, the persons 
appointed to be commissioners rnust be suitably qualified either by the 
holding of judicial office, or by experience as a barrister or solicitor, or as a 
teacher of lav, in a university. 

99Lt In tbe passage quoted above from Sir Le,1lk: Sc2,.rrrnm, greai: 
err:.p!":asi.s is placed en the independence oi a bvv reform commission, both 
in ?..ppearance an.d fact. But it is also suggesi:ed th.2-t State servants 'With 
legal qi.:.8.lificatiom wc,nld 1Je foclii,pe;~,sible on the staH of [he co1T1:mission. ' 
<'1:J ' h • • ·, '] .,. . ' l ' h ~ ~.t-ierc\ "\A/1t.1.Jout 1n. any ,,,.vay ~.s~~..1n11n.g !He res_po:n.s1~T111t1es or ac v_1ce, L .ey 
arc abt,.~ to exercise: grerJ.t 1mlu:::nce m mam.tammg close and corchal 
con.tacts ··vi1it.h the Grov'.,:;rnr::1ent and Iiegi:slature*'~' 'Tl1e depa.rtn.1:ents of 

:/•Rob:s-c.m~ or:i. ciL 
"fScannan, op. cit. 
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Stale are generally able to secure the reform of the laws that they 
adrninister. If a law reform commission, to use Cardozo's phrase, is to 
become "the caretaker of the private law", it would be desirable that one 
commissioner should be a representative of the practising profession. 
There may be difficulty in appointing busy legal practitioners to law 
refocm commissions but elsewhere they appear to be prepared to serve for 
perhaps three to five years. The relationship of a .law reform commission 
to the Bar is of no less importa.nce than its relationship with Parliament 
,md the courts. Vie were informed that the law reform commissions in 
Canada have continually sought the advice of practi~ing lawyers and have 
n10.cie it clear that the profession generallv h.as a verv imuortant role to 
ulay in the work of lav,1 reform. ' ' · 
,. 995. It is of overriding importar,ct to ensure that the machinery of law 
reform is widely representative of all facets of the public interest with no 
one person, such as the commissioner himself, being placed in a position 
of too great an influence. 

996. We trust tho t this section of our report vvill assist those who 
ultimately make a decision on the desirability of crearing a permanent 
Law Reform Commission. Conceding we have :1.ot heard full debate on 
this matter, we believe that a Law Reform Commission should be 
established in a form suitable for ~ew Zealand. ¥/hether or not any 
changes are made, we strongly recommend that there should immediately 
be made available to the Law Reform Committees increased assistance by 
way of research facilities and law drafting. 

Recommendations 

1. A Law Reform Commission should be established in a form suitable 
for ]\I ev, Zealand. 

2. In the meantirne, increased assistance for research facilities and law 
drafting should be made available to the Law Reform Committees. 

Unified Court 

997. Earlier in this report, in dealing with the criminal business of the 
High Court, we referred to the proposal for a unified court. There were 
severnJ submissions presented to us all of which in esserice contemplat~:d 
one combined court for New Zea:and. It v1as said that, while the 
prnposals might be an over-simplification of a complex issue, ·many of the 
difficulties and delays at present experienced covld be me[ by re
organisation of the courts, One suggestion was £or a combined coi.irt vvith 
divisions: the Supreme Court as a H:gb Cou.rt 2md the lvfagistrates' 
Courts as ;;, lovver court. /-inother suggestion was for a single hierarchy of 
courts discharging specialist functio::-1s; j·,1c:ges would be assigned to the 
various divi.sions which wou]d indud,:: appeals, family, commercial, 
adn:.ini.strati·ve, crirnin2i.l, equity, and revenu.ico 

998, V\l e kno<vv th2:t in 1\ eyv South v~/ales 3 fo::~ exa:rnple, the I--Iigh Cio1J.tt 
has sever2J divisions to v1f:icb. specialist judges are assigned_. In Ontario~ 
the m.erger of the f.Egh C!ourt of the Suprerne (Jourt V!rith the c;ounty and 
Dis:rrict C:nut3 waJ si.;gg,:oned. The Ontario La"01 RefoT:n Cor:,rnission 
rejr:cted a n1erger l:.1-ecause of th<:: constitut:crn.al difficulties it r:ais,ed and 
al:)o beca.use it cit:)n,~idered that the role;:-: cl the tvvo courts i,v .. ~re tssenti;-.i,lly 
dHf::rent llnd ought to be preservecL 'The C1ntari0 con11T1i:s.~1on concluded.: 

1~//e consider it es.s,:::ntia1 to the cotLrt ~;ystern i.n_ C)ntariD tha.t ther,:: be a 
i·elat:Lvely srnaU, highly cornpetenr gr0 1c.1p oi 1:rial jt:dg:.:-s to t:Ld1T1inister 
uniforrn and hig.:1. qu .. ality justice 1,)1/;,:r the :most irnporta.nt c.ric~lnal 
anci civil ca.ses in the province. 
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999. There was also a measure of support, in the submissions made to 
us, for a simplified structure with one registry covering all jurisdictions 
and one code of procedure for each division, whether the proceedings were 
at the High Court or District Court level, and still retaining the tiers or 
strata of jurisdiction within defined limits. Other proposals would support 
a one-court structure but would limit that support to the provision of a 
common registry, such as exists in certain provincial towns at present, and 
to provision of one simplified form of procedure. 

1000. From an administrative and public access point of view, each of 
the above proposals could have many advantages. Thus, it was said that 
the public would deal with one court office with standardised forms and 
procedures; that the virtues of the lower court (simplicity, accessibility, 
and informality) would extend throughout the system; that a unified 
system would remove any suggestion there was one court for the rich and 
another for the·poor; that it would enable a pooling of resources, such as 
administrative staff, buildings, and libraries, which would lead to a 
reduction in overheads and more efficient use of resources; that it wo.uld 
enable a more ready simplification of procedure. 

1001. Three barristers made a particularly detailed joint submission on 
this topic. They suggested there should be a uniform and common 
procedure within the unified court system, and while there might be a 
need for distinction between the criminal and civil procedures, it was 
questionable whether even that was necessary. They suggested that the 
ordinary procedure would be for a party seeking assistance or relief from 
the court to file an application setting out in a simple way the nature of the 
application and the other parties involved: the document, together with a 
short notice, would be served on the interested parties who would have the 
right to file and serve a simple reply. It was submitted there was no reason 
why a similar standard form should not be used for appeal procedures. 
The simplified uniform procedure could be supplemented by specialist 
rules dealing with particular requirements and particular divisions. 
Further, it was submitted that a unified court system would enable the 
pooling of judicial talent which could then be allocated to the various 
divisions of the court in a manner best suited to the individual judge's 
temperament, ability, and experience. Formality in court dress, the 
method of enforcement, physical surroundings, and the adversarial nature 
of the proceedings could similarly be adapted to the needs of the different 
divisions. A unified court would reflect the trend towards specialisation 
within the profession and thus facilitate recruitment to the Bench. Lay 
involvement (including experts and assessors) would become more 
practicable within the specialised divisions. Finally, the simplicity of 
structure and procedure would command greater public acceptance and 
result in greater convenience for litigants in filing documents and having 
their cases heard. This submission was supported by an independent but 
similarly detailed submission from a Christchurch barrister. 

1002. It cannot be doubted that the different roles of the various courts 
call for different judicial talents. However, in considering an appropriate 
court structure for this country, due regard must be had for geographical 
and demographical realities. If these are taken into account, provision 
would have to be made for different classes of judicial officers according to 
the concentration and specialisation of work in different areas. The end 
result would be a structure little different from the present. Moreover, 
while flexibility might be achieved by the adoption of a unified court, if all 
judges of the court were deemed to have the full and combined jurisdiction 
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of the present Supreme Court judges and magistrates, this could .result in 
a lower standard of decision-making. Once certain cases are r.eserved for 
certain judges (or specialist or superior judges are introduced) the system 
begins to return· to the form we have at present. It may also be doubtful 
whether the assignment of judges by administrative direction Would be 
acceptable: we fear pressures would soon mount for a defined jurisdiction. 
It is also debatable whether any real saving in time would be achieved 
simply through having a single court. The Secretary for Justice submitted 
it would not be practical or conducive to a reduction in expense to provide 
that all court documents could be filed in the one registry;. this would 
require small offices to be staffed with senior officers; many of whom 
woul~ be under-empl?yed. In opposition to a unified. court, it was :i,lso 
submitted that there 1s a real danger that the procedure for all act10ns 
would be determined or influ-enced by what is required in the most 
important' or complex cases, with excessive formality creeping in at the 
lower levels: a result less satisfactory than the present situation. 

1003. Having considered all the above matters, we record that we are 
strongly aware of the attractiveness of proposals advanced for a unified 
court structure. Indeed, the objects which proponents of a unified court 
seek to achieve are, in many respects, entirely accepted by us. The real 
issue is one of means not ends. Thus we fully agree thatit is desirable for 
our courts and their procedures to be relatively uniform, with the judges of 
all courts having a degree of standing and respect fully commensurate 
with the work which they do. Likewise, the more difficult cases should go 
to the most. able judges.· :Many of our recommendations are directed to 
achieving those ends. We have concluded, however, that, while the system 
of courts in New Zealand must be treated as a unity, this unity does not 
render it desirable to fuse all courts into a single court: virtually all the 
benefits which would flow from a unified court can be achieved by 
methods which do not involve the possible disadvantages inherent in an 
endeavour to weld the courts of New Zealand into one single court. We 
strongly support integrated administration and, wherever possible, 
common procedures. Indeed, we consider administration of this country's 
courts is of such particular importance that we devote a separate section 
to this topic (paragraphs 746 et seq.). We firmly believe that economic 
and efficient disposal of court business and the avoidance of delay in 
bringing civil and criminal trials to hearing depends on setting up a 
unified administrative court service where the judicial and administrative 
functions work closely together for the best running of the courts. 

1004. Finally, we mention that for some years the Rules Committee of 
the Supreme Court, through a special sub-committee known as the 
Supreme Court Procedure Revision Committee, has been in the process of 
completing the re-wording of the Code of Civil Procedure, with a view to 
simplifying the rules of court and eliminating outmoded procedures H 
the· time of presentation of this report, the new rules are ready for 
consideration by the full Rules Committee. Prominent among the changes 
is the adoption of a single method for commencing any fo:r:m of 
proceedings in the Supreme Court, except proceedings in Admiralty, or 
appeals from a :Magistrate's Court or a statutory tribunal. This 
Commission expects that once the new High Court Code is promulgated, 
the District Courts Rules Committee will consider the extent to which the 
procedural reforms are suitable for the District Courts. 
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Proposal for Examining Magistrates 
1005. A former Attorney-General in the condominium of the New 

Hebrides, where both French and English systems_ of law are 
administered, submitted to us that there were considerable advantages in 
the use of examining magistrates. After preliminary enquiries by the 
police, the magistrate takes charge of the investigation. He is assisted by 
judicial police who are sworn officers of the court. He personally travels to 
the scene of the inquiry, examines the suspect and other witnesses, takes 
their depositions, institutes searches and seizures, and himself evaluates 
the evidence against, and in favour, of the suspect, who may be 
represented by an advocate throughout the inquiry. As well, he can place 
the suspect in custody for a limited period, and can call for a scientific or 
technical report. Finally he decides whether a prosecution should follow. 

1006. We were informed that these procedures produce a betier quality 
of justice. It is a screening process and is effective, in that of those who do 
stand trial, a much greater proportion are convicted. 

1007. We cannot recommend that this Continental system should be 
adopted for New Zealand. We do not consider that it offers any 
improvement in promptness or economy, nor do we have sufficient 
evidence to convince us it would be a more efficient system than our own. 
We also think it would be unacceptable for New Zealanders to have their 
judges take part in criminal investigations. 

Written Statements-Evidence Prepared in_ Advance 
1008. A thoughtful submission from a barrister who is the author of 

several articles on improving trial procedur~s as the means of determining 
matters of fact*, requires our consideration. He suggested that witnesses 
should be permitted to give their evidence by producing written 
statements. It is claimed that such a system includes these advantages: 

(a) The witness is able to review his statement in a relaxed environment 
and to modify it so that it accurately records what he wants to say. 
Stress associated with a court hearing can be reduced. 

(b) The record of events can be made promptly; memory fade is 
reduced. 

(c) Pre-recording with the help of lawyers may be of assistance to the 
court by permitting poorly educated witnesses to compensate for 
inadequate vocabulary .. 

( d) There is opportunity to explore alternative possibilities by using 
comprehensive questionnaires. 

(e) Pre-recording also enables the court to provide all parties with an 
adequate view of the relevant information and may significantly 
reduce the possibility of surprise. 

(f) The court itself can study the evidence prior to trial and determine 
what further information it may require. 

(g) By the publication of all information pre-trial, the probability of 
settlements is likely to increase, or at least the trial should primarily 
be restricted to amplification of written material and submission on 
essential issues. 

(h) Witnesses used to giving viva voce evidence may unfairly present 
better "face validity" than a novice. Pre-recording should redress 
this imbalance. 

*"Disputes: A Careening", M. D. Malloy, (1974) X.Z.L.J. 302. 
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1009, The cumulative effect of these po,ssibilities does indi,::ate a need 
,for examination of our procedures for placing evidence before the courL 
The new Code of Civil Procedure (if adopted) allows smne scope for pre
recording of evidence. Though not compulsory, pre-trial conference 
provisions may reduce the adversary asnects of manv cases. Affidavit 
ividence form~ a considerable part of trial ;vidence, for ;xample, in family 
protection and matrimonial property litigation, and is specially provided 
for in the Code of Civil Procedure upon any rnotion, petition, or summons 
(Rule 184), Parties may agree to the taking of evidence by affidavit in 
ordinary actions, or the Supreme Court may make an order for proof by 
affidavit for sufficient reason, even though there is no such agreement. 
The court n-iay order the deponent to attend for cross-examination. VVe 
fr1ink there would be ready accept;mce of pre-recording all evidence which 
would not b_e objectionable if given in answer to leading questions. 

1010, Sqple of the arguments propounded we find quite compelling; 
others we have reservations about. It is obviously a large topic and one 
upon which it is not practicable for this Commission to make a 
recommendation. ,We think, hovvever, that the matter does deserve more 
detailed consideration. VI e would envisage endeavours to try pre
recording in different classes of litigation, giving an opportunity to observe 
whether it does assist the witness; whether it creates problems in assessing 
credibility; whether it saves the time of the court, or, contrary to this 
immediate impression, in fact lengthens the hearing. Ways and means of 
how pre-recording can be tested should be considered by a committee of 
the Law Reform Commission, if established, or, if not, the appropriate law 
reform committee. 

Scientific Evidence 
1011. The New Zealand Law Society contends that separate facilities 

should be established in each of the rnain centres to enable the defence to 
obtain the help of expert investigators and analysts, not simply as a matter 
of covering expense, but to match the resources of the State that are open 
to the police and the prosecution. We have already referred to Rule4. l 7 of 
the Society's Code of Ethics (paragraph 961). This rule governs defence 
access to the Department of Scientific and Industrial Research (D.S.I.R) 
examinations. Guidelines were drafted by the D.S.LR. in 1971 after 
consultation with the New Zealand Police and the New Zealand Law 
Society. These were incorporated in the Society's Code of Ethics issued in 
March 1976, (We reproduce rule 4.17 as Appendix 5.) We heard a 
number of submissions from forensic scientists, including some from 
private practice and others employed by the D.S.LR Several of the 
submissions were directed to one particular murder case which has 
attracted a great deal of publicity in recent years in this country. It is 
common ground that there have been great advances in science over the 
last 20 years. Certain scientists suggested that because of the adversary 
system it vvas difficult for a jury of non-scientists to assess the validity of 
scientific evidence and there was a real problem for jurors in absorbing the 
complexity of technical infonnation. The suggestion was made from 
sever2J quarters that a scientific ombudsman or specialist advisory 
committee should be established for the benefit of the judge and jury. 
Many issues have to be solved in court where the opinion of experts is in 
conflict. In our opinion, a specialist advisory committee would be of little 
assistance to a judge and/or jury. They have to listen to evidence given on 
both sides of the case, evidence that is tested by cross~examination, and 
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make up their minds which evidence they accept and which they reject. 
Cross-examination is one of the great weapons. of truth. We do agree, 
however, that it is important for both prosecution and defence to have 
equal access to all scientific evidence so that crucial forensic analyses may 
be conducted. Legal aid may be necessary in appropriate cases. 

1012. We think the Code of Ethics already referred to, if properly 
applied, meets many of the criticisms concerning scientific evidence. It is 
an interesting commentary that while the D.S.I.R. recommends that 
scientific evidence in certain cases be given by certificate rather than by 
the time-consuming attendance of scientists at court, other scientists 
(including some employed by the D.S.I.R.) submit that attendance for the 
purpose of cross-examination is essential. We think this is an issue where 
circumstances alter cases. We have been told that on most occasions when 
officers from the D.S.I.R. give oral evidence, their findings are accepted 
without question. It is for this reason that the D.S.I.R. favours some form 
of certificate as a suitable method to present evidence. This method is well 
recognised in the Food and Drug Act 1969, the Transport Act 1962, and, 
more recently, in the Misuse of Drugs Act 1975. The D.S.I.R. recognises 
that the introduction of the Summary Proceedings Amendment Act 1976 
has lessened the need for court appearance by D.S.I.R. officers, but they 
submitted it is also appropriate to consider the provisions of ss. 9 and 10 of 
the Criminal Justice Act 1967 (U.K.) as a suitable means to further 
reduce unnecessary court appearances. We consider there is some validity 
in suggesting the giving of technical evidence by certificate, provided the 
parties consent and have the approval of the trial judge. We think these 
consents are necessary because, although the defence may accept the 
prosecution's certificate, either the judge and/or the jury may wish to ask 
questions concerning the information in it. The Commission is aware that 
in many criminal trials the defence is prepared to admit documents of this 
nature, or, pursuant to s.369 of the Crimes Act 1961, to make admissions 
of fact in order to dispense with proof thereof. 

1013. The D.S.I.R. also suggests that production by scientists of 
"dangerously valuable bulk samples of illicit drugs" could be eliminated 
by appropriate police recording and sampling of drug seizures. The 
problem concerns the custody prior to, and after, the introduction of these 
samples as exhibits in court, and it is suggested the need for the "best 
evidence" in these cases should be re-examined. It is recognised that 
explosives are not acceptable as court exhibits and it was submitted that 
photographi~ evidence of a major illicit drug or narcotic seizure may 
suffice, provided samples from the seizure are entered as exhibits. If this 
was acceptable it is suggested that a court officer could attest to the 
photographic evidence taken before tbe seizure was destroyed. This 
procedure was commended to us, given the "street value" of some heroin 
seizures and also the bulk of some cannabis seizures. We think there is 
merit in both of these suggestions and we recommend accordingly. 

1014. A further submission came from two senior scientists of the 
D.S.I.R., and was presented with the permission of that body. It is said 
that if a private analyst reaches a different opinion from that of the 
D.S.I.R., this information is not disclosed to the prosecution, prior to its 
introduction in evidence as part of the defence case. If new facets of the 
case are revealed, the D.S.I.R. scientist may be afforded the opportunity 
of presenting rebuttal evidence. This statement, in our opinion, should be 
qualified by the general rule that any matter upon which it is proposed to 
contradict the evidence-in-chief given by the witness, must normally be 
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put to him so that he may have an opportunity of explaining the 
contradiction; failure to do this may be held to imply acceptance of the 
evidence-in-chief. When facts are put to· an expert witness in cross
examination, it can be very difficult to consider them fully and lucidly in 
the witness-box. Even when the expert is afforded the opportunity of 
presenting rebuttal evidence, the time available may be insufficient either 
to carry out more than a minimal amount of laboratory work or to 
consider inferences which may be drawn from these new laboratory 
observations. There is usually no time for additional work such as 
photographing exhibits, which may be advantageous in some cases. 
Senior D.S.I.R. scientists recommended to the Commission that if the 
defence offers new scientific evidence, and not simply a different scientific 
opinion from that of the Crown scientist, then the new evidence should be 
notified three days before being presented as evidence in court. If the 
defence is-unable to give this required notice, then it should be mandatory 
that the Crown has the right to offer rebuttal evidence and has a 
reasonable time to prepare such evidence. While we think there is merit in 
the suggestion, it is difficult to impose time stipulations on the conduct of 
a trial. We would support the recommendation in principle but bearing in 
mind it is the trial judge who presides over the conduct of matters in his 
court. 

1015. Overall, we think that if the guidelines laid down in Rule 4.17 of 
the Code of Ethics are followed, the present court procedures should be 
adequate for the presentation and appreciation of scientific evidence. We 
do, however, consider there is some force in the suggestion that those 
concerned with law reform should investigate the question of specialist 
and expert evidence, particularly researching the extent of the problems 
and of the solutions achieved in other countries and other legal systems. 
Our attention was also drawn to the fact that there is no register of 
scientific institutions, experts, equipment, and knowledge for forensic use 
in this country. We were told that some of our New Zealand scientists 
have world status in forensic fields but have not been called upon by either 
the prosecution or defence. We think these are further matters which a 
Law Reform Commission could properly investigate. 

Recommendations 
1. In criminal cases, both the prosecution and the defence should have 

equal access to scientific evidence, so that forensic analyses may be 
conducted. 

2. Wherever appropriate, but only with the consent of the parties and 
the approval of a judge, scientific evidence may be given by certificate. 

3. The procedure for producing illicit drugs as exhibits in bu.lk form 
should be examined with a view to changing the method to the production 
of a sample, subject to proper recording of the bulk. 

4. If the defence offers new scientific evidence and not simply a different 
scientific opinion from that of a Crown scientist, wherever possible either 
adequate notice of the new evidence shQuld be given, or the Crown should 
be given a reasonable time to prepare rebuttal evidence. 

Combining Criminal and Civil Proceedings 
1016. We received a number of submissions complaining that. the courts 

do not place sufficient emphasis on compensation for victims· of crimes, 
and that the legal processes through which such persons could pursue 
their own remedies are unnecessarily cumbersome. Compensation for 
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personal injury is now provided for in the Accident Compensation Act 
1972. The 1974 amendment to that Act incorporated the relevant 
provisions of the Criminal Injuries Compensation Act 1963. The victim 
must now look to the accident compensation fund for compensation for 
personal injury. The right of action for damages for personal injury no 
longer exists. There remains, however, the question of compensation for 
damage to property. A court may order any person convicted of an offence 
to compensate the owner of property for damage arising out of the 
incident which gave rise to the prosecution. In such a case, the amount of 
damage has to be established to .the satisfaction of the court, as any order 
made is enforceable as if it were a fine. 

1017. Where such an order for compensation cannot be made, the 
person who has suffered loss may have the right to bring an action in the 
civil jurisdiction of the court, claiming damages. In such an action, it may 

· be necessary to call the same witnesses who gave evidence at the hearing 
of the charges arising out of the incident. This can be a major source of 
annoyance or inconvenience to citizens who find themselves involved as 
witnesses simply because they happened to be in the vicinity when an 
accident occurred. Some of these persons find it difficult to appreciate why 
one court should have to hear evidence to determine whether a motorist 
was negligent when another court has already heard evidence from the 
same witnesses and convicted the defendant of careless driving. Some of 
those who made submissions to us described the situation as wasteful of 
the court's time, as well as the time of everyone else involved. It also adds 
to the costs of litigation. As the law stands, however, the fact of a 
conviction is not admissible in evidence in civil proceedings arising out of 
the same facts. If the conviction followed a plea of guilty from the 
defendant, the fact of the admission made by him would. normally be 
admissible in subsequent civil proceedings. 

1018. The implications of this matter have been carefully considered by 
the Torts and General Law Reform Committee of New Zealand in a 
report entitled "The Rule in Hollington v. Hewthorn" in 1972. That 
committee examined the application of the rule in civil cases in general, 
including defamation actions; also the admissibility of previous 
matrimonial findings in later civil proceedings, and the position regarding 
paternity orders and the findings of administrative tribunals. We are in 
agreement with the findings of that committee, whose main 
recommendation was that a conviction recorded in a New Zealand court 
should be admissible, under certain stringent conditions, in subsequent 
civil proceedings as evidence of the facts upon which that conviction was 
founded. We adopt the conclusions of that committee (except in so far as 
they include matters already dealt with by the Accident Compensation 
Act) and recommend that legislative effect be given to them. We consider, 
however, that while the changes suggested would be beneficial, a more 
radical approach is called for in this field to obviate the need for separate 
trials to resolve questions of criminal and civil liability. We have not had 
the benefit of any submissions on this topic from the New Zealand Law 
Society or the Department of Justice, but we consider that endeavours 
should be made to devise a procedure to facilitate the resolution of all 
issues in the one hearing, so far as that may be possible. We appreciate 
that this involves both complex and difficult issues and will require most 
careful consideration. 
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Recommendations 
1. The principle of resolving criminal and civil liability in one hearing 

should be examined with a view to saving the time of the court, parties, 
and witnesses. 

2. Implementation of the recommendation of the Torts and General 
Law Reform Committee in its report entitled "The Rule in Hollington v. 
Hewthorn" is supported. 

Interim Injunctions 
1019. The Otago Branch of the :'..\iew Zealand Legal Association 

submitted that District Courts should be empowered to deal with certain 
remedies at present outside the ,jurisdiction of :Magistrates' Courts. It 
specifically r;eferred to interim injunctions and other interim equitable 
remedies. The notion of a District Court judge acting in effect as a deputy 
High Court judge is already accepted in Ontario. 

1020. We think, in the wider public interest, there is merit in this 
proposal, especially in relation to centres where High Court Judges are 
not resident. We therefore consider the matter should be placed before the 
Rules Committees of the High Court and the District Courts. We would 
caution, however, that ex parte injunctions are for cases of real urgency 
where there has been a true impossibility of giving notice of motion (Bates 
v. Lord Hailsham of St .• \farylebone and Others [1972] 3 All E.R. 1019, 1025). 
We also think that provision should be made for early review of any such 
interim orders made by a District Court judge. 

Recommendation 
The Rules Committees of the High Court and the District Courts 

should examine the extent to which, in urgent cases, jurisdiction of High 
Court judges may be deputed. to District Court judges. 

Bail 
1021. It was submitted that, because refusal of an application for bail 

may be the subject of an appeal, the reasons for declining should be given 
in writing. Applications of this kind may be dealt with either in open court 
or in chambers and the decisions are usually oral ones. We see no reason 
why the decisions should not be recorded in shorthand or by other 
appropriate means and transcribed if required. 

Recommendation 
Reasons for declining bail should be recorded. 

Police Summaries of Facts in Summary Pros.ecutions 
1022. In submissions to the Commission, the Christchurch probation 

officers asked that "before a defendant pleads guilty or not guilty he 
should be given the police statement of facts and adequate time to read 
it". We invited the representatives of the Police Department to comment 
on this request. They replied that a summary of facts is a police document 
prepared by the police for police use. In many cases, especially with 
overnight arrests, the summary might be extremely brief, and prepared 
from only such material as was then available. It might well be 
incomplete. They were concerned that criticism might be directed at the 
police, without justification, because of the incompleteness of the 
summary. They were also concerned that disputes over facts should be 
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resolved by evidence properly presented in court and not "sorted out'' by 
arrangement between the prosecutor and defence counsel. The police also 
commented that the defendant is fairly informed on the nature of the 
charges against him when he is provided with a copy of the sworn 
information, and if the appearance followed an arrest, the defendant 
would have been advised of the nature of the charges against him at the 
time of the arrest. They also contended that the duty solicitor or the 
defendants' own counsel could advise on remands, adjournments, legal 
aid, bail, and like matters without recourse to the police summary of facts, 
and that the defendants' own version of the facts should provide a 
sufficient basis for advice on the appropriate plea. If there was any doubt, 
the matter could be resolved on a "not guilty" plea. The police were 
concerned that if full disclosure was made in every case, this could be used 
by experienced defendants to their advantage by "arranging" their 
evidence to meet the material in the summaries. They also commented 
that no such disclosure is required from the defendant. 

1023. The Secretary for Justice also raised the topic of summaries of 
facts when dealing with the minor offence procedure. He claimed that the 
provision of a summary of facts on which the prosecution relies, and a 
notice setting out as simply as possible a defendant's rights and 
responsibilities, had been widely welcomed as a major reform. He saw no 
reason in principle why it should not be extended to all criminal 
prosecutions, whether the defendant is appearing on arrest or on 
summons. 

1024. We invited the Secretary for Justice to comment on the matters 
raised in the Police Department's letter. We were told that in practice 
there is usually some discussion between the prosecution and defence 
counsel about the nature of the charge and the evidence in support of it. 
He suggested that there should be a rule of law requiring the summary of 
facts to be available when the accused first appears in court. Mention was 
made of the procedure when an appeal is lodged against sentence 
following a plea of guilty. The summary of facts then becomes the part of 
the record which sets out the facts of the case. The Secretary for Justice 
pointed out that, while the accused now receives a copy of the information 
in arrest cases, and has always received a summons in non-arrest cases, 
these only contain those particulars required fairly to inform him of the 
substance of the offence with which he is charged. The particulars do not 
extend to the circumstances of the offence or the facts which it is proposed 
to give in evidence. He did not agree with the contention of the police that 
knowledge of the facts had no relevance to the duty solicitor or the 
accused's own counsel in advising on bail remands or legal aid. On the 
contrary, he suggested that knowledge of the facts was particularly 
relevant to such preliminary matters, and essential when advising on plea. 

1025. We appreciate that the police would be faced with practical 
difficulties if they were required to make a summary of facts available 
when every accused first appeared in court. Clearly, in some cases, it 
would be quite impossible to do so. In the case of overnight arrests, for 
instance, inquiries might be far from complete. We also recognise some 
validity in the contention of the police that those who wished to tailor their 
evidence to fit the facts revealed in the summary would be assisted by the 
proposed procedure. On the other hand, in any case where the accused 
had the right of election, if he elected jury trial, he would then learn full 
details of the facts alleged against him through the preliminary hearing. 
Furthermore, the accused has been under no obligation to disclose 
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evidence he proposes to call, except under the provisions of s. 34 7 A of the 
Crimes Act 1961, requiring notice of intention to call evidence in support 
of an alibi. 

1026. The subject is currently under consideration in England. In "The 
Solicitors' Journal" of 23 September 1977 Vol. 121 at p.624, it was said: 

The absence of any duty upon the prosecution in the magistrates' 
court to make pre-trial disclosure of witness statements has led to 
election, often unnecessary election, applications for adjournment, 
delay, irritation, ill-will, and injustice. The authorities have defended 
the position by arguing that the statements might contain irrelevant 
or unsuitable matter and would need editing, and anyway as a matter 
of practice disclosure is made to a reputable defending advocate. 

In the Criminal Law Act 1977 {U.K.), power has been given to make 
rules requiring· disclosure of facts and matters about which the prosecutor 
proposes to call evidence. Provision is made for exemptions in respect of 
different offences or classes of offences. To date, no rules have yet been 
promulgated under these new provisions. 

1027. In our opinion, the present informal practice of disclosure by 
arrangement between the prosecutor and defending advocates greatly 
facilitates the disposal of the business of the courts, and should be 
encouraged and extended wherever possible. vVe recommend that the 
matter should be kept under observation with ,a view to introducing 
legislation when some of the practical difficulties in this area have been 
overcome. 

Recommendation 
In summary prosecutions it is desirable that the prosecution should 

provide the defence "Yith a summary of facts upon which it relies. When 
the proposed rules in England have been in force for a sufficient time for 
their effectiveness to be evaluated, consideration should be given to 
introducing similar legislation to this country. 

Revision of Penalties 
1028. This is an important topic. It impinges on a number of other 

matters referred to elsewhere in this report: in consequence, we have 
found it necessary to repeat some references and observations in the 
following material. 

1029. In relation to heavy Supreme Court workloads, one of the 
solutions considered, but not pursued, by the Criminal Law Reform 
Committee, was that monetary thresholds beyond which a person 
becomes entitled to elect the forum of his trial for crimes such as theft, 
receiving, and false pretences should be adjusted to allow for the effects of 
inflation. While such adjustment might remove only a small number of 
trials from jury lists, it would revise outmoded provisions. The Criminal 
Law Reform Committee also considered the possibility of revising all 
maximum penalties for each crime and every offence but concluded that 
this would not resolve the difficulty and, in any event, was not an 
acceptable solution. They reasoned, for instance, that alteration of many 
maximum sentences from imprisonment to a fine could inhibit a court in 
cases where, for one reason or another, imprisonment ought to be 
imposed. 

I 030. This matter was considered in depth by the Speight Committee in 
1974. In the report of that committee, it was stated that there are a 
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number of offences which are usually dealt with by comparatively light 
penalties, such as a fine or probation, for which the accused often elected 
trial by jury. The committee pointed out that it was the appearance of 
such cases in substantial and increasing numbers which had been 
responsible for the setting up of that committee. The committee suggested 
that it would be desirable to remove the normal run of such cases from the 
jury trial system, while retaining the machinery for hearing the 
exceptional case in the Supreme Court. They proposed a dual system, 
under which such offences would normally be triable summarily, but a 
discretion could be exercised by the magistrate, of his own motion or after 
application by the accused, to decline jurisdiction and direct that the 
matter be proceeded with indictably, with consequent liability for a higher 
penalty. The committee emphasised that the discretion should be reserved 
to the magistrate and it should not be regarded as giving the prosecution a 
choice of forum, nor affording the accused a right of election. We would 
comment that if the accused is to be givep a statutory right to apply for a 
jury trial in such circumstances, this would virtually amount, in practice, 
to a right of election. If such an applic;:atiori was made and refused, and the 
accused was convicted when tried summarily,. he might find it hard to 
accept that he had had a fair trial and that justice was not only done, but 
was seen to have been done. We also mention that with the up-grading 
and strengthening of the Magistrates' Courts by the creation of the 
District Courts, it appears an appropriate time to revoke the provisions in 
the Summary Proceedings Act which give the prosecution the power to lay 
a charge indictably for an offence which would otherwise be electable. We 
consider that the accused should not be deprived of his right to elect 
summary trial in this way. If the matter appears to the court to be 
sufficiently grave, jurisdiction can be declined at any time prior to 
sentence. 

1031. The Speight Committee recommended that maximum penalties 
should be reduced from whatever their existing figure, to three months' 
imprisonment on summary conviction in two classes of case. Their first 
category involved those cases commonly occurring in trials in the 
Supreme Court which could mainly be dealt with, without injustice, by 
way of summary trial only. It was suggested that such cases should 
comprise: 

(a) all offences of dishonesty, viz. theft, receiving, obtaining by false 
pretences, credit by fraud, forgery of an instrument of specific value 
or uttering the same, .where the amount in issue or the value of the 
property does not exceed, say, $200; · 

(b) unlawful interference with a motor vehicle; 
( c) car conversion; 
(d) indecent exposure; 
(e) indecent act or performance for gain; 
(f) unlawful sexual intercourse with a female under 16 where the 

offender is under 21; 
(g) wilful damage. 

The Speight Committee strongly recommended that these penalties 
should be reassessed. Secondly, the committee pointed out that there are a 
wide variety of offences, both in the Crimes Act, and in other statutes, 
where penalties of substantial imprisonment are prescribed as maxima 
but would never be imposed. Although cases under these statutes seldom, 
if ever, arose, a:nd therefore did not inflate the numbers ofrelatively minor 
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jury trials, for the sake of consistency it was thought desirable to reduce 
the prescribed maximum penalties for them, while dealing with the first 
class of offences. These Acts include: 

Animals Act 1967 s.21(4) 
Births and Deaths Registration Act 1951 s.48 
Building Societies Act 1965 ss.29, 30, 64, 70 
Burial and Cremation Act· 1964: s.56 
Control of Prices Act 194,7 s.26 
Designs Act 1953 s.42 
Distillation Act 1971 s.86 
Electoral Act 1956 ss .130, 150 
Friendly Societies Act 1909 s. 75 
Harbours Act 1950 s.24 7 
Insolvency A~t 1967 s.126 
Land Act 1948 s.182 
Land Drainage Act 1908 s.82 
Local Elections and Polls Act 1966 s.56(2) and (4) 
Magistrates' Courts Act 1947 s.116A 
Marriage Act 1955 s.60 
Merchandise Marks Act 1954 s.18 
Money Lenders Act 1908 s.6 
Municipal Corporations Act 1954 s.374 
Naval and Victualling Stores .Act 1908 ss.4, 5 
Patents Act 1953 ss.25, 26, 105 
Police Offences Act 1927 s.53A 
Post Office Act 1959 ss.55, 56, 57, 58, 61, 62, 95, 97, 98, 99, 100, 102, 

104, 108, 158, 232 
Social Security Act 1964 s.127 
Soil Conservation and Rivers Control Act 1941 s. 154 
Summary Proceedings Act 1957 ss.29, 181 
Trade Marks Act 1953 s. 70 
Veterinary Surgeons Act 1956 s.22 
Workers Compensation Act 1956 s.135 

The committee commented thatthis list was selective and not exhaustive, 
and it had no strong views on the desirability of re-classifying these rarely 
encountered offences. The New Zealand Law Society had recommended 
to the Speight Committee a "review of the maximum punishment of 
certain crimes with a view to making certain crimes not punishable by 
imprisonment or limited to 3 months imprisonment". 

1032. So far as this Commission is aware, no steps have been taken to 
implement this strong recommendation of the Speight Committee. In his 
submissions to us, the Secretary for Justice recommended that no change 
should be made to the present right to trial by jury. He referred to the 
concern which has been voiced from time to time that the Supreme Court 
is too much engaged with what is described as minor crime, and the 
solution sometimes given of limiting the right to jury trial. He urged that 
this "simplistic solution" should be strongly resisted. The Secretary for 
Justice also contended that the right to jury trial is too important to be 
lightly set aside and that there was little evidence that any substantial 
period of the time of judges is spent dealing with minor offences. He 
pointed out that less than 10% of all trials related to offences where the 
1naximum penalty is one year or less (Table 15), and that he would be 
reluctant to classify an offence carrying 12 months or even six months' 
imprisonment as minor. 
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10~33. I'he ~~,Je 1H' Zeala;.1d Lai,v Society :.r:i. its stlbmissio11s- tci this 
{Jornn1issic·n indicated its acceptance that hotb a reapprai:;al c-if r:1.21.xirrJurn 
penaitic,3 and_ a re\i'ie,v of offences giving 2~ right to trial by jury app~t1r 
des:rz.ble 1n order to bring pcnalrie"' and ,:,Hences into line wilh modeE1 
co11ditions and thinJ.,dng. 'Thi~ Soci,~ty· urged, hcnvt,/(T, that tl:u:;~'.f: :teviev\1 :.1 

shou!d ;1ot be carri,ed 0ut solely for rhe purpose of relieving the c,,·iminal 
vwrkload of tht. Supreme Cm.E·c. The department's r::jectlon of the 
"sinplistic solui:ion" and recornnH:ndation that no change be made to the 
present right c,f trial by jury were, therefore, endorsed by the Society. 

103'1-. Other suomissions on this topic proposed that the 1mi;:frcmun 
penalty for the offence should contirrne to be the criterion for determi11ing 
the point at whicl1 the right to elect trial by jmy should become available, 
but the pn,,~cribed penalti~s, should be reviewed with the aim oi reducing 
as many o:crences as poss1b1e to a maximum sentence of three months, 
where that 'was shown by current sentencing levels to be appropriate. To 
meet the case of the persistent offender who is not deterred by the 
maxinrnrn. penalty of three months' imprisonment, an increased penalty 
vvas proposed, with consequent right of election, for subsequent offences 
within a period of, say, Iive years. Theft in general, false pretences, credit 
by fraud, and receiving stolen goods where tb.e value of the property does 
not exceed $100, were suggested as offences which could appropriately be 
dealt with in this way. A further proposal was that some offences should 
be removed from the Crimes Act and incorporated as purely summo.ry 
offences in the Police Offences Act, or preferably, in a new Summary 
Offences Act, to repfa.ce the Police Offences Act. 

1035. We acknowledge the substance in the argument of the Law 
Society thar major changes in the categories of offence, giving the right to 
elect between summary or jury trial, should not be made for the sole 
purpose of relieving the ,,vorkload of the Supreme Court. Likewise we 
would not favour what the Secretary for Justice calls the "simplistic 
solution" of general revision of the right of election as a means of 
achieving that end. \!Ve believe that radical changes in this area are 
unnecessary and undesirable, Understandably, we have not been 
presented with any one means of 3olving all the problems in our court 
system. It w·ould, however, be most remiss of us to reject any partial 
solution, just bec,mse that remedy was not, in itself, of major significance. 
In this renort we are recon:>mending a substantial number of small 
. • d~ ' ,. ' . 1 • f' improvements to our court system an v,e oeneve tne1r cm11u1at1ve e 1ect 
v,iil be considerable. Vl/e arc not impressed by arguments that, because a 
i~elatively ~;11all _percentage o{ minor ~rials would b:::, mov~d frm:' the 
Supreme Court 1f monerary thi-esholas v1ere upda tea or n rnamt1:1m:'c1. 
penal tics were rev.Lsed to mor,~ accu:catdy reflect current thbking on 
penology, ~he.se exercises c:hould not be undertaken. 

10:36. The most di£ficul, a3pect 0£ this i::>robiem centres ro1.,:1d c,ffrnces 
carrying a. xr1axin1.:1rn pe~1alt)"· of a short pe2"ierl 01· ir:nprisonrnen.t) and 
therefore o~ mim,r impmtance ro s::icietv in geaeral, a.:.though potentially 
o:f ve1:y g:-c:o,t ;11o_n~ent ~,o the person cha;ged. The ,:r:.rJ~t c:ritical area rdateo 
cc) oftences m dl3nonesry. 

1037, ·vve be1ieve tl.:.ere a.re a :nun1bcr -0£ offences -vvhich cOl).ld be 
y-e-~IOVPd fr,y()l ·"]•,~ ('1~:rfleS f\ ,.,, ·a,,~ ·>c•'rnnr"• /·p,[ :,.- ;,1 ne·u S i---1n1arv 

1~ ·~~~-, -~• "·:'· "'.j_l,_, -....1.!.L,. ~ ~ ~._,_. ~:---1._L ~.._/,.·••-'-_.. - C::..,...,11.., .,,-j_-~- •. ., .~\, • •
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Proc:ietciings A1_ct ro replace tHe Pon:e·e (Jtrences i-\.ct, V\f e nc~te vl1.tn 1rrte:cest 
that the English Crirntnal Law Act 1977, 0✓vhich wbst:E16ally followed t:he 
recornmendation:3 o;[ i:he J 21,mes Corcmittee, made 3orne ()ffcnces wiely 
criable sur..1matily, al::!10ugh pre•.riously i:hesc: had been elect2.ble; while 
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some offences which had previously been purely indictable became 
electable. One of the most significant categories of offence which 
previously carried a right of election was drinking/driving and allied 
charges, not involving personal injury or death. In 1975, 3000 such 
offenders elected trial by jury. Such offences have now been made 
summary only, as they are in New Zealand. On the other hand, a 
recommendation of the James Committee that thefts of property not 
exceeding £20 in value should be triable summarily only was rejected by 
the House of Lords. Theft, irrespective of the amount involved, has 
traditionally carried the right of election in Britain: the proposal would, 
therefore, have taken away the right to elect trial by jury in respect of 
property worth less than £20. The majority view of the House of Lords 
was that because questions of hpnour and reputation are involved, a 
person facin~ a, charge of dishonesty, even though the amount involved 
might be small, should not have an existing right to elect trial by jury 
taken away from him. In New Zealand, a defendant charged with theft of 
property of less than $10 in value does not have the right of trial by jury: 
the figure of $10 has not been altered since 1908, although the.value of 
money has changed significantly .. If this matter rested on simple logic, 
therefore, all that would need to be done would be to apply the 
appropriate mathematical formula and decide on a new monetary 
threshold. However, we consider that the principle which influenced the 
House of Lords, as discussed above, should also be given proper weight in 
our situation, while recognising the differences in the background of our 
practice. In particular, we note that a major reason for establishing this 
Commission was the concern expressed by some Supreme Court judges 
that relatively minor crimes were contributing to an excessive workload in 
their courts: the proposals we have made for some of the less serious 
crimes to be tried by judges and juries in District Courts will alleviate that 
position and also, we consider, make it practicable to leave the threshold 
for offences of dishonesty at $10, despite changes in the value of money. 
We suggest, however, that the situation should be reviewed by the Law 
Reform Commission, if established, or, if not, the Criminal Law Reform 
Committee, after sufficient time has elapsed to make an assessment of the 
workload of the courts following implementation of our other proposals. 
We also believe that the review of the two classes of offences recommended 
by the Speight Committee should proceed on a similar basis, and we 
recommend accordingly. 

Recommendations 
1. The prov1s10n of the Summary Proceedings Act permitting the 

prosecution to lay an information in indictable form for an offence which 
would otherwise be electable, should be repealed. 

2. No change should be made in the threshold for jury trial for offences 
of dishonesty at present, but the matter should be reviewed by the Law 
Reform Commission, if established, or, if not, the Criminal Law Reform 
Committee, after sufficient time has elapsed following implementation of 
our proposals. 

3. The Law Reform Commission, if established, or, if not, the Criminal 
Law Reform Committee, should likewise undertake a review of crimes and 
other offences created by miscellaneous statutes which could be re
classified as summary offences. 
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Sentencing and Penal Policy 
1038, Many questions in our ter.ms 0£ reference entailed a.ssumptions 

about the circumstances which resulted in people coming before the 
courts, and perhaps tven more, about the consequences of their having 
done so. Several submissions drevv attention to the sentencing of offenders 
and indeed, the whole field of penal policy. These matters, generally 
speaking, are outside our terms of reference but the frequency with which 
they were raised at our hearings i~ dear e·vidence of interest and concern 
on the part of many responsible individuals and groups in the community, 

1039. '1Ne acknowledge the submissions made to us by the president of 
che ~·.Jew Zealand Howard League for Penal Reform, not only for their 
own sake, but as being representative of the considerable number of 
references to thi, important subject. It is not within our coIT1petence, as 
limited by the t<:rms under which we were commissioned, ro evaluate the 
material on this topic. Vve confine cmrselves to the observation that many 
of che suggestions put to us are eminently 1.,vorthy of consideration, and vve 
hope that an appropriate forum might be established where they can be 
presented and discussed. 

1040. We have discussed one specific suggestion from the league 
regarding prison visitors in the section of our report dealing with justices 
of the peace (paragraph 638), Other mme general topics i·aised by the 
league have been considered and included in othei· sections oJ tl:e report. 

Probation Reports 
104 L The question was raised with us whether prosecutors should be 

given the opportunity to peruse pre-sentence reports prepared by 
probation officers. 'Ne were told by some probation officers that they 
regarded these documents as confidential to the court, and they would be 
reluctant to include certain background information about & prisoner 
which mi!!ht assist the court in sentencimr if thar material became 
available ~ the police: details of past involve;nent with drugs and drug .. 
users was mentioned as an illustration of this type of confidential 
information, It was suggested to us that police interest in a criminal trial 
virtually ceases when the verdict is reached and does not extend to the 
sentencing aspect. 

1042. Representatives of the Police Depanment, on the other hand, 
emphasised the importance oi ensuring that all ir:formation put before the 
courts, including that contained in probation reports, should be accurate. 
For some personal history, the probation officer has to rely ori the 
defendant hin1self, with litde or no oppo:tunity for verification. Just as it 
~.vould be l.1nthinkable for the court to rec,eive evidence from one partv 
vvhich was ;1.ot disclosed to the other side, 'Tiaterial relevant to sente;cing 
should be avail.able t•J the prosecutim1 as well 2:s to the defence, 
uarticularlv if n1aking it ava~ilable ·t,NSS basicallv for the rrurnose 0£ 
J. • ,. • , • ~ \ • , ; r r 
1ernymg lhe ,nto:rrn.at1011 supphea, 

104 .. 3. \A/bile it rr1ay be true that in one sense fhc polic~e have no direct 
concerr1 vvith. the qu21_ntu.n:1 of sentence im.posed) tl1e positicn luis changed 
in recent yea.rs sin_():'.. the c:ro\1Vn.'s right o{ app-eaJ. against a. se~(i·tence c~A/aS 

intrnduce::L Tlws,; responsible: fm ckciding vvhether to lodge a,1 appe2.l 
1,vo1ild need to k.no-vv deta:Us -v,;hicb led tc.1 the sentence in1posed:. inclucEng 
n12.teri21J i:n t.he proI=iation report. It n1ighc also b-e judged desirable that the 
~JoEce officer i:1 char.ze of a case should understand the reasc,r:s for tb .. e 
;;entc:r1-ce imposed by--the court 



1044. We were told that no difficulty has been experienced in the 
Suprerne Court, as the practice has been to make a copy of the probation 
report available to the Crown prosecutor. One proposal that application 
could be made by the police to the court in respect of any particular 
report, and a suggestion that judges and magistrates should be alerted to 
the need for hearing oral evidence when material in the probation officer's 
report was alleged-to be inaccurate both rather beg th-e question, as the 
need to peruse a particular report or to call evidence would not be 
2pparent until the exi.stence of the su.spect information became known. 
Sometimes it may be irnpossible for a probation officer to verify some of 
the defendant's story, even if more time vvere available. 

1045. When District Court judges conduct jury trials, wre assume that 
the practice of giving Crovvn prosecutors the opportunity to peruse 
probation rnports will continue. There would be some inconsistency in 
practice within the District Courts if a similar system were not adopted in 
summary trials. On occasions, when a plea of guilty has been entered 
there may be a dispute over some of the facts. In such cases it would, of 
course, be quite normal to resolve the matter by sworn evidence. 

104:6. Vvhile this matter is not strictly within our terrns of reference, we 
have set out some of the salient points. VVe do not consider that we are 
called upon to make a specific recommendation; indeed, members of the 
Commission have divided views. The majority, while trusting that the 
police would not abuse any information obtained by them, believe that if 
the probation report was known to be available to the police, this must 
affect willingness of the accused to give information to the probation 
officer. The majority see no objection to the report going to counsel, but so 
long as the police remain the prosecuting authority in the District Courts 
it is considered preferable for them not to have access to probation 
reports, except where leave is granted by the court. However, we all hold 
the view that probation reports given to counsel for perusal in court 
should be returned to the probation officer at the conclusion of the 
proceedings. 

Diven;ion 
104 7. Diversion uses the threat or possibility of conviction for a criminal 

offence to encourage an accused to agree to do something: he may 
participate in a rehabilitation progra.mme designed to change hi~ 
behaviour, or he may simpiy agree to n1ake restitution to his victim. 
Diversion occurs after charges are laid and i,s therefore distinguishable 
from traditional police screening. It is iw10ked as an alternative to trial 
and a judicial finding of guilt, and is different frorn non-custodial 
sentencing. It involves "· discretionary decision en the part of an official in 
the criminal justice system that there is a more appropriate vvay to deal 
with the particular defendant than to prosecute him. '"Endedying 
diversirJn is ar:i. attitude of restraint in the use of th,':: crin1inaJ lavv , .. 1~he 
princi:Jle of restraint dictates thB.i: an onus be plJ_ced or::. oficials to show 
v~rb:X'c, c?e,.n~xt m 1~rre ~,e·~ere s·~ep s,hcndd be taken.'~* 

l u4tL J..t ;_s clanned that chvers1on: 

(a) prevents excessive prc,,secutions; 
Cb) 21.,'voids the ,s, dgn1a (:if conviction yet, unEke :screening, 1n1pos~s a 

positive 2.ndl con.structivc ol:";ligation 01.1 the oife:nder; 

*"Div1c:rsion'\ La,v I::..eforrn Corm.~.-:i.fo.2ion of CaD.ada, 1./'/or.king Paper :>:o. 7) 1975. 
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( c) avoids the necessity of formal proceedings, so that resources which 
otherwise would be used to process individuals through the criminal 
justice system are saved or deployed elsewhere (some programmes 
do, however, provide for court supervision; the court must consent 
to the individual being diverted and to charges being dropped after 
successful completion of the programme); 

( d) allows treatment of offenders that would be difficult or impossible as 
sentencing alternatives; 

(e) avoids delay that would otherwise result in the whole process taking 
an offender through overloaded courts; 

(f) encourages community participation through community treatment 
programmes, whereby lay people assess, counsel, and supervise 
those diverted. 

1049. Because diversion programmes were claimed to effect a 
significant saving in court resources and to reduce the caseload of the 
courts, we heard submissions on the topic. We also undertook preliminary 
research on the efficacy of diversion programmes overseas. While we do 
not propose to make a recommendation on this topic, we will outline some 
of the conclusions we have tentatively reached in our necessarily 
superlicial.,examination of this complex area of penology. 

1050. The initial enthusiasm which greeted diversion (a concept usually 
attributed to the President's Commission. on Law Enforcement and the 
Administration of Justice (U.S.A. 1967) has since been tempered with 
caution. Coupled with a growing scepticism over the efficacy of existing 
rehabilitative measures, a school of opinion that diversion programmes 
are failing to produce the benefits claimed for them, and indeed may be 
positively counter productive, has emerged. On the other hand, there is an 
impressive body of opinion supporting the idea. 'Ne are not aware of any 
empirical study which conclusively supports or denies the advantages of 
diversion over traditional sentencing. 

1051. Opponents of diversion say that it: 

(a) encourages over-criminalisation and the use of criminal sanctions to 
deal with social problems; 

(b) imposes involuntary sanctions without a judicial finding of guilt; 
(c) does not effect an overall saving in the totality of criminal justice 

expenditure, and is not cheaper than court processing because the 
majority of divertees (those who would be convicted if they were 
prosecuted) would receive a non-custodial sentence; furthermore, 
diversion programmes include many people who would otherwise 
have been screened out of the system. 

(d) The alleged flexibility of diversion programmes is an argument for a 
greater number of sentencing alternatives, not a reason for their 
avoidance. 

( e) Case backlogs are better cured by allocating more resources to the 
courts rather than substituting an administrative process for the 
J·udicial function. 

1052. Critics of diversion also suggest that the theory itself is inherently ~ 
dangerous. One of the bulwarks of liberty in a free society is the limitation 
which the requirement of an impartial adjudication of culpability places 
upon the power of the State. It is said that where the availability of 
prosecution is substituted for the fact of conviction as the basis for 
punishment, that principle is violated. Founded on the ideal of 
rehabilitation, the rationale for diversion assumes that human behaviour 
has identifiabie causes thus making possible the scientific control of 
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deviant bc]nzr~,/lour .an.d that, there:fore, the·crirnina.l process sb.ould serve a 
therapeutic rather th,tn pu.nitive function · 

105'3. h is. cleax;, co. U['., that. divernfo_n schemes must he kept. uHde~ 
cc.esta.nt rev1e1/l. 1 t1e 1rnocm.at1or1 nrov1ded t() tts rhat ncrs-ons d1-:JeTten 
have a lower :to.te of rt:··ec,ffending "than person~ who paso through the 
ttaditiunal criminal j11stice systern !s inconclusive. VVe are mindful o+ the 
camion expressed by th:~ Secretary for Ji;.stice when he 38.id: 

... hasty adventi.:.:re~ into reforms nf th:s nature can have long 
standing and far reaching elf:ects. VVhile thei.se are a number of 
schemes involving diversion at various stages ::n the crin1inai justice 
process in operation elsewhere a care:fol as8essment oi the procedures 
followed including- saf.:::guards would be necessarv before anv suc!1 
schen:1e ,co~ld be '1ornmlatec1 for applicacion here'. · 

However, as the statistics reproduced in Part II of this report so vividly 
demonstrate, the steadily growing use of penal sanctions to eifcct 
corn.pliance with social po1icie3 has resulted in a tremendous burden on 
rhe courts. Diversion schemes, and other developments overseas, have 
occurred in response to a similar situation. Whatever the merits of 
diversion, debate concerning its efficacy should not be allowed to obscure 
the fundamental problem. h has been said that if the trend towards the 
increasing use of the r:riminal law to deal with social problems continues 
unabated, it will result (if this has not already occurred) in the criminal 
justice system besoming debased, and its ability to deal with serious crime 
debilitated. We consider that two aspects of diver2ion particularly 
warrant closer scrutiny. Greater discretion ve,,ted in the prosecuting 
authorities as to whether or not to lay charges, with appropriate 
safeguards (including perhaps a prosecution department totally 
i,1dependent of law enforcement agencies), may be desirable to screen out 
c2tses before they come to court. But the extent to which it is acceptable to 
grant a concurrent pov,1er to require reciprocal undertakings from the 
alleged offenders, without a judicial fa1ding of guilt, is open to question. 
'/1/ e record that in another part of this report we have suggested that 
courts call upon community organisations, such as the New Zealand 
Ivbori Council, to assist in a.pplying corrective a.nd rehabilitative 
111,sasures for minar and first offenders. The notion of requiring an offender 
t~, comp_ensate his victi_m ,~ts an alrernative to pro_secut_io

0
n may, ~t ~ir:,t 

glance, have some ment. :,chemes for amalgamatmg cH1l :::.nd cnrnmal 
actions arising from the same factual sitm,tion also deserve close a.ttention 
(paragraph 1018). Although the latre,0 suggestion raises problems because 
of rhe differir:g stand,uds of proof in civil and crir::1inal ca8e.s and because 
of tl1e contc·ib'.ltory negligence aspe,:t, further study rnay vvell estabHsh a 
significant number of cases v,rheri:' problerri5 of this nzture can be 
,w,~rcorr,e. Implicit in sud, ~chemes i.s the 2,cceptance of the rriminal lav.r 
as the appropriate 0cne2,ns cf controHing soci,?Jly deviant behaviour. It r,iay 
v1ell , be 

1 
th3..t in __ rnany c~:rea~ 2\ rnore :rigrffDUS an(~ ra~lical approac~ is 

:·eqmre?., e~n:l rhat w,: should De s:ekmg to res
0
?c,m tile heavy 

0
J-iand of 

regulation E11avour oJ 1nore persuasnn.:'. systero.:J ot 1nducerr1e:)t ann re\h/ard 
( the ~:arrot, and net the stic.k). Su.ch qnestior.s lie 01.1tBid-t: (h.e ·cern1s of 
re:ferenc:e of this C~orrnnissi.-c,r:!., but v·1e :(rel bour1d to alJ:ade to, thcrn~ r:..ot 
only to r-ecord our apprec-iat.i_on to those ~.vho rnade subrn.issions on the 
topic of diversion, but also tu un.derline our :~.c!ncer_n o~ve.r ir~creasing 
reccarse to the crimiaal lav, to eHect d1anges m social IJe~,av:our. 
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Recommendation 
The development of diversion schemes overseas should be kept under 

review and the suitability for New Zealand assessed. 

Imprisonment for Debt 
1054. Our attention was drawn to the provisions of the Imprisonment 

for Debt Limitation Act 1908. We were told the judgment summons 
procedure under that Act was intended to be superseded by summary 
instalment orders under the Insolvency Act 1967, but that the 
imprisonment procedure is still preferred. We understand a substantial 
period of judicial time could be freed if imprisonment for debt were 
abolished. To that limited extent, it falls within our terms of reference. 

1055. Imprisonment as a sanction for unpaid accounts is an outmoded 
concept, especially in a society which encourages credit sales. We 
understand that imprisonment for debt was abolished in England by the 
Administration of Justice Act 1950, and that in Scotland, abolition took 
place long before that. 

1056. If enforcement of judgments were to be made by summary 
instalment orders, or by orders attaching earnings without the threat of 
imprisonment, examination of debtors as to means could be carried out by 
registrars, as is now done in the fines enforcement procedure. There may 
well be a need to retain some final sanction against· the contumacious 
debtor or the person who defies a court order requiring payment by 
instalments, or in some other manner. We think it is more appropriate, 
however, that such needs should be met by periodic detention or a similar 
type of punishment, rather than imprisonment. This would maintain the 
debtor's earnings during the week, and therefore his capacity to pay the 
debt. He would also contribute to the welfare of the community while 
receiving his punishment, rather than spend the time in prison at the 
expense of the taxpayer. 

Recommendation 
The prov1s10ns of the Imprisonment for Debt Limitation Act 1908 

should be amended to provide for periodic detention as an alternatiye to 
imprisonment. 

Children Remanded in Custody 
1057. The Commission received a number of submissions regarding the 

detention of children in adult jails, while on remand awaiting trials. 
Although we did not conduct an inquiry into the circumstances of specific 
examples reported to us, we agree that, wherever possible, young people 
should not be remanded to adult jails. It may be pertinent to note, 
however, that some of those who . complained about this matter in 
Auckland also informed us that it was not unknown for youthful offenders 
to state they were 17 years of age so that they would be remanded to Mt. 
Eden prison: one reason given was that smoking was permitted there. 

1058. We observe that with the trend towards young persons appearing 
before our courts at a lower age level, it is important that if they have to be 
remanded in custody, those responsible should ensure they are kept 
separate from adult prisoners to the fullest extent possible. If that entails 
the building of secure premises specially for this age group then we 
consider it should be done. 
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Recommendai:ions 
I. vVherever possible, young people should not 

jails. 
2. If they have to be rernandecl in custody, chose responsible shmild 

ensvre they are kept separate from adult prisoners to the iullest possible 
extent. 

3. Secure remand facilities for this age group should be provided 
wherever practicable. 

Order of Precedence 
1059. We record what Sir Richard Wild said on the Order of 

Precedence: 
There are from time to time· some signs that the executive 
governmenJ plays down the role of the Courts and the position of the 
Judges. A striking example of this, deplored by many others in the 
community apart from the Judges themselves, was the action of the 
Prime Minister at the time in publishing a new Order of Precedence 
on 9 January 1974 w-hich places the Judges below ordinary Members 
of Parliament. This was a reversal of the relative positions of the two 
groups as they had stood ever since an Order of Precedence was first 
established in New Zealand at the beginning of the century and it 
was all the worse because it changed the basis on which all the Judges 
had been appointed. In both Australia and Canada the Judges rank 
several places higher than l\tiembers of Parliament. In the United 
Kingdom, where the whole system began, Members of the House of 
Commons have no place at all on the Order of Precedence. This New 
Zealand demotion of their official status has been a matter of very 
deep concern to the Judges as being entirely contrary to established 
constitutional principle and practice and as amounting to a public 
downgrading of the Judiciary. It should be put right. 

Tall.ngihanga 
1060. The submissions of the New Zealand Maori Council made 

reference to the duties of a coroner and to the difficulties sometimes 
experienced, particularly over weekends, in having bodies released for the 
formal observance of tangihanga. This matter was referred to the 
Secretary for Justice, and we have subsequently been advised that the 
IVIinister of Justice has authorised the department to establish a working 
committee to look into the matter. V1Je understand that the department 
expects to hold an inaugural meeting within a short time of publication of 
this report. 

The Regions 
1061. We have earlier recommended that the country be divided into 

four regions for administrative purposes. Vve think that control should be 
exercised from Auckland, Hamilton, \Vellington, and Christchurch. Each 
of the areas has its problems in varying degrees. 

1062. Auckland Comprehensive submissions were received from the 
senior judge, the Auckland magistrates, the Auckland District Law 
Society, and several individuals. They all drew attention to the vvorkload 
of the Auckland courts. In practically every field of court work there have 
been significant increases. In broad terms, at the time we saw the senior 
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judge, Supreme Court judge alone actions and criminal trials had doubled 
in numbers, and defended matrimonial motions had increased by 65% 
over a period from the end of February 1976 to the end of June 1977. 
Another analysis demonstrated that Auckland had half of the total of civil 
jury actions, judge alone actions, defended matrimonial motions, and 
criminal jury trials awaiting hearing throughout New Zealand. 

1063. It is apparent that there are insufficient judges at present to clear 
the work in the area serviced by the Auckland Supreme Court. It is an 
area of rapid growth with the largest concentration of commerce, 
industry, and shipping in Ne,.v Zealand. It also has a greater mixture of 
people, producing their own particular problems. Taking the Auckland 
area as that from Pukekohe in the south to \A/arkworth in the north, a 
district controlled by the Auckland Regional Authority, figures supplied 
by that authority show the population for the region in 1956 as 438 898 
and for 1976 as 796 133, an 80%, increase" Using the New Zealand Year 
Book, it is observed that the growth rate of all New Zealand over the 
period March 1956 to December 1975 was 44.7%, compared with the 
80% rate for the Auckland region. In fact, one quarter of our country's 
population lives in the Auckland region. That there have been insufficient 
judges available to sit in Auckland appears from a surnmary taken from 
the weekly returns which the registrar of the court forwards to the Chief 
Justice. For the 45 weeks in which the Supreme Court sits each year, the 
average figures for availability of judges are as follows: 

1974 ............ 5.3 
1975 ............ 6.5 
1976 ............ 5.5 
1977 ............ 6.5 

The figures are affected by circuit work, sabbatical leave, sickness, and the 
necessity to write reserved judgments. Although not exclusively, the 
Auckland judges customarily service vVhangarei, Hamilton, Rotorua, and 
Gisborne. The growth in criminal trials has occurred mainly since the end 
of 1974. That growth particularly affects Auckland. 

1064. The Government has recognised the Auckland problem by 
appointing additional judges to Auckland in 1976 and 1977. We think 
there is a need for further appointments to this area as the backlog of work 
remains at a very high level. 

1065: Administration in the Auckland Supreme Court cannot be an 
easy matter. The courts are situated in three buildings, one of which is 
separated from the others by quite a considerable distance. i/1/ e have 
inspected tlle courts. Some of the converted courts suffer from their small 
size and the disturbing traffic noise, with difficulties for counsel in access 
to law reports. 

1066. Hamilton Detailed and thoughtful submissions were presented 
by the Hamilton District Law Society on many of the matters covered by 
our terms of reference. The Hamilton District Law Society's area 
embraces the vVaikato, King Country, Taupo, Rotorua, and most, but nm 
all, of the Hauraki Plains. The present population of Hamilton city is 
approximately 90 000. It is predicted to reach 100 000 by 1980 and 
200 000 by the year 2000.* Hamilton can be described as the major inland 
city in New Zealand. It has an extensive and growing commercial and 
industrial life. We were given details of a number o:f substantial public 

*Hamilton Area Study Report, May 1972, Hamilton City Comprehensive Development 
Plan 1974. 
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companies that have thdt" head offices in Hamiltor1 city: it is also a focc>J 
pc,in1: for government administration in the central North Island, 110 t cm(~ 
vvith terrltorial local bodies, hut others such as the 1Naikai'.o ·vane~ 
Authority operating out of Hamilton. But this development is not purely 
confined to Hamiltoo.. Rotorua i~ also 11 major commercial, induscrial, and 
local government centre. It has witbin its court district the major 
coinmercial ::nterprises of New Zealand Forest Products at Kinleith and 
Tasman Pulp 3.nd Paper Company at Kawerau. 

1067. Using demographic material from the Development Plan we have 
referred to, and the 1970 Year Book, and making adjustrn.ents up ta April 
1977, the Hamilton District Law Society estimated that the population of 
i:he Society's district was 280 000 at that time. Nearly 300 practising 
certificates were issued to lawyers in the Society's district for the year 
eHded 31 December 1976. The Development Plan points out that a 
striking feature of the population structun, of Hamilton city is its 
y0uthfulness. It was contended that the same characteristic could well 
apply to Rotoma and srnaller centres such as Tokoroa. This characteristic 
rn.ay have some significance, not only in the burden of Magisrrates' 
Courts' work, rnore particularly in the traffic prosecutions and 
h1atrimonial cases, but is a feature that may distinguish the Hamilton 
district from the Dunedin district. Roto,..ua, like Hamilton city, has a 
Supreme Court registry. 

1068. The senior judge in Auckland analysed the workload in Hamilton 
for the period February 1976 to June 1977. Having seen chose figun:s, it is 
clear to us that Hamilton has a large backlog of judge alone cases in the 
Supreme Co'..lrt. It was submitted by the Hamilton District Law Society 
thctl the delays, dissatisfaction, and increased costs resulting from the 
unsatisfactory aspects of the present system can be no longer acceptable. 
It was demonstrated, for example, th2.t masc of ;:he 11otorua Supreme 
Court si.'.~ing time is occupied by criminal cases. Tl1e Society reported to 
the C:ommission in detail m, rer::ent fixture ,experiences giving specific 
examples. '\Ne do not intend to cite any or tbe examples, but they are 
illustrative of the frustrations rhat the public and the legal profession have 
lw.d to endure in H,an1lton. Figures produced comparing tlie posiLion in 
Roton12. ar..d Hamilton oi matters set down with matters heard in other 
centres,_ demonstrate rhat both these centres s1-1Her severely i.n the 
comparison. 

1069. The Ho.milwn District Lavi Society submitted i:here should be 
two re5ident judges stati,'.)ned in Hamilto;1, &ervicing Gisborne, NeN 
Plymouth, ,tnd Rotorua as circuic tm,vns. The tota1 sitcing d2,ys for 
qi3borne, Ne"v Plymouth, Rotoruo,, and Hamilton in 1976 1Nere 260 . .5, 
corn pared ~.vith the l'le·"'.r Zealand Supren1e (Jourt tcrtaJ of 2632.7.5. In other 
words, thosr~ four areas occ;,,pied about 10°/o of die si(ti:,g time, bw: it 
1,:1u~t be _emphasised that i;1 the c2cse ?f Ro~ori;_? ar,d Hamilton, the a~tual 
s1ttmg time was sub:stantially less tnan tne time th:Jtt would have been 
required to dispose of the business. VVe consider that a proper fonure 
system, the method of dealing with interlocutory o.1Jplications, and geneial 
ef:liciency in adn1inistrai:ion, operate better ,vh1~re there are resident 
judges. 'Ne ,vould therefore recommrnd that the Chief Justice gives 
consideration to sts:t.ioning t\VO resid-er!t ju.dges in Jiarn_ilton to serve th.at 
centre toge,her with Rotorua, Gisborne, and 1,;few Plymouth. ln saying 
this, we understand there are uossible tr2.nsport dif±iculties betv.reen 
Hamilton ,md two of che oth'.er centres, b~1t we; are making our 
recorrimendations to cover a period 1nany years ahead. 
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1070. Court buildings in Hamilton and Rotorua Vve were informed that in 
1970, the Department of Justice recognised the need for a substantial 
addition to the Hamilton court facilities, and the planning of an additional 
court building was commenced. In 1972, on the understanding that the 
ne1,v court block would be available -within four to five yearn, the Law 
Society moved its libr&ry and offices into a temporary buiiding erected to 
the rear of the courthouse. [ r seems this building is now inadequate and is 
also unsafe for the storage oi va.luabli:: books. 1Ne bave, however, been 
informed that the Government has authorised preparation of working· 
drawings for the nevv court block. Senior counsel appearing for the 
Han1ilton District Law Society strongly criticised the facilities for che 
public and tbe court staff. V\/e were told that rm,ny of the more promising 
staff 1nen1.bers have resigned. 1.t\, ccnnparison lvas rira.:vvn bet1Neen the 
paucity of the facilities madt available for th,: adrninistration of justice 
and the large, luxurious, and continuall.y expanding buildings beirig 
erected at the site of the V{ aikato Hospital, in duding an up-ro-date 
medical library which we •11ere told v,as financed by the taxpayeL 

1071. This Commission is conscious tha c many of our suggestions for 
reform wiE require an improved vote for the Department of Justice. 

1072 The Rotorua courthouse, opened in 1973, services a very bus;r 
area. "We consider that the building is already too small and Supreme 
Court sitting time allotted is inadequate. The Supreme Court sits for 
about 100 days ia Rotorua" On those days there is only one courtroom 
available for the two magistrates. 

1073. Wellington ~o submissions were direcdy made concerning the 
courts generally serviced by the VVellington judges and magistrates, other 
than a submission from a group of Lower Hutt practitior,ers. Over recent 
years it appears that the "Wellington judges have not had a great backlog 
in the ,NelEngton Supreme Court bat this yea.r there has been an increase 
in the number oi judge alone actiom awaiting hearing. The group of 
Lower Hutt practirioners mentioned there is no accommodation for 
prisoners in the upstairs courtroom other than a small cage in a recess at 
the top of the stairs. 1Vhen the dmy solicitor wishes to speak to a person in 
custody, he must speak through the grille in the presence of a police 
officer. There are complaints that the sound-proofing of the family court is 
inadequate; that it is often intolerably hot; and comments of people 
outside the courtroom can be heard in court. It was suggested that the 
Supreme Court should sit in a Lower Hutt court on a regular basis dealing 
with banco matters and undefended divorceso Our proposals for a Family 
Co1Jirt should assist. 

1074. The Wellington Magistr:cotcs' Court has recently undergone 
considerable renovations. The Commission was generally impressed with 
the standard of the ne,v work. However, although there have been 

"proposals and scn1e plans prepared for 2, new Supr,~me Cot,.rt complex, no 
doubt because of the economic situation, .little progress has been 1Y1.ade 
with them. Renovations 'Nhich comrnenced in the VI/ ellington Supreme 
Court stopped midstream because of lack of finance, leaving, at lea.SI 
len1porarily, a most unsatisfactory situation in a number or respects. The 
Commission has ~nspected the, S1;1preme. C,ourt prem_ises. Ir, out· op}nion, 
many aspects of the accomrncaa1:10n for Jrn:iges, associates, coun star£, and 
the public are inadequate. 

107.'i. Christdrnrch We have already referred i'1 paragraph B96 to the 
need for up-grading court buildings. Submissions frorn the Canterbury 
Discrict Lnv Society emphasised the seriotrs eHect which im.dequate 
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buildings have on the administration of justice in Christchurch, especially 
for the lVfagistrate's Court. It was acknowledged that work had begun on 
a major building programme which will eventually replace the present 
court premises. V'Ve saw the nev; administration block, under 
construction, and the Supreme Court, which sits in the converted art 
gallery. Although the courtrooms in the converted art gallery are 
generally adequate for the present, the facilities appurtenant to them are 
not. It is very clear to us that Christchurch needs its new court complex to 
be constructed as soon as possible. 

1076. The ~VIagistrate's Court consists of a main block with three 
courtrooms and magistrates' chambers. In the Provincial Council 
Chambers there are three further eourtrooms and magistrates' chambers. 
Pan of a nearby church ·was also used temporarily as a courtroom, 
primarily for the Children and Young Persons Court: that room is no 
longer available. The Canterbury District Law Society described the 
]\,fagistrate's Court facilities as deplorable. Notwithstanding their 
historical interest, it is clear that the old council charnbers and adjacent 
buildings are unsuitable as courts. The stone walls and floors, inadequate 
seating, heating, and toilet facilities, and lack of interview rooms for 
solicitors and their clients, contribute little to the administration of justice. 
\Ale are, however, pleased to record that certain improvements have been 
effected since our visit in 1977, Considerable relief has been given to the 
Supreme Court staff and some of the Magistrate's Court staff by 
completion of part of the administration block; but while the building 
programme proceeds, alternative court accommodation must be 
arranged. ·we suggest that if the Family Court, which we have proposed, 
is moved to other premises, this rnay temporarily relieve some of the 
pressure on present court facilities: it appears, however, that other 
measures may also be required. 

1077. Timaru The general tenor of submissions from the South 
Canterbury Law Society was to the effect that the 50 000 people in the 
South Canterbury area were well served by the courts. However, the 
Societv referred to the inadequacy of the courthouse at Timam. This 
buildi;1g, which is now 100 years old, has a rather stark, unimpressive 
interior which gives a poor image of the law. The Society informed us that 
the Department of Justice has for several years promised to look into the 
matter. Vve understand that the Supreme Court and the Ma.gistrate's 
Court use the sam,e courtroom aithough there is another pleasantly 
furnished small.er room which is used as 2. domestic court. Under present 
arrangements it is usual for the magistrate to be av.ray on circuit or sitting 
in the domestic court v:hile the Supreme Court sits in Timaru. Our 
proposals should reduce the number of sitting days for the High Court in 
T'imaru. Vie do not envisage any congestion in the use of courtrooms by 
the ]]istrict Court and Fa1ni1y Cou.rt in th.e in1rnediate future, 

1071:l. Dunedin In submissions made to the Commission in 1977, the 
Ota····o District T '1'V ,;_,.-,,,,i<>,v qjrec<q,,rl 'fl<" probl 0 ms ,,,,i,,;,,.b ktd aris,Qn ci·,1,-= -~·. IS~- ·--- .' ~--.if ~-...... J~~--.....,-,r ''··· :~1'···-..,,_~ '","" '/_ - _·"-' ;~:•-~.L"-' --·-. (. ·- ··- '~ .. "' l,,_,':' 
LJu.nedn1,ceasect !c nav: a re~1 1~ent rud.ge. I_,.1: 19_.iU:, the old estabhs_h~~d 
system of quarterly sess10ns ol rhe c,o:-1n: wz..s replaced by e,ght 
fortnightly sittingt~ in each year. i\t the tiine, the Chief J1J.stice ar1nou1Jced 
i':hat DunecL;n vvotd.d Ilenceforth be E:es;.~'ved. by lud.gt:s tra·velling on cirt::uit 
fror11 other centr-t:s . ...;./t./ellir19,·ton and C'.hrist~b-~1rch J:udges h2,"'._,;t; r:eFulariy 

~ -- u 

pTeside,:::'il i1-:i. I)uneflir1; h2t'"v·e ccc:.::tsiona.ll~( be1::n supplen1ented by judg-es 
fcon1 1.~uck.land. 
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1079. Problems which followed the change of system were described by 
the Society. These included delays in obtaining fixtures, undue pressure in 
the conduct of cases caused by limited time available, cases having to be 
left part-heard, delays in delivery of reserved decisions, and difficulty in 
having urgent matters considered. These issues had previously been 
raised with the Chief Justice, successive Ministers of Justice, and others, 
but the backlog of cases has continued to grow, and although efforts have 
been made to arrange extra sittings, these have not operated satisfactorily. 
Representations were made by the District Law Society for an additional 
four weeks' sitting time for 1977: there was difficulty in meeting this 
request due to pressure on judges in other areas. 

1080. The Society acknowledged that because the loss of Dunedin's 
resident judge had popularly been regarded as a loss of status for the city 
and province, and for the profession, there had been a tendency to blame 
this change for the difficulties which had arisen rather than the abolition 
of the quarterly sessions and the increase in defended criminal jury trials. 
The Society said to us it was convinced that the answer did not lie in 
putting the clock back, but in ensuring that the system introduce·d in 1970 
was improved to cope with the demands made of it. The Society 
acknowledged that not having a resident judge had led to "the benefit 
which the profession had experienced in having a variety of Judges 
presiding over the Court rather than the comparatively stultifying effect of 
appearing before the same Judge session after session, however admirable 
that Judge may have been and, happily, usually was". It was further 
stated that " ... to the extent that the existence of a well-trained and 
stimulated Bar must be of benefit to the populace whom it serves, the 
introduction of the circuit system can be said to have been a success". 
Submissions from the Otago Branch of the New Zealand Legal 
Association referred to the "overwhelming concern ... in Dunedin with 
regard to ready list matters in the Supreme Court" which was attributed 
to the lack of judges and judge sitting time in Dunedin. 

1081. When the Chief Justice indicated recently that he intended to 
improve the administration of the Supreme Court by establishing four 
regions centred in Auckland, Hamilton, Wellington, and Christchurch, 
the Otago District Law Society sought, and was granted, permission to 
file further submissions in a memorandum to us. The Society expressed 
concern at the proposal that Dunedin would form part of a circuit 
administered from Christchurch. It stated that this was not merely a 
parochial objection, but arose from a fear that, despite good intentions, 
irresistible pressures would arise for Dunedin matters to be dealt with in 
Christchurch out of expediency. It was submitted that this tendency 
would slowly but surely erode the strength of the Dunedin Bar. The 
Society now considers that one, preferably two, judges should be stationed 
in Dunedin to take their part in the circuit roster along with the 
Christchurch-based judges. The Society considers that it is unjust and 
contrary to the public interest that Dunedin and Otago should not have a 
judge or judges based there as part of the circuit system, if Christchurch is 
to have judges stationed there. The following were said to be among the 
arguments which supported that point of view: 

(a) Dunedin has been a place of residence for judges for at least as long 
as Christchurch; 

(b) one tenth of the population of New Zealand lives south of the 
Waitaki River; 
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(c) 300 000 people live in Otago and Southland,. compan:1:d '.with 
455 000 m Canterbury and the West Coast; · . "' 

( d) 6000 files ( of all kinds) originated in the Supreme Court registries of 
Otago and Southland last year, compared with 10 250 in the 
registries of Canterbury and Westland; 

(e) Otago University has the only law school in the country which is not 
situated in a Supreme Court centre with judges resideht; 

(f) the Dunedin court has excellent chambers which at present lie idle 
for most of the year; 

(g) Dunedin should retain its strength in all tiers of the court structure 
after introduction of whatever changes are recommended by the 
Royal Commission. 

Delays in obtaining fixtures, pressures to complete cases, delays in the 
delivery of reserved judgments, and cases having to be adjourned part
heard are • symptomatic of one of the basic problems which this 
Commission was asked to investigate, namely, how to deal with grossly 
excessive workloads in our courts. It is probably cold comfort to Dunedin 
to be told that the problem is not limited to any one area. 

1082. In recommending that two judges should be permanently 
resident in Hamilton, we recognise the suggestion for an equivalent 
establishment in Dunedin, but in our opinion, the two situations are not 
comparable. The circuit suggested for Hamilton has a present population 
as follows: 

Hamilton Law Society District 
Gisborne City ... 
Taranaki (including New Plymouth, Hawera, 

InglewoodP Stratford, Waitara) 

Total 

280 000 
32 000 

65 000 

377 000 

According to the 1976 Census, the population of Otago and Southland 
was 297 807. In 1976 the number of sitting days for criminal jury cases for 
Hamilton, Rotorua, New Plymouth, and Gisborne was 96 compared with 
55 for Dunedin, Invercargill, and Timaru. For the same year, the total 
sitting days for the Otago and Southland area were 125, compared with 
260.5 for the proposed Hamilton circuit. In addition the evidence satisfies 
us that Hamilton has a growing backlog of judge alone cases. Besides 
these statistical comparisons, it is claimed that it is undesirable to have 
only one judge in residence in a city. We consider regular association with 
one another must improve the quality of work done by judges, who should 
not be required to remain for long periods in isolation. At present, 
Dunedin Supreme Court has 16 sitting weeks a year, but even if that 
allocation was increased, as requested, to 20 weeks, it would mean that for 
a resident judge to be properly occupied, he would need to be on circuit 
for more than half his time: this, in our opinion, is too demanding a 
programme for a judge. We think any decision on whether a resident 
judge, or judges, for Dunedin is desirable should be delayed until a 
reasonable time has elapsed to assess the effect of our proposals for 
relieving the High Court of a substantial part of its present work. 

1083. For these reasons, we consider Hamilton has a case for resident 
judges but Dunedin at present has not. We are conscious of the 
independent and traditional background which has prompted the Otago 
District Law Society to re-open this issue, but we consider it would be 
premature to support the proposal. We suggest the Judicial Commission 
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should keep the issue cf a rtside:1,'. judge, or judges, for Denedia undeT 
regular apprai_saL 

l. Tl1ere shciuld be an irnn1edia te increase in the es tabHsh.1nen t of the 
High'"}::::our:, jui~ges <;t Auckfa_n~. . _ -, . 

2. 1 he circmt re,non contro1led fror:.1 the High Court at Ham1lton 
should comprise th~ areas at pn:sr~nt served by 0the Supreme Co11Tls of 
H2imilton, Romrua, :r'-Je•.v Plymouth, and Gi:,o·orne. Tt;ere should be two 
rcsid~~1t High Comt jud,ge~: i1; Hamilmn for ~his ?urpose: , 

3. Ihe Department 01 Justice should consider mcreasmg tbe cot,rt 
fac~ilities at the I{otorua courthouse. 

4·. Until the new court complex at Christchurch is completed, adequate 
alterm,tive accomn1odation should be arranged. 

5. The Judicial Commi8sion should keep the issue ;::,f z, resident judge, or 
judges, £or Dunedin Dnder regular appraisal. 
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ADDENDUM OF J. H. WALLACE, Q.c. 

The views which follow are my own, although I believe they are tb a'.' 
large extent shared by other members of the Commission. There is not, 
however, unanimity concerning some of the matters to which I refer, and 
it is therefore preferable for me to express my views on an individual basis. 

1. The Role of Laymen in our Courts 
The need for greater public involvement In the complex society in 

which we now live, it is of great importance to maintain public confidence 
in the courts and the legal system. In our country, as in others, there are 
indications of some disillusionment with the judicial process and there is 
no longer an unquestioning acceptance of the role of the courts. This is in 
part due to a· misunderstanding of the role played by the courts in 
protecting freedom under the law. If the courts cease to be recognised as 
the protectors of individual liberties, or come to be regarded as the 
preserve of the privileged or powerful, this would indeed be dangerous for 
us all. Once disrespect for the courts leads to disregard of their role, we 
will lose our protection under the law and ultimately our liberty. In the 
times that lie ahead, as we grapple with the problems inherent in modern 
societies, I foresee increasing difficulty in maintaining respect for the law 
unless strenuous efforts are made to show our citizens, both during their 
formal education, and even more importantly, in later life, the true role 
played by the courts. Likewise, law must be taught in schools and 
universities in a way which demonstrates its relevance and value to our 
society. 

It is also important to remember the role of the courts in relation to 
constitutional issues. Having no written constitution, care is needed to 
ensure that we do not move from a society founded on legal control 
stemming from laws passed by Parliament, to a society controlled 
administratively under wide discretionary powers given to ministers or 
government officials who are not themselves subject to adequate control 
by either the courts or Parliament. This -problem, which is by no means 
unique to New Zealand, has arisen not as the result of any evil intent on 
the part of legislators, but by reason of the difficulties which all law 
makers face in endeavouring to devise rules under which a modern society 
can be administered satisfactorily. Vigilance is needed to strike the right 
balance so that individual liberties are protected by appropriate legal 
control. 

If we are to solve these problems, I believe that we need to make much 
more strenuous efforts to keep lay people involved in, and part of, our 
system of justice. I do not mean that there should be a move to install 
laymen in judicial positions in place of trained lawyers: to my mind, orie of 
the great advantages of our system is the trained and dispassionate 
consideration given to cases by our judges and magistrates. That I would 
wish to retain above all, since, on all the evidence known to me, persons 
without legal training do not make satisfactory judges in other than the 
most simple cases. Even then, they frequently have difficulty in exercising 
the degree of dispassionate judgment which is required. For that reason, I 
have reservations concerning the use of justices of the peace, without legal 
training or assistance from a person with such training, in the taking of 
depositions (an important safeguard in our criminal process) and in the 
hearing of the more s'erious "minor offences". 

My concern, and the need which I see as vital, is to involve laymen in 
the system so that the public may see that the law operates fairly and to 
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the advantage of the community. J;'his generally proves to be a two-way 
benefit: not only do the public see that the law is operating fairly, but also 
the public is able to make a contribution to the system in the ways which I 
shall mention. · 

The present diminution in the role played by laymen As several 
submissions to the Commission have pointed out, the role of laymen in 
our system is diminishing rapidly. The last few years have seen the virtual 
demise of the civil jury. With the abolition of personal injury litigation, it 
seems that there will be very few civil cases which will proceed before a 
jury in future. These cases will probably be limited to actions for 
defamation, false imprisonment, and the like. There appears to be a 
tendency for even these actions to be tried before a judge alone, frequently 
for good practical reasons, including cost. In addition, the vast majority of 
criminal offences are now dealt with summarily without a jury. Although 
this Commission's proposals, if adopted, will introduce criminal jury trials 
into the District Courts, it is not envisaged that this will greatly increase 
the number of criminal jury trials. Even if it does, most criminal cases will 
still be heard before a judge alone. This tendency may well increase, 
particularly if defendants are given the option of choosing .a judge ·alone 
trial in indictable cases. . . . 

Generally, therefore, the role of laymen has been, and is, steadily 
decreasing. As a result, I believe there is an increasing lack of 
understanding of the judicial process, its essential fairness, and its 
importance to individuals whether as a wa.y of determining disputes 
between citizens or prosecutions by the State against citizens. 

The future possibilities Our present Chief Justice, on the occasion of 
his swearing-in, stressed the need to preserve the rule of law. Indeed, the 
restrained and balanced approach required by the rule of law is, in my 
view, the only basis upon which we can found national unity. Many 
countries, including the United Kingdom, face a similar need, and I 
understand that when the two members of the Commission who visited 
England interviewed the President of the Commercial Court, he indicated 
his belief that the best way to counter the undermining of the rule of law is 
to encourage laf participation in the administration of justice. I believe 
that there are wide a.reas for both improvement and research in this 
regard. I do not suggest that the various matters to which I advert should 
all be explored at once. Nor need they be attempted on an irrevocable 
basis. It is arguable that in the past too much of our law reform has been 
done on i:he basis that a reform, when introduced, is irrevocable. There 
must surely be scope for trying some law reforms, either for a limited time 
(if it is important for the change to cover the whole country), or in 
particular areas (as for instance has been done with the small claims 
tribunals), or in a particular court. If then a change is successful, it can be 
continued or expanded. If it is a failure, little harm is done. In this context 
I refer t6 the following matters: · 

(a) Use of juries I acceptthe view; elsewhere expressed)that the criminal 
jury is, and has been, one or the great bulwarks of our freedom: It is true, 
however; that very little is known con:cerriing the way juries work, and it 
seems desirable to me to re-examine the way-in -which'we use juries. Thus 
it might well prove possible tb determine whether 12 jurnrs are really 
necessary in all cases. I have in mind that smaller juries woiild resuH_in 
con.siderable cost savings, and might; over• all, encourage greater use of 
juries. Obviously, in serious cases, the fact that· 12 minds have been 
brought t6 the' same view pi-ovicle's powerful supporf for the justice of a 
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conviction. On the other1iand, in less seriQus criminal cases, tlefendants 
might well be prepared to accept (at their, discretion) a smaller jury. 

In addition, in civil cases of a complex nature, the drawing of jurors at 
random has become increasingly difficult to support in the light of the 
problems inherent in such cases .. Thus, in one submission a lawyer 
suggested: 

As an example of the suggested approach to jury organisation, let us 
assume that a statement of claim alleges fraud in a prospectus. The 
intended trial judge might decide on a review of the pleadings that 
the major issues could best be understood and tested by persons with 
experience in fields such as accountancy, the executive work of 
companies, and company law. In such a case, a Court officer could 
ask the, S6ciety of Accountants, the District Law Society and the 
Cham.her of Commerce each to nominate a juror. A building dispute 
might involve expertise in construction materials, building 
technology, industrial processes, accountancy and design. In that 
case, five professional bodies might be approached for nominations. 
This approach should yield small juries. Protests by barristers should 
be limited to proposed jurors whose bias can be reasonably 
established. 

It is not suggested that the above proposal is necessarily the best or only 
one. What is required is consideration and review of the jury system in 
order to determine how juries should best be used at the present time. In 
cases not requiring 12 jurors we may be able to maintain the advantages 
of our jury system without the cost at present associated with it. 

(b) Use of assessors As an alternative to a greater use of juries, which to 
some extent runs counter to experience around the world, it may be 
practicable to consider a greater use of lay assessors. In New Zealand, this 
appears to have worked well in the Administrative Division of the 
Supreme Court, and the comments which the Commission has received 
from some judges indicate that the assessors have proved valuable. I 
believe that the presence of assessors is also valuable in maintaining 
public confidence, subject always to the proviso that the assessor must 
remember that the case is to be decided on the evidence and not on the 
assessor's personal views, if he has a particular fielc:l. of expertise: for that 
reason, I would generally wish the judge to have the right of final decision. 
Another area where the use of assessors with a particular expertise might 
increase public confidence is in commercial cases or in other cases 
involving a considerable degree of scientific or specialised knowledge. 

Again, lay assessors could be of value in criminal trials. It might well be 
possible to give persons who are charged with relatively serious crimes the 
choice of a jury trial, a judge alone trial, or trial before a judge and two 
assessors. In criminal trials, it would be of particular importance to 
determine whether the assessors were to have an equal vote with the judge 
on the issue of guilt or innocence (the assessors being in any event obliged 
to accept the judge's ruling as to the law to be applied). In cases where the 
defendant was a member of a minority group, assessors drawn from the 
same group could be of special assistance to a judge concerning cultural or 
other matters peculiar to the group. Similar considerations could apply to 
family cases. · 

It should, however, be pointed out that evidence given to the 
Commission by some overseas judges tend.ed_to throw doubt on the value 
of assessors (or laymen assisting the judge) in criminatand family cas.es. ,, 
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Particularly in the family field, firm views were expressed that laymen are 
best used both before and after, but not the judicial process; the aim 
being to resolve as many issues as possible without recourse to a 
hearing, but to have any essential hearing before a judge alone" 
part, I that view for family cases and I believe it 
correct that do not greatly assist the in 

from n1v observations as a 
understands i deal more than 

him credit 

at 

o:£ the 



being encouraged to resolve disputes by ,,uao,,uu and compromise. It 
might not even be necessary for the courts to have power to give a binding 
decision, so that the court's function would be to endeavour to 
dfect a ccmmrc1rrm,e, with the matter to the District 
Court if IJ'-'"""'"'"" Given 
courts could be of considerable assistance to 

Such courts or councils could aJso ass:.st the Probc<Sion Office in 
of sentences. the are it 

worth fc,r solutions at a local l,~vel. 'Nith as much 

on concHia.tJ.ort and 

E:Horts ne-td to be rn.ade to 
'cut of d1e courts. Efforts also r:JJced to be n.Y.ade to Olli: .of the courts 

suitable to be tried 
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:;. eJsewher~ in dllr report, ~that it i~ important. to.~inveltigate Solutions which 
give greater discretion to the prosecuting authorities as to whether or not a 
person is' to be charged. In view of the excellence of our police force, it is 
possible that a wide discretion could be exercised by suitably trained 
police officers; but if there are doubts about this, it would be .. desirable to 
give consideration to the introduction of a special prosecuting body (as in 
Scotland) or prosecution boards. If a prosecuting body is established, care 
must again be taken that delay is not introduced into the system. Other 
avenues of approach may lie in endeavours to combine, where possible, 
the civil and criminal process, and also in a greater emphasis on 
compensating the victims of crime. Although it is no doubt difficult to 
institute and enforce any satisfactory process of compensation to the 
community or restitution to the individual, there must remain 
considerable room for this in many instances. More stress on the value of 
restitution, and the role of the police in achieving, in suitable cases, a 
solution without prosecution, might tend to arrest the vicious circle which 
often prevents people from approaching the police for assistance in 
connection with problems encountered by them or their families. 

Prosecuting more and more people, especially for relatively minor 
crimes, is plainly not achieving a solution to our problems. Greater 
emphasis must be laid upon the social measures required to prevent crime 
and upon remedying the consequences of criminal actions. There is a 
special need for more funds to be made available for investigation 
concerning penology and sentencing. There is much to be learned 
overseas (particularly from relatively small countries with problems not 
dissimilar to our own); much to be gained by exploring the causes and 
consequences of crime; and in the long run, much to be saved in terms of 
cost and distress. 

3. The Number of Judges 
The above matters have a considerable bearing on the number of judges 

we will require in future. If we do not take steps to control the situation, 
we will develop a society where many of the citizens, for one reason or 
another, find themselves before the courts in civil or criminal litigation, 
and too many are employed either as police, lawyers, or judges (to say 
nothing of those employed in the ancillary services required). In 
particular, we will require a great increase in the number of judges. It is a 
somewhat frightening reflection on the Beeching Report that the number 
of judges which that commission predicted has already been vastly 
exceeded. In a small country like New Zealand, a severe problem must 
arise in due course if our legal profession is expected to provide a large 
number of judges of the High Court and the District Courts. I believe that 
we should keep the judges of the High Court relatively restricted in 
number so that the appointees are of the highest calibre. Similar 
considerations apply to the District Courts, although to a}esser degree. 
Coupled with the need to limit the number of judges, the need exists to 
ensure that the High Court retains a wide supervisory and general 
jurisdiction. Important matters affecting the rights of citizens should 
preferably come before the ordinary courts, and should never be outside 
their supervisory jurisdiction. It cannot be said too often that the tendency 
to move matters outside the courts is undesirable, unless what happens 
outside the courts reniairis subject to appropriate review and correctjon. by 
formal (but prompt) legal process, where the rights of all concerned are' 
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p:rotected. ~Cherefo:re, vvb.:He v.risb3.ng to s.et a. rcdu.cti 1::--ir1. in soxne of the 
classes .of c.::1s.e corainA to the courts~ I i/vot1ld also ·v+rish tci c:r1stnt:· th.2:1.t \liid.e 

~t~:C~-~~~ory :'.~~~/.~vfe;v~p:,•t:.~:·sr re',n~;n; -~~~t t~.e ;:~1-~·t.';'.' so thr.: we hold 
~ ... r11~.1> -:..O a .. ~c .. _1.,..,t; Nn•_~rc .,.i...c, .,ult, (;._ lt:'\.Vt ·-•--" ect1.:.~1_.,._)_ Li.tlt, 

U,~n,~jit~(''~~~;i:it~iJ~:~:,:it,~'~;:~; ~::il~;:~1,\;~'};~~ ;~;,'.;:;};~t.:,~tt~o~~s;:t~/~;J ~:·:~r~-: 
f;'t· 1~~-\t•~;:i~~1~~~~~ 1;\::~t;Jips~;~\~~~ tk 1J}~~; ;>1 I~~ rI:'.:1~:.~!i~i~~~:i~~";.~ ~.~,~1;:~·-~;1:~~'\r 
, 1vo:tld end '~vith a pa.rticuiftr piea tl:;.at this ~~houJ.d be do1J.f.'., 
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Su1nrnary of Recomrnendations 

THE COUIRT OF .A.PPEA:L 

Right of Appea] to th.e Judlcial CG1.umittee of th-e P~·ivy Cound] 

1. The right of appeal tO the Judicial Committee should not lightly be 
abolished. The sole criterion must be whether the abolition of such 
appeals will. be beneficial to the Nev,· Zealand judicial system. (Paragraph 
280) 

2. In an.1 event, the right oI appeal to the Judicial Committee shoul.d 
not be abolished until an enlarged appellate court of at least five judges, 
together w-ith the Ch:ef Justice ex officio, is working efffectively in New 
Zealand v,rith the confr::lence of the legal profession and the general public. 
(Paragraph 304) 

3. Bearing in mind that the time may come wben appeals to the Judicial 
Committee ce2sc (for whatever re&son), a.ny intervening period should be 
used 10 structure our court svstem to enable the be,n possible apoella'ce 
systen1 to be implemented i1~ due course. (Paragraph- 300) ' 

The eonstitultion of: the Couirtt of Appeal in the ev.erili: that the Judicial 
Committee :remains the Fin"1I Appeliate TirB.nmal 

4. The Court of Appeal should consist of a President and four other 
members, together 'Nith the Chief Justice ex officio; that is, there should 
forthwith be an increase of one member. (Paragraph 283) 

5. The Court of Appeal should be able to sit in divisions, both criminaJ 
and civil. (Paragraph 281) 

6. For civil appeals, High Court judges should not, except in cases of 
emergency and other unusual or special circumstances, be appointed as 
temporary judges of the Court of Appeal. (Paragraph 284) 

7. For criminal appeais, judges of the High Court should join the Court 
of Appeal. l"•formally one High Court judge should join the court for any 
given ca.se: he should be selected by the Chief Justice after consultation 
'with th.e President of thcc Court of Appeal. (Paragraphs 287, 288) 

8. ]\formally, lhe senior member of the Court of Appeal will becorne the 
Pret,ident thereoL (Paragraph '290) 

9. Normally, wide experience as a judge at first instance should be a 
prerequisite for appointment to th,e Court o• Appeal. (Paragraph 291) 

10. Adm.iniscrndve efficiency requires the Couri of A.ppeal to sit for the 
most pa.ct in VVellington. (Paragraph 292) 

11. There should be no monetary limit on appeals to the Judicial 
Committee. Botb civil and crirnin:1J. appeals d10uld be by way of leave of 
the Com't of Appeal, with the Juciici.al Commirtee retaining the right to 
grant :;pecial le,we. Legal aid si:,oul.d be gr.2:nted with reasonable 
\ib,~ralily. (Parograpbs 293--:295) 
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The constitution of the Court of Appeal in the e~.enJt~t.t 
the Final Appellate Tribunal for New Zealand · 

12. For cases originating in the High Court it is impracticaole'focreate 
a two-tier appellate system at the present time. (Paragraphs 298, 29~) 

13. Wherever practicable, endeavours should be made to enable a two
tier system to operate. This may be possible in a significant number of 
cases when the jurisdiction of the District Courts is increased. (Paragraph 
300) 

14. For important or difficult cases it is essential that the Court of 
Appeal should consist of five judges, which ~ill render it necessary to have 
a complement of seven judges of the court together with the Chief Justice 
ex officio. (Parap-aph 302) 

THE HIGH COURT 
15. The present Supreme Court should be re-named "High Court" to 

form part of a Supreme Court consisting of the Court of Appeal and a 
High Court. (Paragraphs 261, 305) 

16. The limitation on th€ number of judges assigned to the 
Administrative Division contained in s.25(2) of the Judicature Act 1908 
should be removed. (Paragraph 312) 

17. The Chief Justice, on the recommendation of the J-,dicial 
Commission, should assign judges to the Adminstrative Division .,ut he 
should retain his power to make temporary appointments to that division. 
(Paragraph 312) 

18. While all High Court judges should retain their jurisdiction in 
relation to the prerogative writs, it is preferable for such cases to be 
directed, where practicable, to judges of the Administrative Division. 
(Paragraph 312) 

19. The tendency to ensure that appeals on matters Jf law and, in 
suitable cases, other final appeals from administrative tribunals to the 
Administrative Division of the High Court, should be :·'>stered. 
(Paragraph 312) 

20. While it is not desirable to create separate divisions of the High 
Court (apart from the Admir, .. ative Division), a reasonable degree of 
specialisation should be e;,,.ouraged wherever practicable on an 
administrative basis. (Parag1 +·h 317) 

21. The establishment of special procedures for commercial cases would 
be advantageous. (Paragraph 318) 

22. The maximum number of Supreme Court judges that can be 
appointed under the Judicature Act 1908 should be increased from 22 to 
25. (Paragraph 322) 

Criminal Business 
23. All indictable offences should be heard in the High Court. 

(Paragraph 357) 
24. High Court judges should be empowered to hear electable offences. 

(Paragraphs 361, 362) 
25. Where a High Court judge is of the opinion that an electable offence 

should be tried in the High Court, he should be empowered to so order. 
(Paragraphs 361, 362) 
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26. Where the parties apply to have an electable offence tried in the 
High Court, the High Court judge should not order trial in the District 
Court without giving the parties an opportunity to be heard. (Parag:raph 
362) 

27. Section 374 (3) of the Crimes Act should be broadened by deleting 
the words, "If, before the jury retire to consider their verdict", and 
substituting the words, "If, at any stage of the trial", etc. (Paragraph 375) 

28. Section 374 (3) of the Crimes Act should provide for the discharge of 
a juror where his wife or a member of his family or a member of his wife's 
family is ill or has died. (Paragraph 375) 

29. The Juries Act 1908 should be amended to allow any jury panels to 
be checked by either the Department of Justice or the Police Department 
so that disqualified persons may be deleted from the panel before 
prospective jurors are summonsed. (Paragraphs 382, 384) 

30. The sheriff should be empowered to strike out any name for the jury 
panel if he is satisfied that that person is not qualified in terms of s.5 of the 
Juries Act 1908 to serve on a jury. (Paragraphs 381, 382) 

31. At a future stage when the Department of Justice has the means to 
provide a list of properly qualified jurors, the position should be 
reappraised with a view to abolishing the stand aside procedure. 
(Paragraph 384) 

32. Except as provided hereunder, every accused who is charged with 
an indictable offence shall be tried by a court composed of a judge and 
jury. (Paragraph 400) 

33. The Crimes Act 1961 should be amended to permit accused persons 
charged with indictable offences (excluding treason, piracy, hijacking, 
murder, accessory after the fact to any of those offences, attempting to 
commit those crimes other than murder, or a conspiracy to commit any of 
those crimes) to elect trial before a High Court judge sitting without a 
jury. (Paragraph 396) 

34. In any case where the accused elects trial before a judge alone, the 
Attorney-General may apply to a High Court judge for the trial to be 
before a judge and jury. (Paragraph 398) 

35. If any one of several accused jointly indicted elects trial by jury, 
then unless it is a proper case for severance, the trial shall be before a 
judge and jury. (Paragraph 397) 

Civil Business 
36. The High Court should exercise an original jurisdiction 

substantially equal to the Supreme Court's present jurisdiction, subject to 
the transferring of jurisdiction in the field of matrimonial and family law 
to the District Courts. (Paragraph 401) 

3 7. The present right of trial by jury in civil cases in the Supreme Court 
should be retained in the High Court. (Paragraph 404) 

38. Section 68 (I) of the Matrimonial Proceedings Act 1963 should be 
repealed. (Paragraph 405) 

THE DISTRICT COURTS 
39. The Magistrates' Courts should be re-named "District Courts" and 

the present stipendiary magistrates should become District Court judges. 
(Paragraph 410) 
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40 .. A Cbid Disi:rict Co,Jrt Ji,dge ,should be: '1ppoh1ied .. 
slmuld be rer;cgnised by a g.reLu::r salary an.d ii 1.k,v,;ances 
District Comt juages. (Pa.ra,graph.;, 412--414) 

4 I. The Chief Di.strk.: 1C.:.mrt Judge :,;hould hold office ,,o long as he 
holo\:; qffice as a judge but, with the a,pproval of the Gove·nor-General, he 
may resign hls office ;:,,s Ch:ef Judg•~ 'Nithout re:,igning hif office a3 a 
Discri.ct Coli.rt judge. (Pa.ragraph 414) 

4:~;. A Seaior Family Court Judge slm,.ild be a.ppointed. He shoul.d hold 
office so 10,1.g as he holds office as a judg,e but, 'Nith the ,i,pproval of the 
Governor-General, he may resign his office aa senior judge without 
resignin,g his office as a District Court judge. (Paragraphs 206, 41.5) 

43. In each region established for administrative purposes there should 
be a list judge to be responsible for the organisacion of: the judges withi.n 
his region;· co-ordinating rdief and assistance where necessary and 
carrying out under delegation the responsibilities of the Chief District 
Court Judge; the appointment to be for a period of three years and to be 
on the basis of administrative ability rather than on seniority. 
(Paragraphs 416, 417, 419) 

44. 'Where two or more District Court judges are stationed in the same 
town, an assignment judge should be appointed by the Chief District 
Court Judge. The appoirnee would assume the function of assigning the 
judges to the courts in di.at district; the appointment to be reviewed after a 
limited period of, say, three years. (Paragraphs 418, 419) 

45. A degree of specialisation i.n family cases is essential but Family 
Court judges should not deal solely with family cases. It is suggested that 
mosc judge~, in the Family C:ourt should spend appro::imately 80°/4:, of thefr 
tirne on family cases with the balance' spent on all other types of l.itigation. 
This recominendation may requiri:. lo be reviev,, 0~d and should not be 
applied as an inflexible rule. (Paragraph 1l:23) 

l rr; "''h r"" • · t L-' t · 1 h ,. :1· t ~ · · 1 . i-o . .1 _ c:2e ,s,ml,E~- ,our: JU( ges w, ,oar~ war:rafhCt ·o con;'u;c\: ~nmma 
mrv tnals shouk! not dr:cvoLe then- wnole tune L::i ,c;nm1.nal work. 
'(Paragraph 424:) 

47. Lard valuac~on trib1.m~-ds should be presided over by those Distri.ct 
Court judges who have been appoiated chai.rmen of planning t,·ibunais. 
(Paragraph 427) 

4-8. Registrnrs of Discrict Ccurts sl10uld be ;;r.1..1.thoris:ed to d.eal with 
uno:oposcd a.pplicatione w land valuati,0n tribunals. (Paragrap~1 4,29) 

4-9. The general wo.rk of che Di:,rrict Comt:s shoul.d be shared amongst 
the judges, but within this framewo.rk there is :roorn for as,ignment of: 
particular ca,:,es to pard.cuk.r judges. ·who have a special expertis~. 
(Paragraph 4S l) 

Crhnimi1 E>usil:nestc 

50. Jury trials fol:' dect..able offences thould :no longer be exclusively 
heard in rhe High Crn1rt but :;;ubstantially h1 the District ,Co.urts. 
(Paragraph~ 357, 358) 

51. Jurisdiction to preside over ju1'.'y t(iab oJ: electable oUences m the 
District Courts sliould be exer~Ised bv sdect,~d District Com:t judges 
specially recommended for that purpc;se by the J,.idicial Commisc<icm. 
(Paragri.ph 358) 
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52. District Court judges sitting with a jury should be empowered to 
impose the sentence prescribed by law, and in such cases appeals would 
lie direct to the Court of Appeal. (Paragraphs 358, 359) 

53 District Court judges sitting without a jury should, until a review is 
carried out by the Judicial Commission, be restricted to imposing a 
sentence of no greater than three years' imprisonment. (Paragraph 359) 

54. In all other respects appeal procedures will remain unaltered. 
(Paragraphs 358, 359) 

55. For summary trials the District Courts shall exercise the criminal 
jurisdiction currently exercised by the Magistrates' Courts. (Paragraphs 
359, 432) 

56. The Department of Justice, through its Planning and Development 
Division, should take urgent steps to relieve the courts of minor 
prosecutions which can be dealt with elsewhere. (Paragraph 446) 

57. The standard fine procedure should be enlarged to include all 
offences ( traffic and other offences) in respect of which it is reasonable to 
fix a standard penalty: the amount of the penalty should be fixed by the 
courts. (Paragraph 439) 

58. The best features of the standard fine, infringement fe.e, and minor 
offence procedures should be amalgamated to ease the pressure on the 
time and facilities of the courts and on the court staff. (Paragraph 446) 

59. Justices of the peace who meet the requirements of the senior 
District Court judge in the area should be permitted to hear minor 
offences. (Paragraph 447) 

60. When cases are heard by justices of the peace, an appeal to, or 
review by, a District Court judge should be readily available. (Paragraph 
447) 

61. Small claims tribunals should be established as a division of the 
District Courts. (Paragraph 452) 

62. The pattern established by the experimental tribunal at Rotorua 
should be adopted. We would expect that referees would normally be 
barristers or solicitors with substantial experience although some laymen 
with special qualifications could also be considered. (Paragraphs 456, 
458) 

63. Section 25 (I) of the Small Claims Tribunals Act 1976 requiring 
that proceedings be held in private should be repealed. (Paragraph 460) 

Civil Business 
64. The District Courts should exercise all the substantive jurisdiction 

in tort, contract, and Admiralty matters as the Magistrates' Courts now 
do. (Paragraph 448) 

65. The civil jurisdiction of the District Courts should be increased from 
$3,000 to $10,000. (Paragraphs 448, 449) 

66. The rental figure of $2,000 in s.31 ( 1) of the Magistrates' Courts Act 
194 7 should be increased to $5,000 or, if no such rent is payable, where the 
value of the land does not exceed $50,000. (Paragraph 449) 

67. The District Courts shall have no civil jury trials. (Paragraphs 402, 
449) 
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68. Applications under the Chattels Transfer Act 1924 should be 
determined by the District Courts: the registration of instruments should 
be removed from the Supreme Court to the commercial affairs office of the 
Department of Justice or any other satisfactory place. (Paragraph 450) 

69. The enforcement of judgm.ent proceedings by transfer from the 
:Magistrates' Courts to the Supreme Court should be abolished and the 
enforcement provision remain within the jurisdiction of the District 
Courts. (Paragraph 451) 

70. Save for Family Division cases, the existing appeal provisions m 
civil cases should remain unaltered. (Paragraph 46'2) 

Family Cou:rt 

71. A Family Comt should be established RS a division of the District 
Courts, man.ned by judges specially appointed to it, sitting mainly in the 
centres of greater population but readily available to sit in court buildings 
or other suitable accommodation in smaller centres on a circuit or 
peripatetic basis. (Paragraphs 463, 466, 487) 

72. A working party should be set up immediately to prepare for the 
introduction of the Family Court. The working party should co!lsist of the 
Senior Family Court Judge, a judge elect of !.hat court, and the director of 
support services. (Paragraph 468) 

73. The Family Division of the District Courts should be given 
exclusive, original jurisdiction in all family matters including those 
covered by: 

Adoption Act 1955 
Aged and Infirm Persons Proteccion Act 1912 (protection orders) 
Alcoholism and Drug A.ddiction Act 1966 
Children and Young Persons Act 1974 
Domestic Actions Act 1975 
Domestic Proceedings Act 1968 
Guardianship Act 1968 
Heahh Act 1956 ( m:ders for treatment) 
.Marriage Act 1955 
Matrimonial Proceedings Act 1963 
rvfatrimonial Prooerty Ace 1976 
Mental Health Act i 969 
rviinors' Contracts Act 1969 
Status of Children Act 1969 

;;,,nd any other matters wbich may frorn time to time be considered 
appropriate (Paragraphs 463, 488, 489, 491, 514, 5LS) 

74,. T'he Farr1ily -C!ourt shotdd be giv-en jt1risdic.tion in crhT.1.ir;_2J rnatters 
arising 'VVithin i'amilies, with provision for the court or the parties on 
appli.'::atio,·, tc rernove cases to ,:he ordina.ry courts. (Paragraph 4-90) 

75. I1''a.1-r1ily (jourt judges shc-uld hc1_'ve ju:isdiction to h.ear civil and 
critir:i.inal cas.es in ·tJn.e [}istrict (,\ourts, but their nrirnar~,r '\,vork 'V1ould. be in 
i-i,~ r1.•ar0 1··1·y r·1·•l'°"'· ;')·•J1P"' T•1·s •.+ .. 1 c,,,.;,,, i'·c1•·l:•·ec ~1 'U'•Lil,i ·1'-,~.,,0 iu··:, .. ,d1·,.,,t;r1·· ir, L-~.ll_.. .... lJ.. • 4~•J ,JL, •• ,,.~L,,.~l • __ ,, Le __ ,,_~~ -. .. 1,_.,...,ii.·. I~ e, -d,.,.I ..... ...._ .. u:.-1.,1.-..,j .LL,:) ,..,_1.J.1..:...~ 

the Fari1ily (Jcnxrt in ur:g;ent rna,tters. (:Pa:ra._gr(:q~J··:..s 521;, 52,1) 
76. Especially comr.-~le:x c:ases should, v~Iith th.e lea·,Ie 0£ ;;~ I'c.~.mily C>J1art 

j ud.ge, be tnins.t~rred tu thic H)g:h c:·;,,J1;.1rt for h;;.aring. (l'arag1·.aph 496) 
77. J/[ati:ers relat:.ng tc~ ,,viHs .and aclrr~_inistration uf esrati.:s :sh,Ju.ld 

renmin in the High Court. (Para:5raph 491) 



7lJ. In ge1tral, existing z:ppe2,l rights shculd continue ,Nith then: being 
one ,1ppeal to th,1:: High Co:ut l:-y way of rehearing oo que:Ji:ions Gf la,,v ;c,nd 
fact; and for auueals Oll question of law only tc the Court of Appeal, aD.d., 
with leave, ,:o' the Judicial Gommi!:1:ee of the Privy CounciL (Paragraph 
499) 

7~1:. Righ't of appeal from the Family Court to one judge of the High 
()ourt should cominue i.n al.l c~;,:;:es, but reserving the r-ight to eithe:r party 
to ap,piy to a judge of the High Court for lea.veto have the appeal ht'ard by 
a special court compritiing two High Court judges ancl one Family Court 
judge. (Paragraph 501) 

80. (Majority) Section 31 of the Guardianship Act 1968 relating to 
appeals in custody and access case:,; should rernain unchanged. 
(Paragraphs 503, 504) 

8L Where either party to a proposed marriage is under 18 years of age, 
or under 20 years of age where any consent required for the marriage is 
withheld, then the couple must participate in a period of pre-marital 
counselling, before obtaining the consent of a judge of the Family Court 
after which the marriage can proceed. (Paragraph 519) 

82. The day-to-day operation of the support services in each Family 
Court should be under the general supervision of the local judge of the 
Family Court, or, where there is more than one, the judge nominated to 
do so by 1:he senior judge of the Family Cou.rL (Paragraph 524,) 

83. Adequate administrative services should be provided for the Family 
C:ourt through the Courts Division of the :Oep,ic1tmen.t of Justice. 
(Paragraph 537) 

fH. Oounsdl.ing services should be est2,blished as an r::ssential Jeamre of 
ihe Family Court. (Paragraphs 532, 533) 

85. A di,·cctor of support services should be appointed. (Paragraph 534·) 

85. Greater use of cou.nseUor.s and f.ocial 1Norkers in "J" teams should 
be encourag!~d. (Paragraph ~vltJ) 

37. A.n official gJardian sh01.1ld be z,ppoinkd to represent all those v,ho 
nr:Ry be under some bnm of legal disability. (Paragraphs 549, .562) 

88. The oHidal guardian shculd be represernted in the Family Court, 
and in ofoer courts as required, by family advocates. (Paragraphs 5.59, 
560) 

89. Legal advice and representation should be avcJ.ilable to all those w1w 
come to the Family Court. Pcutics whcse interests are, m· rnay be, 
divergent should. be separately represented. (Parng-raph 564) 

90. 'l"he Department of Social V\!eHa1°e shodd refer all parties seeking 
dmnestk purposes benefits to the Family Cou.rt. (Paragraph 5 70) 

91. The paymenL of m2dntenance orders may be enforced by the 
Department of Social Vifdfare giving notice i.n writing to the employer by 
'Nhm1.1 the subject of the order is for the thne being employed, specifying 
an arnount not exce,eding the ;;,xn,:;,unt of the maintenance or,:!er to be 
ded,,cted [mm wages. (Paragraph 569) 

92. A juveni1e br2mch of che probaLion s•ervice :,houtd be eslabllshed to 
function in co-operation ·with the Farni.iy Court. (Paragr«ph 580) 

93. i'-1..s a general ruie, the Family Court should be: p~'iysically separal:c 
from the mdinary courts" (Paragraph 592) 
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94. The rights of dependent adults should be safeguarded in the Family 
Court by the ma.king of orders of guardianship or trusteeship of 
handicapped adults, in degree and extent, appropriate to the needs of 
handicapped persons. (Paragraphs 587, 588) 

Justices of the Peace 
, 95. A justices' aonointments committee should be established. It should 
comprise the senfo'r District Court judge for the area covered by the 
Justices of the Peace Association, the senior registrar of the Di.strict Court 
for the area, and the registrar of the Justices oi the Peace Association 
concerned. h should make fecornmendations to the IVl:inister of Justice for 
appointments. to the commission of the peace. (Paragraph 611) 

96. Nomi.nees for appointment as justices of the peace should be 
1·equired to indicate willingness to undertake aU duties attached to the 
office, and to being listed under "Justices of the Peace" in the yellow page,; 
oi the telephone directory. (Paragraph 611) 

97. The justices' appo:intmen;:s committee should be authorised to 
remove the name of a justice from the list of those availa.b:te for ,::ourt work. 
(Paragraph 612) 

98. Special efforts should be made t.o ensure n10re effective community 
representation among ju.stices of the peace. (Paragraph 613) 

99. The Chief District Court Judge, _a_s a_ rnen;ber o'. t~e Judici~l 
Commission, should investigate the uuhs2,t10n or lay Justices as m 
Onrario. (Paragrnph 615) 

100. Jmtices of i:he peace should be authorised Lo exercise jurisdiction 
in a division of the District Courts in respect of minor offences; they 
should continue te exercise jurisdiction in remand and bail applications as 
at ores:ent and also preside over orelimin2ry hearings of indictable 
offc;1ces. The extent to which that 'jurisdictio;,. is exercised should be 
dsi:ermined by the senior District Court j t1dge in th,;:; area. The extent tc 
·Nhich an individual justice may exercise the jurisdiction conferred. on 
justices in the area shoulrl be determined by the local assignment judge. 
(Paragraphs 619, 620, 617) 

lOL There should be a simple procedur,e whereby appropri2,te cases, 
eithe:t on the application of the parties or on the motion of the presiding 
justices, may be referred for hearing by a District Court judge. (Paragraph 
619) 

102. Responsibility for determ.ining whether the name of any justice of 
[he peace should be approved for court duties should rest with the senior 
District Con:rt judge o{ the courL (Paragraph 627) 

103. J\!fatters dealt ,vith by justices should be readily reviewable by way 
of rehearing by a District Court judge. (Paragraph 628) 

l 04. A supplemental list of justice~ oi the peace should be created 
sinriila.r to the United Kingdom provisions. All foture ;;ippointees to the 
commission of the pea.ce ~houlcl 1nov,~ from the active list to the 
rmpplemental list on reaching the age of 65 years, ',vith provision for 
retention on the active list until age 70, subject wan annual review by the 
justices' appointments co:rmnittee: existing justices should move to the 
supplemental list on attaining th,c: age of 70 years, or at any time aft·cr 
reaching 65 years if they so desire. (Paragraph 633) 
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105. AHovmnces for juBticcs of the peace performing judicial duties 
shou.!d be reviewed to provide for an adequate daily allowance, vvith 
transport costs where o.ppropriate, together ,,vith spt>cial payment for 
reimburser:1ent o,: any lrnis of vvageEL (Parngraph 634) 

106. Jnscices of the peace sh.ould be selected as cHiciaI vrn1tcr:c: by the 
justicer,' appointment:;; committees to rece.ive complaints from. prisoaers. 
(Paragraph 637) 

TI·:l:E JUDICIARY 
Jm:Udiull Cmnmissi,on 

107, .A1 Juclicial Cornrnission should be estabEahed to consist of: 

The Chief Justice (chairman) 
A Supreme Court Judge 
The Chief District Com·t Judge 
The SvHchor-General 
The Secretary for Justice 
Two rnembers norninated by the J\rev1 Zealand Law Society and 

appointed by the C·overnor-GencraL (Paragraph 648) · 
108. The Judicial Commission ,:hould exercise unified control over 

cci:,,::-flo,.,v and the day-to-day a.dmicnbtn:tion of the court::i. (Paragraph 
647) 

1G9. T!1<:c Judicial. Con:1mission should, in connection whh judges, have 
the pmvc.r to recmnrnend appointments, arrange study ancl refresl1cr 
prn,grammes, and prcvide the m,·:ans of dealing with complaints. 
(Paragrz.ph 64 7) 

l l 0. The C:hid Ci.:,u:rt Administrator ~h(ml.d be S':'.cretary of the 
Comn11;;;5ion. (Paragraph 6.50) 

I 1 l. The Judicid Co,n,,1ission should rep,:>rt to Pa:rliamem a,mu;:;Jly. 
(I-aragraph 6:j3) 

] "t 2. (lualtf:i.cation:; for appo:;.ntment ::is 3. S·upre1r1c C!\ •U! t €)1' Ilisr;~rict 
(j(_ru.rt judge should be sever~. yea1·s~ practice ?tS a barrister or :;oHcitc:r of 
the Sup,rerne C!-aurl cf I',J e,,v Zca!ancL (P·aragr:;:.ph 6,56) 

or ~-~~.:c:~~~:~i~'.~r;t~}\.Y:);"t·::/i ~~:;J(~~~1i~~~J~:;:l -~~1/ ~~~1:~l.'\::~n~.;,:;r~;;:i ,;,em 

114 . .-fhe present prc.vi::.Jon pe:rrn.itt~ng a lcg·aHy 9u .. aHfied pt:rsor.1. tu be 
.a.ppoirttt~d 1:o t.he !\ . .ia.gi:~trates.~ Cou.rt alter a p .. ~:ri(KI of c.ourt scr·i./icc ::-shouJd 
bo:: r,cta.ined. in relation tci the })ist:r-ict (}:yurts. (Paragr~iJ)h 

I. 15. 'I11e 1\ttorrH:-:·y-(;ene!·.:1} :3hou1c{ be. the recorn.rne:t:iding-. aut}10'tity tor 
aH ju.dg;es ud:1.ei' tba.n the Cihit:f Jin:tice, ·wh.o:se ap:•pointrr1er1.t shoul-J be 
re-c::):rr1rnen.ded t-"y th~:: Pri.rne Iv1ini;:,;tr:":T". (:Paraf;z·2.:,ph 660) 

l lti i\.}.J f\p{)Oirrtrn,~~nts (~oxn.r:rt1tLee of tht: Jl.ulh:ial C'.on:u::1iBsion f}bDak:l 
~~J<:'.'. cFe:ated Y,/ith a n.1~::r11,b,::rsl1ip ol six., '1'ht si:::-r 1ncrr1bcr,.3, vvot~Jd no~:~naUy bic: 
tbe C'.ihi(:{ justicr, Et,~~ chair .. t;Jar.~ 1.:l-1•~ (~\hir~f .D-isLrict (~ourt Juclge: · tvY<J 
rnertdJeI-s appointed. by the (~~overnrcient: ::rltc:h. as tlle: SoEcjtnr--Cl·euera.J 
2 ... nd -;-L-1:~ Secre"i::::1ry fo~:·• Justice~ a .. nd t\-V-:} 1nc1r1.t:eTs ·1.1.vrr:1inated by the I· ... ie\v 
Z 1:-:':al~.tt1d I.12.1v~i Society ~,.nd t:t.ppoi:n.(:cd by the (}ovt;rnor~-(}::ner~:.J. 
(Par d.gTap.h:1 6;~,S:~--{)61) 



117. The Government should request the Judicial Commission to 
submit names for appointment of judges to the High Court and the 
District Courts. "\t\There appropriate, all other appointments of a judicial 
n.ature should also be referred to the Appointments Committee of the 
Judicial Commision. (Paragraphs 66 l-664) 

118. After retirement, judges should be eligible to serve as supernuarnry 
judges as recornrnended by the Judicial Cor:mnissi,on. (Paragraph 668) 

119. Temporary appointments of judges should be reserved f.::1T truly 
emergency situations. (Paragraph 668) 

120. Judges of the District Courts shuuld only be appointed to the High 
Court in exceptional circmnstances. (Parag!·aph 669) 

121. Appointment of the Chief Justice should be oifered to the person 
best equipp~cf for the position either from rhc Bas or the Bench. 
(Paragraph 672) 

122. The Chief DistricI Court Judge should normally be appoiDted 
from the existing District Cuurt judges. (Para.graph 673) 

C(l)nditions of Se1·vke 
123. ·we invite the Higher Salaries Commission to cnsur.c: that the 

remuneration of judges, made up of salary, allowances, and pension, 
should be sufficient to attract the required number of suitable High Court 
and District Court judges to enable the courts to function. efficiently. 
(Paragraph 680) 

124. A District Court judge's salary should be 75% that of a High 
Court judge. (Paragraph 682) 

125. The salaries of judges of other courts and of the members o:l 
st2.tutorv tribunals should be related to the salaries of High Court and 
District, Court judges. (Paragraph 683) 

126. The normal retiring age for High Court ,rnd District Court judges 
should be reduced to 65 with aµprnpriate provision for earlier or later 
retirement. (Paragraph 686) 

127. A non-contributory pension scheme should provide High Court 
and District Couri: judges with a retiring b-:nefit of a two-thirds pension at 
age 65, with not less than 1.5 years' service (reduced pro rata for fewer 
years of service but with a minim.um pension o:f 25%). (Paragraph 692) 

128. The retiring age of a judge, ~with his consent, may be extended 
beyond 65 on the recommendation of the Judicial Commission: provided 
he has completed 15 yea.rs' service, he should be entitled to a two-thirds 
pension with pro rata reduction for lesser periods of service, with a 
minimum pension of not le:;s than 25%. (Paragraphs 686, 694·) 

129. A judge who has reached 60 years of age or more and who has 
completed l5 years' service should be entitled to retire on a two--thirds 
pension payable frorn the norm2.l retiring o.ge of 65, with appropriate 
adjustments frorn an ca.di.er d,Itf:. (Paragraph 692) 

130. Judges or magistrates already m office should not be 
disadvantaged or lose any existing rights by the lowe!'ing of the retiring 
;ige to 65. (Paragraph 692) 

13 I. The wido-v/s benefit ir, the c2,,.e o[ a judg.o: ,dw dies after r,c:tiring at 
his normal retiring age, or in office, or foilowing retire:,ient due to total. 
and perrnar:ent disablen1cnt, sh-o-u.ld :Je a pension for !He at h.aH the 
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c:ourt Judge ·icvs a:" prerequiste to indemnity to D-istr1Lt Govn · · . . . Judges. 
(}'aragraph 719) 

Co1:irforence§ and Refresher Coun,e:s 

146. The Judicial Commission should be responsible for scheme~ 
,Nhereby new appoi:qtees to the Bench receive assistance and advice 
concerning all aspects of the judici.al function, panicularly sentencing and 
cultural differences. (Paragraph 728) 

147. All judges should visit penal institutions soon after their 
appointment and from time to time thereafter. (Paragraph 728) 

148. The Judicial Commission should arrange regular regional and 
national conferences of judges of ,the High Court and the District Courts 
to consider ,and discuss problems cornmon to the exercise of judicial 
responsibilities. At such conferences there should be sentencing exercises 
and invoivement of experts in various fields. (Paragraphs 729-731) 

1490 The Judicial Commission should devise ways and means of 
ensuring that information about comparative sentences and other useful 
reports are circulated to all judges. (Paragraph 723) 

Judges' Associates 
150. The position description of judge's associate should be compared 

with that of Hansard reporters and the salary of associates adjusted 
accordinglyo (Paragraph 735) 

151. Judges' associates should be provided with continuous and 
appropriate employment during the period of sabbatical leave of the 
judge. During this time, the associate (subject to having completed at 
least 12 months' service) should be granted a period of leave on full pay 
and thereafter be employed as a floating associateo (Paragraph 736) 

Judges' Clerks 
1520 The use of judges' clerks should be continued. (Paragraphs 741, 

742) 
153. Any increase in their numbers should be recommended by the 

Chief Justice. (Paragraph 740) 
154. Appointments should be made by the senior judge of each region 

for a maximum of two yearso (Paragraph 741) 

1550 Time spent as a judge's clerk should count towards the period 
before a barrister or solicitor may practise on his own account. 
(Paragraph 744) 

156. Judges' clerks need not hold a practising certificate while they 
perform these dutieso (Paragraph 744) 

COURT ADMINISTRATION 
Court Management 

15 7. Modern principles of court management should be adopted. 
(Paragraphs 748, 749) 

158. It is desirable that list judges should have ultimate responsibility 
for allocating judges to cases. (Paragraph 752) 

159. For administrative purposes, the country should be divided into 
four regions with regional offices established in Auckland, Hamilton, 
Wellington, and Christchurch. (Paragraphs 753, 758) 
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160. A regional court administrator should be appointed to each region 
to organise the sittings of the courts in his region after consultation with 
the list judges; and provide administrative servicing. The Wellington 
regional court administrator should be appointed Chief Court 
Administrator. (Paragraph 753) 

161. Regional court administrators should be responsible to the 
Secretary for Justice through a Chief Court Administrator who should be, 
as well, Secretary of the Judicial Commission. (Paragraphs 650, 754, 756) 

162. In each of the four regions list judges should be appointed. They 
should be responsible for administering the co-ordination and allocation 
of work between judges in their region. The Chief Justice should select list 
judges for the High Court; the Chief District Court Judge should select for 
the District Courts. Appointments should be made · on administrative 
ability rather than on seniority. (Paragraphs 757, 758) 

163. List judges and the regional court administrator should regularly 
meet to ensure efficiency in case flow management. (Paragraphs 758, 759, 
762) 

164. Court recording systems should be supervised by the regional 
court administrator. (Paragraph 763) 

165. Greater use of computers for multiple indexing, jury selection and 
case scheduling should be considered. (Paragraph 764) 

166. Court staff should be encouraged to gain appropriate qualifica
tions. (Paragraph 770) 

Place of Sittings 
167. Once the new jurisdiction of the High Court and the District 

Courts is settled, there should be an assessment of where sittings should 
be held and where court buildings should be situated. (Paragraphs 775, 
776, 778) 

168. When the various courts should sit and who should preside over 
the sittings should be decided by the Chief Justice and the Chief District 
Court Judge or their list judges deputed for that purpose, and consultation 
should take place with the regional court administrators. (Paragraphs 
779, 780) 

169. Where possible, judges on circuit should remain to complete the 
work set down for their visits. (Paragraph 781) 

Registrars and Masters 
170. Registrars should continue to perform their present judicial 

functions but these should not be extended until an a appropriate training 
scheme for court staff is introduced, such training scheme to include legal 
studies. (Paragraphs 787-789) 

I 71. The office of master should be created initially in Auckland (one 
for the High Court and one for the main District Court) and in Wellington 
(one to serve both the Court of Appeal and the High Court). (Paragraphs 
132, 794) 

172. A master should possess the same legal qualifications as a High 
Court judge. (Paragraph 795) 

173. The Judicial Commission, after a reasonable time, should assess 
the effectiveness of the office of master. (Paragraph 794) 
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S111pervisim1 of Proceedings 
174. VVithin a short period after application is made for a fixture, 

counsel and, wherever practicable, the parties, should appear before a 
_judge, master, or registrar to confirm the state of the action. (:Paragraph 
803) 

175. There should be an automatic r;:;vievv of all civil cas-:-:s at a date one 
year after the filing of proceedings. Co,msd and, wherever practicable, the 
parties, should attend the court fo:r this review, (Paragraph 8')2) 

I 76. The Rules (\onunitte,:; of 1:he Disi:dct Courts slx•uld as soon as 
possible com;lder the adz-.ptation oi the: new Hi.gh C:ouxt Rdes t,o. thoE>e 
courrn. (Paragraph 304) 

Cm,1>1u'1i,;:.r_ Monitodng: 
17 7 .. Boards or eon:1znittees shoilnld be fo:rnicd on a district basis to deaJ 

with ::.H cmISLn11~r aspects of the system, (Pan.1.g;rnph 808) 
1 78. Such boan:b or comrni.ttees shodd report annuaHy to ,he 

Department o:i Ju~tice and il:-:e Judicial Co:Ti.mission. (Pa.rag-mph 808) 

179. Tbe Department of Justice should keep t}H"' op.ernticn of the u:imts 
under constaut reviev,r. (Paragri.ph 808) 

Rec..}l!"ding cf E,vi.d(l::!!"H)E 
180, If the· ain:1 is to provide the best systen.1 of court reporting {or 1~~e"./1.l 

Zealand~ 1.ve s.e'.i out l1v+u:1.t .,vvf~ c:c1i:f..1ts.ider the nJ.ost efficier~.t and satisfacto1::-y 
syne-ris in order of !]rderence: 

(a\_, the f1 ·11 -i-- (T of etlidence by a tearr1- of shorthand vvrite:rs ·t,,vith 
c~~i:11,~~-~-~ou8 tr:-1nsc:ript]on: t'his tN01J1.ld be th.-t:: n1ost ex.pensiv·e; 

(1)) the. u.se_ of Sl)und. ~eCorcling, a1so 'lli(h r:o~u.tin11ei11s trans.cri})tion: this 
, ,, . IS aJ.to expensive; . 
1,c) the present tystrt:m of di.net n:cordi11g: oni:o the i:ypev--rit~r. 

(Ps1?.1;rsphs H35-839) 
lBl. :Pe.1~.d.ing 2, d.ecis.Ior1 en the srysten1. t() be adoptt".:d in. :I>Je1,v· Z.e~d.a.nd~ 

improved equiprner'l B·.s ioi.lo•Ns ~h,Jul.d be pi.ir,:hased fortlnvith to r;1ah: 
tlie prf:sen~.: systern xrr(Jre efficient: 

( a) hig~:::::.1:1:.;! ?~~;~~~:i-~n~n::t~!~:~t~:(;%£ 3c~;r~i~1;r /~;~.:~1in~" e8,~~i~:~:~e;:~ 
'l"i3.,=• ·iu1-\i ,-·cr~rrrt~ qf fh":; T)ls;;-d-r~t \iovrt<;:· 

,. (b) spe,~i~it-'y ·1~{~si~;;_;,3~ S;J~:.1~~1;;r~~)(:r~~t~l:)O~·es ;:o 'h.n1tJ:,e these. typt\VTiters h1 
th.c cour1rc:.(1n}s; 

i~\ ~~'~:~rr;:li;fif)~~a;h~~:-~~~n,.3 m ,,Jj C'Jt:rts and Fnprovemem,; 1 0 

e1;1sttng S)'T,telES. 

(:P·a:cag:ct~·c.ph;·3 811 :: B4·0) 
182, Ciondnu()US st~1.tlonery J:or typh1g: t};ridc::nce sho-~11d be provided. 

(Para.grapl~. BJ 1) 
18~;_ rro e\1,aluate 2.01.xr.1d rpr--nrnn":.g 3,3 a ·nns~ih].;'- SVStf-'}Tt of court 

reporting :Eor ftJe\/./ z:e.aland, a ~,f~i1~;t ·-1;r0j-tci co~kt 'jL*;··~~e~ "-iip ... i~; the I-Iigh 
(~ourt) .:ind ij-i 01te c,f the cottrtrcionis of the Distri(:t C;c.,u.rt5 Jin (~h.ristchttrch. 
')~hi; \¥ill i.111:?0,lve t),)ns11ltation ~r✓-it'h ele:ct.n:n1ic2.; engineers, instaJ.latioL of 
.h.igh qua.lity equiprn-tn(. tJnd en1plcry1n.ent of tea.:i:113 o-f au.dio t:};pist.s. 
,:Paragf;tph 8:1f;) 



184. As judg~s' associates are released from typii1g the c-vidence, the 
task of acting as clerk of the court where the judge is presiding n:1ay be 
added to their dutier,. (Paragraph 838) 

185. All word processing systems should be thoroughly tested before 
discarding this equipment as umuitable for the court[;L (Paragraph 823) 

186. The method of recording evidence in the jury courts of the District 
Courts should be the same as that used in the High CourL (Paragraph 
841) 

187. A.dditional shorthand typists should be employed in the District 
Courts to provide skilled typists to take evidence in the jury courts, and to 
provide secretarial assistance for District CourL judges. (Paragraphs 841, 
842) 

188. The daily "in court" allowance for shorthand typists in the District 
Courts should be substantially increased. (Paragraph 841) 

189. A special section of the Department of Justice should be set up to 
supervise the court reporting service for aH courts in New Zealand. 
(Paragraph 843) 

190. Training programmes should be initiated and maintained to train 
shorthand typists and audio typists in the special skills necessary for court 
reporting. (Paragraph 844) 

191. The long-term advantages of setting up a training scheme for 
computer compatible shorthand should be investigated and kept under 
close review. (Paragraph 821) 

192. No unnecessary transcript should be ordered for appeals. 
(Paragraph 833) 

THE COURTS AND THE PEOPLE 
193. In a prominent place in the entrance to every court building there 

should be an information desk, manned from 9 a.m. each morning. 
(Paragraphs 84 7, 862) 

194. Uniforms should be worn by court reception staff. (Paragraph 847) 

195. Special training programmes in public relations should be 
provided for court staff. (Paragraph 846) 

196. Participation of members of voluntary social welfare groups in the 
work of the courts is commended and should be encouraged. (Paragraph 
848) 

197. As much information as possible about their rights should be 
available and placed in the hands of people corning to court. (Paragraph 
849) 

198. Educational programmes need to be developed for school children 
and the general public on the structure and function of the New Zealand 
courts. (Paragraph 849) 

199. The present practice of calling everyone to court at 10 a.m. should 
be reviewed and a greater flexibility introduced, where possible, by 
allotting varying times for fixtures during the day. (Paragraph 858) 

200. The Judicial Commission should keep under review public 
demand for court hearings outside normal sitting hours. (Paragraph 861) 

20L In the larger centres, arrangements should be made for a cashier to 
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be on duty at the court office one evening a week (preferably Thursday) to 
receive payment of monies owing. (Paragraph 863) 

202. Interpreters' and translators' skills should be recognised as an 
additional qualification for an administrative career in the Courts 
Division of the Department of Justice; these skills to be reflected in salary 
scales and promotional prospects. Interpreters should be recruited and 
trained in court procedures and legal terminology, and should be able to 
provide an accurate translation between English and the other language 
and vice versa. (Paragraph 866) 

203. The police should give advance warning to the court that the 
services of an interpreter will be required. Interpreters should, where 
practicable, be ayailable for interview with duty solicitors and probation 
officers. (Paragraphs 865-868) 

204. Maori, Polynesian, and other ethnic. community organisations 
could play a valuable part in the_ correction and rehabilitation of minor 
and first offenders: we recommend that a pilot project in some part of the 
Auckland Maori District Council's jurisdiction should be commenced; 
and we further recommend that community groups should be consulted, 
preferably through the probation service, with regard both to sentences 
and rehabilitation of offenders. (Paragraphs 870-871) 

205. A determined effort should be made to recruit people from all 
minority groups to all levels of the Department of Justice. (Paragraph 
872) 

206. It is essential for the wellbeing of our society to provide 
opportunities for, and encourage people from minority groups to join the 
legal profession. (Paragraph 873) 

207. The oath or affirmation should be administered clearly and 
deliberately so that the person taking the oath or affirming is aware of the 
seriousness of the undertaking he has given. (Paragraph 875) 

208. The use of plain English is to be encouraged in court. Wherever 
possible, charges should be framed in simple language. (Paragraph 877) 

209. (Majority) Wigs and gowns should be retained in the High Court 
and the Court of Appeal as at p,resent, and a simple black gown should be 
worn in the District Court by the presiding judge. (Paragraph 883) 

210. Fees for witnesses, jurors, and interpreters should be kept under 
regular review. (Paragraphs 868, 891, 894) 

211. Jurors should be afforded better facilities and treatment which 
should include: 

(a) provision of adequate seating in areas where they are.required to 
wait; 

(b) an introduction by the registrar in his capacity as sheriff, or a senior 
member of his staff,· and clear instructions oh. their duties; 

(c) supervision by specially appointed, uniformed.members of the court 
staff. · · 

(Para_gr~phs 887-::-889) 
2 l 2. Buildings: . 

(a) Court building design should be constantly under review, W}:iere 
delay. occurs between _the design arid construction Stage, 
building should'·notproceed until investigation determii:ies'that 
the design is as relevant to'thl'\ current requirements of:the court, 
as when it was first conceived. 
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(b) Comments on the design should be sought, at an early stage of t1 
planning, from the users of the court buildings. 

(c) The comfort and convenience of staff and the public should be give 
proper ern.phasis in new court building design. 

(d) A building programme should be drawn up by the Department, 
Justice with the objective of up-grading or replacing all cou, 
buildings in New Zealand. 

[Ip-grading should include provision of: 

(i) adequate reception facilities in all court buildjngs; 
(ii) information boards, large and distinctive enough t 

attract attention, giving the lay-out of ea.:::h flo01 
with the position of the courts and facilitie 
ther1con (multi-lingual whe.re necessary); 

(iii) adequate toilets and washrooms for staff, lawyers 
jurors, litigants, and vvitnesses, with access fo 
disabled persons; 

(iv) redesigned ,v·itness-;:>oxes to dlow for the witness (am 
an interpreter where neceasary) to sit; also a placi 
for spreading papers and documents; 

(v) public telephones; 
(vi) intervie~v rooins; 

(vii) better office accommodation to reduce overcrowding 
and po'.)r ·working conditions; 

(viii) better waiting areas; 
(ix) ramps to all cmITtrooms to allow access of disabled 

persons and book trolleys; 
(x) better lighting, heating, and air-conditioning where 

necessary; 
(xi) the Family Courts should be provided with a room 

where children can be attended to and cared for, 
as well ,is all of the above features (with the 
exception of (iv) witness-boxes). 

New buildings should include all of the above, as well as the 
following features: 

(i) a jury assembly room; 
(ii) jury deliberation rooms vvith toilets attached; 

(iii) lifts to all courts above ground floor level; 
(iv) adequate interview rooms for duty solicitors, other 

lawyers, probation and welfare officers; 
(v) comfortable waiting areas with suffic~ent space for 

litigants, witnesses, and others, to have a degree of 
privacy; 

(vi) good courtroor,1 acoustics; 
(vii) holding cells adequate for the rn.axi.mum amount of 

time prisoners are held thee. 
(Paragraphs 896-904) 

THE LEGAL l"'ROFE,SSKON 
21.3. Lawyers should be subject to, and enforce, z. proper s~':l.r:dard of 

professional conduct. (Paragraph 905) 
214. District Law Societies, 'Nith list judges and regional cou':"t 

ad.mitnistrators, should take part in decisions to rnanage c:ase-~flcrvv o 

(.Paragraphs 908, 909) 
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215. The New Zealand Law Society, the Council of Legal. Education, 
the uni ,,ersity Ja;,v faculties, and the Departmer.t or .J ust'.ce should confer 
over improvements in methods of prac1:ic;;,l training in advocacy and 
procedure. (Pa.ragraphs 911, 912, 925) 

216. A.ppointn1ent ef a lay Jne:nc1ber a11.d. a lay obs'e:rver to participate h1 
the disciplinary and coniplaims proo~dures of th1:: legal profes~ion fo 
z.pprnpriare. (Paragraphs 913-922) 

n 1 ·~; Tl . . . . 1 i 1 .,:. . . 1~ ex1s~mg crm1ma1, ega 
consider tr,at tne s1d:lleme srwuld 
(Paragraph2 933, 934) 

aid scheme shouid be reviewed. VVe 
allow for so1::ne choice of coun~eL 

'..(] .R 'Wl:en the g!·otmds. for divorc,c an~I the_ i:::rocedm-~s, ar;". si~1plified'. 
,:ons,de:ratmn shou~d be grven to· extendmg civil legal <ml A.!d m;· legal 
advice should. be considered as v,elt (Pantgraphs 936, 937) 

2 '190 V1/'e rewrn.mcnd the estabfahment of a Suitors' Fundo (Paragraph 
945) 

220. A public defender scheme is neitiher necessary nor <ltsirabk m 
:New Zealand. (Pa.-agraph 964,) 

22 J.. Legal advice and representa,:ion for defend2mt:; in criminal cases 
,;hould be assured by improvi·,1g the present kgal ;,,ki and duty solicitor 
schemes. (Paragraphs 933, 93,1, 963) 

222. The J\Jev1 Zealand Lavv Society should c::msider the proposed 
extended fonsti0,ns of legal cxe:c.utives in the, light of the Lord Chancdlor's 
rnling. (Paragraph 975) 

ftLSSC#(::I}1'TELl lvl1l1'JrTEJlfi 
L.a,~? R.(~fo:~Tl41 (~or.:tt£1Ris:§ion:1 

22~}. J-1. :Lavl ~R.efor1n Cornrnissio:~1 s11ottld !Je establisher1 u:1 u. fcrrn 
suitablr.: for t~Ie\v Zealaatt (Fara.graph 995) 

224. Ia th.e n1eanti:.:n-e, in.creased a.;Jsistanec for research facHities and. 
la.,,v draJting should be {riade ,i·v·,1ilaJJle to the I. .. a::.v fteforrn (Jon:irnittees .. 
(Paragr.::,tph 996) 

225. In cri:rninal cftses, both ti1e pro.:iecution and the defence should 
ha:;le a.cess tr} [1.cierrtific evide:cce, so th.at forensic anal;.rses iu<1.)' !:,t: 

coriduc:ted.. (:Paragraph l O i 1) 

t1Y~22G. W :it ret:r:t j:ilS;?~·!:~;~;,{~l~t ;,~,~2t ;~,;~:t~i,~~1:t~\'.·;~ ;~~~1~:I 1~:_:.~~'I::~12 
(Par:i1graph 1012) 

227, 'I'.h~ pr•rJ-cedu:rt:· ic,r prodtjcing; il.lic.it drl.I,?;S a;::; c:~:hibits :n bt~J.k forrn 
<l1ould be ex.a.n1.h1cd ·v/1th a ,ri.e:::vl to cJ1.a.rlging: th.e !'!H::~hod. to the producd.ou 
of a ~::;:::t.rnplc} subj,,:ct t(J JJ:ri>per :cecc;rding: of the l-:rulk, (I\:tt.:;tgraph 101~3) 

po:·;sib.le either 
C)rcvvTn sh.ould be 
( .Parag::ra .. ph 1014,) 

si..cn.p:ty ;;>; 
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(b) Comments on the design should be sought, at an early stage of the 
planning, from the users of the court buildings. 

(c) The comfort and convenience of staff and the public should be given 
proper emphasis in new court building design. 

(d) A building programxne should be drawn up by the Department of 
Ju.~tice ·with the objective of up-grading or replacing all court 
buildings in New Zealand. 

Up-grading should include provision of: 

(i) adequate reception facilities in all court buildings; 
(ii) information boards, large and distinctive enough to 

attract attention, giving the lay-out o[ each floor, 
v,rith the oosicion of the courts and facilities 
thereon (n;ulti-li.ngual where necessary); 

(iii) adequate toilets and washrooms for staff, lawyers, 
jurors, litigants, and witnesses, with access for 
disabled persons; 

(iv) redesigned witness-boxes to allow for the ·wi1.ness (a.nd 
an interpreter where necessary) to sit; also a place 

, !?r sl?reading papers and dccuments; 
\ ') publl(~ te1ephones; 

( vl) mterv1ew rooms; 
(vii) better office acc.:nmnodation 1.:0 reduce overcrowding 

ari.d poor working conditions; 
(viii) better waiting areas; 

(ix) ramps to alI courtrooms to allow access of disabled 
persons and book trolleys; 

(x) beite:r lighting, heating, and air-conditioning where 
necessary; 

(xi) the Family Courts should be provided with a room 
where children can be attended to and cared for, 
as well as all of the above features (with the 
exception of (iv) witness-boxes). 

New buildings should include all of the above, as well as the 
following features: 

(i) a jury assembly room; 
(ii) jury deliberation rooms with toilets attached; 

(iii) lifts to all courts above grnund floor level; 
(iv) adequate interview rooms for duty solicitors, other 

lawyers, prob,ttion and welfare officers; 
(v) comfortable waiting areas v,ith suffici,.ent space for 

litigants, witnesses, and others, to have a degree of 
;,rivacy; 

(vi) good courtroom acoustics; 
(vii) holding cells adequate for the maxirnum amount of 

time prisoners are held there. 
(Paragraphs 896-904) 

THE LEG.AL PROFE:53]:0:N 

213. Lawyers should be subject to, and enforce, a proper standard of 
profes;;ional conduct. (Paragraph 905) 

2 ltl. District Lavv Societies, with list judges and reg-ion al comt 
administratcrs, ~.hould take part in decisions to manage ca2e-fk,vv, 
(Paragraphs 908, 909) ·· 
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215. Tp.e New Zealand, Law S~ciety, the Council of Legal,Education, 
the university law faculties, and the Department of Justice should confer 
over improvements in methods of practical training in advocacy and 
procedure. (Paragraphs 911, 912, 925) 

216. Appointment of a lay member and a lay observer to participate in 
the disciplinary and complain,ts procedures of the _legal profession is 
appropriate. (Paragraphs 918-922) 

217. The existing criminal legal aid scl;ieme should be reviewed. We 
consider that the scheme should allow for some choice of counsel. 
(Paragraphs 933, 934) 

218. When the grounds for divorce and the procedures are simplified, 
consideration should be, given to 'extending civil legal aid. Aid for legal 
advice should be considered as well. (Paragraphs 936, 937) 

219. We "recommend the establishment of a Suitors' Fund. (Paragraph 
945) 

220. A public defender scheme is neither necessary nor desirable in 
New Zealand. (Paragraph 964) 

221. Legal advice and representation for defendants in criminal cases 
should be assured by improving the present legal aid and duty solicitor 
schemes. (Paragraphs 933, 934, 963) 

222. The New Zealand Law Society s~ould consider the proposed 
extended functions of legal executives in the light of the Lord Chancellor's 
ruling. (Paragraph 975) 

ASSOCIATED MATTERS 
Law Reform Commission 

223. A Law Reform Commission should be established m a form 
suitable for New Zealand. (Paragraph 996) 

224. In the meantime, increased assistance for research facilities and 
law drafting should be made available to the Law Reform Committees. 
(Paragraph 996) 

Scientific Evidence 
225. In criminal cases, both the prosecution and the defence should 

have equal acess to scientific evidence, so that forensic analyses may be 
conducted. (Paragraph 1011) 

226. Wherever appropriate, but only with the consent of the parties and 
the approval of a judge, scientific evidence should be given by certificate. 
(Paragraph 1012) 

227. The procedure· for producing illicit drugs as exhibits in bulk form 
should be examined with a view to changing the method to the production 
of a sample, subject to proper recording of the bulk. (Paragraph 1013) 

228. If the defence offers new scientific evidence and not simply a 
different scientific opinion from that of a Crown scientist, wherever 
possible either adequate notice of the new evidence should be given, or the 
Crown should be given a reasonable time to prepare rebuttal evidence. 
(Paragraph 1014) 
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Combining Civil and Criminal Proceedings 
229. The principle of resolving criminal and civil liability in one hearing 

should be examined with a view to saving the time of the court, parties, 
and witnesses. (Paragraph 1018) 

230. Implementation of the recommendation of the Torts and General 
Law Reform Committee in its report entitled "The Rule in Hollington v. 
Hewthorn" is supported. (Paragraph 1018) 

Interim Injunctions 
231. The Rules Committees of the High Court and the District Courts 

should examine the extent to which, in urgent cases, jurisdiction of High 
Court judges may be deputed to District Court judges. (Paragraph 1020) 

Bail 
232. Reasons for declining bail should be recorded. (Paragraph 1021) 

Police Summaries of Fact 
233. In summary prosecutions it is desirable that the prosecution 

should provide the defence with a summary of facts upon which it relies. 
When the proposed rules in England have been in force for a sufficient· 
time for their effectiveness to be evaluated, consideration should be given 
to introducing similar legislation to this country. (Paragraph 1027) 

Revision of Penalties 
234. The provision of the Summary Proceedings Act permitting the 

prosecution to lay an information in indictable form for an offence which 
would otherwise be electable, should be repealed. (Paragraph 1030) 

235. No change should be made in the threshold for jury trial for 
offences of dishonesty at present, but the matter should be reviewed by the 
Law Reform Commission, if established, or, if not, the Criminal Law 
Reform Committee, after sufficient time has elapsed following 
implementation of our proposals. (Paragraph 1037) 

236. The Law Reform Commission, if established, or, if not, the 
Criminal Law Reform Committee, should likewise undertake a review of 
crimes and other offences created by miscellaneous statutes which could 
be re-classified as summary offences. (Paragraph 1037) 

Diversion 
237. The development of diversion ~chemes overseas should be kept 

under review and the suitability for New Zealand assessed. (Paragraph 
1053) 

Imprisonment for Debt 
238. The provisions of the Imprisonment for Debt Limitation Act 1908 

should be amended to provide for periodic detention as an alternative to 
imprisonment. (Paragraph 1056) 

Children Remanded in Custody 
239. Wherever possible, young people should not be remanded to adult 

jails. (Paragraph 1057) 
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240. If young peopie have to be remanded in custody, those responsible 
should ensure they are kept separate from adult prisoners to the fullest 
possible extent. (Paragraph 1058) 

241. Secure remand facilities for this age group should be provided 
wherever practicable. (Paragraph 1058) 

The Regions 
242. There should be an immediate increase in the establishment of the 

High .Court judges at Auckland. (Paragraphs 1063, 1064) 
243. The circuit region controlled from the High Court at Hamilton 

should comprise the areas at present served by the Supreme Courts of 
Hamilton, Rotorna, New Plymouth, and Gisborne. There should be two 
resident Hig_h' Court judges in Hamilton for this purpose. (Paragraph 
1069) 

244. The Department of Justice should consider increasing the court 
facilities at the Rotorua courthouse. (Paragraph 1072) 

245. Until the new court complex at Christchurch is completed, 
adequate alternative accommodation should be arranged. (Paragraph 
1076) 

246. The Judicial Commission should keep the issue of a resident judge, 
or judges, for Dunedin under regular appraisal. (Paragraph 1083) 
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Table 1 

1VfAGISTRATES' COURTS 

TOTAL CHARGES BEFORE THE COURTS 

Year Males Females Tot~J 

1960 117 061 7 735 J.24 796 
1961 126 030 8 925 134 955 
1962 140 992 9 918 150 910 
1963 147 101 10 759 157 860 
1964 168 940 1:3 694 182 634 
1965 186 696 14 506 201 202 
1966 207 344 17 044 224 338 
1967 ., .. 234 415 22 736 257 151 
1968 252 28 622 281 219 
1969 230 22 656 253 290 
1970 216312 22 503 238 815 
1971 239 662 27 113 266 775 
1972 233 988 27 533 261 521 
1973 266 583 32 516 299 099 
1974 293 728 37 464 331 192 
1975 309 589 40 997 350 586 
1976 353 062 51 464 404 526 

Source: Justice Statistics 

Year 

1960 
l 961 
1962 
1963 
196"1 
1965 
19,:55 
!967 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1 1 
1972 

1974 
975 
976 

Table 2 

1\/fAGISTRATES' COURTS 

TOTAL CHARGES: TRAFFIC 

Males 

77 628 
85 393 
96 720 

102 332 
123 994 
141 018 
159 10 
18 I 74. 7 
194 LJ52 
171 903 
163 294 
l.83 151 
174· 
204 
227 6,4-3 

751 
268 563 

Justice Sta!istics. 

Fcma]es 

5 265 
6 000 
6 851 
7 271 
9 680 

10 838 
13 027 
7 927 

22 650 
17 059 
l6 169 
19 987 
20 19 
.21-:: 527 
28 784-
29 91:5 
3,8 64-1 

Total 

82 893 
91 393 

l03 571 
109 603 
133 674 
151 856 
172 237 
199 674 

l l02 
188 962 
179 4A33 
~?'03 I 38 

229 066 
256 427 
264 696 
307 204 

Rate per iO00 
mean population 

52.50 
55.60 
60.73 
62.23 
70.54-
76.35 
83.63 
94,.22 

102.03 
97.96 
84.54 
92.01 
89.67 

100.41 
108.80 
113.58 
129.81 

P,trcentage of traffic 
offences against total 

charges before the 
courts 

% 
66.? 
67.7 
68.6 
69.4 
73.2 
75.5 
76.B 

6 
77.2 
74·,6 
75, I 
76.1 
H,3 
ff"" ·''. "!).0 

77A 

75.9 



Table 3 

PERSONS INDICTED IN NEW ZEALAND 

Year 

1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
I969 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 

Source: Justice Statistics, 

Sig 13 

Persons indicted as percentage 
of total persons charged in 

Persons indicted )/[agistrates 1 Courts 

378 0.37 
434 0.39 
387 0.31 
437 0,34 
380 0.25 
427 0.25 
398 0.21 
443 0.20 
454 0.19 
1J-14 0,20 
366 0.19 
394 0.18 
459 0.22 
481 0,20 
631 0.24 
807 0.29 
801 0.24 
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Table 4 

MAGISTRATES' COURTS 

PERSONS WHO ELECTED TRIAL BY JURY 

Year 

1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 

Persons who elected 
trial by jury* 

312 
344 
337 
378 
306 
346 
292 
319 
344 
324 
259 
315 
331 
320 
428 
581 
541 

Persons who elected trial by 
jury as percentage of persons 
charged with offences with the 

right to electiont 

5.4 
5.9 
5.1 
5.6 
4.5 
4.3 
3.3 
3.1 
3.1 
2.9 
2.1 
2.4 
2.4 
2.2 
2.8 
3.2 
2.6 

*Excludes those indicted with purely indictable offences; includes drug offences. 
tincludes: 

( 1) all offences against the person except those which are indictable only offences and 
except common assault, if laid under the Crimes Act; 

(2) all offences against property except wilful damage and trespass; 
(3) all forgery and currency offences; 
(4) rogue and vagabond offences; 

excludes drug offences. 
No distinction is made in Justice Statistics between possession of a narcotic (a summary 

offence) and supplying, etc., a narcotic (an offence with the right of election). If drug 
offences with a right of election were included in these calculations, the percentage of 
persons who elected trial by jury in recent years would be smaller because of the increase in 
this type of offence. 

Source: Justice Statistics. 
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Table 5 

J\/21:.AGISTRAT.ES' (~OURTS 

c.:()IV:CIVII'T''J'.A.L F·C.)I-t 1'Itii\L _fJ"'il J1JS'I'I(~~ES ()I" ··r1{:E r-iE,l'i_f~E C)~t 
J'.vf.J.~(;IST:R.l!..TE ]:1:1( Fir~ll\.I~ I)ISPCJSJ·~rIC)I~J 

c;uilty 
Not g;uiJ.c:,r 

fin.al cESJ)ositicm 

I'¼fot gu;Jty but insarn: 

t~~1~:~ 5~:; g~ ~~:i~-~~: ~:~~~ 
Section 345; (~rirnes .?:e.ct3 

Section -J2 Crirninal Justice .!-\ct4 •.• 

Stay of proceedings 
Section 39J Grirninal Justice AC{5 

Senion 48A ( l) Criminal Jus Lice Act6 

A.b~conded 
Died 
R.eferred "to C!hildren~s Court 

Total 

J.r.s 
·:.ii) 

75,0 
18.2 

1.3 
S,: 
1,8 
0.3 

U• Q• 
•• _I 

100.0% 
(388) 

S.~'.vl. 

BG.3 
} J_ ,5 
C.6 

l .6 

100.0% 
(68) 

J. :" 

iA· 
2.Ci 
C) •'/ 
..;.,,, 

1.3 
0.2 

0.2 

lG0.0% 
(4:49) 

1Ju.dge rnay direct that no indictment be presented, or that the lndictrnent not be procf:eded 
vlith, of his O\Vn ro.otion or on the application of prosecutor or accused1 after hearing; both 
the prosecutor and accused. 

~]uctge rnay in his discretion at any stage of the trial direct tha,t the accused be discharged. 
3Court may quash count in in.d.ictrnent on the ground that it is not founded on the evidence 

disclosed in th~ depositions. 
4Court n1ay discharge offendeT without conviction or sentence. 
5Court n1ay, on convictionJ conunit a m,entoJly disordered dden.dant to hospital. 
6Court n1ay order detention and treatrnent of alcoholic or drug addict on conviction. 

Source: D'epart1nent of Justice research sample. 
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Table 6 

MAGISTRATES' COURTS 

CIVIL ACTIONS 

Judgments entered 
Total amount or final order of 

Year Plaints entered sued for court 

($000) 
1960 81 185 6,296 49 499 
1961 92 383 7,394 54 226 
1962 108 698 8,924 60 537 
1963 112 692 9,520 66 663 
1964 115 902 9,444 69 016 
1965 112 813 11,526 69 690 
1966 118 976 10,991 67 805 
1967 128 518 12,351 73 508 
1968 127 517 13,781 81 155 
1969 115 018 12,708 71 435 
1970 113 108 12,930 68 160 
1971 120 388 15,326 75 035 
1972 132 036 20,126 77 05.7 
1973 115 305 19,662 70 267 
1974 125 192 24,117 75 951 
1975 144 938 29,924 79 663 
1976 144 005 33,851 84 388 

Source: Justice Statistics. 
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Year 

1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 

Table 7 

SUPREME COURT 

PERS()NS WHO ELECTED TRIAL BY JURY 

]?ersvns v;,1ho 
elected trio.l 

by jury:;• 

312 
344 
337 
378 
306 
344 
291 
319 
342 
322 
256 
3()LJ, 

311 
303 
394 
471 
454 

Persons who elected trial 
by jury as perc~ntage of 

persons charg,~d v1hh 
offences v,,rith right to 

d.ection. ,J.: 

5.4 
5,9 
5. l 
5.6 
4.5 
4A 
3.3 
3.1 
3.l 
2.9 
2.1 
('>, 'l 
4,J 
2.3 
2.1 
2.6 
2,6 
2.2 

Persons tried with 
drug of.fence in Su~pr~1ne 
Court (:net indl!d1~d in 
two pTeceding columns) 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 

0 
2 
2 
3 

11 
20 
17 
34 

110 
87 

,;,Both c:olurnns exclude drug offences as no clisti:nction is :rnade in Ju.stice St2,tiscics betv,,reen 
posses:3ion of a narcotic (a sv.:r.nn1a:ry offence) and. supplying, etc., a narcotic (an oHencc v-1it:1 
the right of elecdon). 

Source: Justice Statistics. 

Table 8 

SLERE}.,1E (~OURT 

PIJ;tS()):~s I]'.\TD-ICTEJ) .FC!]l crFl'Ef\✓C;Es 'i\TITI-I Pt ]iIGlIT ()F 
E;LE:(JTI()j\f (e), vvr-rr1 Pl}llEI_.i'1:' 11:.J])]J.}T1\BLE 0-lF'FEJ)j{JES (i), ~)Il 

VVI~lli ]3C1TI-I (e +· i) 

e 

e + i 

Total 

1968 

% 
79.5 
12.l 
8.4 

100.0%, 
(332) 

1972 

% 
70.3 
18.0 
11.7 

100.0% 
(400) 

Sauret: ))epartn1ent of Justice resear-eh sa111ple. 

369 

1973 
O' lo 

67,2 
19.0 
13.B 

100.0% 
( 41 l) 

19/4 
0/ ,o 

70.5 
17.2 
l n C 

..:::,._j 

100.0% 
(470) 

1975 
O/o 

72.4 
15.0 
12.6 

100.0% 
(554) 

1976 
~lo 

69.9 
21.3 

8.8 

100.0% 
(531) 



Table 9 

SUPREME COURT 

PERSONS INDICTED FOR OFFENCES WITH A RIGHT OF 
ELECTION (e), WITH PURELY INDICTABLE OFFENCES (i), OR 

WITH BOTH ( e + i) 
All Supreme Courts: 1 January 1977 to 30 June 1977 

e e+i Total 

Auckland 142 12 19 173 
Blenheim 1 1 2 
Christchurch 36 14 2 52 
Dunedin 8 2 10 
Gisborne 2 1 3 
Greymouth ... 1 1 
Hamilton 12 2 I 15 
Invercargill ... 9 2 2 13 
Napier 9 2 2 13 
Nelson 3 2 1 6 
New Plymouth 5 7 2 14 
Palmerston North 18 1 19 
Rotorua 11 5 16 
Timaru 1 1 2 
Wanganui 9 1 2 12 
Wellington 46 10 5 61 
Whangarei 4 2 6 

Total 316 64 38 418 
Percentage 75.6 15.3 9.1 100.0 

Source: Department of Justice survey. 
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196:8 
1972 
1973 
1971· 
197.5 
1976 

()F 

53 

tin1e 

r;oc::_:r!ir~s 1:;~~:~'!,~:r~:;R ~~: s 
cotn.n1:l.tt2l 

5.3 
5.4 
5".g 
7. 

7.2 

trial 

:firorn 
to trial 

Q t.,. 
GJ) 

8.1 
BJ. 

U:l 

2"5 
L9 
2.5 

~:rindudes only cases -,;_,-vhe:re conn b.as a further dedsion to ;,1:lake; excludes acquitt;;,,.ls, se,:do:::. 
Stl-7 cHsd1arges~ etc" 

Soura: I)f:pa.rtrn.e:nt of J usdc~ research sctrnple. 
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Table 12 

SUPREME COURT 

PERSONS INDICTED WITH PURELY INDICTABLE OFFENCES 

Year 

1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 

Source: Justice Statistics. 

Persons indicted with 
purely indictable 

offences 

66 
90 
50 
59 
74 
91 

106 
124 
110 
90 

107 
77 

128 
161 
203 
226 
268 

372 

Persons indicated with 
purely indictable 

offences as percentage 
of total persons 

indicted 

% 
17.5 
20.7 
12.9 
13.'5 
19.5 
21.3 
26.6 
28.0 
24.2 
21.7 
29.2 
19.5 
27.9 
33.5 
32.2 
28.0 
33.5 



Table 13 

SUPREME COURT 

SELECTED OFFENCES AS PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL INDICTMENTS 

Offence 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 
% % % % %. % % 

(.>:) Wounding, etc., with intent 11 3.0 13 3.3 14 3.1 27 5.6 35 5.5 41 5.1 32 4.0 
-....i Aggravated robbery 9 2.5 I 0.3 27 5.9 22 4.6 20 3.2 41 5.1 57 7.1 (.>:) 

Burglary 54 14.8 54 13.7 57 12.4 48 10.0 61 9.7 75 9.3 89 1 I. I 
Theft 53 14.5 62 15.7 58 12.6 49 10.2 69 10.9 82 10.2 83 10.4 
Receiving 26 7.1 36 9.1 35 7.6 36 7.5 42 6.7 68 8.4 66 8.2 
Fraud and false pretences 13 3.6 10 2.5 26 5.7 18 3.7 23 3.6 19 2.4 32 4.0 
Conversion 8 2.2 8 2.0 8 1.7 8 1.7 4 0.6 10 1.2 5 0.6 
Drug offences ... 3 0.8 11 2.8 20 4.4 17 3.5 34 5.4 110 13.6 87 10.9 
Total number of indictments 366 394 459 481 631 807 801 

Source: Justice Statistics. 



Table 14 

SUPREME COURT 

SENTENCE IMPOSED ON PERSONS CHARGED ONLY WITH 
OFFENCES WITH A RIGHT OF ELECTION 

1968 1972 1973 
% % % 

3 months or less ... 2.3 1.8 0.7 
3.1 month-12 months 17.8 16.0 19.2 
1.1 years-3 years 15.5 21.7 12.0 
3 .1 years-7 years 1.1 l.l 1.8 
Over 7 years 0.8 
Borstal training/ detention 

centre 2.7 1.1 5.1 
Periodic detention 1.9 6.8 4.0 
Probation 6.1 5.7 9.8 
Fine 8.3 10.7 11.6 
Section 347, stayed, etc. 12.9 10.3 9.1 
Not guilty 25.4 20.2 21.3 
Other ... 4.9 4.6 5.4 
Not known 0.3 

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 
(264) (281) (276) 

Source: Department of Justice research sample. 

Table 15 

SUPREME COURT 

1974 1975 
% % 
0.9 1.0 

14.5 16.2 
11.5 12.2 
1.8 4.0 

0.2 

2.4 2.5 
8.2 8.6 

11.5 8.6 
9.7 10.2 

17.5 7.7 
18.l 23.4 
3.9 5.2 

0.2 

100.0 100.0 
(331) (401) 

1976 
% 
1.7 

16,7 
15.0 
2.7 
0.3 

2.0 
10.7 
7.7 

14.4 
5.7 

19.4 
3.7 

100.0 
(299) 

SENTENCE PRESCRIBED FOR PERSONS CHARGED WITH 
ELECTABLE OFFENCES 

Maximum penalty prescribed (most severe per person) 
1968 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 
% % % % % % 3.1 months-12 months 10.5 6.2 6.8 8.5 3.8 7.2 1.1 years-3 years 3.9 6.2 4.9 13.4 II.I 5.1 3 .1 years-5 years 9.6 8.0 9.7 7.4 5.0 5.1 7 years ... 24.7 28.3 28.2 22.1 24.5 27.9 10 years 32.5 22.5 20.2 15.5 18.0 18.6 14 years + life 18.8 28.8 30.2 33.l 37.6 36.l 

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
(332) (400) (411) (470) (552) (531) 

Source: Department of Justice research sample. 
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Table 16 

SUPREME COURT 

APPEALS LODGED IN SUPREME COURT UNDER SUMMARY 
PROCEEDINGS ACT 

1973 1974 1975 1976 
Result of appeal No. % No. % No. % No. % 

Allowed 229 28.2 369 36.5 262 24.8 348 31.5 
Withdrawn ... 23 2.8 llO 10.9 27 2.6 28 2.5 
Dismissed including abandoned ... 559 69.0 532 52.6 769 72.6 729 66.0 

Total Bil 100.0 I Oil 100.0 I 058 100.0 I 105 100.0 

Appeals lodged as percentage of 
Magistrates' Courts convic-
tions 0.4% 0.4% 0.4% 0.4% 

Source: Justice Statistics. 

Table 17 

SUPREME COURT 

CIVIL ACTIONS 

Actions Amount Tried by Tried by 
Year commenced claimed judge alone jury 

($000) 
1960 ... 2 162 10,552 248 138 
1961 ... 2 201 9,878 278 128 
1962 ... 1 891 10,670 286 144 
1963 ... 2 008 10,948 256 141 
1964 ... 1 967 10,598 241 106 
1965 ... 2 183 14,699 296 98 
1966 ... 2 555 21,861 296 89 
1967 ... 2 952 22,607 273 166 
1968 ... 2 976 22,833 340 157 
1969 ... 2 935 27,900 279 133 
1970 ... 3 273 30,955 362 114 
1971 ... 3 849 37,164 393 120 
1972 ... 3 903 44,691 349 108 
1973 ... 3 865 50,548 292 100 
1974 ... 4 571 70,629 340 71 
1975 ... 5 056 86,159 396 71 
1976 ... 3 602 70,274 435 63 
Source: Justice Statistics. 
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Table 18 

SUPREME COURT 

NATURE OF CIVIL CLAIMS 
1973 1975 

Nature of claim No. 
Family protection, interpretation of 

will, testamentary promise, declarat-
ory judgment ... 147 

Injunction, mandamus, certiorari, pro-
hibition, application for review 53 

Defamation 29 
Personal injury 862 
Contract, other tort 609 
Transfer proceedings from Magis-

trates' Courts (section 43, section 
45) 12 

Transfer from Magistrates' Courts for 
execution 21 

Total I 733 

Source: Department of Justice research sample. 

% No. % 

8.5 156 6.8 

3.1 67 2.9 
1.7 40 1.7 

49.7 858 37.2 
35.1 I 139 49.4 

0.7 14 0.6 

1.2 33 1.4 

100.0 2 307 100.0 

Table 19 

SUPREME COURT 

1976 

No. 

157 

102 
29 

234 
1 050 

11 

33 

1 616 

% 

9.7 

6.3 
1.8 

14.5 
65.0 

0.7 

2.0 

100.0 

PERCENTAGE OF CIVIL CLAIMS SET DOWN FOR HEARING 
AND PERCENTAGE HEARD 

1973 1975 1976 

Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent 
Nature of claim* set down heard set down heard set down heard 

Family protection, etc. 56.5 81.9 28.8 62.2 13.4 47.6 
Injunction, etc. 32.1 88.2 37.3 88.0 32.4 92.9 
Defamation 20.7 50.0 35.0 35.7 3.4 100.0 
Personal injury 32.3 57.5 17.6 41.5 10.8 39.6 
Contract/other tort 21.9 23.8 9.7 13.3 10.3 0.0 
Transfer from Magistrates' 

Courts 33.3 75.0 14.3 50.0 9.1 0.0 

All Claims 28.8 49.5 16.2 40.6 12.0 43.8 

*Transfers from the Magistrates' Courts for execution, bill writs, and default judgments are 
not included in this table. 

Source: Department of Justice research sample. 
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Table 20 

SUPREME COURT 

(CIVIL) 

TIME BETWEEN FILING OF WRIT, ETC., AND SETTING DOWN 
Family Personal Contract 

Time protection Injunction Defamation injury tort Total 

1973 

% % % % % % 
3 months or less 5.4 44.5 9.6 14.0 11.5 
3.1-6 months 17.6 11.1 16.7 25.1 26.9 24.2 
6.1-9 months 21.6 11.1 33.3 12.8 21.1 17.7 
9.1-12 months 20.3 22.2 33.3 15.0 10.5 14.4 
Over 12 months 35.1 11.l 16.7 37.5 27.5 32.2 

Tot.al 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
(74) (9) (6) (187) (171) (451) 

1975 

% % % % % % 
3 months or less 21.0 20.0 14.3 19.5 25.9 22.8 
3.l-6months 23.7 40.0 28.6 31.7 25.9 28.0 
6.1-9 months 23.7 10.0 7.1 15.9 24.1 20.6 
9.1-12 months 15.8 20.0 28.6 24.4 16.3 19.0 
Over 12 months 15.8 10.0 . 21.4 8.5 7.8 9.6 

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
(38) (10) (14) (82) (166) (311) 

1976 

% % % % % % 
3 months or less 36.8 57.1 100.0 29.2 32.3 33.8 
3.1-6 months 36.8 14.3 41.6 43.5 41.1 
6.1-9 months 10.5 28.6 25.0 19.2 19.2 
9.1--12 months 10.5 4.2 4.0 4.6 
Over 12 months 5.4 1.0 1.3 

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
(19) (7) (!) (24) (99) (151) 

N.B.-Because of the small total number of cases in some categories, the percentages must ht 
interpreted with great caution. Transfers from the Magistrates' Courts for execution, bill writs, and defaulf 
judgments are not included in this table. 

Source: Department of Justice research sample. 
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Table 21 

SUPREME COURT 

PERCENTAGES OF CASES HEARD AND SETTLED OF ALL 
CASES DISPOSED OF IN 1976 AND 1977 

Percent settled or 
Percent heard withdrawn 

1976 1977 1976 1977 
Actions: 

Auckland 31.9 35.2 68.1 64.8 
Wellington 63.1 64.5 36.2 35.5 
Christchurch 33.8 34.5 66.2 65.5 

Divorce: 
Auckland 97.2 98.6 2.8 1.4 
Wellington 99.8 98.8 0.2 1.2 
Christchurch 97.6 98.0 2.4 2.0 

Originating summons: 
Auckland 62.0 57.9 38.0 42.1 
Wellington 95.5 100.0 4.5 
Christchurch 80.0 91.7 20.0 8.3 

Defended motions: 
Auckland 63.6 59.8 36.4 40.2 
Wellington 95.5 92.8 4.5 7.2 
Christchurch 72.2 64.3 27.8 35.7 

Criminal trials: 
Auckland 76.0 65.9 24.0* 34.1* 
Wellington 83.1 81.5 16.9* 18.5* 
Christchurch 95.9 89.7 4.1 * 10.3* 

Appeals: 
Auckland 81.6 81.5 18.4 18.5 
Wellington 99.0 98.5 1.0 1.5 
Christchurch 87.3 91.4 12.7 8.6 

*Or dealt with other than by trial, for example, plea of guilty, stay of proceedings filed, or 
section 34 7 discharge. 

Source: Department of Justice survey. 
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Table 22 

SunrnME CouRT 

RELATIVE VIORKLOADS AT AlJCKLAND, WELLINGTON, AND 
CHRISTCHURCH FOR PERIOD 4 FE:BRUARY 1977 TO 1 JULY 1977 

Set down To be heard 

2 3 

/Lctioas: 
Auckhnd ... 453 145 25.0 
1/Vellington 140 89 27.0 
Christchurch 85 29 13.8 

Divorce: 
Auckland ... 1 093 1 062 183.1 
·we.llington 429 428 1'29.7 
Christchurch 377 368 175.2 

Originating summons:' 
A.uckland ... 46 29 5.0 
Wellington 20 19 5.8 
Christchurch 20 16 7.6 

Defended motions: 
Auck.land ... 321 204 35.2 
"'+Nellington 140 134 40.6 
Christchurch 104 75 35. 7 

Criminal trials: 
Auckland .. 212 161 27.8 
'VVellington 64 53 16.1 
Christchurch 66 63 30.0 

Appeals: 
A.udtland ... 326 266 45.9 
'\IVellington 158 131 47.3 
Christchurch 140 96 58.l 

Totals: 
Auckland ... 2 451 I 867 322.0 
,rzl ellington 951 854 266.5 
Chri!tchurch 792 647 32D.4 

Explanation: 

~i\lready heard 

4 5 

15 7.8 
40 12.1 
20 9.5 

920 153.6 
339 102.7 
335 159.5 

II 1.9 
14 4.2 
11 5.2 

73 12.6 
77 23.3 
45 21.4 

91 15.7 
44 13.3 
35 16.7 

198 34.l 
131 39.7 
96 45.7 

I 333 230. 7 
645 195.3 
542 258.0 

Backlog to be heard 

6 7 8 

100 
49 

9 

142 
89 
33 

18 
5 
5 

131 
57 
30 

70 
g 

28 

68 
25 
26 

529 
234 
131 

17.2 
14.8 
4.3 

24.5 
27.0 
15.7 

3.1 
!.5 
2.4 

22.6 
17.2 
14.3 

12.l 
2.7 

13.3 

11.7 
7.6 

12.4 

91.2 
70.8 
62.4 

Days 
43.0 
31. l 

7.3 

0.7 
1.4 
0.8 

1.9 
!.2 
1.4 

18.i 
10.3 
5.7 

29.0 
4.9 

22.6 

92.7 
43.9 
37.8 

Column I-Total work :'.iet down to 1 July 1977 (including that aJready set down at 4 :February 1977). 
Column 2-_Estimate of number of these cases actually to be heard. 
Column 3-Total cases to be heard per judge {based on average nu1nber of judges sitting pu court: Auckland, 5.8; 

VVellington, 3.3; Chri!tchw:-eh, 2.1). 
Column 4-Cases already heard in 1977. 
C~olumn 5-~Cases already heard per judge" 
Column 6---Cases yet to be heard. 
Column 7-Cases yet to be heard per judge. 
Column 8-Judge daye required. 

XB.-The J.B.L. trial has been excluded. 

Source: Depart1nent of Justice survey 
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Table 23 

COGRT OF APPEAL 

CRIMINAL CASES: APPEALS AGAINST SENTENCE 
AI'ifD/OR CffNVICTION 

Numb~r Granted Refused Totals 
Year filed (i) (ii) (i) and (ii) 

1958 5 10 41 51 
1959 82 13 69 82 
1960 99 25 74 99 
1961 94 11 83 94 
1962 97 l" -~ 85 97 
1963 106 13 93 106 
1964 78 13 65 78 
1965 84 10 74 84 
1966 96 12 76 88 
1967 84 16 66 82 
1968 112 14 94 108 
1969 89 14 72 86 
1970 105 18 86 104 
1971 119 10 101 111 
1972 138 17 85 102 
1973 122 19 130 149 
1974 112 18 83 101 
1975 155 27 105 132 
1976 202 42 122 164 
1977 210 52 116 168 

Source: Court of Appeal records. 

Table 24 

COURT OF APPEAL 

SITTING DAYS 

Days on Days on 
Days on Type of business which the which another 

which Chief Justice judge sat 
Year court sat Cri1ninal Civil Other sat on court on court 

1958 84 29'/, 40½ 16 8 13 
1959 93 19'/, 66'/, 7 19 
1960 106 36 63'/, 6'/, 5 75 
1965 112 30 7TI, ,,'h 5 45 
1970 119 51 68 .,, 7 116 
1974 124 48 57'/, 18'/, 16 95 
1975 133 58 1h 49 25'/, 31 57 
1976 133 74'/, 44 H'/, 6 40 

Source: Court of Appeal records. 
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Table 25 

COL'RT OF APPEAL 

CIVIL CASES 
Year Filed Allowed Dismissed Totals Withdrawn* 

1958 ... 50 13 18 31 
1959 ... 51 10 28 38 
1960 ... 65 10 29 39 
1961 ... 44 11 33 44 
1962 ... 56 11 45 56 
1963 ... 60 17 43 60 
1964 ... 59 J7 21 38 
1965 ... 66 16 28 44 
1966 ... 51 14 20 34 
1967 ... 43 12 29 41 
1968 ... 64 15 26 41 
1969 ... 72 14 32 46 
1970 ... 82 19 32 51 
1971 ... 98 24 24 48 
1972 ... 80 24 30 54 4 
1973 ... 116 15 53 68 6 
1974 ... 92 23 49 72 11 
1975 ... 105 31 47 78 7 
1976 ... 131 24 28 52 7 
1977 ... 164 23 34 57 7 
*Included in "Dismissed" figures. 

Source: Court of Appeal records. 

j 
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Table 26 

PERSOI\JS PROCEEDED AGAINST !N MAGISTRtHES' COURTS 
11\I I\IEW ZEALAl\lD, ENGLAND AND WALES, ,l\ND SCOTLAND, 
PER 1000 POPU LATI 01\I 1976 

New Zealand 

83.·1 

Totals 104.8 

~ Othec offeom 

D foffa offeoces 

England & Waies 
Scotland 

I 
I ' I 

I i 18.8 / 

/I/// 
I I I , I 

1 25.8 / I 

I I I I 
I I 

26.1 

16.6 

44.9 42.4 

In New Zealand the density (number) of pe1·sons per vehicle 

is 2.3. In the United Kingdom (England, Wales, Scotland) 

the density of persons per vehicle is 3.6. 

In New Zealand the minimum driving age is 15'vears. In 

the United Kingdom the minimum driving age is 17 years. 
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Table 27 

SUP.RENiE COURT' 

Cr:in1in:::d tri ah 
A ppec.ls--o::iffvj_cti.on 
.A ppeals---·sen teer.~•~ 

ftJ:~~~ea;:i~jii:;::·~j~ ~~~i:~t~1~gE, 
Judge aJon,~ actioD~! 
Civil a.ppeab fro::-.n nJ.ag!.strates a:1ad 

tribunals 
fJriginadng su~_nsnortses 
:vi:orions defend~d 
\,:~c~ses stated 
l)efended divo:-rses 
1J ndefe:n.ried d.ivorces 

1971--76-

19'.'l 
•;33 
244 
48.3 

10! 
239 

~106 
! 15 
4.49 

3·1 
68 

2 912 

5 .086 

383 

1972 
392 

92 
212 

86 
95 

4-50 
28 
80 

2 984 

5 092 

FI''\lE 

1973 
330 
245 
502 

82 
20?, 

84-
101 

1}66 
4:3 
37 

3 271 

5 464 

343 
233 
<J 10 
101 
58 

207 

61· 
92 

476 
29 
87 

3 672 

5 772 

1975 

5G5 
303 
510 
124 
53 

266 

52 
91 

518 
38 
90 

4 l"-5 

6 7'05 

!976 
485 

60 
137 

589 
5•1 
69 

4 117 

6 596 



GRAPHS 1--9: NOTES 
These graphs shov</ the projected court :oad for the years 1976-96 

according to the s,cntence prescribed, and should be read together with 
paragraphs 235 to 2"i2. 

The figures in brackets on the graphline refer to the prnjected number 
of charges tor the year 1986 .. 

Regression of the log of court load on the variables used showed a 
greater normality of residual than did E.near regression but the variabiiity 
of prediction tended to be highc,. Linear regressions have the advantage 
that they directly use the nac:ural concept of rate per thousand and in the 
case of good estimation will shovv the total court load as a direct sm1Q of tht 
contributions of different race-age classes. Less hurried work on thE data 
will explor1:: singular solutions and Poisson models with means linear in 
the race-age classes 'Nith positive coefficients. 

The use of past records to forecast the future in a field such as justice is 
rendered rHore dubious than usual by the degree of control that has been 
used in the past to alter the series when it devel.Jped undesirable 
properties. An implicit assumption of the forecasting is that the cian1e level 
of control will apply in the future, although the trend of the forecasts may 
·well suggest more fundamental steps are necessary. 
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GRAPH5 

SENTENCE RANGE - OVER THREE MONTHS AND UP TO ONE YEAR 
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GRAPH 9 BUSl~,IESS 
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APPE:\JDIX. l 

fv:finor (Jjfenees: Fine Up tr! $500 Oniy 

f'._i·n:s .A .. ct 195.8 

(=:i'vil /tviatio.n .At.ct 
1964· 

c:on1panies .Pict 1955 

Criminal Tustice 
Amend0i11em Ace 
1962 

Gaming Act 1908 
1910 Amendment 
1908 Act 

Marriage Act 1955 

Mental Health Act 
1969 

Police Offences Act 
1927 

4 
8 

9 
25 

102 
104 

111 
*130 

* 1.32 
135 

*200 
21 (2) 

4 (2) 
() -~ 

26 
27 
40 
41 

63A 

64 
56 

57 
61 

40 ( 1) 

109 (2) 
110 

114 

3 

*:vfaximum fine of $10 per day for default. 

T)n.licensed d.ealers in fi:ceilrrn~: or 
0.1:n:;:nu.nid.on" 

l{ecorcl cx2 deaEr'-gs by :.:ir.>c11sed deaiers< 
SaJe to ar::_d possession by y(n.1ng persona of 

Jirearn1.s and. arnmlunition. 
Possession of unsegi£ten~d fi2:earn1s. 
Sale of liquor at international air;tJorts. 

Re:ristrafr:m of c~iarges created by companv 
Registration of cha.rges existing o'n prnpen;, 

ocquired. 
Comj.)any's register of charges. 
Annual return to be made by company 

having a share capital. 
'Tiine for con1.pletion of annual return. 
Duty to hold annual general. meeting. 
Rec,ister of cHreUO"'S anr1 seer,.t 0 ri"'" 
Lotterin~ b; periodic d~

1ten,~i;1;'\;~;k centre, 

Being found in any con,mon gaminghouse. 
Street betting (first offence). 
Betting on sports ground (first oifence). 
Betting in factory. 
Disposal of property by lottery. 
Establishing or conducting lottery (firsr 

offence). 
:Preparation or· nossession of betting or lotten 

documents. ' , 
Taking part in lottery. 
DenyinB' or impugning validity of lav,fol 

marriage. 
Altering register book without authority. 
Failing to comply with Act and offences 

generally. 
Offences by householders and medical 

pn:.ctitioners. 
Offences by Superintendents. 
Only one mentally disordered person may 

reside in any house, 
Suppiying liquor to mentally disordered 

person. 
Offences relating to good order, nuisances, 

obstructions in public places and removing , 
material from foreshore. 
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Statutes Amendment 
Act 1939 

Police Offences Act 
.i 1927 
'Police Offences 

Amendment Act 
1956 

Statutes Amendment 
Act 1948 

Police Offences Act 
1927 

Police Offences 
Amendment Act 
(No.2) 1952 

Police Offences 
Amendment Act 
1954 

3c Disturbing public worship. 
3E Drinking of liquor in public conveyances and 

by minors in public place. 
4 Offences by persons on public places relating 

to riding horses and driving vehicles, 
herding cattle, setting dog on another 
animal or person or otherwise obstructing 
a public place. 

5A Children under 12 on tractors and 
implements. 

18 Sunday trading 
19 Publication of false notice of birth, death, or 

20 
21 

22 

57 

22A 

2 

38 (2-4) 

23 

24 

25 
27 
30 

36 

37 
41 (a) 
45 

61 
68 
12 ( 1) 
13 

2 (2) (a) 
2 (3) (b) 

• marriage. 
Imitation of Court documents. 
Issuing or exhibiting documents falsely 

purporting to be official documents. 
Public use of words, initials or abbreviations 

likely to lead others to wrongly believe the 
person holds a degree, etc. 

Re~triction on the use of certain names. 

Restriction on use of word "Ruakura". 

Restriction on use of name "Returned 
Services Association" or "R.S.A.". 

Use of emblem, seal or name of United 
Nations and other organisations. 

Carrying on trade etc. wrongly implying 
appointment by Governor-General. 

Use of words denoting Government 
patronage. 

Disfiguring natural objects. 
Supplying tobacco and smoking by youths. 
Use of certain words having reference to the 

Great War for purposes of trade or 
business. 

Obt,aining admission to any place without 
paying fee lawfully charged. 

Failing to give correct name and address. 
Publishing unauthorised programmes. 
Persons found drunk. 
Keepers of hotels allowing prostitutes or 

persons of notoriously bad character to 
meet therein. 

Hours of closing pubiic billiard rooms. 
Iliegal boxing contests. 
Fortune telling for reward. 
Advertising reward for stolen property. 

Sale or disposal of contraceptives to children. 
Procuring or attempting to procure 

contraceptives by child under 16. 
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Police Offences 
Amendment Act 
1950 

Police Offences Act 
1927 

Transport Act 1962 

Companies Act 1955 

Mental Health Act 
1959 

Transport Act 1962 

2 

76 

7 
9 

12 
15 

18 

19 

25/193 

37/193 
42 

52 
59 

60 

63 

65 (2) (3) 
68 
68B (2c) 
68c 

69B 
71 
76A 

192A 

Offence to remain on ship when orde 
leave. 

Obstructing officers in execution of Ac 

Registration and licensing of motor ve 
Applications for registrations and alter 

of mileage recorder. ';l' 
Applicati~ns for licen~es for motor vehicl~t.· 
Unauthorised, deceptive or obscured jl' 

registration plates or unauthorised lice. i 
Notification of change of ownership of mo: 

nhlili. I 
Cancellation of registration on destructionl•·/2 

permanent removal of motor vehicle. ., 
Unlicensed persons not to drive motor j 

vehicles. ;, 
Surrender of disqualified drivers licence. } 
Failure to pay speeding infringement fee :~ 

specified in speeding infringement noti;: 
before date specified in notice. •· 

50 km/hour in towns. · .... 
Being in charge of motor vehicle while u ;'; 

influence of drink or drugs or failure to;~ 
surrender keys. , 

Careless or inconsiderate use of motor .. ;l 
vehicle. ·} 

Failure to comply (by person incapable of,, 
driving) with direction not to drive or t~ 
surrender ignition keys. : 

Duties of drivers in case of accident. 
Attendance at traffic improvement school. 
Removal of notice that vehicle unsafe. 
Drivers and pedestrians to comply with 

. traffic directions. 
Overloading infringements. 
Restriction of heavy traffic on roads. 
Use of motor vehicle on closed road. 
Personation or obstruction of traffic officer 

Maximum Penalty: Fine Up To $1,000 Only 

48A Invitation to deposit money or lend mone1 

48 
company 

Matters to be stated and reports to be set c 
in prospectus. 

51 Registration of prospectus. 
40 (2) (3) Offences by householders and·medical 

109 ( 1) 
111 

69A 

practitioners. 
Offences by Superintendents. 
False or misleading certificate by medical 

practitioner. 
Ancillary offences relating to overloading 

heavy motor vehicles. 
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}vfaximum Penalty Not Exceeding 3 MonthsJmprisonment 

Arms Act 1958 

Companies Act 1955 

Criminal Justice Act 
1954 

Criminal Justice 
Amendment Act 
1962 

Gaming Act 1908 

1910 Amendment 

Gaming Act 1908 

1920 Amendment 
Gaming Act 1908 

Insolvency Act 196 7 

Mental Health Act 
1969 

Narcotics Act 1965 

Sig 14 

7 
7B 

11 

l lA 

12 
13 
16 

16A 
18 
19 
54 

58 

10 

21 ( 1) 

4 (1) 
8 

22 
2 

26 

2 
37 

56 
58 
62 

63 

67 
127 ( 1) 
128 
151 
164 

113 (2) 

6 
7 
8 
9 

Permits for pos~ession. 
Allowi~g use by unauthoris~d person. 
Unregistered firearms to be'surrendered to 

police. 
Non-registerable firearms may be required to 

be surrendered. 
Possession of unlawful weapons. 
Carriage of pistols without licence. 
Carriage or possession of firearms, 

ammunition or explosives except for 
proper and sufficient purposes. 

Careless use of firearm. 
Presenting firearms at other persons. 
Obstruction of member of police. 
Criminal liability for misstatements in 

prospectus. 
Prohibition of allotment in certain cases 

unless statement in lieu of prospectus 
delivered to Registrar. 

Breach of conditions of probation. 

Offences by detainee sentenced to periodic 
detention. 

Using premises as gaminghouse. 
Gaming in or within view of public place. 
Obstructing constable. 
Street betting (second and subsequent 

offences). 
Betting on sports grounds (second and 

subsequent offences). 
Bookmaking (first and second offence). 
Receiving money on condition of paying 

money on event of any bet. 
Obstructing constable. 
Persons giving false names or addresses. 
Exhibiting placards or advertising betting 

houses, sweepstakes or lotteries. 
Advertising as to betting, sweepstakes or 

lotteries. 
Making bet with or inviting infant to bet. 
Failure to keep proper books of account. 
Summary offences. 
Offence in respect of obtaining credit. 
False and misleading statements and refusal 

to answer questions. 
Sexual intercourse between person other than 

employee of hospital or house and woman 
or girl patient. 

Possession and use of narcotics. 
Miscellaneous offences. 
Licences. 
False statements. 
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Police Offences- Act 
1927 

Police Offences 
Amendment Act 
(No. 2) 1952 

Police Offences 
Amendment Act 
1954 

Police Offences 
Amendment Act 
1935 

Police Offences Act 
1927 

Penal Institutions· Act 
1954 

10 
13 

33B 

3n 

5 

6 
26 

29 
31 
33 

34 
34B 

41 (b) (c) 

43 

44 

46 

.48 
49 
50 
51 
52A 

54 

Obstruction. 
Power to demand production of books and to 

inspect stocks of narcotics. 
Fighting in public place. 

Riotous, offensive, threatening, insulting or 
disorderly behaviour and threatening or 
insulting words. 

Offences tending to personal injury 
( obstructions, exposed holes, poorly 
repaired fences in public places and 
polluting water supplies). 

Wilful destruction of property. 
Combination affecting the supply of gas, 

electric light or water. 
Unauthorised representative of foreign states. 
Offences in respect of military decorations. 
Unlawful intimidation or violence with a 

view to restricting the freedom of any 
person. 

Inciting violence, disorder or lawlessness. 
Publications relating to manufacture of 

explosives or incendiary devices. 
Persons found drunk (with previous 

convictions) 
Persons drunk and are guilty of riotous or 

disorderly behaviour or who are in charge 
of a horse. 

Failure of drunk person to pay expenses and 
cost of maintenance. 

Prostitutes importuning passengers or being 
riotous. 

Using foul language in a public place . 
Vagrancy. 
Idle and disorderly. 
Persons armed by night or wearing disguises. 
Peeping into window or dwellinghouse by 

night. 
Being found on property without lawful 

excuse. 
12 (IA) Fortune telling for reward with intent to 

deceive. 

2 (2) (b) Sale or disposal of contraceptives to children. 

4 Offence to make false allegation to officer of 
police that offence committed. 

77 Wilful obstruction of constable. 

36A Failure to submit to medical examination or 
procedure. 

44 Offences. 
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Poisons Act 1960 

Secret Commissions 
Act 1910 

Transport Act 1962 

8 
9 

10 
11 
12 

13 
14 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 

27 
29 
30 
33 
36 

38 

40 

4.5 
46 

3 
4 
5 

6 
7 
8 

9 
10 
34 

35 

50 

56 ( l) 

57 
58 

58c 
58D (12) 

65 (5) 

Sale and packing of poisons. 
Sale by vending machine. 
Hawking. 
~'fo sale of poison without request. 
Licence or authority to sell poison (wholesale 

or extended purposes). 
Re tail sales. 
Authority to pack poisons. 
Containers. 
Records of sales. 
Custody of poisons. 
Storage of poisons. 
Restriction on possession and use of 

pr~scription poisons and restricted 
pmsons. 

Information to be furnished. 
Control of advertisements. 
Power of entry and inspection. 
Procuring of samples. 
Ships or aircraft arriving with certain poisons 

on board. 
Sending or carrying poisons under false 

descriptions. 
Power of District Registrar to require 

information. 
Obstruction of officers. 
Abetting offence against corresponding law of 

another country. 
Gifts to agent without consent of principal. 
Acceptance of such gifts. 
Duty of agent to disclose pecuniary interest in 

contract. 
Giving false receipt etc. to agent. 
Delivering false receipt etc. to principal. 
Receiving secret reward for procuring 

contract. 
Aiding and abetting offences. 
Persons acting on behalf of agents. 
Applying for drivers licence while 

disqualified. 
Driving while disqualified or contrary to 

terms of limited licence-first offence. 
Obtaining a drivers licence while 

disqualified, 
Causing bodily injury or death through 

careless use of a motor vehicle, 
Reckless or dangerous driving. 
Driving with an excess of blood alcohol or 

while under the influence of drink or drugs. 
Refusing to supply a specimen of blood. 
Refusal of a person in hospital to allow a 

specimen of blood to be take11, 
Duties of accident driver where no-one killed 

or injured. 
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Maximum Penalty of 3,1-12 Months Imprisonment 

Civil Aviation Act 
1964 

Companies Act 1955 

Gaming Act 1908 

Gaming Amendment 
Act 1920 

Official Secrets Act 
1951 

Police Offences Act 
1927 

Police Offences 
Amendment Act 
1952 (No. 2) 

Police Offences Act 
1927 

Penal Institutions Act 
1954 

Poisons Act 1960 
Social Security Act 

1964 

24 Dangerous operation of aircraft. 

151 
152 
41 

2 
3 

ill II 
47 
52 
53A 

4 
8 

9 

77A 

34A 
44 (2) 

47 
127 

Keeping books of account. 
Profit and loss account and balance sheet. 
Establishing or conducting lottery (second or 

subsequent offence). 
Bookmaking (third or subsequent offence). 
Making bets with bookmaker. 

(where accused tried and convicted 
summarily) 

Exposure of person. 
Imposters, loiterers and trespassers by night. 
Carrying offensive weapon in public place 

without lawful excuse. 
Common assault. 
Householder permitting defilement of young 

girl on his premises. 
Unlawful detention with intent to have 

carnal knowledge. 
Assaults on constables, prison officers and 

traffic officers. 
Disorderly conduct on private premises. 
Certain offences by officer of a penal 

institution. 
Penalty for false statement. 
Offences-misleading officer and obtaining 

some benefit. 

Maximum Penalty of 1.1-2 Years Imprisonment 

Arms Act 1958 6 Permits for import of firearms. 
17 Unlawful acquisition of firearms, 

ammunition or explosives. 
27 Governor-General may proclaim areas in 

which possession of firearms, ammunition 
and explosives is prohibited. 

INDICTABLE OFFENCES TRIABLE SUMMARILY 

Maximum Penalty Fine Only 

Accident 
Compensation Act 
1972 

Shipping and Seamen 
Act 1952 

180 (I) Evading levies or making false statements. 

195 

209 (6) 
280 (4) 
299 (I) 
304 

Contravention of ship construction and 
survey rules. 

Contravention of radio rules. 
Contravention of timber cargo regulations. 
Failure to search for missing ship. 
Wilfully misdescribing dangerous goods. 
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307 (3) 
309 (4) 
310 (3) 
311 (2) 

322 (2) 

442 (I) 

Contravention of dangerous goods rules. 
C011traventioI19/ grain cargo rules. 
Contravention of regulations as to ballast. 
Carriage of goods liable to spontaneous 

combustion. 
Contravention of regulations as to 

overloading and overcrowding. 
Carrying improper national colours. 

Maximum Penalty Not Exceeding .'3 Months Imprisonment 
Crimes Act 1961 227 (d) Theft (not covered by s.227 (a)-(b) if object 

stolen does not exceed $10 in value). 
246 (2) (c) Obtaining by false pretence thing capable of 

being stolen-value less than $10. 
258 (I) (c) Receiving property dishonestly obtained 

worth less than $10 .• 
401 Contempt of court. 

Maximum Penalty Not Exceeding .'3.1-6 Months Imprisonment 
(under enactments other than Crime.s Act) 

Commerce Act 1975 

Electoral Act 1956 

Local Election and 
Polls Act 1976 

Post Office Act 1959 

64 Contravention of Order in Council. 
77 Participation in illegal aggregation proposal. 

130 Offences in respect of ballot boxes and ballot 

56 (2) 

58 

100 

papers. 
Offences in respect of voting etc. 

Wrongful divulgence of contents of postal 
article by officer. 

Divulging contents of telegram by officer. 

Maximum Penalty Not Exceeding .'3.1 Months-I Years Imprisonment 
Crimes Act 1961 86 

91 
107 
121 (3) 

145 
196 
227 (c) 

229 

246 (2) (b) 

247 
258 (I) (b) 

287 
288 
289 

Unlawful assembly. 
Forcible entry and detainer. 
Contravention of statute. 
Assisting escape by failing to perform legal 

duty. 
Criminal nuisance. 
Common assault. 
Theft (not covered by s.227 (a)-(b) if object 

stolen exceeds $10 in value). 
Being in P?ssession of instrument for 

convers10n. 
Obtaining by false pretence thing capable of 

being stolen-value exceeds $10 but does 
not exceed $40. 

Obtaining credit fraudulently. 
Receiving property dishonestly obtained 

worth more than $10 but no more than 
$40. 

Defacing coin and uttering defaced coin. 
Melting coin. 
Possessing counterfeit coin. 
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Maxirnum Penalty 6. 1-12 }Vfonths Imprisonment 

(under enactments other than Crimes Act) 
Electoral Act 1956 
Naval and Victualling 

Stores Act 1908 
Overseas Investment 

Act 1973 
Police Offem;es Act 

1927 
Post Office Act 1959 

Reserve Bank of N.Z. 
. Act 196·1 

150 Corrupt or illegal practices. 
5 ( 1) Knowingly receiving or selling marked 

17 

53A 

57 

95 
98 

108 
158 
232 

25 (3) 
51 

stores. 
Offences relating to overseas investment. 

Unlawfully carrying an offensive weapon in a 
public place. 

Wrongfully opening or delaying postal article 
(not by officer). 

Sending false telegram. 
Wrongfully opening or delaying telegram 

( not by officer). 
Illegal use of telephone. 
Interference with telephone system. 
Personation of officer. 
Offences relating to conversion of currency. 
Offences against regulations . 

Maximum Penalty of 1. 1-3 Years Imprisonment 
Crimes Act 1961 87 Riot 

1 I I False staternents m· declarations. 
114 Use of purported affidavit or declaration. 
124 Distribution or exhibition of indecent matter. 
125 Indecent act in public place. 
126 Indecent act with intent to insult or offend. 
144 Indecency ·vvi th animal. 
150 Misconduct in respect of human remains. 
181 Concealing dead body of child. 
190 Injuring by unlawful act. 
192 Aggravated assault. 
193 Assault with intent to iniure. 
194 Assault on child or by m'ale on female. 
200 (2) Poisoning with intent to cause inconvenience 

202 
206 
207 
228 (2) 

231 

232 
233 
244 

254 
262 
290 
305 
307 
308 
309 

or annoyance. 
Permitting trap to remain. 
Bigamy (with knowledge). 
Feigned m.ar:riage (with knowledge). 
Attempted conversion or unlawful 

interference with motor vehicle etc. 
Fraudulently destroying document (lowest 

maximum sentence-3 years). 
Fraudulent concealment. 
Bringing into New Zealand things stolen. 
Being disguised or in possession of 

instruments for burglary, 
False statement by public officer. 
Taking reward for recovery of stolen goods. 
Uttering counterfeit or non-current coin. 
Providing explosive to commit crime, 
Threatening to destroy property. 
Threatening acts. 
Conspiring to prevent collection of rates or 

taxes. 
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Maximum Penalty 1.1-2 Years Imprisonment 

(under enactments other than Crimes Act) 
Animals Act 1967 

Auctioneers Act 1928 
Births and Deaths 

Registration Act 
1951 

Building Societies Act 
1965 

Chattels Transfer Act 
1924 

Companies Special 
Investigations Act 
1958 

Cornish Companies 
Management Act 
1974 

Customs Act 1966 
Designs Act 1953 

Dis till a tion Act 19 71 
Electoral Act 1956 

Friendly Societies Act 
1909 

Harbours Act 1950 
Local Election and 

Polls Act 1976 
Magistrates' Courts 

Act 1947 
Marriage Act 1955 
Mental Health Act 

1969 

Merchandise Marks 
Act 1954 

Misuse of Drugs Act 
1975 

Moneylenders Act 
1908 

Naval and Victualling 
Stores Act 1908 

Patents Act 1953 

21 . Introducing organism causing disease. 
38 Wilfully communicating disease. 
88 Wrongful alteration of brand or approved 

102 
38 
48 

29 
30 
64 
70 

132 
133 
58 

28 

22 

246 
42 

43 
86 

130 

75 

247 
56 (4) 

116A 

60 
112 

113 (1) 

18 

12 

6 

4 

25 (6) 

mark. 
Making knowingly false declaration. 
Misappropriation or falsifying accounts. 
Making false statement. 

, Contravention of provisions. 
Contravention of provisions. 
Contravention of provisions. 
Contravention of provisions 
Offences in relation to property. 
False statements in documents. 
Defrauding or attempting to defraud grantee 

of instrument by way of security. 
Destroying or altering records. 

Destroying or altering records. 

Wilfully false declarations. 
Offences in respect of designs required to be 

kept secret. 
Falsification of register, etc. 
Stealing spirits from distillery, etc. 
Offences by Returning Officer in respect of 

ballot boxes and ballot papers. 
Wrongful supply of rules. 

Wilful damage to works. 
Offences in respect of voting, etc. 

False statement of service of documents. 

False statements, etc. 
Neglect or ill treatment of mentally 

disordered person. 
Sexual intercourse with mentally disordered 

female. 
Contravention of Act. 

Use of premises or vehicle. 

False statements, etc., by moneylenders. 

Destroying marks with intent to steal stores. 

Breach of secrecy as to certain inventioi;is. 
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Plant Varieties Act 
1973 

Post Office Act 1959 

Sales Tax Act 1974 
Shipping and Seamen 

Act 1952 

Summary Proceedings 
Act 1957 

Syndicates Act 1973 
Trade Marks Act 1953 

26 (8) 

105 
35 (1) 

51 (2) 
56 

61 

62 
97 

102 
104 
68 
26 
37 
50 (8) 
63 

118 
119 (3) 
136 (7) 
163 
177 (9) 
181 (10) 
229 
257 (6) 
269 
283 
287 (2) 
289 (2) 
292 ( 1) 
294 (5) 

301 

314 (1) (2) 
368 (7) 
395 
411 (1) 
439 

457 

494 (4) 

498 (2) 
503 ( 1) 

29 (2) 
181 (5) 
1 7 ( 1) 
70 

Unlawful publication of information as to 
inventions relating to atomic energy. 

Falsification of register of patents. 
Falsification of register, etc. 

Theft of money from postal articles. 
Wrongful opening or delaying of postal 

article by officer. 
Fraudulently retaining or destroying a postal 

article. 
Making a false statement. 
Wrongful opening or delaying of telegram by 

officer. 
Wrongful retaining of telegram 
Fraudulent statement regarding telegram. 
Making false declaration. 
Offences as to certificates of competency. 
Offences as to agreements with crew. 
Offences as to certificates of competency. 
Offences as to discharge of seamen. 
Forcing seaman ashore. 
Contravention of provisions. 
Offences as to certificates of competency. 
Misconduct endangering ship or life. 
Offences as to official log book. 
Offences as to engine room log book. 
Forgery of declaration of survey or certificate. 
Contravention of regulation as to load lines. 
Taking ship to sea with load line submerged. 
Forgery of load line and other certificates. 
Failure to observe collision regulations. 
Failure to render assistance after collision. 
Failure to assist persons in danger at sea. 
Failure to assist ships, aircraft, or persons in 

distress at sea. 
Offences in relation to anchors and chain 

cables. 
Sending unseaworthy ship to sea. 
Forgery in salvage claims. 
Use of improper certificate of registry. 
Illegal transfers and mortgages of ships. 
Concealment of Commonwealth or 

assumption of foreign character of ship. 
Forgery, false declaration relation to 

registration of ships. 
Offences as to documents produced in 

evidence. 
Obstructing service of documents. 
Forgery or fraudulent alteration of forms. 
False statement of service. 
False statement of service. 
Untrue statement in prospectus. 
Falsification of register of trade marks. 
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1'rustee <.Jo!r_rpar1ie,s 
fvfanagernent AcL 
1975 

20 Destroying or altering records. 

li,faxinzurn: .. P(nalty .2. 1-~·3 ~ears Irnprisonment 
(under enacnn.ents other than :(::rhr1es Ac~t) 

Arms Aet 1958 

Lscate and Gift Duties 
A.ct 1968 

, Insolvency /,ct 196 7 

Land Drai1:age Act 
1908 

Land 'I'rz~nsfer A •. ct 
1952 

Medical Pn,ctitionei·s 
Act 1968 

, Municioa! 
- Corp~ralior;_s Act 

1954 
Post Office Act 1959 

Soil Conservation and 
Rivers Control Act 
1941 

Trnmsport .Act 1962 

! Veterinary Surgeons 
Act 1956 

Crimes Act 1961 

~ 

7 ,A 
16B 
95 (1) 

15:6 
127 (2) 

pq 
O.t-

225 

35 

374 

53 

154 

56 (lA) 

22 

tlnia,dul possession of pi~tols. 
T; nlav1fu1 carriage ✓ possession of firearn1.s etc" 
Delivery ofc false ,=Ioc:un1ent ·vvith intent to 

evade duty, penalcy or interest. 
Crirnes by ban,crnpt. 
c:1:i!Jle,~1 by· ban.krupt, 
\ 1Vilful damage lo wo·~ks. 

e[C. 

Frauduler!ltly procuT:;_ng registration. 

\ 1ViHu1 darn.age to d.rainage '!NOTk~s or 
v11a ter\vorks. 

Theft of postal article by· person otb.er than 
officer. 

'Wilful damage to v,3ctcrcourse or works. 

Ca11si1!g bodily ~njury or de,a~h th:cugh, 
careless v.se ol mowr veh:cle 1f cte±enaant 
exceeded speed limit or drove under 
influence oi drink etc. 

Offences as to registration, 

!Vlaximurn Pena!zy 3.1--5 Ye,;;rs Imprisonment 

110 False oaths. 
120 
122 

136 
1+1 
I Ll 7 
148 
149 
153 
189 (2) 
]95 
202 (I) 
203 

242 
243 
256 

Escape from lavdul i::ustody. 
Assisting escape of mentally ciefective person 

under detention for offence. 
Conspiracy to induce sexual intercourse. 
Indeceni::v between rnen. 
Brothel k~eping 
Living on earnings of prostitution. 
Procurin>1: sexual intercourse. 
Duty of e'i'.nployers to provide necessaries. 
Injuring with in ten to injure. 
Cruelty to child. 
Selting 1raps. 
Endang,:::ring tra 01sport in manner likely to 
n init:i·e. . ' 
t'.,nte·mg wnh rc,enL 
Being armed with intent to break and enter. 
Concealing deeds and encumbrances. 
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257 
268 
269 

280 
28] 
286 (2) 
297 

298 ( 4) 
299 

300 (2) 

Conspiracy to defraud. 
Countedeiting corporate seals. 
Sending false telegrams with intent to 

defraud. 
Imitating authorised marks. 
~rnitatiJ.7-g cu.st:~:r12r1~y- n:1arks. . . . 
Pos:,es,s10n of hhag etc. fro:rE 1mpa1n,d com. 
Att,~mct to da:;nage propenv by fire or 

explosive. ··' · · · 
Wilful damage. 
VViHul 1v\raste, or diversion of 11vater, gas or 

electricity. 
Interfering ,Nith transport. 

J\aaximum Penalty 8.1 ~4: Years Imprisonnunt 
(under enacrments other than Crimes Act) 

Land Transfer Act 
1952 

Burial and Cremation 
Act 1964 

Customs Act 1966 
Finance Act 1915 
Marriage Act 1955 

Post Office Act 1959 

Real. Estat,c .Agents 
Act 1976 

Ship_ping and Sean1en 
Act 1952 

Transport Act 1962 

Crin1.es Act 1961 

226 Forging seal of Registrar, 

l'vfaximum Penalty 4.1-5 Years I mprisonmmt 

56 (3) Unlawful cremation. 

238 
65 
58 
59 
47 

55 
99 

137 

59 

115 

354 ( 1) 
35 (1) 

55 (I) 

55 (2) 

65 ( 4) 

Influencing or resisting officer of Customs. 
Bribing officer of Customs. 
False solemnisation of marriage. 
Falsely pretending to be officiating minister. 
Putting Ifre or dangerous substance in 

letterbox. 
Posting of dangerous substance. 
Stealing or unlawfully opening mail. 
Theft, secretir1g o:i: destn,ction o{ telegram. 
T ssuing of n1oney order etc. with fradulent 

intent. 
Rendering false account. 

Fraudulently obtaining property of c1eceased 
searnan or scarnen left abroad. 

Offences in re§pect of wreck. 
Driving while disquaiified or contrary to 

terms of limited licence (2nd or subsequent 
oifence). 

Causing bodiiy injury or death through 
reckless or dangerous driving. 

Causing bodi.ly injury or death through 
driving while under influeni::e of drink etc. 

Failing to stop after accident and render 
assistance to injured person. 

lvlaximum Penalty 5.1-7 Years Imprisonment 

118 Assisting escape of prisoners of war or 
internees. 

119 Breaking penal institution. 
121 Assisting escape from lawfulcustody. 
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131 

134 

135 
137 

138 

139 
151 
152 

154 
185 
186 
206 
207 
210 
227 (a) (b) 
228 ( 1) 
229A 

230 
237 
238 (3) 

239 
246 ( l) 

246 (2) (a) 

248 
249 
252 

253 
255 
258 (1) (a) 

271 
275 
277 
278 
279 
286 ( 1) 
291 
292 
296 

298 (2) (3) 
300 ( l) 
303 

Sexual intercourse with girl under care or 
protection. 

Sexual intercourse or indecency with girl 
between 12 and 16. 

Indecent assault on woman or girL 
Inducing sexual intercourse under pretence 

of marriage. 
Sexual intercourse with severely subnormal 

woman or girl. 
Indecent act between woman and girl. 
Duty to provide the necessaries of life. 
Duty of pa~ent or guardian to provide 

necessanes. 
Abandoning child under six. 
:Female procuring her own miscarriage. 
Supplying means of procuring abortion. 
Bigamy (without knowledge). 
Feigned marriage (without knowledge). 
Abduction of child under 16. 
Theft. 
Conversion. 
Taking or dealing with certain documents 

,vi.th intent to defraud. 
Criminal breach of trust. 
Assault with intent to rob. 
Forcing to do unlawful act or :restraining 

from lawful act. 
Demanding with intent to steal. 
Obtaining by false pretence-·-valuable 

security. 
Obtaining by false pretence-thing capable 

of being stolen-value exceeds $40. 
Personation. 
Acknowledging instrument in false name. 
False accounting by officer or member of 

body corporate. 
False accounting by employee. 
Issuing false dividend warrants. 
Receiving property dishonestly obtained 

valued at more than $40. 
Possession of forged bank notes. 
Counterfeiting stamps. 
F'alsifying extracts from registers. 
Uttering false certificates. 
Forging certificates. 
Impairing coin. 
Buying or selling counterfeit coin. 
Importing or exporting counterfeit coin. 
Damage to other property by fire or 

explosive. 
Wilful damage. 
Interfering with means of transport. 
Interfering with signals for guidance or 

control of ships and aircraft. 
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Misuse of Drugs Act 
1975 

Narcotics Act 1965 
Official Secrets Act 

1951 

Post Office Act 1959 

Crimes Act 1961 

304 
306 

Interfering with mines. 
Threatening to kill or do grievous bodily 

harm. 

Maximum Penalty 5.1-7 Years Imprisonment 

(under enactments other than Crimes Act) 

9 
10 

11 
6A 
5 

6 
8 

10 
11 
51 ( 1) 
52 
54 

Cultivation of prohibited plants. 
Aiding offences against corresponding law of 

another country. 
Theft, etc., of controlled drugs. 
Theft, etc. of narcotics. 
Unlawful use of uniforms, forgery, 

personation, false documents, etc. 
Wrongful communication of information. 
Interfering with police or persons on guard. 
Attempts, incitement. 
Duty to give information as to offences. 
Theft of postal article by officer. 
Theft of money from postal articles. 
Receiving of postal matter dishonestly 

obtained. 

Maximum Penalty 7.1-10 Years Imprisonment 

130 Incest. 
132 (2) Attempted sexual intercourse with girl under 

133 
140 
146 
189 
234 
241 
250 
251 
265 
266 
266A 

266B 

267 
270 
272 
273 

274 
276 
283 
284 
285 
295 
302 

12. 
Indecency with girl under 12. 
Indecency between man and boy. 
Keeping pl.ace of resort for homosexual acts. 
Injuring with intent to cause grievous harm. 
Robbery. 
Burglary. 
False statement by promoter. 
Falsifying accounts relating to public funds. 
Forgery. 
Uttering false documents. 
Altering or reproducing document with 

intent to defraud. 
Using altered or reproduced document with 

intent to defraud. 
Counterfeiting public seals. 
Procuring execution of document by fraud. 
Drawing document without authority. 
Using probate obtained by forgery or 

perjury. 
Papers or implements for forgery. 
Falsifying registers. 
Preparations for coining. 
Counterfeiting coin. 
Altering coin. 
Attempted arson. 
Attempting to wreck ship or aircraft. 
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Crimes Act 1961 

' Misuse of Drugs Act 
1975 

Narcotics Act 1965 

Maximum Penalty 10.1-14 Years Imprisonment 

132 ( 1) Sexual intercourse with girl under 12. 
203 ( 1) Endangering transport with intent to injure. 
208 Abduction of woman or girl. 
236 Compelling execution of documents by force. 
238 Extortion by certain threats. 
294 Arson. 
298 ( 1) Wilful damage. 
301 Wrecking ship or aircraft. 

Maximum Penalty 7.1-14 Years Imprisonment 

(under enactments.other than Crimes Act) 
6 Dealing with controlled drugs. 

10 Aiding offences against corresponding law of 
another country. 

5 Dealing with narcotics. 
5A Aiding offences against corresponding law of 

another country. 
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APPENDIX 2 

EXTRACT FROM THE JUDGES ACT-CANADA 

CHAPTER 16 (2nd Supp.) 

An Act to amend the Judges Act 
[1970-71-72, C. 55] 

CANADIAN Jt..:DICIAL COUXCIL 

30. ( 1) A Council is hereby established to be known as the Canadian 
Judicial Council, (hereinafter referred to as "the Council") consisting of 
the Chief Justice of Canada, who shall be the chairman of the Council, 
and the chief justice and associate chief justice of each superior court or 
branch or division thereof. 

(2) The objects of the Council are to promote efficiency and uniformity, 
and to improve the quality of judicial service, in the superior, district and 
county courts, including, without limiting the generality of the foregoing, 

(a) the establishing from time to time of a conference of chief justices; 
(b) the establishing from time to time of seminars for the continuing 

education of judges; and 
(c) subject to section 31, the making of the inquiries and the 

investigating of any complaint or allegation described in that 
section. 

(3) The Council shall meet at least once a year. 
( 4) Subject to this Act, the work of the Council shall be carried on in 

such manner as the Council may direct. 
(5) The Council may make by-laws 
(a) respecting the calling of meetings of the Council; 
(b) respecting the conduct of business at meetings of the Council, 

including the fixing of quorums for such meetings, the 
establishment of committees of the Council and the delegation of 
duties to any such committees; and 

( c) respecting the· conduct of inquiries and investigations described in 
section 31. 

(6) Each member of the Council may appoint a judge of his court to be 
a substitute member of the Council and such substitute member shall act 
as a member of the Council during any period in which he is appointed to 
act, but the Chief Justice of Canada may, in lieu of appointing a member 
of the Supreme Court of Canada, appoint any former member of that 
Court to be a substitute member of the Council. 

(7) The Council may engage the services of such persons as it deems 
necessary for carrying out its objects and duties, and also the services of 
counsel to aid and assist the Council in the conduct of any inquiry or 
investigation described in section 31. 

31. (1) The Council shall, at the request of the Minister of Justice of 
Canada or the attorney general of a province, commence an inquiry as to 
whether a judge cif a superior, district or county court should be removed 
from office for any of the reasons set out in paragraphs 32 (2) (a) to (d). 
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(2) The Council may investigate any complaint or allegation made in 
respect of a judge of a superior, district .or county court. 

(3) The Council may, for the purpose of conducting an inquiry or 
investigation under this section, designate one or more of its members 
who, together with such members, if any, of the bar of a province, having 
at least ten years standing, as may be designated by the Minister of Justice 
of Canada, shall constitute an Inquiry Committee. 

(4) The Council or an Inquiry Committee in making an inquiry or 
investigation under this section shall be deemed to be a superior court and 
shall have 

(a) power to summon before it any person or witness and to require him 
to give evidence on oath, orally or in writing or on solemn 
affirmation if he is entitled to affirm in civil matters, and to 
produce such documents and evidence as it deems requisite to 
the full investigation of the matter into which it is inquiring; and 

(b) the same power to enforce the attendance of any person or witness 
and to compel him to give evidence as is vested in any superior 
court of the province in which the inquiry or investigatiop, is 
being conducted. 

(5) The Council may prohibit the publication of any information or 
documents placed before it in connection with, or arising out of, an 
inquiry or investigation under this section when it is of opinion that such 
publication is not in the public interest. 

(6) An inquiry or investigation under this section may be held in public 
or in private, unless the Minister of Justice of Canada requires that it be 
held in public. 

(7) A judge in respect of whom an inquiry or investigation under this 
section is to be made shall be given reasonable notice of the subject matter 
of the inquiry or investigation and of the time and place of any hearing 
thereof and shall be afforded an opportunity by himself or his counsel of 
being heard thereat and of cross-examining witnesses and of adducing 
evidence on his own behalf. 

32. (1) After an inquiry or investigation under section 31 has been 
completed, the Council shall report its conclusions and submit the record 
of the inquiry or investigation to the Minister of Justice of Canada. 

(2) Where, in the opinion of the Council, the judge in respect of whom 
an inquiry or investigation has been made, has become incapacitated or 
disabled from the due execution of his office by reason of 

(a) age or infirmity, 
(b) having been guilty of misconduct, 
(c) having failed in the due execution of his office, or 
(d) having been placed, by his conduct or otherwise, in a position 

incompatible with the due execution of his office, 
the Council, in its report to the Minister of Justice of Canada under 
subsection (1), may recommend that the judge be removed from office and 
that he cease to be paid any further salary. 

(3) A judge who is found by the Governor in Council, upon report made 
to the Minister of Justice of Canada by the Council, to have become 
incapacitated or disabled from the due execution of his office shall, 
notwithstanding anything in this Act, cease to be paid or to receive or to 
be entitled to receive any further salary if the Council so recommends. 

(4) Notwithstanding subsection (3); the Governor in Council may grant 
leave of absence to any judge found, pursuant to subsection (2), to be 
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incapacitated or disabled, for such period as the Governor in Council, in 
view of all the circumstances of the case, may consider just or appropriate, 
and if leave of absence is granted the salary of the judge shall continue to 
be paid during the period of leave of absence so granted. 

(5) The Governor in Council may, on the recommendation of the 
Minister of Justice of Canada, after the receipt of a report described in 
subsection (1), remove a judge of a county court from office. 

(6) The Governor in Council may grant to any judge found, pursuant to 
subsection (3), to be incapacitated or disabled, if he resigns his office, the 
annuity that the Governor in Council might have granted him if he had 
resigned, at the time when such finding was made by the Governor in 
Council. 

(7) Any order of the Governor in Council made pursuant to subsection 
(5) and all reports and evidence relating thereto shall be laid before 
Parliament within fifteen days after that order is made, or, if Parliament is 
not then sitting, on any of the first fifteen days next thereafter that 
Parliament is sitting. 

11. Section 35 of the said Act is amended by adding thereto the 
following subsection: 

"(4) A reference in this section to a judge of a superior court does not 
indude a supernumerary judge of that court." 
12. Section 33 of the ~\1embers of Parliament Retiring Allowances Act does 

not apply in respect of a judge. 
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APPENDIX 3 

POSITION DESCRIPTION 

JUDGE'S ASSOCIATE 
August 1977 

1. Duties and Objectives 
To give personal assistance to a Judge of the Supreme Court with the aim 

of giving him maximum relief from all avoidable matters of detail and 
routine. · 

To act as his private secretary in respect of his official duties and personal 
business and appointments related thereto. 

"In Court" duties: 

• to prepare the Judge's requirements as to books and papers, and 
(for the Associate's own use) preliminary information for each 
case; 

• to record evidence as spoken directly onto a typewriter, mostly 
verbatim (sometimes by ex tempore interpretation into a 
narrative form) and always with complete accuracy, for 
immediate use; 

• as required, to take in shorthand and/or on tape recorder all other 
proceedings of the Court ( other than the writing of the court 
register). 

Sittings in other centres: 
• to accompany the Judge to perform the above duties, including 

necessary preparatory work for the first two trials and assembly 
and packing of all requirements; 

• to correspond with Registrars and attend to all travel details, 
bookings, payments, luggage, etc. 

• upon return, to unpack and prepare for Monday work. 
Accounting: 

To operate an Imprest account with the Reserve Bank (in the 
Associate's name) covering expenses related to the official duties of the 
Judge and his Associate-limit S2,000 per transaction, annual volume 
approximately $12,000; and to attend to personal petty cash and 
personal accounting (as required) for the Judge. 
Generally: 

To carry out all correspondence as directed (and also upon the 
Associate's own initiative), to file and/or bind all papers, judgments, 
etc., to update current law bulletins, prepare meeting papers, and 
attend to robing requirements (including ceremonial occasions). 

2. Qualificatio~s and Experience Required 
Age approximately 25 or over, single, or otherwise unattached. 
Vocabulary must be, or develop to be, extraordinarily wide (including 

legal, medical and other technical terms used in evidence) and grammar 
and spelling accurate. 
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Shorthand/typing speeds, mm1mums of 150/90 w.p.m. respectively 
(compared with average good general purpose typing 70 w.p.m.). 

Must be highly intelligent, perceptive, capable of intense and sustained 
concentration, and precise and accurate in all work. 

Personal requirements are integrity, self-motivation, and an acceptable 
degree of social grace, neat and unobtrusive dress and a sense of vocation 
strong enough to place the duties of office above personal convenience. 

3. Use of Qualifications and Experience 
The duties of this office encompass a wide variety of activities and all 

the above requirements are constantly needed to cope with the 
complexities of the position-often to be met in urgency and/or sustained 
pressure. 

4. Public Relations 
The Associate is regularly dealing or communicating either directly or 

as the Judge's intermediary with a wide range of court officers, legal 
practitioners and their staff, and others in respect of travel, business and 
social arrangements. 

The position requires courtesy, tact and persuasiveness, with ability to 
motivate and co-operate with others. 

5. Work Patterns and Rules 
The Associate is instructed by the Judge as to any special requirements 

but generally is expected to initiate action and adjust methods etc. to suit 
circumstances. Many of the activities are clearly guided by established 
Court procedures or by general usage or customs. However, a fair 
proportion of the activities require original initiative. 

In all Court work, an extremely high degree of accuracy is required 
(complete accuracy in judgments) and in all typing and shorthand work, 
constant checking to record correct names and facts. 

6. Freedom to Act 
Apart from relatively infrequent direct instructions from the Judge and 

the strict requirements of recording and known customs and usage, the 
Associate has the obligation and complete freedom to act and to decide 
how to perform the duties or to solve any problems arising. 

7. Accountability 
The Associate reports to and is solely responsible to the Judge. It is a 

sole position of absolute confidentiality with no assistant or assistance 
available. 

The Associate is totally responsible for the competent performance of 
all duties of the office. 

8. Working Hours and Environment ~ 
Basic hours-usually approximately 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. weekdays. Lunch 
hours are mostly used to carry out ex~Court and private secretarial duties. 

Court duties, usually 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. weekdays, occur on all but 
approximately 4 days per month, which days are used catching up on ex
Court work. 
Extra hours are common and (except for 86c per hour for weekend travel) 
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are not paid for. They usually arise from late sittings and tidying-up after 
sittings in other centres. For example: 

• Late juries about 15/20 times per annum averaging about 3 hours 
after 6 p.m. 

• After sittings in other centres, tidying-up and completion of urgent 
outstanding work-usually about 3 hours during the weekend. 

• Any other time required to catch up or for social assistance and 
travel. 

The uncertainties arising from the need to work irregular hours and to 
meet unexpected demands makes it difficult to make or keep personal 
appointments. 

9. General Gomments 
' 

This appears to be a most demanding position. It is a one-person job 
with no relief from duties, with attendance to be maintained through 
minor illnesses. It is severely demanding on physical, emotional and 
mental resources and interferes with any development of a regular pattern 
of personal life, e.g. medical, dental and social appointments and 
shopping (especially provisioning on return from sittings in other centres). 

It would appear that it requires personal effort and sacrifice beyond 
that usual to regular employment in public service or in commerce. 
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APPE1'lDIX -4 

DUTJES OF A FLOATING A§SOCIA TE 

Duties v1ould in.dude: 

L Assisting vvith. typing of judgments el:c., and reliev;.ng in murt ss 
required. Conrts are too vulcerabie, relying as the; do on fu11-tirne 
at~en.dance oi the associates for -each :a.nd ever-y day of the t,uprcme C'.ourt 
~ittings throughout the year, The avail::: bility of an additional assoc:ate, 
1,vho is iarnilia:r '0lith aH :requirerne..nts~ ,vould ca.se {he \Norklo;·~,d. o..nd. solve 
any prc,ble1ns in the case· of temporary absence or sickne3:,. 

2:1'r~:veHi1~::; on cir~uit with otb::.r j_udg_e:o as t,h1c need aric1es. T!1e 
o:va1Jab1J.1tv 01 ~..:.n associate U) tra\1,c.l on. crrr:u1t to reheve an assc;c1ate vv.ho 
is uaable 'to ':ravel t·,~cause of illnr:'ss, wodd be ,~ great advantage. 

3. Training ne1/v asE;oc.ia.tes, A.n associate receives no training on_ her 
3.ppuintn1enc: E:,he b.as_ to n:1an2~ge ~·~ ~est :she c~n, applying hel' in:tiative 
and ~,:;:e:.rtt?.n.al e:-;.:per1er:ce and. ehe1t1ng a.:,_1y ach1J.ce sh(~ n1z;y ,:t:co:o:1~(·Y~l-::Lt:r 
asso,c1at(~s u1 \\rh.atever tn11e tht:)T c:i:rl sp{::.re bet~/leen court s1tt1n.gs. VVhen 

~~1~~~}:~~:·1t~: a pr:;;; i ~)f~~i~-:ec i~e~t1~t;£ h~1=~-~-~:~~:: ,J;1~~;;,o~~e3 r~~~i :·!1n~ 
complex c,i:d responsible z,ssig-nrneru, where shE i,, imrned:i;,J:ely expected 
10 rnaster the diHicult technique of rtcording e,;,rider1ce, f.1. period of 

~-1~~~~[~ ~e b:~~,:~d \~ ~~;te:~/:~, t~~i;' ':Jei~;;,, atXC~el~:ri~-~1 ,:,~{; tii~~-~~i'. 
T·r•-:i,-'.n-i'!""i10J ''V'c~•,ujc~ t1e•r•l l:"ll-:ici1 dep-e~rj rv·1 thr· ne~,-, ~~y-r1·-,oir1·/·~f0 •:.1,c.~ ,;},L·)1\-·1(:,· -U,.L. "·-•·;:, t •. ,_ , _. ) ,,_c_,_s..i .,.<. ~- _ .,.L •- _- •• ~ .., ___ .._, .,vt 1;..i,.J_._...,· .. ,'L-L~, IL-'.. .. ~ :... .,_ ~la,-

therefore ·be flexible; probably no 11:Lor.e than tf.VO \.\rec.ks vvo1:Jd. be :required . 
.-:-t. Training Di.strict Court rei=,,ortc1·,s. lJ ndertaking initial tra_ir:,_jng for 

11istrict C\nurt jury reporters in co•~operation 'VIith their supervisor (furth.er 
co:;1Yn_~;nts un~_er the s~c!ion (r1; r~~co

1
~~dj~n.g ?£ t<i:ide~1.(~e, p~r_agraph 841). 

,J, lJnde1~t3:k1n~ enqu1r1es Oll oe.b.alr 011udges and assoc1aces ,,vhen thc:y 
are press~~d tor tu.r1e. 

6:P:rogres:sively compiling am: up-da~ing ~· worktn~- rnarma 1 fm· 
associates, f(.tr easy reJe:re:rtce, ,..,.fhis ·vvould com.b:n:e such Eotes as are in 
existence into a common manual, covering procedures a.nd personnel, 
,Nhich vlou.ld assist in tra.inin:s 11e,1v associates. 
"7. Assi~ting the judges' clerks i:o .keep work up to date in the judges' 

library. 
8. (jatcbing up or. her own judge's work and p:·eparing for his return. 
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APPEXDIX 5 

NEW ZEALAND LAW SOCIETY CODE OF ETHICS CONDUCT 
OF PROCEEDINGS 

4.17 
Defence :A~cess to D.S.I.R. Examinations. 

The following procedure has been issued as a Police instruction by the 
Commissioner of Police and agreed to by the Society with the proviso that 
such agreement and recommendation to practitioners to adopt the general 
instructions cannot bind practitioners in the conduct of an individual 
case: 

(1) All requests from the defence for details of D.S.I.R. analysts' 
reports, or for discussion with a D.S.I.R. analyst, or for a sample for 
independant analysis shall be made through the prosecutor and not direct 
to the D.S.I.R. . 

(2) Prosecutors shall on request advise the defence of the general 
findings of an analysis or examination by the D.S.I.R., and where the 
certificate is in such general terms, a copy may be supplied. 

(3) If the defence wishes to ascertain what general technique was 
employed by an analyst their request shall be given in writing to the 
prosecutor and a written answer shall be supplied by the analyst through 
the prosecutor, but exact steps shall not be given. 

(4) When a D.S.I.R. analysis or test favours the defendant and it is not 
intended to call the analyst, the report shall be forwarded to the defence 
without delay even if there has been no request for it. 

(5) When the defence requests in writing a sample for independant 
analysis, and one is available, it shall be supplied by the D.S.I.R.; 
provided that, in the case of a narcotic or substance governed by the 
Poisons Act or any other act requiring a permit for possession, the sample 
shall be tested in the presence of a D.S.I.R. analyst, who will virtually 
retain possession. 

(6) The defence will not be permitted to test the actual Police exhibit, 
e.g. a blood stained shirt. Permission for defence experts to be present 
during the examination or experimentation by the D.S.I.R. shall be 
granted, unless after consultation with the D.S.I.R. and prosecution good 
reason exists for a refusal. 

(7) If the defence request that the D.S.I.R. perform a particular test on 
an exhibit the D.S.I.R. shall carry it out, unless after consultation with the 
prosecution good reason exists for refusal. 

(8) If the defence supplies material requesting D.S.I.R. analysis or 
examination, etc., thereof, this shall be undertaken, unless after 
consultation with the prosecution good reason exists for refusal. 

(9) Any query by the Police or an analyst as to the interpretation or 
implementation of this General Instruction or for guidance as to situations 
not covered herein shall be referrred to the Commissioner (Legal Section) 
or the Director of the Chemistry Division of the D.S.I.R. 
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APPENDIX 6 

ORGANISATIONS AND PERSONS WHO MADE SUBMISSIONS DURING 
THE HEARINGS OF THE ROYAL COMMISSION ON THE COURTS 

Headnote: 
Two copies of all the submissions listed in Appendix A below together with two copies of written 

evidence and the transcription of oral evidence, have been deposited with the General Assembly Library, 
and one copy with the University Law Faculty Library in Auckland, Wellington, Christchurch and 
Dunedin 

Organisation 

Anglican Church, Waikato Diocese 

Anglican Women, Association of 

Association of Anglican Women 
Association of Maori Graduates 

Auckland Branch, Family Law Reform 
Association (Inc.) 

Auckland Branch, N.Z. Association of 
Probation Officers (Inc.) 

Auckland Branch, N.Z. Association of Social 
Workers 

Auckland Committee on Racism and 
Discrimination (A.C.O.R.D.) 

Auckland District Law Society 

Auckland District Maori Council 

Auckland, N.Z. Institute of Legal Executives 
Inc. 

Ayo,G. 
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Submission 
:'\"umber 

56 

98 

98 
69 

30 

37 

138 

35 

152 

25 

122 

83 

139 

Presented by 

Archdeacon M. J. Mills 
Canon Clarke 
P. Phillips 
Mrs. M. Dell 
Mrs. J. Hesketh 

" 
A. J. Mahuika 
H.B. Marumaru 
Miss P.A. K. McDonald 
G. K.Bunce 
R. P.A. Crickett 
K. Morrison 
E.G. Coyle 

G. M. Harbutt 
N. F. Smith 
Dr 0. Sutherland 
Mrs T. Samoa 
Mrs E. Ilolahia 
Ms R. M. Evans 
Mrs T. Harawira 
B. D. Lynch 
B. H. Slane 
D. F. Dugdale 
L. J. Newhook 
S. W. Halstead 
Ms S. Elias 
J. G. Adams 
DrR. Walker 
Mrs E. N. Pirie 
S. George 
N. P. Puriri 
DrR. Walker 
M. J. A. Brown 
H. T. D. Knight 
R. S. Winterburn 
K. R. Passmore 
T. J. Nash 
Self 



Organisation 

Badger, Miss J.E. 
Baragwanath, W. D. 
Barbour, D. A. 
Barker, The Hon. :Mr Justice 
Barton, Doogue and Ellis, Messrs 

Boorman, S. 
Booth, P. J. 
Boxing Association Inc., New Zealand 
Bredin, A. K. and T. H. 
Bremner, F. W., s.:vi;. 
Brickell, R. G. ' 
Burn, J. F. 
Butler, Mrs E. I. 
Canterbury District Law Society 

Citizens Association for Racial Equality Inc., 
(C.A.R.E.) 

Chappell, Dr Joan 

Chief Justice 

Chief Ombudsman 
Chisholm, F. 
Christchurch Probation Officers 

Civil Liberties, N.Z. Council for 
Collins, R. B. 
Committee of Investigation into Legal Ethics 

and Malpractice (C.I.L.E.M.) 
Community Liaison Group (Wakari/Dunedin) 
Costello, Mrs A. B. 
Court Officers' Group 

Crimanon 

Criminal Law Reform Committee 

Croot, Mrs L. M. 
Crowhurst, C. G., Registrar Magistrate's Court, 

Wellington 
Davey, Dr C. L. 
Department of Justice 
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Submission 
:\"umber 

112 
39 

127A 
173 
147 

104 
67 
80 
19 

161 
141 
92 

102 
125 

136 

55 

117 

163 
128 
70 

43 
134 
99 

87 
4 

127 

140 

154 

54 
184 

72 

11i) 
182 

Presented by 

Put in by Secretary 
Self 
Put in by Secretary 
Self 
J. A. Doogue 
A. A. T. Ellis 
Self 
Self 
J.B. Kent 
Put in by Secretary 
Self 
Put in by Secretary 
Self 
D. J. :More 
N. W. Williamson 
R.Kerr 
D. V. Williams 

Self 
Dr L. I. B. Miller 
The Rt. Hon. Sir Rich, 

Wild 
G. R. Laking 
Self 
Ms D. Crossan 
Miss A. Stewart 
N. B. Dunning 
Self 
Mrs A. B. Costello 

DrR. G. Muir 
Withdrawn 
G. F. Soper 
J.B. Curran 
P. J. Cunneen 
K. Seebeck 
C. G. Crowhurst 
R. J. Seton 
F. Harris 
Miss De Jong 
S. A. Sim 
P. B. Temm, Q.C. 
D. A. S. Ward 
G. David 
Self 
Put in by consent 

Put in by Secretary 
G. S. Orr 
M. P. Smith 
B. J. Cameron 



Organisation 

Departmenf of Scientific and Industrial 
Research 

Department of Social Welfare 

Departn1ent, Valuation 
Doogue, Ellis and Barton, Messrs 

Duggan, L. E, 
Elias, Ms S. and Horrocks, C. E. 
Ellis, Doogue and Barton, Messrs 

Family Law Reform Association, Auckland 
(Inc.) 

Family Law Reform Association, 'Wellington 
(Inc.) 

Fitzpatrick, B. V. 
Foote, :'tlhs M. E. 
Friends at Court Society, Christchurch 
Friends at Court Society, Duneciin 

Gardner. Mrs A. E. 
Gillande~·s, G. H. 
Greei1, l, J.P. 
Grierson, B. M. 
Hall, R. 
Hamilton District Law Society 

Hammond, R. G. 
Hanan, J. G. 
Hay, G. A. 
Heilcwell, Ivfrs P. 
Hewland, Dr R. 
H 'l' P (" (C 'l f T 1 n 1• 1, 1yer, .. __ r.\Q.C. , ounc1 o -'-'ega _i_~~esearc1, 

Found11twn) 
Horrocks, C. E. and Elias, Ms S. 
Hofsfall, R. E. 
Howard League for P,;nal Reform, ~T.Z. 
Inner City Ministry 

Intellectually Hc:ndicapped, New Zealand 
Society fo, the 

Jackson,·c:. Ci. 
.Jeffrc:y.,, Rev G. A. 
Jorda11) F. Co 

J.<),n 
.!.../,;,\J 

Submission 
:\'umber 

155 

64 

75 
75 

96 
137 
147 

30 

58 

34 
63 
20 
51 

78 
150 
114 

31 
14 

107 

65 
143 

5 
110 
42 

146 

137 
82 
3:3A 
86 

97 

13 
28 
33 

Presented by 

F. Hurst 

S. J. Callahan 
K Te Punga 
J J. Gavin 
M. R. Mander 
J. A. Doogue 
A. A. T. Ellis 
Put in by Secretary 
Self and C. E. Horrocks 
J. A. Doogue 
A. A .. T. Ellis 
G. K. Bunce 
R. P.A. Crickett 
K. Morrison 
J. E. Pomeroy 

Self 
Self 
Mrs Z. M. Hannah 
Mrs L. E. Wallis 
lvfrs J. Hadley 
:v[rs D. Byrne 
Self 
S. J. Bird 
Self 
Self 
Put in by Secretary 
D. L. Tompkins, Q.C. 
R. G. H am::nond 
P. f'. Feenstra 
J.E. S. Allen 
J. D. Bathgate 
P. E. G. Hosking 
P. Skelton 
Self 
Self 
Put in by Secrelary 
Put in by Secretary 
Self 
Self 

Self and Ms S. Elias 
Self 
F, C. JoTdan 
D. J. Robinson 
Mrs :rvL J. rvfaJcolm 
Dr D. },1. G. Beadey 
R, G. Ivlathe,.-vs 
Pat in by D. J. More 
Self 
Vifid1drawn 



Organisation 

~---< H Judges--
t j Barker, The Hon. Mr Justice 

Mahon, The Hon. Mr Justice 
McMullin, The Hon. Mr Justice 
Ivioller, The Hon. Mr Justice 
Perry, The Hon. Sir Clifford 

.lJ_j Speight, The Hon. Mr Justice 
Thomson, Judge J. R 

(tti 'Nild, The Rt. Hon. Sir Richard, Chief Justice 
J Justice Department 
t-
~d 

.~ j 
,;,,, __ ~ 

n 
.Justices, Royal Federadon of l'.Jew Zealand, 

Association Inc. 

. 1 

d 
;1 Karklins, A. 

K2\.vakawa ~/[aori Executive 
7-} 
,· i Kawiti, W. B. and Ngatahine Tribe 
tj Keesing, A.G. and Others (Lower Hutt 
~ l Practitioners) 
·· 1 Kemp, B. J. 
~ •. Laking, G. ~--, Chief Ombudsman 
~- f Law Sfcieti,es: !i Aucdana 

_:-~ i'. 
; i 
it ,t 

Canterbury 

Hamilton 

Ivl:anawatu 
Nevv Zealand: 

Part I 

Part II 

Otago 

SotrLh Canterbury 
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Subrrllssion 
:\umber 

173 
176 
156 
174 
175 
175 
148 
117 

2·1 
11 d 
182) 

16n 

183 
17 
22 
23 

160 

16 
163 

152 

125 

Jrn ,V,· 

157 

Ell 

17~> 
Ii ✓-

Present~u 'iy 

Self 
Put in by Secretary 
SeH 
Self 
Sdf 
Self 
Self 
Seli 
G. S. Orr 
l\-1. P. Smith 
B. J. Cameron 
J. L. Noakes 
Dr D. G. :McLachlan 
G. C. KenL 
Put in by Sir James Wicks 
Self 
Mrs H.K. Nathan 
Self 
A. G, Keesing 

Put in by Secretary 
Self 

B. D. Lynch 
B. H. Slane 
D. F. Dugdale 
L, J. Newhook 
S. W. Halstead 
~,;Is S. Elias 
J. G. Adams 
N: W. Williamson 
R .. J(err 
D. L Tompkins, Q.c. 
R. G, Harrimond 
P. F. Feenstra 
J. E. S. Allen 
J. D. Bathgate 
P. E. G, Hosking 
P ... Skelton 
l H. Williams 

L. J. Castle 
W. M. Rodgers 
E. '1/V. Thom.as 
L. H. Southwick, Q.C. 
\IV. 1vL Rodgers 
E. 111,/. Thomas 
lVL H, N. Haggitt 
D. J. 1vfore 
Put in by Secn:t:a1y 



Organisation 

Wellington (Magistrate's Court Committee) 

Law Students' Association of New Zealand 

Leary, E: P. 
Legal Association of New Zealand 

Legal Association of New Zealand, Otago 
Branch 

Legal Executives Inc., N.Z. Institute of, 
Auckland 

Legal Research Foundation, Council of 
Legge, A. A. 
Lewin, A. J., J.P. 
Locker, Dr R. H. 
Loughnan, Ms J. 
Love, Dr H. G. I. 

Lower Hutt Practitioners (A.G. Keesing and 
others) 

Ludbrook, R. 
Magistrates: 

Executive 

Waikato 
Waikato/Bay of Plenty 
Bremner, F. W., S.M. 

Patterson, J. K., S.M. 

Sullivan, D. J., S.M. 
Turner, A. R., S.M. 

Magistrate's Court Committee, Wellington 
District Law Society 

Mahon, The Hon. Mr Justice 
Malloy, M. 0. 
Maori Committee, Rahiri 
Maori Council, Auckland District 

Maori Council, New Zealand 
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Submission 
'.'\umber 

162 

121 

149 
129 

113 

83 

146 
66 

131 
73 
61 
12} 

119 
160 

166 

144} 
167 

88 
171 
161 
68 

168 
145 
162 

176 
10 

142 
25 

122 

151 

Presented by 

J. H. C. Larsen 
R. M. Crotty 
J. A. L. Gibson 
M. G. Stevens 
C. Chapman 
G. Sharrock 
Self 
T. M. Abbott 
K. J. Osborne 
J.B. Robertson 

H. T. D. Knight 
R. S. Winterburn 
K. R. Passmore 
T.J. Nash 
P. G. Hillyer, Q.C. 
Put in by Secretary 
Put in by Secretary 
Put in by Secretary 
Self 
Self 

A.G. Keesing 

Put in by Secretary 

Sir James Wicks S.M. 
W. J. Mitchell S.M. 
F. G. Paterson S.M. 

P. J. Trapski S.M. 

T. B. Mooney S.M. 

Put in by Secretary 
Self 
Self 
Self 
Self 
J. H. C. Larsen 
R. M. Crotty 
J. A. L. Gibson 
Put in by Secretary 
Self 
Put in by Secretary 
Dr R. Walker 
Mrs E. N. Pirie 
S. George 
N. P. Puriri 
Dr R. Walker 
M. J. A. Brown 
N. A. Watene 
W.Jarman 
T. K. Royal 
K. Workman 
M. Bennett 



Organisation 

Maori Graduates' Association 

Maori Women's Welfare League 

- Otara 
-Taumutu 
-Te Rau 
- Te Rongo Pai 

Manawa tu District Law Society 
Married Women's Association of New•Zealand 

(Inc.), Auckland· 

Mathews, M. J. 
McMullin, The Hon. Mr Justice 
Miller, C. N. H. 
Millman, K. R. J. and P. J. 
Ministry of Transport 

Moller, The Hon. Mr Justice 
Moore, Miss M. L. 
More, D. J. 
Morgan, H.P. and J.E. 
Morrison, Mrs I. McG. 
Mortimer, J. B. 
Muir, I. 
National Council of Women 

National Marriage Guidance Council 

National Organisation for Women, 
Christchurch Branch 

Nelson, Dr D. F. and Shanahan, Dr R. 
New Zealand Association of Probation Officers 
New Zealand Association of Probation Officers 

(Inc.), Auckland Branch 
New Zealand Association of Social Workers, 

Auckland Branch 
New Zealand Boxing Association Inc. 
New Zealand Council for Civil Liberties 
New Zealand Council of Social Service 

New Zealand Federation of University Women 

New Zealand Howard League for Penal Reform 
New Zealand Institute of Legal Executives Inc., 

Auckla_nd 
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Submission 
Number Presented by 

69 A. J. Mahuika 
H.B. Marumaru 
Miss P.A. K. McDonald 

118 Mrs E. Murchie 
Miss A. Delamere 

62 Put in by Secretary 
26 Put in by Secretary 
62 Put in by Secretary 
62 Put in by Secretary 

157 J. H. Williams 
24 Dr A. H. Morgan 

Mrs E. N. Pirie 
Mrs D. A. Hodren 
MrsK.I.Murphy 

11 Self 
156 Self 
40 Self 
52 Put in by Secretary 
50 A. J. Edwards 

A. M. Roxburgh 
174 Self 
105 Self 
130 Self 

7 Selves 
49 Self 

8 Put in by Secretary 
109 Self 

76 Mrs D. J. Horsman 
Mrs G. Hollander 

153 I. W. Jenkin 
R. F. Pethig 

123 Mrs A. R. Elstob 

164 Put in by Secretary 
36 B. J. McKenzie 
37 E.G. Coyle 

138 G. M. Harbutt 
N. F. Smith 

80 J.B. Kent 
43 N. B. Dunning 
71 E. C. Gallen 

Mrs A. Reeves 
J. Jenkin 

85 Mrs S. R. Cartwright 
Mrs J. Bodmin 
Mrs J. Fish 

33 F. C. Jordan 
83 H. T. D. Knight 

R. S. Winterburn 
K. R. Passmore 
T.J. Nash 



CJrganisation 

i"~Te1N Zealand Institute of Valuers 

~,Je'lv Zealand La,N Society: 
P,Eti 

. Pa:r-t II 

J~·iJe,v,, :zealar1d Lega.l lise,oci2.tion:: (Jh:ri:3tchurcl1 
Bran.ch 

~~evv .Zcalar.1d IJegal }\.s~ocia6os1, ()tago J3ra:nch 
:,~-eiAl Ztaian.d NJ aori 1C()11-n,cH 

:r~Jei/v Zealand Clrganisat~on of I\.1an Inc. 

l\Jevl Zealand Public Service 1'1.ssociation 

:'J'ew Zealand Society .!or the Inteliectuaily 
Hanrlicapped Inc. 

~,~·gatahine Tribe and VI. B. Ka,,viti 
Nor:J1 Canterbnry Hospital Board Psychia.tric 

Advisory Cor:nr'littee 
North Canterbury Hospital Board Working 

l'arty on Forensic Psychiatry 
Ornudsmen: 

Sir _9-uy F':rwles 
G. R. Lakmg 

Organisation of Man N.Z. (Inc.) 

Otago Branch, ;\J.Z. Legal Association 
Otago District Lav,, Society 

Otara 11/.[aori VI/omen's Vl!eHare League 
!'acific Islands Arivisoi-y Cocmc;l, vVeUington 

Palmer, D. :'.\/L 
Pc:tterson, J. K., S.M. 

iPer~)cr_, Jl:1,.. C. 
I'erry, 'The I-Ion, Sir (=:Hfford 

Subrr1issi01.1 
:1,,; um her Presen i:ed by 

I 15 J. l\T. B. Viall 
A. L Mc/II.lister 

41 L. J. Castle 
v\f. Ivl. Rr,dgers 
K Vi/. Thorna3 

; Ul L. H. Southwick,Q.c . 
vV. Ivt R.oclg-ers 
E. ·vv. 'fhon1.as 

l~n. IVL G-. Ste"'(Jens 
C. Ct,aprnan 
G. Sh.arroc]t 

129 T. ~/L A.bbott 
J(. J. •Clsbcrc:ne 

1 ! 3 J. B. ]lo!:,ertson 
151 l\L l\. ·\1Vc .. tene 

yy._J2-rmc1.n. 
I. r; .. Royal 
K. ·workman 
1\1, ~Bennett 

48 

44 

81 

97 

20 
J; 

90 

86 

135 
163 
48 

113 
124 

6'? 
133, 

120 
68 
Tl 

i 7:5 

J. .tVi. Henderson 
D. Huddlestone 
A. F. Reid 
Senior Sergeant I). J~err 
Inspect0r P. I'vfcars 
P.A. Harris 
D. H. Thorp 
Dr D. M. G. Beasley 
R. G. Ivfathevvs 
Self 
DrK. Zeh,s 
Dr J. Dobson 
D. J. Robinson 
lVfrs I\1. J. Malcolm 

Put in by Secreta:·y 
Self 
J. 1VL He;aderson 
D. Huddlestone 
.A. F'. Reid 
J. Bo Robertson 
M. H. l\J. Haggitt 
D. J. =vfore 
Put in by Secretary 
I'·J. Nawalowalo 
~1Ylrs F Kini;·~.ton 
F~ev. 'ie i1~~i; · 
i. T;;i.pu 
Self 
Self 
Self 
Self 



Police Department 

Powles, Sir Guy 

Organisation 

Probation Officers, Auckland 
Probation Officers, Christchurch 

Probation Officers, N.Z. Association 
Psychiatric Advisory Committee, North 

Canterbury Hospital Board / 
Psychiatric Advisory Committee, Forensic 

Working Party . 

Public Service Association 

Race Relations Conciliator 
Rahiri Maori Committee 
Riddick, G. 
Robson, J. 
Rogers, E. J. (c.I.L.E.M.) 
Royal Federation of New Zealand Justices 

Association Inc. 

Ryan, G. 
Ryan, K. 
Ryan, T. B. 
Salmon, P. M. 
Salvation Army 

Scientific and Industrial Research, Department 
of 

Scott, A. F. 
Selkirk, R. C. 
Shakes, B. R. 
Shanahan, Dr R. and Nelson, Dr D. F. 
Shenkin, B. K. 
Six A Incorporated 

Smellie, R. P. 
Social Service, N.Z. Council of 

Social Welfare, Department of 

Solicitor-General 
South Canterbury District Law Society 
Speight, The Hon. Mr Justice 
Sprott, T. J. 
Stanton, A. M. 
Stock Exchange Association of New Zealand 
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Submission 
:\'umber 

44 

135 
37 
70 

36 
90 

89 

81 

95 
142 
74 

116 
103 

16~} 
183 
29 
18 

101 
38 
47 

155 

6 
170 
27 

164 
108 
53} 

178 

59 
71 

64 

1 
172 
175 
94 
45 
15 

Presented by 

Senior Sergeant D. Kerr 
Inspector P. Mears 

Put in by Secretary 
E.G. Coyle 
Ms D. Crossan 
Miss A. Stewart 
B. J. McKenzie 
Dr K. Zelas 
Dr J. Dobson 
Dr E. D. Anderson 
Dr H. R. Hewland 
Dr J. Dobson 
P.A. Harris 
D. H. Thorp 
H. D. B. Dansey 
Put in by Secretary 
Self 
Self 
Self 
J. L. Noakes 
Dr D. G. McLachlan 
G. C. Kent 
Self 
Self 
Self 
Self 
Commissioner Elliott 
Major Howie 
Captain D. Miller 
F. Hurst 

Self 
Put in by Secretary 
Put in by Secretary 
Put in by Secretary 
Self 
L. M. O'Reilly 
M.K.Brown 
Dr R. Hewland 
Self 
E. C. Gallen 
Mrs A. Reeves 
J. Jenkin 
S. J. Callahan 
R. TePunga 
J. J. Gavin 
R. C. Savage, Q.C. 

Put in by Secretary 
Self 
P. J. Booth 
Self 
Put in by Secretary 



l 
Submission 

Organisation Number Presented by 

Sullivan, D. J., S.M. 168 Self 
Sunnyside Women's Prison 55 Dr J. Chappell 

Dr L. I. B. Miller 
Taylor, R. and V. 9 Put in by Secretary 
Taumutu Maori Women's Welfare League 26 Put in by Secretary 
Te Rau Maori Women's Welfare League 62 Put in by Secretary 
Te Rongo Pai Maori Women's Welfare League 62 Put in by Secretary 
Thames-Coromandel District Council 132 
Thomson, Judge J. B. 148 Self 
Thomson, J.C. A. 159 J. H. Williams 
Transport, Ministry of 50 A. J. Edwards 

A. M. Roxburgh 
Treadwell, P. J. 165 Put in by Secretary 
Turner, A. R., S.M. 145 Self 
University Women, New Zealand Federation of 85 Mrs S. R. Cartwright 

Mrs J. Bodmin 
MrsJ. Fish 

Valuer-General 75 M. R. Mander 
Valuers, New Zealand Institute of 115 J. N. B. Wall 

A. L. McAlister 
Waikato Diocese, Anglican Church 56 Archdeacon M. J. Mills 

Canon Clarke, 
P. Phillips 

Waikato Magistrates 88 T. B. Mooney, S.M. 
Waikato/Bay of Plenty Magistrates 171 Put in by Secretary 
Wakari/Dunedin Community Liaison Group 87 DrR. G. Muir 
Walters, H. 79 Self 
Ward,A.G. 57 Self 
Waring, Ms M., M.P. 180 Put in by Secretary 
Weathered, E. 100 Put in by Secretary 
Webb, Professor P.R. H. 60 Self 
Wellington Branch, Family Law Reform 58 J. E. Pomeroy 

Association 
Wellington District Law Society, Magistrate's 162 J. H. C. Larsen 

Court Committee R. M. Crotty 
J. A. L. Gibson 

Wellington Regional Pacific Islands Advisory 133 N. Nawalowalo 
Council Mrs F. Kingston 

Rev. Te Pene 
L. Tapu 

Wernham,M. 84 Self 
Whakahou Youth Group 106 Put in by Secretary 
Wild, The Rt. Hon. Sir Richard 117 Self 
Williams, J. H. 159 Self 
Williams, P.A. D. 21 Self 
Williams, P.A. 93 Self 
Willy, A. A. P. 126 Self 
Winkel, E. R. 177 Put in by Secretary 
Women, The National Organisation for 123 Mrs A. R. Elstob 
Women, National Council of 76 Mrs D.J. Horsman 

Mrs G. Hollander 
Wood, V. 46 Put in by Secretary 
Wright, A. R. 91 Self 
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APPENDIX 7 

OTHER PERSONS WHO GA VE EVIDENCE BEFORE THE COMMISSION 

Aberhart, R. D. 
Auckland Magistrates 
Cope, S. W. S. 
Curtin, F. L. 
Doyle, Dr M. W. 
Findlay, E. R. 
Gibb,A. D. 
Gilbert, R. J. 
Hamilton, Ms J. M. 
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Lewis, Mrs D. M. 
Lightband, G. 
MacRae, Rev. K. D. 
Read-Allen, Mrs C. L. 
Treasury, The 
Trelewan, J. R. 
Watson, Mrs S. 
Williams, D.R. 



APPENDIX8 

OTHER PERSONS {Hl ORGANISATIONS -~NHO itSSISTlED 
THE COll,UwH§§]ON OVER§1KAS 

AUSTRALIA 

Queensland: 

Cook, D. J. 
Cromme!Iin, B. 
Demach, Hon. Mr Justice 

Grant-Taylor, His Honour Judge 
Rawlings, E. 

White, W. J. 

New South ·wales.' 

Bartley, R. J., s.:vL 
Carson, :f'.J. R. 
Cook, \V. !?., M.v.o. 
Downs, L. K. 
Glass, The Hon. Mr Justice 
Hope, The Hon. Mr Justice (and 

others) 
Larkins, The Hon. Mr Justice 
Loveday, His Honour Judge 
McGregor, D. G., Q.C. (and 

Association members) 
Marshall, Mrs A. 

j\filson, ;',J'. 

Moffat, The Hon. !1/Ir Justice 
Morris, D. 
O'Grady, K J. 
Pople, H. I. 

Purnell, H.F., Q.C. 

Revnolds, The Hon. Mr Justice 
Ri~del, A: 

Ross-Jones, The Hon. Mr Justice 
(and others) 

Sh,~ppard, The Hon. l\ifr Justice 
Staunton, His Honour Chief Judge 
Street, The Hon. Sir Laurence, 

K.C.M.G. 

Turnbull, R. J. 
'1/Valker, The Hon. F. J., :vtLA. 

\Varton, ::',I. J. 

Senior Stipendiary Magistrate 
Registrar, Family Court of Australia 
Senior Judge, Family Court of Australia, 

Brisbane 
Chief Judge, District Court 
Chief Court Reporter, Court Reporting 

Bureau 
Ender Secretary of Justice 

Parramatta \!(agis1.ratcs' Court 
Solicitor, Sydney 
Registrar, N.S.Vv . .Bar As8ociadon 
Uncier Secretary of Justice 
Judge of the Court of Appeal 
Judge oI the Court of Appeal 

Supreme Court of ;'i.S.'\V, 
District Court 
President, N.S:VV. Bar Association 

Director of Court Counselling, Family 
Court 

Senior Administrative Officer, 
Magistrates' Court 

President, N.S.V\1, Court of Appeal 
;\:.Z. Consulate General's office 
Commissioner of Legal Aid 
Assistant Executive Officer, Supreme 

Court 
Senior Public Defender 
Judge of the Court of Appeal 
Chief Executi.ve Officer, Ivfagistrates' 

Court Administration 
Judge of the Family Court of AustT:cllia 

(N.S.W.) 
Supreme Court of N.S.W. 
Chief Judge, District Court 
Chief Justice of :\Tew South Wales 

:,J.z. Consul-General 
l',ttorney-General, ~J.S.vV. 
Chief Executive Officer, Supreme Coun 
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;c, 

Vvootten, The Hon. Iv1r Justice 

South Australio.: 

Bray, The Hon. Dr 
Cameron, I.E., S.'.vL 

Collins, H. G. 
Ligitwood, His Honour Chief Judge 
~lforris, L. D., J.P. 

Newman, His Honour Judge 
Redman, J. J., s.:vr. 

Stevens, Her Honour Judge 
Walters, The Hon. Mr Justice 
Ward, M., s.M. 

Western Australia: 

Ackland, His H•Jnour Judge 
Burrows, R. :Vl. 
Burt, The Re. Hon. Sir Francis, 

K.C.:\1.G. 

Christie, R. M. 

Davies, R. J 
Franklin, J, A .. 

Kay, His Honour Judge 
Lavan, The Hon. Mr Justice 
Nichols, .:\11iss H. 
O'Connor, His Honour Judge 
Pidgeon, His Honour Judge 
Robins, Mrs A. 
Robins, F. C., s.:vr. 
Staples, G. T. 
Vodanovich, I. Ivf. 
\!Vallace, The Hon. ::VIr Justice 

CANADA 

.j JJonlreal: 

Giroeard, ::VL G. 
Tremblay, Prof. A. (and judges, 

lawyers, magistrates, and law 
lecturers) 

Ottawa: 

Eyre, His Excellency the Hon. D. ,I. 

Quebec: 
P\.chesc,n, ::vL H. 
Cliche, His Honour Chief Judge 

c:hajrman, J.~J.s,v~/. La\V j{,etvrrn 
fJ01nn1ission 

Chief Jm:tice d Scmth A.ustralia 

Sheriff or Sou th Australia 
Chief Judge, District Criminal Courts 
Principal Registrar, District Criminal 

Courts 
Local and Criminal Court 
Former Supervising Stipendiary 

Magistrate 
District Criminal Courts 
Supreme Court 
Small Claims Court 

District Court 
::'•Jew Zealand Consul 
(Former) Chief Justice (now 

Lieutenant-Governor of 1Nestern 
Australia, 

Under Secr~tary for Lav,,, Crown Law 
Department 

Senior Crown Counsel 
Executive Officer, L2.w Society of South 

.Australia 
District Court 
Supreme Court 
Department of Community 'iN elfare 
District Court 
Chairman of Judges, District Court 
Barrister and Solicitor 

Master, Supreme Court 
Chief Probation and Parole Officer 
Supreme Court 

Chief Prosecutor, Montreal 
Lav, School, Montreal University 

~>J.Zo High (Jommissioner 

:v1inistere de 12t Juscice 
ChieJ Jv.stice, Provin.cial (Jot1rt 
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Dorrian, M. (and colleagues) 
Dussault, M. R. 
Jacoby, Me. D. 

Lemieux, Me. L. 

Letourneau, M. G. 
Longtin, Me. M. 
Pirearb, M. P. 

Tellier, M. J. 

Tremblay, F. 

Vallee, The Hon. Me. Justice 

Toronto: 
Andrews, His Honour Chief Judge 
Arnup, The Hon. Mr Justice 
Beaulieu, His Honour Judge 
Chester, S. 

Colter, His Honour Chief Judge 
Hayes, His Honour Chief Judge 
Howland, The Hon. Mr Justice 
Keel, R. G. 
Lawson, A. M., Q.C. 

Leal, H. A., Q.c. 
McMurtry, The Hon. R., Q.C. 
Mendes da Costa, Dr D., Q.C. 

Perry, L. E., Q.C. 
Paterson, R. B. 
Rice, His Honour Judge 
Scott, G. 

Sherman, G. 
·watson, A. K. 
Wilson, The Hon. Me. Justice 

Vancouver: 
British High Commission 
Burnett, Mrs A. 
Farris, The Hon. Mr Justice 
Finkle, P. S. 
Goulet, His Honour Judge 
Krasnick, M. R. 
Mcfarlane, The Hon. Mr Justice 
Morrison, J. 

Munroe, The Hon. Mr Justice 
Parfitt, B. 

lJirector-U-eneral ( Court Services) 
Deputy Minister of Justice 
Sous-Ministre Associe, Ministere de la 

Justice 
Sous-Ministre Associe, Ministere de la 

Justice 
Director of Research 
Legislative Draughtsman 
Vice-President, Committee for Protection 

of the Young 
President, Committee for Protection of the 

Young 
Sous-Ministre Associe, Ministere de la 

Justice 
Chief Justice of Quebec 

Family Division 
Court of Appeal 
Family Division 
Executive Assistant t~ the Deputy 

Attorney General 
County and District Court 
Provincial Court 
Court of Appeal 
Law Clerk to Chief Justice of Ontario 
Provincial Director, Ontario Legal Aid 

Plan 
Deputy Attorney General 
Attorney General of Ontario 
Chairman, Ontario Law Reform 

Commission 
Official Guardian 
Legal Officer to Court of Appeal 
Provincial Court 
Director of Courts Administration and 

Inspector of Legal Offices 
Ministry of the Attorney General 
N.Z. Consul General 
Court of Appeal 

Consul General 
Family Advocate, Family Court, Surrey 
Chief Justice 
N.Z. Consul 
Associate Chief Judge of Provincial Courts 
Ministry of the Attorney General 
Supreme Court 
Family Court, Ministry of the Attorney 

General 
Supreme Court 
Senior Counsel for Family Law 
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Prevost, F. 

Vcgel, R.H. 
Vvilliams, B. 
Wong,H. 

SINGAPORE 
Hensley, His Excdlency I1-iL G. C. 
Kulasekram, The Hon. Mr Justice 
Marshall, D. 
Rajah, The Hon. Mr Justice 

UNITED KINGDOM 
Adams, W.J,' 

Barr, D., s.:1.1. 

Berryman, J. D. 
Brayshaw, A. J., c.B.E.,J.P. 

Bridge, The Rt. Hon. Sir Nigel 
Carter, The Hon. Sir Douglas, 

K.C.M.G. 

Commomvealth Magistrates' 
Association 

Crocker, His Honour Judge 
Denby, Sir Richard 
Donaldson, The Hon. Sir John 
Elwyn-Jones, The Rt. Hon. Lord, 

CB. 
Graham-Hall, Her Honour Judge 
Grobler, R. V. 
Hendrick, J. S., JP 
Hickling, Mrs, s.:v;:. 
Horsman, E. R., o.B.E. 

Jacob, L H., Q.C. 

Jardine, M. J., c.B. 
Kern.pin, .IVJ:rs A. B. F. 

Mannings, J. 
1fartin, D. !i'. 

Norman, G., J.P. 
Oulton, A. D. IVL 

Perks, His Honour Judge, M.C. 1 T.D. 

Robins, Vv. E. B., S.11. 

Robinson, P. D. 

Scratchley, E., J.P 
Skyrme, Sir Thoma~. K.c.v.o, c:.B., 

C.B.E., T.D. 

Facilities f,A.a.nagemem Unit, Mini,Lry of 
the Attorney General 

Deputy Attorney Gener21.1 
Family Court CounseEor, Surrey 
Family Court Counsellor, Surrey 

N.Z. High Commissioner 
Supreme Court, Singapore 
Barrister 
Supreme Court, Singapore 

Principal Establishment Officer, Office of 
the Deputy Director of Public 
Prosecutions 

Bow Street Courts 
Clerk to the Magistrates, Croydon 
Retiring Secretary to the Magistrates' 

Association 
Lord Justice, Court of Appeal 
N.Z. High Commissioner 

Crown Court Judge 
President, The Law Society 
Queens Bench Division, High Court 
Lord Chancellor 

Crown Court Judge 
Courts Administrator, Old Bailey 
Magistrates' Court, Croydon · 

Assistant Secretary of Commissions, Lord 
Chancellor's Office 

Senior Master and Queen's 
Remembrancer 

Deputy Director of Public Prosecutions 
Supervisor, Court Reporting Service, 

Roval Courts of Tustice 
Depu1:y Clerk to th~ Magistrates, Croydon 
CnieI Clerk of the Crcvm 2nd County 

Court, Croydon 
Secretary, Magistrates' Association 
Deputy Secretary, Lord Chancellor's 

Office 
Crown Court J udgt 
Bo\Al Street Courts 
Ci1~c_uit ~i.dr.n.inistrator, South Eastern 

C~1rc1nt 
Ivlagistral:es' Court, Croydon 
Secfetary of Comrr,issions, Lord 

C:hancellor~ s ()ffice 



Mahon, The Hon. Mr Justice 
Mason, K. H., S.M. 
McCarthy, The Rt. Hon. Sir 

Thaddeus 
McKay, I. L. 
McMullin, G. A. 
McMullin, The Hon. Mr Justice 
MacRae, Rev K. D. 
Melbourne, Ms M. 
Mills, The Hon. Mr Justice 
Moller, The Hon. Mr Justice 
Newth, T. H. 
Ngatahine Block Objection 

Committee 
North, The Rt. Hon. Sir Alfred 
Ongley, The Hon. Mr Justice 
O'Regan, The Hon. Mr Justice 
Paterson, F. G., S.M. 
Perry, The Hon. Sir Clifford 
Pihama, Mr 
Pledger, the late C. E., S.M. 
Pou, T. H. 
Preston, D. A. 
Priest, H. T. 
Puketapu I. P. 

Puriri, N. P. K. 
Quilliam, The Hon. Mr Justice 
Rangihau, J. 
Richmond, The Rt. Hon. Sir Clifford 
Robson, F. N. 
Robson, Dr J. L. 
Roper, The Hon. Mr Justice 
Ross, T. A., S.M. 

Sandford, K. L. 

Sinclair, The Hon. Mr Justice 
Southwick, L. H., Q.C. 
Speight, The Hon. Mr Justice 
Stockdale, His Honour Judge 
Tait, K. D. G. 
Tapp, Ms P. 
Thames-Coromandel District 

Council and other Local 
Authorities and Organisations 

Thomson, Judge J.B. 
Tuckwell, E. S., s.M. 
Tudhope, D. H. 
Turner, The Rt. Hon. Sir Alexander 
Unger,H. R. 
United States Embassy 
University of Auckland, Public Law 

Reform Committee 
Upton, J. 0. 

Supreme Court, Auckland 
Auckland 
Wellington 

Wellington 
Gore 
Supreme Court, Auckland 
Court Conciliation Centre, Auckland 
Neighbourhood Law Office, Grey Lynn 
Supreme Court, Auckland 
Supreme Court, Auckland 
Hamilton 

Auckland 
Supreme Court, Wellington 
Supreme Court, Wellington 
Christchurch 
Supreme Court, Auckland 
Department of Maori Affairs, Auckland 
Auckland 
Department of Maori Affairs, Wellington 
Wellington 
Christchurch 
Secretary and Maori Trustee, Department of 

Maori Affairs, Wellington 
Department of Maori Affairs, Auckland 
Supreme Court, Wellington 
Department of Maori Affairs, Wellington 
President, Court of Appeal 
Orewa 
Victoria University, Wellington 
Supreme Court, Christchurch 
Dunedin 
Accident Compensation Commission, 

Wellington 
Supreme Court, Auckland 
Auckland 
Supreme Court, Auckland 
Crown Court (England) 
Auckland 
University of Auckland 

Dunedin 
Hamilton 
Wellington 
Wellington 
Christchurch 
Wellington 

Wellington 
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Victoria University 
Waikato Cniversity Social Science 

Forum 
Waikato Women's Division, 

Federated Farmers of N.Z. 
Webb, :\1rs 0. 
White, The Hon. :\fr Justice 
Williams, A. J. 
Williams, E.W. 
Williamson,~- W. 
"Wilson, D. B., s.:vc. 
Wilson, J. 
Wi Rutene, T. 
Woodhouse, Tht Rt. Hon. Sir Owen 

Librarian and Staff, Wellington 
Hamilton 

Hamilton 

Christchurch 
Supreme Court, Wellington 
Department of :\1aori Affairs, Auckland 
Department of Maori Affairs, Wellington 
Christchurch 
Tauranga 
Neighbourhood Law Office, Grey Lynn 
Rotorua 
Court of Appeal 
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APPE~DIX 10 

OTHER PERSONS OR ORGANISATIONS WHO ASSISTED THE 
COMMISSION BY CORRESPONDENCE 

Australia 

Brennan, The Hon. Mr Justice 

Christie, R. M. 

Collins, H. G. 
Duncan, The Hon. P. 
Dwyer, J. D. 

Ellicott, The Hon. R. J., Q.c. 

Franklin, J. A. 

Glenister, R. 

Handke, B. N. 

Hitchens, G. E. 
Home, MsL. 
Jorgenson, His Excellency Mr 

Lickiss, The Hon. W. D., Q.G.M. 
F.C.I.V., F.A.I.C., F.R.A.P.I. 

Maynard, L. S. 

Medcalf, The Hon. I. G. M.L.C. 

Miller, B. C., M.L.C. 

Mitchell, The Hon. Justice 
O'Grady, E. J. 

Savas, MrG. 
Sedsman, Mrs J. E. 
Storey, The Hon. H., Q.C. 
Walker, The Hon. F. J., M.L.A. 

White, W. J. 

Canada 

Brooks, B. H. 

Halpenny, Ms C. 

Scott, G. W. S. 

Vogel, R. M. 

President, Administrative Review Council, 
Canberra 

Under Secretary for Law, Crown Law 
Department 

Sheriff for South Australia, Adelaide 
Attorney-General, Adelaide, S.A. 
Secretary to the Attorney-General, 

Tasmania 
Attorney-General for the Commonwealth, 

Canberra 
Executive Officer, The Law Society of 

Western Australia 
Secretary to the Law Department, State 

Law Offices, Victoria 
Attorney-General's Office, Department of 

Legal Services, S.A. 
Attorney-General's Department, Canberra 
Research Officer, Law Institute of Victoria 

Ambassador, Royal Norwegian Embassy, 
Canberra 

Attorney-General, Queensland 

Assistant Legal Officer, The Law Society 
ofN.S.W. 

Attorney-General for Western Australia 
Attorney-General, Tasmania 
Supreme Court, Adelaide, S.A. 
Commissioner for Legal Aid Services, 

N.S.W. 
Canberra 
Executive Officer, Law Societ;y of S.A. Inc. 
Attorney-General, Victoria 
Attorney-General for New South Wales 
Under Secretary, Department of Justice, 

Queensland 

Deputy High Commissioner, N.Z. High 
Commission, Ottawa 

Direction Generale des Greffes, Ministere 
de la Justice, Quebec 

Director of Courts Administration and 
Inspector of Legal Offices, Ministry of 
the Attorney General, Ontario 

Deputy Attorney General, British 
Columbia 
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United Kingdom 

Moriarty, M. J. 
Pope, J. D. 

Smith, E.G. 
Oulton, A. D. M. 

United States of America 
Colosimo, E.T. 

Williams, .R. B. 

New Zealand • 
Adams, J. 
Aminoff, His Excellency Mr Sten 

Anderson, Captain 0. 
Blatmann, M. R. 

Cameron, N. 

Criminal Law Reform Committee 
Cuttress, Ms B. 
Edwin-Hall, T. 

Fellows, Mrs P. 
Flaes, R. 
Gazley, W. V. 
Gendall, J. W. 
Kinsella, A. K. 

Maclaren, R. L. 
Mathieson, Dr D. L. 
Morrison, J.B. 

O'Leary, T. D. 

Slane, B. 
Spratt, G. 

White,D.J. 

Home Office 
Assistant Director, Legal Division, 

Commonwealth Secretariat 
Procurator Fiscal, Edinburgh 
Deputy Permanent Secretary, Lord 

Chancellor's Office 

Secretary-Treasurer, National American 
Indian Court Judges Association, 
Washington 

Para-legal Assistant, Native American 
Rights Fund, Boulder, Colorado 

Auckland 
Ambassador of Sweden, Royal Swedish 

Embassy 
Consul-General of Norway, Wellington 
Cultural Attache, French Embassy, 

Wellington 
Senior Lecturer in Law, Victoria 

University 
Chairman and Members 

Medical Superintendent, Sunnyside 
Hospital, Christchurch 

Office of the Ombudsman 
Counsellor, Royal Netherlands Embassy 
Wellington 
Wellington 
Principal, N.Z. Technical Correspondence 

Institute, Lower Hutt 
Auckland 
Wellington 
Consul-General of Denmark, Royal 

Danish Consulate-General 
Deputy High Commissioner, British High 

Commission 
Auckland 
First Secretary (Information), Australian 

High Commission, Wellington 
Wellington 
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IND:EX 

Accrn.1.1n1odatjo::J. 
Buildin;rs· 

Facili~ies for T-urors 
Fan-".tily Court 

Chief C0urt i\d.mh1istra-:or 
(See also ,:C'ourt A.dmini~:traticn)\ 

C:hief .Dis tri~',l;~~i1~;.~-~1~~~1 rnission ,: ) 

(See also :°Court Adrnin.istration'"'; 
''Judiciai Co111missionJ 1 ; 

1'judiciary1') 
Chiel Ju~.tice .. 

(Su also "'Coun Adrninistration'' 
''J u.dicial Co:nn1ission' 1 ; 

:'}udicia.ry')) 
Children: 

A.ge cf ofie21ders 
Children 1 s Boards 
~Fan1:'.ly Co-v.rt 
Ren1a.nd in Custody 

Citizen)s lid.vice Bureau 
Cornr:.'1issioners 
Cornputers 
Corcmers 
Co-~lft Aclrninistration: 

Appointn1~nts systen: 
F'ami:l.y Court 

Judges: ldlocation 
Assignrrrent Judges 
List J 11dges .. , 

:,--;·ight Co1ffts 
,Q.ffice hours 
Regional Cou!'t Adrninistr2c'i:ors 
(.Se,; also "Ch.i,.:f Cciurt Ad.ministrator,'; 

'"Judicial Con:.n1ission';) 
Court of A.ppe2.l: 

hppeals 
Con~;titwjon: 

Ii fr2al appellart cour, 
H subject to the Judicial Corrr1nittee 

ic1islory 
Jl1dg;es 

Juri:1.diction .. 
PYesen t vvorkload. 
P:re3iden.t 
Sittings oursjdr:; ·,:N elling1:on 

Court Sta££: 
9om_pla,~1t~, .. 
r a:21ilv t .. ,uurt 
Trainlng 

Court3 and th.e Pcop.le: 
'V\/itnesses -
(See also "La:y Participation'') 

Criteria for Refrffn1 
Crovvn Court 
L1ependent Adults 
District Courts: 

Appeals 
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See s;Bui.ldi21g;s 1 ) 

8.87-90+ -
887---391 
592-59 7, 9G0 

Paragraph 

650, 7·15; 752. 7.S6J 772,-774-

4!.2-A-14, 673 

303, C72 

197 
5 79, 598-602 
513-516, 549-562 
1057-1058 
852 
.339-340 
76-'£--,765. 819, 821 
1060 . 
99J 134, 178-18~\ 361-·365, 747--84:4 
85.:I--853 
327·-528J 531l·-537j 5·46-51l7j 589«••· 

591 
70:;· 
418-419 
416~4-17J 419J 757-762 
859-86). 
862-863 
753-755, 760--76~' 

26t1-304 
5/ee ,:I_)ri,ry Cm}nc.11.' 
264-%4 
297-303 
281.-298 
Su ''History of the Cot::rts 1

l 

283-289 
(Set also ''Judiciar~/') 
75-78, 83---87, 2B3-2'89J 294 
231--.'23.Jl :'81-·-283 
303 
292 
766-774-
772-/']t.} 
537j 54-6-51±7 
6:24) 752) 767, '770, 8-46 
M'i--904 
892-895 

243--251 
;65, :71-174, 3'.24--333 
See ,:Family Court" 
337-339, 410-638 
462, 498-5 ! 2 



F an1ily Division 
Jurisdiction: ~i~-~il , 

Cnnunol 
(See also "Jvfagistrates' Conrts 11

; 

••:vtino:r Proceedings)•,_; 
''J\u:liciary") -

Ed:.nic G·rrn--1ps and the Geurts: 
InterpretJ~fs 
(Bee at'.::_,o ';Lay :Participation" 1 ) 

Exarnining iviagistrates ... 
Fa1nfly Co1.Jrt: 

ft.tccornm od atio:n 
A.G.r.ninis tr.·a tion 
Appeals 
Childr-~n and Young- Persons Courts 
Conciliation 
Consent ·co tvfarry 
Dependent Adults 
Family ,Advocate 
Fam.ily Court Iudges ... 
Ju ri3dtc,ioo .. .' · 
Layroen 
Official Guardian 
Senior Fa1nily Court Judge 
Support services 

High Court: ... 
Adn1inistr2.ti~1e fJi~,rision 
Ptppe1late and. review fu.nction ... 
Cir:nJ~ syste1n 
Jurrno1ct101:.: 

Civil 
Crirninal ... 
Farnily 

Terapontry Judges of th('; Court of }1.ppeal 
Trial \!Vi th.out a jury ... 
( Su also '•Judiciary'';, 

"Suprerne Court") 
EU5tory of the Couns: 

Adn1inis tni tive Db1ision 
Children1s Courts 

£fsl;_;L~f (t~~~~--~~11 

Do1nestic: :?roc-.1='.edings 
Inferior Cc,urts 
T ustice3 o:f the Peace 
),1agise·atr,~s' Courts 
S·.:.ipren1e Cou.:rt 

Intcn}retets 
Judicial Conirnission 

(See eds{) 1 'Covrt Adrni.nistratiori.j); 
•:J"i...1d}ciarv' 1 ) 

.Judicial Cor.n.1nitte,e · , 
Ju·'"!·ic~ar,r' 

P~-PF;~f~:trnent of Judges: 
A.dm!.nistrative Division 

i,;~~~~;-~~~i~tal 
S'i..1per~:.1..11nary Judges 
Ternporary appointr.nents 

Conditions 0£ sex·•-1ice . , 
ConfereT1c,~s and Study Prograrrnnes 
Iuv~stigation of Conduct an.d re;r~1oval 
Judicial ir.ornunity 
;,;umber d Judges 
Orde:-.0 of Precedence 
Pron1otion 
Retfre111e11~ ... 

4.39 

Paragtaph 
Su 1 "F2.mily Cou:c1:'' 

1-J~f:~,-vor,1 ~53 725, B69-·873 
8fi':!.L868 

,005-1007 
463-602 
592-j97 
53 7, 546-51.P, 5tl9-59 l 
49£:--512 
513-516 
47 5-4 78, 529-5'18 
5)7-519 
521-588 
555-562 
421-423, 520-528 
489-519, 805 
479-484 
549-562, 583 
415, 4-68, 520 
52~)-548, 563-580, 8il5 
261, 305-409 
309-3 l), 40'7 
403-40? 
7B0-781 
305-320 
40l~W5 
321, 357•-366 
498-512 
2'84, 287-238 
394-400 

l-~-74 
92-97 
69-~'/4:} J.11-1:(4 
5-10 
32'-38 
53-55 
19-23 
3D-1:2 
24-31, +3-5.5 
l l-18 
5du ' t Ethn.ic (}roups 1 ' 

639--65t! 

See "P:6.vy CounciJ': 
430, 639-74-5 
l 17-124, 655-672J) 6753 678 
312 
291 
415, 522, 5.25 
658 
666-668 
124·. 6711---698 
720~7.Jl 
703-719 
123_, 718-719 
88-: 283, 302~ 322) 526) 699-700 
JC:59 
609-671 
6B5---S9°t, 716 



Juclges' A.ssodates 
( Su also "R.ecording of .Evidence") 

Judg~s' Clerks 
Jurie8: 

Challenge 
Civil juries 
fe,:s · 
Jury service ar,cl seJ.ectio:n 
:\,{z.jor.ity verdicts 
Rtse.rv,~ jurors 
IJJght to jury trial 

Supervision. 
Justices of the Peace: 

A.ppointro.ent 
C o;.n pl a.in ts. 

};}1~:i~~ll~d.Oi1 .. 
Justic;s' C'.lerl:s 
Petty .'.Jes:s1011s 

Prison 'lishor£. 
Ilern 1n-:i.er2- tion 
Ret].ren1ent , .. 
Ftevi.e1,v by District Court Judge 
Trainjng 

Land \ 7a1.;iation Cmnt-:ciittees 
.La•N .Refo:nn Comrnission 
Lay Pasticipation: 

Con3u111er m.onitoring 
Fa1nily Ccmrt 
(See aLrn "'Courts and tl""le Peop.l:en; 

"'Ethnic (}coups and the Courts'~) 
Legal Aid: 

Duty Solicitor 
:vicKenzie .A.dvisers 
Public Ddenders 
Suitors' Fund 

Le~al Prof~ssion: 
uomplamts ... 
Duty to the Court 
Education ... 
Legal Ex-:cutives 
Legal Language 
Relationship vvith the public 

~:agistra.tes: 
Appointment 
Conditions of service ... 
Investigadon of Conduct and removal 
Immunitv 
2\umber · 
(See also HDistrict Courts·''; 

"Judiciary") 
)vfagistrates' Courts: 

Appeals 
History 
Jurisdiction: 

Domestic .. 
:vlir1or Proceedings 
Present ·workload 
( See also "J.)istrict Courts 1 ~) 

:vfaori People and the Courts: 
AH-)lfaori ,i uries 
tiistor;( . 
Local ~or:c1n11ttees 
T\1aori L::1,nd Court 
Tang·ihang2. 
(.See also :•Ethnic Groups and the Courts") 
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Parngraf1h 
732-737, i\ppendices 3 and 4 

738--745 
14·2-15J., 366-394 
376-381 
+02-405 
391 
.S85--39SJ 387-891 
219, 366-373 
119:_l .50, 3 7<--375 
145-J,,6, '215, 354 
(Su also "Revisio:n of Penaltiesn) 
889 
4-47, 603-638, 769 
130-i33, 610--61 l 
612 
See 1 "Iiisto.ry oJ the 1Cou.rt'3n 
l 15-116J 447) 605-,-609, 617'~"6.20, 

636 
129, 62:3-625 
Su ,::\.1inor Proceedings'' 
637 
611--615, 634 
630-633 
628 
616; 621-622 
427-429 
976-996 
605-606, 649, 66'2, 9 J 9-922 
807-808 
<'c79-4:J4 

295, 548, 794, 929-941 
851 
965-968 
946-964 
942-945 
Foreword, 905-928 
917--925 
907-914 
911, 926~-928 
969-975 
876-877 
915-916 

126-128 
128 
126 
127 
100 

100-116 
462, 498-512 
See '"History of the Courts}} 
75-78, 100-116 
l08, 470---478 
See ''Minor Proceedings 11 

187-202 

393 
25-26, 30, 43, 56-68 
516, 580 
F ore1.,vord 
1050 



)Aasters 
ivfinor Prou::edings: 

Pettv Sessions 
Sma'll clairns tdbuna.i.s 

)ifode ol Address: 
District. Court Judges 
J us tic.es of the Peace ... 

:,.;·eighbourl1.ood Lav,,1 0 1£Hce;, 
Official Guardian 
Onr buds:cr1an 
C)ther Iilquiries into the Busin_,~ss of the Courts: 

The 1962 Con1~-1ittee on tbe Crirnina1 Business of 
the Supr""·rne Court (Barrow:-::lough l{eport) 

The Jarlges Cornn:htee or:: CoLt:ct Businesz 1972 
The 1974 Cornn1ittee on Court Busin-ess (Speight 

Repott) .. ,. 
The Pn:rpeJed G-reen Paper (1975) 

(Jve!'Seas Con1missions 8,nd P.eports: 
=\~·evl South 1i/lales Lavv Reforra CornTnission: 
~- Wcrki1_1eJ·,~peron theC,),m~ (1976) 
'Jntan~ La·:,v :1:<..e_forn1 Con1:~Jrt2.sic-n (}?73) 

0 
, 

Royal Corr .. c;1nss1on on Ass12,c:s aI1d 1:<'_uart~:.-.· ~ie5s1on~" 
1966-1969 ( the Beecb.i~1@:..,R epo~t) -,, , . 

The ~11t,tr--D;~1;_1a.r-cmentaJ. l...Jorn::.-111~tee on. }_..c11stnbn
tion of Cri;·ninal Business b·et~_ver::n th.e Grc-✓,fn 
1Court ;:;i.nd I/h1gfa.tratesi Ccurts 19'/,5. (the Ja::n-ts 
Re,:;or1.) 

1'he 'i//hite Paper on CourtE: /\.d1niD.istra.tio:n 
(Oat,.rio) ( 1 976) 

~;~;f ~~~~-~m-~,~risons . , 

P,say Sess'ons. 
PI.see o[ Si,~dngs 
?lanning and D,~:velc11:nr~ent Di~.rislon 
Pnvy Co,mcil ... 
Prob:.H::.on s~rvice 
1_:.roced:.1re: 

Bai.1. 
Cornbined i:=:i.vil ~:.nd Cri1".'."linal I-)rocect:::;ings 
Cou:ct Dress 
[dsclosur-c by frosec:__1dc.;J:\ 
Interi:::n inj,!11ctio:cs 
Oath or aH~_nnadrJn 
,Scientific evidence 

;t;~~:;i:;:;~~~13;;.J::~~1~~~-e 
\-Vritt,.:.'.n star.en11:x1ts 

R.ecorders 
Recording oi Evi,denc~ 

Magistrates'/District Co•;uts 
Supreme/High Coun 
(S~t also :'Judges' J\.ssodatesj 1 ) 

Regions: 
Auckland 
C'.hristchu.rch 
Hamilto,o 
Wellington ... 
(See also ' 1Court fa!,.dm.inistrationn) 

Registrars: 
Judicial du ties 
Training 

Revision of Penalties 
(See also "Juries: Right to Jury Trial") 

Rules Committee 
Sentencing and Penal Policy: 

Children remanded in custody ... 
Diversion 

441 

Pm-agraph 
l r~5 99,9· 70S 790--795 
435'.._447_' nt' 
167, 616-620 
110, 11-5'.:c-4fil 

410 
635 
853 
See Hf·a£nily CoErt'' 
709~ ?73-774 
t::i2-169 

153--157 
158-160 

161--168 
169 
170--185 

184--185 
.178--18.0 

171--174 

175--177 

181--183 
234 
See HSentencing and :Penal ?0Ecy 1 '' 

s~e I l Ivlir:.or I'roceedings ~' 
forev1ord 1 59'/, '/7:i•-778 
446, 750) 771~ 775 
7~:---82. :~64:-296 
578--5GO, J-G,~-j 1041--104-G 

1021 
lCHJ-·-1018 
87Ei-82,6 
102·2-102'7 
lOl·~J--10.20 
,27 11..--375 
961. 1011--111.5 
344:..-353 
793, ?,:lG-806 9l 3 
1008-1010 
339-340 
"/63. 809-:Wc 
813, 84i-~i>2 
810--312 

226-227, 758, 1051-1083 
363, 1062-1065 
1075-1083 
1066-1072 
363, 1073-1074 

134-l·H, 429, 656, 784-795, 1056 
785-787 
788-789 
163, 171, 215, 354, 1028-1037 

304, 652, 1004 
637, 725, 1038-1040 
1057-1058 
1047-1053 



Imprisonment for debt 
Prison Visitors 

Sitting Time: ... 
Magistrates' Courts 
Supreme Court 

Small Claims ... 
Social Welfare 
Specialisation ... 
Supreme Court: 

History 
Jurisdiction 
Present workload 
(See also "High Court"; 

"Court of Appeal") 
Tribunals 
Unified Court 
Wigs and Gowns 
Workload Projections 

BY AUTHORITY: 

1054-1056 
637 
701, 779-783 
194-196 
208, 229 

Paragraph 

See "Minor Proceedings" 
516, 566-573, 599 
306-320, 341-343, 420-431, 1001 

See "History of the Courts" 
75-78, 88-91, 98 
203-231 

Foreword, 312, 425-430, 664, 760 
355, 760, 997-1004 
See "Procedure" 
235-242 
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